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PUBLISHERS' ANNOUNCEMENT.

Through the medium of a Prospectus, we have again invited

public co-operation in bringing out a second work on Anthro-

pology ; aijd it is with no slight satisfaction that we now

publish a larger list of Subscribers than even that received for

« Types of Mankind."

Such testimonials of the interest taken by our fellow-citizens

in scientific researches, are regarded by ourselves, as they will

doubtless be by others both at home and abroad, as the best

evidence of the love of knowledge developed in the United

States through our educational institutions.

Under this conviction, we have endeavored to augment the

value of " Indigenous Races of the Earth," by sparing neither

exertion nor outlay to make the book itself worthy of the

patronage bestowed upon it. • Whether in the number of the

wood-cuts and the lithographic plates, or as regards the amount

of letter-press,, it will be found, by those who may choose to

compare the promises made in our Prospectus with their fulfil-

ment in the present volume, that we have really given much

more than could have been anticipated in a book the cost of

which, to the American Subscriber, is only Fim Dollars per copy.

(V)
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Vi PITBLISHBES' ANNOUNCEMENT.

It is to this practical consideration alone that we appeal,

should criticism allege that any of the mechanical part of this

work might have been more skilfully executed. Had the price

been higher, the performance would assuredly have been

superior

In justice to the labors of the Authors and the Contributors,

we will state, that no monetary compensation is equal to the

pains bestowed by each upon his part; and several of the

above have kindly furnished their quota without the remotest

pecuniary object; at the same time, let it be noted, that the

accomplished lady to whose single pencil four-fifths of the

entire series of illustrations herein contained are due, sponta-

neously volunteered, and for two years has employed it, in

behalf of her husband's literary interests.

Aside, also, from the communications made by Professors

Joseph Leidt and L. Agassiz, as well as by Lieut, Haber-

sham, U. S. N., the reader will find in this volume several

items of novelty,— altogether uncontemplated by us when

the first Prospectus was issued last autumn.

Among these may be mentioned the inedited Eshimo-cranium

derived from the late Dr. Kane's first Arctic Expedition, and

the equally inedited Tchuktchi-eranium and portrait presented

by Mr. E. M. Kern,— artist in the recent North Pacific Expe-

dition of the " Vincennes," imder Captain Rodgers, U. S. N.

"We hope, therefore, that every Subscriber will feel satisfied

that we have fully redeemed our engagements in the premises.

J. B. LiPPINCOTT & Co.,

PuUishers.
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PREFATORY REMARKS.

BY OEO. K. GLIDDON.

The title of the present volume,— "Indigenous Races of the

Earth," as well as that of our former work,—"Types of Mankind,"

are due to my colleague.

Dr. N"ott possesses, beyond most men, the faculty of epitomizing

the gist of an argument in the fewest words. It is on that account,

and more especially for the disappointment readers may feel upon

finding my nam« substituted for my colleague's, in this part of our

joint book, that its opening page must contain an expression of my
regret at the only untoward event which, from first to last, has been

encountered in the literary undertaking now brought favorably to

an end.

Being unavoidable, however, such issue—unforeseen but a few

days ago—requires some brief explanation.

On my return from Europe last May, M. Alfred Maury's manu-

script for Chapter I. was- the only part of this book in a state of com-

pletion. Mr. Francis Pulszky's, for Chapter 11., arrived in consecu-

tive portions by the mails from London; Dr. J. Aitkbn' Meigs's, for

Chapter IH., and mine for Chapters V. and VI., were written here,

during the past summer and autumn ; while Dr. Nott, in the same

interval, prepared his for Chapter IV. at Mobile.

It having been deemed inexpedient to incur the risks of loss ol

these manuscripts by sending them hence to Mobile, Dr. I^ott, except

through private correspondence and my oral report to hiir. "chez

lui" last l^ovember, was necessarily unacquainted with theii several

tenor : but, when receiving from his hands the manuscript for Chap-

(Tii)
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Viii PEEFATOKT REMARKS.

ter rV., I anticipated no difficulty in supplying Hm with the " proof-

sheets" of our volume quite in time -for one—to whom the subjects

developed in it are so famihar—to write the few pages of synopsis

desirable for its " Prefatory Eemarks."

Under this expectation, the "proof-sheets" have been punctually

forwarded hence to Mobile by our Publishers ; and I took for granted

that, by the 15th February, at farthest, Dr. Nott's second manuscript

would have reached me here for the press. Unfortunately, we have

all " reckoned without our host." From the latter part of December

until, I may say, this moment, the wintry condition of the roads has

been such as to compel my colleague to write me, almost at the last

moment, that, having received but few of the " proof-sheets," and

these in no connected series, he must abandon the hope of editing

our "Prefatory Remarks."

My individual chagrin at this contre-temps is so great that I will not

attempt to offer any substitute for Dk. Nott's frustrated intentions.

At a more propitious time, and through some other vehicle, I hope

that my colleague may publish his own commentary upon " Indige-

nous Eaces of the Earth,"—which owes far more to his personal

science and propulsion than appears on its face. In consequence,

my part reduces itself to the editorship of three additional contribu-

tions,—to three paragraphs about Egyptian ethnography— and to

succinct observations concerning my own Chapters Y. and VI,

The gratifying communications now presented afford much scien-

tific novelty and food for the reader's reflections. I append each in

its order of date.

"I^AVT Yard, Philadelphia, Jan. 20th, 1857.
" Messrs. I^ott & Gliddon,

"Dear Sirs:—Your communication in regard to the hairy race

who inhabit the Kurile Islands, and the red men of Formosa, has
been received.

"I take pleasure in forwarding you two 'heads ' of the former, as

drawn by Mr. A. E. Hartman, the able artist of the United States
Surveying Steamer 'John Hancock,' and only regret that I am
unable to furnish you with similar sketches of the latter, our opportu-
nities of examining them having been very limited. I take the fol-

lowing extracts in regard to these slightly known races from a nar-
rative of our Cruise which I have now in press :

—

"THE KED MEN OE THE ISLAND OF FORMOSA.

" I will say nothing more about Formosa for the present. We left its shores about as
wise as we were upon our arrival, and it was not until our second visit that we picked up
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PREFATORY REMARKS. IX

what little information now exists upon the files of the Expedition in regard to it. Upon
.eaving Keilung (the port of the island of Formosa), for Hong-Kong, we kept along the

east coast of the island, in the vain search for a reported harbor. There was nothing to be

Been but an iron-bound coast with range after range of lofty mountains lifting themselves

above the heavy surf that broke along the entire beach. One day we thought we had dis-

covered it : we saw ahead the smoke of distant villages rising back of a bight in the coast

which looked very much like a harbor ; but, upon approaching it, we found ourselves mis-

taken. We, however, lowered a boat and attempted to land, but the surf was breaking so

furiously that it would have been madness to have entered it. Besides, the beach was

crowded by naked and excited savages, who it was generally reported were cannibals, and

into whose company we should consequently have preferred being thrown with reliable arms

in our hands. The two convicts, whom the captain had taken in the boat to interpret in

case of his being able to land, became so frightened at the savage appearance of those

reported man-eaters, that they went on their knees to him, protesting, through the steward,

that the islanders had eaten many of their countrymen, and that if he went any nearer they

would do the same by him and the boat's crew. Finding it impossible to pass the surf, the

boat returned onboard, and we squared away for Hong-Kong." * * * * "And now, be-

fore I turn to my journal for a few pages in regard to our experience while coasting around

this island, let me enlighten the reader as much as possible in regard to it from other

sources. The Encyclopaedia Britannica says,

—

" ' The Dutch at an early period established a settlement on this island.

'"In 1625, the viceroy of the Philippine Islands sent an expedition against Formosa,

with a view of expelling the Dutch. It was unsuccessful. . . . About the middle of the

seventeenth century, it afforded a retreat to twenty or thirty thousand Chinese from the

fury of the Tartar conquest. ... In 1653, a conspiracy of the Chinese against the Dutch

was discovered and suppressed; and, soon after this, Coxinga, the governor of the maritime

Chinese province of Tehichiang, applied for permission to retire to the island, which was

refused by the Dutch governor; on which he fitted out an expedition, consisting of six hun-

dred vessels, and made himself master of the town of Formosa and the adjacent country

The Dutch were then allowed to embark and leave the island. . . . Coxinga afterward en-

gaged in a war with the Chinese and Dutch, in which he was defeated and slain. But they

were unable to take possession of the island, which was bravely defended by the posterity

of Coxinga; and it was not till the year 1683 that the island was voluntarily surrendered

by the reigning prince to the Emperor of China. ... In 1805, through the weakness of

the Chinese government, the Ladrone pirates had acquired possession of a great part of the

southwest coast.'

" The Encyclopaedia Americana says,

—

'"The island is about two hundred and forty miles in length from north to south, and

sixty from east to west in its broadest part, but greatly contracted at each extremity.

That part of the island which the Chinese possess presents extensive and fertile plains,

watered by a great number of rivulets that fall from the eastern mountains. Its air is

pure and wholesome, and the earth produces in abundance com, rice, and most other kinds

of grain. Most of the India fruits are found here,— such as oranges, bananas, pineapples,

guavas, oocoanuts,—and part of those of Europe, particularly peaches, apricots, figs, grapes,

chestnuts, pomegranates, watermelons, &c. Tobacco, sugar, pepper, camphor, and cin-

namon, are also common. The capital of Formosa is Taiouan, — a name which the Chi-

nese give to the whole island.'

" In addition to the foregoing extracts from standard authority, we have a most marvel-

lous accoimt of this island from the pen of Mauritius Augustus, Count de Benyowsky, a

Polish refugee from Siberian exile, who visited its east coast, in 1790, in a small armed ves-

sel containing about one hundred men. The account by this nobleman is interesting in the

extreme, but unfortunately he is guilty, of one gross and palpable falsehood, which necessa-

rily throws a shade of distrust on his entire narrative. He speaks ' of anchoring in several
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X PREFATOKY REMARKS.

fine harbors on the east coast;' whereas we of the Hancock searched»m vain for any such

place of refuge along that entire shore. On the north and west coasts they are quite

plentiful.

" After anchoring in one of these 'fine harbors,' the Count goes on to give ns an idea of

the people who received him : they were Indians, savages, and very fierce,— so much so

that they soon attempted the murder of a party that had visited their village. He now

killed a great many of them, got up his anchor, and went to an adjoining harbor, where he

was most graciously received for having slain so many of their enemies of the place they

had just left. Here he fell in with a prince, who persuaded him into an alliance against

another prince, and thus they fought for some time. Finally, he drags himself from the

island, much to the distress of the prince his ally, who loads him down with gold and silver.

It is impossible to read the Count's narrative and say what he did see. He was evidently a

blood-relative of the Munchausen family.

" And now, having shown what others say in regard to Formosa, let us return to the

« old John,' whom we left at anchor under shelter of its west coast, at the close of a stormy

day. Here is what my journal says in regard to our arrival, and to what we saw and did

upon the following days :

—

" 'We could see nothing that night save an extensive stretch of white sand-beach backed

by a sloping green, in the rear of which we imagined we saw a village slumbering under the

deepening shadows of a high range of mountains. But this village existed, many said, only

in the vivid imaginations of a few, and it was not until darkness had become sufficiently

dense to reflect its many lights, that the fact was generally admitted. The next morning,

however, we had a most refreshing view spread out before us, — green slopes and waving
fields of grain, broken here and there by extensive tracts of table-land, over which we could

see the cattle roving in their lazy search for the more tender mouthfuls of the abundant
grass.' * * * *

" 'During the night the gale fortunately abated, and the next morning 'bust-proof and
his master, several others of the mess, and myself, ventured into our best-pulling boat and
struck out boldly for the beach. It was a hard and wet pull ; but something over three-
quarters of an hour sufficed to cross the stormy half mile that separated us, and, as the
keel grated with welcome harshness on the sand, we felt ourselves once more on shore.
What if the boat was half full of water, and we like half-drowned rats ? we were still on
shore.

'"We landed upon this strange and crowded beach without fear, simply from the fact
that, while yet some distance off, we had readily recognised the natives as Chinese, and,
although they were all armed with either the matchlock or bow and arrow, we knew too
much of their race to anticipate violence. This crowd, which received us in a most noisy
manner, was composed of men, women, and children,—the males of almost every age being
armed. We had taken the precaution to bring one of our Chinese mess-boys with us • but
their language being neither the Mandarin, Canton, or Shangh* dialect, he at first found
great difficulty in making himself understood. After a while, however, by the aid of the
few words common to each, and a fearful amount of violent pantomime on our part we suc-
ceeded in exchanging ideas with tolerable freedom.

'

" ' From all that we could learn from them in this way, it seems that they exist in a state
of perpetual warfare with their ravage neighbors of the east coast. The island being verynarrow there, the latter find no difficulty in crossing the mountain-ridge which, like a hugeback-bone, divides the two territories, capturing cattle, making prisoners, burning isolatedhabitations and then retreating into their mountain-fastnesses, where they are never fol-lowed by their unwarlike victims. Thus we always found the latter armed with swordmatchlock, or bow and arrow, and confining themselves strictly to their fields and pasTurt

Mrfh b
"
"VT \'^'=P°^'«- *« -"-1 tJ'e l-ushy sides of the neighboringhils they became greatly alarmed, caught hold of our clothes, threv. themselves in ourpaths, and made signs to us that our throats would be certai^ cut and we role,

"
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PEEFATORTKEMAEKS. XI

supper by bad men who were very strong and fierce, and who wore large rings in their ears.

We did not know what to make of all this at first ; but Hartman, who had wandered off by

himself in search of snipe, rejoined us shortly before dark, and opened our eyes.

"
' Having unconsciously wandered over the low land and ascended a neighboring eleva-

tion, he had seated himself upon a fragment of rock, and was admiring the view which

opened before him, when his ear suddenly caught a sound as of some animal making its

way cautiously through the bushes. He turned quickly, anij saw a party of three, whom
he had no difficulty in recognizing as ' bad men who wore large rings in their ears.'

" ' Here was a fix for our innocent sportsman : he must either retire with an imaginary

tail between his legs, or face boldly the unlooked-for danger. Fortunately, he was a man

of nerve, and was moreover armed with a shot-gun, bowie-knife, and revolver. Choosing,

therefore, the latter alternative, he arose with u great air of non-she-lan-cy (as I once

heard the word pronounced by an American who had been to Paris), and advanced to the

nearest, a tall, fine-looking fellow, who rested upon his bow and fixed his gaze curiously

upon him. Hartman says that he whistled with considerable success portions of a popular

air as he thus went, as it were, into the lion's mouth, but never before felt such a longing

to be safely on the distant decks of the much-abused ' old John.' He soon joined this

princely-looking savage, and as the others drew near he made a careful but hurried survey

of their personal appearance, exchanged a Mexican dollar for the bow and arrow of one of

them, evidently against the will of the surprised owner, and then leisurely retraced his way

until an intervening clump of trees enabled him with safety to call upon his legs to do their

duty. It is needless to remark that the vocal music and the air of ' non-she-lan-cy ' expired

in each other's arm's at this point. He ran for a mile or more before evincing the slightest

curiosity to know if he was followed.'

" He described them as being of large stature, fine forms, copper-colored, high cheek-bones,

heavy jaws, coarse black hair reaching to the shoulders, and boasting no clothing save the

maro, and a light cotton cloth over the shoulders,

—

very much like out North American Indi-

ane, he thought. No wonder that such a miserable race as the Chinese should hold them

in dread : in fact, the only wonder is that they have the courage to remain on the same

island. I suppose that our innocent sportsman is the first member of civilization who has

had a close view of these reputed cannibals since Benyowsky, the Polish Count, cruised

along their shelterless shores in 1790, since which time they have been more out of the

world even than the Japanese. These singularly-captured bow and arrows are now in the

collection of the Expedition. *****
" More than once, however, impelled by our excessive curiosity to learn more of these

unknown people, did we attempt to land ; and more exciting attempts at shore-going I never

participated in. Upon one of these occasions we entered upon the dangerous trial with two

of our best boats ; but, upon nearly losing the inner one, with- all who were in her, we

wisely returned on board. We got more than one near view of the savages, however, heard

their voices, and answered their signs ; but all this only increased our desire to know more

of them, for now we saw that they were veritable red men ; and what were red men doing

on the island of Formosa?

"From what I could see over the distance which separated our boat from the crowded

beach, I found the previous description of our ' innocent sportsman ' substantiated by my
own eyes and those of others. We saw an excited crowd of fine-looking men and women,

copper-colored, and possessed of the slightest possible amount of clothing,— the former

boasting only a cloth tied around the head, while the latter had but a thin loose garment

that seemed to gather around the throat and extended no farther than the knee. Some of

the men were armed with bow and arrow, others with very serviceable-looking matchlocks

;

the women held various articles in their hands, probably for barter, and, as we pulled

away after our narrow escape, they evinced their sorrow and desire to trade by loud cries

and the most violent gestures. Our Chinese boy had almost fainted from fright as the inner
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Xll PREFATORY REMARKS.

boat backed into the surf in the attempt to land : he could only tremble and cry ont, ' Dey

eat man! dey eat man!' His friends on the other side had evidently impressed him frith

that unpleasant national characteristic, and hence his fright when apparently about to be

rolled helplessly to their feet by a boiling snrf.

" The same day upon which we made this our last attempt to land among them, we
steamed along up their coast, keeping as close as was prudent,— in fact closer,— and exa-

mining with our glasses as far back as we could see. In this way we saw small but appa-

rently comfortable stone houses, neatly-kept grounds,— what looked like fruitful gardens

and green fields,—all being cultirated' by 'Chinese prisoners who had not yet been eaten,'

we were told on the other side ; or rather we were told that their friends, when captured,

were made to work until needed for culinary purposes.

" We were surprised at this air of comfort among half-naked sayages, and could not but

wonder how they could have built such nice-looking houses, until we finally concluded that

their prisoners had been made to turn their hands to masonry as well as gardening. Thus
ended our second and last yisit to Formosa."

"THE AINU, OR HAIRT KrWlE."

[See Lieut. Habersliaia's comments, infra, Cbapter t]., pp 620-621.]

"Hoping that the foregoing extracts are what you want, I remain
yours very truly,

'

A. TV. Habersham, U. S. N,"
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PREFATORY REMARKS. xiii

" Cambridge, Feb. 1, 1857.

" My dear Sirs.—In answer to your queries respecting my latest

investigations upon the question of the primitive diversity of the

races of man, I have only a few general remarks to make. Most
of the difficulties which have been in the way of a more speedy
solution of that perplexing question, have arisen from the circum-

stance, that it has been considered too isolately, and without due
reference to the progress made in other branches of Zoology. I have
already shown, in the ' Sketch of the natural provinces of the animal

world, and their relation to the different types of man,' which you
have inserted in * Types of Mankind,' that, so far as their geogra-

phical distribution upon the surface of the globe is concerned, the

races of man follow the same laws which obtain in the circumscrip-

tion of the natural provinces of the animal kingdom. Even if this

fact stood isolated, it would show how intimately the plan of the

animal creation is linked with that of mankind. But this is not all:

there are other features occurring among animals, which require the

most careful consideration, inasmuch as they bear precisely upon the

question at issue, whether mankind originated from one stock, or from

several stocks, or by nations. These features, well known to every

zoologist, have led to as conflicting views respecting the unity or

plurality of certain types of animals, as are prevailing respecting

the uniiy or plurality of origin of the human races. The contro-

versy which has been carried on among zoologists, upon this point,

shows that the difficulties respecting the races of men are not pecu-

liar to the question of man, but involve the investigation of the

whole animal kingdom—^though, strange as it may appear, they

have always been considered without the least reference to one

another.

" I need not extend my remarks beyond the class to which man
himself belongs, in order to show how much light might be derived,

for the study of the races, from a careful comparison of their pecu-

liar characteristics with those of animals. The monkeys most nearly

allied to man afford even the best examples. The orang-outans of

Borneo, Java, and Sumatra, are considered by some of the most

eminent zoologists as constituting only one single species. This is

the opinion of Andreas "W^agner, who, by universal consent, ranks

as one of the highest authorities in questions relating to the natural

history of mammalia; while Eichard Owen, than whom no man,

with the exception of our own Jeffi-eys Wyman, has studied more

carefdlly the anthropoid monkeys, considers them as belonging to

at least three distinct species. A comparison of the full and beau-

tifully illustrated descriptions which Owen has published, of the
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XIV PREPATOET REMARKS.

skeleton and especially of the skulls of these species of orangs, with

the descriptions and illustrations of the different races of man, to be

found in almost every work on this subject, shows that the orangs

differ from one another in the same manner as the races of man do

;

so much so, that, if these orangs are different species, the different

races of men which inhabit the same countries, the Malays and the

Negrillos, must be considered also as distinct species. This conclu-

sion acquires still greater strength, if we extend the comparison to

the long-armed monkeys, the Hylobates of the Sunda islands and
of the peninsulas of Malacca and Deckan, which extend over regions

inhabited by the Telingans, the Malays, and the Negrillos ; for there
exists even a greater diversity of opinions among zoologists respect-

ing the natural limits of the species of the genus Hylobates, than
respecting those of the orangs, which constitute the genus Pithecus.

I have already alluded, on another occasion, to the identity of color

of the Malays and orangs: may we not now remember, also, a
similar resemblance between some of the species of Hylobates with
the Negrillos and Telingans ?

" The monkeys of South America are also very instructive in this

respect, especially the genus Cebus. While some zoologists distin-

guish as many as ten different species, others consider them all as
one, and others acknowledge two or three species. Here we have
again, with reference to one genus of monkeys, the same diversity
of opinion as exists among naturalists respecting the races of man.
But, in this case, the question assumes a peculiar interest, from the
circumstance that the genus Cebus is exclusively American; for that
discloses the same indefinite limitation between its species which
we observe also among the tribes of Indians, or the same tendency
to splitting into minor groups, running really one into the other,
notwithstanding some few marked differences,— in the same
manner, as Morton has shown, that all the Indians constitute but
one race, from one end of the continent to the other. This differen-
tiation of our animals into an almost indefinite number of varieties
in species which have, as a whole, a wide geographical distribution'
is a feature which prevails very extensively upon the two continents
of America. It may be observed among our squirrels, our rabbits
and hares, our turtles, and even among our fishes ; while, in the Old
Worid, notwithstanding the recurrence of similar phenomena, the
range of variation of species seems less extensive and the range of
their geographical distribution more limited. In accordance with
this general character of the animal kingdom, we find likewise that
among men, with the exception of the Arctic Esquimaux, there is
only one single race of men extending over the whole range of
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Nortli and Soutli America, but diyiding into innumerable tribes;

whilst, in the Old World, there are a great many well-defined and

easily distinguished races, which are circumscribed within compara-

tively much narrower boundaries.

" This being the case, is it not plain that, unless we compare con

stantly the results of our ethnological investigations with the daily

increasing information we possess respecting the relations of animals

to one another and their geographical distribution, light will never

shine upon the question of the races of man ?

" There is another point to which I would simply allude. Much
importance is attached to the affinity of languages—^by those who
insist upon the primitive unity of man—as exhibiting, in their

opinion, the necessity of a direct affiliation between all men. But
the very same thing might be shown of any natural family of ani-

mals,—even of such families as contain a large number of distinct

genera and species. Let any one follow upon a map exhibiting the

geographical distribution of the bears, the cats, the hollow-horned

ruminants, the gallinaceous birds, the ducks, or of any other families,

and he may trace, as satisfactorily as any philological evidence can

prove it for the human language, and upon a much larger scale, that

the brumming of the bears of Kamtschatka is akin to that of the

bears of Thibet, of the East Indies, of the Sunda islands, of l^epal,

of Syria, of Europe, of Siberia, of the United States, of the Eocky

mountains, and of the Andes ; though all these bears are considered

as distinct species, who have not any more inherited their voice one

from the other, than the different races of men. The same may be

said of the roaring and miawing of the cats of Europe, Asia, Africa,

and America ; or of the lowing of the bulls, the species of which

are so widely distributed nearly over the whole gLobe. The same is

true ofthe gackeling of the gallinaceous birds, and ofthe quacking of

the ducks, as well as of the song of the thrushes,—all of which pour

forth their gay and harmonious notes in a distinct and independent

dialect, neither derived nor inherited one from the other, even though

all sing thmshish. Let any philologist study these facts, and learn, at

the same time, how independent the animals are, one from the other,

which utter such closely allied systems of intonations, and, if he be

not altogether blind to the significance of analogies in nature, he

must begin himself to question the reliability of philological evi-

dence as proving genetic derivation.

"Ls. AsAssiz."

Messes. ITott & Gliddon.
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Philadelphia, Feb. 10th, 1857.

De. NoTT and Mk. GrLIDDON,

Dear Sirs :—Tou have frequently expressed the desire that I should

give to you a Chapter on some ethnographic subject, vs^hich I would

gladly have done had I made Ethnography an especial study. After

the death of Dr. Morton, it was proposed to me to take up the inves-

tigation of the cranial characteristics of the human races, where he

had left it, which I omitted, not from a want of interest in ethnogra-

phic science, but because other studies occupied my time. Having,

as curator of the Academy of ISTatural Sciences the charge of Dr. Mor-

ton's extensive cabinet of human crania, I confided the underta,king

to Dr. Meigs, who has shown his capability for investigating the intri-

cate subject of Ethnography in the excellent Chapter he presents

as a contribution to your work. To the pappr of Dr. Meigs it was

proposed that I should add notes; but after a diligent perusal it

appeared to me so complete, that I think I could not add anything

to enhance its value.

While engaged in palseontological researches, I sought for earlier

records of the aboriginal races of man than have reached us through

vague traditions or through later authentic history, but without being

able to discover any positive evidences of the exact geological period

of the advent of man in the fauna of the earth.

The numerous facts which have been brought to our notice touch-

ing the discovery of human bones, and rude implements of art, in

association with the remains of animals of the earlier pliocene

deposits, are not conclusive evidence of their contemporaneous

existence.

It is not from the land of their birth, and upon which they moved

and died, that we learn the history of lost races of terrestrial animals;

it is in the beds of lakes and inland seas, and in the deltas of rivers,

at the boundaries of their habitation. In reflecting upon the present

condition of the habitable earth, with its teeming population and the

rapid succession of births and deaths, we might be led to suppose

the surface of the earth had become thickly strewn with the remains

of animals. It is, hpwever, no less true than astonishing, that, with

comparatively trifling exceptions, the remains of each generation of

animals are completely obliterated. Penetrate the forests, traverse

the prairies, and explore the mountain chains and valleys of America,

and seek for the bones of the generations of red-men, of the herds of

bison, and of other animals, which have lived and died in past ages.

Neither upon nor beneath the surface of the earth are they to be
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found ; for devouring successors, and the combined influence of air

and naoisture, liave completely extinguished their traces. An occa-

sional swollen carcase, borne by a river current, and escaping the

jaws of crocodiles and fishes, leaves its remains in the bed of a lake,

or in a delta, to represent in future time the era of its existence.

Since the Glacial Period, or rather since the subsequent emergence

of the northern zones of America and Europe from the Great Arctic

Ocean, the general configuration of the continents has remained

nearly unchanged down to the present time. In consequence of

this circumstance the deposits or geological formations in which we
could most advantageously study the earliest traces of primitive

man, are, in the greatest degree, inaccessible to our investigations.

These deposits are the beds of modern lakes and inland seas, and

fluviatile accumulations or deltas. Marshes, in many instances,

have served as the depository of the larger quadrupeds, which have

perished in the mire ; but these are places in which the remains of

man would be rarely found, because they are naturally avoided.

Coeval, perhaps, with the Glacial Period of the northern hemi-

sphere, which at the present time exhibits its similitude in the

<3^reat Antarctic Ocean, primitive races of man may have already

inhabited the intertropical regions ; and in the gradual emergence

of the northern zones of the earth he may have followed the receding

waters—traditions of which, in after ages, when conjoined with the

view of the accumulations of drift material, may have given rise to

the idea of a universal deluge, which appears to have prevailed

among the aborigines of the western as well as of the eastern world.

No satisfactory evidence has been adduced in favor of this early

appearance of man ; but I am strongly inclined to suspect that such

evidence will yet be discovered.

Many animals, which we may infer to have existed in. association

with the Mastodon and Megalonyx, have so thoroughly disappeared

from the face of nature that no trace of them is to be discovered.

Near Natchez, Mississippi, there have been found together in the

same deposit, the remains of the Elephant, Mastodon, Mylodon,

Megalonyx, Ereptodon, Bison, Cervus, Equus, Ursus, Canis, the

lower jaw of a lion, and the hip bone of a man. All the bones are

infiltrated with peroxide of iron, and present the same appearance.

The lower jaw of the lion, the type of the Felis atrox, is the only

relic of the species yet discovered, though the animal most probably

at one period ranged America as freely and for as long a time as its

present congener of Africa and Asia. The human hip-bone alluded

to, has been supposed by Sir Charles Lyell to have been subsequently

2
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introduced among the remains of the other animals mentioned ; and

this supposition I deem highly probable, although the bone does

present the same appearance as the others with which it was found.'

We cannot, however, positively deny that it was contemporaneous

with those of the extinct animals.

When America was discovered by Europeans it was thickly popu-
lated by a race of man, which appears already to have existed for

many ages, and it is quite as probable that he had his origin on this

continent as that men originated elsewhere;^ and further, it is

probable that the Ked-man witnessed the declining existence of

the Mastodon and Megalonyx, in the later ages of the glacial

period.

The early existence of the genera to which our domestic animals
belong, has been adduced as presumptive evidence of the advent of
man at a more remote period than is usually assigned. It must be
remembered, however, even at the present time, that of some of
these genera only a few species are domesticated: thus of the exist-

ing six species of Equus, only two have ever been freely brought
under the dominion of man.
The horse did not exist in America at the time of its discovery by

Europeans; but its remains, consisting chiefly of molar teeth, have
now been so frequently found in association with those of extinct
animals, that it is generally admitted once to have been an aborigi-
nal inhabitant.- When I first saw examples of these remains I was
not disposed to view them as relics of an extinct species; for

1 Bones of recent animals, when introduced into older deposits, may in many cases Tery
soon assume the condition of the fossils belonging to those deposits. Fossilisation, petri-
faction, or lapidification, is no positive indication of the relative age of organic remains
The miocene vertebrate remains of the Himalayas are far more completely fossilised than
the like remains of the eocene deposits of the Paris basin; and the remains of the tertiary
vertebrata of Nebraska are more fossilized than those of the secondary deposits beneath
The Cabinet of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia contains bones of the
Megalonyx and of the extinct peccary, that are entirely unchanged ; not a particle of gelatin
ha^ been lost, nor a particle of mineral matter added, and indeed some of the bones of the
former even have portions of articular cartilage and tendinous attachments well preserved

= It IS not at all improbable that man (strictly the genus Homo) may have first originated
m_centa:al Asia When we reflect upon the gradual advance in intelligence in the scale SImngbemgs, through successive geological periods, may we not infer that the apparently

rtn oft'w",;, ;
'""" "" " ^'"^ " '"<''"^*^^ "^ "= -^'-^* «<'-»'- thatportion of the world ? Various races of man, in different geographical positions, may haveacquired their pecuUar characteristics (their specific origin) at successive periods iongZtant from each other. Perhaps when the aboriginal progenitors of the civilized MeJeansand Peruvians roamed as savage Hordes through intertropical America, the greatTcticOcean yet concea ed the present northern United States in its depths, and Asiatir iv^Kzltion was then just dawnmg from ages of night.

civmza-
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although some presented chai-acteristic differences from those of pre-

viously known species, others were undistinguishable from the cor-

responding parts of the domestic horse, and among them were

intermediate varieties of form and size. The subsequent discovery

of the remains of two species of the closely allied extinct genus

Hipparion, in addition to the discovery of remains of two extinct

equine genera (Anchitherium and Merychippus) of an earlier geolo-

gical period, leaves no room to doubt the former existence of the

horse on the American continent, contemporaneously with the Mas-

todon and Megalonyx ; and man probably was his companion.

Some time since. Prof. F. S. Holmes, of Charleston, submitted

for my examination a collection of fossil bones from a post-pleiocene

deposit on Ashley River, S. C. Among remains of the extinct horse,

the peccary, Mylodon, Megatherium, Mastodon, Hipparion, the tapir,

the capybara, the beaver, the musk-rat, &c., were some which I con-

sidered as belonging to the dog, the domestic ox, the sheep and the

hog. Prof. Holmes observes that these remains were taken from an

extensive deposit, in which similar ones exist abundantly; and he

farther adds, that he cannot conceive that the latter should have

become mingled with the former since the introduction of domestic

animals into America by Europeans. It is not improbable that the

American continent once had, as part of its fauna, representatives

of our domestic animals which subsequently became extinct.—though

I am inclined to doubt it ; but what we have learned of the extinct

American horse will lead me carefully to investigate the subject.

My letter is much extended beyond what I designed, but I hope its

facts and suggestions will have sufficient interest with you to relieve

its tediousness.

I remain with respect,

at your further service,

Joseph Lbidt.

Mk. PuiszKY {infra, Chapter H., p. 109) has referred to Dr. N"ott's

experienced consideration some very interesting points of Egyptian

ethnology, based upon fresher discoveries than any with which we
were acquainted on the publication of our last work in 1854. I

have no wish to interfere with the latter's specialty of research, in

which I trust the future may rank me also among the taught: but,

taking for granted that the reader can verify accuracy in Egyptolo-

gical works (abundantly cited in this as in our preceding publica-

tion), I may here sketch some archaeological facts as preliminary

headings for my colleague's elaboration hereafter,— being general

results in which he and myself coincide.
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The Egyptians, eldest historical branch of the Hamitic gronp of

races, now appear to science as terrae geniti, or autochthones, of the

lower valley of the Mle,—and this, of course, from a period incalcu-

lably beyond all " chronology." Fpon them, at a secondary phase

of the existence of the former, but prior even to the erection of the

earliest pyramid of the Hid Dynasty, Semitic races by degrees

became infiltrated and, at a later period—XHth to XXIId Dynasties

—superposed. From about the twenty-second century b. c, down to

the seventh, Hyhsos invasions, Israelitish sojourn, Phoenician com-

merce, Assyrian and Babylonish relations, greatly Semiticized the

people ; at the same time that frequent intermarriages of the phara-

onie and hierogrammatic families with princesses and noblesse of the

Semitic stock in Palestine, Arabia, Syria, and Mesopotamia, mate-

rially affected the original type of the ruling class of Egyptians.

About B. 0. 650, PsAMMETiCHUs I., by throwing open the army and

the ports of Egypt to the Greeks, introduced a third element of

amalgamation, viz : the Indo-European ; which received still stronger

impetus after Cambtsbs (b. c. 525) and his successors held Egypt

prostrate under Arian subjection. Alexander (b. c. 332), and the

Ptolemies, then overwhelmed Lower Egypt with Macedonians and

other Grecians ; Cjesar (b. c. 39-30), and the Koman emperors, in-

jected streams of Indo-Gei-manie, Celtic, and some Sarmatian blood,

through legionaries drawn even from Britannia et Dacia antiquae,

into the already-altered Egyptian veins. Lastly, b. c. 641, Arabia

sent her wild dromedary-riders along the Nile from its mouths to its

Abyssinian sources.

'Eow, at this period of Egyptian life, about twelve centuries ago,

no population, in the world perhaps, had undergone such transforma-

tions (individually speaking) of type as had these Hamites through

Semitic and Indo-European amalgamation with their females,—never

famous for continence at any time. Besides, a certain but really

infinitesimal and ephemeral quantum of Ethiopian' and Nigritian

blood had, through importation of concubines, all along, from the

Xnth Dynasty, been flowing in upon this corrupted mass from the

south. Preceded, under the Khalifates, by occasional Turanian

captives ; increased during the period of the " Ghuz " through contact

with the Mongolian offshoots of Hulagou ; and stimulated daily by
fresh accessions of "Caucasian" MemlooJcs,— the Ottomans, about

a. d. 1517, commenced despoiling the fairest land amidst all those

doomed to their now-evanescent dominion. But,— and here is the

new point in ethnology to which the reader's attention is solicited

—

from and after the era of the Saracenic conquest, a revulsion in the

order of these conflicting amalgamations began to take effect. On
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the advent of Isl^m and its institutions, whicli were received with

rapture by the Egyptian masses, unions between the Mohammedan-
ized FelUh women and any males but Mussulmans became unlawful.

It will also, be noted, too, that neither the " Caucasian" Memlooks,
nor the Turanian Turks, could or can raise hybrid offspring (perma-

nent, I mean to say), in Egypt: and again, that all these importations

of foreign rulers, since the time of Cambyses, consisted in soldiery,—
very disproportionate in numerical amount to the gross bulk of the

indigenous agricultural population.

Hence, under Islamism, the people began to pause, as regards

any important effects, in this promiscuous intermixture with alien

races; except (in cities chiefly) with their congeners the Arabs.

But, on the other hand, among the decaying mongrels termed

"Copts" (Christian Jacobites)— no Muslim law forbidding their

intercourse with any nation— the action of hybridity has never

stopped from that day to this : which is the simple rationale of the

discrepant accounts of tourists in respect to the multiform varieties

beheld in this small section of the Egyptians, l^ow, from the com-

mencement of that pause, in the 7th century of our era, down to

the present time, some thirty-six generations have elapsed ; during

which the Muslim peasant population— that is, between two and

three millions— intermarrying among themselves, have really ab-

sorbed, or thrown off, those alien elements previously injected into

their blood,— and thus, the Fellhhs of the present day have, to an

amazing degree, and after some fifty centuries, actually recovered

the type of the old IVth dynasty. Indeed, one might almost assert

that, from blank centuries before Christ down to the XlXth century

after, the greatest changes which time has wrought upon the bulk

of the indigenous Egyptian race reduce themselves,— in religion, to

Mohammed for Osiris ; in language, to Semitic for Hamitic ; in insti-

tutions, to the musket for the bow; but, in blood, to little if any.

See again Mr. Pulszkt's Chapter (I, pp. 107-122), and our plates

(I and n, infra).

One word more, as concerns my individual contributions in

Chapters V and VI.

"With the exception of Chapter m, which Dr. Meigs has been so

good as to revise himself, the entire labor of editorship has fallen

upon me ; and, as an inevitable consequence, I have not had the

time, even supposing possession of the ability, to bestow upon my
own contributions the verbal criticism they might, otherwise, have

received. Furthermore, apart from a few pages of my manuscripts

regarding the natural history of monkeys submitted last summer to

the obliging perusal of my fiiends. Prop. Leidt and Dr. Meigs, I
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have neither consulted anybody as to the subjects upon which I

proposed to treat, nor has any one seen the "revises" until the

plates were stereotyped. Consequently, for whatever I may have

written, with a free pen and open utterance, no person but myself is

responsible.

If the reader will complaisantly bear in mind that the Chapters,

severally chosen by my colleague Db. K"ott, and our collaborators,

had already covered a vast range of "Ethnological Inquiry,"—upon

which, whether acquainted with the themes or not, delicacy forbade

my trenching—he will perceive the reason why, under the caption

of "the Monogenists and the Polygenists," I have endeavored to

fill up some gaps in what I deem to be ethnographical desiderata.

Such as these facts or deductions of my own may be, I submit them
unreservedly to public criticism ; at the same time that, although not

advanced with indifference to either, they must take their chance,

without courting approbation, or deprecating blame.

G. R. G.
Philadelphia, Wth Feb., 1857.
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INDIGENOUS EACES

THE EARTH.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF TONGUES,— THEIR RELA-

TION TO THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF RACES ; AND ON THE

INDUCTIONS WHICH MAT BE DRAWN FROM THESE RELATIONS.

BY ALFRED MAURY,

Xakfrarinn of the French Imperial Institutej Secrdary-deTierdl oftJie

80Ci£t£ I>£ a£00BAFHIE DE PARIS.

[OOMinrHlO&TED TO DB. NOIT AND MB. GLIDSON.]

SECTION- I.

Authors who have occupied themselves with the comparison of

languages have been inclined sometimes not to distinguish, in the

graminar, that which belongs to the very constitution of speech (itself

nothing else than the constitution of the human mind), and that

which appertains to such or to such another given form of utterance.

It is here, however, that an important distinction should be made

:

because, if the difference between generic and specific characters be

not perceived, a man is incapable of analysis ; and instead of making
a classification he loses himself in a synthesis vague and indefinite.

Languages are organisms that are all conceived upon the same

plan,—one might almost say, upon the same skeleton, which, in their

development and their composition, follow fixed laws : inasmuch as

these laws are the consequence of this organism itself. But, along-

side of this identity in the procedure, each family of tongues has its

own special evolution, and its own destinies. They all possess among
(25)
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themselves some particular analogies, wHcli are made evident upon

comparing these families one with another ; but such resemblances

are never the same amongst many families ; and two groups, that

have a given characteristic in common, differ through some other

which, notwithstanding, links one of them to a group more remote.

In brief, the specific characters of languages are like those of ani-

mals ; no characteristic taken singly possesses an absolute value,

being merely a true indication of lineage or of relationship. It is

their multiplicity, the frequent recurrence of grammatical forms alto-

gether special, which really constitutes families. The closer affinity

becomes grasped when words are discovered, either in their " ensem-

ble," or for uses the most customary and most ancient, to be iden-

tically the same.

Thus, then, we recognise two degrees of relationship among the

idioms spoken by mankind, viz : the relationship of words coupled

with a conformity of the general grammatical system ; or, this con-

formity without similitude of vocabulary. Languages may be termed

daughters or sisters when they offer the former degree of relationship,

and allied when they are connected through the latter.

Do all languages proceed from a common stock—from one primitive

tongue, which has been the (souche) trunk of the branches now-a-

days living isolately ?

This, for a long time, was believed. iNfevertheless, such belief was

not based upon an attentive comparison of tongues that had either

not yet been attempted, or which was hardly even sketched out : but

it arose simply from confidence reposing upon the recital of Genesis,

and owing to the servile interpretation that had been foisted upon
its text. Genesis, indeed, tells us, at the beginning of its Xlth chap-

ter,^
—" There were then upon all the earth one single language and the

same words."

This remark of the sacred historian has for its object to explain

the account of the Tower of Babylon. The nature of his narrative

cannot occasion doubt in the eyes of criticism the least practised.

We have here a myth that is certainly very ancient, and which the
Hebrews had broiight back again (after the Captivity) from their

mother-country. But it is impossible to behold in it an exposi really

historical. The motive given for the construction of the tower is

that which would suggest itself to the mind of a simple and ignorant
population, unable to comprehend the reason why the Assyrians
should erect this tower destined for astronomical observations, inti-

' Verse 1 ;
Hebrew Text (Cahen, La Bible, Traduction nouvelk, Paris, 1831, i. p. 28)—

"And now [KuL—H-AReT«] the whole earth was of [SAePAeH AEAaTn one lip and of
[DeBeRIM AKAaDIM] one (set of) words."
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mately woven with their religion. And the explanation of the name
of BaBeL (Babylon) itself completes the evidence that the recital had
been written ex posit facto ; and, like so many myths, suggested by
the double acceptation of a word.^

The confounding of the speech of the whole earth, could have been

but the work of time, and of time very prolonged ; because we now
know what lengthened persistency, what vitality, is the property of

tongues ! One perceives in this antique legend a remembrance of

the confusion which prevailed among the divers peoples, and amid

the different races, who visited Babylon for political or commercial

interests. As these populations must have been already very divided,

their languages were parcelled out, at the period of the narrative,

into a great number of dialects ; and the simultaneous employment

of all these idioms in one and the same city appropriately gave it the

name of Qity of confusion. Babylon, moreover (like its modern suc-

cessor, Bagdad of the present day), was situate almost at the point of

partition of the two great branches of the white race, viz : the She-

mites, or Syro-Arabians, on the one side, and of the Japetid^, or

IrJino-Arians, on the other. The valley of Shindr was then, there-

fore, as the frontier-line betwixt two races who possessed some tradi-

tions of a common origin ; and the Biblical mythos of the " Tower "

had for its object an explanation of the forgotten motives of their

separation.

Certainly, if one were to take the account of Genesis to the letter,

it would be necessary to suppose that the first men had not yet

attained more than the first degrees of speech, and that their idiom

was then of great simplicity. " IsTow, this primitive idiom ought to

' [It is an amusing coincidence that, while the above scientific passages by my erudite

friend, M. Maubt, are in the stereotyper's hands, the religious and profane press of

the United States should be ringing with the joyful news of the actual discovery, on the

classic plain of Arbela too, of "that Titanic structure" (as the enthusiastic penny-a-liner

well terms it), the " Tower of Babel" t "Surprising," indeed, would it be were such disco-

Tery authentic. It becomes still more "surprising" in view of the palpable anachronisms

by which this pious writer betrays his total ignoiaace of the nature, epochas, and results,

of cuneiform researches : but, what seems most " surprising " is, that this newest canard of

some adolescent missionary writing to Boston (the "modern Athens") from "Beirut, Dec.

8, 1866," should travel the rounds of the whole press of America without (so far as I can

learn) one word of critical commentary, or exposure of its preposterous fallacies. Those

who, even in this country, follow step by step each discovery made in Assyria, for account

of the Imperial Government, by the erudite and indefatigable Monsieue Place, as it is

announced at Paris, are perfectly aware that every newly-examined " tower" in that region

(besides being long posterior in age to the latt built of 67 Egyptian pyramids) only affords

additional "confirmations" of the modus through which,—during the Babylonish captivity,

and duly registered in passages of Hebrew literature written after the " school of Esdras "

established itself at Jerusalem—this myth of the " Tower of BaBieL," as shown above, arose

in the Israelitish mind. Compare Type» of Mankind, 1854, pp. 297, 506, 559-60 :—G. R. G.]
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have preserved itself the least altered in that very country where lan-

guages had been one at the beginning. And yet, the Hebrew and

Chaldean tongues, which were those of these countries, are very far

from belonging to what may be called the first floor in the formation

of language. The Chinese, and the languages of Thibet as well as

of the trans-Gangetic peninsula, have held to much more of the type

of primitive tongues, than have those of the Semitic stock. Analo-

gies infinitely greater ought to be perceived among the most ancient

languages—Hebrew, Egyptian, Sanscrit, Chinese ; inasmuch as "they

should be much nearer to the source. Albeit we meet with nothing

of the Idnd ; and the style of Genesis no more resembles that of the

Chinese ''Kings" than the language of the Big-veda approaches that

which the hieroglyphics have preserved for us. Amidst these idioms

there exists nothing but those identities that are due to the use of

onomatopees, which was more frequent in primitive times than at

the present day. The grammatical forms are different. ISow, let us

note that—such is the persistency of these forms in languages—the

Creek and the German, which have been separated from the San-

scritic stem for more than 3000 years, have preserved, notwithstand-

ing, a common stock of grammar. How mUch richer should not

this stock have been amongst those languages 6f which we cited the

names above.

Besides, even were the similar words of these primitive idioms

much more numerous than a few biliteral and monosyllabic onoma-
topees, this would be far from sufficing to establish unity. Many
similar words result, in tongues the most diverse, from the natural

(liaisons) connections that certain soutids have with such or such

another sensation. Between the word and the perception, there are

very many secret analogies that escape us, and which were more de-

cided when man lived in closer contact with nature. This is what
the learned historian of Semitic tongues, M. Ernest Kenan,' has judi-

ciously remarked. Primitive man endeavored to imitate everything
that surrounded him ; because he lived altogether externally. Other
verbal resemblances are the effect of chance. The scale of sounds in
human speech is too little extended, and the sounds themselves merge
too easily one into another, to prevent the possibility of the produc-
tion of a fortuitous affinity in a given case.

Similitudes, to be veritable, ought to be grounded upon principles
more solid than a few rare analogies. And these resemblances do
not exist among those languages carried, according to the ipse dixit
of the slavish interpreters of Genesis, from the valley of Shiner to
the four corners of the world. The constitution of the tongues of

3 Sistoire et Syatime compari des Langues Similiquea, Paris, 8vo., Ire partie, 1855.
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each, family appears as a primitive fact, of whicli we can no more
pierce the origins than we can seize those of the animal species. In

the same manner that creation has sported amid the infinite varieties

of one and the same type, so human intelligence has manifested

itself through a multitude of idioms which have differently rendered

its conceptions and its ideas.

SECTION n.

The ancient grammarians, who submitted speech to a logical and

reasoned analysis, had figured to themselves that, in its formation, the

human mind must have followed the rational march indicated by'

reason. An examination of the facts has proved that there happened

nothing of the sort.

Upon studying a tongue at the divers epochs of its grammatical

existence, it has become settled that our processes of logic and of

analysis were unknown to the first men. Thought presented itself

at first under a form at one and the same time confused and complex,

in which the mind had no consciousness of the elements of which it

was composed. Sensations succeeded each other so rapidly that

memory and speech, in lieu of reproducing their signs separately,

reflected them all together in their simultaneous action. Thought

was wholly sympathetic. That which demonstrates it is, that the

most ancient languages offer this character in the highest degree.

In them the word is not distinguishable from the phrase,—otherwise

speaking, they talked by phrases, and not by words. Each expres-

sion is the complete organism, of which the parts are not only

appendices one of another, but are inclosed within each other, or are

tightly interlocked. This is what philologists have termed aggluti-

nation, polysynthetism. Such manner of expressing oneself is doubt-

less little favorable to perspicuity ; but, besides that the first men were

far from possessing the clear and precise ideas of our time, their

conception was sufficiently simple to be seized without great labor

of reflection. Furthermore, men, without doubt, then understood

each other rather by intuition than through reasoning. What they

sought for was an intimate relation between their sentiments and

those vocal signs, by the help ofwhich the former could be manifested;

and these relations once estabhshed, they were perceived and com-

prehended like the play of the features, like the meaning of a gesture,

rather spontaneously than through analysis of their parts.

In whatever method we would explain to ourselves, however, this

primitive characteristic of human speech, it is now-a-days not the
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less determined. The history of languages is but the continual

march from synthesis towards analysis. Everywhere one beholds a

first idiom giving place to a vulgar tongue, that does not constitute,

to speak correctly, a different idiom, but which is a vernacular in its

second phasis, that is, at a period more analytical. Whilst the

primitive tongue is overloaded with flexions in order to express the

more delicate relations of thought, richer in images if perhaps poorer

in ideas, the modern dialect is clearer, more explicit,— separating

that which the ancients crowded together ; breaking up the mechan-

isms of the ancient tongue so as to give to each idea, and to each

relation, its isolated expression.

And here let not the expressions be confounded with the words.

The tvords, otherwise called the elements, that enter into the expres-

sion, are short, generally monosyllabic, furnished nearly all with

short vowels or with simple consonants ; but these words disappear

in the expressions within which they enter ;—one does not seize them

more than can the eye, in the color green, distinguish the blue and

yellow. The composing words are pressed {imbricated, to speak with

botanists), to such degree, that one might call them, according to

the comparison of Jacob Grimm, blades of herbage in a grass-plot.

And that which takes place, for the composition of the expressions,

happens also as regards the pronunciation of the words that so strin-

gently cling to them, viz : the same simplicity of sounds, inasmuch

as the expression must nevertheless allow all the parts of its organ-

ism to be seized. "No primitive tongue," writes M. Jacob G-rimm,

in his memoir on the origin of speech, " possesses a duplication of

consonant. This doubling arises solely from the gradual assimilation

of different consonants." At the secondary epoch there appear the

diphthongs and breakages (brisements) ; whereas the tertiary is char-

acterized by softenings and by other alterations in the vowels.

Above all, it is the Sanscrit which has made evident these curious

laws of the gradual transformation of languages. The Sanscrit, with
its admirable richness of grammatical forms, its eight cases, its six

moods,— its numerous terminations and its varied forms enouncing,
alongside of the principal idea, a host of accessory notions—was emi-
nently suited to the study of the growth and decline of a tongue. At
its debut, in the Rig-veda, the language appears with this synthetic
character; these continual inversions, these complex expressions that
we just now signalized as conditions in the primordial exercise of
thought. Afterwards follows the Sanscrit of the grand epopees of
India. The language had then acquired more suppleness, whilst
preserving, nevertheless, the rigidity of its' pristine processes : but
soon the grammatical edifice becomes decomposed. The Pali, which
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corresponds to its first age of alteration, is stamped with a remark-

able spirit of analysis. "The laws that presided over the formation

of this tongue," writes EugSine Burnouf,'' "are those of which the

application is discernible in other idioms, at diverse epochas and in

very different countries. These laws are general, inasmuch as they

are necessary. Let the Latin, in fact, be compared with the lan-

guages which are derived from it; the ancient Teutonic dialects

with the tongues of the same origin ; the ancient G-reek with the

modern ; the Sanscrit with the numerous popular dialects of India

;

and the same principles will be seen to develop themselves, the same
laws to be applicable. The organic inflections of the mother tongues

subsist in part, but in an evident state of alteration. More generally

they disappear, and are replaced ; the cases by particles, the tenses

by auxiliary verbs. These processes vary from one tongue to

another, but the principle remains the same. It is always analysis,

whether a synthetical language finds itself suddenly spoken by bar-

barians who, not understanding the structure, suppress and replace

its infiexions ; or whether, abandoned to its own course, and by dint

©f being cultivated, it tends towards decomposition, and to subdi-

vide the signs repres«ntative of ideas and of the relations them-

selves."

The Prakrit, which represents the secondary age of alteration in

ancient tongues, is submitted to the same analogies. On the one

hand, it is less rich ; on the other, simple and more facile. Finally,

the Kawi, ancient idiom of Java, is a corruption of the Sanscrit

;

wherein this language, deprived of its inflexions, has taken in their

place the prepositions and the vernacular dialects of that island.

These three tongues, themselves formed through derivation from the

Sanscrit, soon undergo the same lot as their mother : they become,

each in its turn, dead, learned, and sacred languages,—the Pali, in

the isle of Ceylon and in Indo-China ; the Prakrit among the Djainas;

the Kawi in the islands of Java, Bali and Madoura ; and in their

place arise in India dialects more popular still, the tongues G-ows,

Hinciee, Oashmerian, Bengalee, the dialect of Gruzerat, the Mahratta,

&c., together with the other vulgar idioms of Hindost^n, of which

the system is far less learned.'

Languages of th« regions intermediary between India and the

Caucasus offer, in their relation and affiliation, differences of the

same order. At the more ancient periods appear the Zend and the

Parsi, bound together through a close relationship with the Sanscrit,

but corresponding to two different developments of the faculty of

* Easai sur le Pali, par E. BuKNOUF et Chr. Lassen.

5 Eenest Eejian, Op. cit., " de I'origine da laingage," p. 22.
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Bpeech. The Zend, notwithstanding its traits of resemblance with

the Vedic Sanscrit, allows our perceiving, as it were, the first symp-

toms of a labor of condensation in the pronunciation, and of analysis

in the expression. It wears all the external guise of a tongue with

flexions {langue d flixion) ; but at the epoch of the Sassanides [a. d.

224 to 644] as M. Spiegel remarks, it already commences to dis-

robe itself ofthem. The tendency to analysis makes itselfby far more

felt in the old Persic, or Parsi ; and, in modern Persian, decomposi-

tion has attained its ultimate term.

"We might reproduce the same observations for the languages of

the Caucasus, the Armenian and the Q-eorgian; for Semitic tongues,

by comparing the Rabbinical with the ancient Hebrew; but what has

been already said suffices for the comprehension of the fact.

The cause of these transformations is found in the very condition

of a tongue, in the method through' which it moulds itself upon the

impressions and wants of the mind,—it proceeds from its own mode
of generation. An idiom is an organism subject, like every organ-

ism, to the laws of development. One must not, writes Wilhelm
VON HuLMBOLDT, cousidcr a language as a product dead and formed

but once ; it is an animate being and ever creative. Human thought

elaborates itselfwith the progress of intelligence ; and ofthis thoughf,

language is a manifestation. An idiom cannot, therefore, remain

stationary ; it walks, it develops itself, it grows up, it fortifies itself,

it becomes old, and it reaches decrepitude.

The tongue sets forth with a first phonetic radical, which renders

the sensation in all its simplicity afnd its generality. This is not yet

a verb, nor an adjective; nBT-a^-sUbstantive ; it is a word that expresses

the common sensation that may lie at the bottom of these gramma-
tical categories ; which translates the sentiment of welfare, of plea-

sure, of pain, of joy, of hope, of light, or of heat. In the use that

is made of speech, there is doubtless by turns a sense verbal or

nominal, adverbial or qualifying ; but nothing, however, in its form
indicates or specifies such a part (rSle). Very simple languages are
still nearly all at this elementary stage. It is at a later day only that
the mind creates those formswhich are called members of a discourse.

These had existed without doubt virtually, but the intelligence did
not feel the need of distinguishing them profoundly by an essential

form. Subsequently there forms went on multiplying themselves

;

but their abundance no less than their nature has varied according
to countries and to races. Sometimes it is upon the verb that
imagination has exhausted all the shades of expression ; at others it

IS to the substantive that it has attributed these modifications. Mind
has been more or less inventive, and more or less rational : it has
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seized here upon delicacies wliicli completely escaped it tnere ; and

in the clumsiest tongues one remarks shadowings, 0r gradations,

that are wanting to the most refined. Of this let us give an example

:

—^the Sanscrit is a great deal richer than Greek in the manner by
the aid of which it expresses the relationship of the noun to a phrase,

and the relations of words between themselves. It possesses a far

deeper and much purer sentiment of the nature of the verb and of

its intrinsic value : yet, notwithstanding, the conception of the mood
in a verb, considered as distinct from time, escaped it,— the verbal

nature of the infinitive remained to it unknown. Sanscrit in this

respect, therefore, yields to Greek, which, moreover, is united to it

by very tight bands.

Thus then, human intelligence did not arrive in every language

to the same degree, and consequently it did not create the same

secondary wheel-work. The general mechanism presented itself

everywhere the same ; because this mechanism proceeds from the

internal nature of our mind, and this nature is the same for all

mankind.

The genius of each tongue, then, marked out its pattern ; and this

genius has been more or less fecund, exhibits more or less of mobility.

Words have constantly represented the same order of objects, because

these objects do not change according to countries or according to

races ; but they are offered under aspects the most varied, and these

aspects have not always been identical under different skies and

amid diverse societies. Hence the creation of words in unequal

number to represent the same sum-total of known objects. The

brilliant imagination of one people has been a never-failing source

of new words, of novel forms; at the same time that, amongst

others, the idea has remained almost embryonic, and the object ever

presented itself under the same aspect. If given impressions were

paramount, the words by which they were translated became greatly

multiplied.

In the days of chivalry there was a host of expressions to render

the idea of horse. In Sanscrit, the language of Hindost§,n, where the

elephant plays a part as important as the horse among ourselves,

words abound to designate this pachyderm. Sometimes it is de-

nominated as "the twice-drinking animal," sometimes as "he who

has two teeth;" sometimes as "the animal with proboscis." And
that which happens for substantives occurs also for verbs. Among

the American tongues, spoken by populations who had few objects

before their sight, but whose life consisted altogether in action and

feeling, verbal forms are singularly multitudinous. On the opposite

hand, in Sanscrit and in Greek, which were spoken in the presence

3
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of a civilization already advanced, amid an infinitude of productions

of nature or o^ industry, the nouns take precedence over the verbs.

Here the richness of the cases dispenses with the rigorous sense of

prepositions, as occurs in Greek; whereas among ourselves, who in

French possess no longer any cases, the meaning of the phrase exacts

that our prepositions should be well defined. Hence, then, the life

itself of a people has been the source of the modifications operated

in its tongue, and each idiom has pursued its development after its

own fashion.

Two causes combine towards effecting an alteration of languages,

viz : their development within themselves, and their contact with

foreign idioms,—above all with such as belong to families altogether

distinct ; but the second, compared to the first, is of small account.

The influence of neighboring foreign tongues introduces some new

words and sundry locutions, certain " idiotisms j" but it cannot, without

difficulty, inject into alien speech those grammatical forms which are

its own heritage. Its influence re-acts much more upon the style than

on the grammar. If two languages of distinct families are spoken by

neighboring populations, or by those living in perpetual contact, it or-

dinarily happens that the most analytical tongue forces its processes to

penetrate into that which is the less so. Thence it is that the German,

brought into contact with the French, loses a portion of its syntheti-

cal expressions, as well as the habitual use of those compound

phrases which it received from the Asiatic speech whence it issued

;

and that the French, when spoken by 'Segroee, is stripped of its

grammatical richness, and becomes simplified almost to the level of

an African tongue. In the same manner the Armorican, or Bas-

Breton, whilst preserving the ground-work of Celtic grammar, is

now-a-days spoken under a form that recalls more of French than of

the ancient Armorican.

One sees, therefore, that the crossing of languages, like that of

races, has really not been very deep. Once invaded by a stranger-

tongue, one of a nature more logical in its processes, the old lan-

guage either has not undergone more than superficial alterations, or

has disappeared entirely, without bequeathing to the idiom which
followed it any inheritance but that of a few words. Such is what
happened to Latin as regards the Gallic {G-auloia). This Celtic

tongue is completely supplanted by the idiom of the Romans, and has
left no other vestiges of its existence than a few words, together with,

doubtless, some peculiarities of pronunciation also that have passed
into the French. One perceives equally well in English, here and
there, words and locutions that appertain to the "Welsh ; and which,
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in consequenee, must be a heritage of the tongue whilom spoken by

the Kelts of Albion.

If the grammatical dispossession of a language eould have been

wrought gradually, one ought to find some mixed phrases at the

living period of those tongues that have been driven out by others.

j!^ow, such is not the case. The Basque, for example, foreign in

.origin both to French and Spanish, haa indeed been altered through

the adoption of a few words and a few locutions borrowed from these

languages, by which it is surrounded, and, as it were, invested ; but

it evermore clings to the basis of its structure, the vital principle

of its organism ; and a Franco-Basque, or a Basco-Spanish, is not

spoken, nowhere has ever been spoken. Modern Greek has appro-

priated many words from Turkish, no less than from Italian, as well

as some expressions of both tongues; but its entire construction

remains fundamentally Hellenic, notwithstanding that it belongs

to the analytical period, and that the ancient Greek was still

emerging from the synthetic^ Again, the Persian, which is so

imbued with Arabic words that writers of this language often inter-

calate sentences wholly Arabic in their discourses, remains, never-

theless, completely Indo-Germanic as concerns its grammar. But
we have not seen that this tongue has ever associated the Persian

declension with the Arabic conjugation, or yoked the Persian pre-

positions to Semitic affixes and suffixes. Finally, the Osm§,nlee

Turkish, besides incorporating words of every language with which

ithe Turks have been in contact for more than a thousand years, has

purloined all its scientific nomenclature from the Arabs, most of its

polite diplomatic phrases from the Persians; but, whilst fusing

Semitic as well as Indo-European exotic words into its copia ver-

borum, the radical structure of its so-called Tartarian [or, Turanian]
- grammar, no less than its original vocabulary, is still so tenaciously

preserved, that a coarse Siberian Yakut can even now, after ages of

ancestral separation, communicate his simple ideas to the intelligence

of a Constantinopolitan Turko-Sybarite.

AH these considerations show us, therefore, that the families of

tongues are assemblages (dee ensembles) very distinct, and the results

,of a diversified order of the creative faculty of speech. This faculty

d«es not, then, appear to us as absolutely identical in its action ; and

we must necessarily admit that it corresponds, under its different

forms, to races of mankind possessing different faculties, as well for

speech as for ideas. This is what the study of the principal classes

or families of tongues will make still more evident; seeing that we
shall find them in a relation sufficiently striking to the different

human races.
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One of the most sMlM philologists of Germany, M. A. F. Pott,

Professor of Linguistics at the TJniversity of Halle, has recently

combated (in a work entitled, " The Inequality of Human Races,

viewed especially as regards the Constitution of their Speech,') the hypo-

thesis of a unique primitive language, whence all others are supposed

to have issued ; and he has shown that it has no more foundation than

that which would make all the species of one and the same genus

issue from a single individual, and all varieties from one primitive

type. He has claimed for languages an ethnological character, suited

to the classification of races, not less certain than the physical type

and the corporeal forms. Perhaps even, he observes, the idiom

is a criterion more certain than the physical constitution. Does not

speech, in fact, reflect the intelligence better,— is not language

more competent to give the latter's measurement, than can be gath-

ered from the dimensions of the facial angle, and the amplitude of

the cranium ? A powerful mind may inhabit a slender and mis-

shapen body, whilst a well-made tongue, rich in forms and nuances,

could not take its birth among intellects infirm or degenerate. This

observation of M. Pott is just ; but it ought likewise to be allowed

that the classification of languages offers, perhaps, more uncertainty

than that of races considered physiologically. The truth of this
'

remark of M. Pott must, nevertheless, be restricted ; because speech

is not the complete measure of intelligence, taken in the aggregate.

It is merely proportionate to the degree of perception of relationships,

of sensibility, and of memory : because we shall see, farther on, that

some peoples, very far advanced in civilization, could have a language

very imperfect in its forms ; at the same time that some savage tribes

do speak an idiom possessing a certain grammatical richness.

SECTioif ni.

Philologists who have devoted themselves to the comparative study

of the languages of Europe, MM. I*. Bopp and Pott, in particular,

have established the more or less close relationship of these tongues

amongst each other. All, with the exception of some idioms, of

which we shall treat anon, offer the same grammatical system, and

a vocabulary whose words can be attached one to another through

the rules of etymology. I say the rules, because etymology now-a-
days possesses its own, and is no longer governed by arbitrary, often

ingenious, but chimerical distinctions. Through the attentive com-

6 Die Ungleichheit menschlicher Rassen haupsdchlich vom SprachwissemchaflUchm Slandpunkle,

unter besonderer Beruchsichtigung von des Grafen von GoBiNEAt; gleichnamigm Werke; Lemgo
& Detmold, 8vo., 1856.
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parison of the changes that well-known words have undergone in

passing from one language into another, modern philology has be-

come enabled to grasp the laws of permutation as regards the letters,

and the regular processes for the exchange of sounds. These facts

once settled, it has become possible to trace backward words, in appear-

ance strangely dissimilar, to a common root which stands forth as the
type whence modifications have produced all these derivative words.

It is in the Sanscrit that this type has been discovered ; or, at the

very least, the Sanscrit presents itself under a form much more
ancient than the European formations ; and, in consequence, it ap-

proaches nearest to that type of which we can no longer grasp any
but the diversified derivatives.

In like manner, the grammar of the languages of Europe, in its

fundamental forms, is recognized in the Sanscrit grammar. This

grammar, of which we specified above the character and richness,

incloses, so to speak, in substance, those of all the European idioms.

The elements which compose these idioms are like so many dihris of

a more ancient tongue, whose model singularly approximates to the

Sanscrit. It is not, however, that the languages of Europe have not

each their own riches and their individual genius besides. In cer-

tain paints they are often more developed than the Sanscrit. But,

taken in their collective amplitude, they are certainly branches more

impoverished than that which constitutes the Sanscrit. These

branches appertain to a common source that is called Indo-European

or Indo-Crermanic: The sap seems, nevertheless, to have exhausted

itself little by little ; and those branches most distant from the trunk

have no longer anything like the youth, fulness, and life, which flow

in the vessels of the branches of primary formation.

Hence the languages of Europe belong to a great family, that, at

an early hour, divided itself into many branches, of whose common
ancestor we are ignorant, but of whom we encounter in the Sanscrit

the chief of one of the most ancient collateral lines. We have pre-

viously stated that the Persic (Parsi) and the Zend were two tongues

very intimately allied to the Sanscrit. They are consequently sisters

:

and, whilst certain tongues of Europe, such as the Greek and the

Shlavic languages, recall, in a sufficiently striking manner, the Sans-

crit ; others, the Germanic tongues, hold more closely to the Persic

and the Zend.

Comparison of the languages of Europe has caused them to be

grouped into four great classes, representing, as it were, so many sis-

ters from the same mother, but sisters who have not been called to an

equality of partition. The more one advances toward the East, the

more are found those tongues that have partaken of the inheritance.
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Whilst the Sclavonic idioms, and in particular the Lithuanian family,

have preserved, almost without alteration, the mould of which Sans-

crit yields us the most ancient product, the Celtic languages, dnven

away to the West, remind us only in a sufficiently-remote manner of

the mother-tongue ; and, for a long time, it was thought that they

constituted a group apart.

This distribution of Tankages in Europe, co-relative in their affi- '

nity with the antique idioms once spoken from the shores of the Cas-

pian Sea to the banks of the Ganges, is an incontestable index to the

Asiatic origin of the peoples who speak them. One cannot here sup-

pose a fortuitous circumstance. It is clearly seen that these tribes

issuing from Asia had impinged one against another ; and the Celts,

as the most ancient immigrants on the European continent, have

ended by becoming its most occidental inhabitants.

We have been saying that the European languages of Indo-Ger-

manic stock are referred to four families. We have already enume-

rated the Celtic, the Indo-Germanic, and the Shlavic tongues. The

fourth family, which may be called PeUsgie, comprehends the Greek,

the Latin, and all the languages that have issued from them. Let

us examine separately the characteristics of these linguistic families,

whose destinies, posteriorly to the populations which spoke them,

have exercised such influence upon those of humanity.

The Greco-Latin group has received the name of Pelasgic, Greece

and Italy having been peopled originally by a common race, the Pe-

tasgij whose idiom may be considered as the (souche) source of the

Greek and the Latin. The first of these tongues is not, in fact, as

had been formerly imagined, the "mother" of the other. They are

simply two sisters : and if a different age is to be assigned to them,

the Latin possesses claims to be regarded as the elder. Indeed, this

language presents a more archaic character than the classical Greek.

The most ancient dialect of the Hellenic idiom, that of the Cohans,
resembles the Latin much more than the later dialects of Greek.

Whilst, in this last tongue, the presence of the article announces the

secondary period, at the same time that contractions are already nu-

merous, the synthetical character is more pronounced in Latin ; its

grammatical elements have not yet been separated into so many dif-

ferent words ; and the phraseology, as well as the conjugation and the

most ancient forms of declensions, possess a striking resemblance

to that which we encounter in the Sanscrit. The Latin vocabu-

lary contains, over and above, a multitude of words whose archaic

form is altogether Sanscrit. This language has moreover passed, in

its grammatical forms and its syntax, through a series of transforma-

tions that we can follow from the most ancient epigraphic and poeti-
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cal monuments back to the authors of the IVth and Vth century before

our era. Latin itself was nothing more than one of the branches of

the ancient family of Italic tongues, and which comprehended three

branches,—the Japygian, the Etruscan, and the Italiot. These again,

in their turn, subdivide themselves into two branches : the first con-

stituting the Latin proper, and the second comprising the dialects of

the Ombrians, the Marses, the Volsciaus, and the Samnites.

We are acquainted with the Japygian tongue solely through some
inscriptions found in Calabria, and belonging to the Messaprine dia-

lect. Their decipherment is as yet little advanced ; notwithstanding

the labors that comparative philology has undertaken in these latter

days :
' but, what of it is understood suffices to exhibit to us an Indo-

European tongue, which becomes recognizable in a much more certain

manner in the idscriptions of the Italiot languages ; that is to say, of

tongues somewhat-closely allied to the Latin, and whose forms

approximate already, in sundry respects, more to th^ Sanscrit.

The comparison of these last idioms to their Asiatic prototype per-

mits us not merely to seize the relationship of the tribes that spoke

them. It enables us to judge, also, of the degree of civilization which

they had attained when they penetrated into Europe. In fact, as has

been remarked by one of the most accomplished philologues of Ger-

many, M. Th. Mommsen, those words that we discover at once with the

same signification, in the dift'erent Indo-European tongues,—except,

be it well understood, the modifications which became elaborated ac-

cording to the inherent genius and the pronunciation of each of these

languages—give us the measure of the social state of the emigrant

race at the moment of its departure. Now, all the names of cattle,

of domestic animals, for ox, sheep, horse, dog, goose,* are the same

in Sanscrit, in Latin, in Greek, and in German. Hence, the Indo-

European population knew, upon entering Europe, how to rear cattle.

"We see also that they understood the art of constructing carts, yokes,

and fixed habitations f that the use of salt'" was common with them

;

' See on this subject the learned works of F. G. Grotefend, entitled,

—

Budimenta Unguce

Umbricce ex inscriptionibus antiquia enodaia (HanoTer, 1835) ;—of S. Th. Aufbeoht, and A.

KiBCHHOFF, Die Umblischm Sprachdenkmdler (Berlin, 1839) ;—and of Th. Mommsen, Die Un-

teritalischen Dialecie (Leipzig, 1850).

s Sanscrit gaw, Latirf bos, Greek /SoDt, French bceuf, English beef:—Sanscrit avis, Latin

ovis, Greek ois, English sheep

:

—Sanscrit cevas, Latin equus, Greek 'mitos, English horse. The

mutation of P into Q is again met with in passing from the Umbrian and the Sanscrit into

Latin ; for example, pis for juts; Sanscrit hansas, Latin anser, Greek ^/jv ;
and the same for

perns, taurus, canis, &c.

9 SunaciitJugam, Latin Jugum, Greek {vyov, French Joug, English yole .-—Sanscrit akshas,

Latin axis, Greek S^ov whence Biia^a, French char, English car:—Sanscrit damas, Latin

domus, Greek Uixos —Sanscrit vicas, Latin vicus, Greek iiKo; ; English house.

10 Sanscrit saraa, Latin sal, Greek SXas, French sel, English salt.
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that they all divided the year into lunar months, and counted regu-

larly up to more than 100," according to the decimal system ; and

that they professed a worship similar to that depicted for us in the

Rig-veda.

But, as a counter-proof,—the words that we simply encounter both

in Greek and Latin, but which do not exist in the Sanscrit in their

proper sense, and of which only a remote etymological radical can

be discovered, become witnesses, in their own turn, for the progres-

sions that had been accomplished in Europe. They unfold to us

what had been the acquirements in common, which the Pelasgi pos-

sessed prior to their complete separation into Hellenic and into

Italic populations.^^ We thence learn how it is that from this Pe-

lasgic epoch dates the establishment of regular agriculture,— the

cultivation of the cereals, of the vine and the olive. Finally, those

words possessed by the Latin alone, but which the Greek has not

yet acquired, display the progress accomplished by the Italic popula-

tions after they had penetrated into the Peninsula. For instance,

the word expressing the idea of "boat" {navis, Sanscrit ndus), and

which was subsequently applied to a " ship" (French navire, and by

us preserved in navi^, &c.), belongs to the three languages as well as

that which renders the idea of " oar." The Pelasgi had, therefore,

imported with them from Asia, acquaintance with transportations

by water; but the words for sail, mast, and yard, are exclusively

Latin. It was, consequently, the Italic people who invented (for

themselves) navigation by sails; and this circumstance completes

the demonstration, that it was through the north of the Italian

peninsula that the Pelasgi must have penetrated into it.'^

We are, unfortunately, still perplexed as to what was the precise

idiom of these Pelasgi. It is, perhaps, in the living tongue of the

Albanians, or SJcippetars, that the least adulterated descendant of

" The names of numbers are the same up to a hundred, and the numeral system is iden-

tical.

'2 [My colleague, M. Matoy, writes me that his Ehtoire des Religions de la Grice Antique

(2 vols. 8to., publishing by Ladrange, Paris), is on the point of issue— Feb. 1857. It is

the fruit of long years of research, and cannot fail to throw great light upon ante-Hellenic

events. In another equally - interesting field, the Melanges Historiques of our friend M
Ernest Renan (now in press) will explore many points of contact, or of disunion, between
Sanscritic and Semitic languages and history.— G. R. G.]

IS [This interesting method of resuscitating facts long entombed in the ashes of ante-

history, confirms the accuracy of Dk. David F. Weiniand's views, " On the names of

animals with reference to Ethnology," in a paper read before the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, last August. But I know of it only through a very condensed
report {New York Herald, Aug. 26, 1856). —G. R. G.J
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this idiom must be sought for." Notwithstanding the quantity suf-

ficiently noteworthy of Greek and Shlavic woids that has penetrated

into the Albanian, a grammatical system, nearer to Sanscrit than the

Greek affords, is encountered in it. Such, for example, is the de-

clension of the determinate adjective through a pronominal appendix,

—which is observed likewise in Sclavonic tongues, so approximate,

on the other hand, to Sanscrit. The conjugation of the verb is very

distinct from that in Greek, and denotes a system of flexion less

developed.

I shall say nothing about the neo-Latin tongues, born from the

decomposition of Latin, and which lost little by little the synthetical

character and the flexions of their mother. I will but remark, that

it is very curious to establish how the languages issued from this

stock that have been spoken by populations whose national life is

very slightly developed, are those which present an analytical con-

stitution the least pronounced, and wherein the flexions have not

became so greatly impoverished. The Valaq or Roumanic, the

Hheto-Romain or dialect of the country of the Grisons, are certainly

more synthetic, and grammatically less impoverished than French or

Spanish. But, at the same time that these tongues have preserved

their more complex character, they have become still more altered

in respect to their vocabulary ; and one feels in them very strongly

the influence which intermixture of races exerts upon languages

;

otherwise called, the mingling of different tongues. The verb in the

E,heto-Romain, for instance, is conjugated now-a-days in the future

tense and in the passive form like a German verb.

The Sclavonic, or Letto-Shlave, tongues decompose themselves into

several groups that correspond to different degrees of linguistic

development. The Lettish group, or Lithuanian (which comprehends

the Lithuanian, properly so called, the Borussian or ancient Prus-

sian, and the Lettic or Livonian), answers to a period less advanced

than the Shlavic branch ; for example, the Lithuanian substantive

has but two genders, whilst the Shlave recognizes three. The Lithu-

anian conjugation does not distinguish the third persons of the

singular, of the dual and the plural. The Shlavic conjugation, on the

contrary, clearly distinguishes seven persons in the plural and in the

singular. But, by way of amends, the Lithuanian keeps in its

declension the seven cases and the dual, so characteristic in Sanscrit.

1* See on this subject the Eludes Albanaises of M. J. von Hahn published at Vienna in

1854. M. A. F. Pott has made the observation, that the Valaq idiom preserves probably

som6 vestiges of this antique language of Illyria ; the use of the definite article, notably,

seems in Wallachian to proceed from sources foreign to Latin.
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These cases are even occasionally identical with those of this last

tongue. The Sclavonic, or Shlave, idioms properly so denominated,

subdivide themselves into two branches, that of the south-west and

that of the west. The first comprises the Russian, the Bulgarian which

furnishes us with the most ancient Shlavic form (approximating very

much to the idiom termed Cyrillic or ecclesiastical, in which are

composed the most ancient monuments of the Christian literature of

this race), the Illyrian, the Serhe or Servian, the Croat, and the Slovine

spoken in Carinthia, in Carniola, a part of Styria, and in a canton

of western Hungary. The Shlavic tongues*of the west embrace the

Lehh or Polish, the Tcheq or Bohemian, the Sozab or "Wendic (popu-

lar dialect of Lusaee), and the Polah,—that has disappeared like the

ancient Prussian, and which was spoken by the Sclavonic tribes who
of yore were spread along both banks of the lower Elbe.

The Germanic languages attach themselves (we have already said),

more to the Zend and the Persic than to the Sanscrit. The Persic

and Zend are part of a group of tongues that is designated by the

name of Iranian languages. It embraces again many other idioms,

of which several have disappeared. To it are attached notably the

Affghan or Pushtu, the Beloodchi spoken in Beloodchistdn, the Kurd,
the Armenian, and the Ossete—^which seems to be nothing else than
the language of those people known to the ancients by the name of
Albanian, the AghovcLns of Armenian authors. This narrow bond
between the Germanic and the Iranian languages tells us plainly
whence issued the populations which spread themselves over central
Europe, and that very likely drove before them the Celts. The
affinity that binds these Germanic tongues amongst each other,
that is to say, the ancient Gothic, or dialects of the German properly
so called, to which cling the Flemish and the Butch, the Prison and
the Anglo-Saxon, and lastly the old Icelandic and its younger sisters
the Banish and Swedish—is much closer than that observable between
the Shlavic and amongst the Pelasgic languages. Four traits in com-
mon, as Mr. Jacob Geimm has noticed, attach them together, viz:
variation of sound, which the Germans call "ablaut;" metathesis, or
transposition; and finally, the existence of two different forms of
verbs and of nouns, that are denominated "strong declension or con-
jugation," and "weak declension or conjugation."
An attentive comparison of the laws of the Sanscrit grammar and

vocahzation, with those of German grammar and vocalization, has
revealed some curious analogies which explain those resemblances
that had been, even anciently, perceived between German and
Greek.

Celtic languages are known to us, unhappily, only through some
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doubtless very degenerate representatives of that powerful family,

viz-, the Grcelic or Welsh, and the Armorican or Bas-breton (which are

in reality no more than dialects of the Kimrie tongue), the Irish,

the Urse or Gadhelic idiom spread over the Scottish Highlands, and

the Manx or idiom of the little isle of Man,—not forgetting the lost

Cornish dialect, "We hardly know anything of the tongue spoken

of erst by our fathers, the Gauls [G-aulois or Cralh) ; except that the

small number of words remaining to us suffices to classify it with the

same family. Of all the branches of the Indo-European family this

Celtic is, in fact, the one whose destinies have been the least happy,

and the most confined. Its tongues have come to die along the

shores of the Ocean that opposed an impassable barrier to renewed

emigration of those who spoke them. Invaded by the Latin or

German populations, the Keltic races have lost, for the most part,

the language that distinguished them, without, on that account,

losing altogether the imprint of their individuality.

The history of the Indo-European languages is, therefore, the surest

guide we can follow in endeavoring to re-construct the order of those

migrations that have peopled Europe. This community of language

that unveils itself beneath an apparent diversity, can it be simply the

effect of a commonality of organization physical and intellectual ?

The inhabitants of Europe,—do they belong solely to what might

be termed the same formation ? It would, if so, become useless to

go searching in Asia for their common cradle. The fact is in itself

but little verisimilar ; but, here are some comparative connections of

another order that come to add themselves to those which languages

have offered us, and to confirm the inductions drawn from the pre-

ceding data.

On studying the mythological traditions contained in the Vedas, as

well as in the most ancient religious monuments of India and Persia,

there has been found a multitude of fables, of beliefs, of surnames of

gods and some sacred rites, some variants of which, slightly altered,

are re-encountered in the legends and myths of antique Greece, of

old Italy, of Germany, Scandinavia, Eussia, and even of England.

It is only since a few years that these new analogies have been

brought to light; and the Journal directed by two distinguished

Orientalists of Berlin, MM. Th. Aufrecht and Adalbert Kuhn,

has been the chief vehicle for their exposition. One of the first

Indianists of Germany, M. Albert "Weber, has also contributed his

portion to this labor of {rapprochement) comparison ; of which, in

France, the Baron d'Eckstein learnedly pursues the application.

I have already said that the names of gods met with in Greek and

Latin indicate to us a worship {culte) among the Pelasgi altogether
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similar to that of whicli the Eig-veda is the most ancient monument.

It cannot, of course, be expected that I should here enumerate all

these names. I will, however, select out of their multitude, some of

a nature suited to cause these analogies to be understood.

The God of Heaven (or of the sky) is called by the Greeks Zeus

Pater; and let us here notice that the pronunciation of Z resembles

very much that of D, inasmuch as the word Zeus becomes in the geni-

tive Bios. The Latins termed the same god Dies-piter or Jupiter.

N"ow, in the Veda, the God of Heaven is called Byaushpitar. The

Greeks designated the sky as Ouranos, and invoked it as a supreme

god. And, it must again be noted that, in their tongue, the V does

not exist, but is always rendered by OTJ. In the Veda, on the other

hand, it is termed Varouna. The Earth always receives— among
the Greeks, the Latins, and the Germans,—the epithet of " mother;"

and likewise under this surname is it invoked in the Vedic hymns.

But these are, after all, only similitudes of names : some complete

myths connect amongst each other all the Germanic populations.

These myths, too, have become invested, amid each one of the latter,

with a physiognomy slightly distinct; because every thing in

mythos is shifting and changeable : and, even among the same people,

myths modify and transform themselves according to times and
according to places ; but, a basis,—a substratum, of ideas in common
remains ; and it is this residue which permits us to grasp the original

relationship of beliefs. "Well,—^we might cite a host of these fables

that have run over the whole of Europe, but ever preserving the
same traits. I will give one of them, just by way of specimen :—

Grecian antiquity has recorded various legends concerning a mar-
vellous artisan yclept Aw'^aXog (the "inventive") who occasionally

becomes confounded with the God of fire, personification of light-

ning (and the thunderbolt), Sephsestos ; whom we call, after the Latins,
Vulcan. The Aryas (proper name of those Arians who composed the
Sanscrit Vedas) also adored, as a blacksmith-god, the personified
thunderbolt. They termed him Twachtrei; and the physiognomy of
this personage possesses the greatest analogies with that of Vulcan.
Tivachtrei is called the " author of all works ;" because fire is the
grand agent of human industry ; and he is Ignipotens, as says Virgil
speaking of Vulcan. And, in the same manner that this divinity had
forged the thunderbolt of Jupiter, and executed the cup out of which
immortals quaffed ambrosia, Twachter' had forged the thunderbolt
of Indra, god of the sky (or Heaven) in the Vedic pantheon ; and
was the maker of that divine cup whence was poured out the soma,
—which was, at one and the same time, ambrosia and the libation!
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Twachter' has for assistants, or for rivals, the Ribhavas,'=— other
divine artists, who play a considerable part in the songs of the Yeda
and in Hindostanic history; wherein one recognizes numberless
traits common to the Hellenic legend of the Cyclopians, the Cabiri,

the Telchines, and in particular to that of Daedalus. ISTow, these same
legends are picked up here and there from different points of Europe,
in localities the most distant, and between which no interchange of
ideas could anciently have occurred. The celebrated blacksmith
"Wieland," or Velant, so famous in the traditions of northern Ger-
many,—who, in Scandinavia, is termed Volund—is a compound of
Vulcan and Daedalus, no less than another heir to the Vedic tradi-

tions about Twachter'.

The adventure so classically-renowned of the Cretan hero, and of
his son Icarus, reproduces itself, with but trifling variations, in that

of Volund. He is also shut up within the labyrinth ; but Scandi-
navian tradition no longer places in Crete (Candia) this marvellous
edifice. It is on an island named " Savarstadr." The Greek fable

gives to Daedalus wings, in order that he may escape from his

prison. In the story of the people of the north, it is a shirt of
feathers with which he clothes himself. His brother JEigil, here

substituted for Icarus, wishes to try the power of this feathery dress

;

and perishes like the son of Daedalus— victim of his rashness.

A scholiast teaches us, that the celebrated Greek voyager Pytheas
had found at the islands of -^olus, now the Lipari-isles, the singular

custom of exposing, near the volcano (Stromboli) in which it was
believed that Vulcan made his residence, the iron that one desired

to see fashioned into some weapon or instrument. The rough metal

was left during the night thus disposed, and upon returning on the

morrow, the sword, or other implement, was found newly manufac-
tured. An usage of this kind, founded upon a similar credence, is

spread through a number of Germanic countries. It is no longer

Vulcan, but Wieland, a cripple like him moreover, who becomes the

mysterious blacksmith. In Berkshire (England) they used formerly

to show, near a place called White-Horse hill, a stone, whereupon,

according to the popular notion, it was enough to deposit a horse-

shoe with a piece of silver, and to tie near it the animal to be shod

;

and, on coming back, the operation was found done. The marvel-

lous farrier Wayland-Smith, as he was called, had paid himself with

the silver money ; and the shodden brute was ready to be led away.

In many cantons of Germany, analogous stories used to be told : only,

" On this point consult the learned work of M. F. Neve, entitled Esaai sur le myihe des

Ribhavaa, Paris, 1847.
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the name of the invisible blacksmith underwent changes, and imagi-

nation embroidered upon the common web some particular details.

Wieland, who is also named " Geinkenschmid," is associated in

certain localities, with a bull ; which recalls to mind that one manu-

factured by Bsedalus, to satisfy the immodest passion of Pasiphae,

the "all-illumining" spouse of Minos—whom Hellenic tradition

makes a king of Crete, but who is encountered both amidst the

Arians and the Germans. Among the Aryas he bears the name of

Manou, or rather of Manus. He is a legislator-king ; having for his

brother Yama, the god of the dead
;
just as Minos's brother was

Rhadamanthus (Ehada-maw-thus). This last, as well as Yama, is re-

presented with a wand in his hand, and judging in the infernal

regions. Among the Germans, Manus is called Mannus. He is

also (a man and) an ancient king, who, like the Indian Manus, is an

Adam, the first author of mankind.

I must refer to the learned work of M. A. Kuhn those who wish

to penetrate deeper into these curious comparisons. The glimpse I

have just given, shows how much of authority they add to those

analogies that the comparative study of languages has furnished us.

Our German philologists have felt this, inasmuch as they insert, in

the same periodical repertory, mythological researches of this kind,

purely linguistic. I would add, that such comparative examinations

enable us to comprehend better the nature and the history of the

Hellenic religion in particular, and the religions of antiquity in

general. This method yields us the key to a multitude of myths
which we could not decipher did we not mount up to their Asiatic

origines: Allow me yet again to offer a short example.

According to the Grecian fable, Acmon was the father of Ouranos.

The motive for this filiation had not until now been pierced through.

Why should the most ancient of the gods, their supreme father,

have had an "anvil" for his own father? such heing the Greek
signiacation of this word. Sanscrit can alone tell us,— as M. R
EoTH, one of the most ingenious and skilful Orientalists of Germany,
has remarked. The Sanscrit form of this Greek name is Agman,
and the word signifies, at one and the same time, "anvil" and "sky"
(or heaven). The myth becomes intelligible. Here, as in innumer-
able other cases, the god receives for his progenitor another personi-
fication, from the same part of nature that he represents. And, in
the same manner that Bhea has engendered Demeterj—ihat is to say,
the "mother-earth," because Rhea (as the meaning of her name
mdicates) is a personification of the Earth ; so, likewise, as Helios
(the sun) had for his father Hyperion, that is to say, again the sun,—
did Ouranos (the sky) receive birth from ^mow,—whose name
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has the same acceptation. But, whilst the word Aemon passed into

Greek with the sense of "hammer,"—against which that of " anvil"

was easily interchangeable—^it lost, among the Hellenes, the meaning
of " sky," and thus the myth, transported into Europe, ceased to

possess significance any more.

In the presence of analogies and connections so conclusive, it is

impossible to suppose simply that a population of the same race, and
with the same fundamental stock of language, was spread from India

and Persia to Britain and Erin ; we must necessarily suppose that the

peoples coming from Asia had imported into Europe their idiom and

their traditions. Must it hence be admitted that this portion of the

earth had not then been already populated; and that those Asiatic

tribes, which took the leadership of this long defile of conquerors,

found nothing before them but solitudes ?

It is again the study of languages that will furnish us with th«

reply.

I have stated that a,ll the idioms of Europe belong to the Indo-

European stem ; three groups (or if you will, three languages), form-

ing the only exception ; without speaking, be it well understood, of

the Turkish, scarcely implanted on this side of the Bosphorus, and

whose introduction dates but from a few centuries ; nor comprising,

either, the Maltese,—^solitary vestige of Saracenic dominion in Italian

lands.

The first group is represented by the Basque tongue, or the Eishari,

which embraces but two dialects. The second is the Finnish group,

comprising the Lapponic, the Finnic or Suomi, and the Esthonian

spoken in the northern part of Livonia, as also at the islands of (Esil

and Dago. JLastly, the third group reduces itself to the Magyar, or

Hungarian, which links itself to the Finnish group through an indi-

rect relationship.

We know how the Magyar introduced itself into Europe. It is

the tongue of the ancient Hnns, who, mingling with the populations

of Dacia and Pannonia, gave birth to the Hungarians ; but we are

less advanced as regards whai; concerns the history of the Finnish

and the Basque languages.

WiLHELM VOH' HuMBOLDT, who devoted himself to researches of

great interest upon the Basque tongue, has shown that this language

had of yore a much more extensive domain than the little corner of

land by which it is now confined. N"am€S of places belonging to

the whole of southern France, and even to Liguria, prove that a

population of Euscarian idiom was anciently spread from the Alps

to the occidental extremity of Spain, 'These people were the Iberes,

Iberians, ponderers ; and the Basque is the last relie of their tongue.
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The labors of the. skilful philologue of Beziers, M. Boudabd, have

put the finishing stroke in bringing this fact to light.

The Celts, or Kelts, encountered before them, therefore, the Iberes;

whom they pushed onward into the south of Gaul; where we find

them established in the time of Csesar. They amalgamated with

them, as the name of Oelt-Iberia teaches ; and very certainly in Lan-

guedoc also, no less than in Aquitania. These Iberians— a nation

lively and impressionable, vain and stirring—may well have infused

into the Keltic blood that element of restlessness and levity which

one perceives in the Gauls, but which is alien, on the contrary, to

the true Kelt,— at once so attached to his traditions, and ever so

headstrong in his ideas.

The Basque tongue, otherwise called Iberian, resembles in nothing

the Indo-European idioms. It is "par excellence" a polysynthetical

language,— a tongue that, in its organism, reminds one, in a suffi-

ciently-striking manner, ofthe languages ofAmerica. It composes " de

toutes pieces" the idea-word; suppresses often entire syllables; and, in

this work of composition, preserving sometimes but a single letter of

the primitive word, it presents those adjunctive particles that by phi-

lologists are termed postpositions—as opposed to prepositions—^which

serve to distinguish cases. In this manner is it that the Basque

constructs its declension. This new characteristic re-appears in

another great family of languages which we shall disciiss anon, viz

:

the Tartar tongues belonging to central Asia.

The Basque, consequently, denotes a very primitive intellectual

state of the people who occupied western Europe previously to the

arrival of the Indo-Europeans ; and, were it allowable to draw an
induction from an isolate characteristic, one might suppose that the

Iberes were, as a race, allied to the Tartar.

But this hypothesis, daring as it is, receives a new degree of'

probability from the study of the second group of European lan-

guages, foreign to the Indo-Germanic source, viz : the Finnish group.
This group is not restricted to a few idioms on the north-east of

Europe. It extends itself over all the territory of northern Eussia
even to the extremity of Kamtschatka. Comparison of the numerous
idioms spoken by tribes spread over Siberia has revealed a common
bond between them, as well of grammar as ©f vocabulary. These
tongues, which inight be comprehended under the general appellation
oi Finno-Japonic (from the name of those occupying upon the map the
two extremes oftheir chain), offer this same characteristic ofagglutina-
tion that has just been signalized in the Basque ; but in a much less
degree. They make use of that curious system of postpositions
which appertains also to the ancient idiom of the Iberes. Those ter-
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mlaationa destined to represent cases are replaced by prepositions

distinct from the word,—which, in our languages, precede, on the

contrary, the words of which they modify the case. It must be

noted that the apparition of these postpositions invariably antecedes,

in the gradual formation of tongues, the employment of cases

;

whereas, prepositions replace these when the tongue becomes altered

and simplified. Cases are nothing, indeed, but the result of the

coupling of the postposition to words. The organic march of the

declension presents itself, therefore, throughout the evolution of lan-

guages, in the following manner, viz : at first the root (or radical),

ordinarily monosyllabic ; next, the radical followed by postpositions,

— correspondin'g to the period of agglutination; again, the radical

submitted to the flexion,—corresponding to the ancient period of our

IndoTEuropean tongues ; and, finally, the preposition followed by the

radical,— eorresponsive to the modern period of these same lan-

guages. It is to be noted that the postposition (in relative age)

never returns subsequently to the preposition,—any more than can

the milk-teeth grow again in an old man after the loss of his molars.

Thus, then, the age of the Finnish tongues and of the Basque is

fixed. They were idioms of analogous organization, and of which

the arrest of development announces a sufliciently feeble degree of

intellectual power. ^^ The brethren of the Aryas and Iranians, upon

penetrating into Europe, had only, therefore, to combat populations

living in a state analogous to that in which we find the hordes of

Siberia,—species of Ostiaks or of Vogouls, of Tcheremiss or of Mord-

vines. "With their intellectual superiority, the people coming from

occidental Asia had no need of being very numerous to vanquish

such barbarous tribes ; with whom, doubtless, they frequently amal-

gamated, but of whom they ever constituted the aristocracy. This

warrior and haughty spirit of those Asiatic conquerors preserved

itself above all among the Germans, and it is to be perceived also

amid the Latins and the Greeks.

Let it not, however, be imagined that, beneath the influence of the

neighborhood which new migrations created for them, such tribes

of Finnish stock thrown off to the north-east of Europe, and those

•« The study of the vocabulary of the Finnish tongues, and even that of the Tartarian,

proves to us that those populations were wanting in a quantity of knowledge that we find,

from the very beginning, amidst the Indo-European populations, and which the former were

afterwards forced to borrow from the latter. For example, the name of salt, in all the

idioms of that family as well as in Hungarian, expressed by a derivative of the Sanscrit,

Greek, or Latin name. Indeed, it is certain that the use of salt remained for a long time

unknown to the inhabitants of Northern Europe ; and that Christian II, king of Denmark,

had gained over the Swedish peasants by bringing to them this precious condiment.

4
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Iberian peoples repulsed to the south-west, have remained absolutely

stationary. Their languages tell us the contrary ; because these lan-

guages have improved : but such perfectioning has not been able to

step beyond certain bounds. The Finnic spoken in Finland, for in-

stance, has drawn nearer to tongues a flexions (with flexions); but

never has it been able to attain that degree offeree, of clearness and

energy, which makes the merit of our Indo-European idioms.

As concerns sounds, notwithstanding their homogeneity, the Fin-

nish tongues,— or, to qualify them more exactly, the Ougro-Tartar

languages—vary considerably. There are some very soft ones, like

the Suomi or Finlandish; and some very harsh, like the Magyar;

but a principle of harmony dominates them. This principle is

especially perceptible in the Suomi, Indeed, this idiom seeks above

all for sweetness and euphony. It avoids, in consequence, mono-

syllabic radicals, and nearly always attaches to the root a final vowel

that bears no accent. Hence M. Schleicher has remarked how this

gives to the words of this tongue the measure of a "trochee.""

We meet again with this harmonic tendency equally in the Tartar

tongues, which the "ensemble" of their characteristics and words

attaches also as closely to the Ougro-Japonic languages, as the Tartar

type attaches itself to the Finnish, or Ougrian, through the interme-

diacy of the Tungouse type. The separation is not more decided

(tranehee) between the races of Siberia and those of central Asia^

than between the idioms which they speak. The Mongol, the Mand-

chou, the Ou'igour, the Turkish, are not fundamentally distinct from

the Finnish tongues ; and this explains why some philologers had
been struck with the resemblance between Turkish and Hungarian.^

We are here referring to the primitive Turkish, to that which was
spoken in Turkestan, and of which some dialects yet subsist in cer-

tain parts of Russia and of Tartary ; because, as to that which is now
European Turkish, it is altered almost as much as the Turkish blood
itself. It is imbued with Arabic and Persi9,n words ; it has become
singularly softened down: in the same manner that the Asiatic
Turks, by dint ofcrossing themselves through marriage with Georgian
girls, with Greek, Arab, Persian (occasionally with an Abyssinian
or negress), Sclavonian and other woinen, have ended by taking a
physiognomy altogether different from that of their ancient progeni-
tors,—which has been gaining in nobleness and regularity what it

loses in singularity. European blood has so well infiltrated itself
into that of the Hunnic hordes which conquered the country situate
between the Danube and the Theis, that it is now-a-days impossible

" The Greeks and the Latins called trochee a foot composed of along and a short syllable.
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to descry any more of the Mongol, anything of that hideousness so

celebrated among the Huns, in the expressive traits of the present

Magyar.

One may, then, designate this vast family of languages under the

denomination of Ougro-Tartar. All of them, at divers degrees, are

subject in their words to the law of euphonic transformations of vow-

els in the particles suffixed, that is to say, joined on at the ends of

words. In order that nothing should come to injure the clearness

of the radical's pronunciation, everything is combined so that its

vowel remains immutable ; and hence, accordingly as this vowel is

hard, soft, or intermediary, the vowels of the suffixes are submitted

to modifications having for object to prevent the asperity or the

heaviness of the latters' sound from smothering the sound of the

radical. This law, so remarkable, is precisely the reverse of what

happens in languages a flexions (with flexions), for the case ; because

in them it is the suffixes that act upon and influence the vowels of

the radical.

AIJ these tongues proceed equally through the path of agglutina-

tion. The radical is, indeed, at bottom monosyllabic. Its almost con-

stant junction to a particle-suffix makes it, in reality, a dissyllable,

whose monosyllabic origin is nevertheless recalled by the presence

of the accent upon the flrst syllable. IJJ'ever does the radical suffer

any foreign syllables to place themselves at its head (or commence-

ment) ; and we still behold in Magyar how, notwithstanding that it

has largely undergone the influence of the Indo-European tongues by

which it is surrounded—as in Finnish, as in Turkish, as in Mongol,—

a

word can never begin with two consonants ; and lastly, the generical

employment of the postposition to designate the relations of the

substantive. The number of these postpositions varies according to

the development and the richness of the tongue. In Suomi, for

example, the adjunctive particles are very numerous, not less than

fifteen being counted, which makes in reality fifteen cases ; without

including the nominative, that forms itself without suffix : and still,

notwithstanding, the Finnish does not recognize the distinction of

one of the most natural cases, viz : the accusative, which it renders

through indirect cases.

The whole of these languages, maugre their apparatus of forms,

are nevertheless poor. It is clear that this heap ofpostpositions results,

in reality, from a powerlessness of the mind to reduce to simple and

regular expressions the relations of words betwixt each other. "We

must not, therefore, wouder at finding, in the Ougro-Tartar tongues,

almost always the same terminations, as well in the plural as in the

singular.
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One may partition, according to their degree of development, these

tongues into four groups,—the Ougrian group, that comprises the

Ostiak, the Samoyede, the Vogoul, and divers other dialects of Sibe-

ria : the Tartar group properly so called, which comprehends the

Mongol that occupies in it the lower rung, the Ouigour, the Mand-

chou, and the Turkish, whose position is on the highest : the Japonic

group, to which belongs the Corean; and the Finno- Ougrian, that

embraces the Suomi or Pinlandic, the Esthonian, the Lapponic, and

the Magyar ; all which latter tongues are superior to those of the pre-

ceding groups, as concerns the grammatical system and ideology.^

The Finno-Ougrian family prolongs itself into North America,

where we encounter its most widely-spread branches in the most

boreal latitudes. And in like manner it is to be noted, that the Es-

kimaux race, and the septs thinly scattered over those frozen coun-

tries, approximate in their type to that of the Ougrian.

The idioms spoken in the entire sub-Arctic region present the

same uniformity, therefore, as the fauna of this region. '^ Indeed, we

know that animal species are found to be very nearly the same along

the boreal latitudes both of the Old and the Ifew world.

Whilst one body of the great Indo-European migration from Asia

was advancing by detachments into our temperate countries, another

corps descended through the defiles of the Hindoo-Kosh, and by the

basin of the Indus, into the vast plain of the Ganges ; and spread

itself bit by bit over the whole peninsula, of which this river laves the

northern provinces. This is what we are taught not merely by the

traditions of the Hindoos, but also by the study of the languages

spoken in this peninsula. In fact, while we encounter, at the north

of HindostSn,' idioms emanating from the Sanscrit family, we meet,

further to the south, with an " ensemble " of tongues, absolutely

foreign to it, as well in vocabulary as in grammar.

These languages appertain all to the same family, and they are

denominated, after the Hindoos, by the epithet of Dravirian or Dra-

vidian. Hence, the Arian tribes had been preceded in India by popu-

lations of a wholly distinct family ; in the same manner that the

sisters of the former had encountered in Europe another race, differ-

ent likewise from themselves. And, what is remarkable, the two

categories of languages spoken by the autochthones of Europe and
the indigenous peoples of Hindost§,n belong, in classification, to lin-

guistic families having many traits in common.
The Dravidian tongues subdivide themselves into two groups ; one

•8 AoAssiz, " Sketch of the Natural Provinces of the Animal World, and their relation to

the diiferent Types of Man''—in Nott and Gliddon's Types of Mankind, 7th edition, 1856,

pp. Ix.—xiii.
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the northern, and the other southern. The first embraces the lan-

guages spoken by the dispersed native tribes, whom the descendants

of the invading Aryas have repelled into the Vindhya mountains,

viz : the Male or Radjmahali, the Uraon, the Cole, and the Khond
or Gonde. The second comprises the Tamoul or Tamil, the Telougou

or Telenga (called also Kalinga), the Talava, the Malayalam, and the

Carnatic or Carnataka. As the populations at the south of the penin-

sula have preserved, during a longer time, their national indepen-

dence, and even have attained a civilization of their own, one can

understand that the idioms of the southern group must be far richer

and more developed than those of the northern group. IvTevertheless,

despite this inequality of development, one discovers, in a striking

manner, the same characteristics in the whole of these tongues.

Another branch of the same family, which extends to the north-east

of the basiu of the Ganges, indicates to us through its presence, that

a fraction of the indigenous population was thrown towards the

north-east ; so that, it must now be admitted, the great Dravidian

nation, cut through its centre (by the intrusive Aryas), was, like the

primitive population of Europe, driven off to tl^e two opposite extre-

mities of its vast territory. The Bodo and the DMmal are the two

principal representatives of this cluster separated from the stem,

whose most advanced branches continue onward until they lose them-

selves in Assam.

All the characters appertaining to the Ougro-Japonic tongues are

found again in these Dravidian languages, of which the Gonde may
be considered to have preserved to us their more ancient forms. All

manifest in a high degree the tendency to agglutination. The law

of harmony, that we have perceived just now in the Finnish lan-

guages, re-appears here with the same character. The foundations of

the grammatical system, which are identical in all these tongues,

doubtless constitute them as separate families from Tartarian ; but this

(Dravidian) family is very close, certainly, to those idioms spoken by

the Tartars. The same contrasts exist, as regards the' vocalization,

between the Ougro-Japonic and the Dravidian tongues. The Mag-

yar may be compared to that Dravidian idiom richest in consonants,

—for example, to the Toda or Todara, which is spoken by an ancient

aboriginal tribe established in the Nilgherri-hills ; and the Finnish,

with the Japonic, correspond in their softness to the Telougou talked

at the south-east of Hindostdn.

These Dravidian populations were spread even to the islands of

Ceylon, the Maldives and the Laquedives ; inasmuch as the idioms

there still spoken attach themselves also to the Dravidian group.

Comparative philology demonstrates to us, therefore, that a popu-
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lation in race very approximate to the Tartar, and wWch was, con-

sequently, itself allied to the Finnish race, did precede the Aryas in

old Hindost^n.

One must not judge of the intellectual and social condition of

these aborigines from the literary movement that has been wrought

in the body of the Tamoul, which was the counterblast of that grand

intellectual movement represented to us by the Sanscrit, and was

certainly due to the Aryan influence. In order to judge what these

primitive populations of Hindostdn had been, one must go and study

their scattered remains. This has been done, quite in recent times,

by the English, to whom we owe some most interesting details about

these antique tribes. These debris of primeval Indian nationality are

now distributed in three distinct parts of the peninsula. The first

are met with in the heart of the Mahanuddy, as far as Cape Comorin

;

being the Bheels, the Tudas, the Meras, the Coles, the Gondes or

Khonds, the Soorahs, the Paharias, &c. The second inhabit the

northern section towards the Himalaya; such are the Eadjis or

Doms, and the Brahouis. The third occupy the angle that sepa-

rates the two peninsulas of India, and which is designated by the

name of Assam, as well as that mountainous band constituting the

frontier between Bengal and Thibet.

The whole of these tribes live even now as they lived very many
centuries ago. They are agricultural populations, who, from time to

time, clear with fire a portion of the jungle or the forest. The word

which, amongst these people, renders the idea of culture, signifies

nothing else than the cutting down of the forest. The Aryas, on the

contrary, were a pastoral people ; and in India, as in many other

countries, the shepherds triumphed over the farmers. Everything,

furthermore, announces among these Dravidian people much gentle-

ness of character, which is again a distinctive trait of the Mongols

and of the Finnish populations. Their worship must have been

that naturalistic fetishism which remains the religion of the Bodos,

the Dhimals,°and the Gondes. They adored objects of nature. They
had deities that presided over the different classes of beings and the

principal acts of life ; and they knew naught of sacerdotal castes

or of any other regular organization of worship. Some usages,

preserved even at this day among several of these indigenous tribes,

show us that woman, at least the wife, enjoyed among them a very

great degree of independence.

The facts accord, then, with linguistics to show us how, within

that portion of Asia comprehended between the Euphrates and
Tigris, and the Indus, there had existed a more intelligent and
stronger race, that, at a very early day, divided itself into two
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branches, of whidi one marched into Europe, and the other into

Hindostan ; both encountering, in each new country, some popula-

lations of analogous race, and possibly allied, whom they subju-

gated, and of whom they became the superior caste—^the aristocracy.

The two inferior castes of India, the Vaisyas and the Soudras, are

but the descendants of such vanquished nations,— the anterior type

of India's autochthones being even yet represented in a purer state

by some of the Dravidian "hill-tribes" above described.

But, alongside of this grand and powerful race of Aryas and

Iranians, there appears, from the very remotest antiquity, another

race, whose territorial conquests were to be less extended and less

durable, but of whom the destinies have been glorious also. It is the

Semitic (Shemitic, Shemitish) or Syro-Arabian race. From the banks

of the Euphrates to the shores of the Mediterranean, and to the

extremity of the Arabic peninsula, this race was expanding itself.

Its great homogeneity springs from the close bonds which combine

together the different dialects of its tongue. These dialects are the

Aramsean, the Hebrew, the Arabia, the Ohaldsean and the Ethiopic.

By their constitution, all these idioms distinguish themselves

sharply from the Indo-European languages. They possess neither

the same grammatical system, nor the same verbal roots. In Se-

mitic languages, the roots are nearly always dissyllabic ; or, to speak

with philologists, triliteral, that is to say, formed of three letters : and

these letters are consonants ; because, one of the most distinctive

characteristics of the Semitic tongues is, that the vowel does not

constitute the fundamental sound in a word. Here vowels are

vague, or, to describe them otherwise, they have not any settled

fixed-sound, distinct from the consonant. They become inserted, or

rather, they insinuate themselves between strong and rough conso-

nants. Nothing of that law of harmony of the Ougro-Tartar or

Dravidian tongues, nothing of that sonorousness of Sanscrit, of Greek,

and neo-Latin languages,— exists in the Semitic. Man speaks in

them by short words, more or less jerked forth. The process of

agglutination survives in them still; not, however, completely, as

in the Basque. There are many flexions in them, but these flexions

do not constitute the interior of words.

Since the publication of M. Ernest Eenan's great labors upon the

history of Semitic languages, we are made perfectly acquainted with

the phases through which these languages have passed.

They have had, likewise, their own mould, which they have been

unable to break, even while modifying themselves. The Rabbinical,

the "Nahwee" or literal Arabic, in aspiring to become languages

more analytical than the Ohaldee or the Hebrew, have remained, not-
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withstanding, imprisoned within the narrow bars of an imperfect

grammar. This is the reason, as M. Ernest Renan has remarked,

that,— whilst the Indo-European tongues continue still their life

in our day, as in past times, upon all points of the globe ^— Semitic

languages, on the contrary, have run through the entire circle of

their existence. But, in the more circumscribed course of their life,

they have presented the same diversities of development established

for all the preceding families ; and, at the same time that the Ara-

msean which comprises two dialects,—the pagan Aramaean or Sahian,

and the Christian Aramaean or Syriac—is poor, without harmony,
without multiplied forms, ponderous in its constructions, and devoid

of aptitude for poetry, the Arabic, on the contrary, distinguishes

itself by an incredible richness.

The Semitic race, of which the birth-place must be sought in

that peninsular space shut in, at the north by the mountains of
Armenia, and at the east by those which bound the basin of the Tigris

has not gone outside of its primitive father-land. It has only travelled
along the borders of the Mediterranean, as is proved to us by the
incontestable Semiticism of the Phoenician tongue, whose inscriptions

show it to have been very close to the Hebrew. Africa has been
almost the only field for its conquests. Phoenician colonies bore a
Semitic idiom into the country of the ISTumidians and the Mauri;
later again, the Saracenic invasion carried Arabic— another tongue
of the same family—into the place of the Punic, which last the Latin
had almost dispossessed. In Abyssinia, the G-heez or Ethiopic does
not appear to be of very ancient introduction, and everything leads
to the belief that it was carried across the Eed Sea by the Joktanide
Arabs, or Eimyarites, whose language, now forgotten, has left some
monuments of its existence, down to the time of the first Khalifates,
in divers inscriptions.

The Semites found in Africa upon their arrival a strong popula-
tion, that for a long period opposed itself to their conquests. This
population was that of the Egyptians ; whose language now issues gra-
dually from the deciphering of the hieroglyphics, and which left, as
its last heir, the Qoptic, still living in manuscripts that we collect
with avidity.

This Egyptian was not, however, an isolated tongue. The Berber
-otherwise miscalled the "Kabyle," which name in Arabic only
means "tribe,"— studied of late, has caused us to find many conge-
ner words and " tournures." And this Berber (whence Barbary) itself
yet spoken by the populations Amazirg, Shillouh, and Tuareg was
expelled or dominated by the Arabic. Its domain of yore extended
even to the Canary-isles. Some idioms formerly spoken in the north
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of Africa attached themselves to it through bonds of relationship

more or less close. The presence, throughout the north of Africa,

of inscriptions in characters called Tifnag, and which seem to have

been conceived in Berber language, makes known to us that this

tongue must have reigned over all the territories of the Barbaresque

States ; and was most probably that of the Numidians, Gsetulians, and

Garamantes.

Egyptian civilization was very profuse in aspirates. Its gramma-

tical forms denote a more advanced period than that of the Semitic

tongues : its verb counts a great number of tenses and moods, formed

through the addition of prefixes or of suffixes. But its pronoun and

its article have still an entirely Semitic physiognomy, notwithstand-

ing that the stock of its vocabulary is absolutely foreign to that of

those languages.

"We have already caused it to be remarked that, in the Qalla (of

Abyssinia) one re-encounters the Semitic pronoun. The influence

exerted at the beginning by the Semites over the race to which the

Egyptians were proximate—and whom we will call, with the Bible,

Hamitic— was, therefore, in all likelihood, very profound. When
the Semites entered into relations with the Hamites, the language of

the latter must have been yet in that primitive stage in which essential

grammatical forms might still be borrowed from foreign tongues.

An intermixture sufficiently intimate must have occurred between

the two races ; above all in the countries bordering upon the two

territories. Such is what occurred certainly for the Phcenicians,

whose tongue was Semitic, whilst the stock of population belonged,

nevertheless, to the Hamitic race. For Genesis gives Canaan as the

son of Ham ; and Phoenicia, as every one knows, is " the land of Ca-

naan." The whole oriental region of Africa as far as the Mozam-

bique coast affiards numerous traces of Semitic influence. Along-

side of the Gheez, that represents to us, as E. Renan judiciously

writes it, the classical form of the idiom of the Semites in Abyssinia,

several dialects equally Semitic arrange themselves ; but all more or

less altered, either by the admixture of foreign words, or through the

absence of literary culture. Amid these must.be placed the Amharic,

the modern language of Abyssinia.

Semitic tongues underwent, in Africa, the influence of the lan-

guages of that part of the world ; and, in particular, of those of the

Hamitic family, spoken in the countries limitrophic to that inha-

bited by the Semites.

African languages cannot all be referred to the same family : but

they possess among themselves sundry points of resemblance. They

constitute, as it were, a vast group, whence detaches itself a family
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that may be called the African family "par excellence," and which

extends from the Occidental to the Oriental coasts, re-descendmg

even into the Austral portion.

All the languages that form part of this group, and in general the

tongues of the whole of this portion of the globe, possess one system

of vocalization, otherwise termed, a powerful phonology
;
and some-

times even a disposition almost rhythmical, which gained for them, on

the part of some philologists, the name of alliteral tongues. Thus,

although the consonants in them be often aspirated, and affect odd pro-

nunciations, they are never accumulated together. Double letters are

rare, and in certain tongues unknown. For example, in Cafr, the

vowels have a pronunciation clear and precise. In the major number

of the languages of Southern Africa, and in some few of those of Cen-

tral Africa, the words always terminate with vowels, and present regu-

lar alternations of vowels and consonants. This is above all true of the

Caffrarian languages.'^ M. d'Avezac writes about the Yihou, or Ebo,

tongue spoken in Guinea : in regard to euphony, this language may

be considered as one of the softest in the world ; vowels abound in

it ; and it is in this respect remarkable that (except, perhaps, some

rare and doubtful exceptions) not merely all the words, but even all

the syllables fend in vowels : the consonants offer no roughness in

their pronunciation ; and many are articulated with a sort of quaint-

ness (mignardise), which renders it difficult to seize them, and still

more difficult to express graphically by the letters of our alphabet.^

Among some other African tongues, on the contrary, the termination

is ordinarily nasal. Amid the majority of the languages of northern

and midland Africa, the words finish with a vowel. Such is what one

observes in the Woloe, the Bulom, the Temmani, the Tousnali, and the

Fasoql.

As concerns the system proper of sounds, and the vocabulary,

they vary greatly in African languages : and the harmony, sonorous-

ness, and fluidity of speech, frequently meet, in certain sounds, with

notable exceptions. It is the character of these various sounds that

may serve as a basis for the classification of the tongues of Africa.

All present compound vowels and consonants ; amongst which, m p,

m b, are of the frequentest employment. The duplex consonants

n k,n d, appear likewise. Finally, in some African idioms, one en-

counters the consonants dg, gb, kb, bp, bm, ke, kh, rh, pmb, b Im?^

19 See on this subject The Kafir Language; comprising a sketch of its history, by the Rev.

John W. Appletabd (King William's Town, 1850), p. 65 seqq.

2" Memoires de la Sociele Ethnologique de Paris, ii. part 2, p. 50.

" In these lllustratiTe notations no attempt is made, of course, to follow any of the

diTersified " standard alphabets" recently deTised for the use of Missionaries. On this

question of the expediency of such alphabets, and their success so far, I coincide entirely

•with the criticism of a very scientific friend, Pkof. S. S. Haldeman (^Report on the Present
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Aspirates and the sibilants are not rare, any more than the use,

simple or compound, of the w . Among some languages of this

family, the palatal and dental letters are confounded, or at least are

not clearly distinguishable. Several tongues are completely devoid
of certain letters : for instance, the Odji, and divers others, are want-
ing in the letter I; and replace it, whenever they meet with it in what
foreign words they may appropriate, by r, or d, or ft.

The accordances, of different parts of the discourse, are often

regulated by a euphonic system which is felt very strongly in sundry
idioms, notably in the Yazouba. The radicals are more frequently

monosyllabic. It is the addition of this radical with a modifying

particle (which is most commonly a prefix) that gives birth to the

other words. The relations of cause, of power, of reciprocity, of re-

flectivity, of agent, &c., as well as those of time, number, and sex, are

always expressed through a similar system. The radicals, thus united

to formative particles, become, in their turn, veritable roots, and con-

stitute the source (soucTie) ofnew words. One can comprehend, never-

theless, how very imperfect is such a system, for defining clearly the

relations, at once so multiplied and so distinct, existing between

words. There exist above all some for which African languages

are of extreme poverty; for example, the ideas of time and motion.

And this character approximates them, in a manner rather striking,

to the Semitic tongues. As in these latter idioms, African languages

do not distinguish the present from the future, or the future from

the past : otherwise, they express both these tenses by one and the

same particle. The penury and the vagueness of particles indica-

tive of the prepositions,—or to speak with grammarians, of the pre-

fixes to prepositions—are again far more pronounced in the majority

of African idioms than amidst the Semitic, They enunciate, by the

same particle, ideas as different as those of movement towards a

Slate of our knowledge of Linguistic Ethnology, made to the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, Aug. 1856). My experiences of the hopelessness of arriving at

any exact oountervalues in European characters for Arabic intonations alone, so as to

enable a foreigner, who has not heard Arabs speak, even to pronounce correctly, render me

very sceptical as to the ultimate possibility of transcribing, through any one series of

Alphabetic signs, the infinitude of distinct vocalizations uttered by the diverse groups of

human types; which articulations, as Prof. Aoassiz has so well remarked, take their

original departure from the different conformations of the throat inherent in the race-cha-

racter of each distinct group of mankind.

Should any one, however, desire to put this universal " Missionary Alphabet" through

an experimentum crucis, he need not travel far to test its applicability to remote, abnormal, and

barbarous tongues, by trying its efScacy upon three cognate languages close at hand. Let

a _Frenchman, wholly unacquainted with English, transcribe into the "Missionary Alpha-

bet," a short discourse as he hears it from the mouth of a Londoner. Then, pass his manu-

script on to a German (of course knowing neither French nor English), and let him read it

aloud to an Englishman. " Le diable meme ne s'y reoonnaitrait pas !"— G. R. G.]
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point, or the departing from a point ; of position in a place, toward

a place, or near a place. The same poverty is observable in the

conjunctions: copulative particles being employed frequently to

render the idea of possession and of relationship ; those which ex-

press the idea of connexion being often replaced by pronouns or by

definite particles.

Per contra, African languages, as well as the Semitic, are ex-

tremely rich in respect to the changes [voies) of the verb, that is to say,

in forms indicating the manner in which a verb may be employed.

These changes—which are so numerous, notably in Arabic—are not the

less so in the majority ofAfrican languages; beyond all, in the princi-

pal group that extends from the Mozambique coast to Caffraria on one

side, and to Congo on the other. Although these changes are com-

posed, in the major portion of such tongues, by the addition of pre-

fixes, they form themselves in others through the aid of suffixes.

The number of these changes varies singularly according to the

tongues. Thus, in the Sechuana language, and in the Temneh, there

exist six changes ; in the SooahSeli seven, in the Oaffr eight, and in

the Mpongwee eleven.

To give an idea of the opulence of these changes in a single verb,

we borrow an illustration from the language of Congo. Sal a, to

labor; s alii a, to facilitate labor ; salisia, to labor with somebody

;

salanga, to be in the habit of laboring ; salisionia, to labor the one

for another; salanyana, to be shilful at laboring.

All verbal roots are susceptible of similar modifications through
the help of certain particles that may be added to them. In this

method, by the sole use ofthe verb, an expression is attained indicating

whether the action be rare, frequent, difficult, easy, excessive, &c. And
this richness of changes does not prevent the language from being,
as regards its verbs, and viewed in respect to their number, of great
poorness. For instance, —the idiom of Congo, from which we have
just borrowed the proof of such a great richness of changes, does not
possess any word to express the idea of "living," but is obliged to
say in place, to conduct one's soul, or being in one's heart.

Another very characteristic trait of the majority of African
tongues is, that they do not recognize the distinction of genders,
after the manner of the Semitic idioms or the Indo-European. They
distinguish, on the contrary, as two genders, the animate and the in-

animate
; and in the class of animate beings, the gender man or in-

telligent, and the gender brute or animal. Others of these languages,
in lieu of distinguishing numbers after the fashion of Indo-Europea,n
and Semitic idioms, recognize only a collective form which takes no
heed of genders, and a plural form that applies itself to beings of the
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same genders. This is a particularity that we shall again encounter
in the clicking languages, or the Hottentot.

"We do not possess sufficient elements as yet to give a complete
classification of the languages of Africa. It is only since the recent

publication of the Polyglotta Africana of Mr. S. "W". KoiELLB that we
have acquired an idea of the reciprocal affinities which link together

the tongues of Western Africa.

The classification proposed, however, by Kobllb is freely intro-

duced into the following schedule.

L—ATLANTIC languages, or of the north-west of Afi-ica.

These tongues have, with those of southern Africa, for a
common characteristic, the mutation of prefixes. They
comprise the following groups, viz

:

1st.—The Fouloup group, which embraces the Fouloup or

Floupb, properly so called, spoken in the country of the

same name,— the Filham, or Filhol, spoken in the canton

which surrounds the city of Buntoun; this town is situate

upon the river Koya, at about three weeks' march from the

Gambia.

2d.—The Bola group, which comprises the Bola talked in the

land of Gole and that of Bourama,—^the Saear, idiom of the
• country of this name stretching along the sea to the west of

Baldnta and to the north of the district where the Bola is

spoken,— the Pepil spoken in the isle of Bischlao or Bisao.

3d.—The Biafada group, or Dchola, spoken at the west of

IThahou and north of Nalou,—the Padschade, which is an

idiom met with at the west of Koniadschi and east of

Kahou.

4th.—The Bulom group, comprehending the Baga, a tongue

spoken by one of the popoulations of this name which

inhabits the borders of the Kalum-Baga, eastward to the

islands of Los,^^— the Timne talked at the east of

Sierra-Leone,—the Bulom spoken in the country of this

name that bounds on Timni,—the Mampua, or Manpa
Bulom, called also Sohbrbo, idiom of the region extending

westward of the Ocean, between Sierra-Leone and the land

of Bourn,—^the Kisi, spoken west and north of Crbandi, and

east of MendL

n.—MANDINGO family— spread over the north-west of Upper

Sood^n.

^ It is unknown to what family of tongues belong the idioms of the other populations

termed Baga, who dwell upon the banks of the Eio-Nunez and Kio-Pongas.
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This very extended family compreliends the Mandingo,

properly bo termed, or better the Mend^,— the Kabunga,

Mandingo dialect spoken in the land of Kabou,— and

several other dialects of the same language, such as the

ToKONKA, dialect of Toro; the Dchalunka, dialect of FoutO'

djalon ; the Kankanka, dialect of Kankan ; the Bambara,

the KoNO, talked westwards and northwards of the Kiai;

the Vei, in the country of this name situate to the east of

the Atlantic and north of abandi, which embraces several

dialects, viz : the Tene, spoken in the land so called, that

has SouweJcourou for its capital ; the Gbandi, spoken at the

north of Gula and at the west of Nieriwa; the Landoko,

talked west of Limba; the Mbndb, spread over the west

of Kono and the Kisi, and east of Karo; the Gbesb,

idiom of the borders of the river Nyua; the Toma, called

likewise Bouse, spoken in the land of the same name

situated to the south of that of the Crbese; and the Gio,

talked westward from Fa.

m.—UPPER-GUINEAN—that is, the languages of the Pepper,

Ivory, Gold and Slave, coasts, decompose themselves into

three groups, viz

:

1st.—The Kroo tongues, comprising the Dbwoi, spoken on

the banks of the river J)e, or St. Paul's ; the Bassa, talked

in a portion of the Liberian territory ; the Era, or Kroo,

spread south of the Bassa along the coast; the Krebo,

spoken in a neighboring canton ; the Gee, or Gbei, whose

domain lies east of the Great Bassa,

2d.—The languages of Dahomey, of which the principal are

the Dahome, or Popo ; the Mahe, spoken eastward of the

Dahome; and the Hwida, talked in the country of that

name, located to the south of the G-eUfe islands.

3d.—The languages Akou-Igala, embracing the numerous

dialects of the speech of the Akou, among which the

Tozouba, spoken between Fgba and the Niger,— and the

Igala, language of the country of that name—are the most

important.^ We shall revert further on to the Tozouba.

IV.— The languages of the north-west of UPPER SOODAN divide

themselves into four groups

:

1st.— The group Guzen, represented chiefly by the idiom of

a very barbarian people, the (xuzeacha, who inhabit to the

west of Ton ;

^ The TSbou, of which M. D'Avezao has published the grammar (Mimoires de la Sociili

Ethnologique de Paris, II, part 2, pp. 106 seqq.), appertains to this group.
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2d.— The group Legba, which embraces the Legba and the

KlAMBA

;

3d.— The group Koama, to which belongs the Bagbalan ;

4th.— And lastly, the group Kasm, spoken westward of the

land of the Gruzeseha.

V.— The tongues of the DELTA of the Niger are divided into three

groups :— the first represented by the Ibo dialects,— the

second by the Egbele and several other idioms,—the third

by the dialect of Okouloma, the name of a maritime dis-

trict near the country of the Ibo and that of Outcho.

VI.— The NXIPE family, or languages of the basin of the Tchadda,

— a family embracing nine idioms, of which the principal

are the Ifupfi, or Tayba, spoken in a country neighboring

Raba on the Mger ; and the Goali, or Gbali, talked to the

east of the N"upe.

Vn.—The family of CENTRAL-AFRICAN languages is composed

of two groups

:

1st.— The tongues of Bomou, which comprise also those of

the Kanam, and the Budouma, spoken in the lake-isle of

that name. The main language of Bomou is the Kanotjri,

which attaches itself by clos« relationship to the three

tongues of Guinea,— the Ashantbe, the Fantbb, and the

Odji.

2d.— This group comprehends the Pika, or Fika, and the

Bod:6 dialects spoken west of Bomou.
VTTT.— The "WOLOF, or JIOLOF, spoken by the populations of

Senegambia, distinguishes itself, with sufficient sharpness,

from all the preceding tongues ; and offers a grammatical

system tiiat has more than one trait in common with the

Semitic languages.

IX.— In the same region, another family of tongues has the FOO-
LAH, or PEULE, for its type; one dialect of which is

spoken by the Fellatahs, and very probably also by the

Hausa, or Saousans. The vocabulary ofthese divers idioms,

and notably that of the Peule, has presented a remarkable

analogy with the Malayo-Polynesian^ languages, of which

we shall treat anon. It seems, therefore, that the Peule
family might not, perhaps, be attachable to African tongues.

The Wolof, although constituting a separate family, ap-

proaches in certain points the Yozouba, spoken to the

« GnsTAVE d'Eiohthal, Bistoire et Origine det Ibulahs ou Milam, Paris, 1841 (Tirage &

part de I'Extrait des Memoires de la Socidi Mhnologique).
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north of the Bight of Benin,— between the 2d and 3d de-

gree of W. long., and the 6th and 10th degree of N". latitude.

The WoLOF demarcates itself by its final inflexions. To it

other idioms, seemingly, have to be attached : such as the

BiDSCHAGO, or BiDSHORO, which is spoken in the island of

TY^un,— the Gadschaya, idiom of a tribe called also SSM-

ruU, or Serawouli,— and lastly the Gouea.

X.— Another group, which is characterized by initial inflexions, is

spread over the basin of the Gambia, and is represented by

the Landoma, that is spoken in the land of Kakondi,— and

the l^ABOU, used in the canton of Kakondan.

The WoLOF verb is susceptible of seventeen modifications,

that consist in adding to each radical one or two syl-

lables, and which extend or restrict its acceptation. It is

something like the forms of the Arabic verb. The article

follows the substantive, and embodies itself with it, as in

agglutinate languages. The plural article exhibits equally

an especial characteristic that makes it participate of a

demonstrative pronoun. In general, the "Wolof ofiers, in its

phonology, that same harmonical disposition which belongs

to all the African languages.

XI.— Although the 'WoLOF approximates to the YOZOTJBA more
than to any other African tongue, these two idioms still re-

main separated by a difierence sufficiently defined. The
TozouBA possesses, in its grammatical system, a great

degree of perfection and regularity. One observes in it an
" ensemble " of prefixes complete and regular, that, upon
joining themselves to the verb, give birth to a multitude of

other words formed through a most simple process. The
radical thus passes on the abstract idea of action into all

derivative concrete ideas; and thus reciprocally by the addi-

tion of a simple prefix, a noun becomes a possessive verb.

Another peculiarity of the Yozouba is, that the same ad-

verb varies in form and even in nature according to the
species of words it qualifies.

The Yozouba system, notwithstanding its individualiiy, con-
nects itself tolerably near with that of the tongues of

.
Congo. The M'pongwb, for example, spoken on the Gaboon
coast, forms its verbs by adding a moiTosyllabic prefix to the
substantive

; by opposition to certain Senegamhian languages,
such as the Mandingo, in which they employ suffixes to
modify the sense of the verb or the noun.

Xn.— The CONCrO-languages appertain to that great formation of
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African tongues of whicli we treated above, and that divide

themselves into naany groups, united incontestably by close

bonds.

1st.— The first group is that of the tongues of Congo; the

whole of them characterized by the initial flexion. They

embrace the languages of the tribes named Atam, of which

one of the chiefest is the TJdom, spoken in a country of this

name, which has Ebil for its capital,—the languages of Mo-

A;o8-tribes, that subdivide themselves into several groups,

embracing a great number of idioms,—^the tongues of Congo

and. of Angola that comprise three groups ; the first, repre-

sented above all by the Mbamba ; the second, by the Ba-

HUMA, or MoBUMA ; and the third, by the N'gola, speech of

Angola.

2d.—The second group, comprehends the tongues of South-

West Africa, viz : the Kihiau, that also forms its verbs by
means of prefixes, and. attaches itself very nearly to the

Congo-languages. It appears to identify itself with the

MuNTOU-tongue, spoten by the Veiao, whom one encounters

in the country of Kngas, about two months' journey west

from the Mozambique coast. To this group, likewise, be-

longs the Marawi, the Niamban, and many other languages.

3d.—The third group is represented by the Souahilee-tongues

;

comprising the SouAHiLi properly so-called, spoken by the

inhabitants of the coasts of Zanzibar ; and the languages

of neighboring peoples who dwell to the south of the Cralla-

country; such as the Wanika, the Okaouafi, the Wakamba.
A good deal of the KmiAU-language is met with in the Sou-

ahIli ; which indicates well the afB.nity of the two groups.

4th.— The fourth, the group-Caflfr, comprehends the Zoulou,

or Caffr proper,—the Temnbh, the Sechuana, the Damara,

and the Kiniea. All these languages offer the same organ-

ism, and a great richness of changes (voies) together with an

extreme poverty of verbs.

xm.— The tongues of the preceding formation approximate in a

very singular manner, as regards certain points of their

organism, to that family that may be termed HAMITIC
(from KniMf, Okemmia, the ancient native name of Egypt)

;

and which has for its type the Egyptian, of which the

Coptic is but a more modern derivative. To it may be

attached, on the eastern side, the Galla ; and on the western,

the Berber.

The Egyptian is known to us from a high antiquity, thanks
5
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to its Meroglyphical system of writing, of which the employ-

ment mounts up to at least 3500 years before our era. This

writing,—wherein are beheld the figured and metaphysical

representations of objects (mostly indigenous to the Mle)

gradually passed into the state of signs of articulation-

permits us to assist, as it were, at the formation of speech.

Through the use of these signs, one seizes the first appa-

rition of verbal forms, as well as of a host of prepositions.

The basis of Egyptian seems to be monosyllabic; but the

employment of numerous particles very soon created many

dissyllables. This language recognizes two articles, two

genders, two numbers. The verb through its conjuga-

tions,—which is are made by the aid of prefixes and suffixes,

and that counts many changes,— participates more of the

Indo-European grammatical system than of the Semitic.

Egyptian vocalization seems to have been very rich in

aspirates.

This linguistic family, to which the Egyptian belongs,

would appear to have been very widely extended at the

beginning. The Berbbe, vulgaricfe Kabyle, now almost re-

duced to the condition of a " patois," has a tolerably rich

literature, and comprehends several very distinct dialects,

viz : the Algerian Berber, spoken by the Kahail -r- moun-

tain tribes of the Atlas— imbued with Arabic words ; the

MozIbee, the SniLLotfH, the ZENATiYA of the province of

Constantine, and the Towbrga, or Touarik.

XIV.— The HOTTENTOT family of tongues— or "langtjes \

Kliks," clicking languages— is characterized by the odd

aspiration, so designated, which mingles itself (as a sort of

glucking) in the pronunciation of the greater number of

words. Hottentot languages bear, above all in the conju-

gation of their verbs, the character of agglutination. Like

Semitic tongues, they are deprived of the relative pronoun.

They distinguish two plurals for the pronoun of the first

person, the one exclusive and the other inclusive; the

former excluding the idea of the person to whom a dis-

course is addressed ; and the latter, on the contrary, inclo-

sing it. In their nouns, there exist two genders in the sin-

gular, and three in the plural number,— this third one,

called common, has a collective value. It follows that when
an object be designated in the singular, its gender always

becomes indicated. These tongues distinguish three num-
bers, but they are unacquainted with the case ; whilst the
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adjective remains completely indeclinable, and takes neither

the mark of gender nor of number.
This family of clicking languages comprehends the Hottentot,

or QuAiQUAi,,— and the Bosjesman dialects, l*famaqua and
JEOEANA.

Notwithstanding its strange phonological system, the family

of Hottentot tongues is not altogether so profoundly dis-

tinct from African languages, as one might be tempted to

suppose at first sight. It is incontrovertible that these

sounds, in nature at one and the same time nasal and
guttural, which we term KUks, constitute a special charac-

teristic ; but the foundation of the grammatical forms in

Hottentot idioms is met with among the tongues of Africa.

Thus, the verb presents, like them, a great richness of

changes : it has a form direct, negative, reciprocal, causative

;

and all these voies are produced by the addition of a particle

to the end of the verbal radical. Their double plural, a

common and a particular, is a trait which assimilates them
to the Polynesian and even to the American languages.

The double form of the first person plural, indicating if the

personage addressed be comprised in the "we," or is ex-

cluded from it—writes Wilhelm von Humboldt—has been

again met with in a great number of American tongues,

and had been assumed until now to be an especial characte-

ristic of these languages. This character is encountered,

however, in the majority of the languages that we are here

considering j in that of the Malays, in that of the Philip-

pine isles, and in that of Polynesia. In Polynesian tongues,

it extends even to the dual; and such, moreover, is its

particular form, in them, that, were we to guide ourselves

by logical considerations merely, it would •become neces-

sary to view these tongues, as being the cradle and the

veritable father-land of this grammatical form. Outside

of the South Sea, and of America, I know of it nowhere

else than among the Mandchoux. Since Wilhelm von

Humboldt penned these words, the same grammatical pecu-

liarity, which exists in the Malgache (of Madagascar), has

been discovered in an African tongue,— the VEi-language.

African languages present, therefore, to speak properly, but

a very feeble homogeneity. The same multiplicity of

shades, that is particularly observed among the Blacks,

reappears in their idioms.

On studying the grammars and the vocabularies of the

latter, one seizes the tracing-thread of those numberless
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crossings which have made, of the branches of the Negro-

race, populations very unequal in development of faculties,

and in intelligence exceedingly diverse. One perceives a

Semitic influence in the speech, as one sometimes discovers

it in the type of face. The Hottentots, who are more dis-

tinct from IS'egro-populations than any other race of Austral

Africa, separate themselves equally through their tongue.

The Foulahs and the Wolofs, so superior to the other

Negroes by their intellect and their energy, distinguish

themselves equally through the respective characteristics

of their idiom. And in like manner that, maugre the

variety ofphysical forms, a common color, differently shaded

(nuancie), reunites into one group all those inhabitants of

Africa whose origin is not Asiatic, a common character

links together the grammars of their languages;— or, in

other word-s, African idioms have all a family-air, without

precisely resembling each other.

There is one important remark to be made here. It is, that

some African languages denote a development sufficiently

advanced of the faculty of speech, and consequently of the

reflective aptitudes of which this is the manifestation. In

this fact we have a new proof that tells against the unity

of the origin of languages. Because, if African languages

were the issue of other idioms, fallen in some way among

minds more narrow {homes) than had been those of the

supposed-elder nations that spoke them, they ought neces-

sarily to have become impoverished, to have altered them-

selves ; and the laws, which have been established above in

the history of one and the same tongue, would lead us to

expect that these last ought to be at once more analytical

and more simple.

Now, their very-pronounced characteristic of agglutination

excludes the idea of languages arising from out of the

decomposition of others ; and the complex nature of their

grammar attests a date extremely ancient for their forma-

tion. The idioms of Africa carry, then, the stamp both of

primitive and complicated languages ; and, as a conse-

quence, of tongues which are not derived, at an epoch

relatively modern, from other languages possessing the

same parallel character. Hence it must be concluded, that

these African languages are formations as ancient as other

linguistic formations
; possessing their own characteristics

;

and of which the analogies correspond with those that bind

up together the great branches of the Negro-race.
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"We have seen that a few of the African languages recall to mind,

either through their vocabulary, or by peculiarities of their grammar,

the Polynesian idioms.

These idioms constitute, as it were, a grand Zone, that extends

betwixt Africa and America : and this position explains how migrar

tions of the race that spoke them, and which we shall call Malayo-

Polynesian, may have come over to blend themselves with the negroes

of Africa. From Madagascar as far as Polynesia, we find a family

of similar tongues that has become designated by the name of Ma-
layo-Polynesian, after that of the race.

It decomposes itself into two groups, viz : the Malay group, com-

prehending an "ensemble" of idioms spoken from Madagascar to

the Philippine-islands ; and the Polynesian group, properly so-termed.

One meets again, in this family, with the self-same inequality of

development amid the different languages that compose it. "Whilst

the Malay denotes an advanced degree of culture, the idioms of Po-

lynesia offer a simplicity altogether primitive. These have restricted

their phonetic system within very narrow limits ; and they employ

matter-of-fact methods, no less than very poor forms, in order to

mark the grammatical categories. It is through the help of particles,

oftentimes equivocal, that these languages try to give clearness to a

discourse compounded, albeit, of rigid and invariable elements. The
structure of Polynesian words is much more simple than that of the

Malay words : a syllable cannot be terminated by a consonant fol-

lowed by a vowel ; or it is not even formed save through a single

vowel. These languages are, besides, deprived of sibilants ; and they

tend towards a planing-away of homogeneous consonants, and to

cause those that possess a too-pronounced individuality to disappear.

It has seemed, therefore, that the Polynesian tongues result from the

gradual alteration of Malay languages ; which are far more energetic

and much more defined. Otherwise this Polynesian family offers a

tolerably great homogeneity : everywhere one re-beholds in it this

identical elementary phonology. The idioms of the Marquesas-isles,

of New-Zealand, of Taiti, of the Society-islands, of the Sandwich and

Tonga, are bound together by close ties of relationship. Such is the

paucity of their vocal system, that they have recourse frequently to

the repetition of the same syllable, in order to form new words.

The onomatopee is very frequent in them. The grammatical cate-

gories are also but vaguely indicated ; and one often sees the same

word belonging to different parts of the same sentence. The methods

of enunciating one idea are sometimes the same, whether for ex-

pressing an action or for designating an object. The gender and

number are often not even indicated. The vocal system (which
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recalls, in certain respects, that of the Dravidian tongues) seems,

by the way, to have undergone, in the course of time, modifications

sufficiently deep.

The Malgache, or Malagasy, spoken at the island of Madagascar,

constitutes, as it were, a link between the Malayo-Polynesian idioms

and those of Africa. Mr. J. R. Logan, in an excellent series of labors

on this tongue,^ makes it seen how several traits in common existed

between the Malgache and those tongues of the great SouahUee-

Congo family, which he terms Zimhian. The same system of sounds.

One finds again in them that euphony signalized in the idioms of

Central AMca, associated with those double letters, mp, md, nh, nd,

nj, tr, dr, ndr, nr, ts, nts, tz, that also characterize the languages

of Africa. Prefixes serve equally in them to represent the categorical

forms of a word. Finally, that which is still more characteristic, the

Malgache does not distinguish genders any more than do the African

idioms ; and, like the vast Souahilee-Congo groiip, it carries with it

the generical distinction, according as beings are animate, rational,

or inanimate, irrational. But, side by side with these striking ana-

logies, there exist fundamental differences. The Malgache-vocabu-

lary is African in no manner whatever, although it may have imbibed

some words of idioms from the coast of Africa : it might approach

rather towards the Hamitic vocabulary ; but its pronouns are pecuhar

to itself. It possesses quite an especial and really characteristic power
for combining formative prefixes ; and many traits attach it to those

tongues of the Sood§,n which have surprised philologers by their

analogies with Polynesian languages.

It is, therefore, evident that the Malgache represents to us a mix-
ture of idioms ; or, to speak more exactly, the result of influences

exerted upon a Polynesian idiom by African languages, and, with
some plausibility likewise, by those of the Hamitic class. This com-
mingling betrays itself equally in the population of Madagascar.
Evidently in this island, to judge by the pervading type of its inha-

bitants, there has been an infusion of black blood into the insular,

or reciprocally. In general, the races that find themselves spread
over the zone occupied by the families of Malayo-Polynesian lan-

guages do not at all present homogeneity ; and one must admit that
they descend from innumerable crossings. Nevertheless, the facf>—if
fact it be, after 'the analyses of CEAwruKD, indicated farther on—of a
(fond) substratum of words in common, and of a grammar reposing
upon the same bases, proves that one and the same race has exer-
cised its influence over all these populations.

» The Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Haatern Asia, Singapore,— Supplementary
No. for 1854, pp. 481 seqq.
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Where must one go and seek for the cradle of this race ? Com-
parative philology places us upon a trail towards its discovery.

There exists in the trans-Gangetic peninsula an " ensemble" of lan-

guages appertaining to the same family as the Chinese ; by attaching

itself on the one hand to the Thibetan, and on the other to the

Siamese. These tongues have been designated by the name " mono-
syllabic," because the primitive monosyllabism is perceived in them
in all its original simplicity. In monosyllabic languages, there yet

exist only simple words rendered through one single emission of the

voice. These words are, at one and the same time, both substantives

and verbs : they express the notion, the idea, independently of the

word ; and it is the modus through which this word becomes placed

in relationship with other words that indicates its categorical sense in

a sentence. The Chinese tongue—above all under its ancient or

archaic form— is the purest type of this monosyllabism. It corres-

ponds in this manner to the older period which had preceded that

of agglutination.

Every Chinese word—otherwise said, each syllable— is composed

of its initial and of its final sound. The initial sound is one of the

1 36 Chinese consonants ; the final sound is a vowel that never

tolerates other than a nasal consonant, in which it often terminates,

or else a second vowel. What characterizes the Chinese, as well as

the other languages of the same family, is the accent that manifests

itself by a sort of singing intonation ; which varies by four different

ways in the Chinese, reduces itself to two in the Barman, and ends

by effacing itself in the Thibetan. The presence of this accent

destroys all harmony, and opposes itself to the "liaison" of words

amongst themselves ; because, the minutest change in the tone of a

word would give birth to another word. In order that speech should

remain intelligible, it is imperative that the pronunciation of a given

word must be invariable. Hence the absence of what philologists

call "phonology" in the Chinese family. Albeit, in the vernacular

Siamese, already an inclination manifests itself to lay stress upon,

or rather to drawl out, the last .word in a compound expression.

These compounded expressions abound in Chinese ; the words that

enter into them give birth, in reality, through their assemblage, to a

new word ; because the sense of this expression has often no resem-

blance whatsoever, almost no relationship, to that of the two or

three words out of which it is formed.

The drawling upon the second syllable that takes place in the

Siamese is the point of departure from monosyllabism, which already

shows itself still more in the Oambodjian. The Barman corresponds

to the passage of monosyllabic tongues, wherein the sounds are not
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connected, into languages in wliich the sounds are bound together.

Indeed, nearly all the. Barman words are monosyllabic ; but they

have the faculty of modifying themselves in their pronunciation so

as to hitch themselves on to the other words, and hence originate a

more harmonious vocalization.

All the basin of the Irawaddy, and Aracan (that is separated from

the Burmese empire by a chain of mountains running nearly parallel

to the sea, the mounts Ycoma), are inhabited by tribes speaking

idioms of the same family as the Barman. Little by little, other

languages of the same family, such as the liaos, have been driven

back from the north-west of the trans-Gangetic peninsula by con-

quering populations emanating from this Burmese race, which now-

a-days opposes such an energetic resistance to the English. It is

precisely to the same race that belong the more savage populations

of Assam. Here, speech and their physical type leave no room for

doubt in this respect. Of this number are the Singpho and the

Manipouri. '

But, that the Thibetan is itself nothing but a modification, but an
alteration, of the languages of this same monosyllabic family, is what
becomes apparent to us through the tongues of several tribes of
Assam and of Aracan,— such as that of the JVagas, and that of the
Youmas, which serve for the transit from the Barman into the Thi-
betan. These more or less barbarian populations, spread out at the
north-west of the trans-Gangetic peninsula, have all the character
of the race that has been called the yellow. Evidently it is there
that one must seek for the savage type of the Chinese family.
The Thibetan is certainly that tongue which most detaches itself

from the monosyllabic family ; and, by many of its traits, it ap-
proaches the Dravidian idioms. It demarcates itself from the Bar-
man through its combinations of particular consonants, of which the
vocal effect is sweeter and more mollified ; but the numerous aspi-
rates and nasals of the Chinese and the Barman are re-beheld in it.

Upon comparing the monuments of the ancient Barman tongue,
with those of the ancient Thibetan, one perceives that formerly this
language had more of asperity,—asperity of which the Thibetan still

preserves traces; because, notwithstanding its combinations of
softened consonants, this language is at the bottom completely
devoid of harmony. Particles placed after the word modify its sense,
and the order of these words is always the inverse of what it is in
our idioms. Hence the apparition, in these tongues, of the firsi
hneaments of that process of agglutination already so conspicuous in
the Barman. One may construct in it some entire sentences com-
posed of disjointed words, Hnked between each other only by the
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retro-active virtue, or faculty, of a final word ; and it is thus that

these languages arrive at rendering the ideas of time still more com-
plex. The Barman, in particular, is, in this respect, of very great

richness,— a series of proper names can be treated in it as an unity,

and may take on at the end the mark "tZo" of the plural, which
reacts then upon the whole : and even a succession of substantives is

susceptible of taking the indefinite plural " mya."
These languages cause us, therefore, to assist, so to say, at the

birth of agglutinative idioms, of which the Basque has afforded us,

in Europe, such a curious specimen. Albeit, whatever be the de-

velopment that several idioms of the trans-Gangetic peninsula may
have acquired through the effects of their successive evolution, they
are all not the less of extreme simplicity. The Barman is the most
elaborated of the whole family; whereas the Chinese, and the speech

of the empire of Annam, are but very little. As concerns the vocal

system, on the contrary, the Thibetan and the Barman do not raise

themselves much above the Chinese ; and it is in the south of the

trans-Gangetic peninsula that one must inquire for more developed

artictdations, always exercising themselves, however, upon a small

number of monosyllabic sounds. On the opposite hand, the tongues

of the south-east of that peninsula approximate more to the Chi-

nese as regards syntax.

One sees, then, that, maugre their unity, the monosyllabic lan-

guages form groups so distinct that one cannot consider them as

proceeding the ones from the others, but which are respectively con-

nected through divers analogies ; and that they must, in consequence,

be placed simply parallel with each other, at distances ever unequal

from the original monosyllabism. Although the Barman and the

Thibetan approach each other very much,— and that they find, in

certain idioms, as it were, a frontier in common,—they still remain

too far asunder with regard to the grammar, the vocabulary and the

pronunciation, for it to be admitted that one may be derived from

the other. They seem rather to be, according to the observation of

Mk. Losan, two debris differently altered of a more ancient tongue

that had the same basis as the Chinese.

Thus one must believe that, from a most remote epoch, the yellow

race occupies all the south-east of Asia ; because the employment of

these monosyllabic languages is a characteristical trait which never

deceives. In those defiles of Assam where so many different tribes

—repelled thither by the conquests of the Aryas, of the Chinese and

the Burmese— find themselves gathered, the races of Tartar-type all

distinguish themselves from the Dravidian tongues through theii
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monosyllabic structure, allied sometii?ies to the Thibetan, at others

to the Barman.

In the peninsula of Malacca, or Malaya, and amid the isles of

Malaysia, one meets with some populations which, as regards the

type, recall to mind the most barbarous tribes of Assam,— the Crar-

rows', for example. There have been found again at Sumatra some

tribes whose customs and whose type very much r«call those of the

savage populations at the north-east of Hindostin. The JSfagas, or

Kakhyens, of whose tongue we have already spoken, possess a very

remarkable similitude of traits and usages with the Polynesians and

divers indigenous septs of Sumatra. They tattoo themselves like, the

islanders of the South Sea. Every time they have slain a foe, they

make (as has been observed amongs the Fagai of Sumatra) a new

mark on their skins ; and, as takes places among the Ahoungs—
another people of the same island—and also among certain savages

of Borneo, a young man must not wed so long as he has not cut off

a certain number of the heads of enemies. Among the Michmis—

another tribe of Assam— one finds again the usage, so universal in

Polynesia, and equally diffused amid the Sumatran Pagais, of ex-

posing the dead upon scaffolds until the flesh becomes corrupted and

disengages itself from the bones. All these tribes of Assam, which

remind us as well of the indigenous septs of the Sunda-islands as

of the primitive population of the peninsula of Malacca, speak mono-

syllabic tongues appertaining to the Thibeto-Barman, or Siamo-

Barman, family. This double circumstance induced the belief that

it is the trans-Gangetic peninsula whence issued the Malayo-

Polynesian populations. The languages they speak cluster around

the Siamese and the Barman ; but, in the ratio that they are removed

from their cradle, their sounds become softened down, and they

become impoverished, whilst evermore tending, however, to get rid

of the monosyllabism that gave them birth.

These transformations, undergone by the Malayo-Polynesian lan-

guages, have been, nevertheless, sufficiently profound to efface those

traits in common due to their relationship. They arise, according

to probability, from the numerous interminglings that have been

operated in Oceanica.

Whilst some petty peoples of the Thibeto-Chinese source were

descending, through the trans-Gangetic peninsula, into Malaysia,

and advanced incessantly towards the East, those Dravidian tribes

that occupied India, and which themselves issued from a stock, if

not identical, at least very neighborly with the preceding, were

coming to cross themselves with these Mala,ysian populations. But

such cross-breeding was not the only one. There was another that
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altered tlie race still more. This commingling took effect with a
third population that appears to have been the veritable primitive

race of the south of Hindost^n—a hlaek race which has been thrown
to the east, but whose remains are still found about the middle of

the Indian Sea, at the Andaman islets, and that constitutes the

foundation of the pristine population of Borneo and the Philippines.

It seems to be the same population that occupied exclusively, prior

to the advent of Europeans in those waters, E'ew G-uinea, Australia,

Van Diemen's Land (Tasmania), and divers archipelagoes placed to

the eastward of lifew South "Wales.

The tongues of these black Oceanic tribes were, without doubt,

very barbarous, and they have been, in several cases, promptly sup-

planted by the Malayan idioms. They have, notwithstanding, stiU

left traces of their existence at the Sandwich isles, which seem to

have been occupied at the beginning, and before the arrival of the

Polynesians proper, by the black race. The ground-work of their

vocabulary has remained Australian, although the grammar is wholly

Polynesian, It is the same at the Viti islands. Elsewhere, how-
ever, as at the Philippines, those blacks who are known under the

name of Aigtas, [Aj'etas), or Igolotes, have adopted the idiom of the

Malayan family, which has penetrated into their island with the

conquerors.

Unhappily, we possess but very little information concerning the

Australian languages. All that may be affirmed is, that they were

quite distinct from the two groups of the Malayo-Polynesian family

:

the Malay group and the Polynesian group being themselves very

sharply separated.

Mr. Logan has caught certain analogies between the Dra\'idian

idioms and the Australian tongues: which is easily understood;

because the populations that expelled from HindostSn those puny
tribes which, at the beginning, had lived dispersed therein, must have

exerted by their language some influence over the idiom of these

septs, which was evidently very uncouth. A profound study of the

names of number, in all the idioms of the Dravidian family, has

revealed to him the existence of a primary numerical system purely

binary,—which is met with again in the Australian languages; and

it corresponds to that little-advanced stage in which one would sup-

pose the black race that had peopled India must have been. And
this binary system, which the later progress of intelligence in the

Dravidian race has caused to be replaced by more developed systems

—the quinary system, and the decimal—has left some traces both in

tongues of the southern trans-Gangetic peninsula, and amidst certain
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has made between the tongues of those Foulahs, or Fellatahs, that

inhabit Senegambia, and some idioms of the Malayo-Polynesian
family. These analogies are too striking for us to refuse some recog-

nition of an identity of origines; which, furthermore, resiles froin

many other comparisons. The light complexion of the Foulahs, and
the superiority of their intellect, had at an early hour attracted the

notice of voyagers. "We would admit, therefore, that the Malayo-
Polynesian race,—whilst it advanced towards the south-east of Asia,

and exterminated or vanquished the black races—had penetrated on
the opposite hand into Africa ; crossed itself with the negro popula-

tions ; and thus gave birth to the Foulah-tribes and their congener
peoples. At Madagascar, we re-encounter this same Malayo-Polyne-

sian race under the name of Ovas, or Hovas. This island appears like

the point of re-partition of the race that might be named "par excel-

lence " Oceanic, because it is by sea that it has invariably advanced.

[Not to interrupt the order of the foregoing sketch of these Oceanic

languages, we have hitherto refrained from presenting another con-

temporaneous view, that would, in many respects, modify the one

which, on the European continent, represents an opinion now cur-

rent among philologists concerning those families of tongues to

which the name " Malayo-Polynesian" has been applied. If the high

authority of Mr. John Crawfurd^ were to be passed over in Malayan
subjects, our argument would lack completeness ; at the same time

that the results of the learned author of the " History of the Indian

Archipelago," were they rigorously established, would merely ope-

rate upon those we have set forth, so far as breaking up into several

distinct groups,— such as, MalgacJie, Malay, Papuan, Harfoorian,

Polynesian, Australian, Tasmanian, &c.,— the families of languages,

in this treatise, denominated by ourselves Malayo-Polynesian. And
it must be conceded concerning those tongues spoken by the perhaps-

indigenous black races of Malaysia, Micronesia, and Melanesia, that,

while, on the one hand,- science possesses at present but scanty infor-

mation ; on the other, no man has devoted more patience and skill

to the analysis of such materials as we have, than Me. Crawfurd.

The following is a brief coup d'oeil over his researches.

"A certain connexion, of more or less extent, is well ascertained

to exist between most of the languages which prevail from Mada-

gascar to Easter Island in the Pacific, and from Formosa, on the

coast of China, to New Zealand. It exists, then, over two hundred

degrees of longitude, and seventy of latitude, or over a fifth part of

the surface of the earth. ****** iphe vast region of which I

28 A Orammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language, London, in 8vo., 1852; vol. i.,

Dissertation and Grammar.
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have given the outline may be geograpMcally described as consist-

ing of the innumerable islands of the Indian Archipelago, from

Sumatra to New Guinea—of tbe great group of the Philippines—of

the islands of the North and South Pacific— and of Madagascar.

It is inhabited by many different and distinct races of men,— as the

Malayan, the brown Polynesian, the insular Negro of several varie-

ties, and the African of Madagascar,"

Beginning with these last, Mk. Crawfukd says,— " Very clear

traces of a Malayan tongue are found some 3000 miles distant from

the nearest part of the Malayan Archipelago, and only 240 miles

from the eastern shore of Africa. From this isolated fact (which

the author, pp. cclxxvi— xxxi, shows by historical navigation to be

by no means improbable), the importance and the value of which I

am about to test, some writers have jumped to the conclusion that

the language of Madagascar is of the same stock with Malay and

Javanese, and hence, again, that the people who speak it are of the

same race with the Malays. It can be shown, without much diffi-

culty, that there is no shadow of foundation for so extravagant an

hypothesis." And, in fact, after exhibiting how in their grammars,

both groups of tongues resemble each other merely by their simpli-

city, he manifests, through a comparative vocabulary, that the whole

number of known Malayan words, in the Malagasi language, is but

168 in 8340 ; or about 20 in 1000.

Next, the insular Negroes of the Pacific Archipelagoes— the

'^ Puwa-puwa, or Paputva, which, however, is only the adjective

'frizzly,' or 'curling.' " After enumerating their physical characte-

ristics at different islands, he concludes— " Here, then, without

reckoning other Negro races of the Pacific which are known to

exist,^ we have, reckoning from the Andamans, twelve varieties,

generally so differing from each other in complexion, in features,

and in strength and stature, that some are puny pigmies under five

feet high, and others large and powerful men of near six feet. To
place all these in one category would be preposterous, and contrary

to truth and reason." That they have no common language is made
evident (p. clxxi) through a comparative vocabulary of seven of

these Oriental Negro tongues ; whence the unavoidable conclusion

that each is a distinct language.

Adverting digressionally to the Australians,— who are never to

be confounded, physically-speaking, with any of the woolly-haired

» In a later monograph on the "Negroes of the Indian Archipelago" (Edinburgh New
Philosophical Journal, 1853, p. 78), Crawtubd maintains,— "There are 15 varieties of

Oriental Negroes. * * x * * * There is no evidence, therefore, to justify the conclusion,

that the Oriental Negro, wherever found, is one and the same race."
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blacks of the Pacific Archipelagoes. The point of contact between

these distinct types is at Cape York, in Torres Straits, and around

its neighboring islets. No where elsa has amalgamation betwixt

them been perceived. "As to the great bulk of the inhabitants of

Australia, they are assuredly neither Malays, Negroes, nor Poly-

nesians, nor a mixture of any of these, but a very peculiar people,

distinct from all the other races of men" (p. clxxvi). In lists of

about thirty languages, already known in the yet-discovered parts

of Australia, Ma. Cbaweurd (p. ccxci) has been unable to detect

more than four or five words of corrupt Malay ; and that only in

the tongue of a tribe at Cobourg peninsula, once Port Essington.

As to Polynesia, our author holds :—" The languages spoken over

this vast area are, probably, nearly as numerous as the islands of

themselves ; but still there is one of very wide dissemination, which

has no native name, but which, with some propriety, has been called

by Europeans, on account of its predominance, the Polynesian.

This language, with variations of dialect, is spoken by the same

race of men from the Fiji group west, to Easter island eastward,

and from the Sandwich islands north, to the New Zealand islands

south. The language and the race have been imagined to be essen-

tially the same as the Malay, which is undoubtedly a great mistake"

(p. cxxxiv). After pointing out their physical contrasts with cha-

racteristic precision, he adds— "The attempt, therefore, to bring

these two distinct races under the same category had better be

dropped, for, as will be presently seen, even the evidence of lan-

guage gives no countenance." Again bringing to his aid compara^

tive vocabularies. Me. Ckawfurd (p. oexl) ascertains that the total

number of Malayan words, in the whole range of Polynesian

tongues, is about 80 ; including even the numerals ; which them-

selves make up nearly a sixth part of that trifiing quantity,—on

which imagination erects an hypothesis of unity, between the lusty

and handsome islanders of the South Seas, and the squat and ill-

favored navigators of Malayan waters.

Lastly, the Malays themselves. Sumatra is, traditionally, their

father-land; but they were wholly unknown to Europeans before

Marco-Polo in 1295 ; and, 220 more years elapsed before acquaint-

ance with them was real. From this centre they seem to have

radiated over the adjacent coasts and islands ; subduing, extermina-

ting, enslaving, or driving into the interior, the many sub-typical

races of the same stock which appear to have been, like themselves,

terrse geniti of the Archipelago, distinguished by their restless and

ever-encroaching name. "By any standard of beauty which can be
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taken, from the Ganges to the Pillars of Hercules, the Malays must

be pronounced as a homely race,"—whose beau-ideal of cuticular

charms (as Ckawfued says in his larger Eistory) is summed up in the

phrase " skin of virgin-gold color." In their physique, the Malays

are neither Chinese nor Dravidians, neither Polynesians nor Mala-

gasi, neither Oriental nor Occidental Negroes ; but as Dryden the

poet sung (p. xvi) :
—

" Flat faces, such as -would disgrace a screen,

Such as in Bantam's embassy were seen :
—

"

in short, nothing else than Malays. For the specification of their

language and its dialects, the "Grammar and Dictionary" is the

source to which we must refer; but, what singularly commends

Mr. Crawfurd's analytical investigations to the ethnographer is, the

carefal method through which, by well-chosen and varied compara-

tive vocabularies, he has succeeded in showing, how Malayan blood,

language, and influence, decrease in the exact ratio that, from their

continental peninsula of Malacca, as a starting point, their coloni-

zing propensities have since widened the diameter between their

own primitive cradle, and their present commercial factories, or

piratical nuclei. !Kor must it be forgotten that, upon many of the

islands themselves, both large and small, there exist distinct iypes

of men, independently of Malayan or other colonists on the sea-

board, speaking distinct languages. Thus, in Sumatra, there are 4

written, and 4 unwritten tongues, besides other barbarous idioms

spoken in its vicinity : at Borneo, so far as is yet known of its un-

explored interior, there are at least 9 ; at Celebes, several. At the

same time that, according to Mr. Logan, each newly-discovered

savage tribe, like the Orang Mintird, the Orang Benud, the Orang

Muka Kuning, &c., amid the jungle-hidden creeks around Singa-

pore, presents a new vocabulaiy.

Being one of the few Englishmen, morally brave enough to avow,
as well as sufficiently learned to sustain, by severely-scientific argu-

ment (pp. ii-vii, and elsewhere), polygenistie doctrines on the origin

of mankind, Mr. Crawfurd's ethnological opinions are entitled to

the more respect from his fellow-philologues, inasmuch as—without
dispute about a vague appellative, " Malayo-Polynesian,"—his philo-

sophic deductions must logically tally with those continental views,

to which a "Franco-Germanic utterance is given at the close of
our section Illd.

Upon the various systems of linguistic classification, through
which each unprejudiced philologist— z. e., to the exclusion always
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ofpreconceived dogmas fabricated, as Koranic Arabs would say, fi aya-

mena ed-djaHiUeh, " during our days of ignorance"—defines his more
or less scientific, but ever-individual, impressions, differences of
opinion must inevitably ensue ; some scholars reasoning from one
stand-point, others from another : nor would we, when closing this

parenthesis about the term "Malayo- Polynesian," overlook the

physiological fact indicated by Prof. Agassiz,^ viz : that identities

among types of men linguistically similar, whilst historically and
ethnically different, do sometimes arise only from similarity in the

internal " structure of the throat"—anatomical niceties imperceptible

to the eye perhaps, but not the less distinctly impressive on an acute

and experienced ear.]

Of all the families of languages at present recognized on the sur-

face of our globe, there only remains for us to examine the American
tongues. Endeavor has been made to attach them to the Polynesian

family ; but from these they essentially distinguish themselves, and
we shall see presently that certain traits assimilate them, on the con-

trary, to African languages.

Let us signalize a primary fact. It is that, whilst the populations

of the two Americas are far from offering a great homogeneity

of physical characters, their languages, on the contrary, consti-

tute a group which, as relates to grammar, affords an unity very

remarkable.

That which distinguishes all these tongues is a tendency, more
apparent than that among any other linguistic family, to agglutination.

The words are agglomerated through contraction,—by suppressing

one or several syllables of the combined radicals— and the words

thus formed become treated as if they were simple words, susceptible

of being again employed and modified like these. This property has

induced the giving to the languages of the ISTew World the name of

polysynthetical,—which M. F. Libber has proposed to alter into that

of olophrastic.

Besides this characteristic, there are several others that, without

being so absolute, seem nevertheless to be very significant. Thus,

these idioms do not in general know our distinction of gender ; in

lieu of recognizing a masculine and a feminine, they have an animate

and an inanimate gender. I have said above, that there is one trait

which is common to them and to divers idioms of Polynesia, as well

as to the Hottentot tongues. It is the existence of two plurals (and

sometimes of two duals), exclusive and inclusive, otherwise termed,

"> Christian Examintr, Boston, July, 1850, p. 31 :— Types of Mankind, p. 282.

6
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particular and general. The exclusive plural, in certain dialects,

applies itself to the orator, and to the community to which he

belongs, by excluding the others ; whereas, in sundry dialects, this

same plural applies to those in whose name one speaks, to the

exclusion of the persons to whom one is addressing a discourse.

One trait of the grammar of American languages, that has greatly

struck the first Europeans who sought to grasp their rules, is what

they have called transition. This process, otherwise intimately con-

nected with polysynthetism, consists in dissolving the pronoun indi-

cative of the subject,—no less than that one indicating the object,

—

into the verb, so as to compose but a single word. Hence it follows

that no verb can be employed without its governing case {regime).

The number of these transitions varies according to the languages,

and the pronoun incorporates itselfwith the verb generally by suffixes.

By means of a modification of the principal radical, American

tongues arrive at rendering all the accessory or derived notions that

attach themselves to the idea of verb. Hence arises a vast number

of voies. These changes constitute all the riches of the New "World's

idioms. This abundance of changes is above all striking in the Al-

gonquin, and in Dahhota^—the language of an important Sioux tribe.

On the contrary, in the Moxo,—a tongue of South America, the conju-

gations reduce themselves to one. Here we have a new trait of

resemblance between the idioms- of Africa and those of the K'ew

"World.

A classification of American languages has been attempted. It is

a difficult undertaking ; because, in general, amid populations that

live by tribes exceedingly fraeted, and in a savage state, words

become extremely altered in passing from one tribe to another. New
words are created with great facility ; and were one to take but the

differences into account, it might be believed that these languages

are fundamentally distinct. The erudite Swiss, long a distinguished

citizen of the United States— successor, in philology, to a learned

Franco-American, Duponceau—Mr. Gallatin, has found in No'rth

America alone some 37 families of tongues, comprising more than

100 dialects ; and even then he was far from having exhausted all

the idioms of that portion of the world. It is true that he embraces,

within his classification, the Eshimmix and Athapascan idioms, which
appertain, as well as certainly the former race, to the Ougro-Finnic
stock,—otherwise termed the boreal branch. Among North Ameri-
can families, those of the Algonquin, Iroquois, Cherokee, Choctaw and
Sioux, are the most important; but, concerning the indigenous

tongues spoken around the Rios, Gila and Colorado, philological

science hitherto possesses only vague information.
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At the centre of America we meet with four families, viz : the

family Quieho-Maya, of which the chief representatives are the idioms

of Yucatan ;—the second family is exhibited in the Otomi, which at

first had been erroneously made a completely separate type,—the

third is the Lenea family, principally spread over the territory of

Honduras,—and lastly, the fourth family is represented by the

Nahuatl, otherwise called the ancient Mexican ; of which we possess

literary monuments written in a kind of hieroglyphics.

The Quicken, or Quiohoa—language of the Incas—comprehends

several dialects, of which the principal is the Aymara. The Quichoa,

of aU the families of the New World, possesses most prominently the

polysynthetical character. The Quarani family, to which the Chilian

attaches itself, manifests a very great grammatical development. It

was spread throughout the south and east of austral America, and

was spoken over a vast expanse of territory. Tinally, the two fami-

lies, the Pampean or Moxo, and the Qardib, occupy, in the hierarchi-

cal ladder of American idioms, the very lowest rungs. In these there

is excessive simplicity,—^for instance, in tiie Qalibi, spoken by savage

tribes of the Frei^ph Guyana, and which belongs to the Caribbean

family. One finds in it neither gender nor case ; the plural is ex-

pressed simply by the addition of the word papo, signifying all, and

serving at one and the same time for the noun as well as the verb.

In this last part of a discourse, the persons are not discriminated

;

and the same form acts in the plural, no less than in the singular,

for the three persons.

American languages have, then, also passed through very difierent

phases of development; but, even when they have attained, as in

Quichoa and the Guarani, a remarkable degree of elaboration, they

have been unable, notwithstanding, to overcome the elementary

forms upon which they had been scaffolded.

In the presence of such existing testimonies, of this gradual

development, it becomes, henceforth, impossible to conclude any-

thing from those analogies signalized between American and

Afiican languages, a,s regards imagined filiation. The aspect of

• two vast linguistic groups, placed at distances so remote, might have

engendered a supposition of some links of proximate relationship

between the populations speaking them, if, in view of their physique,

the Indians of the New "World, and the negroes and Hottentots of

Africa, were not so entirely different. But, seeing that we have

established each floor {6tag,e) of linguistic civilization-^if one may so

speak'—we cannot admit that these tongues have been transported

from Africa to America, or, at least, that their grammar already
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governed the idioms spoken by such supposititious emigrants. Simi-

litude between the two groups shows us merely, that the native abo-

rigines of Africa and of America possessed an analogous faculty of

language ; and that neither could rise above a certain level, which, at

first sight, may have been taken for a common characteristic, and as

a sign of filiation.

SECTION m.

The sketch we have just given of the families of tongues spread

over the globe's surface has led us to observe, that the linguistic

families coincide (with tolerable exactitude) with the more trenched

divisions of mankind.

Each superior race of man is represented by two families of lan-

guages corresponding to their largest branches, viz : the White race,

or Caucasic, by the Indo-European and Semitic tongues ;—the Yellow
race by the monosyllabic and the Ougro-Tartar tongij:es, otherwise

called "Finno-Japonic." To the Black race correspond the tongues

of Africa ;—to the Red race, the tongues ofAmerica;—to the Malayo-
PoLYNBSiAN raccs, the tongues of that name;—to the Australian

race, the idioms of Australasia. ITo more of homogeneity is beheld,

however, amongst the languages spoken by those inferior races inha-

biting Africa, America, Oceanica, or Australia.'

The multifarious crossings of these primitive races,— crossings

that may be called those of the secondary race-floor—are represented

by families that possess characteristics less demarcated, and which
participate generally of the two families of idioms spoken by the

races whose intermixture gave birth to them.

The Dravidian languages partake of the Ougro-Tartar and the

monosyllabic tongues. The Eamitic languages are intermediate
between the Semitic and the African tongues. The Sottentot lan-

guages hold to the African and the Polynesian tongues ; certain lan-

guages of the Sood^n offering, also, the same character, but with a
predominance of Polynesian elements ; whereas it is the African

'

element that preponderates in Hottentot idioms.

The apparition of these grand linguistical formations is, therefore,
as ancient as that of the races themselves. And, in fact, speech is

with man as spontaneous as locomotion,—as the instinct of clothing
and of arming oneself. This is what the Bible shows us in the
abridged recital it gives of Creation. God causes to pass before
A-DaM, the-Man, all the animals and all the objects of the earth (as
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it were, in a eosmorama), and the-Man gives to each a name.^' It is

impossible to declare more manifestly that speech (language) is

an innate and primitive gift. From the instant that man was created,

he must have spoken, by virtue of the faculty he had received from
God.

The use of this faculty has also been as different among the

diverse races of mankind as that of all other faculties. And, in the

same manner that there have been races pastoral, agricultural, pisca-

tory and hunting,—^that there are populations grave, and populations

volatile ; adroit and cunning tribes, as well as tribes stupid and shal-

low—so there have been races with language developed and powerful,

populations that have attained a high degree of perfection in speech

;

whereas others have very quickly found their development arrested,

—^just, indeed, as there have been, and ever will be, races pro-

gressive and races stationary.

We are unable to pierce the mystery of the origins of humanity.

We are ignorant as to a process by which God formed man, and the

Bible itself is mute in this respect. It neither resolves, nor indicates

the difficulties inherent in, the first advent of our species. But, it is

very evident that, in speaking of mankind in general,—that is to

say, of A-DaM; for such is the sense of the word— it designates,

according to Oriental habits, the race by an individual : in precisely

the same method that, in the ethnic geography of the children of

Noah (Grenesis x), it represents an entire people by a single name.

Thus, Genesis speaks to us only of the genus homo, which it personifies

in an individual to whom it attributes the supposed instincts of the

first men. This being at present settled, it cannot be concluded

from biblical testimony that all human beings spoke one and the

same tongue at the beginning,— any more than we can conclude

that there had been but one primitive couple.

From the origin there were different languages, as there were like-

vrise different tribes ; and from out of these primitive families issued

all the idioms subsequently spread over the earth. Because, the

faculty of speech was, at its origin, coetaneous vsdth the birth of man-

kind ; and linguistic types are not now formed, any more than new
races of men, or new animals, are being created. Existing types be-

become altered, modified. They cross amongst each other within

certain limits,—and with the more facility according as they may

'1 Oenetit, II, 19:—" Jehovah-Elohim forma de terre tons les animaux des champs, tous

les oiseaux du ciel, et les fit venir vers Vhomme pour qu'il vit 3. les nommer ; et commo
Vhomme nommerait une creature anim^e, tel devait Stre son nom."

—

(Cahen's Hebrew text,

I, p. 8.) _
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already possess greater affinity. They become extinct and disap-

pear: but that is all. The work of creation on our globe is

terminated; and all the invisible dynamics which the Creator set

in motion, in order to people this physical and moral world, may
indeed preserve that which they have produced ; but I'dge du retour

for them has arrived. They have become powerless and sterile

for creations that are reserved, without doubt, for other worlds.

A.M.

Pabis, lAhrary of the Inttitute— April, 1856.
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GHAPTEK II.

ICONOGRAPHIC RESEARCHES

ON HUMAN BACES AND THEIR ART

;

BY FBANCIS PULSZKY.

"Tedd & durva Scythit k Tiberishez, 6a

A. nagy R6m!a fi&t Bosphorus oblihez

Barlang l£szen amott k Capitolium

'S itt uj' R6m,a emelkedik."

"I'ut the rude Sa/lhian an the Tiber,

And the son of great Rome on the Cimmerian coast.

There the Capitol will become a den.

And here ritei a new Rome." (Beezsbnti.)

Letter to Mr. (xeo. R. Crliddon, and Dr. J. 0. Nott, on the Races of

Men and their Art.

Mt Dear Sirs :

Reading your " Types of Mankind," equally valuable for consci-

entious research and sound criticism, I could not but be pleased with

your felicitous idea of supporting ethnological propositions by the

testimony of copious Egyptian, Assyrian, Persian, Greek, and Chi-

nese monuments, in order to prove the constancy of national types,

during the historical period of antiquiiy, by authentic representa-

tions. Blumenbach and Prichard only cursorily referred to ancient

monuments; your publication was the first' to call Archaeology into

the witness-box for cross-examination in the question of races and

' If our work, published early in 1854, may take credit for having somewhat extended

and popularized this method of research, the road had been widely opened, ten years pre-

viously by Morton (Crania ^gyptiaca, Philada., 1844). Subsequently to Mobton, the

same method was applied with singular felicity by M. Couktet de l'Isle (^Tableau ethno-

graphique du Oenre Humain; 8vo., Paris, 1849) ; but, as mentioned in " Types," (p. 724,) I

was not aware of M. Codbtbt's priority until the text of our book was entirely stereotyped.

His volume has become so rare, that I was unable to procure a copy during my late stay

at Paris, 1854-5. A portion, however, was originally published under the title of " Icono-

graphie des races humaines," in the Illustration, Oct. and Nov., 1847: and another formed

part of the interesting discussions of the Sociele Eihnologigue de Paris, on the "Distinctive

Characteristics of the White and of the Black races;" Stance du 25 Juin, 1847. (See the

Bulletin of that Society, parent of those in London and New York, AnnSe 1847, Tome Ir,

pp. 181-206, and 284.) G. R. G.
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nationalities.' But, wMlst you judiciously selected the most charac-

teristic reliefs of Egypt and Assyria from the classical works of

ChampoUion, Eosellini, Lepsius, Botta, and Layard ; all Etruscan,

Eoman, Hindoo, and American antiquities were excluded from the

"Types;" and I felt somewhat disappointed when I found, that as to

your G-reek representations you were altogether mistaken. Tou

published, on the whole, five busts ^ belonging strictly to the times

and nations of classical antiquity, but there is scarcely one among

them on which sound criticism could bestow an unconditional

approval.

Tou may find that I am rather hard upon you, as even your critic

in the Athenceum Frangais* objected only to one of them. Still, ami-

cus IS'oTT, amicus Gliddon, sed magis arnica Veritas ; and I hope that

if you have the patience to read my letter with attention, you wiU

yourselves plead guilty.

The busts which I am to review are the alleged portraits of Ltcur-

Gus, the Spartan legislator, of Alexander the Great, of Eratos-

thenes, of Hannibal, and of Juba I., king of ifumidia.

I. A.S to the great Lacedsemonian lawgiver, you borrowed his por-

trait from Pouqueville,^ who took it from
^'^" Ennio Quirino Visconti.® It cannot be

traced farther back. The celebrated

Italian archaeologist, publishing that head

of a marble statue in the Vatican, freely

acknowledges that he has scarcely any

authority for attributing it to Lycurgus,

by saying that he thinks the statue might

he a portrait of the famous one-eyed legis-

lator,—inasmuch as the conformation of

the left eye and cheek is difterent from

the right side of the head; and, according

to him, such want of symmetry charac-

terizes a man blind of one eye.' I leave

' Blumenbach read a lecture : De veterum artificium anaiomice periticd laude Umitanda, cele-

branda vera eorum in charactere gentilitio exprimendo accuratione, at Gottingen, on the 19th of

March, 1823, but unhappily it never was published. The notice in the Gottingen Gelehrte

Ameigen 1823 (p. 1241,) mentions only that he dwelt upon the correctness of the represen-
tations of negroes, Jews, and Persians, on ancient monuments ; and remarked that no efEigy

of the Mongolian type has ever been found on them. Prichard devotes two pages (235 and
236 of his lid volume), to the remains of Egyptian painting and sculpture ; but he ignores
Rosellini's work, and quotes from the antiquated Dehon and the Description de V&gypte.

' Types of Mankind, p. 104 and 186.

- Athenaeum Frangais, Paris, 25 March 1854, p. 264.

» Univers pitloresque, Grlce, pi. 84 ;

—

Types, p. 104, fig. 4.

• Iconographie grecque, I. pi. VIII. 2. Ibid. p. 131 of the Milan edition.
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it altogether to your critical judgment whether such an argument w
sufficient for baptizing the old statue and calling it Lycurgug, whilst

the deformity of the face might be the result of the clumsiness or

inadvertence of the sculptor, or might represent any other half-faced

personage. But even had Visconti proved that the effigy in ques-

tion was really meant for Lycurgus, being a copy of the statues men-
tioned by Pausanias,' still, the features could not be taken for a real

portrait, nor could they have any value for ethnology, since, impos-

sible as it is to fix the date of Lycurgus accurately, it is universally

agreed that he lived at the close of the heroic and before the dawn
of the historical age, when art was nearly unknown to Greece. A
chas.m pf at least three centuries separates him from the earliest

reliefs and coins we possess. It is therefore preposterous to believe

in portraits of Lycurgus in the present sense of the word. Accord-

ingly, Visconti admits that the portrait in question was created (!)
—

like that of Homer,—on national traditions by artistic imagination.

The Greeks, with their strongly developed feeling for beauty, were

not at all shocked by such ideal portraits ; their artists, down to the

time of Alexander the Macedonian ; and even beyond his epoch, did

not care much for material likeness, and were only intent upon
making the expression of the features answer to the traditional cha-

racter of the person represented. Thus, for instance, they created

the effigies of the " seven sages," and of -^sopus, which once adorned

the Villa of Cassius, and now form one of the chief attractions of

the Villa Albani at Kome.' The most celebrated of those imaginary

portraits is the magnificent bust of Homer, ^^ equally known in

antiquity and in modem times ; for Pliny" remarks, speaking of this

custom, that " even effigies which do not exist, are invented, and

excite the desire to know the features not transmitted, as is the case

with Homer." Pausanias proves that in his'time there were portraits

of Lycurgus existing; of course invented in a similar way: but we
may safely state that, even the created effigies of the old law-giver

were not of a constant type. The Spartans, at the epoch of their

complete subjection to Rome, began to adorn their copper coins with

the head of Lycurgus, inscribing them with his name in order that

no mistake should be possible ; but Visconti, who published two of

them,''' says, that they do not resemble one another.

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that there is no certainty and

but little probability about the head published by you, as to its

' PAtisANiAS, lib. iii. c. 14. " Visconti, Iconograpbie grecque, 1 pi. ix. x. xi. xii.

° The best of them is at the Studj at Naples ; a good one in the British Mnsemn.

11 Historia Natura, xxxv. § 2. " Visconti, Icon, gr., 1 pL yili. 5, 6.
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Fig. 2.

having ever, before Visconti, been imagined to represent Lycnrgus

;

and that in no case could it be taken for anything else than a fancy-

portrait, not more to be trusted than the statue of Columbus,

commonly called the " ninepin-player," before your Capitol, or the

relief portrait of Daniel Boone in the Eotunda at Washington.

n. Your portrait of Alexander the Great, likewise from Pou-

queville," is by far more authentic than the

pretended likeness of Lycurgus. The origi-

nal marble bust, of which you give a copy, is

now placed in the Louvre at Paris, as a me-

morial of Napoleon I. ; who received it as a

present from the Spanish Ambassador, the

Chevalier d'Azara. The accomplished Che-

valier caused a panegyrical dedicatory in-

scription to be sculptured on- the side of this

bust, before presenting it to the modern

Alexander. The Bourbons, unconsciously

following the traditions ofthe Emperor Cara-

calla, and of several Egyptian Pharaohs, or-

dered the mention of their obnoxious prede-

cessor to be obliterated on this monument ; but traces of the destroyed

inscription sufficiently record the resentment and bad taste of those

who had " rien oublie ni rien appris." The bust was originally found

near Tivoli, the ancient Tibur, in the year 1779, bearing the inscrip-

tion

AAEIANAPD^
*IAinnDY
MAKEA

The form of the letters shows, according to Visconti," that this

excellent piece of sculpture could not have been contemporaneous

with the conqueror of Persia ; and that it probably belongs to the

last epoch of the Roman Republic, or to the beginning of the Empire.

Still, as the features of the Macedonian king were in his life-time

immortalized by such eminent artists as Apelles, Pyrgoteles and

Lysippus ; and since his portraits served as seals and emblems of coins

soon after his death, it may seem tolerably certain, that the marble

bust in question gives us really the likeness of the conqueror. Yet
there remains one difficulty about it. The bust having been found

in a mutilated state, the broken nose was restored, without consulting

the coins of Lysimachus, one of the generals and successors of

Alexander, who had the portrait of his late master put on them.

" Orice, pi. 85:—%)(!», p. 104, fig. 6. " Icon, grecgue, II. page 47.
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Thus the restoration altered the features a little, a somewhat longer

nose being attached to the bust, than the earlier effigies on coins,

statues, and mosaics warrant. With the slight exception, therefore,

that the tip of the nose is too long and too pointed, the portrait in

the "Types" ought to satisfy sound criticism. Still, Staatsrath

Koehler, the renowned but presumptuous Russian archaeologist,

hypercritically rejects the Azara-bust, as of no use to iconography ;'°

but as he omits the reasons for his harsh sentence, he must allow us

to be so malicious, and to infer, from the date of his essay,^° written

during the Russo-Persian war, that he was disappointed at not being

able to discover a likeness between the bust of the great Macedonian

and the would-be inheritor of his schemes, the late Czar Nicholas

:

at the same time that French archaeologists maintain that Alexandbk,

Augustus, and Ramesses, bear a striking likeness to Ifapoleon I.

But if the Russian archaeologist went too far on the side of hyper-

criticism, the author of " Inscriptions of the British Museum," and

the arranger of the Egyptian Court in the Sydenham Crystal Palace,

err considerably more on the other side ; having been taken in by

one of the most barefaced archaeological impostures of modem
times. In 1850, a Uto volume (360 pages text and LXI plates) was

published at Didot's by Mons. J. Barrels, under the suspicious title

of "Daciylologie et Langage Primitif;" in which pi. LIX gives

" the portrait of Alexander taken during his life {represents de son

vivant) from a bas-relief painted in four colours by Apelles, (!), and

found in 1844 under the sand of a subterraneous tomb at Cercasore

on the ISTile." Since this wonderfdl book was printed for private

circulation, and did not get into the book-market, criticism remained

silent; but the portrait having been introduced into the Crystal

Palace, we must protest against the clumsy forgery which attributes

an Egyptian bas-relief to Apelles the Greek painter. Besides, though

its style is Pharaonic, the eye is foreshortened in the Greek way;

the Egyptian cartouche is false; whilst the Greek inscription,

wrongly spelt," is neither Egyptian nor Greek, and the form of its

letters is partly archaic, partly Latin. I was shocked at the very

first sight of such a cast exhibited among copies of the best remains

of Egypt; and afterwards learned from Mr. Gliddon, that it is gene-

rally known in Paris, how the relief (with its companion, which

purports to represent HBPHiESTiON), had been manufactured ex-

< Abhandlung uber die getehniltmen Steine, &e. St. Petersburg, 1851, p. 10,—referring

to his essay in Bottioee's Arehaologk und Kumt, Band 1, page 13.

" The inscription runs as follows

:

ALEKMNDP^
YIO^ AMOYN^
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pressly to entrap M. Barrois, the wealthy amateur, ^^o
^f

es not

believe at all in ChampoUion, and consequently bought it for 6000

francs. It was certainly beyond the expectation of the Ireneh

forgers that they should cheat two English archaeologists also.

m. Eratosthenes of Cyrene in Africa, the famed Greek libranan

of king Ptolemy Evergetes at Alexandria, the

greatest Astronomer, Geographer, and Chrono-

logist of his time, would indeed deserve a place

of honor in any ethnographical publication ; but,

unhappily, there exists no antique likeness of

that eminent man, although the Chevalier Bunsen

prefixed the ideal drawing of a Greek bust to the

second volume of his "^gyptens Stelle in der

Weltgeschichte."'8 Tet this effigy is altogether a

modern fancy -portrait, which originates solely

from the desire of the learned Chevalier to ex-

press his veneration for the Sage of Cyrene. I

have suspected that it is not through accident, but

by design, that the snub-nose of the German edition has been twisted

into a somewhat aquiline form for

Longman's English translation of

the same work. Possibly, Bun-

sen, in fear lest his authority might

introduce a false Eratosthenes into

good society— as really has hap-

pened in the " Types,"—^took this

indirect method of unmaking the

creature of his own imagination.

rV". The portrait of Hannibal

was copied for the " Types," on the

faith of the "Univers pittoresque,"

(Afrique ancienne, Carthage), a col-

lection of several works by differ-

ent authors of different merit.

Thus, for instance, next to the

description of Ancient Egypt by

Champollion-Eigeac, and of China by Pauthier, we find Italy

described by the shallow Artaud, and Greece by Pouqueville,

However, the alleged portrait of the Carthaginian hero did not

answer your ethnographic expectations in any way, not being of the

" Hamburg, 1845, frontispiece. Compare the one in Egypt's Place in Vhiversdl History,

London, 1854, II., and p. xxi. Tlie same genius for invention has supplied Archaeology

with an equally-authentic portrait of Manetbo :— Op. cit., Drittes Buck, frontispiece

Fig. 4.
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Shemitic cast; and you recognized at once the highest Caucasian

type so strongly marked in his face as to lead to the suggestion,

" that if his father was a Phoenico-Carthaginian, one would suspect

that his mother, as among the Ottomans and Persians of the present

day, must have been an imported white slave, or other female of the

purest Japhetic race." ^' This remark, embodying an acknowledg-

ment of the Japhetic cast of the features, was happily added to the

^^ portrait;" which can be found on some elegant silver coins accom-

panied by a Phoenician inscription. From the time of Fulvius

Ursinus^ it was always taken for the effigy of Hannibal, until Pel-

lerin,^' and Eckhel, ^ proved that these coins are not Carthaginian,

but Cilieian and Phoenician. "In 1846," says the reviewer of

" Types," in the Athenmum Frangais, "the Due de Luynes found out

that it was the portrait of a Satrap of the king of Persia, who
governed Tarsus in the time of Xenophon; and thus," he adds, "in

the effigy published by Messrs. Gliddon and IN'ott, type, country,

epoch, and race, are all mistaken" !
^ A sweeping conclusion indeed

;

still, it is not complete enough ; seeing, we may add, that the reviewer

himself is likewise mistaken. Had he studied the Essay of the Due
de Luynes with sufficient care, he would have found that the head,

formerly believed to be the effigy of Hannibal, and as such prefixed

to most of the editions of Silius Italicus, is not at all a portrait, but

the ideal representation of a hero ; since it is not only found on the

silver coins of Demes of Phoenicia (or rather, according to W. H.

Waddington, of Datames of Cilicia),^ but likewise on the coins of

Pharnabazus, the powerful Satrap of Phrygia and Lydia, son-in-law

to Artaxerxes Mnemon. It cannot, therefore, be meant for either

of them ; so much the less, as there is no example of any Satrap

stamping coin with his own portrait.

Visconti, in his Iconographie grecque,^ attributes a totally different

bust to Hannibal. Fully aware that the effigy on the above-men-

tioned silver coins could not represent the illustrious Carthaginian,

he did not like to lose the illusion that we possess such an interesting

portrait ; especially as the elder Pliny complains ^ that " two statues

were erected to Hannibal in the city, since so many foreign nations

had been received into communion with Rome, that all former dif-

ferences between them were abolished." Accordingly, Visconti

attributes a small bronze bust to the greatest enemy of the Eomans

;

" l)/pe3 ofMankind, p. 136, fig. 37; and Southern Quarterly Review, Charleston, S. C, Oct.

1854, p. 294, note. " Athenceam Frangais, Mars, 1854, p. 264.

" Imagines illustr. virorum, pi. 63. "• Athenaeum Frangais, Fevrier 1856, p. 12.

" Recueil, iii. p. 59.
.

" Vol. iii. pi. xvi.

" Pocirina nummorum veterum, iii. p. 412. '^ Hist. Nat. xxxiv. ^ 15.
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because, having been found at Pompeii toge&er with the bust of

Scipio AMcanus, it might have been its companion. He discovers

an African cast in the features of the bust, although he does not

enable us to understand what African peculiarity he means ;
and he

forgets that Hannibal ought to portray the true Shemitic, not any

African type. Visconti refers likewise to the peculiar head-dress of

the bust, as being analogous to that of king Juba; but Juba was a

ISTumidian, (inheriting some Berber blood, probably,) not a Cartha-

ginian by lineage; and the resemblance is altogether imaginary.

Lastly, he identifies the features of the bronze with those of a fine

bearded and helmeted head often found on gems," and traditionally

ascribed to Hannibal, because one of the copies bears evidently the

half-efiaced inscription HA...BA..^ Unfortunately for Visconti,

the gems and the bronze bust have not one single feature in common

between them ; and we are even able to trace the origin of the tradi-

tion and of the inscription mentioned by the renowned author of the

"Iconographie"—to a rather modem date. There exists a cele-

brated colossal marble statue in the ante-room of the Capitoline Mu-
seum, which had always puzzled antiquaries. It represents a bearded

warrior, with a stern and majestic countenance; and would have

been taken for Mars, did we not know, that all the statues of the god

of war, with the exception of the earliest archaic representations,

were beardless. Another designation was therefore wanted; and

inasmuch as among the adornments of the magnificent armour of

the colossus, two elephant heads occupy a prominent place, he was
called Pyrrhus, and sometimes Hannibal,— both generals having

made use of elephants in their wars against Eomei. The gems men-
tioned by Visconti are evidently antique copies of the head of the

Capitoline statue, from which they obtained the name. As to the

inscription of the Florentine gem mentioned by Gori, we can affirm

that it is a mediaeval forgery; because, on another repetition of the
same head,^ we find an analogous imposition, viz : the same Phoeni-
cian letters which are struck on the Cilician coins of Datames, and
were transferred from the medal to the gem by some mediaeval
engraver under the (false) belief that they read: "Hannibal." Be-
sides,—the Capitoline statue and the gems resembling it are no por-
traits at all

; they have ideal features, and represent Zeus Areios, the
martial Jupiter, as beheld on the coins of the town lasus in Caria,=«

" GoKi. Mus. Flor., 11, 12. » QoEi, J«scriptio»e> per Mtrur., 1 pi. 10, p. 4
" WiNCKELMANN, Pierre, grw>(es du feu Baron Stosch, p. 415, nos. 43!-Raspe, Catalogue,

p. 559, No. 9698.
"

»»Stkebee, Abhandl. der philologkckea Claste der Munchner Academe, Theil 1 Tafel 4
No. 5.

' '
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no less than on several unpnblislied bronze statuettes in different

collections.

V. It is more difficult to object to the portrait of Jtjba I., king of

Numidia ; the original of the head published by you^' being the type

of a silver coin which bears the

Roman inscription "Juba Rex."

Still, an anonymous archaeologist,

(Steinbuchel,)^ suggests, that this ef-

figy, with its peculiar African head-

dress, might represent an African Ju-

piter, rather than a Mng, since his

features are somewhat ideal, and the

sceptre on the shoulder of the bust is

an attribute of Jupiter, or of Juno,

exceptionally only given to kings.

As your object in exhibiting the por-

trait of Juba was principally to show,

to some illiterate Philsethiopians, that

the inhabitants of Northern Africa

were not negroes, the explanation of

Steinbiichel becomes a stUl stronger argument for your views. If

it can be maintained, then the published head is not the effigy of an

individual Mauritanian king, by descent and marriage closely allied

to several Greek dynasties (for instance, to the Ptolemies), but is the

representative type of the population of the northern shores of

Africa ; and the slight modification of the Arab features, observed in

his face, becomes, therefore, a new argument for the affinity of Ber-

ber and Shemitic races. The peculiar head-dress of the bust is men-

tioned as African by Strabo,^ who says that the same costume pre-

vailed all along the northern coast of^Africa up to Egypt, where it

borders on Libya, Silius Italicus describes it very characteristically

as a rigid bonnet formed by long hair overshadowing the forehead.^

We see it on the triumphal arch of the Emperor Constantine, as dis-

tinguishing the !N"umidian auxiliary horsemen ;
^ and it seems that it

extended even beyond the limits mentioned by Strabo, since it is

found upon Egyptian rehefs representing Nubians as well as full-

blooded Negroes ; for instance, compare "Types," page 249, and figs.

166, 167, 168, 169, 170, and 171.

VI. Besides these effi^es belonging to the domain of Greek art,

" Types of Mankind, p. 13^ fig. 38 :

—

rAfrigue Andetme, Oarihage.

" Kaialog einer Sammlung getchnittmer Steins, Wien, 1834, p. 11, No. 144.

" Stbabo, xvii. p. 528. " Beuom, Arms triumph.

" Pdnicoeum, lib. 1, v. 404
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we find in the " Types"^^ the Egyptian portrait of the famous Cleo-

patra, which undoubtedly gives us a most charming effigy of this

refined, sensual, intriguing Queen;

Fig. 6. last scion of an illustrious Mace-

donian race, who had witnessed at

her feet Julius Caesar and Mark An-

tony, and who for a short time might

well have believed herself the mis-

tress of the Eastern world. Never-

theless, doing fall justice to the

Egyptian artist, we cannot help re-

marking that, though all the Egyp-

tian effigies of this Queen, through-

out her ancient realm, resemble one

another perfectly—just as the por-

trait of Queen Victoria has remained

entirely unaltered on all her gold sovereigns for the last twenty

years,— Cleopatra's Greek coins show a female head of entirely dif-

ferent character ; which, if really her portrait, gives us but a poor idea

of the taste either of Julius Csesar or of M. Antony. This diffisrence

between the Greek coins and Egyptian effigies, common to all the

Ptolemies, is rather puzzling, and has until now not yet been satis-

factorily explained ; but Lepsius is expected to treat this question

fully and frankly in the iconographic portion of his great publica-

tion.''^ In the mean time it is only fair to remark, that the native

Egyptian portraits of some of these kings, ex. gr. Physcon, agree

far better with their historical character, than do their effigies on the

Greek coins ; which are all somewhat idealized, until we reach this

last Cleopatra, who was evidently a much finer specimen of a Queen

in reality, than she appears on her medals.

Having done the work of demolition to my best abilities, allow

me now to review the human races in respect to their aptitude for

Art, and to inquire into the distinct and typical characteristics of

national art among the difierent types of men,— a study that will

establish the following facts

:

I.— That whilst some races are altogether unfit for imitative art,

others are by nature artistical in different degrees

:

11.— That the art of those nations which excelled in painting and

sculpture, was often indigenous and always national ; losing not

* Op.cit., p. 104, fig. 8:— Roseiiini, Monumenti ddt Egitto, M. R., XXII., fig. 82. I

notice your judicious alteration of the eye.

" Cf., in the interim, Lepsius, Ueher dnige Ergebnisse der ^gyptiscken DmkmaUr fur die

Kenntniss derPiolemaergeschichte, Berlin, 1853, pp. 26, 29, 52.
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only its type "but likewise its excellence by imitating the art of other

nations

:

in.— That imitative art, derived from intercourse with, or con-

quest by, artistic races, remained barren, and never attained any

degree of eminence,—^that it never survived the external relations to

which it owed its origin, and died out as soon as intercourse ceased,

or when the artistic conquerors became amalgamated with the

unartistic conquered race

:

IV.—That painting and sculpture are always the result of a pecu-

liar artistical endowment of certain races, which cannot be imparted

by instruction to unartistical nations. This fitness, or aptitude for

art seems altogether to be independent of the mental culture and

civilization of a people ; and no civil or religious prohibitions can

destroy the natural impulse of an artistical race to express its feelings

in pictures, statuary, and reliefs.

Tours, very truly,

F.P.
London, St. Alban's Villas, Hiohoau! Bise,

October, 1856.
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I—GENERAL REMARKS ON ICONOGRAPHY.

" IcoNOGBAPEiA statuas omnia generis, protomas, picturas, musivaque

opera describit. Hanc sexcenti celebres opifices olim coluerunt. Imagimtm

amore, inquit Plinius, flagrasse guosdam testes sunt et Atticus ille CiceronU, edito

de his volumine, et Marcus Varro benignissimo invento insertis voluminum, suorum

fiecunditati, non nominibus iantum teptingeniorum illusirium, sed et aliquo modo

imaginibus, non passus iniercidere figuras, aul vetustatem cevi contra homines

valere." (Fabbicixis, Bibliographia Antiq., 1716, p. 124.)

Whenever the metapliysical Germans speculate about tlie philo-

sophy of history, they invariably draw a broad distinction between

the progressive races (Culturvolker)— to whom mankind is indebted

fgr civilization, for the advancement of sciences, for all the forms of

political administration of society, and for the moral elevation of

the soul,—and the passive races, who scarcely possess any history of

their own. All the white and yellow, and a few brown and red

nations, are put down among the former; the majority of the

Browns, the hunter-tribes of the Reds, and all the Blacks, being

classed among the latter. But again, among the progressive races

there is a very remarkable difference as regards their part in history.

The Egyptians and Assyrians, the Shemitic rao.es of Phoenicia,

Palestine and Arabia, the Persians, Greeks, Etruscans and Eomans,
and lastly the Teutonic and neo-Latin nations, whether pure or

blended with one another and with Celtic elements, took in succes-

sion the lead of mankind ; whilst the pure Celts, the Sclavonians,

the Finnic, Turkoman, Tartar and Berber races, remained in the

background. We need not say that, going one step farther, we find

the mixed populations of Great Britain and of North America
(commonly but wrongly called the Anglo-Saxon race), and the equally

mixed population of Erance, to claim to be at the head of the

modern progressive races ; scarcely to admit the equality of the Ger-
man proper; and to be ftiUy convinced of their own superiority over
Italians and Spaniards, Dutch and Scandinavians, Celts and Scla-

vonians, Hungarians and Einns, rejecting altogether the pretensions
of Turks, Arabs, Persians and Hindoos, to civilization. This scale

of national inequality has evidently been construed with regard to

the political power, the commercial spirit, the literaiy activity, and
the application of the results of science to manufactural industry
among the different races. Considered from the point of view of
imitative Art,—of painting and sculpture,— the result will be some-
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what different : and whilst it is certain that art has never flourished

but among the progressive racds, we shall find that nations to whom
we are indebted for some of the most important discoveries, and to

the highest truths revealed to mankind, are altogether deficient in

art,— as, for instance, the Shemites without exception ; that others,

although wielding the most extensive political power, such as the

Romans of old, the Scandihavian !N"orthmen, the Anglo-Saxons, the

Sclavonic races, never attained a high development of painting and
sculpture, and were surpassed by the Greeks of yore, and by the

Italians and Spaniards, the Germans and Dutch. History teaches

us that eminence in painting and sculpture is not the result of either

high mental culture or political power, and that it does not always

accompany the refinement and wealth of nations. "We find ifgrowing

out of a peculiar disposition of some nations, predestined as it were for

art ; whilst other races, living under the same social, climatic, and

political conditions, never rise artistically to represent the outward

world in colors or in plastic forms. And again, among the artistical

nations we meet with the most remarkable differences in treating

the same subjects. Some strive for the most scrupulous reproduc-

tion of nature, and cling to faithful imitation; others are creative,

embellishing whatever they touch : some show a deep understanding

and love of nature ; others concentrate their power exclusively on

the representation of the human body : some excel by the brilliancy

and harmony of their coloring ; others charm by their correctness in

plastieal forms : but all of them express their nationality, their pecu-

liar relation to God, nature and mankind, throughout their works.

Therefore, even an inexperienced eye catches the difference between

Egyptian and Assyrian, Indian and Chinese, Greek and Etruscan,

Italian and German, French and Spanish, art : and the artistically-

educated student feels no difficulty in discriminating the minute

distinctions of schools, in each national art ; and generally discovers

any attempt at forging pictures and statues. The inherent and

indelible nationality of every monument of art is, in fact, the only

safeguard against imposition; since it is just as impossible for

Gibson or Powers to sculpture an antique statue, and for Sir Charles

Eastlake or Mr. Ingres to paint a Raphael (or even a Carlo Dolce, or

any second-rate Italian picture), as it would have been impossible for

Alfieri to write a play of Shakespeare, and for any New Englander to

become the author of a tragedy which could pass for the work of

Corneille. Still, to establish the fact that art is always national and

not cosmopolitan, we must pass in review the great artistic races

from the time of the Egyptian pyramids down to our own days— a

period of some five thousand years.
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II.— EGYPTIAN ART.

AiyvrttovS' Uvcu, 8o^tj;iji' oSw a^yayjtiv ft.

(HoMEB, Odvss., iv, 481.)

" It only remains to say with Homer,

To visit Egypt's land, a long and dangerous way."

(Strabo, lib. xvii.)

The earliest of all monuments of art carry ns back to the cradle of

our civilization, Egypt, of wliicli we are scarcely accustomed suffi-

ciently to appreciate the real importance to the history of mankind.

We speak here not only of its political power and high culture under

the Pharaohs, nor only of the literary labors of the critical Alexan-

drines under those Ptolemies who were fond to be protectors of

Greek science ; but we allude likewise to the fact that, long after

Egypt had merged into the Roman empire, became converted to

Christianity, and lost all tradition of independence, still its peculiar

national character was not swamped, nor its tough energy broken.

It manifested itself strongly enough in the Athanasian controversy,

in the Monophysite schism, in the many saints and legends of Chris-

tian Egypt, and in the most important establishment of anachoret

and monastic rule which originated in the Thebais, and thence

spread all over the world, as an evidence of the vitality of that

nation and of the indelibility of its moral type.

At the very dawn of history we meet in Egypt with statues and
bas-reliefs which, according to the hieroglyphic inscriptions, are

certainly contemporaneous with the builders of the pyramids;
though it is rather difficult to designate the precise century before

our era to which they belong, because the Egyptians made no use of
any conventional system or astronomical cyclus for their Chronology.
Mariette's discoveries in the Serapeum at Memphis have proved
that no Apis-cydus (equal to 25 years) was ever known to the Egyp-
tians,^' as formerly believed by scholars from the interpretation of a
passage in Plutarch. As to the Sothiac cyclus, it wa^ certainly
known, but its use for chronology remains more than doubtful.^
The Egyptians possessed no historical era ; they dated their public
documents by the years of each king's reign. With such a
system the least interruption of the dates vitiates all the series.

88 Mariette, Renseignmmts mr les soixante-quatre Apia, in the Bui. archeol. de VAthmmum
Francis, May-Noy., 1855:-Alfred Matot, Des travaux modemes sur I'Egypte
Ancienne ;" Revue des Deux Mondes, Sept., 1855, pp. 1060-3.

S3 BuKSEN (JEgyplens Slelle, iii. p. 121, seqq.) tries to prove a Sothiac Era of Menephthah

;

but IS not borne out by any astronomical dates on the monuments. Vide also the critical
discoveries of BiOT, infra, Chap. V.
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Unfortunately for our knowledge of Egyptian chronology,^ the list

of Dynasties by Manetho has reached us only in mutilated extracts,

and the ciphers annexed to the names of the sovereigns have evi-

dently been tampered v^ith. They are not the same in the sevei-al

extracts of Eusebius, Syncellus, and Africanus ; nor do they tally

with the original hieroglyphic documents. So much, notwithstand-

ing, we can say with mathematical certainty,—now that the com-
plete chronology of the XXTTnd, or Bubastite, Dynasty has been
reconstructed by Mariette from the documents of the Serapeum at

Memphis,— that the first year of the reign of Psammeticus I.,

answers to the 94th year of the era of Nabonassar, or to the Julian

year 654 B. 0. The same series of documents places the beginning
of the reign of Tirhaka,— ally to king Hezekiah against Senna-
cherib of Assyria,— towards 695 B. C." But here the dates may be
already uncertain to the extent of one or two years ; and beyond
them the consecutive series of precise numerals ceases altogether.

-Some further dates have been astronomically determined, but the

intermediate figures cannot be taken for more than approximate.

For the XXUnd dynasty we obtain a synchronism, and a means of

rectifying chronology, through the conquest of Jerusalem by She-

SH0NK_ I., which happened in the 5th year of Rehoboam, king of

Judah.'^ But even this synchronism does not yield an exact date,

inasmiich as the chronology of the Book of Kings presents some
difficulties not yet satisfactorily resolved.*' Accordingly, N'ewman
places the capture of Jerusalem in the year 950 B. C. ;" Bunsen in

the year 962 ;" and Winer in the year 970.*' At any rate, it is certain

that king Sheshonk began to reign before the middle of the tenth

century, B. C.

An astronomical fact, the heliacal rising of the dog-star, under

Ramesses HI., of the XXth dynasty, recorded in a hieroglyphical in-

scription at Thebes, defines the epoch of this king, and assigns his

place, according to the calculation of M. Biot, to the 13th century B.

0. ; or just to the same period which had been ascribed to him before

the discovery of this inscription, solely on the approximating calcula-

tion of the lists as rectified by the monuments.

" See for the following, principally De Rough's Notice Sommaire, Mus^e de Louvre, p.

19 seqq.

« The Hebrew chronology makes it nearer to B. C. 710, and is scarcely reconcilable with

the Egyptian computation about this synchronism.

« Cf. Bbuosch, Eeiaeberichle aut jEgyptm. &,o., Berlin, 1855— "Die Halle der Bubas-

titen-Konigs " at Eamac, pp. 141-4.

^ Newman, Mistory af the Hebrew Monarchy—Appendix to Chapter IV., on Chronology.

** Op. cit. p. 151 and 160. « ^gyptens Stelle, iii. p. 122.

*« Biblischea Woerterbuch, voce Israel. So likewise Sharpe, Historic Notes on the Books of

the O. and N. Testaments, London, 1854, pp. 64, 83.
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For the XEXth dynasty, we have seemingly again a synchronism,

that of Moses with Eamessbs II., and with Menephthah 11.; but it is

of little value for exact dates, because the duration of the govern-

ment of the Hebrews by their Judges is very uncertain. Biot's

astronomical calculation is more valuable, with the aid of which we

may establish that Seti I., father of Ramessbs the great, lived about

1500 B. C— [say 15th century B. C.]; and hence that the XVIIth

dynasty began to reign towards the eighteenth century B. 0. Never-

theless, as the Vicomte de Bouge, (whose authority we follow in

preference to other Egyptologists, since he expresses himself most

cautiously in dealing with chronological figures, and avoids hypo-

theses) says, "it would not be astonishing if we should be here

mistaken to the extent of one or two centuries, inasmuch as the

historical documents are vitiated, and the hieroglyphical monuments

incomplete."

"Thus we have reached," continues de Rouge, "the time of the

expulsion of the Shepherds, beyond whom no certain calculation is

as yet possible from the monuments known. The texts do not agree

how long these terrible guests occupied and ravaged Egypt, and the

monuments are silent about them. However, their domination

lasted for a long time, since several dynasties succeeded one another

before the deliverance, and that is all we know about it. Nor are

we better informed concerning the duration of the first empire, and

we have no certain means for measuring the age of those pyramids

which bear evidence of the grandeur of the first Egypt. Neverthe-

less, if we remember that the generations which built them are

separated from our era, first by the eighteen centuries of the second

empire, then by the very long period of the Asiatic invasion, and

lastly by several dynasties of numerous powerful kings, the age of

the pyramids will not lose anything of its majesty in the eyes of the

historian, although he be unable to fix it with exact precision."

It is to such an early period of the history of mankind that some
of the statues and reliefs of Egypt can now be traced back with cer-

tainty; and even they do not present us with the rudiments of an
infantine art, but are actually specimens of the highest artistic char-

acter. Like Minerva springing forth from the head of Jupiter, a

full-grown armed virgin, Art in Egypt appears, in the very earliest

monuments, fully developed,— archaic in some respects, but not at

all barbarous.

Through the kindness of MM. de Eoug6, Mariette, Deveria, and
Salzmann, and of Chev. Lepsius at Berlin, and their regard for Mr.
Gliddon, we are enabled to publish a series of royal and princely
effigies of the first or Old Empire, carefully copied, often yhotographi-
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cally, from these original statues and reliefs at the Louvre and other
Museums. They are the earliest monuments of human art known
to us ; being portraits of the Egyptian aristocracy at a time preceding
Abraham by many centuries. They enable us to form a correct idea
of Egyptian art in its first phasis, before it became fettered by a
traditionary hieratic type. In an ethnological respect, they give us
the true features of the original Egyptians : and it is very remarkable
that many statues and reliefs, later by more than two thousand
years, bear exactly the same character; that, again, two thousand
years subsequently have not changed the national type,—the Fellah
(peasant) of the present day resembling his ancestors of fifty cen-

turies ago, viz : the builders of the pyramids, so closely, that his

Nilotic pedigree never can be seriously questioned henceforward.

The character of the Egyptian race is most distinctly expressed

upon its monuments throughout all the phases of its history ; and
these sculptures of the IVth dynasty differ from those of later ages

merely in details, not in spirit. Ernest Kenan, the great Shemitic

philologue, describes that character in the following words

:

" The earliest [Cushite and Hamitic] civilizations stamped with a

character peculiarly materialistic ; the religious and poetical instincts

little developed; the artistical feeling rather weak; but the senti-

ment of elegance very refined ; a great aptitude for handicraft, and
for mathematical and astronomical sciences; literature practically

exact, but without idealism; the mind positive, bent on business,

welfare, and the pleasures ; neither public spirit nor political life

;

on the contrary, a most elaborate civil administration, such as Euro-

pean nations never became acquainted with, until the Roman epoch,

and in our modern times." "

The Egyptians were eminently a practical people, of so little

imagination, that in religion they conceived no heroic mythology.

Whilst their gods were personified abstractions, all of them, vrith

the only exception of the Osirian group, stand without life or history.

In literature the Egyptians never rose above dry historical annals,

religious hymns, proverbial precepts, poetical panegyrics, and liturgi-

cal compositions. Epic and dramatic poetry was feeble," romance

*' Histoire et Sysiime compari des Languea Semitigues, Paris, 1855 ; le. partie, p. 474.

*8 The publication of M. de Rough's critical translation of the Sallier Papyrus, containing

the poetic recital of the Wars of Ramses, 14th century, B. C, against the Asiatic Sheta, or

Kheta (recently read to the Imperial Institute), will prove that the metrical style of these

Egyptian canticles frequently resembles Hebrew psalmody. Meanwhile, see some brief

specimens of hieroglyphical poetry in Bieoh, Orytial Palace Catalogue, Egypt, 1856 ; pp.

266-8.

3
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simple/^ philosopMcal speculation tame,* whilst critical Mstory seems

to have been unknown to them. Induction teaches us that the art

of such a race must be analogous ; truthful, but narrow
;
practical,

but of no high pretensions ; and indeed we find, upon close observa-

tion, that it displays very little variety in its forms ; but within its

narrow range it is distinguished, however, by the utmost fidelity and

truthfulness. Ideal heroic types are entirely foreign to Egyptian art;

we find scarcely any scenes purely mythological, in the abstract sense

of the term (that is, as admired in Hellenic and Etruscan art), among

their numerous reliefs or paintings ; the representations of godhead

and subordinate divinities being always brought into connexion with

sacrifices and oblations, which almost seem to have been the only

object of the nation's religion. The king, his pomp, processions,

and battles, and the individual life, daily occupations, sports and

pastimes of the Egyptians, remain the favourite subjects of the

artists who, for more than two thousand years of routine, constantly

returned to that source, without ever exhausting it, always marking
their composition with the stamp of truth, and preserving the great-

est regard for individuality. Accordingly, the statues, whenever

they represent men, and not gods, are portraits intended to give

the real, and not the embellished and idealized features of the men
represented. But, whilst we meet with the greatest variety in

respect to the faces, the posture of the statues remains altogether

stereotyped during all the times of Egyptian history.

Statuary had, in the valley of the Nile, very few forms of expres-

sion; about six or seven, which were repeated over and over again,

all of them of the most rigid symmetry, without any movement. No
passion ever enlivened the earnest features, no emotion of the soul

disturbed the decent composure and archaic dignity imparted by the

Egyptian sculptor. "No warrior was sculptured in the various atti-

tudes of attack and defence ; no wrestler, no discobolus, no pugilist

exhibited the grace, the vigour, the muscular action of ^ man; nor

« As a sample, see De Koran's French rendering of a hieratic payprus which presents
sundry curious analogies with the story of Joseph

—

Revue Archiologique, 1852; vol. ix.,

pp. 385-97.

»> To judge, that is, by the "Book of the Dead," (Lepsiub, Todienbuch der JEgypter nach
dem Bierofflyphischen Papyrus in Turin, Leipzig, 4to, 1842) eras Beugsch {Sai-an-Siniin, tive

Liber Metempsychosis velerum JEgyptiorum, Berlin, 4to, 1851, p. 42) restores ChampoUion's
name for it, the "Funereal Ritual,"— wherein, amid the recondite puerilities of a celestial
lodge, with its ordeals, quaint pass-words, and ministering demons, it is evident that an
Egyptian's idea of a "Future State" in Heaven never soared above aspirations for a repe-
tition of his terrestrial life in Egypt itself! Be it noted here that M. de Roug^ has found
the chapter " On life after death" on a monument of the Xllth dynasty ; thereby establish-
ing the existence of large portions of this Ritual in ante-Abrahamic days.
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were the beauties, the feeling, and the elegance of female forms dis-

played in stone : all was made to conform to the same invariable

model, which confined the human figure to a few conventional

postures."" .

Of groups they knew only two, both of them most characteristic.

Sometimes it is the husband with the wife, seated on the same chair

on terms of perfect equality, holding one another's hand, or putting

their arms round one another's waist, in sign of matrimonial happi-

ness, evidently founded upon monogamy and perfect social equality

between the sexes.*^ Sometimes again it is the husband, in his

character of the head of the family, quietly sitting on a chair, accom-

panied by the standing figures of his wife and children, sculptured

as accessories, and considerably smaller in size than the husband
and father.

As to the single statues, they are either standing erect, the arms
hanging down to the thighs in a straight line (though occasionally

the right hand holding a sceptre, whip, or other tool, is raised to the

chest), the left foot always stepping forward ; or the figure is seated,

with the hands resting on the knees, or held across the breast.

Another attitude is that of a person kneeling on the ground, and
holding the shrine of some deity before him. The representation of

a man squatting on the ground and resting his arms upon his knees,

which are drawn up to his chin, is the most clumsy of the Egyptian

forms, if the most natural posture to the race, being perpetuated to

this day by the Eellaheen when resting themselves ; whilst the statues

in a crouching position are the most graceful for their natural naivete.

If we add to these few varieties of positions the stone coffins, imita-

ting the mummy lying on its back, and swaddled in its clothes, we
have exhausted all the forms of Egyptian statuary. Specimens of

these six attitudes, all of them equally rigid and symmetrical, being

found among the earliest monuments of the empire from the IVth

to the X 1 1 Ith dynasty, it cannot be doubted that Egyptian statuary

added no new form to their primitive sculptural types during the

long lapse of nearly thirty centuries, which wrought certainly some

variety into the details, but not upon the forms. In fact, the statue

" Sir J. G-ABDNES Wilkinson, Popular account of the ancient Egyptians, II. 272. There

are some partial exceptions to the rigor of this rule, such as the "Wrestlers at Benihassan,"

the "Musicians at Tel-el-amama," "Ramesses playing chess at Medeenct-Haboo," the

same monarch "spearing the Scythian chief" at Aboosimbel, an occasional group in grand

battle-tableaux, various scenes of negro captives, &c. ; but they appear to be accidental,

or perhaps instinctive, efforts of individual artists to escape from the conventional trammels

prescribed by theocratic art. In the folio plates of Rosellini, Champollion, Cailleaud, Prisse,

and Lepsius— especially the last two authorities— such instances ma(^ be found.

K Idem, II. 224.
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was in Egypt never emancipated from architecture.^ It was sculp-

tured for a certain and determinate place, always in connection with

a temple, palace, or sepulchre, of which it hecame a subservient

ornamental portion, an architectural member as it were, like the pair

of obelisks placed ever in front of the propyleia, or the columns sup-

porting a pronaos. This poverty of forms, and their constantly

recurring monotony, make the inspection of large Egyptian collec-

tions as tiresome to the great bulk of visitors, as the review of a

Eussian regiment is to the civilian ; one figure resembles the other,

and only the closer investigation of an experienced eye descries a

difference of style and individuality.

The bas-reliefs were not, for the Egyptians, so much independent

works of art, as architectural ornaments, and means for conveying

knowledge, answering often the purpose of a kind of vignettes or

illustrations of hieroglyphical inscriptions. They record always some

defined, historical, religious, or domestic scene, without pretension

to any allegorical double-meaning, or esoteric symbolism. Beauty

remained with their hierogrammatic artists less important than dis-

tinctness, the correctness of drawing being sacrificed to convention-

alisms of hieratic style ; but, on the other hand, a general truthfal-

ness of the representation was peculiarly aimed at. The unnatural

mannerism of the Egyptian bas-relief manifests itself principally in

the too high position of the ear,*^ and in representing the eye and

chest as in front view, whilst the head and lower part of the body are

drawn in profile.^'' ITevertheless, this constant mannerism and many
occasional incorrectnesses are blended vnth the most minute appre-

ciation of individual and national character. It is impossible not at

once to recognize the portraits of the kings upon their different

monuments ; and we alight on reliefs where some of the figures are

so carelessly drawn as to present two right or two left hands to the

spectator, yet combined with such characteristic efiigies of negroes, of

Shemites, of Assyrians, of IJfubians, &c., that they remain superior to

the representations of human races by the Greeks and Eomans.
This general truthfulness applies to Egyptian art from the very first

dawn of history, throughout all the subsequent periods, down to the

time of the Roman conquest. But whilst the principal features of

art remained stationary, the eye of the ar1>student finds many
changes in details, and these constitute the history of Egyptian art.

53 Cf. Wilkinson, Architecture of the Ancient Egyptians, London, 1853.
51 Morton, Gran, ^gypt., Philad., 1844, pp. 26-7; and "inedited MSS." in Types of Man-

kind, p. 318:

—

Pruneb, Die UeberbleibselderAllagypiishchenMenschmrage,M.uachen,lS'i6,f.6.

55 For a ludicrous sample, see the "37 Prisoners at Benihassan," in Rosellini, M.E.
XXVI—VIII ; of the remote age of the Xllth dynasty.
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Fig. 7.

The proportions of the statues in the time of the Old Empire [say

from the 35th century b. c, down to the 20th,^ are short and heavy

;

the figures look, therefore, somewhat awkward ; but, on the whole,

they are conceived with considerable feeling of truth, and executed

with the endeavour to obtain anatomical correctness. The principal

forms of the body, and even its details, the skull, the muscles of the

chest and of the knees, are nearly always correctly sculptured in close

but not servile imitation of nature. The shape of the eye is not yet

disfigured by a conventional frame, nor is the ear put too high ; but

the fingers and toes evidently offered the greatest difficulties to the

primeval Egyptian artists. They commonly failed to form them
correctly ; the simplicity and exactitude displayed in sculpturing the

face and body scarcely ever extended to the hands and feet, which

are blunt and awkward.

The earliest of all the statues now extant in the world, as far as

we know, is the effigy of Kam-ten, or Homten, a "royal kinsman"

of the md dynasty, found in his tomb at Abooseer, and now in the

Berlin Museum. The following wood-cut [7] is a faithful reduction of

this statue's head, characterized by a

good-natured expression, without any

mannerism or conventional type about

the features ; the eye is correctly, and

the mouth naturally drawn ; not yet

twisted into the stereotyped unmean-

ing smile of the later periods.

It is interesting to compare the

head of this statue with the low-relief

portrait [8] of the same prince from the

same tomb, in order tp perceive the

difference between the artistic con-

ception of a statue and of a relief

in Egypt. The relief portrait is eyi- Kam-ten, Statue

^ As previously stated, in the present impossibility of attaining, for times anterior to the

XVII<;h dynasty, any precise chronology, Tve shall make use herein of the vague term cen-

turies, when treating on events anterior to the age of Solomon, taken at B. C. 1000. The

numerical system of Chev. Lepsius furnishes the scale preferred by us, which is defined in

Types of Mankind, p. 689. His arrangement of Egyptian dynasties may be consulted in

Briefe aus ^gypten, j^tkiopien und der Halbinsel des Sinai, Berlin, 1852, pp. 364-9 ; of

ijrhich the elegant English translation by the Misses Hobneb (Bohn's Library, 1853) contains

the later emendations of this learned Egyptologist.

" Communicated in lithograph by Chev. Lepsius'to Mr. Gliddon ; together vrith our sub-

sequent Nos., 8, 9, 10, and other heads that space precludes us from inserting ; but for the

important use of all which, in these iconographic and ethnological studies, we beg to tender

to the Chevalier our joint acknowledgments.
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dently more conventional.

Fig. 8.

Kam-ten, Relief.

Fig. 9.

It is not a free artistical imitation of

nature, the hand ofthe sculptor being

fettered by traditionary rules. This

conventionalism of the reliefs not

being applicable to statues, is an evi-

dence that sculpture in Egypt began

with the relief, vfhich again grew out

of the simple outline. The principal

difference between the two portraits

is, that the eye is not fore-shortened

in the relief, whilst the lips are

too long; still, the peculiar raising

of the angles of the mouth is not

conventional in the first period of

Egyptian art.

The red granite statue of prince

Bbt-mbs, [9] in the British Museum,
(^o. 60, A,) a,n officer of State,

"king's relation," of the same

period, displays a similar artistical

character; clumsy proportions, but

a close observation of nature,

without any tendency to embellish

or to idealize. It is, what it was

intended to be, a faithful portrait.

The homely relief-head [lO] of an-

other "royal relative," Ey-meri, of

the IVth dynasty, from the Berlin

Museum, possesses such a striking

individuality of character that, in

spite of the conventional repre-

sentation of the eye, we cannot

doubt for a moment its resem-

blance to this royal kinsman
of king Cheops - SuPHis, whose
tomb is the great pyramid of

Geezeh.

"We now have the pleasure of

submitting to the reader, in a

series of lithographic plates, por-

traits as yet unique in the history

Et-meri, Relief. of Art, which for antiquity, inte-

rest, beauty, and rareness, surpass everything hitherto known.

Bet-mes, Statue.

Fig. 10.
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Particulars concerning the unrivalled and still-inedited discoveries,

during the years 1851-54 at Memphis, of M. Atjgustb Maeibttb,

now one of the Oonservateurs of the Louvre Museum, are supplied

by our collaborator Mr. Gliddon [_Ohapter Y. infra]. With that

frank liberality which is so honorable to scientific men, MM. db

Rouge, Maeibttb, and Dbv^eia, not merely permitted Mrs. Gliddon

to copy whatever, in that gorgeous Museum, might become available

to the present work ; but the last-named Egyptologist kindly pre-

sented her husband with the photographic originals (taken by M.
Deveria himself from these scarcely-unpacked statues,—May, 1855,)

from which our copies have been transferred directly to the stone,

without alteration in any perceptible respect. In these complaisant

facilities, the very distinguished photographer of Jerusalem, M. Aug.

Salzmann, also volunteered his skilful aid ; and we reproduce [see

PI. n.] the fac-gimile profile of the " Scribe," due to his accurate

instrument. Not to be outdone in generosity towards their trans-

atlantic colleague, Chev. Lepsius, who had just been surveying these

" nouveautes archeologiques" at the Louvre, subsequently forwarded

from Berlin, to Mr. Gliddon in London, a complete series of archaic

Egyptian portraits, drawn on stone also from photographs, which

included likewise copies of those already obtained from M. Mari-

ttte's Memphite collection. Such are some of those irrequitable

favors through which we are enabled to be the first in laying docu-

ments so precious before fellow-students of ethnology. Their power-

fal bearing upon the question of permanence of type in Egypt during

5000 years,—upon that of the effects of amalgamation among dis-

tinct types, in elucidation of the physiological law that the autoch-

thonous majority invariably, in time, absorbs and effaces the foreign

minority ; and as supplying long-deficient criteria whereby to analyze

and compare the ethnic elements of less historical nations than the

Egyptians,— these interesting points fall especially within the pro-

vince of Dr. Nott ; and he has discussed them in his Prefatory Re-

marks to this volume.

With these brief indications, we proceed to test our theory of the

principles that characterize the Art of different nationalities ; calling

to mind, with regard to these most antique specimens of all statuary,

that, until their arrival at Paris in the autumn of 1854, it had

scarcely been suspected that the primordial Egyptians attained the

art of making statues " ronde-bosse" much before the XTTth dynasty

[about 2200 b. c.]. The authors of "Types of Mankind," in their

wide investigation of iconographic data, were unable to produce any

Nilotic sculpture more ancient than bas-reliefs.^ Exceptional doubts,

68 Op. eit., pp. 241-3, PI. I.—IV.
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to this current opinion on the relative modemness of Egyptian

statuary, were then entertained chiefly by Mr. Birch—who had

already classified, as appertaining to the Old Empire, various archaic

fragments in the British Museutn,—by Chev. Lepsius, when publish-

ing a few mutilated statues among the early dynasties of the Denk-

maZer,—and By the Vicomte de Houge, who wrote in 1852 f " Trois

statues de la galerie du Louvre (nos. 36, 37, 38) presentent un excel-

lent specimen de la sculpture de ces premiers ILges. Dans ces mor-

ceaux, uniques jusqu'ici et par consequent inestimables, le type des

hommes a quelque chose de plus trapu et da plus rude ; la pose est

d'une grande simplicity; quelques parties rendent la nature avec

verite ; mais Ton sent dej^ qu'une loi hieratique a regie les attitudes

et va ravir aux artistes une partie precieuse de leur liberte." -^

It must, therefore, be gratifying to the authors of the precursory

volume to the present, to find their doctrine, "that the primitive

Egyptians were nothing more nor less than-— EG-YPTIAJ^S,"* so

incontestably confirmed by a group of statues which did not reach

Paris for six months after the publication of their researches ; and

we may now rejoice with those archaeologists, whose acumen had

already foreshadowed the discovery of beautiful statuary belonging

to the early days of the pyramids, that, henceforward, the series, of

Egyptian art continues, in an unbroken chain, fi-om the 35th century'

B. C down to long after the Christian era.

Prince Sepa \_Plate HI., fig. 1], and his wife I^aS, or Nbsa, [Jig. 2],

are the first we shall examine among these statues of the Louvre

;

from Lepsius's copy. They are likewise somewhat clumsy as regards

the general proportions; but parts of the body, for instance the

knees, are sculptured with an anatomical correctness superior to

that of the monuments of the great Ramses. The statue of Shemka
[Plate IV.] " superintendent of the royal domains" (IVth or Vlth
dynasty), seated between the small-sized standing figures of princess

Ata, his wife, and their son Ejnem, is an excellent illustration of

incipient elongation together with greater elegance of the artistical

canon. In spite of the awkward composition, it attracts our atten-

tion powerfully, since the face teems with life and individuality;

whilst the forms are correct in the main, but lamentably stumpy
and clumsy about the hands and feet. [See Plate V, fig. 2.]

The head of a Priest, Pheb-nefer, or Pahoo-bb-nbfer [Plate V.,

fiS-'^l, " Superintendent of the timber-cutters and of agriculture,"

found together with Shemka in the same sepulchre, is uncommonly

59 Notice des Monuments exposh dans la galerie d'antiquitis igyptiennes (Salle du rez-de-chaus-
sle), au MusSe du Louvre, Paris, 1852, pp. 7-8.

* Types of Mankind, p. 245.
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well moulded; but the croticliing statuette Of a "Scribe,"— cele-

brated at the Louvre as "le petit bonhontaie"'— is the crowning
masterpiece of primitive art revealed through Mariette's exhuma-
tions. It is from this venerable tomb of the Vth dynasty, 5000

years old, which the later constructors, (above 2000 years ago,) of the

ancient Avenue of Sphinxes leading to the Memphite Serapeum had
cut through and walled-up again. The material is white limestone,

colored red ; which ever) +o its trifling abrasions is reproduced as a

most appropriate frontispiece to this work [_Plate I.]. The profile

view \_Plate U., fig. 1] exhibits the excellence of its workmanship,

no less than the purest type of an ancient Egyptian. Beneath it

[^fig. 2], Mr. Gliddon has repeated the same head, with the sole

addition of the moustache and short beard, and the mutation of the

head-dress into the quilted-cotton skull-cap of the modern peasantry

;

and thus we behold the perfect preservation of a typical form of man
through 5000 years of time, in the familiar effigy of a living Fellah !

" We are not reduced to mere conjectures," comments the Conservator of the Imperial

LouTre Museum, " concerning the figure of the crouching Scribe, placed in the middle of

the hall [SaUe ciwife)^' It was found in the tomb of Skhem-ka with the figures Collected

together in the hall of the most ancient monuments (SaUe det Monuments.) It appertains,

therefore, to the Vth or the Vlth dynasty. The figure, so to say, is speaking : this look

which amazes was obtained by a very ingenious combination. In a piece of opaque white

quartz is encrusted a pupil of very transparent rock-crystal, in the centre of which is

planted a little metallic ball. The whole eye is fixed in a bronze leaf which answers for

both eyelids. The sand had very happily preserved the color of all the figures in this tomb.

The movement of the knees and the slope of the loins are above all remarkable for their

correctness . all the traits of the face are strongly stamped with individuality ; it is evident

that this statuette was a portrait."

These, with the beautiful head of another Egyptian, long m the

Louvre, but unclassed until 1854, [^Plate YI.']^ of perhaps the same

period, exceed in artistic interest all the monuments of the Mle-val-

ley ; and the speaking expression of their countenances invariably

catches the eye of every visitor of the Egyptian Gallery at Paris.

Ifot that they approach ideal sculptured beauty, such as we are

accustomed to meet with in Greek statuary ; on the contrary, there

is not a spark of ideality in either of the two representations ; their

^ De Rovot, Notice Sommaire det Momimens egyptiens exposes dam lea galeries du Mush du

Louvre, Paris, 18mo., 1855, p. 66. One further observation, instead of being anyway em-

bellished in our Plate I., our copy, obtained through the heliotype, is defective in the legs;

" which, projecting in advance of the upper part of the body, are heavier and less propor-

tionate than in the stone original ; but possessing no measurements for their reduction, tvr

have not felt at liberty to deviate from M. Dev^ria's photograph,

'2 The following is M. DsviKiA's note on this gem of antique art:—"Buste provennnt

d'une statue de I'ancien art memphite, contemporaine dcs pyramideS. Pierre calcaire, pein-

ture rouge, grandeur naturelle." Paris, Louvre Museum, 30th May, 1855.
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type is neither grand nor handsome ; but they are truthful and most

lively portraits of Egyptians, stamped with such a striking individu-

ality, as to leave the impression that they must have resembled their

originals, notwithstanding that the imitation of nature is with them

not at all painfully scrupulous, and rather evinces considerable

artistical tact in the execution. The correctness of the position of

the ear in these early Egyptian monuments is peculiarly interesting,

since it confirms the observation of Dr. Morton, before alluded to,

that its misplacement on the later and more ordinary monuments is

not founded upon strict imitation of nature, but that it belongs alto-

gether to conventional hieratic mannerism.

The relief portrait of king Mbn-ka-hbr, of the Vth dynasty {Plate

Vn.)—[say, about 30 centuries b. c] certainly deserves a place of

honor as the earliest royal effigy in existence, not mutilated in its

features.'' It was found, 1861-4, by M, Mariette, on the lower side

of a square calcareous stone employed by later hands in a construe

tion of the XlXth Dynasty [14th century B. c] in the Serapeium of

Memphis. The stone belonged originally to a different monument,

probably destroyed by the Hyksos, the ruins of which were thus

adopted for building materials by a posterior and irreverent age,

—

just as Mehemet Ali and his family have destroyed Pharaonic and

Ptolemaic temples for the construction of barracks and factories, out

of stones inscribed with the signs of a much higher civilization than

that of Egypt's present rulers." It is remarkable that the ear of

Men-ka-her is placed too high on this relief, whereas on the relief of

the "royal daughter" Hbta (IVth Dynasty), lithographed by Lep-

sius for the Denkmaler, it is entirely correct.

The greatest pains have been taken to present a corvect facsimile

of this ante-Abrahamic Pharaoh's beautiful face. The original was

stamped, drawn, and colored at the Louvre, by Mrs. Gliddon ; and

the shade ofpaper on which it is lithographed, is intended to resemble

that of the stone, which has been divested of its pristine colors.

Under the X llth Dynasty [b. c. 22 centuries] the expression of

statues becomes peculiarly refined, and the short and clumsy propor-

tions are more elongated. "It seems," says De Eouge,*® "that in

the course of centuries the race has become thinner and taller, under

the influence of climate,"— or perhaps by the infusion of foreign

^ Those of Shupho and others at Wadee Mag&ra are rather effigies than likenesses, and

are too abraded to be relied on.

" Gliddon, Appeal to the antiquaries ofEurope on the destruction of the monuments of Egypt,

London, 1841:

—

Prisse d'Avennes, Collections d'Antiquitis igyptiennes au Kaire, Eevue Ar-

ch^ologique, 15 Mars, 1846.

<* Notice Som., p. 24 :

—

Id., Rapport sur lea Coll. igyptiennes en Europe, 1851, p 14
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Shemitic blood, suggests the ethnologist. I do not dare to decide
this question, but I simply state the fact, that not only in Egypt but
likewise in Greece, and later again at Constantinople, the archaic
representations were positively shorter; and that each successive

canon of art extended the legs as well as all the lower parts of the
body in relation to the upper ones. Thus the Selinuntian rehefs are
shorter than the statues of JEgina; which again are shorter than the
canon of Polycletes ; whilst the canon of Lysippus is still longer.^^

The barbarous figures upon the triumphal arch of Constantine are so

short that they resemble dwarfs ; at the same time that the human
body under Justinian and his successors becomes, on the reliefs, by
full one-eighth too long.

Contemporaneously with the more elegant propoiiions of the sta-

tues of the XLith Dynasty, the column makes its appearance in

Egyptian architecture. In the hypogea of Beni-Hassan we behold
even the prototype of the fluted Doric column.^ The bas-reliefs of

this Dynasty are more beautifully and delicately carved than they

ever were at other dates in Egypt ; the movement of the figures is so

truthful, and, in spite of the conventional formation of the eye, chest,

and ear, so artistically conceived, that we are led to expect much
more from the progressive development ofEgyptian art than it really

accomplished. The glorious dawn was not followed by the bright

day it promised. Art culminated under Sesoetasbn T. [22 cent. b. c],

the splendid leg of whose granite statue is at Berlin. It was delicate

and refined, but the feeling of ideal beauty remained unknown to the

Egyptian race, and the freedom of movement in the reliefs was never

transferred to the statues, nor did the relief become emancipated

from the thraldom of hieratic conventionalism in the details of the

human body. The development of art ever continued to be imperfect

and unfinished in the valley of the Nile.

There are but very few statues of this period (Xllth Dynasty)

extant in the collections of Europe ; monuments closely preceding

the invasion of the Hyksos, and therefore more exposed to their

ravages, belong to the rarest specimens ofJEgyptian art. The

(inedited) head of prince Amenbmha, [11] governor of the west of

Egypt, in the time of the Xllth Dynasty, copied from his dark-basalt

statue in the British Museum, and the portrait of king InTefee-Hetep

I., of the Xinth Dynasty \Plate Vm, fig. 2, from the Denkmaler],

may give those interested in these minute comparisons an idea of the

beauty and delicacy of that period, whilst with Amenbmha even the

^ See principally K. 0. Muller, Handbuch der Archmologie, ^ 92-4, 96, 99, and 322 ; and

Pliny, Eistor. Nat, xxxiv. 19, 206.

s' Lepsius, Colonnes-piliers en Agypie, Annal. de I'lnst. Arch^ol., Rome, 1838.

8
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Fig. 11.

Amenemha—Statue.

toes are artistically represented. King JSTefer-Hetep's ear, however,

is placed too high, the earliest instance

of such an abnormity in an Egyptian

statue.

The invasion of the nomad Hyksos,

between the XTTTth and XVilth Dynas-

ties, whether Arab and Phoenician She-

mites, as commonly believed, or perhaps

Turanians (Scythians, Turkomans), as

we might guess from the fact that they

were a people of horsemen,^ interrupted

the development of Egyptian art and

civilization for several centuries. Their

reign is marked by destruction and ruins,

not by works of art or of public utility; still their irruption benefited

the valley of the Nile through their introduction of the most impor-

tant of all auxiliary domesticated animals, the horse, unknown to

primeval Arabia, and to Egypt previously to the Hyksos, but appear-

ing on the reliefs of the Dynasty which overcame the invaders.

The'XVnth Dynasty of Aahmes'^'' and his successors snapped the

foreign yoke asunder, and expelled the nomades. Art revived again.

The restoration in public life was as thorough-going as that of Erance

under the Bourbons ; the reign of the foreign intruders was altogether

ignored, and scarcely mentioned in the records but for its overthrow.

In their canons "* of art, this ISTew Empire tried to imitate the style

of the Xllth and XlHth Dynasty; but the spirit which manifests

itself on the monuments of the XVIIth Dynasty is different from

that of the earlier periods. Instead of the refined elegance which

reigned under the Sesortasbns, we encounter more grandeur in the

New Empire,—somewhat incorrect and conventional, and less atten-

tive to nature than in the earlier monuments, but always impressive.

During the victorious period between Thutmosis I. and Be^en-Aten,

68 PiCKEEiNO, Tke Races of Men, vol. ix. cf the U. S. Explor. Exped., 1848. "On the

introduced plants and animals of Egypt:"

—

Gliddon, Otia JEgyptiaca, London, 1849, p. 50.

69 The Hyksos are beginning, at last, to emerge from historical darkness. "La lecture

du papyrus No. 1 de la collection Sallier a r^v^l^ dernierfement S, M. de Rougfi une des men-

tions longtemps cherch^es. Le papyrus s'est trouv^ etre un fragment d'une histoire de la

guerre entreprise par le roi de la Th^bai'de contre le rot pasteur Apapi. Cette guerre se ter-

mina sous Amosis (Aahmes), le monarque suivant, par I'expulsion des strangers."

(
Alfred Madrt, Revke des Deux Mondes, Sept. 1855, p. 1063).

'» I use the term "canon," in the sense adopted by Lepsius (Autwahl, Leipzig, fol. 1840

—Plate "Canon der^Slgyptischen Proportionen"), and since so well classified into three

epochas of artistic variation in the Denkmaler

;

—^by Bibcr
(
Gallery of Antiquities selected

from the British Museum, Part 11., PI. 33, p. 81;)—and byBoKOMi, on the canon of Vitru-

vius PoUio {The Proportions of the Human Figure, London, 8to., 1856).
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recently identified asManetho's Achbnchbrbs, it nearly rose to beauty,

attaining its culmination under the reign of Ambnophis the HI.

Though the eye is enclosed in a peculiar conventional frame, while

the lips invariably smile, the muscles of the chest, belly, and arms,

are less distinctly marked, and the knees are incorrect; yet, notwith-

standing these defects, the individuality of the monarchs and princes

whose statues adorn our Museums is most expressively rendered, par-

ticularly among some of the collection at Turin. Colossuses begin

to be sculptured ; and the idea of grandeur which pervades these

monuments seeks an expression in external size.

The following portraits in wood-cut, reduced from Lepsius's beau-

tiful lithographs, sufB.ciently illustrate the style of the XVIIth Dyn.

Fig. 12.

Thotmes I.

Fig. 13.

Thotmes III.

which, in the Chevalier's chronology, comprises the epoch of Abra-

ham. I regret, however, that the engraver, unskilled in Egyptian
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style, has failed to reproduce the harmonious delicacy of the originals.

They can he consulted in the Denkmaler.''^

Besides these four royal heads none is more interesting for the

ethnologistthan afifth {PlateYBIJg.
Fig. 16. 1"]^ not only for the beautiful carving

of the expressive features of the

Queen-mother of that Dynasty, hut

peculiarly because it proves vrith how

little foundation Nofre-Ari has been

taken for a negro princess ! She was

always recorded with great veneration

by her descendants, and often por-

trayed by them in company with

Mng Aahmes, the founder of the

Dynasty and liberator of Egypt, and

in many of those reliefs her face is

colored black,'^ owing to some reason

Aehen-aten. unknown to us ; her features, however,

as well in reliefs as in statues, belong

to that " Caucasian" class termed Shemitic. In the reign of the

heretic Bbxen-Aten, Akhenaten, the monotheistic worshipper of

the sun's disk—whom some imagine to be Joseph's Pharaoh. — art

is still more individual and characteristic,—so much so, as to border

on caricature and ugliness ; for instance, in the portrait of the king

himself;" [16] of whom a most beautifal statuette adorns the Salle

Mstorique du Louvre. *

'1 Also, from Rosellini's copies, in Types of Mankind, pp. 145-51.

'2 Thus for instance in Osbtirn, Monumental history of Egypt, II., Frontispiece—^reduced

from Lepshjs, Denkmaler aus JEgypien, Abth. III., Bl. 1.

[Compare her likeness in Types of Mankind, p. 134, fig. 33 ; and p. 145, fig. 45 ; 'vrith

note 123, p. 718. Nestob L'H6te has somewhere conjectured, that, when this sacred

queen is painted Wack, she appears after death in the character of "Isis funJiJ)re"—figura-

tiv! ofher nether world espousal by the black Osiris, lord of Hades; and this idea, of a

" black Isis," was perpetuated, until last century, through our European middle-ages, in the

many basaltic statues of that goddess, represented suckling the new-bom Horus, imported

from Egypt at great cost, which superstition consecrated in many Continental churches as

images of the black Virgin and her Son. Cf. Maury's LSgendes picuses du Moym-Age,

Paris, 1843, p. 38, note 2 : and Miliin.—G. R. G.]
^

'3 Types of Mankind, p. 147, fig. 55; pp. 170-2; and notes Nos. 151, 193-7.

[More recent researches, here again, are removing some of the unaccountable embarrass-

ments which the strange personage, in his name, epoch, and physiological peculiarities, has

occasioned, for 25 years (L'Hote, Lettres ecrites SSgypte en 1838 et 1839, Paris, 1840; pp.

53-78), among Egyptologists. It now seems certain, 1st, (BKtrascH, Rdseberichte, p. 188:

—Maury, Revue des Deux Mondes, Sept., 1855, p. 1068:

—

Mariette, Bulletin Archeologique

de VAlhenmum FranQais, June, 1855, pp. 56—57), that, instead of BeKen-aten, his name

should be read Akhenaten ; through which melioration he becomes assimilated to the two

Axaocms of Manetho's lists;— and 2d, possible, that his "anomalous features," as Nott
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Under the long reign of the great conqueror Ramesses 11., the

Sesostris of the Greeks, as well as under his successor Mbnbphtah,
II. (possibly, as Lepsius considers, the Pharaoh of the Exodus), there

is a considerable falling off from the accomplished forms of the pre-

ceding periods. Egyptian artists now indulge merely in external

grandem', whilst expression and individuality are neglected. The
taste for colossal statuary of enormous size, which always announces

an inroad of barbarism into art, prevails in the time of the great

Conqueror. The artist no longer aims to create satisfaction, but

only to excite wonder ip the heart of a spectator. The overcoming

of mechanical difficulties becomes his highest goal;— a certain sign

that engineer's work is more appreciated by the people than artistic

merit. It is remarkable that the deterioration of style, which thence-

. forward continues for many centuries, appears just under the reign

of Ramesses II., who brought Egypt into close contact with Asiatic

nations through matrimonial alliances'* and by conquest: in confirm-

ation of which Asiatic infiltration, we perceive that, about his

time, several words, avowedly Shemitic, were introduced into the

body of the Egyptian language,^^ and Asiatic divinities were im-

ported into the Egyptian pantheon; thus for instance Atesh, or

Analha, the goddess of love, adored on the banks of the Euphrates,

had temples dedicated to her at Thebes;'^ Baal entered into M-
lotic theognosy; Astarte soon after had a Phoenician temple at

Memphis ; the goddess Kioun-t, with her companion Benpo, appears

on steles." But this intercourse with foreign nations, and phara-

onic domination over a portion of Asia, exercised no good influence

and I designated them, in 'Types, proceed from emasculation ; otherwise, that, at some period

of his adult age, he heoame (not voluntarily like Obiqbn, who was imbued with Matthew

six. 12) an Eunuch; which probable circumstance would also explain the condign ven-

geance wreaked by him on the god Amun and its votaries, to whom he doubtless owed hia

treble voice. My own experiences during 28 years in the Levant entirely corroborate the

view taken {loc. cil.) by Marietter—
" Nous avons, de notre temps m6me, quelques exemples de ces alliances. Dana ce cas,

les infortunes que la civilisation musulmane admet dans son sein £b de si r^voltantes condi-

tions, ^pousent des veuves, leurs compatriotes ou leurs affiles, aux enfauts desquelles ils

transmettent les bfo^flces dea charges ^lev^ea que, malgr^ leur mutilation, il leur est permis

de remplir. n est probable que si Akhenaten 6prouva r^ellement le malheur dont ses traits

semblent rfiv^Ier I'^videnoe, ce fut pendant les guerres d'Am^nophis III au milieu des

peuplades du Sud, L'uaage de mutiler les prisonniers et les Wess^s est, parmi ces peu-

plades, aussi ancien que le monde."— G. K. G.]

^* He married the daughter of his greatest enemy, the king of the Khetat, (Hittites ?),

Shemitic Asiatics.

'5 IJjRCH, Crystal Palace Catalogue, p. 251.

'^ De Rouge, Notice sommaire, p. 16.

" Lanci, Lettre d, M. Prisse d'Avennes, Paris, 1847, pp. 17-20, PI. II. :— and Peissb,

Continuation des Monuments de Champollion, 1848, fol.
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on Egyptian art,

Fig. 17.

Eamesses II.

It is at this period that the misplacement of the

ear becomes habitual with statues. The

elegant youthful Rambssbs of the Tu-

rin Museum, and the excellent colossus

from the so-called Memnonium at Thebes,

(Belzoni's), now in the British Mu-

seum, are nevertheless well sculptured;

remanding us of the better school of de-

sign; but the colossus at Metrahenny

(Memphis),™ and principally the gigantic

statues of Ibsambul,™ [17] begin to be

heavy and incorrect, remarkable only for

their monstrous size. The gradual decline

is marked by the position of the ear: right

on the earlier statues, it is too high at Me-

trahenny, and resembleshorns atlbsambul.

External grandeur, however, cannot make up for the decline of

artistic feeling and want of careful finish. If we examine the monu-

ment of Rambsses, we get involuntarily the impression that the artists

of this period were always hurried on by royal command, without

ever having sufticient time fully to complete their task. A sketchy

roughness is always visible in the later works of Kamesses, blended

with a conventional mannerism. Art has degenerated into manu-

facture.

The reliefs of Eamesses ITEd (XXth dynasty), and the following

Ramessides, together with the monuments of Sheshonk, and his

(XXTId) dynasty, are still less significant. They look dry and dull in

spite of a more minute and laborious, but spiritless and petty execu-

tion.. During the Shemitic (or Assyrian) XXIId,^' and succeeding

foreign dynasties, down to that called JEthiopian in Manetho's and
other lists, [about B. o. 972 to 695] but evidently not negro, inasmuch
as the reliefs of Tirhaka are " Caucasian" and somewhat Shemitic,"

the infusion of foreign blood and contact vnth foreign art were still

more detrimental to the Egyptian style. Babylonian representations

'8 BoNOMi, Transactions of S. Soc. of Literature, London, 1845 :— Lepsius, Denkmdler,
Abth. III., W., 142, .. b.

'9 Cf. Lupsius, Op. cit., Abth. III., bl. 190. The best popular design of these fonr pro-

digious statues is in Babtlett's NUe Boat, 1849 ; the one most resembling Napoleon I. is

that of RosELLiNi, M. R., pi. VI., fig. 22 ; reduced in the above wood-out. Compare
that in Champollion's folio Monuments de VEgypte de la Nubie.

80 BiECH, Trans. R. Soc. Lit., III. part I. 1848, pp. 164-70; Latard, Nineveh and its Re-
mains, 1848; Discoveries in the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon, 1853; for ample corrobora-
tions :—confirmed by Mariette, Op. cit., pp. 89-96.

61 Types of Mankind, figs. 69, 70, 71.
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became fashionable on articles of toilet or farniture,—for instance on
combs and spoons,—but indigenous art remained lifeless; the Bahy-
lonian innovations barren and without lasting results. It is worthy
of notice, that about the time of the Bubastite (probably Babylonian)
XXUd dynasty, a revolution occurred likewise in hieroglyphical

writing, a great number of ideographs having assigned to them a

phonetic value.^ Mariette's fresh discovery of the never-before iden-

tified cartouche of Bocchoris, is also noteworthy in connection with
this period of Egyptian annals.^

With the Saitic kings, (XXVIth dynasty, began 675 B. c), a

national reaction sets in, again accompanied by a new development

of sculpture, under Psametik I. and his successors. During this

period of "renaissance," every effort was made to restore the insti-

tutions and ideas of the long-buried IVth dynasty of Cheops. The
forms remain the old ones, hut the details become more charming

though less grand than in the monuments of the XVIIth dynasty.

The artists rectify the position of the ear, although extending it too

much in the upper part; they abandon the conventional frame of the

eye; they study nature in preference to the traditional canon; the

forms of the human body become less rigid, the muscles are better

rounded and more correctly drawn, and a naturalistic tendency

supersedes the conventionalism of the preceding epoch of decay.

Colossal statues are still sculptured, but not of such monstrous pro-

portions as under Ramesses ; at the same time that the number of

small, charming, sculptures, full of vigour and (Egyptian) grace,

increases considerably. They are easily recognized by their finish

and sharp precision of workmanship; the aim of the artist being

neatness and elegance; as distant from the somewhat conventional

grandeur of the XVIIth and XVliith, as from the refined delicacy

of the Xnth, or the honest truthfulness of the Hid and IVth dynas-

ties. The following inedited head, now in the Louvre, is a most

excellent specimen of the style of the Saites. It is of a greenish

basalt, and was found broken off from the rest of a full-length figure,

by M. Mariette, amid some ruins of the Serapeum at Memphis, in

the midst of fragments belonging to the XXVIth dynasty. He gave

a plaster-cast of it (now in my cabinet) to Mr. Gliddon, from which

the annexed wood-cut [18] has been drawn. No doubt as to its being

a portrait; because the Egyptian sculptor aimed always to reproduce

individuality without idealizing, and possessed both eye and hand to

82 BiKOH, Cryst. Pal. Catalogue, p. 243.

85 It is to be hoped that the munificence of France in fostering archseologioal discoTeries

ffill, ere long, place us in full possession of these new data.
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copy nature with fidelity. It corresponds in style to the superb torso

of PsAMBTiK n. found at Sais,

Fig. 18. and long in the public library

at Cambridge.^

This second revival of Egypt

was not confined to sculpture.

"We see once more, as in the

time of Ramesses and Osokchon,

(XVIIIth and XXIId dynasties,

i. e. in the 15th and 10th cen-

turies B. c.) a most striking

parallel between the intellectual

and artistic life of the nation.

The new naturalistic phase of

Egyptian art coincides with an

analogous, most important step

in civilization, viz : the introduction of the Demotic alphabet, which

for its phonetical character^ or comparatively greater simplicity than

either the hieratic or the hieroglyphical writing, must have favoured

the difl'usion of knowledge, by promoting epistolary intercourse

amongst the Egyptians. It will, therefore, scarcely surprise anybody

to learn that more than two thirds of the papyri in the Museums and

collections of Europe, appertain to the period of Psameticus and his

successors, although abundant papyric documents are extant of a

far earlier epoch.^^

Egyptian art lost its Saitic freshness, owing to the Persian conquest

(b. 0. 525), but the naturalistic style continued down to the reign of

the Macedonian dynasty of Ptolemies. Under them Egyptian civili-

zation came for the first time into iinmediate relation and uninter-

rupted daily contact with a foreign high-culture,^ although the radical

difference between the Egyptian and Greek race prevented amalga-

mation on a larger scale. The Egyptian was too proud of his

millennial civilization to condescend to learn anything from the

Greek, whom he called a child in versatility, as well as in the his-

^ YoBKE AND Leake, Egyptian Monuments of the British Museum, london, 1827 ; p. 17,

PI. XIIL
^ BuEGSOH, Grammatica Demotica, 1855 ; together Trith this Sayant's various publica-

tions, cited by Biech, Cryst. Pal. Catalogue, p. 209 :—also Types of Mankind, Table of the

"Theory of the order of development in human writings," pp. 630—1.

^ They are innumerable. Among the oldest and most beautiful is Pbibse's folio Hieratio

Papyrus Egyptien, Paris, 1849,— " sans hesitation le plus ancien manuscrit connu dans le

monde entier ;" containing, with others, the royal oval of SeNeWROU (or Senofre), a king

of old Hid dynasty (De Rodoe, Inscription du Tombeau d'Aahmes, chef des Nautoniers, le.

partie, Paris, 1851, p. 76).
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torical age of his nation. "0 Solon, Solon! you Greeks are always

children," says Plato's priest of Sais, in the celebrated bold

romance on the Atlantic Isles. Still, the Hellenic spirit could not

remain wholly without, influence. Alexandria assumed a cosmopoli-

tan character, in which Greek elements predominated ; and the

Ptolemies, surrounded by Greek poets, artists, and philosophers,

enjoyed the resplendent evening of Greek culture on the foreign soil

of the Nilotic Delta. Indeed, it has been accurately observed that

"Alexandria was very Greek, a little Jewish, and scarcely Egyptian

at all." ^ With artistic display, unparalleled in the history of man-
kind, they celebrated the festivals of the Olympian gods,- whilst with

princely expenditure they secured all the treasures of Greek litera-

ture, as if they entertained a presentiment of the approaching doom
of Hellenism. But whenever they went up the IsTile, visiting Mem-
phis, Thebes, and upper Egypt, they became again Pharaohs—"ever

living, lords of diadems, watchers ofEgypt, chastisers of the foreigners,

golden hawks, greatest of the powerful kings of the upper and lower

country, defenders of truth, beloved of truth, approved of the sun,

beloved of Phtah." Their costume and titles, their sacrifices and

oblations, the style of their decrees and dedications, are substantially

the same as on the monuments of the ancient Pharaohs. But though

it seems as if the national character and public life- of Egypt itself

had not undergone any material change, the Ptolemaic works of art

reveal the slow action of Hellenism. Mariette's unexpected discovery,

in 1850, of a hemicycU formed of the Greek statues of Pindar, Lycur-

gus, Solon, Euripides, Pythagoras, Plato, -^schylus, Homer, Aristotle,

&c., in excavating the Memphite Serapeum, is a wonderful proof

of the manner in which Hellenic ideas travelled with the Greeks up

the Mle. Still, the elaborate attempts to attain Greek elegance and

refinement, within the old traditional forms, resulted only in degra^

dation ;
producing a hybrid style, inferior to any of the former phases

of Egyptian art. The last known monuments creditable to native

statuaries, are thus referred to by the late Letronne**;— "the

second is a bust in rose-granite, of Nectanbbo, preserved in the

British Museum (Biech, Arundalb and Bonomi, Gallery of Antiquities,

PI. 45, fig. 166), of very beautifdl workmanship ; the third is that

8' AmpSre, Voyage et Eecherchea en ^gypte el en Nubie; Eeyue des Deux Mondes, 1846,

2d article.

88 La civilisation (gyptienne depuis VHablissement des Orecs sous Psammeticus j'usqu' d, la

conqtiite d'Alexandre. (Extrait de la Revue des Deux Mondes, 1 Fev. et 1 Avril, 1845,

p. 50. ) This refined specimen of art—^wbich singularly corresponds in execution to the

Smtic head above figured (No. 18)— may be seen on a large scale in the Description de

V^gmte (Antiq. V. PI. 69, figs. 7, 8) ; and on a smaller in IjENOEmant's Musee des Anti-

quite! egyptimnes, Paris, fol., 1840.
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mutilated tut admiraWe statue, in green basalt, found at Sebenuytus,

(MiLLiN, Monuments inSdits, I. p. 383), and which decorates the ' salle

du zodiaque' of the Bibliotheque royale [nationale, pubhque, or impi-

riaie - as the case may be]. This torso, for the purity and fineness

of Egyptian style, yields in nothing to the most noble remains of

Egyptian sculpture: and I cannot forget that one of the skilfuLest

aiche'ologues of our day, not being able to cast doubt upon the name

of Nectaneho, which this statue bears, sustained that this name had

been added, ' apres-eoup,' to a statue of the time of Sesostns or of

Menephtha; a gratuitous supposition, rendered altogether useless

through the observations contained in this memoir."

The only passable relics, of the times of the Lagidse, nowextant,

are the rose-granite statues of Philadblphus and Aesinob at the

Vatican ; and they are poor enough.

Indigenous art degenerated, however, still more under the Roman

dominion,^' languishing under the Julian and Flavian emperors,

and becoming quite rude and barbarous soon after Hadrian:— the

last hieroglyphic royal 6vals, found in Egypt, belong to the Emperor

Decius.* Indigenous Egyptian civilization and art, both connected

with and founded upon hieroglyphics, expire about the same time.

Such is the brief history of Egyptian art; peculiarly remarkable

for the constancy of its general character during a period of more

than thirty-five centuries, no less than for its isolated and exclusively

national development. The influence of foreign art and culture

upon Egypt was always slight and prejudicial; whilst, with the ex-

ception of Meroe on the upper Mle— an Egyptian colony maintain-

ing itself only so long as its original Egyptian blood remained

pure,''—no foreign kingdom or people ever accepted the civilization,

the hieroglyphics and the art of Egypt, notwithstanding that the

Empire on the Nile was superior in culture to all those neighboring

nations with whom the Pharaohs came into contact. Phoenicia,

Assyria, Persia, and perhaps even Greece and Etruria, borrowed

some forms of their art from Egypt; but these loans are, on the

whole, trifling, and insufficient to stamp the art of those nations with

an Egyptian character. In Assyria, as in Greece and Etruria, art

developed itself nationally, and in each region may always be con-

sidered as indigenous.

™ Gau's folio Antiguiles de la Nubie, Denon, and the Cheat French work, contain abundant

examples of this decline.

90 Lepsitjs, Vorldufige Nachrichi iiber die Expedition, Berlin, 1849, p. 29.

91 For proofs,— ABUK^fi, Rapport, in Bulletin de la Societe de Oeographie, Paris, Sept.,

1845, pp. 171-2, 174, 179:— Lbpsius, Briefe, 1852, pp. 140-9, 204, 217-9, 239, &c. : while

ocular evidence of this Ethiopian degradation of art may be obtained in the Denkmdler,

Abth. VI. bl. 2, 4, 9, 10.
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We have selected, for illustrating our sketcli of Egyptian art,

statues in preference to reliefs, which are always somewhat repug-

nant to the taste of the public, on account of the peculiar conven-

tional formation of the eye, drawn in front-view on profile heads.

Besides, Types of Mankind already contains copious specimens of

Egyptian royal relief-likenesses, from Aahmes, the restorer of Egypt,

down to Menephtah, the probable Pharaoh of the Exodus, including

also the Sheshonks (Shishak), Shabaks and Tirhakas, so familiar to

the readers of the Bible. The authority of those portraits (taken

principally from Rosellini) is sufficiently established by the inscrip-

tions which accompany them on the original sculptures ; their faithful-

ness may easily be tested in any of the large collections of Europe, and

principally in Egypt, among the monuments ; for it is a remarkable

fact, that wherever a relief was sunk into the rock, recording the

deeds of some individual Pharaoh, whether on the pylones of the

temples, along the wails of tombs, and amid palatial decorations, or

chiselled upon some. tablet on the remotest borders of the Empire,

his features, painted or sculptured, are always the same, and may be

recognized everywhere throughout Egypt. It has, therefore, often

been asked, by what means Egyptian artists could attain such a uni-

formity at a time when no coins were as yet struck, and the art of

engraving likenesses (not seals, &c.,) was unknown. It was very

plausibly suggested, that an official pattern of the royal physiognomy,

carved in wood, may easily have been circulated all over the valley

of the Mle. The Roman emperors probably neglected the continu-

ance of such customs, perhaps under belief that their coins might

convey a sufficient idea of their features. The Egyptians, however,

remain unacquainted with the portraits of their Roman rulers, whose

effigies on Egyptian and lower-ISTubian monuments are altogether

conventional, without any attempt at portraying individuality and

resemblance to the Roman Autocrats ; whose very name, as we see at

Kalabshe and at Dendera, was often unknown to natives of the Mle.^

As a collateral confirmation of the suggestion about the circulation

of regal portrait-patterns, we refer to some analogous preceedings

under Queen Elizabeth, which we translate from the French of the

Abbes De la Chau and Le Blond,^^ not being able to lay our hands

upon the original document mentioned by them.

" The excessive sensitivepess of Queen Elizabeth about beauty," say the learned French

archseologista, " gave birth to "a most peculiar order in council, signed by the secretary

82 Letronne, "Sur I'absence du Mot Autocrator"— M^moires et Documents, Paris, 1849,

pp. 1-8 :—Champollion-Fiqeao, Fourier et NapoUon, VSgypte et les cent jours, Paris, 1844,

pp. 63-5.

•s Pierre! gravees du Cabinet Orleans, IL p. 194.
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Cecil, and promulgated in 1563. All the painters and engravers were prohibited by it to

continue making portraits of the Queen, until some good artist should have made a truthful

likeness, to serve as model for aU the copies to be made in future, after the model has, upon

examination, been found to be as good and exact as it could be. It is further said that the

natural desire of all the subjects of the Queen, of every rank and condition, to possess the

portrait of H. M., having induced many painters, engravers, and other artists, to multiply

copies, it has been found that not one of them has succeeded in rendering all the beauty and

charms of 3. M. with exactness, much to the daily regret and complaints of her well-be-

loved subjects. Order was, therefore, given for the appointment of commissioners (the

French text says 'experts') to inquire into the fidelity of the copies, and not to tolerate

any one, marked by deformity or defects, from which, by the grace of God, Her Majesty

was free."

In conclusion, let us rejoice with our collaborator, M. Maury, that

« the school of Ohampollion, therefore, feels every day the ground

more steady beneath its tread ; every day it beholds those doubts dis-

sipating which at first offered themselves to its disciples in the face

of denials made by jealous or stubborn minds. ***** It is to this

' monumental geology ' (after all) that we are indebted for the demon-

stration of the two great historical laws that dominate over all the

annals of Egypt ; viz : the permanence of races, and the constant mo-

hility of tongues, beliefs, and arts,—two truths which are precisely the

inverse of that which had been for a long time admitted.""

Ill,— THE AET OF THE SHEMITES.

The term "Shemitic" (or Semitic), as it is popularly applied to

certain races, languages, and types of physiognomy, has no reference

to the genealogy or rather geography of the Xth chapter of Genesis,

since it includes the Phoenicians, who, according to this old docu-

ment, are descendants of Ham; whilst Elam, Assur andLud, sons

of Shem, must be classed among races different in character and lan-

guage from what most scholars, since Eichhorn, have been accus-

tomed to call Shemitic. This word is now constantly used to desig-

nate the Syro-Arah nations; that is to say, the Syrian, Phoenician,

and Hebrew tribes (including Edom, Moab, Ammon, Midian, and

the Nabatseans of Harran), and the Arabs both Yoktanide (Himyarite

and Ethiopian) and Ishmaelite or Maadic. All those tribes and
nations form a most striking contrast to the Arian or Japetide races,

in language as well as in their national character.

It is difficult to over-state the influence of the Shemites on human

94 Des iravaux modernes sur V^gypte Ancienne, Eevue des Deux Mondes, Sept. 1855, p.

1078.
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civilization. Hence it has been said witliout exaggeration, that all

the moral and religious progress of mankind may be summed up in

the combined action of the Arian and Shemitic races : the former

being the continuous warp, the latter the intersecting woof.^^ Whilst

the civilization of Egypt, too proud to seek proselytes, remained iso-

lated and spell-bound within the limits of its Mle-valley, the culture

of the Shemites was eminently prolific and propagandist. Though
they never exceeded thirty millions in number,^ still their peculiar

restlessness and commercial tendency, their migrations, deportations,

colonizations, and wars of conquest, which dispersed them all over

the ancient world, multiplied, as it were, their number by locomo-

tion, and brought them into a kind of ubiquitous contact with most

ofthe progressive races ofmankind. The Japetides (Indo-Europeans,

Brians, Iranians,) surpass the Shemites at least ten times in extent;

yet, nevertheless, their civilization is deeply and lastingly affected

by, and indebted to, the Shemites, without having been able to

absorb and to transform them by amalgamation. Down to our days

the Shemite race maintain their peculiar type so constantly, that their

pedigree is still unmistakably stamped upon their features ; and it

is a curious fact that among the lower classes in central and north-

eastern Europe, the consciousness of a difference of race remained so

strong both with Shemites and Japetides, as often to prevent amal-

gamation, even where the difference of religion had ceased.

There are principally three nations among the Shemites which

have become of the highest importance for the history of mankind.

To the Phoenicians,—those first explorers of the Mediterranean and

eastern Atlantic,— merchant-princes, manufacturers, and colonizers

of antiquity— we owe the phonetic Alphabet, and probably the

coinage of money. East and South to Phoenicia dwelt the Hebrews,

who, though numerically few, have by their monotheism become

the basis of modern civilization ; whose financial genius moreover

continues to be felt in all the great money-marts, upon which their

invention of bills of exchange has concentrated the mobilized pro-

perty of the world. Further to the South we meet with the Arabs,

destroyers of idolatry, conquerors of northern Africa, civilizers of

95 BuNSEN, ^gyptens Stelle, preface, xii.

96 According to Renan's rough estimate, their actual number is the following:

—

In Arabia proper, about 6,000,000

The Syrians and Arabs of Asiatic Turkey 6,000,000

The Arabs of Africa: Egypt, Barbary, Morocco, Sahara, Sudan.. 10,000,000

Shemitic Abyssinians 8,000,000

Jews aU over the world 4,000,000

—(^ffisioire et Systime compart des languea sSmiiiqxus, p. 41.)
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the Black races, and merchants all along the shores of the Indian

ocean.

All these carriers of civilization never knevr the feeling of plastic

and pictorial beauty. Painting and sculpture were proscribed among

the Hebrews and Arabs by the most sacred precepts of religion,^

whilst art never became national with the Phcenicians; who bor-

rowed its forms in turn from Egyptians, Assyrians and Greeks, and

often relapsed into their original barbarism of taste. But before we

subject Shemitic art to a closer consideration, let us throw a glance

on the peculiar civilization of that highly gifted race whose fortunes

were always connected with the history of mankind, and whose

culture modified Indo-European civilization repeatedly and in many

respects.

M. Ernest Kenan, in his History of the Shemitic languages,*

describes the character of the Shemites in the most eloquent words,

which, however, we must restrict in application to the Hebrew and

Arab tribes, inasmuch as they evidently are incomplete as regards

the Phoenicians and Syrians. Besides, we are bound to remind the

reader^that the author, carried away by the flow of his eloquence, is

apt to over-state his case. We quote the following passage

:

"Without predetermining the important question of the primitive unity or diyersity of

the Arian and Shemitic languages, we must say that, in the present state of science, the

Shemitic languages must be considered as corresponding to a distinct division of mankind.

In fact, the character of the nations speaking them, is marked in history by as original fea-

tures as the languages themselves, which served as a formula and boundary to their mind.

It is true that it is less in political than in religious life that their influence has been felt.

Antiquity shows them scarcely playing any active part in the great conquests which swept

over Asia : the civilization of Nineveh and Babylon, in its essential features, does not belong

to nations of that race, and before the powerful impulse given by a new creed to the Arab

tribes, it would be in vain to seek the traces of any great Shemitic empire in history.

But what they were unable to do in the sphere of external power they accomplished in the

moral sphere, and we may, without exaggeration, attribute to them at least one half of the

intellectual work of humanity. Of "the two symbols of the mind striving for truth, science

or philosophy remained entirely foreign to them ; but they always understood religion with a

superior instinct ; they comprehended it, I may say, with a sense peculiar to themselves.

The reflecting, independent, earnest, courageous, in one word the philosophical research

of truth, seems to be the heir-loom of that Indo-European race, which, from the bottom of

India to the extreme West and North, and from the most remote ages to modern times, has

always sought to explain God, and man, and the world, by reasoning; and accordingly left

behind it— as landmarks of the different stations of its history— systems of philosophy,

always and everywhere agreeing with the laws of a logical development. But to the She-

mitic race belong those firm and positive intuitions which removed at once the veil from
Godhead, and without long reflection and reasoning reached the purest' religious form

^''Exodus, XX., 4; I>euteron,Y., 8 : — Throughout Mohammed's Kur'dn these prohibi-

tions abound.

86 Eistoire gSnSraU et Sysiime comparS des langues sSmitiques. Ouvrage couronn^ par
rinstitut. Imprim^rie Imp^riale, 1855. Vol. i. p. 8, seqq.
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antiquity ever knew. The birthplace of philosophy is India and Greece, amidst an inquisi-

tive race, deeply preoccupied by the search after the secret of all things; but the psalm and

the prophecy, the wisdom concealed in riddles and symbols, the pure hymn, the revealed

book, are the inheritance of the theocratic race of the Shemites. This is above all others

the people of Godhead ; it is the people of religions, destined to create them and to carry

them abroad. And indeed, is it not remarkable that the three monotheistic religions,

which until now have acted the most important part in the history of civilization, the three

religions marked by a peculiar character of duration, of fecundity and of proselytism, so

thoroughly interlaced with one another as to appear like three branches of the same tree,

. like three expressions unequally correct of the same idea,— is it not remarkable, I repeat,

that all the three were born among Shemitic nations, and have started from among them

to pursue their high destinies ? There is but a few days' journey from Jerusalem to Mount

Sinai, and from Sinai to Mecca.

"The Shemitic race has neither the elevation of spiritualism known only to India and

Germany, nor the feeling for measure and perfect beauty bequeathed by Greece to the

neo-Latin nations, nor the delicate and deep sensitiveness characteristical of the Celts.

Shemitic conscience is clear, but narrow; it wonderfully understands unity, but cannot

comprehend multiplicity. Monotheism sums up and explains all its features.

" It is the glory of the Shemitic race to have in her earliest days arrived at that notion

of Godhead which all the other nations had to adopt on her example and on the faith of her

preaching. She has never conceived the government of the world otherwise than as an

absolute monarchy ; her " Theodicy " has not advanced one single step since the book of

Job ; the grandeur and the aberrations of Polytheism remained foreign to her. No other

race can of itself discover Monotheism; India, which has philosophized with so much

originality and depth, has, up to our days, not grasped it ; and all the vigour of the Hellenic

spirit could not have sufficed to lead mankind to Monotheism without the co-operation of the

Shemites ; but we can likewise state, that the Shemites would not have mastered the dog-

ma of the unity of Godhead, had they not found its germ in the most imperious instincts of

their souls and of their hearts. They were unable to conceive variety, plurality, or sex, in

Godhead : the word goddess would be the most horrible barbarism in Hebrew.'' All the names

by which the Shemites ever designated Godh-ead : El, Eloh, Adon, Baal, Blion, Shaddai,

Jehovah, Allah, even if they take the plural form, imply the supreme indivisible power

of perfect unity. Nature, on the other hand, has little importance in Shemitic religions,

—

the desert is monotheistic. Sublime in its immense uniformity, it revealed immediately the

idea of the infinite to men, but not the incessantly productive life, which Nature, where she

is more prolific, imparts to other nations. This is the reason why Arabia was always the

bulwark of the most exalted monotheism ; for it would be a mistake to seek in Mohammed

the founder of monotheism in Arabia. The worship of the Supreme God [All&h tadla) was

always at the bottom of Arabian religion.

"

" The Shemites never had mythology. The clear and precise way in which they conceived

Godhead as distinct from the world, not begetting and not begotten, and having no like,

excluded that grand poetry in which India, Persia, Greece [and the Teutonic races], gave

vent to their imagination, leaving the boundaries between God, mankind, and nature, unde-

fined and floating. Mythology is the expression of pantheism in religion, and the Shemitic

spirit is the most antagonistic to pantheism. What a distance between the simple concep-

" The author forgets, apparently, the goddesses of Syria and Phoenicia, the female idols

destroyed by the Arabs upon their conversion to Islim, and the Shemitic adoration of the

Btetyles (Beth-El), the shapeless stones so often figured on coins. The black stone of the

Ka^ba belongs to the same class, and reminds us nearly of Fetishism. [Fbesnel, when

consul at Djidda, sent his slave to Mecca, and learned from him that, although the pilgrims

had nearly kissed oif the features, the stone still preserves the remains of a human face

!

(IV»" Lellre, "Djeddeh, Jan. 1838."

—

Journal A siatique.)—G. R. G.]
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tion of a God, distinct from tlie world, wliioli he forms according to liis will, as a vase if

monlded by the hands of th« potter, and those Indo-European theogonies, attributing a

divine soul to Nature, conceiving life as a struggle, and the world as a perpetual change,

thus carrying, as it were, the ideap of revolution and progress among the dynasties of

Gods I
. T J -n

" The intolerance of the Shemites is the natural result of their monotheism. Indo-Euro-

pean nations, before their conversion to Shemitic ideas, never considered their religions as

an absolute truth; they took them rather for a family heir-loom, and remained equaUy

foreign to intolerance and to proselytism.i") it is, therefore, exclusively among Indo-Euro-

peans that we meet with freedom of thought, with a spirit of criticism and of individual

research. The Shemites, on the contrary, aspiring to realize a worship independent of any

provincial variations, were led in consistency to declare all other reUgions than their own

to be mischievous. In this sense, intolerance is a Shemitic fact, and a portion of the in-

heritance, good and bad, which this race has bequeathed to mankind.

" The absence of philosophical and scientific culture among the Shemites may be derived

from that want of breadth and diversity, and therefore of an analytical turn of mind, which

characterizes them. The faculties begetting mythology are, in fact, the same which beget

philosophy. Stricken by the unity of the laws governing the world, the Shemites saw in the

development of things nothing but the unalterable fulfilment of the will of a superior being;

theynever conceived multiplicity in nature. But the conception of multiplicity in the universe

becomes polytheism with nations which are still in their infancy, and science with nations

that have arrived at maturity. This is the reason why Shemitic wisdom never advanced

beyond the proverb and the parable,—points of departure for Greek philosophy. The books

of Job and Ecclesiastes, which represent the highest culmination of Shemitic philosophy,

turn the problem over and over again in all directions, without advancing one step nearer

to the solution ; to them the dialectic and close reasoning of Socrates is altogether wanting:

even when Ecclesiastes seems to approach a solution, it is only in order to arrive at

formulas antagonistic to science, such as " Vanity of vanities "— " nothing is new under

the sun,"— "he that increaseth knowledge inoreaseth sorrow,''— formulas the result of

which is, to enjoy life, and to serve God: and indeed these are the two poles of Shemitic

existence.

" The Shemites are nearly entirely devoid of inquisitiveness. Their idea of the power

of God is such, that nothing can astonish them. To the most surprising accounts, to sights

most likely to strike him, the Arab opposes but one reflection, "God is powerful!" whilst,

when in doubt, he avoids to come to a conclusion, and after having expounded the reasons

for and against, escapes from decision by the formula ' God knows it
!'

" The poetry of the Shemitic nations is distinguished by the same want of variety. The

eminently subjective character of Arabic and Hebrew poetry results from another essential

feature of Shemitic spirit, the complete absence of creative imagination, and accordingly

of fiction.

"Hence, amongthese peoples, we may explain the absolute absence of plastic arts. Even

the adornments of manuscripts by which Turks and Persians have displayed such a lively sen-

timent for color, is antipathetic to the Arabs, and altogether unknown in countries where

the Arab spirit has remained untainted, as for instance in Morocco. Music, of all the arts

most subjective, is the only one known to Shemites. Painting and sculpture have always

been banished from them by religious prohibition ; their realism cannot be reconciled with

creative invention, which is the essential condition of the two arts. A Mussulman to whom
the traveller Bruce showed the painting of a fish, asked him, after a moment of surprise : " If

this fish, on the day of judgment, rises against thee and accuses thee by saying. Thou hast

100 This does not exclude their rigor against apostasy or infidelity at different periods of

their history, since it implied an attack upon their national existence. With the Greeks,

for instance, religion was intimately connected with nationality, and their nationality being

exclusive, (for every foreigner was a barbarian.) proselytism became impossible.
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given me a body, but no living soiil, -what wilt thou reply ?' The anathemas against any

figured representation, repeated over and over again in the Mosaic books, and the icono-

clastic zeal of Mohammed, evidently prove the tendency of those nations to take the statue

for a real individual being. Artistic races, accustomed to detach the symbol from the idea,

were not obliged to act with such severity."

Kenan's remarks, as already mentioned, apply principally to the

monotheistic branches of the Shemitic race, at their secondary stage

of development : he ignores the peculiarities of the Phoenician nation,

yet mankind owes nearly as much to the polytheistic branch of the

Shemites, in spite of their voluptuous and cruel worship, including

human sacrifices and indescribable abominations, so denounced in

Hebrew and later Arabian literature,— as to their southern brethren

of higher and purer morals. According to the authors of antiquity,

as well as to all modem philologists, the pure phonetic alphabet is

an invention of the Phoenician mind.'"' All the diflerent phonetic

alphabets of the world,—perhaps with the exception of the cuneatic

and Hindoo {Lat and Devanagiri) writing,—^have originated from the

Phoenician letters ; the Arian nations of course eliminating the She-

mitic gutturals, and replacing them by their own peculiar modifica-

tions of the sound. The hieroglyphics of Egypt remained confined

to the Mle-valley ; the Devanagiri to the two Indian peninsulas and

their dependencies ; the cuneiform character to the basin of the

Tigris and Euphrates, and to the highland flanking it to the east

;

whereas the Phoenician alphabet and those derived from it have been

diffused over all the white race, not only Shemites, but Japetides and

Turanians ; and this fact practically proves the diffusion of Shemitic

influence.

Second in importance only to the phonetic alphabet, is the inven-

tion of coined money, which is again Phoenician ; although the Isle

of Mg\r\a. and the empire of Lydia made rival claims to the priority

of the invention.''® But ^gina, the small island between Attica

•"1 Compare for authorities : Types of Mankind, " Palseographio excursus on the art of

writing, by Geo. R. Gliddon ;" and Renan, Op. cit., I. p. 67. " L'^oriture alphab^tique est

depuis une haute antiquity le privilege particulier des Semites. C'est aux Semites que

le monde doit I'alphabet de 22 lettres."

lo^ The earliest standard of coinage and of weights and measures in Greece was certainly

that of .Slgina, the invention of which was attributed to Pheidon, king of Argos, and lord

of ^gina. Still, criticism cannot but take Pheidon for a semi-mythical person, and the

authorities about his epoch are irreconcilably at variance with one another. The Parian-

marble chronicle places him about 893 B. c. : Pausanias and Strabo between 770-730 b. c,

whilst Herodotus (VII. 27) connects him with events which took place about 600 b. o.

Ottfeibd Mumek, therefore [Dorier, iii. 6) assumes two Pheidons ; and Weissenboko

suggests Pausanias may have placed him originally in the 26th Olympiad, which, by an error

of the copyist, became the 6th in the extant MS. Whatever be the epoch of Pheidon, so

much is certain, that the .SIginean standard of weights and measures is not his invention.

Boeck, in his " Metrologische TTntersuchungen," has established the fact that it was borrowed

from Babylon ; Pheidon can therefore have only introduced it into Greece.

9
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and the Peloponnesus, though rich in silver-mines, possessed neither

colonies nor extensive and uninterrupted foreign commerce, which

alone can have given rise to the desire of a circulating medium of

currency. Lydia, equally devoid of colonies and foreign extensive

commerce, had not even a supply of gold before the conquest of

Phrygia. The first money could not have been struck by any but

a merchant nation. N^either Pharaonic Egypt, nor the empires of

Assyria and Babylon, nor the Hebrew kingdoms, knew the use of

coins. They weighed the gold and silver as the price for commodi-

ties bought and sold; but they never tried to divide it into equal

pieces, or to mark it according to its weight and value. It was at a

comparatively late period, scarcely prior to the seventh century

before our era, that gold and silver were struck by public authority,

to be the circulating medium. Alcidamas, the Athenian rhetor of

the fourth century B. c, tells us, that " coins were invented by the

Phoenicians, they being the wisest and most cunning of the Barba-

rians ;—out of the ingot they took equal portions and stamped them

with a sign, according to the weight, the heavier and the lighter."™

—'oSvaasvs "a™ ffoSos'ias TiaXafi.iiSovc,— (See A.loid.)

Such are the lasting benefits mankind owes to the Shemitic race,

which, besides, was in antiquity the forerunner of Indo-European

civilization on the Mediterranean, and along the Eastern shores of

the Atlantic, and subsequently again in Hindost^n and Java during

the middle ages. Even now it paves the way for European dVilture

and commerce in the Soodin, and central Africa. These highly gifted

carriers of civilization never rose, notwithstanding, to any eminence

in imitative arts, and were unable to invent or establish a national

style of painting or sculpture. As to the Hebrews and the Arabs,

this deficiency is often attributed to the prohibitions of the Penta-

teuch and the Kur'^n : but it will probably be safer to derive the

prohibition from the want of artistical feeling among the nations for

whom the law was framed. Besides, the Arabs, even before Mo-

biammed, had few or no idols of human form, no plastical art and

no pictures ; at the same time that the Kur'^n could not prevent the

103 The standard weights of Nimrood, in the British Museum, carry now even the Bahylonian

talent further back, to Assyria, and it is not unimportant that their inscriptions are either

purely Phoenician, or bilingual.—As to coinage, it is everywhere originally connected with

the standard of weights : it is its result, its most practical application to silver and gold as

measures of value. The standard of measures must have preceded the standard of coinage,

and cannot be a contemporary invention. Pheidon may indeed have been the first who

struck coin in Greece, and have introduced coinage together with the Babylonian standard

if measures and weights from Phoenicia ; but the Greek tradition which attributes to him

the invention both of the standard of weights and of coinage, is as illogical as regards

coins, as it is historically false as regards weights.
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Perso-Affglikn Mussulmans, both the Shee^ and the Sunnee, to con-
tinue drawing and painting, and even sculpturing reliefs. Down to

the present day, portraits are painted at Delhi and Cahool and Tehe-
ran by true believers, without any religious scruples ; whereas the
Arab envoy of the Sultan of Morocco to Queen Victoria, whose
daguerreotype was taken without his knowledge at Claudet's in Re-
gent Street, felt himself both insulted and defiled for having had
his form " stolen from him," as he expressed himself.

With the polytheistic branch of the Shemites, sculpture and pain1>

ing were not prohibited by religion ; and still no national style of
art ever developed itself among the Syrians and Phoenicians, notwith-

standing their wealth and industry, and love of display.

The extent and number of the monuments of art in Syria, Phoe-
nicia, Palestine, and Idumsea, and of those remains which, by their

Phoenician or Punic inscription, are designated as Shemitic, is not
at all insignificant ; although, measured by the standard of Egyptian,
Greek, or Etruscan antiquities, they are, indeed, comparatively small.

Still, these monuments form together no homogeneous class, charac-

terized by certain peculiarities common to them all. Nothing but
the place where they were found, or the Phoenician characters with
which they are inscribed, designates them as Shemitic. They might
all have been made by foreigners: Egyptians, Assyrians, Greeks,

Etruscans, or barbarians. Of the ruins still extant, Petra, the rock-

town of the Nabateeans, exhibits late Greek ; Baalbek (Heliopolis)

and Palmyra, late Roman forms of architecture. The rock-tombs

of Jerusalem were evidently excavated by artists perfectly conversant

with the Dorian column, who remained faithful to the Hellenic spirit

of art, notwithstanding that they introduced grapes and palm-trees,

and some oriental forms, into the decoration of their rock-structures.

As to Shemitic statues and reliefs, the most important among them
undoubtedly is the black basalt-sarcophagus of Eshmunazar, king of

Sidon, discovered in February, 1855, near Sayda, the old Sidon. The
French Consul, M. Peretie, acquired it, and sent it to France, where
it has been deposited in the Louvre, as a worthy companion to the

kingly monuments of Egyptian Pharaohs and Assyrian monarchs.

The Phoenician inscription of the sarcophagus, read and analyzed by
the Due de Luynes,""* is one of the most striking expressions of She-

mitic feelings. It runs as follows

:

"•* Mr. Dietrich of Marburg, Dr. Bildiger, Prof. Lanoi, and others, likewise published

translations of, and observations on, this inscription, independently of the French Duke,

whose translation, however, was read at the Institute previously to the publications of the

learned Germans. Besides, his Memoir, published in 1856, is by far more complete as

regards the analysis of the inscription, and the geographical, philological, and hi«eorioal
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" In the month of Bui, in the fourteenth year of the reign of me, Eshmunazar, king of the

Sidonians, son of king Thebunath, king of the Sidonians, the king Eshmunazar spake and

said:

" Amidst my feasts and my perfumed wines, I am ravished from the assembly of men to

pronounce a lamentation and to die, and to remain lying in this cofSn, in this tomb, in the

place of sepulture which I have constructed.

'By this lamentation I conjure any royal race and any man, not to open this funeral

bed, not to search the asylum of the faithful (for there are effigies of gods among them,)

not to remove the cover of this coffin, not to build upon the elevation of this funeral bed,

the elevation of the bed of my sleep, even should some one say : ' Listen not to those who

are humiliated, (in death) : for any royal race, or any man who should defile the elevation

of this funeral bed, whether he removes the cover of this coffin, or builds upon the monu-

ment which covers it, may they have no funeral bed reserved for themselves among the

Rephaim (shadows) : may they be deprived of sepulture, leaving behind them neither sons

nor posterity : and may the great Gods (Alonim) keep them confined in hell..

" If it be a royal race, may its accursed crime faU back upon their children up to the

extinction of their posterity.

"If it is a (private) man who opens the elevation of this funeral bed, or who removes the

cover of my coffin, and the corpses of the royal family, this man is sacrilegious.

" May his stem not grow up from the roots, and not bring forth fruits ; may he be marked

by the reprobation among the living under the sun.

" For, worthy to be pitied, I have been ravished amidst my banquets and my perfumed

wines, to leave the assembly of men, and to pronounce my lamentation, then to die.

"I rest here, in truth, I, Eshmunazar, king of the Sidonians, son of king Thebunath,

king of Sidonians, son of the son of king Eshmunazar, king of the Sidonians, and with me,

my mother Amestoreth, who was priestess of Astarte, in the palace of the queen, daughter

of king Eshmunazar, king of the Sidonians, who built the temple of the great Gods, the

temple of Astarte at Sidon, the maritime town, and we both have consecrated magnificent

offerings to the goddess Astarte. With me rests also Onchanna, who, in honor of Eshmun,

the sacred God, built Enedalila in the mountain, and made me magnificent presents; and

Onchanna, who built temples to the great Gods of the Sidonians, at Sidon, the maritime

town, the temple of Baal-Sidon, and the temple of Astarte, glory of Baal, so that in recom-

pense of his piety, the Lord Adon Milchon granted us the towns of Dora and Japhia, vrith

their extensive territories for wheat, which are above Dan, a pledge of the possession of the

strong places which I have founded, and which he has finished as bulwarks of our bounda-

ries endowed for the Sidonians forever.

" By this lamentation I adjure every royal race and every man, that they will not open

nor overthrow the elevation of my tomb, that they will not build upon the construction

which covers this funeral bed, that they will not remove my coffin from my funeral bed, io

fear lest the great God should imprison them. Otherwise may that royal race, those sacri-

legious men and their posterity, be destroyed for ever !"

The insCTiption leaves no possible doubt that we have the coffin of

a king of Sidon before ua; and still, if it had been found without an
inscription, nobody would have doubted its Egyptian origin."* The
mummy-shaped form of the coffin is identical with the basalt-sarco-

phaguses of the XlXth dynasty; and the peculiar conventional
beard, the head-dress, the necklace, and the hawk-beads of Horus on

disquisitions connected with ii.-(Mgmoire mr le Sarcophage et Vinscription funSraire d'Esmu-
nazar, roi de Sidon, par H. b'Albekt de Litynes, Paris, 1856, p. 8, 9. [Equally Shemitic
in spirit, is the Punic "sacrificial ritual" of Marseilles, as rendered by De Savlcy {MSm.
de I'Acad. R. des Insarip., 1847, XVII., I' partie.—6. R. G.]

«» [See "Inscription Ph^nicienne sur une Pierre a libation dn S^raph^um de Memphis,"
by the Due de Luynes, Bui. Archive de VAthencmm Francaia, August-Sent.. ISS."! _G R G >
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the shoulders of the king, all completely correspond with the three
coffins of the family of king Amasis, sent by Abbas Pasha as a
present to the Prince of Leuchtenberg, We are, therefore, author-

Fig. 19.

ESMIINAZAR.

ized to infer with the Due de Luynes that Esmunazar was a contem-
porary of Amasis. And indeed, we find that Apries of Egypt, about
B. c. 574, invaded Phoenicia, captured Sidon, and probably reduced
this very king to a state of dependency on Egypt; which might
account for the Egyptian style of king Esmunazar's coffin, unless

we can prove that Phoenician sculpture was always a daughter of

Egyptian art. Such an assumption might be maintained by the Pha-
raonic style of the type of some brass coins of the island of Malta,

undoubtedly a Phoenician colony. But although the dress of the

female head which we distinguish on those coins, is evidently Egyp-
tian, and its ornament is the royal "Atf,"—the crown of Osiris and
other deities, composed of a conical cap, flanked by two ostrich

feathers with a disk in front, placed on the horns of a goat,— still,

the reverse of the medal presents an entirely different style, viz : an

imitation of Assyrian art. It is a kneeling man with four wings.

But the coin of Malta is not the only instance of Assyrian style on

Phoenician monuments. Dr. Layard has published several cylinder

seals with the Phoenician name of the proprietor, engraved in Phoeni-

cian characters. ^"^ The lion-shaped weights in the Br. Museum, found

in the palace of Mmrood,"" bear, likewise, Phoenician inscriptions

;

but they cannot fairly be taken for works of Shemitic artists. They

prove only, by their bilingual inscription, that there were two diffe-

rent nationalities in the empire, and that the system of weights and

measures must have been peculiarly important to the Shemitic portion

of its inhabitants—no other instances of bilingual official inscriptions

^"^ Latard's Nineveh and Babylon, p. 606 :

—

Littnes, Sareophage, p. 59.

"" Latard's Monuments of Nineveh, 1st series, pi. 96:

—

Nineveh and Babylon, p. 605.
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Fig. 20.

MOABITi:.

having been discovered among the remains of Assyria. "We are

compelled, therefore, to dismiss the idea that Phoenician art vras a

development of Egyptian style, and must infer that the Shemites

borrowed their artistical forms from the neighboring nations. Thus,

the so-called Moabite relief, from Eedjom el-Aabed, published by

De Saulcy,"^ is closely allied in style to the Assyrian reliefs ; and it

might be taken for the work of

the proud conquerors ofPalestine,

were not the type of the face, and

the absence of the characteristi-

cal long-flowing Assyrian tresses

rather Shemitic. Again, the

lost Scriptural and mysteriously-

engraved gems Urim and Thum-

mim, which adorned the breast-

plate of the Hebrew high-priest,™

bear philologically such an affi-

nity to the Egyptian Urseus and

Thmei, judicial symbols of power

and truth, that, as some Egyptolo-

gists have suggested, they might

have been borrowed from Egypt. Without laying too great stress

on this suggestion, which cannot be either proved or disproved, we

must admit, that at the latest period of the Hebrew monarchy, the

imagery of the prophets,— for instance, the vision of Ezekiel,— is

entirely Assyrian. The eagle, the winged lion, bull and man, which

finally became the symbols of the four Evangelists,"" are now pretty

familiar to us by the Assyrian reliefs of the Louvre and of the British

Museum. So are the revolving vsdnged orbs of the prophets ; evidently

the same symbolical emblems which, among the Egyptians, designated

HoK-HAT, the celestial sun,"' and were transferred to Nineveh and

Persepolis as the symbol of the Feruers or Guardian Angels.

losYoyage dans lea Terree hibliques, 1853, Atlas, pi. XVIH:— Types of Mankind, p. 530.

ii>9 Lanoi, La Sagra Scrittura illmtTola, Boma, 1827
; pp. 209-285, and Plates :— Idem,

Letlre d M.Prisse, pp. 84-5.

1^" ['/' Eat vitulus Lucas, leo Marcus, aw'sque Johannes,

Est homo Mattheeus, qnatuor ista Dens;

Est homo nascendo, vitulus mortem patiendo,

Eat leo surgendo, sed avis ad summa petendo."

(Sjobeko, Pd Archaologisska Sallskapets hoainad och FSrlag, Stockholm, 1822, p. 43):

—

MiJNTER (Sinnbilder und Kunstvoratellung der alien Chriaten, Altona, 1825, p. 25, pp. 44-5,)

gives the patristic citations from Irenseus, Augustine, Jerome, &c. " Rident autem Judsei et

Arahes," adds old Gaffabelli.— G. R. G.]

"1 \^Otia JSgypiiaca, pp. 95-6 :

—

Types of Mankind, p. 602. I re-allude to this because I

find in Basnage (Hist, of the Jews, p. 248) that the texts of Isaiah and Malachi were

explained by the aun "-with wings" as far back as 1701. — G. R. G.]
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But the Phoenicians had no peculiar predilection for the forms of

art connected with the civilization of hieroglyphics, or of the cunei-

form character. Unable themselves to create a national style of art,

they adopted Grecian art instead. The types of all the coins of

Phoenicia and Cilicia, whether " autonomous " or inscribed with the

name of the Persian Satraps, are Greek as regards the style ; so too

are the medals of the Carthaginian towns of Sicily, vying in beauty
with the best Syracusan medals. "Their elegance," according to

Gerhard,"^ " is a proof, not of proficiency, but of the absence of

national art, since there only can a foreign style be introduced, where
it has no national forms to displace." Even the Cypriot-head, dis-

covered by Ross and published by Gerhard,"'' is in its principal forms

entirely Greek, reminding us of the

earliest Hellenic style ; and it is therefore ^S- 21-

classed by Gerhard among the specimens

of archaic Greek sculpture, although

found on an originally Phoenician island,

because we know of no other instance of

a similar style of Shemitic art, at the

same time that the Greek reliefs of Seli-

nus are analogous to it.

The soil of Carthage and of northern

Africa, over which Punic domination

extended, has not yielded any monu-
ments of Carthaginian art, all such traces

of Punic civilization having been com-

pletely swept away by the Roman con-

quest and its superimposed civilization. Accordingly, it is to Spain

and to Sardinia that we have to look for specimens of Carthaginian

art. But the bronze statuettes disinterred from the Punic mounds of

Sardinia {Nuraghe)™ are so barbarous and unartistical, that we might
have ascribed them to indigenous tribes, had we not found entirely

analogous idols on some islands of the Archipelago,"* and at Mount
Lebanon. David Urquhart, M. P., the well-known oriental traveller

and diplomatist, brought five such statuettes from among the

Maronites, discovered during his stay in Syria, which now enrich

my collection of antiquities. Similar monuments were procured

from ancient Tyre by the late M. Borel, French Consul at Smyrna.

Ctfhiot Venus.

"1 fiber die Kunst der Phcenider, Berlin, 1848, p. 21.

112 Ibidem, pi. VIII. 2, " Kyprlsche Venusidole."

113 Cf. De la Makmora ( Foyo^e en Sardaignede 1829 d. 1836,) for plates and descriptions.

1" Gerhaed, loco citato.
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We publish some of these bronzes as specimens of the original and

unadulterated Shemitic art.

The first, in fig. 22, is a statuette with some Egyptian touches; but

Kg. 22,

Moloch, (PiiUzky CoU.)

the next, and fig. 23, are of progressive barbarism—all characterized

by the peculiar head-dress in the shape of a horn, the " exalted horn
"

of the Scriptures, which, down to the present day, has endured in the

national ornament of the Druse females. The ugliness of these, no

less than of the Sardinian statuettes,—scarcely reconcilable with com-

monly received ideas about the wealth and display of the merchant-

princes of Sidon and Tyre, and the power of Carthage,—ought not to

throw a doubt upon their Shemitic origin ; for, according to Herod-

otus,"° ugly and distorted representations were not excluded from

among the Phoenician forms of godhead.

"5 Herodotus, HI. 37.
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Fig. 23.

137

ESHMUN, {Puhzky Coll.)

" Winokelman's guess," says Gerhard, in his often quoted essay, " that elegance might

have been the principal feature of Phoenician art, is not borne out by the extant idols ; these

are rude and intended to strike terror, like the idols of Mexico.^'* .... All the oriental ele-

ments in Greek and Etruscan art," he continues, "formerly attributed to Phoenician influ-

ence, can be traced to quite different countries of Asia, first to Candaules and Croesus of

Lydia, but if we ascend to the source—to Babylon and Nineveh. According to the remains

of Phoenipian monuments, the merit of this nation must be restricted to the clever use of

some peculiar materials, for instance, bronze, gold, and ivory, glass and purple ; and to

their mediating assistance afforded to the higher art of inner Asia, by copying their forms,

and by carrying them to the west."

The Sheinites being destitute of higher national art, it is to the

Egyptian and Assyrian monuments that we are indebted for the pre-

servation of the ancient Shemitic cast of features, which has remained

unchanged for thirty and more centuries.'" "We could not have

recognized them in the works of their own artists, who either imi-

"8 Gerhakd, op. cit., p. 17, 21.

"' See examples in Types of Mankind, chapter iv. "Physical History of the Jews."
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tated the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Greeks, or relapsed into com

plete barbarism, but never felt any inward impulse of their own to

reproduce nature in sculpture and painting.
^r. . ^.- ^.l

Our researches on Shemitic art clearly establish the fact, that, highly

gifted races may be unartistic, and that neither wealth nor love of

display, neither inventive genius nor culture, can create art among

them.

IV._THE NATIONS OP THE CUNEIFORM WRITING.

The country lying east of the homestead of the Shemites,

embracing the plain of Mesopotamia, and the highlands flanking the

Tigris up to the Persian desert, was in antiquity always the seat of

great empires,—expanding principally towards the west, often threat-

ening and sometimes subduing the Asiatic coast of the Mediterrar

nean, and extending its influence to Europe. The populations dwell-

ing along the Euphrates and Tigris, and on the Armenian and Per-

sian table-land—were not homogeneous. Cushite, Shemitic, Arian,

and Turanian elements struggled here against one another: the scep-

tre of the "West Asiatic empire often changed hands amongst them,

but always within the limits mentioned above ; being transferred

from Kineveh to Babylon, from Babylon to Ecbatana and Persepolis

;

again to Seleucia, thence to Ctesiphon, and at last to Bagdad. The

national peculiarities of this empire have remained in many respects

a puzzle for the ethnologists. What was the precise character of the

languages of Assyria and Babylonia—^what the seat of the Scythians

who invaded the empire, and ruled it for twenty-eight years ; and

what the national type of the Medes, and perhaps even of the Par-

thians,—are difficulties not yet solved, which require farther investi-

gation.

All modern chronologists and philologists agree about the ancient

Persians, that they were pure and unmixed Japetides, or Indo-

Europeans ; so much so, that the name by which they themselves

called their race

—

Arians or Iranians—has been adopted for designa-

ting the peculiar family of the white race to which they belong.

The Medes"^ and the Parthians, on the other side, are classed among

the Turanians, or Scythians, or Turk-Tartars. As to the Assyrians

and Babylonians, the following is the result of the latest researches

:

The Chevalier BuNSEN,—whose eminently suggestive works will

remain of the highest value, even when a more thorough knowledge

of the subjects he treats may have modified many of his hypotheses

118 According to Strabo, the diflferenoe of the Mede and Persian languages was a dif-

ference of mere dialect: still, our scholars unanimously designate the Scythian (or Tura-

nian), second inscription of Behistiln, by the word Median.
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and conclusions; Max Muller, the well-known Sanscrit scholar;

and Lbpsius, the celebrated Egyptologist; are the foremost of a
school which tries to find out a union between the Shemitic and the

Arian races, and to derive all the languages of Europe and of Asia
from one common original stock. According to their theory, the

languages of the old world may be classed into four distinct families

:

Eamitic or Cushite, Shemitic, Turanian (including the Chinese, the

Turk-Tartars and Malays,) and Arian. Proceeding farther, they

assert that the Hamitic is but an earlier form of the Shemitic, whilst

the Arian is for them nothing more than the development of the

Turanian. Having reduced the four families to two, they seek a

union between the Shemitic and Arian, and believe they have

found the traces of this original unity, first in the ancient Egyptian,

and again in the Babylonian and Assyrian."'

However, these conclusions are rather speculative hypotheses than

acquired scientific facts. Lepsius acknowledges that the Coptic

forms a branch as distinct and as distant from the Shemitic, as the She-

mitic is from the Arian ; whilst Bunsen and Max Miiller admit the

same, by placing that which they call the sacred language of Assyria

and Babylonia " between Hamitism, or the ante-historical Shemitism

in Egypt, and the historical Shemitic languages ;"^^" and again, by

stating that "the cuneiform inscriptions of Babylon exhibit to us a

language in the transition from primordial to historical Shemi-

tism." '^i

Kenan, on the other hand, cannot imagine how any Shemitic

language could have been written in a non-Shemitic alphabet

:

" In early antiquity, language and alphabet are inseparable : the cuneiform characters

may have been adopted by nations having no alphabet of their own ; hut how should the

imperfect, ideographic, system of Assyria and Babylon have served for writing languages

Vfbich had a more developed system of vrriting of their own !"

Besides, according to him, the national history of the Assyrians

and Babylonians has no Shemitic characters.

"Shemitic life is simple and narrow, patriarchal, and hostile to centralization. The

Shemite dislikes manual labor, and the patience and discipline—such as raised gigantic

structures like those of Egypt and Assyria,—are wanting with him. At Nineveh, on the

contrary, we meet with a great development of material civilization, with an absolute

monarchy, with flourishing imitative art, with a grand style of architecture, with a mytho-

logy impregnated vrith Arian ideas, with a tendency to see an incarnation of Godhead in

the king, and with a spirit of conquest and centralization."

us BuNSEN and Max MiJLLEB, Outlines of the Philoaophy of History

:

—Lepsius, 1st, Anord-

nung und Verwandtschaft des Semitischen, Indischen, Altpersischen und AUcethiopischen Alpha-

betes ; and lid, Ursprung und Verwandtschaft der ZahlwSrter.

120 Hippolytus, III, p. 183, seqq. :— Outlines, I, p. 183, seqq.

la Lime 1, Chap. II. g 3, 4.
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The Chaldeans of Babylonia, with their magnificent robes, riding

on high-spirited horses, and wearing high tiaras, as described by

Ezekiel,^^^ are therefore, for Renan, not Shemites, but a branch of

the ruling race of Assyria; which, according to him, was Arian.

As to the names of the kings : Tiglath-Pilesar, Sennacherib, Sargon,

Evil-Merodach, Markodempal, &c.—they are contrary to the funda-

mental laws of the Syro-Arabic languages, and cannot be reduced to

Shemitic roots. But again, most of the towns and rivers in Assyria

and Babylonia have Shemitic names; whence he infers that the

bulk of the population in Mesopotamia must have been Shemitic,

but subject to a conquering race of Arians, which formed a military

aristocracy and a religious caste, both summed up in the person of

the absolute king.

We cannot but admit the force of Eenan's reasoning ; and his con-

clusion about the two nationalities in Assyria and Babylonia'^ (that

is to say, about the Shemitic character of the bulk of the people with

a ruling race of Iranians), is supported by the Shemitic and bihngual

inscriptions on some Assyrian monuments already noticed. This

view of a mixed population inhabiting Mesopotamia, sufficiently ex-

plains the semi-Sheihitic peculiarities of the languages of the cunei-

form inscriptions on the monuments of Mneveh and Babylon : and

the reasoning of the learned author of " the Genesis of the Earth

and of Man," leads to the same result when he observes,—" a mixed

language obtaining in one country indicates a mixture of races ; and

the grammar of that language, by its being unmixed or mixed, is an

index to the number and power of one race in comparison with the

other at the period of the formation of the mixed language."^^ Ac-

cording to this rule, the Assyrian aud Babylonian, instead of forming

the "transition between ante-historical and historical Shemitism,"

must be considered as the result of the mixture of Shemitic and

Arian elements, at any rate not anterior to historical Shemitism.

The monuments of art discovered in Assyria and Babylonia lead to

the same conclusion, viz : that the ruling classes were Arian, since all

the sculptures connected with cuneiform inscriptions bear the same

Arian character at Nineveh as well as at Persepolis. In fact, the

civilization and the fundamental ideas about political government

and provincial administration are identical among all the nations

making use of the cuneiform character,- though we must admit dif-

122 Chapter XXIII.

123 CrESENius had, long before Eenan, insisted upon the northern origin of the Chaldeans

as a conquering race in Babylonia, different from the bulk of the population.

12« Edited by R. Stewakt Poole, Edinburgh, 1856, p. 155:—compare Types aj Mankind,

1854, voce " Elam," pp. 533-4.
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ferent degrees of development. The Babylonian inscriptions abound
vdth ideographic groups reminding us of the hieroglyphics of Egypt,

whilst the Arians of Persia borrowed the phonetic system from the

Shemites, but retained the form of the wedge. As to their artistic

capacities, the Assyrians occupy the highest rank, in some of the bas-

reliefs of Sardanapalus second only to the Greeks. Some of the Per-

sepolitan seals are likewise of a high, chaste, and sober style of art,

peculiarly charming by the introduction of picturesque folds into the

heavy Assyrian garments. The Babylonians, with whom the Shemi-

tic element always preponderated, were little artistic; inscriptions

were more copious with them than reliefs, and their sculptures are

without exception rude in execution, and monotonous in conception.

It is difficult to speak about the origin or the early history of

Assyrian art. The earliest mention of the empire occurs in the

hieroglyphic annals of Thutmosis m, the great conquering Pharaoh

of the XVHth dynasty, about the seventeenth century, b. c, who
caused his victories to be recorded on a slab deciphered by Mr.

Birch.^ "We hear of the defeat of the king of Naharaina (Mesopo-

tamia) ; or of the chief of Saenkar, (Shinar) bringing as tribute blue-

stone of Babilu, (lapis-lazuli from Babylon). Unde:t Amenophis HI,

we find Asuru, Naharaina and Saenkar, again among the conquered

countries.'^ And, as corroborative of the truth of the hieroglyphical

records, Egyptian scarabs with the engraved names of these two

kings have been found in various parts of Mesopotamia.^^' At a

somewhat later period, under the XXth dynasty of the Eamessidbs,

the chief of Bakhtan '^ offers his daughter to Kamessbs XIV, who
marries her ; and soon after, about the time when the Ark of the

Covenant was taken from the Israelites by the Philistines, sent the

Ark of the Egyptian God, Khons, from Thebes to Bashan, as a remedy

to his sister-in-law, who was possessed by an evil spirit.'^ The

intercourse between Egypt and Mesopotamia became soon still more

close and intimate,"" "We find Pharaoh Pihbm, the head of the XXIst

dynasty, journeying on a friendly visit to Mesopotamia : "' moreover,

his successors and their descendants,—to judge by their names,

—

^ Birch, The Annals of Thoimea III, vol. t. of the Transactions of the Roy, Soc.

Liter.—New series, p. 116.

126 Lepsius, Denkmdler III. Bl. 88.

127 Latard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 281 :— l)/pes of Mankind, p. 133, fig. 32.

128 Egyptologists identify Bakhtan with the scriptural Bashan "in upper Mesopotamia,"

as they call it, though it is rather bold to call Mesopotamia the country bordering on the

tribe of Manasseh.— In consequence, some favor Ecbatana.

129 Birch, Transactions R. Soc. Lit. IV. p. 16 & f.

ISO Lepsius, Dmkmaler III, Bl. 249.

"1 Birch, Transactions R. Soe. Lit. 1848, p. 164 & f.
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are connected with Mesopotamia; inasmuch as the names of Osoe-

KON, {Sargon) Takbloth {Tiglath), Nimrod, and Keromaima {Semi-

ramis,) are altogether un-Egyptian, and strongly Assyrian. About

this time (9th and 10th century b. c.) ivory combs, and decorative

sculptures of Assyrian design became fashionable in Egypt,'^ and

show that the Assyrian style of art was already fully developed. The

celebrated black marble obelisk of king Divanubar {Beleboras ?), in

the British Museum, belongs to about the same period, being

synchronic with king Jehu of Israel (about 820 B. c), and bears no

peculiar traces of archaism. The archaic human-headed bull and

lion of Arban, published by Layard,''^ must therefore be placed by

several centuries before the obelisk, and may perhaps belong to the

time of the first contact of Mesopotamia and Egypt under the con-

quering kings of the XVIEth and XVinth dynasties.

" Their outline and treatment," says Layard, " are bold and angular, mth an archaic feel-

ing conveying the impression of great antiquity. They bear the same relation to the more

delicately finished and highly ornamented sculptures of Nimroud as the earliest specimens

of Greek art do to the exquisite monuments of Phidias and Praxiteles. The human

features are, unfortunately, much injured, but such parts as remain are suificient to show

that the countenance had a peculiar character, diflfering from the Assyrian type. The nose

was flat and large, and the lips thick and overhanging, like those of a negro."

To judge by the drawing of Dr. Layard, knowing the correctness

of his designs, we must observe that the head of the Arban bull has

as little of nigritian characters as the head of the colossal sphinx'^

before the second Pyramid ; which had formerly likewise often been

compared to a ITegro, exclusively on account of the fulness of the

lips, and the defacement of its nose by Arab iconoclasts.'^^ The face,

however, on both these monuments, has no particular projection of

"2 De Roug^, Notice, p. 16: — established also by Birch, "On two Egyptian cartouches

found at Nimroud," 1848, pp. 153-60; abundantly figured in Latabd's folio Monuments of

Nineveh, 1849.

J" Nineveh and Babylon, p. 276 & f.

1** [Since the studies of Lenokmant {MusSe del Antiquity Sgyptiennes, p. 44), and of

Letronne [Recueil des Inscriptions Grecques el Lalines, H, 1848, pp. 460-86), the epoch here-

tofore attributed to the Great Sphinx, viz : to Amosis [Aahmes) of XVIIth dynasty, has also

been carried to the more ancient period of the Old Empire, through the successive explora-

tions of Lepsius [Briefe, 1852, pp. 42-5), Brugsch {Reiseberichte, 1855, pp. 10-34), and
more than all by Maeiette, who re-uncovered this rock-colossus in 1853. The enigma of

the " Sphinx," through the latter's researches, has vanished likewise ! It is but "HoRUS of

the horizon," i. e. the setting sun. (De Sauloy, " FouiUes du S^rap^um de Memphis," Le
Constitutionel, Paris, 9 Dec. 1864:— Maurt, D^couvertes en Sgypte, p. 1074) G. R. G.]

"5 [Makkeezee narrates how the nose of the Sphinx was chiselled away by a fanatical

muslim saint, about 1878:— Of. Fialin de Persiont, then "detenu & la maison de sant4

de Doulens," [De la Destination et de V Utility permanente des Pyramides de VSgypte et de la

Nubie conlre let Irruptions Sablonneuses du Desert, Paris, 8vo. 1845). G. R. G.l
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the jaws, and the facial angle is open. The fulness of the lips pecu-

liar to the Egyptian, or negroid type, reminds the man of science only

of Egypt, not of negroes ; who, in spite of Count de Gobineau's inge-

nious hypotheses,''^ could not have been the ancestors of the Arian
monarchs of Mesopotamia. Though all the human-headed hulls of

Assyria are royal portraits, just as sphinxes of Egypt were likenesses

of the Pharaohs,"' still, we are scarcely authorized to draw any con-

clusion about an Egyptian origin of Assyrian art from the negroid

(perhaps Axah-Cushite) cast of features of the Arban king: for, in all

other respects, the colossus exhibits the marked characteristics of

Assyrian art ; for instance, in the elaborate arrangement of the curls

and beard, the architectural peculiarity of the five feet of the bull,

instead of four, together with the exaggeration of the muscles.

Assyrian art, in its earliest known remains, appears entirely national

and independent of Egypt ; and it maintains its peculiar type through

the vicissitudes of several centuries down to the destruction of the

empire. We do not mean to say that Egypt exerted no influence

whatever on Assyria; on the contrary, there are some bronze

cups and ivory ornaments and statuettes, in the British Museum,
evidently imitated from Egyptian models ; still, the Egyptian ex-

erted but a temporary influence on the decorative element of the

Assyrian style, without modifying the art of Assyria, which can best

be designated by the epithet of "princely." The king, according to

the reliefs, sums up the whole national life of Nineveh. Wherever

we look, we meet exclusively -with Ms representations, surrounded

here with his court, there with Ms army, receiving tribute and con-

cluding treaties, leading Ms troops and fighting battles, besieging

fortresses and punishing the prisoners, hunting the wild bull and the

lion of the desert, feasting in Ms royal halls and drinking wine from

costly cups. Even the pantheon of Assyria is mostly known by the

worship, oblations, and sacrifices of the king. The scenes of domes-

tic life, and of the sports and occupations of the people, which, in

Egyptian reliefs, occupy nearly as much place as the representations

connected with royalty, are altogether wanting at Nineveh. There

are a few slabs that represent domestic occupations—a servant curry-

combing a horse, a cook superintending the boilers, and the butchers

^^ De GoBiNEAtr, in his Inigalili des races humaines, attributes the artistic faculties of any

race to an admixture of Negro or Mongol blood, although he acknowledges that pure Negroes

are unartistic.

'^' The union of a human head to a lion in Egypt, and to a bull in Assyria, implies an

apotheosis ; since the lion and the bull were the symbols of Gods, the terrestrial images of

celestial beings.
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disjointing a calf;"^ but all this is done before the tent of the king:

it is tbe royal stable and the royal kitchen which we see before ns,—in

fact, "court-life below stairs." The rich Asiatic costume of the

Assyrians, wide and flowing, decorated with embroidery, fringes and

tassels, contrasts most strikingly with the prevalent nakedness of

Egyptian and Greek art. We are always reminded of the pomp, splen-

dor and etiquette of eastern courts. The proportions of the human

body are somewhat short and heavy, less animated in their action, but

more correctly modelled than in Egyptian reliefs. Nothing but an

occasional want of correctness about the shoulders and the eyes,

which, in the bas-reliefs, are drawn in the front-view, reminds us ofthe

infancy of art or of a traditionary hieratic style. The anatomical

knowledge, however, with which the muscles are sculptured, even

where the execution is rather coarse, surpasses the art of Egypt in

the time of the XVIIth dynasty. The composition is generally

clear, the space conveniently and symmetrically filled with figures,

and the relief, to a certain degree, has ceased to be a mere architec-

tural decoration : on the palace of Essaehaddon, it has even become

a real tableau. For all this, we cannot appreciate the merit of the

sculptures, if we pass our judgment upon them independently of the

place for which they were originally destined. Accordingly, the

peculiarly Assyrian exaggeration in representing the muscles of the

body has often been criticized ;
'^' since it escaped the attention of our

modern art-critics, that this fault is only apparent, not real, being

produced exclusively by the different way in which the bas-reliefs

were lit in antiquity and modern times. In the hot climate and

under the glaring sun of Mesopotamia, the palaces were built prin-

cipally with the view to afford coolness and shade ; and therefore all

the royal halls were long, high and narrow, in order to exclude the

rays of the sun. They could, in consequence, but very imperfectly

have been lighted from above, through apertures in the colonnade

supporting the beams of the roof. A cool chiaroscuro reigned in all

the apartments ; and unless the reliefs on the wall were intended

altogether to be lost to beholders, it was indispensable to have the

principal lines deeply cut into the alabaster, in order to produce a

sufficiently-intense shadow for making the composition and its details

apparent. The Assyrian sculptors, with true artistical feeling, cal-

culated upon the effect their works were to make in the king's

palaces ; but could not dream that their compositions were to be

i3« BoNOMi, Nineveh and its Palaces, p. 228-29 ; an octavo which admirably popularizes the

costly folios of Botta and Flandih's Ninive.

•" BoNOMi, Nineveh and its Palaces, p. 315.
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exposed, 28 centuries later, to the close inspection of the critics of our

day in well-lighted museums.

When we claim a peculiar national type for Assyrian art, alto-

gether independent of Egyptian, we do not mean to deny accidental

Egyptian influence, which, however, could not transform Assyrian

sculpture into a branch of Miotic art. The beautiful embossed

bronze bowls, ivory bas-reliefs and statuettes found aU^ineveh, are

certainly imitations of Egyptian models ; but we encounter similar

artistical fashions at Rome in the time of Hadrian. They remained

altogether on the surface, and did not aflect the national style. Still,

we do find some artistic "motives," even on the best reliefs of Nim-

rood and Khorsabad, which show on the one hand, that the Assyrian

sculptors were acquainted with some Egyptian monuments of art

;

and on the other, that this acquaintance ever continued to be super-

ficial. Thus, for instance, we often meet on Pharaonic battle-scenes,

with the vulture, holding a sword in its claws, soaring above the king,

as a symbol of victory. The Mnevite artists copied this representa-

tion, but, unacquainted with ita hieratic symbolical meaning, sculp-

tured the vulture simply as the hideous bird of prey, feeding upon the

corpses on the battle-field, and carrying the limbs into its eyrie. In

a similar way, the winged solar disc, the symbol of the heavenly sun,

was transformed in Assyria into the guardian-angel of the king him-

self, and transferred at a later age to Persia as the Feruer.

The following representation of

an Assyrian [24] gives us a fair

idea of the Arian type of the Mne-

vite aristocracy. It is the head

of a statue of the God Need, in the

British Museum, bearing across its

breast an inscription, stating that

the statue was executed by a sculp-

tor of Calah, and dedicated by him

to his lord Phaltjkha, {Belochus,

Pul,) king of Assyria, and to his

lady Sammueamit {Semiramis) queen

of the palace (about 750 b. c).

The same general cast of features

is clearly discernible in an inedited

portrait of Essareadbon [25] (about

660 B. c.) taken from the great tri-

umphal tableau at Kouyundjik,

now in the British Museum. The

Ninevite artists.—who, about the time of this king, introduced a

10

Fig. 24.

Nebo.
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Fig. 25.

new feature into relievos by trying to combine landscape and natural

objects with the great historical

compositions, — were perfectly

aware of the differences in the

national types also. The two pri-

soners at the feet of king Assar-

AKBAL TTT, are evidently not Assy-

rians, one of them [26] being a

Shemite, the other [27] an inha-

bitant of the table-lands ofArme-

nia, if not a Kurd. Sir Henry

Eawlinson deems them Susians.

Still nobler than Essarhaddon

is the Sardanapalus [28] (635 b.

e.) of the British Museum, a tnily

magnificent prince, the father of

the king under whom Nineveh

vas destroyed, and who, in the

Greek histories, is mentioned

under the same name. His

monuments, lately discovered,

Kg. 27.

ESBABHADDON.

Fig. 26

Shemite Fbisoneb, {Inedited). EusDisH Fbisoneb, {Inedited).

and brought to England by Mr. Eassam, are so exquisitely modelled,

and executed with such a highly-developed sense of beauty,

that we must rank them among the best relics of ancient art. The

peculiar hair-dress of the king seems to have served as a model to

the Lycian sculptor of the Harpy monument of Xanthus, in the

Br. M. ; and it is remarkable that the female head [29] of an archaic

coin of Velia, in Italy, shows the same arrangement of the hair. Velia

was a colony from Phocsea, in Ionia, whose high-minded citizens

preferred abandoning- their oountiy, rather than to live under the
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sway of the conqueror Croesus. They carried the traditions of

Kg. 28. Fig. 29.

SiLTES Coin feom Vkha, [PuUzlcy coll.)

Asiatic art into Italy, at a time

when Hellas could not yet

boast of eminence in sculpture.

But although the hair-dress

of the Velian female closely

resembles and may be traced

Sakdanapalds. backto Assyrian models, which
are about two centuries older,

still the cast of the features is not the same. It is, as might be ex-

pected, thoroughly Greek. Whilst, as a remarkable instance of the

constancy of national types, the likeness between the modern Chal-

deans (N"estorians) and the old Assyrians is unmistakable. To illus-

trate this properly, we give, side by side, sketches of a Chaldean mer-

chant of Mosul, and a head from one of the Nineveh sculptures.^"

Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

MODEBN Chaxuee. Ancibst Asstwan.

Babylon, of whos^ art but few remains have as yet been dis-

»« niuatratid London Newt, May 24, 1866.
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covered,—mostly cylindrical seals of lapis-lazuli and hsematite, and

some terra-cottas—was less artistical than Nineveh. Its statuary was

a branch of the Assyrian, not differing in style, but only in perfec-

tion. All the Babylonian monuments, without exception, are evi-

dences of the more Shemitic character of the countiy; whither art

has been imported from Nineveh, without ever becoming thoroughly

understood.

A nobler spirit prevailed in Arian Persia. The royal palaces and

tombs of the Achsemenian

Fig. g2. kings yield numerous speci-

mens of Persian art, mostly

belonging to the great time

of Persia under Darius Hts-

TASPES and his son Xerxes.

Nevertheless, one monument,

which shows the origin of

art under the Achsemenidse,

has likewise escaped the ra-

vages of time, and is proba^

bly the earliest of all the

Persian reliefs. "We speak of

the rock-sculpture at Mur-

gh^b, close to Persepolis, re-

presenting a man with four

Vidngs, clad in the long As-

syrian robe without folds, and

bearing on his head the Egyp-

tian crown called "Atf," which

is the peculiar distinction ofthe

God Ohnum. The cuneiform

inscription, above the sculp-

ture, says, vsdth grandeur and

simplicity: "I am Cteus, the

Cybus.'" king ; the Ach8emenian."[32]

This monument was evi-

dently, then, erected in honour of Cyrus, but it cannot have been

sculptured in the life-time of the conqueror, inasmuch as his wings

(which are the Assyrian attributes of Godhead), and the crown of

Chnum (which is the Egyptian symbol of divine power), clearly indi-

cate an apotheosis. The peculiarity of the costume of Cyrus, which

is purely Assyrian, without folds, forbids us to place the sculpture

in the time of Darius or his descendants ; whose monuments, with-

in Vacx, Nineveh and Persepolis, 4th ed., London, 1855 ; Plate, pp 392-3.
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out exception, are characterized by the Persian folds of the gar-

ment.

Thus, then, the relief of Murgh^b must be the work of Cam-
BTSES, who, according to Diodorus Siculus,'" employed Egyptian

artists, and was probably the first to introduce art into Persia. Ac-

cording to the rock-sculpture, however, he did not confine himself

to Egyptians, but transplanted sculptors likewise from Babylonia and

Assyria to Pasargadse, and dedicated their first work to the lasting

memory of his illustrious father (about 530 B. c). Thus, we may
safely state that Persian art is a daughter of the Assyrian, a little

modified by Egyptian influences, but soon emancipating itself from

its early traditions by a purely national development, characterized

by the very high elegance of the drapery. Bonomi'" takes the

Persian style, wrongly, for a deterioration of Assyrian art; but his

mistake is easily explained, since he formed his judgment upon some

fragments of a later period, which are now in the British Museum,
and upon the drawings of Ker Porter and Gore Ouseley. The Perse

of Plandin, and the Armenie of Texier, seem to have escaped his

attention. They are the only ones, notwithstanding, which do fall

justice to the refined taste and the neat execution of the sculptures

of Persepolis. In comparison with the Assyrian Monuments of

Sargon and Essakhaddon, they take the same place, as, in Egypt,

does the elegant style of Psammeticus contrasted with the grandeur

of the statues of the Amenophs and Thutmoses. We must, however,

acknowledge that they are inferior to the reliefs of Saedanapalus.

Although the head of Cyrus (as shown by the more accurate copy of

Texier"* [33] here presented,)

at Murghab, is somewhat
damaged about the nose, it

is sufficiently characteristic

to show its pure Arian type.

The portrait ofXbrxes,i*= [34]

is a fine specimen of the so-

termed Greek profile, which

we ought to call pure Arian.

The Achsemenidan sculptors

moreover, were very well ac-

quainted with the peculiar

CTKtrs. character of the different na-

Fig. 33. Fig. 84.

Xebxes.

i** Libra 1, capite 46.

1* Nineveh and its Palaces, p. 315.

11* L'ArmSnie, la Perae, et la Mgeopotamie, II., pi. 84—" Bas-relief i, Mourgslb, Cyrus."

i<5 CosTE and Flandin, Perse Ancienne, pi. 154; but compare the more beautiful copy ia

Texiee's Arminie.
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tional types of tlie inhabitants of the Persian empire; as we see

plainly on the reliefs of the tomb of king Darius Hystaspes, which

he had excavated in the mountain Kaehmend, near Persepolis. The

king is represented here in royal attire before the fire-altar, over

which hovers his guardian angel, in the form of a human half-figure

rising from a winged disc. This group, grand in its simplicity, is

placed on a beautifally decorated platform, supported by two rows

of Caryatides, sixteen in each row, representing the four difi:erent

nationalities subject to this king,—besides the ruling Persians, who

occupy a more distinguished position, flanking the composition on

both sides, and typified by three spearsmen of the royal guard, and

by three courtiers who raise their hands in adoration.

This relief of the sepulchre of Darius in Persia, is one of the most

valuable documents of ethnology, second in importance only to king

Mbnephthah's (Sbti I.) celebrated tomb at Thebes recording four

types of man."^ "We see here first the sculpture of a Chaldean, stand-

Fig. 35.i«

Ltdian. Scythian. Neqro. ChAIiDEE.

ing for Assyria and Babylonia ; it is so striking that it cannot be mis-

taken. !N"ext to the Chaldean stands the negro for the Egypto-

^thiopian empire added by Cambyses to the Persian. It was on the

Nile that Persia became first acquainted with negroes, and therefore

chose them for the representatives of Africa ; though the empire of

the Achsemenidse, ceasing in Nubia and the western Oases, never

extended over Negro-land, or the Sood^n proper. The third sup-

porter of the platform can be none else than the representative of

the Scythian empire of Astyages. His peculiarly-round skull, which

still characterizes the pure Turkish and Magyar blood, designates

him as belonging to a Turanian race. The last figure in the group

wears the Phrygian cap, and personifies the Lydian empire of

Croesus, of which Phrygia, on account of its rich gold-mines, was

the most important province.

Thus, in the rock-hewn tomb of Darius, (about 490 b. c.) at a time

i« Types of Mankind, p. 85, fig. 1 ; and pp. 247-9.

i« Texieb, L'Arminie et la Perse, II., pi. 126, "Persepolis—Tombeau dans le roo."
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when Greek art was still archaic, Persian sculpture preserved

five characteristic types of mankind in an admirable work of art,

as evidences of the constancy of the peculiar cast of features of
human races. The monumental negro resembles the negro of to-day

;

the Arian features of king Darius and his guards are identical with
those we meet still in Persia and all over Europe ; the Turanian (or

Scythian) bears a family resemblance to many Turks and Hunga-
rians ; the identity of the Assyrian and modern Chaldean physiog-
nomy has been mentioned and proved above; and the Phrygian
represents the mixed population of Asia Minor, a modification of the

Arian type by the infusion of foreign blood—^Iranian, Scythic, and
Shemitish interminglings.

Persian art, as a branch and daughter of the Assyrian, never rose

to a higher development than under Darius and Xerxes. The dis-

sensions and the profligacy of the royal house checked the progress

of art, which remained stationaiy until Alexander the Macedonian
destroyed the independence of the empire, and tried to hellenize the

subdued Persians. His endeavors, continued by the first Seleucidse

of Syria, were not devoid of results ; because, even when Persia

recovered its independence and re-appeared in history as the Par-

thian empire, all its coins bear Greek inscriptions and imitations of

Grecian types. "We ought not to forget, notwithstanding, that the

Parthians were probably not Persians proper, but an unartistical Tu-

ranian tribe, held in subjection by the earlier Persians under their

Achsemenian kings, which, in its turn, revolting from the yoke, ruled

the Persians for above four centuries.

Some specimens of a peculiar style of art have been lately disco-

vei'ed within the boundaries of the old Persian empire, viz : at Pte-

rium and S'ymphae. They were published by Texier ;
"^ and it has

been suggested that they might be Median. The bas-reliefs certainly

present nothing to suggest any relation to the art of that race which

originated the cuneiform writing ; nor is a perceptible afiinity con-

spicuous between them and the Egyptian style. JSTevertheless, the

artists who chiselled them knew of the productions of Greek genius.

The breath of Hellenism has passed over them, as we perceive from

the following male [36] and female [37] heads. They are, therefore^

by many centuries posterior to the great Median empire. Still, it

would be presumptuous to attribute them to any determinate nation-

ality, since none of the highlands flanking Asia Minor, inhabited then

by aboriginal tribes, were ever completely hellenized ; although they

were powerfully affected by the genius of Hellas, whose progress

MS jisie Mineure, PI. 61, 78,—" Bas-relief tailW dans le roc. L'Offrande"—et seq.
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Goddess fhom
Ptericm.

never was stopped by " barbarians," but only by the equally pow-

erful and expanding Shemitic and
Fig. 36. Fig. 37. Arian civilization. The national

spirit of the Arians in Persia revived

after five centuries of Greek and heL

fewizecZ-Parthian rule. Akdbschie,

the son of Babek, and grandson to

Sassan, rose up in rebellion against

the Parthian Arsacides, and broke

down their supremacy in a long

protracted war about the beginning

of the third century of our era (a. d.

214-226 : ohiit, 240). With his tri-

umph, Persian art revived once

more ; and although it inherited no

connection with the traditions of

Achsemenian art, it was again characterized by the peculiar rich-

ness of the flowing drapery. Sassanide art is at any rate equal, if not

superior, to the contemporary style of Rome ; indeed, the head of Ar-

deschir himself, [38] from a rock-

I'ig- 38. sculpture at Persepolis, is a most

creditable work of art, scarcely

surpassed by any Roman relief of

the same period. This "Indian

summer" of ancient Persian art

lasted but for a short time ; it de-

generated under the later kings,

and was entirely destroyed by the

Mohammedan conquest, in the se-

venth century. The Kur'^n was

introduced by fire and sword, and

became soon the undisputed law

aedesohie.i« of the Persian race. Accordingly,

we might expect the cessation of

artistical life. But here we meet with a most striking evidence in

favor of our assertion that art is the result of a peculiar innate ten-

dency of some races, which cannot be crushed out by civil and reli-

gious prohibitions. As soon as the Persians recovered their politi-

cal independence, and fell off from the Arab Khalifate of Bagdad;

they continued to draw and even to carve human forms, though they

never ceased to profess strict adherence to the Kur'^n. Their style

"9 Texiee, ArmSnie, 1852, ii., PI. 148.
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of art changed now for the third time ; but neither the instinct for

art, nor its habitual practice, has ever yet been destroyed among the

true Iranian race of Persia.

V.—THE ETRUSCANS AND THEIR ART.

The Etruscans were a mongrel race, the result of the amalgama-

tion of different tribes, partly Asiatic, partly European, both Italian

and Greek. Their language was mixed, though it is still greatly

disputed how far the Greek elements pervaded the aboriginal forms

of speech. As to the origin of the Etruscans : the most probable

opinion is, that Lydians from the ancient Torrhebis in Asia emi-

gi'ated to Italy and became the rulers of the then little-civilized abo-

rigines, who were either Pelasgic Umbrians, or a Celtic Alpine tribe,

which had previously and gradually migrated southwards. They

held the countiy from the Po to the Tiber, and extended even to

southern Italy. Greek immigrants, principally JEolians from Corinth,

settled among them at a somewhat later period, and the mixture of

these nationalities produced the historical Etruscans. In regard to

the details, the standard authors on Etruria differ in their opinions.

Eaoul-Rochette takes them for Pelasgi, modified by Lydians;

whereas Mebuhr denies the Lydian immigration related by Herodo-

tus ; the Tyrrhenians being with him foreign conquering invaders,

but not Lydians. Still, the monuments of Etruria bear evidence

both to the early connection between Etruria and Lower Asia, and

to the existence of an unai-tistic aboriginal population of Umbri,

Siculi, &c.

This view is supported by a great orientalist, Lanci,'™ who distin-

guishes three periods of Etruscan literature :—1st. When the Phce-

nico-Lydian elements arrived in Italy ; 2d., when the Greeks began

to mix with it, after the advent of Demaratus ; and 3d., when Gre-

cian mythology, letters, and tongue, preponderated. Similar is that

of Lenormant,^^' in perceiving three phases of civilization in Etruria

"une phase asiatique, une phase corinthienne, une phase athe-

nienne." If, notwithstanding, we remember how, as late as 1848, the

whole stock of words recovered from inscriptions ajnounted to but

thirty-three ;
'^^ and that,—besides a few names of deities, like ^SAR,

"God" (Osiris ?),—the formula RIL AVTL "vixit annos," CLAN"

150 Parere di Michaelangelo Lanci intorno all' Iicrizione Etrutca della atalua Todina del

museo Valieano, Roma, Aprile, 1837.

151 "Fragment sur I'^tade des vases peintes antiques, Revue Archeol., May, 1844, p. 87.

152 Denis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, London, 1848, pp. xlii-v, that is to say, such

words as cannot be explained from Greek and Latin i-oots.
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"filius
" and SEC "filia," comprised all now known in reality of tlie

lost speech of the Tyrrheni ; we may well exclaim with the prophet,

" it is an ancient nation, a nation whose language thou knowest not."

Whatever be the pedigree of the Etruscans, they were a hardy and

enterprising nation, full of energy and skill, ready to receive improve-

ments from foreign populations, even if, in their institutions, they

were rather conservative. History shows them as a free, aristocratic,

and manufacturing nation, characterized by a marked practical ten-

dency, by little idealism and feeling for beauty, but much ingenuity

in applying art to household purposes and to the comfort of private

life. They were, in fact, the English of antiquity,—but they had not

the good luck of the British islanders to be surrounded by the sea,

aud thus to have enjoyed the possibility of maintaining and develop-

ing their independence without foreign intervention. Eew dangers

threatened the Etruscans from the north : they protected themselves

sufficiently against the incursions of savage Gauls, by fortifying their

towns, the cyclopean walls of which are still the wonder of the tra-

veller. It was principally towards the south that they had to contend

with. powerful foes. The maritime states of Cumse, Corinth, Syra-

cuse, and Carthage, interfered with the extension of Etruscan naval

enterprise, and prevented its full development on the Adriatic and

on the Mediterranean. Still, the Etruscans were strong enough to

defend their own coast, and to exclude the establishment of indepen-

dent Greek and Punic settlements on the Tuscan territoiy. A more

important and finally fatal enemy arose in their immediate vicinity,

—Rome, with her population of hardy agriculturists, and a senate

bent upon conquest and annexation. Accordingly, wars recurred

from time to time, from the foundation of the city until 120 b. c,

when the Tyrrhenian country was finally annexed to Rome. I^ever-

theless, the city on the Tiber had long previously felt the influence

of the Etruscans in her institutions, laws, and religion. Etruria gave

kings and senators to Rome. Her sacerdotal rites, her works of

public utility, the dignified costume of official splendor, and appa^

rently even that universal popular garb, the toga, were all of Etrus-

can origin.

There are principally three features in the history of Etruria, which

had a peculiar influence on its art. Being of mixed origin themselves,

the Tuscans displayed a greater receptivity of exotic influences, than

more homogeneous nations, who feel always a kind of repulsion

against foreigners. Being exposed to the attacks of the Gauls, they

had to live in towns ; and therefore commerce and manufacturing

industry were of greater importance among them than agriculture.

Lastly, their history presents no epoeh of great national triumphs, ele-
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vating the patriotism of the people, and inspiring the poet and artist.

Art being everywhere the mirror of national life, we find these pecu-

liar features of the Tuscan history expressed in the paintings and
sculptures of Etruria. They lack originality. The artists boiTOwed

their forms of art from all the nations vnth. whom their country came
into contact. Idealism and a higher sense ofbeauty remained foreign

to them ; in consequence, they never reached the highest eminence

of art. Under their hands, it became principally ornamental and

decorative, mechanical; and, above all, practical and comfortable

among these obesos et pinguea Utruscos. Whilst temples and their

propylse are the principal objects of Greek architecture, the walls of

the town, the bridge, the canal, the sewer, and the highway, charac-

terize Tuscan art.

This Etruscan want of originality and peculiar receptivity of foreign

influences extends not only to the forms, but even to the subjects of

their paintings and sculpture. They rarely occupy themselves with

their own myths and superstitions, but deal principally with Greek

mythology as developed by the great Epics and even Tragic poetry

of Greece,

All the artistical forms of Etruria were imported from abroad,

Micali, in his Monumenti Antiehi, and Monumenti Inediti, has pub-

lished so many and such various ancient relics of Etruscan workman-

ship, that a three-fold foreign influence on Tuscan art can no longer

be doubted, viz : Egyptian, Asiatic and Greek. Besides these, we
find that the bulk of the nation must have clung to a peculiar kind

of barbarous and ugly idols, intentionally distorted like the patseci of

the Phoenicians. These deformed caricatures continued to be fabri-

cated in Etruria to a rather late period :
'^ they are an evidence of the

fact that there was an unartistical element in the Tuscan nation,

never polished by the Lydian and Greek immigration. The easy

introduction of foreign forms of art shows likewise that there existed

no higher national style in Etruria previous to the Tyrrhenian

influences.

The most peculiar of all the foreign forms of art among the Tus-

cans is the Scarabaeus, that is to say, the beetle-shape of their sculp-

tured gems. They must have borrowed it direct from Egypt without

any Greek inter-rhedium, since the scarab-form ofgems is exceedingly

rare in Greece, and not of so early a period as the Etruscan scarabsei.

In Egypt this form was always national, being the most common

symbol of the creative power of godhead. The Egyptian, beholding

163 Geehabd, Sformateimmagini in Bronzo, Bulletino dell' Imtituto, 1830, p. 11 ; and Etm-

rUche Spiegelzeichnurgm, Chap. 1.
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the beetle of the Nile with its hind legs rolling a ball of mud, which

contained the eggs of the insect, from the river to the desert, saw in

the scarabseus the symbol of the Creator, shaping the ball of the

earth out of wet clay, and planting in it the seeds of all life.^^ The

Egyptian artist often represented this symbol of godhead ; and when

he had to carve a seal, (the sign of authenticity by which kings and

citizens ratify their pledged word and engagements,) he cut it on

stone, which he carved into the shape of a beetle, as if thus to place

the seal under the protection and upon the symbol of godhead, in

order to deter people both from forgery and from falsehood. Placed

over the stomach of a mummy, according to rules specially enjoined

in the "funereal ritual," it was deemed a never-failing talisman to

shield the "soul" of its wearer against the terrific genii of Amenthi.

The Egyptian symbol, however, possessed no analogous religious

meaning for the Etruscans when they adopted the form of the

scarabseus : and even after they had abandoned it, they still retained

the Egyptian cartouche, which encircles nearly all the works of Etrus-

can glyptic.

Besides the scarabsei, we find in Etruria several other Egyptian

reminiscences,—head-dresses similar to the Pharaonic fashion,^^ and

even idols of glazed earthenware, entirely of Egyptian shape ; for

instance the representation of EJaoNS, the Egyptian Hercules ;
^* of

Onotjris, the Egyptian Mars ; or of sistrums and cats,'^' aU of them

most strikingly Egyptian in their style.

A certain class of black earthenware vases decorated with stamped

representations in relief, many of the earliest painted vases, some
gems mostly of green jasper, and the marble statue of PoUedrara

now in the British Museum, are by style and costume so closely con-

nected with the monuments of Assyria, that it is now difficult to

doubt of a connection between Etruria and inner Asia. The disbe-

lievers in the Lydian immigration explain the Oriental types of

Etruria by intercourse with Phoenician merchants, and by the im-

portation of Babylonian tapestry,— celebrated all over the ancient

world,— which might have familiarized the Etruscans with the

Assyrian style and type of art. But the use of the arch in Tuscan
architecture finally disposes of this explanation, since we learned that

the arch was known to the Assyrians, but not to the early Greeks.

It was introduced into the states ofHellas at a rather late period, about

1" HoRAPOLLO NiLons, Hieroglyphica, transl. Coet, Loudon, 1840;— "How an only

begotten," | X, pp. 19-22.

'65 Monumenti dell' Instiluio, vol. 1, pi. XLI. fig. 11-12.
'56 MioALi, Monumenti Anlichi, tav. 45-46.

'57 Idem, Monum. Inediti, tav. I, II, XVII, L.
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the times of Phidias. Had this architectural form heen brought to

Etruria by the Phoenicians, it would have reached Greece at the same
time as Italy, or earlier; whereas the contrary is the case. The
earliest architectural arch we know is in Egypt, and belongs to the

reign of Eamesses the Great.'^ Monsieur Place and Dr. Layard have

discovered brick arches in the palaces of Saegon and his successors

in Assyria, and on the Ninevite reliefs we often see arched gates with

regular key-stones. Etruria was the next in time to make use of the

arch. The Lydians, neighbors of Assyria, must have been acquainted

with arched buildings, and in their new home made a most extensive

use of this architectural feature for gates, and for sewers ; of which

the celebrated Cloaca Maxima of Rome, built by the Tarquinii, is the

most important still-extant example. It is, therefore, rather amusing

to perceive that Seneca,'^ having before his eyes this monument of his

country's early greatness, thoughtlessly alleges that Democritus, the

contemporary of Phidias, invented the principle of the arch and of the

key-stone. Indeed, the Romans were no great critics : Seneca ex-

tracted the above-mentioned fact (!) from the Greek author Posidonius,

and ti'usted his Grecian authority more than his own knowledge.

Democritus was probably the man who introduced the arch from

Italy into Greece, and got the credit of its invention among his vain

fellow-citizens.

Of all the foreign influences on Etruscan art, the Greek was the

most powerful. It soon superseded both the Egyptian and the

Oriental types. But here we ought not to forget that many of the

Italic colonies of Grsecia Magna came from Asia, not from European

Greece, and that the art of Ionia proper and of the neighboring

countries exercised at least an equal influence on the Italiots with

that of Greece proper. Our histories of art, hitherto, have not paid

sufficient attention to the development of art among the Asiatic

Greeks ; although the monuments discovered and to a certain extent

published by Sir Charles Fellowes, Texier, Plandin and others, yield

ample material for a comprehensive work on the subject, which

might probably show that not only the poetry, history or philosophy,

of the Greeks, but even their art, had its cradle in Asia Minor. At any

rate, the numerous colonies of Miletus, Phocsea, Heraclia, Cyme, and

other states of Ionia and ^olis, carried the principles .of Greek art

farther than Greece proper.

As to the Greek influence on Etruria, we have to distinguish two

if not three periods : the early Asiatic Ionian, which introduced the

158 SiE Gakdneb Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptiam, v. 1, p. 18, & H, p. 300: — crude brick

arches are, ho-wever, certainly as old as Thotmes III.

15» Epistol. 90.
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rigid archaic style of the Tuscan bronze-figures ;
>«• the later Doric

style carried to Tarquinii from Corinth by Demaratus, which cha-

racte'rizes the potteries of Italy; and perhaps a still later Attic style,

chaste and dignified, such as we admire on the best Etruscan vases.

Inasmuch, however, as all the names of the artists inscribed on the

vases, the alphabet of the inscriptions, and the style of the drawing,

are exclusively Grecian, there are many archaeologists who do not

atti-ibute them to Etruria, but believe they may have either been

imported from Greece, or manufactured in Etruria by guilds of Greek

artists who maintained their nationality in the midst of the Tuscans.

The national.type of Tuscan physiognomies is rather ugly: entirely

different from the Egyptian, Shemitic, Assyrian or Greek cast. It

is characterized by a low forehead, high cheek-bones, ajid a coarse

and prominent chin. The following wood-cut [38] shows two archaic

heads from an embossed silver-relief found in Perugia,'^' now in the

British Museum. The next figure is a fragment ofa statue, [39] sculp-

Fig. 38.
Fig. 39.

Etruscan Heads. VcLCiAN Head.

tared out of a porous volcanic stone called Nenfro. It was found at

Vulci, and is remarkable for the Egyptian head-dress and Etruscan

features.'^ The head of Eos, or Aurora, [40] from a celebrated bronze

now in the British Museum, found at Falterona in the province of

Casentino,'^ gives a poor idea of the Tuscan feeling for beauty; still,

the liveliness of the movement and the excellent execution of the

statuette cannot but excite our admiration. Another head [41] of a

bronze figure in the British Museum strikingly exhibits the Etruscan

1™ The Etruscan bronzes closely resemble the archaic Greek figures : still, the peculiar

Etmscan physiognomy, and the national fashion of shaving the beard, distingoish them

from the early Greek monuments.

"1 MiLUNOEN, Ancient Ihedited Monumentt, HI, pi.

162 Monumenti delV Imtiluto, I, pi. XLI ; and Lehoib, Tombeauz itrtuguet, Annali deW Inttt-

tuto, 1832, page 270.

'" See also Mioali, Man. Inediti, pp. 86-98, tavola XIII, 1 and 2.
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type of features. These four specimens suffice to show the peculi-

Fig. 40. rig. 41.

Eos. ElBDSCAN.

arity of, and the difference between, the art of Etruria and that of

the surrounding nations. It occupies a higher rai;k than the art of

Phoenicia, but it is inferior to the G-reek, since it remained depend-

ent upon foreign forms, and was unable to acclimatize itself

thoroughly in upper Italy.

YI. THE ART OP THE GREEKS.

It was the Greeks, who, among the Japetide nations, occupied the

most important place in the history of mankind. Though compara-

tively few in number, they have, during the short time of their

national independence, done more for the ennoblement of the human
race, than any other people on earth. It was among the Greeks

that the genius of freedom, for the first time in history, expanded

its wings in highly civilized states, even under the most complicated

relations of aristocracy and democracy, of unity, suzerainty and

federalism. Under the rule of liberty, the Greek mind dived boldly

into the sea of knowledge, and along with the treasures of science

secured that idea of plastical beauty and measure, which pervades

all the Hellenic life so thoroughly that even virtue was known amongst

that gifted race only as xaXoxa-ya^ia ; that is to say, beauty and good-

ness. The power of Greek genius manifested itself not only by its

intensity when applying itself to science and art, but likewise by its

expansion and fertility. All the shores of the Euxine, of lower

Italy, Sicily, Gyrene, and considerable portions of the Gaulish coast,

were studded with Greek colonies, proceeding from the mother
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country like bee-swarms, not in order to extend its power, but to

grow up themselves, and to prosper freely and independently.

Witbin the same period, Macedonia, Epirus, and the inner countries

of Asia Minor, up to the confines of the Shemites, were pervaded

by Greek influences in art and manners ; and when at last exhausted

by their unhappy divisions, the Greeks lost their independence, the

hellenic spirit still maintained itself in art and science; and, carried

by Macedonian arms all over the Persian empire and Egypt, con-

tinued to live and to' thrive among nations of a high indigenous

civilization. Greece, conquered by Kome, as Horace says, subdued

the savage conqueror, and imported art and culture into the rude

Latin world. Absorbed ethnically by amalgamation with Eoman

elements, Hellenism survived even the political vrreck of Eome, and

rose to a second though feeble development among the mongrel

Byzantines, who, well aware that they were not Greeks, although

speaking the Greek language, never ceased to call themselves

Eomans. Even now their country is called Eoum-ili, by the Turk,

and they call their own language Eomaie. Down to our own days,

Greek genius exerts its humanizing influences over the most highly

cultivated part of the world, constituting the foundation of all the

most comprehensive and properly human education.

The national character of the Greeks, as expressed in their history,

is fully developed in their art, which from its very beginning is

characterized by freedom and movement, restricted by the most

delicate feeling for measure, and refined by a tendency towards the

ideal, without losing sight of nature. Progressive in its character,

Greek art often change its forms of expression,—we may say from

generation to generation,—with a fertility of genius, easier to be

admired than explained. In Egyptian, Assyrian, and Persian sculp-

ture, we noticed successive changes in the details, but scarcely any

real and substantial progress. Among all those nations, the rudi-

ments of art were not materially different from their highest develop-

ment ; whilst in Greece we are able to trace the history of sculpture

from comparative rudeness to the highest degree of eminence—
human perfectibility, under the rule of freedom, has never been

more gloriously personified than in the Greek nation.

The question of the origin of Greek art has often been raised in

antiquity as well as in modem times, but the answers are altogether

contradictory.

The celebrated Eoman admiral Pliny, a " dilettante" who compiled

his ]!Tatural History indiscriminately from all the sources accessible

to him, preserved the charming story of the Corinthian girl, who
drew the outline of the shadow of her departing lover's face on the
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wall, aud mentions it as the first artistical attempt. Her father, he

continues, filled the outline up with clay, and baking it, produced

the first relief. "We can scarcely doubt that this pretty tale is

derived from some Greek epigram, which was popular in the times

of Pliny, for connecting art with love ; but it cannot satisfy criticism.

Winckelman, the father of scientific archaeology, deduced the Greek

statue OL priori from the Herma or bust; forgetting that Hermas and

busts, where the head has to represent the whole figure, belong to

the later, reflecting epoch of sculpture. No little boy ever tries to

draw a head alone, nor can he enjoy its representation ; he looks

immediately for its complement, the body, without which he thinks

it deficient. Indeed, busts and Hermas remained unknown to the

national art of Egypt and Assyria ; moreover, the earliest sculptural

works mentioned by Greek authors are statues, not busts. So are

all the Palladia and Dsedalean works, the outlines and general fea-

tures of which are known from their copies on vases, coins and

gems.^"* The types of the earliest coins are figures, though soon

succeeded by heads. Steinbiichel, with apparent plausibility, de-

rives Greek art from Egypt. Still, it is rather going too far when

he connects its rudiments with the mythical Egyptian immigration

of Cecrops to Attica, and of Danaus to Argos, hypothetically placed

about 1500 B.C., when Egyptian art was highly developed. "What-

ever be the truth about the nationality of Cecrops and Danaus, so

much is certain, that imitative art was unknown in Greece for at

least seven centuries after the pretended date of their immigration;

since the earliest recprds of works of art carry us scarcely beyond

the end of the seventh century, b. c, and the earliest works extant

do not ascend beyond the first half of the sixth century. Indeed,

Greece and Grecians existed a long time before they possessed statu-

aries.*^ (Plutarch, in Numa, says that images were by the learned

considered symbolical, and deplored. Numa, the great Roman law-

oiver, forbade his people to represent Gods in the form of man or

beasts ; and this injunction was followed for the first 470 years of the

republic.'^) Another opinion, that Greek art is a daughter of the

Assyrian, is likewise often hinted at ; but, as already mentioned, the

earliest works of Greek sculpture are anterior, by a score of years, to

the bloom of the Lydian empire, by which alone Greece could have

become acquainted with the art of inner Asia. But though we cannot

connect the rudiments of Greek sculpture either with Egypt or Assyria

16* Peop. Edward Geebakd published many of them in his " Oeniurien."-

165 Pausanias, lib. VIII., and XXII. ; and lib. IX.

166 Vaeeo, apud August, de Oivit. Dei, lib. IV., c, 6:—E. Payne Knight,

Language of Ancient Art and Mythology, London, 1818, p. 71.

11
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and Babylon, we must still admit the earlyinfluenceofEgyptian (Saitic)

and oriental art over Greece. A peculiar school of ancient sculpture,

to whicli the invention of casting statues is attributed, developed

itself in the island of Samos between the 30th and 55th Olympiad

(657-557 B. c.) extending from the time of Psammeticus of Egypt

to the epoch of Croesus of Lydia, and Cyrus of Persia ; and history

contains many evidences of the intercourse of the Samians with the

kings of Egypt and Lydia, and with the merchants of Phoenicia.

The types of the coins of Samos,—^the lion's head and bull's head,

—

are similar to the Assyrian representations. As to the Egyptian

influence, Steinbiichel justly lays peculiar stress upon the rude archaic

type of the silver coins of Athens with the helmeted head of Minerva,

which was persistently retained by the republic even in the times of

her highest artistical eminence. It certainly shows the eye, repre-

sented in the Egyptian front-view, whilst the angle of the lips is

raised, and smiles in the later pharaonic manner. All the earliest

coins and bas-reliefs of Greece are characterized by the same pecu-

liarity, and some of them retained even the Egyptian head-dress in-

slightly modified forms. The anecdote preserved by Diodorus
Siculus, concerning Telecles and Theodoras of Samos,(who are said

to have made a bronze statue in two halves, independently of one
another, which upon being joined were found to agree perfectly),was
like^vise explained by the invariable rules of the Egyptian canon;'"
though, according to our views, it has nothing to do with Egypt, and
owes its origin probably to the traces of chiselling that, removed
the seam of the cast all along the figure, and which being of a diffe-

rent color from the unchiselled surface of the statue, was mistaken
for ancient soldering.

The indubitable connexion of Greece with Egypt, under the Sailte

dynasty, could not fail to have great influence on art. The Greeks
gained from that quarter their acquaintance with the different
mechanical processes of sculpture, carving, moulding, casting, and
chiselling: though, too proud to acknowledge their debt to foreigners,
they attributed the invention of the saw and file, drill and rule, to
the mythical Cretan Daedalus, or to the Samian Theodoras, the
elder; at any rate, to artists natives of the Archipelago in proximity
with Egypt. It seems, indeed, that the opening of Egypt gave a sud-
den impulse to sculpture and painting among the Hellenes: for nearly
all the earhest works mentioned by the ancients belong to this period,
with the exception, perhaps, of the casket of Ctpselos, and of the

"' DiODOB., i, 98:-60 f.:-MuiMR, Archmlogie, | 70, 4.
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golden statue of Jupiter, dedicated by Cypselos at Olympia.'^ The
athletic statues of Arrhachion i^'

(53 Olympiad), Praxidamas (58

01.), and Rhexibios (61 01.), at Olympia, of Clbobis and Biton, at

Delphi 1™ (about 50 01.), of Harmodius and Aristogbiton, at Athens

(67 01.), all works of the Samian school, (and among them the

works of art dedicated by Alyattes and Croesus to the Delphian

temple), were the result of the intercourse with Egypt : and, from the

description of some of them, as for instance, the statue of Arrhachion,

we see that their rigid attitude must have resembled the Egyptian

statues. Still, whatever be the foreign influences on the beginnings

of Greek art, nobody will ever take the most archaic Greek relief for

a specimen of Egyptian or Assyrian art. Though such Greek rudi-

ments are less elaborate than the royal works of Thebes, Nineveh, or

Persepolis, they have a peculiar national style unmistakably Greek.

The earliest of all the existing Greek marble reliefs is the fragment of

a throne found in Samothrace, now in the Louvre
; [41] which certainly

Kg. 41. Fig. 42.

Samothbaoian Relief.

belongs to the beginning of the

Vlth century B. c."' and is probably

contemporaneous with the Pana-

thensen vases ™ characterized by

the figure of [42] Minerva. Both

ofthem are rude, and influenced by

the Egyptian style. Still, the long Minbeva.

and straight nose, the prominent

chin, and the absence of individualism in the representation, are all

as distinct from Egypt as from Assyria.

168 Ottfried Muller tries to prove that both these archaic sculptures must belong to

a period posterior to Cypselos.

•^ Pausanias, vi., 18, 5. '" Millingen, Ancient Tnediied Monuments, v. iii., 1.

™ Hekodot. 1 31. "2 Idem., i. 1.
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The sense of beauty was not yet sufficiently developed among
Greek artists ; but it is remarkable that even in its rudiments Greek-

art, unlike the Egyptian,''" had nothing to do with portraits ; it was

not the king, but the hero and the god who became the objects of

the artist's creation. !N"ot less striking is the complete absence of

the landscape in Grecian art. The human form and animated nature

are for the Greek the exclusive object of representation ; accordingly,

he personifies day and night, the sun and the moon, time and the

seasons, the earth and the sea, the mountains and the rivers ; he gives

them the features of men ; but the human figure he draws is always

a type of the race, not the efiigy of an individual.

The peculiar archaic type, characterized by the elongated form of

the nose, and the prominent and somewhat pointed chin, maintained

itself up to the time of Phidias, preserving the characteristic features

of the early Hellenes. "We find the same profile on the coins of Do-
rian and of Ionian States, in Sicily, in Attica, and in Asia Minor.

The following heads will sufficiently explain our statement. Fig.

Fig. 44.

Athenian Minerva. ' [PuUzJcy Coll.) Corinthian Coin.

43 is the type of the Athenian tetradrachms. Fig. 44 is the enlarged
copy of a Corinthian silver coin. The following wood-cut is taken
from the coins of Phocsea, in Ionia [45]; whilst Fig. 46 is copied
from one of the statues on the pediment of the temple of JEgina,
dedicated to Jupiter Panhellenius—the god of all the Greeks—soon
after the battle of Salamis (Olymp. 75).

1" [The art of each represents the instinctive genius of the two people, as diverse in
intellect as in blood.

".ffigyptiaca numinum fana plena plangoribus,
Grseca plerumque choreis "

—

says ApuLEins (De Oenio. Socrat.)
; which is just the difference between Old and New Eng-

land Puritanism and South European catholicity.—G. R. G.]
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Fh-. 45. Kg. 46.

PnooiEAN Coin. ^oina Statue.

The mytMcal victory of the united states of Hellas over the Tro-

jans, supported by all their Asiatic kin, represented on the pediment

of this temple, was intended to symbolize the recent victory of the

Greeks over the Asiatic host of Xerxes,

One generation more carries us at once to the glorious time of

Pericles and Phidias, to the highest development of ideal grandeur,

as seen on the sculptures of the Parthenon, never surpassed by
human art,—the beauty, pride and triumph of youthful Greece lives

in them. We might have taken one of the Parthenon fragments

in the British Museum, which, although the nose is mutilated, would
give an idea of the genius of Phidias. But artistic eminence was
not confined to Attica alone ; in Argos and Sicyon, in Sicily and in

Grsecia Magna, in Ionia and Gyrene, sculptors and painters grew up
second to none but to Phidias. For more than one century, down to

the time of Alexander of Macedon, all the intestine wars, revolutions

and temporary oppressions, could not arrest the majestic flow of

Greek art, characterized by freedom and ideal beauty. The head

of a child [48] from a Lycian relief,™ and of a warrior, [49] from a

monument of Iconium "' (Koniah) in Lyeaonia, show that Hellenic art

flourished even in those countries where the bulk of the nation was
not Greek, though we ought not to forget that all those monuments
were evidently the work of Hellenic artists ; for, as Cicero justly

remarks, all the lands of the "barbarians" had a fringe of Greek

countries where they reached the sea.™ The sculptures of Lydia,

1'* Texier, Asie Mineure, III, pi. 226.

"5 Texieb, Armenie, II, pi. 84.— 1.

"' De Rep. II, iv, — Coloniarum vera, gum est, deducia a Grajit .... guam unda non

adluat ? Ita barbarorum agrU quasi adtexta videtur era esse Orcedos.
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and of all the countries of Asia Minor, differ little from the morni-

ments of Greece proper.

The type of the Sicilians and of the Italiots is somewhat more

diverse ;
principally characterized by the fall and round chin of the

Fig. 48.

Lycian Child. Lycaonian Soldiee.

Fig. 50.

females, as seen in the following wood-cut [50] of Proserpina, taken

from an intaglio in cornelian, which belongs to my collection. We
sometimes find the same peculiar chin even

now among the females of Calabria and

Sicily, but especially on the island of Ischia,

where, ^.ccording to a tradition, the Greek

blood of its inhabitants was scarcely mixed

by foreign intermarriages.

One feature, sufficiently explained by the

institutions of Greece, is common to all

these monuments of Hellenic art, viz : the

absence of portraits,— individuality being

merged into the glorification of the human
form by a purely ideal treatment. Just as

in life the idea of the State absorbed the

interests and even the rights of the individual, so individuality was

ignored in the art of Greece ; we never meet with portraits during

all the time of Greek independence ; for even the representations

meant to be portraits were ideal.. Alcibiadbs, according to Clemens

Alexandrinus,^''' became a Mercury, and Pericles looked a demigod.

A rock-relief on a tomb in Lycia, at Cadyanda, the oast of which is

"' Admonit. adversua gmtes, p. 35.

Peoserpina.
{Pulszhy Coll.)
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now in the Britisli Museum, ™ inscribed with the historical names of

Hecatomnos, Mesos, Seskos, ^c, contains no portrait, but only ideal

figures. The Crossus of the magnificent vase of the Louvre might

be taken for a Jupiter, were it not designated by the name. It was

not before the time of Alexander the Macedonian that real portraits

began to be made. Lysistratus, brother of the great sculptorLysippus,

was in Greece the first who made a plaster-cast of the face of living

persons, and who, according to Pliny,™ made real likenesses, whilst

his predecessors had tried to make them rather beautiful than faith-

ful. Pliny's testimony is fully borne out by the remaining monu-

ments of art belonging to the period of Alexander : they show during

the life of the great king some marked attempts at individuality,

though idealism is not yet excluded from the portrait. The head of

the conqueror of Persia, on his own coins, is scarcely distinguishable

from the type of his mythic ancestor Hercules. Under his successor,

Lysimachus, the portrait of Alexander on the Macedonian coins is by

far more individual. The beautiful bust ofDemosthenes '^ [51] in the

Vatican, though it be the work of a later age, is certainly a copy of

a bust contemporaneous with the last great citizen of Greece. It

exhibits the peculiar features and lisping mouth of the eloquent

unfortunate patriot ; still, the upper part of the head is undoubtedly

ideal. A classical cornelian in my collection, with the intaglio head

of Demetrius Poliorcetes [52], shows the efforts of some artists of the

Kg. 51. Fig. 52.

Demosthenes. DhMETRIUS POIIOBCETES, (Pulszky coll.)

Macedonian period to blend idealism with individualism. This

king's heroic beauty made the task easier ; but as, in those times,

a portrait always implied a kind of apotheosis, a bull's horn was

"8 Synopsis of the British Mnseora, Lycian Boom, Nos. 150-152.

"» XXXV, 44. '* ViscoNTi, Iconographie greeque, PI. 29, fig. 2.
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Fig. 53.

Pekseus.

Fig. 54.

added to the head to designate Demetrius as the son of Neptune

;

whilst in order to combine the horn -svith the human features, the hair

was carved stiff, reminding one of the rigidity of a bull's hair.

Equally grand is the portrait of Perseus [53], the last king of Mace-

donia, on a cornelian cameo in the imperial library at Paris.'" It so

much resembles some ancient hero, that

for a considerable time it was taken for

an ideal head of Ulysses. Indeed, if we

wish to get real Hellenic portraits, we

must leave the territory of Greece, and

seek for them among the more realistic

nations pervaded by Hellenism, amid

whom Greek art descended from the

loftier heights of imaginative beauty, to

tread the humbler paths of reality.

Hitherto no actual portrait has been dis-

covered belonging to the times of repub-

lican Greece. The following beautiful

head [54] on an Asiatic silver coin, in the

British Museum, which bears the simple

inscription BA2lAEn2, (the coin) " of the

king," is with the greatest plausibility

attributed to the younger Cyrus : the die

being sunk by some Ionian Greek at the

time when this Satrap of Asia Minor rose

in rebellion against his brother Arta-

xerxes, and assumed the title of the king.

Still, the features can scarcely be fairly

taken for a portrait ; they are altogether

ideal, in fact the embellished representar

tion of the purest Arian type.

The aboriginal barbarism of the remoter provinces of the Mace-

donian empire,—which was strongly modified, but never entirely

overcome by the civilization of the conquerors,—^renders the history

of Hellenism in Asia, after the death of Alexander, most instructive.

It is recorded on the relies of its art, especially on the coins of those

Greek dynasties which were not surrounded by Greek populations.

From the shores of the Euxine to the confines of India, they pro-

claim the supremacy of Greek genius. Still, Hellenism maintains

its glory only there where a continuous, uninterrupted, influx of

Greek elements keeps up the original blood and spirit of the con-

'*• MiLLiN, Momimenis Inedits., 1, XIX ; and Frontispiece to the Bulletin arcMol. de I'Aihe-

naum Fran^ais of June, 1855.

Cyrxts the younger.
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querors, as for instance at the court of the Seleueidse at Antioch, and
of the Ptolemies at Alexandria. But here the degeneration of the

royal houses could not destroy the fertility of Hellenic art; though in

all the countries which were locally separated from Greece, Hellenism

declined, and went over into barbarism so soon as the original Greek
blood of the conquerors was amalgamated with, and absorbed by,

native intermixture.

The coins of the kingdom of Bactria give the most striking illus-

tration of this general rale. During the wars between the Seleucidse

and the Ptolemies, Theodotus, the governor of Bactria about the

middle of the third century, B.C., declared himself independent of

Syria, and founded the Greek dynasty of the Bactrian kingdom.

About the same time the Parthians rose likewise in revolt against

Antiochus Theos, and their success cut the Baetrians off from

Greece proper, and even from the Grecians of Syria. Still, for about

a century, Greek art beyond the Hindoo Kush did not decline.

, The portrait of king Eucratides, king of Bactria, b. c. 170 [55], is,

on the coins, a most creditable specimen of the taste and workman-

ship of his artists.^®^ The isolation of the royal family, however, and

its remoteness from Greece and from Hellenic influences, unavoid-

ably brouglit about a relapse into barbarism. King Hermseus, lord

of Bactria, b. c. 98 [56], on a coin in the British Museum, is, accord-

Fig. 55. Fig. 56. Fig. 57.

Eucratides. Hebm^us. Eadphyses.

ing to his features, apparently a descendant of Heliocles ; but the

workmanship of the coin is heavy and coarse, and after seeing it we
can scaz'cely be surprised at learning that his dynasty was soon

superseded by rude Turanian invaders, who, having no alphabet of

their own, maintained at first the Greek, and then adopted the

Indian letters and language. In the execution of the types of their

coins, they exhibit the rudest barbarism. King Kadphyses [57],

182 For these and other examples, cf. Wilson, Ariana Antigua, London, 1841.
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A.D. 50, had his name inscribed in Greek characters, on his coin,

now in the British Museum ; but the shape of his skull is Turanian,

and the die-sinker must have been a half-civilized and probably

half-bred Bactrian.

The series of the Arsacide coins is equally instructive, and leads

to the same result. The Macedonian conquest destroyed at once

the old Persian institutions and civilization ; for, although Alexander

assumed the royal insignia and maintained the court etiquette

and provincial administration of Persia, yet both he and his cour-

tiers remained Greeks, and could not transform themselves into

Asiatics. His successors in Asia, the Seleucidse, were still more
averse to the old customs of the empire. They therefore removed

their residence and the capital of the empire from Babylon, which

at that time was still highly flourishing, so far west as Antioch ; and
tried to introduce Greek manners and despotic centralized-civiliza-

tion, into the provinces adjoining the seat of dominion. The out-

lying Satrapies could not long be kept in subjection: and during the

war between Antiochus Theos and Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt,

Anaees the Satrap stirred up the Parthians (256 B.C.), and at the

head of his Scythian horsemen established the Parthian empire in

opposition to the Greek Seleucidse, who could not hold the country
beyond the Tigris. But Arsaces did not go back to the Achseme-
nian institutions: he kept the Arian Persians in subjection, who from
the time of Cyrus to Alexander had been the rulers of the Empire

:

his realm might easier be characterized as the revival of the Scythian
empire of Astyages. The Parthians had no indigenous art of their

own
: according to Lucian, they were Su ipiXoxaXoi, not friends of att,'^

and they had to borrow their artistic forms from their neighbors,
just as the Shemitic nations had done before them.
While assuming the empire, they copied the Greek language and

the Greek types ofthe Seleu-

cidse on their coins ; and the ^'S- 59.

portraits of Arsaces I. [58],

B. c. 256, and of (Phraates I.)

Arsaces V. [59], b. c. 190-

165, on their silver coins in

the British Museum, can
scarcely be distinguished
from Greek coins, as regards
art: but the globular shape

Aksaces I. of the Parthian skull cha-

racterizes them sufliciently

^^ LuoiAN, de domo, 5.

Fig. 58.

Absaoes V.
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Fig. 60. Fig. 61.

Aksacbs XIX.

as not Hellenic. The conquest of tlie Syrian Empire by the Romans

soon cut off the influence of Hellenism, and isolated the Parthians,

whose art relapsed gradu-

ally into their original bar-

barism. The portrait ofAr-

saces XTT. [60] (Phraates

ni.), B.C. 50-60, belongs

to the beginning of the

decline of art, though this

king was a contemporary

of Lucullus, Pompey, and

Julius Caesar. Arsaces

Aksacbs XII. the XlXth [61], (Volo-

geses rV., A.D. 196) ex-

hibits a rudeness as if all the traditions of art had become forgotten.

Still, he was a contemporary of the emperor Commodus. One genera-

tion after him we see a new, national, Arian art reviving in Persia

under the Sassanides.

Similar causes led to similar results in the Crimea, or as the

ancients called it, in the Taurian or Cimmerian Chersonesus.

Greek colonies from Heraclea and Miletus established themselves

here among the aboriginal barbarians, and

introduced art and civilization. Kings of ^'S- ^^

these nations stood in friendly intercourse

with Athens and Byzantium, who used to

buy here their corn ; until Mithridates the

Great [62], king of Pontus, occupied the

country (in 108 B. c.) which was to become

the scene of his suicide. His portrait with

the rich flowing hair, probably a copy from

a statue representing him driving a cha-

riot,'" belongs to the wonders of Grecian art. Mithridates.

The Greek dynasty of Mithridates, in the

Crimea, died off in the second generation with Asander ; and was

succeeded by a long series of indigenous kings, who, without any

historical importance, maintained their sway down to the 4th century

of our era. During their reign the Greek colonies of Pantieapseum,

Chersonnesus,Phanagoria,and Gorgippia, lost their Hellenic charac-

ters by the continuous immigration of barbarians ; and all the tradi-

tions of art disappeared little by little among the half-breed inhabi-

tants of the country,—^until all Grecian blood, and with it, civiliza-

tion, became absorbed by intercourse with the barbarians. The

18* ViscOHTi, Iconoffraphie, ii. p. 182 ; note 4, Milan edition.
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following likenesses of Sauromates I. [63] (13-17 b. c), Rhescuporis

n. [64] under Domitian, and Rhescuporis III. [65], (212-219), from

their coins in the British Museum, show the progressing rudeness of

Fig. 63. Fig. 64. Fig. 65.

Sauromates. Rhescupokis II. RHEaCUPOKIS III.

the representations, as well a6 the ebbing of Greek blood among a

world of "barbarians," who, according to their features, belonged

to the Slavonic race.

We might have given equally instructive specimens of the power

and successive extinction of Hellenism in Thrace, Cilicia, Adiabene,

—from the coins of those countries,— clearly proving that foreign

art cannot maintain itself among unartistical races for any length of

time, but must decline and cease so soon as the artistical race which

imported it has become thoroughly amalgamated with, and has

merged into, the bulk of the natives.

VII.—THE ART OF ROME.

At the time of the revival of letters, when the attention of the

scholars and princes of Italy was for the first time turned towards the

remains of antiquity, all the statues and reliefs found in the peninsula

were taken for Roman ; and the antiquaries liked to explain any

antique representation from Livy's history, and Ovid's metamor-

phoses. Grecian life was at that time nearly unknown ; the study

of Greek literature remained subordinate to that of Roman ; and

the works of antiquity were regai'ded as illustrations of the Roman
classics. When, on the other hand, Winckelman and his philosophi-

cal school applied a deeper criticism to the relics of ancient art, treat

ing them as equal in importance to the literary remains of classical

antiquity, a reactionary notion spread all over Europe, that the

Romans had no national art at all ; and the father of scientific archse-
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ology, Winckelman himself, says:'^ "I defy those who speak of the

Eoman style of art to describe its peculiarities or to determine its

character." About this, time it was proved with considerable display

of erudition that fine arts were- paid, but not honored, at Rome. Plu

tarch was cited, who says in sober earnest that, however we might

admire the Olympian Jupiter, nobody would wish to become Phi-

dias :'* and Petronius also,'*" who, though speaking satirically, still

expressed the common Roman feeling by saying, that ' a nugget of

gold is more beautiful in the sight of God and man, than anything

produced by those foolish Greeks, Apelles and Phidias.' Accordingly,

it was believed that all the Roman sculptures are the work of Greeks,

mostly freed-men, who lived in that capital of the old world. Such

views were quite in keeping with the prevalent idea that Roman and

Greek mythology was altogether identical. The monuments of

Rome, however, were soon more thoroughly sifted ; and a number of

works of art were discovered at Pompeii, nearly all of them of

Italian workmanship,—and that, between the emperor Augustus

(under whom the town was rebuilt, after having been nearly destroyed

by an earthquake), and the emperor Titus, under whom it was

buried. Archaeologists are, therefore, now enabled to fix more

precisely the peculiarities and the character of the Roman style

;

although we must acknowledge that it is but a slight modification of

Greek art. The original Romans had no feeling for fine art ; they

were the ofispring of unartistical TJmbrians and Sabines, with an

admixture of Etruscans, who themselves possessed only a varnish of

art superinduced. The few monuments which adorned republican

Rome before the conquest of Grsecia Magna,—the statues of the

Capitol and the effigies of the kings—were without exception of Tus-

can workmanship ; so were their copper-coinage, their house-farni-

ture, their earthenware and bronze vases. The Romans never vied

with their neighbors either in mechanical skill or in artistical feeling

;

their only task was conquest and aggrandizement. When at last,

by the accumulation of wealth, luxury and desire of display intro-

duced a yearning for works of art, and that statues and pictures began

to play an important part at all the public shows, triumphs and enter-

tainments, it was easier to plunder the provinces and to fill Rome
with the most celebrated treasures of art from the temples and

market-places of Greece, than to get them executed by native artists

on the Tiber itself Still, the growing demand and failing supply at

length fostered art at Rome ; and though the artists were mostly of

foreign extraction,— for it was not respectable for a Roman to be a

186 Cabinet Slotch, p. 397. ^ Vita Peridia. ist Satyricon, c. 88.
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sculptor— Roman nationality impressed its stamp on the coins and

gems, reliefs and statues, marbles and bronzes, of tbe time of the

Emperors. The principal features of Roman art are a somewhat

ponderous dignity, and a want of poetical inspiration, but withal a

close imitation of native, national truthfulness, and great regard for

individuality; without that Greek freshness, freedom and harmony,

which rouse in the beholder the consciousness of the divine nature

of our soul. The composition of the Roman works of art is heavy,

the execution often over-polished and empty. Whilst the Greek

artist selected his subjects from mythology, the Roman liked to re-

present sacrifices, triumphal processions, military marches, battles,

and " allocutions," marriage-feasts and other scenes of domestic life.

The Greek idealized the features of great men ; the Roman did not

ennoble the ugliness of old Tiberius, the idiocy of Domitian, and

the ferocious looks of Commodus and Caracalla. The Greek made

scarcely any distinction, in sculpture, between the Greek and the

barbarian—^the same idealism surrounds them both, and assimilates

them to one another; the Roman artist made a characteristical dif-

ference between enemies of Rome and the civis Romanus. Still, at the

time of the Emperors, the Roman type itself had ceased to be con-

stant. Citizenship having been extended to half a world, barbarians

constituted the bulk of the army, and their equally-barbarian officers

were raised first into the Senate, then to the imperial throne. Accord-

ingly, the artists of Rome gave, on the whole, less importance to the

type than to the costume of the foreign hostile nations, by which

alone they differed from the mongrel Romans, who then represented

a cosmopolitan amalgam of all the white races. On the great

cameos of the time of Augustus and Tiberius, at Vienna and Paris

(which, by their dramatic and picturesque composition of the groups,

materially differ from Greek reliefs), the Pannonian and Vindelician

prisoners have no individual features; nor is the statue of the " river

Jordan" on the triumphal arch of the emperor Titus characterized

by a Shemitic physiognomy ; but, on the column and arch of Trajan,

which contains the best of all the Roman works of art, we easily

recognise the Dacian [70] whose features are perpetuated in the "Wal-

lachian of our days. In the dying gladiator of the Capitol, and on
the sarcophagus of the Vigna Ammendola,'^ we see the Celtic Gaul

[71] represented; and Mr. Gottling recognises an ancient German
[69] in the statue of a prisoner which adorned a triumphal arch at

Rome.

After the eclectic idealism prevalent under the reign of the

Emperor Hadrian, we no longer find any endeavor to fix the

•86 Mommmti Intditi deW Imtituto Archeologka di Roma, 1, PI.
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national peculiarities of foreign nations on monuments of art. The
Teutonic Markomaus on the columns of Antoninus, the Turanian
Parthians on the arch of Septimus Severus, differ only by their cos-

tume from Dacians, and from the Eoman soldiers who fight against

them; and we must admit that the pharaonic Egyptian artists

remained unsurpassed, even by Greeks and Eomans, in the accuracy

with which they observed and rendered the national type of all the

ti-ibes with which they happened to come into contact. The Assy-

rians and Persians were second in this respect to the Egyptians; still

they were, on the whole, faithful enough, whereas with the Greeks any
national peculiarity merged in the glorification of the human form

:

accordingly, Egyptians and Asiatics are by them drawn and sculp-

tured with Hellenic features. The Roman is by far more truthful,

but his art is short-lived. Before Augustus it is either Etruscan or

Greek; after Septimus Severus it loses its national character, and

step by step transforms itself into the Byzantine Christian. Two
centuries cany us from the beginning of Eoman art to its decay

;

its fall bloom lasted only just for the score of years which embraces

the reign of the emperor Trajan, since under Hadrian it lost its

Boman features, and was swamped by an elegant and refined imita-

tion of every style of art. About the same time that the imperial

throne fell into the hands of Asiatic Syrians, of Africans, Arabs, and

northern barbarians, Boman art became barbarous, and revived only

when, about the time of Justinian and his successors, a new nation-

ality,— the Grseco-Byzantine— consolidated and crystallized itself

under the influences of Christianity out of the mixture of all the

races in the Boman empire.

The earliest authentic Boman portrait Kg- 67.

we know is the likeness of P. Cornelius

Scipio Africanus [67].^'^ All earlier effi-

gies were either not portraits at all,— as

for instance, the seven Tuscan statues of

the kings, mentioned in the old authors,

which stood before the Capitol,— or

they are too indistinct to be of use fi)r

ethnology. This applies to the heads

we see on the family coins ofRome, upon

which the magistrates liked to perpetu-

ate the memory of illustrious ancestors.

None of these silver coins are anterior to Soipio Afeicanus.

the year 269 b. c ; their size is small

189 ViscoNTi, Iconographie romaine, Paris, 1817, pi. Ill, fig. 2.
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and their workmanship little artistical. Besides, we know from

Pliny that the family pride of the Eomans cared more for the names

than for the likenesses of their ancestors. The admiral complains

that whilst the original wax-effigies represented the great men such

as they really had been (they were probably casts of the faces of the

deceased), a later age delighted in silver busts and in the workman-

ship of great masters (probably Greeks, and given to idealizing),

without regard to the likeness. Pliny's complaint cannot apply to

the portrait of Scipio, which is entirely individual, and of that stern

and energetic cast which fally expresses the Eoman character.

Scipio may be taken for a good specimen of the Eoman patrician

type; for, at his time the aristocracy had not yet lost its national

purity by the admixture of foreign blood. Not less- characteristic

is the head of Agrippa [68],—the friend, minister and son-in-law of

Augustus, and maternal ancestor of the emperors Caligula, Claudius

and Nero. 'Seid, to the Eoman type represented by these two highly

expressive portraits, let us consider the features of their enemies.

Fig. 69 is the bust of a "barbarian" found in Trajan's forum, now in

Fig. 68. Fig. 69.

VipSANius Agkippa, [Pulszhy coll.) Babbaeiai;.

the British Museum. Mr. Combe, in his description of the ancient

marbles of the British Museum, after adverting to the feelings of

rage, disappointment and revenge strongly marked in this face,

inclines to believe that the head was intended to represent Arminius

the German hero, who defeated Varus, and was defeated by Germa-.

nicus. Mr. Gottling, in. an essay which has become very popular in

Germany, attributes this head with specious reasons to Thumelicus,

the fighter of Eavenna, son of Arminius. "We therefore scarcely err

in seeking-the original-Teutonic type in this excellent bust.
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Fig. 70.

Daoian.

The effigy of Decebaluai,—prince of the Dacians [70]/* is copied

from a bas-relief originally belonging to

the triumphal arch of Trajan, which by the

addition of later patchwork has been trans-

formed into an arch in honor of the

emperor Constantine. The effigy is pecu-

liarly interesting for its resemblance to the

present "Wallachians, true descendants of

the ancient Dacians. This similitude

between the Dacians and "Wallachians is

not exclusively confined to the cast of

features nor to the costume, since we see

on the reliefs of the column of Trajan,

decorated with episodes of his Dacian

campaign, that even this moral character lias in one respect remained

the same. The Romans seem to have been peculiarly struck by the

ferocious treatment, of prisoners among these Dacians; and they

did not fail to represent theDacian females, who tortured the disarmed

and fettered Romans with raving brutality. The same feature

recurred in the Hungarian war of 1849. Hungarian prisoners were

tortured and murdered by the servile "Wallachian population,,—the

females being always, the most cruel among them.

We copy the head of a Celtic Graul Fig. 71.

[71] from a sarcophagus found in the

vineyard Ammendola at Rome. It

is characterized by a peculiar Gallic

necklace (torques), and by angular

expressive features. For those of our

readers who are less acquainted with

the latest archaeological researches

we mention the fact, that the cele-

brated dying-Grladiator of the Capitol

has been recognized to be a Celt, by

U'ibby''' and by Raoul-Rochette.

This suggests a digression. Having given the earliest effigy of a

Celt, we feel bound to, copy likewise the features of a Norman, in

order to put the principal ancestors of the inhabitants of the British

Islands and of North America side by side. "William the Conqueror

lived in times and among nations unpropitious to art : his likeness,

[72] therefore, cannot be peculiarly characteristic. It is taken from

ISO Belioeius, Veterea Arms, Rome, 1690, PI. 44, " Victoria Dacica."

'91 Observazioni soprala statua del Oladiatore moribondo :— Bulletin univerael, VIII, 1830,

Aout. ; compare Phut, XXXIV, 19-24.

12

Celtic Gaul.
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Fig. 72.

WlllELM.

the celebrated "Bayeux tapestry,"'^ whicli is contemporaneous with

this king, and attributed by tradition

to the needle of Mathilda, queen of the

conqueror. "W"e are sorry that, together

with the Norman type, we are unable

to give a standard Anglo-Saxon effigy;

but queen Mathilda does not seem to

have remarked any peculiar differ-

ence between these two different na^

tionalities; which, indeed, were of

the same Scandinavo-Teutonic stock,

—deduction made of the crowd of

continental "flibustiers"who flocked to

the colors of "William, and who were

Normans only by courtesy. Accord-

ingly, king Harold, on the Bayeux tapestry, resembles his cousin

"William, with the slight exception, that he and his Anglo-Saxons

wore mustachios, whereas the Normans are closely shaved.

We continue. If it should now be asked what representations of

the different nationalities of old have to prove about the original

"unity" or "diversity" of the human race, we point to the unmistakable

constancy of the types of the Egyptians, Assyrians, "Wallachs, Ne-

groes, Jews,—which are at the present day exactly such as were repre-

sented on ancient monuments,— and quote Dr. Prichard's words

as to the importance of this fact: "If it should be found that within

the period of time to which historical testimony extends, the distin-

guishing characters of human races have been constant and undevi-

ating, it would become a matter of great difficulty to reconcile this

conclusion with the inferences obtained from other considera-

tions." '^^

To return to Roman art. Its importance stands in no relation to its

real merits ; it had a marked influence.not only over early Christian

sculpture, but even on mediaeval and modern art. The works of

Egypt, Assyria, and Etruria, belong altogether to the domain of

archaeology: modern artists disdain to be instructedby them, although

they might learn from them that no style of art ever maintained

itself on any other basis than nationality ;—^but they cannot emanci-

pate themselves from Greek and principally from Roman influences.

It belongs to the peculiarities of our age, that, whilst the purity of the

plastical forms of the Greek statues could not fail to maintain their

importance as models for statuaries, the Roman bas-relief continues to

192 Yetusla Monumenta, Soc. of Antiquaries, 1822, vi. pi. 17.

195 Researches, vol. iii. p. 2, edition of 1837.
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be imitated by our sculptors. They prefer its crowded, melo-drama-
tic groups, and the slight attempt at perspective (by raising the

figures of the first plan and gradually depressing those of the second
and third), to the graceful and simple Greek bas-relief, which is regu-

lated by the artistic feeling of the sculptor, not by unartistical rules,

—for instance, on the friezes ofthe Parthenon and ofthe Mausoleum.
But, we ought not to forget that the sculptors of our day belong
mostly to the neo-Latin nations : and being imbued with the spirit of

Eoman literature in preference to that of Greek, they feel instinctively

a greater attraction towards the works of imperial Rome, than of re-

publican Greece. So, too, does the bulk of the public ; which appre-

ciates much more the elegance of the statues of the Belvidere,—all
of them works of the Roman period,— than the sublime beauty of

the Elgin marbles, and the chaste drawing on some vases of Btruria

and Grecia magna.

"We have now, in the course of our ethnological survey of the

history of art, arrived at the decay of the nations of classical anti-

quity, and reached the dawn of Christian art. We might easily

pursue our researches down to the present day, through the Byzantine

period,
.
into the exclusively-national art of Italy, of Germany, of

Spain, of France, of Belgium, and of Holland ; but the characteristics

of all these " schools," or rather nationalities, of painting, are so well

known that it is not necessary to point out their diversity. The
history of Christian art has often been written, and leads invariably

to the result, that art never developed itself but on a national basis

;

that close imitation of foreign forms never could impart life to art; and

that eclecticism invariable/ leads to destruction. Accordingly, the

Academies of painting and sculpture, founded upon eclecticism,

and rejecting art's national development, became always and every-

where the tombstones of art.

VIII.— ART OF AMERICAN NATIONS.

The time has not yet arrived for writing the history of the indige-

nous art of the Red-race. The monuments of the ante-Columbian

civilization of America but little regarded in their country, are

excessively rare in Europe. There are but few persons, either in the

United States or the Spanish republics, who care for antiquity. The
English race is too much occupied with the interests of the present,

the Spanish too much disturbed with fears about the future, and

therefore, both too unsettled and too uncomfortable, to devote

much attention to the relics of an antiquity, which, however impor-
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tant for the pMlosoplier and the historian of human civilization, has

neither the charms and beauty of the Grseeo-Koman period, nor the

historical interest of Egyptian, Assyrian, or early Christian art. The

Red nations, of whose works we speak, are strangers to us ; their

civilization remained entirely unconnected with our history; and

was too different from, and, too inferior to, the development of the

Japetides, Shemites, and Turanians. Even Chinese art has a greater

chance of becoming the object of study, than the monuments of the

mound-builders, of the Toltecs and Aztecs of Mexico and Central

America, and of the Quichuas and Aymaras of Peru and the Lake

of Titicaca. China is still a mighty empire ; its civilization, how-

ever strange, cannot be ignored by us; and the monuments of

Chinese art may facilitate a correct appreciation of the institutions,

the religion and morals, of more than three hundred millions of

men,—with whom, at the same time, traffic is profitable.

American art, on the other hand, is in no way linked to the present

age. The refined amateur is repelled by the homeliness of most of

the artistical relics, which the historian is, as yet, unable to connect

with certain dates and personages. This is the reason why but very

few persons care for Mexican, Central American, and Peruvian anti-

quity ; and how it comes to pass, that among all the public Museums'

of Europe there are but two, the Louvre at Paris,'^ and the British

Museum in London, which systematically admit American monu-
ments into their treasuries of art. Of private collections I know but

four : the Central American antiquities at the country-seat of the

late Mr. Freudenthal, in Moravia (Austria), who fell a victim to his

zeal in searching for antiquities in the tropical climate of Guatemala,

and died soon after his return to Vienna ; the extensive collection

of Mr. TJhde at Handschuhsheim, near Heidelberg (Grand duchy
Baden); and the two Mexican and Peruvian cabinets of MM.
Jomard and AUier at Paris. M. Adrien de Longperier published,

in 1852, a Notice of the monuments exhibited in the American Hall

of the Louvre, from which we see that it contains

:

I.—680 relics of Mexican art, consisting of mythological statuettes,

vases, gems, seals, utensils, instruments of music, weights and mea-
sures in volcanic stone, granite, basalt, terra-cotta, bronze, crystal,

obsidian, jade, jasper, and wood.

n.—A few fragments from Palenque.

ni. — About three hundred statuettes and vases, implements and

s" The Louvre has, within the last few years, acquired the Mexican Antiquities of M.
Latour AUard, published in Lord KiDgsborough's great work; received as gifts the equally

important Peruvian antiquities of Mons. Augraud, together with the smaller collections of

Messrs. Massieu de Clairval, Audifred, V. Schoelcher, and several other gentlemen.
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woollen fabrics of Peru, from Ouzco, Lambazeque, Quiloa, Bodegon,
Arica and Truxillo.

IV.—Some twenty artistical objects from the Antilles and Hayti.
The collections of the British Museum have not yet been described

and published. Huddled together as they are, in one of the smaller

rooms, with Hindoo, Burmese, Japanese, and Chinese idols, and
with the implements and curiosities of the South-Sea isles, they fail

to attract the attention of the visitors. The Mexican Cabinet con-

sisting principally in pottery, ot in statuettes and reliefs in terra

cotta, is one of the most extensive, and shows that the traditions of

Aztec art long survived the conquest by Cortez ; since we find a

Spanish Viceroy moulded in clay by a native artist, who did not fail

to distort the features 'of this Spanish hidalgo into the lypical Mexi-
can forms, no less than to give him their American cast of skull,

and of the cheek-bones ! The Peruvian antiquities are likewise ex-

clusively of baked clay ; some of them gems of native art. The
Museum might easily enrich its American treasures; for, as I

learned from the most reliable sources, many Peruvian gold and
silver idols find their way into the Bank of England and the Royal
Mint, where they are melted down ; since they have no artistic, if

great archaeological, and still greater, it would seem, monetary value.

Many American Antiquities were published in the extensive, and
more or less costly works, of Kingsborough, Humboldt, Lenoir,

Warden, Tschudi, B,ivero,Waldeck, Catherwood, d'Orbigny, Stephens,

Norman, Brantz Mayer, Bartlett, and Squier ; but, failing to interest

the public in the same way as Asiatic and European antiquities,

they remained unknown beyond the circle of some ethnological

scholars, so that few persons are aware of the extent and the artisti-

cal importance of the Monuments of America. "We have, in the

following wood-cuts, selected the most characteristic and best sculp-

tured specimens of the ante-Columbian art of the new world, in hope

that they may become tlie means of exciting a greater interest for

them on both sides of the Atlantic. As it is the object of illustra-

tions to instruct by view, as well, and often more than by explication,

we add but few words to them.

The great majorily of the ancient monuments of America will for-

ever remain unconnected with history, '^^—^mysterious relics of a civi-

1S5 ^i perceive that an anonymous " viator " advertises in the National Intelligencer (Wash-

ington, D. C, 18th October, 1856), a forthcoming volume, wherein "more than twenty

gentlemen, embracing the bench, tbe bar, the clergy, and members of the medical profes-

sion, have come forward "—-all in Western Virginia, too—and are actually going to vouch

for the indubitable authenticity df that "canard"— so famous, among archieologists, as

Mr. Schoolcraft's Ohio pebble, engraved in 22 different alphabets at "Grave Greek flat!"

To facilitate its reappearance in good society, no less than to increase the receipts of
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lizatiou whicli they alone record and expound. Mexican antiquities,

however, will soon receive an additional importance by the publica-

tion (as we learn from his friend Mr. E. Geo. Squier) of M. Aubin,

the French savant who has devoted a life of study to the researches

on the Aztec language and literature ; having, by a residence of thir-

teen years in Mexico, and by the lucky discovery of the collections

and MSS. of Botturini, become able to obtain all the materials and

the information for deciphering them, so as to elucidate the history

of the Aztec empire previous to Cortez. A few years hence, the

ante-Columbian history of Mexico will be as accessible to us as the

early annals of any European nation ; for hieroglyphical documents

are not wanting which contain this information : whilst the researches

of Botturini, which in the past century were cut short by the Span-

ish Inquisition, have been now resumed by M. Aubin ; and, in his

hands, have afforded the key for reading these sealed books.''*

The hunter tribes ofAmerica evince no feeling for plastical beauty;

yet withal, like the Turks and the Celts, they have a considerable

talent for decorative designs, and some perceptions of the harmony

of colors. The originality and ornamental combination of their bead-

work and embroidery is sufficiently known, but they always fail in

rendering the human form. Far higher was the civilization of that

race which preceded them in the trans-AUeghanian States. We call

that "Museum," I give this announcement a wider circulation than the threatened book is

destined to obtain, by referring the curious to Squier's " Observations on the Aboriginal

Monuments of the Mississippi Valley," New York, 8vo., 1847, pp. 71-9 (Extract from the

Transactions of the American Ethnological Society, vol. ii.) ; and to Types of Mankind, pp.

652-3.— G. B. G.]

196 Among recent articles which show how this new school of American archseologists

augments,—consult Squier, " Aztec Picture-writing " (iVew York Tribune, Not. 24, 1852) :—
Bartlett, " The Aboriginal Semi-civilization of the Great California Basin, with a Refuta-
tion of the popular theory of the Northern Origin of the Aztecs of Mexico " {New York
Herald, April 4, 1854): — Atjbik, "Lang. Americaine. Langue, Litt^rature et Ecriture
Mexicaines " (Encyclopidie du XIX"' Silcle, Tome xxvi., Supplement, pp. 500-7) :—Squier,
"Les Indiens Gnatusoa du Nicaragua" {Athenmum Frangais, 22 D^cembre, 1855) :—Prissb
d'Avennes, "Honduras— Am^rique centrale {L'Illustration, Paris, 8 D^oembre, 1856):—
Brassetjr de BorRBOURQ, " Letter from Babinal—Department of Vera Paz " [London Athe-
ruEum, Dec. 8, 1855) :—Idem, " Notes d'un Voyage dans I'Am^rique centrale—Lettre i. M.
Alfred Maury" {Nouvellea Annales des Voyages, Paris, Aoftt, 1855):—with Squier's cri-

tique on said letter (Op. cit., D4c. 1855) :—TrIibner, " The New Discoveries in Guatemala,"
and " Central American Archseology " {London Aihenwum, 12th Jan., and 31st May, 1856)

;

since enhanced in interest by Don Jos^ Antonio Urrutia's "Discovery of additional Mo-
numents of Antiquity in Central America" {Ibidem, 13 Dec. 1856). The new work of Dr.
Soherzer brings another distinguished pioneer into the field; and we have reason to hope
that much light will be thrown upon th^ Indian languages of New Mexico, California, &c.,
by the conjoint researches of two gentlemen eminently quaUfied for the task—Mr. John B.
Baetiett (late U. S. Boundary Commissioner to Mexico, and now Secretary of State for
Rhode Island), and Prof. Wm. W. Turner (of the TJ. S. Patent Office, Washington, D. C).
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them " mound-builders," from the regular fortifications which, they
have erected in several of the western and southern States.'*' The
Natchez, destroyed by the French of Louisiana, in the last century,

seem to have, in part, belonged to them. A most characteristic,—^we

may say artistically-beautiful—^head [73] in red pipe-clay, the work-
manship of these unknown mound-builders, dug up and published

by Squibe,'* exhibits the peculiar In-

dian features so faithfully, and with ^*s- 73.

such sculptural perfection, that we can-

not withhold our admiration from their

artistical proficiency. It proves three

things : 1st, That these " mound-build-

ers" were American Indians in type :

—

2d, That time (age ante-Columbian, but

otherwise unknown,) has not changed

the type of this indigenous group of

races:—and 3d, That the "mound-build-

ers " were probably acquainted with no
other men but themselves. In every

way confirming the views of the author motod-buildee.

of Crania Americana.

The monuments of Mexico partake more of the decorative charac-

ter, and we cannot but admire their ingenuity in making use of the

most refractory materials for artistical purposes. The following three

heads were all published by the various authors of Antiquitis Mexi-

caines. Fig. 74, ''^ carved of wood, is remarkable for its finish and

elegance; fig. 75^ belongs to a statue of volcanic stone; fig. 76™^

is of smaragdite, a green, hard, gem-like stone, which cannot, by our-

selves, be worked otherwise than by steel or bronze, and requires the

action of the wheel and emery. All of them are characterized by the

1" [Whilst correcting proof, I learn, with the deepest regret, of the demise, at New York

on the 14th Dec. 1856, of Dr. Hermann E. Ludewiq ; whom I saw quite well there last Oc-

tober. Onr muthal friend Mr. Trtjbneb will deplore, with our fellow-students, this sudden

loss the more, as he has in press the crowning monument of Ltjdewio's arduous labors—the

" Bibliography of American Aboriginal Linguistict "— the MSS. of which we looked over

together, in London.— G. B. G.]

•"* Ancient Monuments of the MiasUsippi Valley, 1848, p. 245, fig. 145.

1" Antiquitis Mexicaines {Relation dea Trois ExpM. du Cap. Dupaix, 1805-7, desaim de

CaaiaHeda—par Ibnoir, Warden, Farcy, BARADiRB, St. Priest, &c., Paris, 2 vols, folio,

1834)—pi. Ixiii., fig. 121, p. 53—2nde Exp^d.

™ Idem, pi. vi. p. 7—Ire Expdd.

^i Idem, Suppltoent, pi. vii. p. 13—3me Exp4d. :—compare also Humbowt
(
Vuea dea

CordUHraa, Paris, fol. 1810, pi. 66), "Tete gravfie en pierre dure paries Indiens Muys-

cas ;" {Researches, tr. Williams, London, 8to., 1814, ii. p. 205) ; who considers the stone a

smaragdite, and the workmanship New Grenadian.
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peculiar features of the Central American group of the Eed-men,

Fig. 74. Fig. 75.

Mexican Musical Ikstkument.

Fig 76.

Mexican Statue.

Mexican Qem,

in the formation of the skull, as well as by their

high cheek-hones.

The drawings of the Mexican hieroglyphical

and pictorial MSS. are of a conventional and^

decorative character. The following group

jft'om the astronomical Fejervary codex, is in-

serted to represent the state in which they por-

tray the phases of the moon, according to Aztec

mythology. "We see first the sun and the

moon quarrelling [given in wood-cut 77]: the

next group, in the original MS., shows the

defeat of the moon, which in the third group is

swallowed by the sun ; the fourth figure represents the triuniphant

sun ; in the fifth, the conqueror (very unsesthetically) spits the head

of the moon out, as symbol of the first quarter.^

We merely figure one specimen: the subject being hardly intelli-

gible without the colors Of the original.

Of a higher importance are the antiquities of Central America

;

though a comparison of the different publications on the ruins of

Palenque clearly shows, that a faitlifiil copy of those monuments
belongs still to the desideraita Of archaeology. The idiotic head [78]

published by "Waldeck,^^ with the peculiar artificial deformation of the

"•2 KiNasBOROUQH, Antiquities of Mexico, iii. ; " MS. in the possession of Gabriel Fejer-

vaiy"_figs. 3, 5, 6, 7.

2M Voyage Pittoresque et ArchSologique dans la province de Tuedtan, 1834^6, Paris, fol.

1837 ;
pi. xxii. p. 105—" Relief astronomique de Palenqu^ "—(differently given in Dej. Kio,

Description, 1822, pi. 3.)
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Fig. 77.
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Mexican Illuminated MS.

Kg. 78. Kg. 79.

Palenque-eeliep.

skull ; and theterra-cotta idol, [179] f^—^both from Yucatan,—show a ten-

dency towards decorative art;wliicli

treats even the human form merely

for ornamental purposes, and there-

fore lays a peculiar stress on the head^-

dress, eyebrows, wrinkles, and other TuaATAN-iDOL.

accessories, in preference to the purity

of the principal forms. In fact we may characterize the reliefs of

Palenque by this peculiarity, which we observe in a smaller degree

on Mexican reliefsi

The few monuments of Guatemala hitherto published, among those

discovered by Squier, are of a purer taste and higher artistical cha-

racter. This inedited colossal head [80], obligingly communicated to

us from his well-stored portfolio, found byhim atYulpates, in 1853, sur-

2M fdem, pi. xix.— "Idole et Vase en terre cuite."
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Fig. 80.

beauty all we knew before of the art of the Red-race. The

simplicity of design, the exquisite

finish of execution, and the earnest

expression of the head in question (to

which our wood-cut does not do ade-

quate justice), place it on an equal

footing with the productions of any

Japetide race. Still, the Indian charac-

ter of the features attests sufficiently

its indigenous origin. "We owe this

gem ofAmerican sculpture to the libe-

rality of Mr. Squier ; whose name is

associated with so many important re-

searches and enterprises, that he has

been able easily to transfer to us the

honor of publishing the best of all

American statuary. To it we add, as

specimens of Central American style,

three heads from one of his published

works.^^
G ITATEMAIIAN-IDOL.

Fig. 81. Fig. 82. Fig. 83.
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lished by him, we may admit the high proficiency of Peruvian art,

Fig. 84. Fig. 85.

Mexican terra-cotta.

when we behold two most exquisite

terra-cotta heads of the British Mu-
seum; which, according to the label

on them, were found in the neigh-

Peottian Vase. borhood of Lake Titicaca. Both
of them are here edited for the first

time. The male head [86] compares advantageously with works
of Egyptian or Etruscan artisanship, whilst preserving the charac-

ter of {he Indian race ; and the female head [87], with its artificial

Fig. 86. Fig. 87.

Peihtvian Male. Peruvian Femaib.

deformity of the skull, gives us the highest idea of the artistical

endowments of the Aymaras.

These few specimens of the indigenous ante-Columbian art of

America show sufficiently the constancy of the Indian type— as pre-

served now in the very geographical province whence each relic has
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been derived—during all the historical period of the New "World, and

ita great difference from Chinese and Japanese works of art. Could

we hope that the monuments of Central and South America might

attract the attention and excite the interest ofmore American scholars

than hitherto, the theory of the Mongol origin of the Red-men would

soon be numbered among exploded hypotheses,— to be forgotten,

like the fond illusions of Lord Kingsborough ; who succumbed pre-

maturely, 'tis said, fortuneless in pocket and aberrated in mind,

owing to his sincere and munificent endeavors to deduce " American
Indians " from the falsely-supposed ^'lost Ten Tribes of Israel."

IX.—ON SOME OF THE UNARTISTICAL RACES.

Count de Gobineau's publication on the Inequality of human
races™ is certainly a work sparkling with genius and originality, if

indulging in some wild hypotheses not supported by history. By
one of his most startling assertions he derives the aptitude for art,

among all the nations of antiquity, from an amalgamation with Black
races. For him, Egyptians, Greeks, Assyrians and Etruscans, are

half-breeds, mulattoes ! We would not notice this strange and alto-

gether-gratuitous hypothesis, had not several other works—unscien-

tific, but important by the intense populariiy they have aequired,---

held out the expectation that the Black races might, after all,

turn Out to be artistical, and hence bring about a new era of art.

Sober history does not encourage such dreams, nor can the past of
the Black races warrant them. Long as history has made mention
of negroes, they have never had any art of their own. Their features
are recorded by their ancient enemies, not by themselves. Egyptian
kings who, from the earliest times of antiquity, came often into
collision with the blacks, had them figured as defeated enemies,
as prisoners of war, and as subject nations bringing tribute. Their
grotesque features, so much differing from the Egyptian type, made
them a favorite subject for sculptural supports of thrones, chairs,
vases, &c.

;
or painted under the soles of sandals, of which instances

abound in Museums as well as in the larger works on Egypt.
To the many examples of monumental negroes furnished in

" Types of Mankind," we add two that are inedited, due to M.
Prisse d'Avennes's friendship for his old Egyptian comrade, Mr.
Gliddon. The first [fig. 88] is accompanied by the following memo-

^Essaimr VlnlgaliU de. Races Bumaine, ; Svo, vols. I, 11, 1853; III, 1854- IT 1855
Cf., on the same subject. Pott, Ungleichheit MemcUicher

.Hasten hauptsiichlich vom \prach.
wissenschafUichen standpunkte, 1856.
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randum :—"Tombeau de SohamptU (Thebes),— sous Amounophin."

Fig. 88.

Asiatic

(Theban Sculptures -

and African.

-XVIIth dynasty— 16th century B. C.)

Fig. 89.—about the 16th century b. c. The
second [fig. 89] is the head of one

of two exquisitely-designed and

colored full-length negroes, identical

in style, supporting a "Vase peint

(jaune, traits rouges) sur les parois

du tombeau de Aichisiou, pretre

charge de I'autel et des ecritures du
grande temple de Thebes, sous

Eamses Vii,—XX° dynastie (hypo-

gees de Gournah)." The first cor-

roborates that which, since Morton's

day, has ceased to be disputed, viz : the existence, during all the

monumental period of Egypt, of at least three distinct types of man

along the Nile, Egyptian, Shemitic and Nigritian; the second (which

point, Mr. Grliddon's and M. Prisses's long familiarity with Egypt

render them competent authorities to assert), is identical^ after 3000

Ancient Negro.
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Fig. 90.

years of time, with the ordinary class of black slaves still imported

from the upper Nile-basin for sale in the bazaars at Cairo.

Both these monuments belong to the XVIIth and XXth dynasties,

which carried the arms of the Pharaohs to the upper Nile and to the

Euphrates. The other artistical nations of antiquity knew little of

the JSTegro-race. They did not come before Solomon's epoch into

immediate and constant contact with it. "We see soon after, how-

ever, a negro in an Assyrian battle-scene of the time of Sakgon, at

Khorsabad [90].^ He might have been exported from Memphis by

Phcenician slave-dealers to Asia,

where he fell fighting for his

master against the Assyrians ; who
did not fail to perpetuate the

memory of such an extraordinary

feature as a hlach warrior must

have been to them. On that re-

markable relief of the tomb of

Darius Hystaspes, at Persepolis,

{aupra, p. ? fig. 35) we have seen

the negro as a representative of

Africa. The Greeks seldom drew

blacks: still, on beautiful vases of

the British Museum we meet with

the well-known negro features in a

battle-scene. [See the annexed plate IX, fig. 1]. Another such

vase, with the representation of Hercules slaying negroes, has been

published by Micali.^" Etruscan potters, who, as already remarked,

liked to draw Oriental types, moulded vases into the shape of a negro

head, and coupled it sometimes with the head of white males or

females. The British Museum contains several of these very cha-

racteristic utensils. [See Plate IX, figs. 2, 3, 4]. These two Etru-

rian vases are not older than the 4th century b. c.—^probably between

200 and 250 b. c. The medal-room of the British Museum contains,

besides, three silver coins of Delphi, age about 400 b. c; having on

one face the head of a negro, with the woolly hair admirably indi-

cated ; and on the other a goat's head seen in front-view, between

two dolphins, the usual type of Delphi. "We know likewise several

Roman cameos, which represent negroes with all the refined elegance

of the imperial epoch [91]. Thus we possess effigies of negroes

drawn by six different nations of antiquity: Egyptians, Assyrians,

Persians, Greeks, Etruscans and Romans; from about the 18th cen-

Khobsabad-Neqko.

2<» BoTTA, Monumml de Ninive, pi. 88. 210 Monumenti Anlichi.
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tury B. c, to tlie first centuries of our era, which all speak for the

unalterable constancy of the negro type such as it

is in our own days. "We see that it was not only
'^"

the color, but the peculiar type that struck the

ancients ; and which the Romans, for instance,

knew quite as minutely as any modern ethnolo-

gists. Petronius, who lived under the emperor
Nero, describes, in his Novel, three vagabond
literary men who, having taken passage in a

ship on the Mediterranean, suddenly discover that

it belongs to a merchant on board, whom two of

them had previously robbed. Dreadinghis revenge, (PuUzky Goii)

one of them says

:

" Eumolpus, being a scholar, has certainly ink with him : let us therefore dye ourselves

from top to toe, and as Ethiopian slaves we shall be at his command without fear of torture

;

for by the change of color we shall deceive our enemies." But Geiton exclaims in reply

:

"as if color alone could transform our shape! for many things have to conspire that the lie

might be maintained under any circumstances. Or can we fill our lips with an ugly swell-

ing ? can we crisp our hair with an iron ? and mark our forehead with scars ? and distend

our shanks into a curve ? and draw our heels down to the earth ? and change our beard into

a foreign fashion?— artificial color besmears the body, but does not change it."''"

Voltaire has somewhere wittily remarked, " the first white man
who beheld a negro must have been greatly astonished; but the

reasoner who claims that the negro comes from the white man
astonishes me a great deal more."

Negroes, however, are not the only unartistical race. We have

already spoken of the Shemites among the whites, and we must add

to them the Turanian or Turk-Tartar family of nations ; that is to say,

the Hungarians proper, the Turks and Turkomans, the Finns, and

some migratory tribes of southern Siberia ; none of them ever having

produced any painter or sculptor. But not even all the Japetides are

endowed with artistical tendencies. The Celts and Slavonians, and

among the Teutonic races, the Scandinavians, had no national art.

The imagery of their epics and lyrics is neither picturesque nor

sculptural ; their buildings, pictures and statues, are characterized by

no peculiar type, and are either the works of foreigners, or servile

imitations ofjmported models. The Turks and Celts have, at least,

a peculiar feeling for ornament, for decorative art and harmony of

colors \ but all the other nations mentioned above have never felt

that inward impulse which prompted even the semi-civilized Toltecan

211 T. Peteonii Arbttri, Satiricon, cap. CII: — compare the extract from Viegil in Typea

of Mankind (p. 255) ; and the quotation from Logman's Fables: (p. 246) which is but the

Arabian or Persian dress of the same idea in .Slsop's.
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nations of America to build gigantic structures and to adorn them

with sculptures and paintings :
^'^ the genius of art has never smiled

upon them. But, such being the indubitable facts of history, have

we therefore to consider Hungarians, Celts, Shemites and Scandina-

vians, as lower races than the ante-Columbian Aztecs of Mexico, and

the Aymaras and Quichoas of Peru ? Are we, because some nations

got peculiar endowments not shared by other races, to transfer these

facts into the moral, social, and political sphere ? Are the scientific

facts about the original "unity" or "diversity" of human races, and

their equal or unequal mental and artistic endowments, to bear

upon their political, social, and legal treatment ? Are the Shemites

to be despised because they cannot understand epics and theogonies?

and the Celts oppressed because their imagination predominates

over their reasoning faculties? and the IJfegroes enslaved because

they never arrive at orthography or grammatical correctness ? "Will

the Hungarians, if they could be forced to forget their language and

to speak German; and the Poles, if they merge into the Russian

family, become more useful to mankind than in their own languages?

"Will they, by changing their idiom, change their national peculiari-

ties? Can they develope themselves under oppression and on a

foreign basis, better than in freedom and in their national individu-

ality? To all these questions there is but one reply: whatever be.

their origin and endowments. They are all men; that is to say,

beings possessing reason and conscience, responsible for their actions

to their Creator, to mankind and to themselves, able to recognise

truth, and to discern between right and wrong, and therefore they

are equally entitled to "life, liberty and pursuit of happiness."

^^\&o true is this remark, tliat Walbeck
(
Yucatan, p. 34) relates how the MeridaHos are

excellent imitators and oleTer workmen to this day; possessing, like their ancestors, an innate

power for sculpture and drawing. Again, in a more austral and less artistic part of America,

the mulatto-hreeia between Indians, negroes and Portuguese, have much talent for art

(Debbet, Voyage piltoresque au Bresil, III, p. 84). In spite even of Islamism, this perdu-

rable race-instinct breaks forth in Egypt among the Theban felldihs ; whose Benvennto

Cellinis, with the humblest instruments, manufacture "modem antiques" with sufficient

skill to gratify that "love for Egyptian art" professed by the most fastidious Anglo-Saxon
tourist. Ali Camm5onee was, during my time at Thebes, the SUykh of native artists in

that line. My friend Mr. A. C. Harris, and myself, supplied him with all the small tools we
could spare (bits of tin and glass, broken penknives, nails, old toothbrushes, &c.), in hopes

through such means, under Providence, to flood the market with antiquarian curiosities,

satisfactory to "les badauds;" and thus obviate the necessity for their chipping the monu-
ments. (See my Appeal to the Antiquariea, London, Madden, 1841, pp. 139-45).—G. B. G.]
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X. HINDOO AND CHINESE CIVILIZATIONS AND ART.

The peninsula of the Indus and Ganges is separated from the

mainland of Asia, by sand-deserts and ranges of inaccessible moun-
tains. The few long and narrow passes which lead through these

mountains, were rarely used as means of communication with the

"West and N"orth, for they are the home of warlike robber-tribes, ac-

customed to levy black-mail on the surrounding populations. The
currents of the sea, and the directions of the winds, led the enter-

prise of the Hindoos to the South-East, to the Malay peninsula and
its island-world. It was thither that India sent her culture and re-

ligion : untouched by the lively development of the classical western

world, she remained unconnected with the current of our history.

Scarce and faint were the legends about that great country of the

East, which, in times of classical antiquity, reached the West by the

way of Persia and Arabia. The mythical tradition of the triumphs

of Bacchus, and Hercules, was all that reminded republican Greece

of the home of spices and gems. Guided by this tradition, Alex-

ander the Macedonian reached the frontiers of the fable-land ; but

even his adventurous spirit had to give up progress into the interior.

The elephants, which he brought from the upper Penjaub, decided

the battles of his successors for more than half a century after his

death ; down to the time when the last of them went up the Capito-

line hill, in the triumph of Curius Dentatus. This animal must have

lived full fifty years in Macedonian harness after the war with

Pyrrhus, being the last evidence of the unrivalled eastern conquests

of the great Macedonian. The Roman Legions were never able to

surmount the difiiculties which barred access to HindostAn ; and a

few merchants and ambassadors were the only western people, who,

during the times of classical antiquity, had seen the sacred rivers of

the peninsula.^" The development of society, religion, government,

and art, with the Hindoos, their institution of castes, their single and

efficient system of self-government, their elaborate code of law, their

epic and dramatic poetry, and their stupendous works of architec-

ture and sculpture, Si/Ve, therefore, all of indigenous growth. They

are certainly not derived from, and many of them are probably

much anterior to, the Macedonian invasion ; which could not have

left any lasting trace ; both from its short duration, and from the

213 One of these successful travellers, Babdesanes, gives us the first description of a

Hindoo rock-temple adorned with the sculptures of an androgynous God. See Porphtbius

apud Stob^um, Eclog. Phya. i. p. 144.

13
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comparatively small extent of the territory overrun by the forces of

Alexander, and even of Seleucus and Demetrius, his Syrian and

Bactrian successors.

[The Punjab remained under the nominal away of the Macedonians for about ten years,

when this supremacy was thrown off by Sandracottus {Chandragupta), about 317 jj. o. ;

when Seleucus of Syria found it wiser to make peace with the rebel Hindoo raja, and to

give him his daughter in marriage. The Greek kings of Bactria, from Demetrius to

Menander and Apollodorus,—that is to say, for about one century—were likewise suzerains

of the country on the Indus until 120 b. c. Still, they resided in Bactria; and there is no

trace of Greek mythology, and consequently of Greek art intimately connected with it,

anywhere in the Punjab : on the contrary, the Bactrian kings put the representation of

the Hindoo Shiva and of Bis bull Nandi on their coins struck for the Indian dominions.

Hellenism, therefore, did not spread along the Indus, but it had to yield to Hindooism.

After the Macedonian visit, HindostS,n remained for more than a thousand years undis-

turbed by foreigners; outliving the fierce contest between Buddhism and Brahmanism;

civilizing by the former the Malay peninsula, and extending its moral influence to Thibet

and China, whilst the latter converted Java about a. d. 800. Two centuries after that

event. Shah Mahmoud, of Ghuzni, the monotheistic fanatic, called "the destroyer of

idols," overran the north of Hindostan, burning the towns, sacking the temples, and

breaking the images ; and settled his Pattdn and Affgh&n followers in this fertile country.

Ever since his time, northern Turanian conquerors found no difficulty to invade India,

either for pillage or for conquest. Timur, Baber, and Nadir Shah, flooded the country with

their followers, in succession; and planted a numerous Mohammedan population, and

Islamite dynasties, among the effeminate Hindoos. Arab merchants spread, at the same

time, over all the coasts and islands, and converted Malay-Java (which had previously

accepted the civilization and religion of the Vedas) to Islim ; about A. D. 1400. StiH, the

bulk of the population of the peninsula remained unshaken by the purer religion and

social institutions of the Mohammedan conquerors. European invaders came next. More

systemically than their Mussulman predecessors, they broke up the legal institutions and

the traditions of indigenous administration. They swept away the old aristocracy and

gentry of the country ; but the character of the Hindoo, and his views of God and nature,

of law and society, remain unchanged. The population lives among, but does not intermix

with, their former rulers, the Mussulmans ; nor with their present European lords—who

(to use a geological simile) are in India the two newest strata of recent date ; covering the

primary formations mechanically, but failing to transform chemically the old plutoniS

rocks of Buddhism and Brahmanism.]

With the Hindoos, religion, institutions, and art, are (as every-

where amid aboriginal races) in the most intimate connection with

the physical features of the country. Here the exuberant power of

tropical vegetation, equally gigantic in creation and in destruction,

subdue the energies of man. The sudden changes of temperature,—

the tropical rains which, in the course of a few hours, swell the rivulet

into a great stream,—the snowy mountain-peaks and mighty rivers,

:—the jungles that, with their lofty bamboo, encroach upon every

inch of ground left uncultivated,—the strange trees, of which every

branch becomes a new stem,— the powerful apimals, from the ele-

phant, and tiger, down to the white ant dangerous to the works of
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humau industry by its enormous numbers,— in sbort, all nature

appears in sucb overwhelming features, tbat the Hindoo gives up
the continuous struggle -with it, and finds his reward not in activity

but in passive contemplation. His imagination soon gets the upper

hand of his understanding; and in mythology, art, and science, takes

an unrestrained flight into the transcendental, the monstrous and
shapeless.

The Hindoo adores " nature," as well its destructive as its creative

power ; he recognises a soul in every living creature ; he believes in

the transmigration of the soul ; and therefore throws the corpse of

his beloved into the Ganges or into the fire, the sooner to be dissolved

into its original atoms by the pure elements. The "Nirvana," with

the ancient Buddhists, and the "Togha" with the Brahmans, that

is to say, the losing of the individuality in contemplation— a death-

like state—^being with him the noblest aim of life and the highest

degree of sanctity, death has no terrors for him :—^he flings himself

under the wheels of the triumphal car of Shiva at Jaggernaut, and

the widow willingly ascends the pile with the corpse of her husband.

In the nature around him, destruction being always followed by

immediate regeneration, he believes creation to be an uninterrupted

cycle of one and the same life, only changing its form; and his poets

sing, that

" Like as men throw away old garments, and clothe themselves in new attire,

Thus the soul leaves the body and migrates into another."

Nature being to the Hindoo the incarnation of Godhead, he has

a deeply reverential feeling for it ; and adorns his works of art with

flowers in such a profusion, that man and his actions become often

only accessories of this adornment. Still, it is not in an arbitrary

way that he sheds his flowers on poetry and sculpture ; they always

have a deeper, symbolical meaning.

During the inundations, when the valley of Bengal is nearly lost

under the waters, the petals of the Lotus flower alone svrimming on

the waves, bear evidence that the vital powers of nature have not

been destroyed by the floods. This flower became, therefore, the

symbol of life and of creation : it is the throne of all the Gods, and

especially of Brahma the creator.

The representation of Kama, the God of Love, is one of the most

gracefully symbolical— though entirely unplastic, specimens of

Hindoo imagination. It is a smiling child with bow and arrows,

riding on a parrot. The bow is a bent sugar-cane adorned with

flowers, the string is formed by a row of flying bees, and the arrow

is a lily. Thus the Hindoo tries to represent the gentleness and in-

constancy, the impudence and the innocence, the sweetness and the

stings, of love, in one and the same image.
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In the same symbolical way, the Goddess of Beauty and Pleasure

is the Goddess of Nature ; for, Nature is always beautiful, and the

beautiful always natural. She is the wife of Shiya— the God of

Destruction, and holds a flower in one hand, with a snake coiled

around it: since pleasure is blended with danger, as life and beauty

with death.

I cannot enter here upon Hindoo Architecture, nor give any

details of the wonders of the cave-temples, some of them resembling

our churches by their nave and aisles. Space forbids me to speak of

the colossal tanks in the south surrounded by huge buildings, and

adorned by grand flights of steps ; or of the deep wells in the west,

cut into the rock and surmounted by a series of galleries, to afford

cool shade in that hot climate. I must not here enumerate their

triumphal monuments, their columns decorated with reliefs, their

grand arches surmounted by statues. Suffice it to mention the fact,

that Hindoo art, through all the epochs of its history, was entirely

indigenous and peculiar to the peninsula. The great palaces,

temples, and tombs of the Mohammedan princes bear not the

slightest resemblance to the native architecture, being themselves

analogous to the mosques of Cairo, and the seraglios of Constantinople

or of Moorish Spain.

The character of Hindoo sculpture is similar to Hindoo poetry

:

it is eminently feminine. "We find with their artists always a deli-

cate feeling for the pleasant and graceful, as well as for the pompous

and adorned, whilst they fail in their attempts at grandeur,— being

either crushed by the exuberance of the decorative element, or losing

themselves in tasteless and adventurous exaggeration. In general,

their statues and reliefs are true in the principal forms, and soft and

elaborate in execution.

The sculptors are peculiarly successful in rendering the expression

of deep contemplation, or of religious devotion. The representa-

tions of domestic life are of the greatest sweetness ; the feminine

passive character of the Hindoos being admirably portrayed in their

pleasant simplicity. But when a God is to be drawn in action, and

his power to be symbolized, the artist failed in his task : unable to

reproduce superhuman power by idealizing the human form, he

betook himself to unartistic and symbolical methods, as by multi-

plying head and hands. Such symbolical personifications of Godhead
are not at all exclusively Hindoo ; they were not unknown to the

mythology, and earlier poets of Greece. The Giants, with their

hundred arms; Geryon, with three bodies; and Polyphemus, with his

eye on the forehead ; are subjects of art as unplastic as any creatures

of Hindoo imagination. But the Greek sculptors avoided to represent
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such myths, whereas the Indian artists had often to deal with them

;

and we must confess, that sometimes they succeeded in conciliating

them with good taste, by giving prominence to the principal pure

forms, and treating the monstrous appendages as decorative accesso-

ries. Monstrosity is, on the whole, not the principal character of

Hindoo art ; but monstrous idols excite the curiosity of the European

visitor of India more than artistically-carved statues ; he buys them

and carries them to the West, on account of their very oddity.

Hence, our public collections and curiosity-shops are swamped with

four-handed and three-headed monsters, which ought not to be taken

for fair specimens of Hindoo art, though they have given rise to

the general belief that Hindost^n has no art worthy to be noticed.

We can scarcely wonder that such is the case, since the public at

large—let us boldly avow it,— cares little for art: how then should

it take an interest in an art founded on myths, institutions, and a

culture which has scarcely any affinity with our own civilization ?

The few scholars, on the other hand, who devote their time to the

literature of Hindost^n, are but too often philologists, without any

artistic education. We have, thei'efore, no publications on Hindoo

art, such as those of Champollion, Rosellini, and Lepsius, on Egypt,

or of Texier, Flandin, Botta, and Layard, on Persia and Assyria.

The most important sculptures of India have not yet been copied;

and the collections brought to the West have not been made with

the view of giving a correct idea of the peculiar style of Hindoo art

in its different schools and epochs. The confusion becomes still

greater, by the fact that the old mythology of Brahmanism has, with

a few slight alterations, remained the religion of the population down

to our days. Idols are cast and carved continually, and their barba-

rous style throws discredit on the better specimens of former ages.

Our knowledge of Indian art is only fragmentary, and scarcely autho-

rizes us to assign its proper position to every monument, either

artistically or chronologically. Still, a few facts are sufficiently ascer-

tained, to serve as a clue in the labyrinth of Hindoo art.

The rock-caves, with their fantastic, exuberant, and somewhat

exaggerated reliefs, are all of Buddhist origin. They are more chaste

in style than the idols of the present worshippers of Shiva; and

belong to a period of Indian history, classical for art and poetty,

from 500 B. c, to about 300 a. d. By a strange coincidence, it is the

same period in which Phidias and Praxitele# and Lysippus, and the

Eoman artists of Augustus and Trajan, flourished in Europe.

Still more graceful, and more serene, are the Hindoo sculptures of

the isle of Java, which we meet in the ruins of the temples of Boro-

Bodo and Barandanum. The great Sir Stamford Raffles, and the

Bombay Asiatic Society, have published a few specimens of those
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Bdddha.

excellent reliefs ; whicli may be placed among the best productions of

art. The following drawing of a colossal

Fig- 91- head ofBuddha [91] ^" in a volcanic stone,

now in the Glyptothec of Munich, may

give an idea of the elegance and feminine

character of those sculptures.

The great bulk of the idols, in the col.

lection of the British Museum, of the

East India House, and of king Louis at

Munich, belong to another style, which

we call the florid style, characterized in

its best specimens by an elaborate ele-

gance, and often by affectation of Bweeir

ness, with a profusion ofornaments which

encumbers the figures. Fig. 92, from a

bronze of the British Museum, representing Lakshmi, the Goddess

of Beauty, or Hindoo Venus, is a fair specimen

Fig. 92. of this style ; which belongs to the XVth and

XVIth century of our era, and is still imitated by

the modern artists of India. There are some rude

figures, of an entirely different style, in some

of the Museums of Europe ; and again others

evidently archaic in their type : still, all of them

are characterized by the same long pointed nose,

the same mild eye, and the same sweetness of

expression in the oval face,—whichform still the

distinctive marks of the high castes of Hin-

dost^n.

It is peculiarly interesting to see a school of

LAK3HMI. ^^; ^o eminently feminine, apply itselfto the ser-

vice of a more martial race ; trying to represent

the features and the court-life of the Turanian Dynasties, established

in the XVH—XVlIith century all over the peninsula. The minia-

ture-paintings of the time of Shah Jeh^n, Jeh^ngir, Akbar, and Au-

rengzeb, are really admirable. Whether they represent the splendor

of a gorgeous court, or portray scenes of domestic life, there is such a

gentle delicacy of feeling displayed in them, such a modest grace in

the attitudes, and such a charm, especially in the female forms, that

they are as pleasing, even to European taste, as the tales of the Arar

bian Mghts. And yet there is no perspective to be met with in those

paintings ; the manner of shading the figures is unnatural ; the cos-

tume is strange, and the grouping somewhat awkward. All this is

2" Othmak Fbane, Ind. Mythologie ; and Sik Stamfobd Raffles, Java.
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Fig. 92.

Indian Peincb, (Pulezky Coll.

)

Fig. 93.

eminently Hindoo ; but the features of the persons represented mark
their foreign origin. The likeness of a prince

of the house of Timur [92], probably Darab
the brother of Aurengzeb, on a sardonyx-

cameo of my collection, shows a Turanian

cast of features.

FourportraitsofMohammedan princes and

statesmen in India, of the time of Aureng-

zeb (1658-1707),—selected from a large col-

lection of likenesses painted by contempo-

rary Hindoo artists and now .adorning my
Indian Museum—are most remarkable for

their excellent characterization of the differ-

ent races of the Muslim aristocracy in India,

during the XVHth century. Shah Jehan

[93], the Grand Mogul of Delhi, from 1628

to 1658, is the grandson of Akbar the Great, who was grandson to

Babur,— founder of the dynasty of the Mo-
guls, which gave an uninterrupted succession

of six great rulers to India, from 1494 to

1707. Babur, a Turkoman from FerghEina,

was the fourth in descent from Timur-leng

;

and, though promiscuous polygamy is apt to

destroy the national type ofany race, we still

behold, in this portrait of Shah Jeh^n, the

old Turanian character, resembling the por-

traits of the Parthian kings.

KhIn KhInna, the General-in-Chief ofthe

Sultan of Beejapoore in the DekhS,n, is a Ta-

mul convert to IslSm. [See his portrait, slightly enlarged, tinted to

give the color of his skin, in Gliddon's " Ethnographic Tableau" (IsTo.

46, Hindoo,) at the end of this volume.] He represents the aboriginal

negroid {Dravidian) race of the southern table-lands of Hindost§,n ; not

to be confounded with the Brahman race of the Gangetic valley

—

which is not aboriginal, but a conquering race coming originally from

beyond the Hindoo Kush, and closely allied to the Arians of Persia.

Khdn E[hdnna's Chief, Mahmood Adil Shah [94], of Beejapoore,

claimed descent from the present Osmanlees. His ancestor, Yusstif

KhSn (1501), founder of the empire of Beejapoore, having been

the son of Sultan Amurath H., of Anatolia, his round Turanian skull

is still more characteristic than that of Shah Jeh§,n.

Shah Mirza [as such he stands in the "Ethnographic Tableau,"

(No. 23, Uzbek Tatar)], the Chancellor of the kingdom of Golconda,

is an Uzbek Tartar: and Mollah Riqkha [95], his chief clerk, cannot
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Fig. 94.

Fig. 96.

Fig. 96.

MiisA Khan.

moliah rukha.

Mahm6od Adil Shah.

disown his Arab descent ; the cunning She-

mitic features are unmistakeable. MusA

Khan, [96] the Affghan General-in-Chief of

Golconda, is stamped with the peculiar dia-

racter of his race. We see in this remark-

able assemblage of the statesmen of Gol-

conda, under the reign of Sultan Abd-Al-

mhKobcha, (about the middle oftheXVIIth

century,) all the elements of Mohammedan

conquest in HindostS,n. Whoever has lived

for a while in India will recognise in them

the most characteristic types of Islamite

aristocracy in the Dekh^n, as it is still seen

at the Court of the Mz§,m.

The European conquest of India has not improved art among the

natives. Trying to imitate their European lords, and struck with the

peculiar effect of light in our drawings and paintings, the Hindoo

painters have lost the traditions of their own art, and are lapsing

into barbarism, wherever the contact with Europeans is great—for

instance, in Bengal: whilst the painters of the Dekhan are somewhat

better, though not equal to the masters who produced those miniature-

likenesses, &c., of the greater time of the Grand Moguls.

The preliminary remark, that we do not know sufficiently the monu-

ments of HindostEln to characterize the different schools and epochs

of art, applies with still stronger force to the peninsula east of the

Ganges. "We know, however, the monotonous statues of Buddha,

carved and cast by the artists of Birma, well enough to see that Bir-

mese art is clumsier than Indian ; whilst the features of the statues

are altogether different from the Hindoo cast. As to Siam and

Cochin-China, concerning their art, we were unable to get any facts

whatever. These countries are visited only by a few merchants and

missionaries, who ignore art. China is by far better known, in this
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respect, than the Malay peninsula and its adjacent countries ; and

deserves the attention of the ethnologist and philosopher, since it is

the country where the Yellow-race has developed itself on founda-

tions entirely peculiar and entirely indigenous. In China all the citi-

zens are politically equal : legally there are neither patricians, nor

slaves, nor serfs ; neither privileged nor unprotected classes in the

country. The priests form no hierarchy, the officials are not chosen

from among an aristocracy of birth. The Yellow-race has not been

trained by theocracy, nor ennobled by chivalry. From the very

earliest times, we find with the Chinese a thorough centi-alization ; a

well-organized bureaucracy, open to competition ; a paternal despot-

ism, carefully superintending, regulating, repressing and suppressing

the moral exertions of the people, and providing that nobody should

aspire to a position to which he has not become entitled by his train-

ing, and his degrees taken at the regular examination. The emperor

sits on the throne as the incarnation of sober common sense : the priest

is the servant of the state ; the church and school are police-establish-

ments, by which the Chinese is taught blindly to respect authority,

officials, "law and order," and to which every child is sent to learn

practical sciences. In fact, it is the system of patriarchal, enlight-

ened, absolutism,—so much praised by the statesmen of continental

Europe, and many self-called "radicals " of England; the system of

a nobility of merit and office ; of centralized functionarism ; of select

committees and boards of inquiry ; of orders in council, and volumi-

nous instructions for the people how to behave so as to become happy

;

of checks and counter-checks; of spies and denunciations; of police

regulations and vexations. In short, China is the country of enlight-

enment, of equality, and of the bamboo,—paternally applied to every-

body, from the prime minister to the humblest tiller of the ground.

These institutions show clearly that the Chinese is endowed with

a sober and dry imagination, that cold reason predominates, and that

the creative power is scarcely developed in him. Accordingly, we
find that reverie, depth of feeling, and philosophical research, are

unknown to his literature. His artists never attempted to create an

ideal: they are materialists and flat imitators of nature, struck

rather by the difference than the affinity of forms ; their aim is there-

fore always the characteristical, not the beautiful. This tendency

leads them to exaggeration and caricature. Imitating nature in a

servile manner, the picturesque is much more in their way than the

sculptural ; the naked form remained altogether misunderstood by

them. They do not see and copy the principal outlines, but the

accidental details: the wrinkles, the hair, or the swelling of the

muscles. As to drapery, they imitate principally its folds, and seem

to forget that they cover a body.
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In regard to the materials -employed by the Chinese artist we

find that he excels in casting of metals, and that no stone is so hard

as to deter him by technical difficulties from employing it. He

carves in wood and ivory, he chisels the marble, he cute the gem he

moulds the clay, he makes the best pottery. Wood-cuttiixg and litho-

graphy were indigenous in China, long before Europe knew them.

We may say without exaggeration, that all the materials, and the

most important of the workmanship of the West, are known among

the Yellow-race; and that in skill and industry the son of the Celes-

tial empire surpasses the Japetide. But how to deal artistically with

a material, how to combine it with, and make it subservient to,

the idea of the work of art, this remained an unsolved problem to

the Chinaman. Seduced by his mechanical skill, he seeks the

highest aim of art in overcoming practical difficulties: accordingly,

Fig. 97.
Fig. 98.

Chinese cameo, [Pulszky Coll.). Chinese God.

he delights in treating his material in the most unsuitable way,

—

transforming ivory into lace ; or sculpturing, from hard stone, figures

covered with a net of unbroken meshes. He startles the mind by

the patience with which he makes artistical puzzles, instead of ex-

citing the imagination by the composition, and creating delight

through the purity and beauty of forms.

The preceding two heads give an idea of the type of the Yellow-

race and its art. Fig. 97 is the smiling portrait of a high functionary,

from a cameo in my collection. Fig. 98, the head of the frowning

God of the Polar star, comes from a statuette in the British Museum.

Both of them are intensely characteristic specimens of an art never

influenced by foreign agencies; and scarcely showing any affinity

with the sculptures, either of our classical western, or of the conter-

minous Hindoo civilization.

F. P.
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CHAPTER III.

THE CRANIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RACES OP MEN.

BY J. AIIEEN MEiaS, ILD^

UBRAKIAK OF THE ACAOEUT OF NATCSAL 8Cl£NCEa OP PH2LADE1PHXA, FELLOW OF THS OOLLEOE OF PHYaiOIAKB, ETC

Messrs. Nott and Gliddon:

My Dear Sirs.—In answer to your very polite request of Jnne 14th, that I should

furnish you with a, brief statement of the progress and present condition of Human
Cranioacopy, and the intimate and important relations which it bears to the great problems

of Ethnology, I send you the accompanying sketch, which you must receive cum grano

talis, inasmuch as it has been drawn up during the hot and oppressive nights of ndd-

Bummer, and amidst the exacting interruptions necessarily attendant upon the practice

of my profession.

Having, as you are aware, devoted some portion of my leisure time, during the summer
of 1855, to arranging and classifying the magnificent collection of the late Dr. Morton,

preparatory to issuing a fourth edition of the Catalogue (the MS. of which was presented

to the Academy of Natural Sciences in December last), I have thought proper to embody
in this sketch some notice of the additions and changes which this Collection has under-

gone since the demise of its illustrious founder. In attempting to set forth, in a general

way, the cranial characters which differentiate the Races of Men, I have indicated the

true value, not only of the Collection itsjelf, but of the labors of Dr. M. also. For by

determining those constant differences which constitute typical forms of crania, we esta-

bUsh the fundamental, anatomical facts or principles upon which a true classification of the

human family must be erected.

In the treatment of my subject, yon will observe that I have confined myself chiefly to a

simple statement of facts, carefully and designedly abstaining from the expression of any

opinion upon the prematurely, and perhaps, in the present state of our knowledge, unwisely

mooted questions of the origin and primitive affiliations of man. Not a little study and

reflection incline me to the belief that long years of severe and earnest research are yet

necessary before we can pronounce authoritatively upon these ultimate and perplexing

problems of Ethnology.

Very truly yours, &c.,

Philad., December., 1856. J. AITKEN MEIGS.
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" How much may the anatomist see in the mere sknU of man I How much

more the physiognomist! And how much the most the anatomist, who is a

physiognomist!. I blush when I think how much I ought to know, and of

how much I am ignorant, while writing on a part of the body of man which

is so superior to all that science has yet discoyered—to all belief, to all

conception 1

"I consider the system of the bones as the great outline of man, and the

skull as the principal part of that system."

Lavatbe, Essays on Physiognomy.

A COMPREHENSIVE and carefully conducted inquiry into the cranial

characteristics of the races of men, constitutes a subject as unlimited

in its extent and variety, as it is important in its results. Such an

inquiry is essentially the zoological consideration of man, or, in

other words, the consideration of man as a member of the great

animal series, and the consequent application to him of those funda-

mental laws which concern the subordination of parts, and the esta-

blishment and correlation of specific forms.

The jrst step in this inquiry, is the determinatinn nf f^hoHe (dif-

ferences by which we arfi finflibl"'^ +n <^if|p.rlTniTiat.e between the

l^vm3T^.^rija.i-,inKi }^.Ti.1 ihai. nffb.&Jia3Bgeit.«¥4eii8--o£^mJma,lH . Lawrence

long ago indicated, in his valuable Lectures, the importance of this

procedure. "As the monkey-race," says he, "approach the nearest

to man in structure and actions, and their forms are so much like

the human, as to have procured for them the epithet, anthropo-

morphous, we must compare them to man, in order to find out the

specific characters of the latter; and we must institute this com-

parison particularly with those called orang-outangs."' Such

_

a

comparisonbetffieea the crainium of a_negro and that of -a-^orilla.

(U has been admirably drawn by Prof Owen^g yhe second steiUBada

fJ^U to'TrecognTEion.of&e^oiS^^t ditteren^ resemblPiUfif Vipfa^pftTi

0^ V* tb£-araJiia.-aUh&3iaHjaaa.fiaimB,g .coPipospg ^^%^^^ family. Now
0\ M^ ^^ elucidating these resemblances and differences, we lay the foundar

nY tion of anthropology, or mair zoolor:i "iiny pnniT^"""^ But our

'^u^ cranioscopy, to be properly initiative or introductory to anthro-

pology, must be comparative,—not humanly comparative only, but

zoologically. In other words, as naturalists—using that term in

its most comprehensive sense^we must recognize the commence-

1 Lectures on Comparatiye Anatomy, Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural History of

Man. By Wm. Lawrence, F.K.S. London, 1848, p. 88.

2 Descriptive Catalogue of the Osteological Series contained in the IMuseum of the Royal

College of Surgeons. II. 785. 1853.
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ment of cranios copy in thrower series. If we first compare the

crania of the lowest types of m&awith the most anthropoid of those

of the monkey group, and then caJefiiilly observe the nature of the

relation between the so-called superior and inferior forms of each

group, respectively, and finally compare these relations together, we
commence our studies properly. For in so doing, we in reality

study the extent, nature, and significance of the wide gap which

appears effectually to separate man from the brute creation. I say, 1

appears— and I say it advisedly, inasmuch as in nature's plan there

may be no gap at all; the intervening forms may have become

extinct, they may, unknown to us, be living in some unexplored

regions of the earth ; or they may yet appear, at some fature period,

to substantiate that harmonious and successional unity which seems

to underlie the entire system of the universe.

In the accompanying table will be found a series of figures repre-

senting the juvenile, or immature, and adult skulls of the anthropo-

morphous monkeys, the adult or pepmanpnt. fnrmH nf t>ip Inwpr ^ypPa

both gf mpu and Tnx)nkeys, and, lastly, a well-known repreaentatioTi

of the highest form of the " human head divine,"— all arranged in

conformity vdth what appears to be the indication of nature. Such

an arrangement shows us, at a glance, that among the different tribes

of monkeys, as among the various races of men, there are numerous

types or forms of skull ; that for each of these natural groups, there

is a gradation of cranial forms ; that the greatest resemblances be-

tween the two groups— resemblances indicating the existence of a

transitionary or connecting link as a part of nature's plan—are to be

sought for ia or between the lower types of each, and not between

the lowest man and highest monkey, as is generally supposed ; that

the undeveloped crania of the Chimpanzee, Orang, and other higher

types of monkeys, more closely resemble the human form than when

fully evolved ; that for each of the lower human types of skull, there-

appears to exist among the monkeys a rude representative, which

seems remotely and imperfectly to anticipate the typical idea of the

former, and to bear to it a certain ill-defined relation ; and, lastly,

that the best formed human skull stands immensely removed from

the most perfectly elaborated monkey cranium.

From the comparative methods above referred to, we learn that

the human head differs from that of the brute creation in many im-

portant respects,—such as the proportion between the size and areas

of the cranium and face, the relative situation of the face, the direc-

tion and prominence of the maxillae, the position and direction of the

occipital foramen, the proportion of the facial to the cranial half of

the occipito-mental diameter, in the absence of the os inter-maxillare,

«'/e^A
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in the number, situation, and di-

rection of the teeth, &c. These are

a few of the differential elements

which separate man from the quad-

rumana, and the various genera

and species of the latter from each

other. Biitiha chiefvalue of these

osteolofflcal differentia lies in their

perfect applicaMlit£-tQ. man...aiuL

the facility with which they enable

us to distinguish between the vari-

ous human tvpesT^'T'EiS, in tlie

best deve^p^^nd most intellec-

tual races, the supra-orbitalndge

is smooth, well carved, and not

much developed; as we descend

towards the lower types, it becomes

more and more marked, until, in

the African and Australian heads,

it has attained its maximum de-

velopment. In the Orang, this

feature begins to assume a greater

importance, while in the Chimpan-

zee, its enormous size renders it a

characteristic mark. Here, then,

is the evidence, to some extent, of

gradation, in a seemingly exclusive

ethnographic mark, whose signifi-

cance is elucidated by a resort to

anthropology. Again, it is curious

to observe how certain adult animal

characters appear in man during

the foetal period only. Thus, in

some mammals, as the Bodentia

and Marsupialia, we find, as a per-

manent feature, an inter-parietal

bone. In man, the occipital bone

consists, at birth, of four parts,

which are not consolidated until

about the fifth or sixth year.

Each of these parts is developed

from distinct ossific centres. For

the posterior or proral portion, an-

r^

::^

s

^(J-

^
^^

(yj
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atomists generally recognise four sucli centres, arranged in pairs, the

two lower uniting first, and afterwards the two upper, so that, be-

tween this superior and inferior portion, a line of demarcation

sutura prorse— remains until the time of birth. According to

Meckel, the superior portion is developed from two bony puncta.

In consequence of this distinct ossification, the superior angle of

the OS occipitis continues as a separate piece during intra-uterine

life, as was long ago noticed and described by Gerard Blasius,

in his work {Anatome Oontractd) published at Amsterdam, in 1666.

The interest attached to this embryonic feature arises from its re-

markable persistence as a triangular inter-parietal or supra-occipital

bone, in juvenile Peruvian skulls, as first pointed out by Dr. F. Bel-

lamy, in a paper read before the IN'aturalists' Society of Devon and

Cornwall, and afterwards by Dr. Tschudi, in a paper on the ancient

Peruvians.^ Dr. MmcHiN, in a recent highly philosophical article,

entitled. Contributions to Oraniology,* while contending for the central

or vertical origin of the bi-parietal bones, is disposed to question the

existence of this supernumerary bone as an ordinary normal condi-

tion of foetal life. However, his argument on this special point is by

no means conclusive. The os inter-maxillare, found in some of the

Quadrumana as a permanent character, has also been demonstrated

as a transitional mark in the human embryo.* Did my space permit,

other examples might be given, illustrative of the value of human
embryology as a guide in the study of the specific and generic cha-

racters of the animal kingdom.

The want of information, such as above set forth, led Monboddo
and Rousseau, men of undoubted learning, to speak of the relation-

ship of the genus Homo to the Quadrumana in terms contradictory

to all correct anatomy and physiology. " II est Men demontre," says

Rousseau, "que le Singe n'est pas une variety de I'Homme, non
seulement parcequ'il est privd de la faculte de parler, mais, surtout,

parcequ'on est sur que son esp^ce n'a point la faculte de se perfeo-

tionner, qui est le caractfere specifique de I'esp^ce humaine;— exp^
riences qui ne paroissent pas avoir €U faites, sur le Pongos et

rOurang-Outang, avec assez de soin, pour en tirer la mgme conclu-

sion."^ Monboddo, less cautious, expressed his belief in the specific

identity of man and the orang. Even White, not properly under-

standing N'ature's method in that " Gradation" upon which he wrote.

8 Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, 1844, p. 252.
< Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science, Nov., 1856.
5 See some remarks on the inter-maxillary bone, by Prof. Leidy, in Quain and Sharpey'i

Human Anatomy, 1st Amer. Edit., vol. 1, p. 143.
" Discours sur les Causes, &c., note 10.
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speaks of the orang as having the person, manner, and actions of

man.'

Still higher and more complex propositions engage the attention

of the cranioscopist. "What is the nature of the skull as a whole, «,'
jj f'

and what is the nature respectively of its different parts? Why -s '

should it be composed of 22 bones, and no more ? What is the ^ (/^ ^
raeaning of the sutures, and what their relation to individual and ^\l

race forms of the skull ? What are the relations of the cranium to

the bony skeleton on the one hand, and to the delicate organ of

thought and sensation, which it encloses, on the other ? What are

the laws of its development ? When has it obtained its full growth,

and what are the indications of this fact ? Is this period the same

in all the varieties of men ? Does the cranium give form to the

brain, or, vice-versa, does the latter mould the former to itself?

What are the relations of cranial form to mental and moral mani-

festations,—" to capability of civilization, and actual progress in arts,

sciences, literature, government, &c. ?" Is there one, or are there many
primitive cranial types or forms ? If one, how have originated the

distinctions which we now perceive ? If many, what are the distin-

guishing peculiarities of the primitive forms ? Are these peculiari-

ties primordial and constant, or can they be adequately accounted

for by the action of external causes ? Tojwhat extent is the form of

-^feba^^^^rimn.modified by climatic conditionsrEaBits^oFTIfe. ageTsex.

ifit^oarriagejj&c. ? Does intellectual cultivation modi^lTie form

of the"8Euii: Can acquired modifications of.cxaniaJ. form be trans-

raitted hereditarily ? If so, what are the laws of this transmission ?

Is there for skull-forms, as Flourens has said of races, "an art of

preserving their purity, of modifying them, altering and producing

new ones ?"^ Are the few leading cranial types which we at present

encounter in the human family, primary results of certain cosmo-

gonic causes, which ceased to act the moment after their formation
;

or, are they the secondary, or even tertiary and quaternary results,

as Count de Gobineau supposes, of the intermixture of races, occur-

ring at periods antedating all historical and monumental record ?

'

Such are a few of the leading questions which arise from a thought-

ful examination of the human cranium,—questions which I indicate

here, rather as exemplifying the scope and philosophical character of

cranioscopy, than with the view of answering them in detail. In-

' An Account of the Regular Gradation in Man, and in different Animals and Vegetables,

&c. By Chas. White. London, 1799.

8 De rinstinct et de I'lntelligence des Animaux, par P. Flourens: 3me Edit., Paris, 1851,

p. 121.

9 Essai sur I'ln^galit^ des Races Humaines, par M. A. de Gobineau : Paris, 1853, vol. 1,

p. 245.
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deed, such an attempt, in the present state of our knowledge, would

be premature, and therefore liable to the errors inseparable from

hasty examinations. Some of these questions, it is true, have al-

ready been answered ; some are being solved even now ; while others,

such as the law of divergent forms, are professedly among the most

obscure problems in the whole range of scientific inquiry. JSTeverthe-

less, I call the attention of the reader to a brief and general analysis

of some of the most prominent of these subjects, as the best method

of sJ2owTiTgJ^ejm£ortance_o_f this naffi£at_Qf the sci ences, ita natura

and power, the methods of.pro,cg.dlu;£-adflptedy.and .the reeults-Bthieh

may reasoiiablyjje expected^Ja,.iLa3iE-Aam-44s-- oulti-gation. And I

do this designedly, for I. have been actuated, in contributing this

paper to a popular scientific work, with the desire of presenting a

novel, and with me, favorite study, in its proper light before the peo-

ple, hoping thereby to arrest the progress of certain ill-founded sus-

picions, which, in some quarters, have sprung up as the result of a

fear that the inquiry was detrimental, instead of advantageous, to the

best interests of man.

Cranioscopy is a new science. Dating from the time of Bltjmbn-

BACH, Avith whom it fairly begins, it is scarcely 70 years old ; and its

cultivators, even at the present moment, number but a few names.

Indeed, so little attention has been paid, in general, to the Statural

History of Man, that we find Lawrence, so late as the summer of

1818, expressing himself in the following words :'" " Accurate, beau-

tiful, and expensive engravings have been executed of most objects

in natural history, of insects, birds, plants : splendid and costly pub-

lications have been devoted to small and apparently insignificant de-

partments of this science
;
yet the different races of man have hardly,

in any instance, been attentively investigated, described, or compared

together: no one has approximated and surveyed in conjunction

their structure and powers : no attempt has been made to delineate

tliem^ I will not say on a large and comprehensive, but not even on

a small and contracted scale ; nobody has ever thought it worth while

to bestow on a faithful delineation of the several varieties of man
one-tenth of the labor and expense which have been lavished again

and again on birds of paradise, pigeons, parrots, humming-birds,

beetles, spiders, and many other such objects. Even intelligent and

scientific travellers have too often thrown away on dress, arms, orna-

ments, utensils, buildings, landscapes, and obscure antiquities, the

utmost luxury of engraving and embellishment, neglecting entirely

the being, without reference to whom, none of these objects possess

either value or interest. In many very expensive works, one is dis-

>» Op. cit., p. 84.
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appointed at meeting, in long succession, with prints of costumes—
summer dresses and winter dresses, court and common dresses— tlie

wearer, in the meantime, being entirely lost sight of. The immortal
historian of nature seems to have alluded to this strange neglect in

observing, ' quelqu' interet que nous ayons a nous connaitre nous
memes, je ne sais si nous ne connaissons pas mieux tout ce qui n'est

pas nous.'" Indeed, whether we investigate the physical or the moral
nature of man, we recognize at every step the limited extent of our

knowledge, and are obliged to confess that ignorance which a'Rous-

seau and a Buftbn have not been ashamed to avow."— "The most
useful, and the least successfully cultivated of all knowledge, is that

of man ; and the description on the temple of Delphi (rvw^i rfsauTov)

contained a more important and difficult precept than all the books

of the moralists."'^ Twelve years after this was written, we behold

Dr. Morton compelled to conclude a lecture upon " The different

Forms of the Skull as exhibited in the Five Maces of Men," without

being able to present to his audience either a Mongolian or a Malay
skull. '^ Our surprise at this will be somewhat lessened, however, ,

when we call to mind the fact that, at this time, the celebrated Blu-

menbachian collection contained but 65 skulls. And now, in 1856,

we are again reminded, by a British ethnographer, of the difficulties

which beset the study of cranioscopical science. " It is truly surpri-

sing," says Davis, "how great the destruction of human crania,

all-important for our design, has been, and how rapidly all such

genuine remains of the Britons, Romans, and Anglo-Saxons are now
escaping from the grasp of spiftTipe. The progressive enclosure of

our wild tracts, the extension of cultivation, and the introduction.of

gi more perfect agriculture, have in modern times destroyed multi-

tudes of the oldest sepulchres, and all that they contained. And it

is unfortunate that the researches of antiquaries, who have opened

barrows and excavated cemeteries with inquiring eyes, have been

almost equally fatal to the cranial remains of their occupants. Arms,

personal ornaments, and other relics deposited with the dead, have

generally engrossed attention, to the exclusion of the tender and

fragile bones of their possessors."" Notwithstanding these obstacles,

" Buffon, "De la Nature de rHomme," Histoire Naturelle G^nfirale et Particuli&re. Paris,

1749, T. 2, p. 429.

'2 Disccrars snr I'lnegalitfi ; Preface.

13 Letter to J. K. Bartlett, Esq., Transactions of the American Ethnological Society, Vol.

ii., New York, 1848, p. 217.

" Crania Brita;nnica. Delineations and Descriptions of the Skulls of the Early Inhabitants

of the British Islands ; together with Notices of their other Remains. By J. Barnard Dayis,

M. R. C. S., F. S. A., etc., and John Thumam, M. D., F. S. A., &c. London, 1856, Decade

L, p. 2. Judging from the first decade, this admirable work promises, when completed, to
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however, it is cheering to know that the labors of Blumbnbach,

MoETON, Pbichakd, Laweence, Retzius, Nilsson, and others, have

at length resulted in the establishment of a Thesaurus Hthnologieus,

consisting of a vast number of well-ascertained facts waiting the

application of more efficient methods of generalization.

Again, the novelty of the science, the startling character of some

of its propositions, and the unfortunate errors which have been foisted

upon it by certain hasty theorizers, whose speculative zeal has outrun

the slow accumulation of facts ; and its apparent relation to a dubious

science,^'* have all conspired to bring the cranioscopical department of

Human Natural History into disrepute. But its political importance

alone outweighs these errors ; for amidst its manifold details we must

seekfojiti^^aspjas o£th£diversjti^ evident in the human family
;

the--ext&Ht, permanence,^and meaning of these diversities : and the

best, means.-.of harmonizing ,the.Jiasi:fiBaafiigS-.l.Ti mndps nf thought

aad' actiofr-flowing-therefiDom. It endeavors to elucidate the societary
condition of man by_appfialiTig to au-correct-aitatoBary-an d physiology,

, and the zoological laws based upon, these. Not a few ethnologists

have iiii^cated its importance in their writings. Thus Courtet de

Lisle'" attempts— and I think successfully—^"to show that PoHtical

Economy is necessarily founded upon our science. Knox" and

Ellis'^ dwell with emphasis upon its political significance, while the

Count de Gobinbau^^ seeks in it the solution of those sudden and

apparently inexplicable changes which have given to European his-

tory so enigmatical a character. A moment's reflection will show

that the connection here attempted to be establishe'd is a perfectly

logical one. If the acts of an individual are to a considerable extent

constitute the most valuable contribution to Ethnography that has appeared since the pub-

lication of the Crania .^gyptiaca of Morton. The text betrays evidence of much thought,

extensive research, and critical observation of a high character, while the numerous

lithographic representations of ancient British and Roman Crania are executed in the finest

style of art.

15 The fundamental propositions of Phrenology are equally true of Cranloscopy. Of the

truth of these propositions, there can be little doubt. Comparative Anatomy, Physiology,

and Pathology, all tend to substantiate the multiple character of the structure and function

of the brain, and demonstrate that mind is not only connected with brain, but connected

with a particular portion of it. Little doubt can be entertained of the general adaptation

of the skull to its contents. Thus mind, brain, and cranium are connected. Thus far

science confirms Phrenology; but in the "mapping-out details," to which the followers of

Gall and Spurzheim have so unwarrantably resorted, Phrenology is no longer a science.

16 La Science Politique fondle sur la Science de I'Homme, &c., par V. Courtet de Lisle.

Paris, 1838.

" The Races of Men : a Fragment, by Robert Knox, M. D., &o. Amer. Edit., Philada.,

1850.

18 Irish Ethnology, Socially and Politically Considered, by Geo. Ellis. Dublin, 1852.
13 Op. cit.
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the outward expressions, or functional manifestations of the organ-

ism, and if the acts of a society are the sum total of the individual

acts of its memhers, then it necessarily follows, that the civil history

of a nation in great measure arises from, and is dependent upon, the

natural or physical characters of its citizens. Thus, then, paradoxical,^

as it may seem, the polygamy of the Orient, the cannihalism of the /
South Sea Islands, the differences between the civihzations of Europe

and Asia, between the artistic powers of the negro and the " Cauca-

sian," are so many indications of the philosophical value of human
osteology.

But to the American citizen, especially, does our science recom-

mend itself as one worthy of all consideration, since upon American

soil, representatives from nearly all parts of the earth have been

gathering together during the last two hundred years. The peaceful

and semi-civilized Toltecan man—once the proud master of our con-

tinent, which he busily dotted with forts and mounds, with mighty

monuments and great cities— has just been swept away by the unre-

lenting hand of the longer-headed but less intellectual nomade of the

B'orth—^the red Indian—^who, in his turn, is suffering annihilation in

the presence of, and by contact with the yet larger-headed Teuton of

Europe. While the lozenge-faced Eskimo of our Polar coast-line is

mysteriously fading away, under the action of influences tending to

render the extreme north an uninhabited waste,^ from the old world

a steady stream of human life, a heterogeneous exodus of various

races of men, is inundating our soil, and threatening to change our

entire political aspect by the introduction of novel physical and

intellectual elements. The Scandinavian, the German, the Sclavo-

nian, and the Kelt of Southern Europe, the follower of Mahomet, and

the disciple of Confucius, the aboriginal Eed Man, and the unhappy

children of Africa, have in congress assembled in the 'New "World

—

not brought together fortuitously, for chance has nothing to do with

the history and destiny of nations—but impelled by laws of humani-

tarian progress and change, as yet improperly understood. All these

have assembled to work out the problem of human destiny on the

one hand, and the stability of our boasted republic on the other.

Let the American reader steadily contemplate this picture, and study

its details ; let him give ear to some of the momentous questions

which are anxiously disturbing the peace and quietness of this con-

gress,— the ultimate disposition, for example, of the prognathous

man, imported by our English forefathers, and left with us, a fearful

element of discord,—the operations of the " manifest destiny princi-

M See The Natural History of the Human Species, &c., By Lieut. Col. Chas. Hanulton

Smith; edited by S. Kneeland, Jr., M.D. Boston, 1851, p. 294.
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pie" in the Mcarauguan Republic, &c. Furthermore, let him con-

template the members of our National Legislature daily debating

questions involving the antipathies and affiliations of the races of

men, without the slightest notion of their tnie ethnological import

;

let him not be unmindful, also, of the various political parties and

secret associations which have suddenly sprung up in our midst, and

are based upon ethnical peculiarities ; let him behold the Chinaman

celebrating his polytheistic worship in the heart of a Christian com-

munity, and within the shadow of a Christian temple ; while upon

Beaver Island, and about Salt Lake, another institution of the East,

polygamy, flourishes in rank luxuriance. Let the American reader,

I say, contemplate all this, and in his anxiety to know the causes of

these strange phenomena, the labors of the cranioscopist, in conjunc-

tion with those of the philosophical historian will assume their full

importance.

From a long and comprehensive study of history, a European

thinker,' of profound erudition, has at length, in the diversified

ethnographic peculiarities of the different races of men, detected and

fonnuled the cause of the apparently mysterious revolutions and

final decadence of once-flourishing nations.—" Toute agglomeration

humaine, meme protegee par la complication la plus ingenieuse de

liens sociaux, contracte, au jour mfeme oh. elle se forme, et cache

parmi les elements de sa vie, le principe d'une mort inevitable. . . .

Oui, reellement c'est dans le sein meme d'un corps social qu'existe

la cause de sa dissolution ; mais, quelle est cette cause ?—^La dSgSnS-

ration, fut-il replique ; les nations meurent lorsqu'elles sont composees

d'Elements dSgSnSrSa. ..... Je pense done que le mot degenere,

s'appliquant k un peuple, doit signifler, et signifie que ce peuple n'a

plus la valeur intrinseque qu'autrefois il possedait, parce qu'il n'a

plus dans ses veines le meme sang dont des alliages successifs ont

graduellement modifie la valeur; autrement dit, qu'avec le mSme
nom, il n'a pas conserve la mSme race que ses fondateurs ; enfin, que

I'homme de la decadence, celui qu'on appelle I'homme d6genere, est

un produit different, au point de vue ethnique, du heros des grandes

epoques. Je veux Men qu'il possfede quelque chose de son essence

;

mais, plus il degenfere, plus ce quelque chose s'attenue U
mourra definitivement, et sa civilisation avee lui, le jour oh 1'element

ethnique primordial se trouvera tellement sub-divise et noye dans des

apports de races 6trangeres, que la virtualite de cet element n'exer-

cera plus desormais d'action suffisante."

Undoubtedly, the Science of Man commences with Buffon and
LiNN^us—^Buffon first in merit, though second in the order of time.

" De Qobinean, op. cit., pp. 3, 38, 39, 40.
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By the writers anterior to their day, but little was done for human
physical history. Among the classical authors, Thuoydidbs, the type

of the Grecian historians, treated of man in his moral and political

aspects only. The nearest approximation to a physical history is

contained in his sketch of the manners and migrations of the early

Greeks, and in his history of the Greek colonization of Sicily. The
books of Herodoxus have more of an ethnographic character, in

consequence of the account which he gives of the physical appear-

ance of certain nations, whose history he records. Hippocrates theo-

rizes upon the influence of external conditions upon man. Aristotle

and Plato also distantly allude to man in his zoological character.

From the Romans we derive some accounts of the people of North

Africa, of the Jews and ancient Germans, and of the tribes of Gaul

and Britain. Of these, as Latham has appropriately observed, "the

Germania of Tacitus is the nearest approach to proper ethnology

that antiquity has supplied."

LiNN^us and Buffon, in their valuation of external characters—
such as color of skin, hair, &c.,— bestowed no attention upon the

osseous fi'ame-work. Of cranial tests, and of bony characters in

general, they knew nothing, or, knowing, considered them of no

value. Hence, although Linn^us, in his Syatema Naturse, brought

together the genera Homo and Simia, under the general title Anthro-

pomorpha, and although Buffon, filled with the importance of human
Natural History, devoted a long chapter to the varieties of the human
species, yet the first truly philosophical and practical recognition of

the zoological relations of man appears in the anthropological intro-

duction with which the illustrious Ouvier commences his far-famed

Regne Animal.

By the publication of his Decades Craniorum—commenced in 1790,

and completed in 1828

—

Blumenbach early occupied the field of the

comparative cranioscopy of the Races of Men. In consequence of

the application of the zoological method of inquiry to the elucidation

of human natural history, that work at once gave a decided impulse

to the science of Ethnography, and for a long time exerted a consi-

derable influence on the views of subsequent writers upon this and

kindred subjects. Unable to satisfy the constantly increasing de-

mands of the present day, its importance has sensibly diminished.

The general brevity of- the descriptions, the want of both absolute

and relative measurements, and the defective three-quarter and other

oblique views of many of the skulls, render it highly unsatisfactory

to the practical cranioscopist. Moreover, the number of crania

(sixty-five) possessed by Blumenbach was too small, not only to esta-

blish the characteristics of the central or standard cranial type of
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each of the many distinct groups composing the human family, but

was also found to be inadequate to demonstrate the extent, relations,

and true value of the naturally divergent forms of each group. Prior

to the time of Bltjmbnbach, however, Daubenton had already written

the first chapter in cranial osteology, by his observations on the basis

cranii, and the variations in the position of the foramen magnum

occipitis.^ For the second chapter— the study of the cranium in

profile—^we are indebted to Camper, who identified his name with the

facial angle.^ S(emmeeing applied the occipito-frontal arch, the

horizontal periphery, and longitudinal and transverse diameters of

the cranium to demonstrate the differences between the heads of

Europeans and K"egroes.^ During the publication of the Decades,

the celebrated Jno. Hunter, of London, began his scientifico-medical

career with an inaugural thesis upon the subjects under considera-

tion.^^ Mneteen years after the publication of the pentad, by which

the six decades of Blumenbach were completed, Morton's great and

original work, the Crania Americana, was given to the world.^ From

that time, human cranioscopy asserted its claims to scientific consi-

deration, and gave a decided impetus to anthropology. In 1844,

from the same pen, apeared the Orania ^gyptiaca,^ which Prichard

hailed as a most interesting and really important addition to our

knowledge of the physical character of the ancient Egyptians.^^

The only elaborate English contribution to cranioscopy, is the

Crania Britannica of Messrs. Davis & Thurnam, the first decade of

which has but recently been issued from the British press. To the

sterling merits of this work allusion has already been made. Of the

scientific labors of those eminent Scandinavian craniologists and

antiquarians, Professors Retzius of Stockholm, Mlsson of Lund, and

Eschricht of Copenhagen, I need not here speak. To the ethno-

graphic student the writings of these savants have been long and

favorably known. The French have done but little in this particu-

22 See Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences for 1764. Sur la Diffirence du Grand

Ttou occipital dans VHomme et dans les auires Animaux.
23 Dissertation sur les Vari^t^s Naturelles, &c., ouvrage posthmne de M. P. Camper. Paris,

1T92.

2* Ueber die Korperliche Verschiedenheit des Negers vom Europaer. Frankfurt und

Mainz, 1785, p. 50, et seq.

25 Disputatio Inauguralis quaedam de Hominum Varietatibus et harum causis exponens,

&c. Johannes Hunter, Edinburgi, 1775.

2« Crania Americana ; or a Comparative View of the Skulls of various Aboriginal Nations

of North and South America, &c. By Samuel George Morton, M. D. Philada., 1839.

2' Crania ^gyptiaca ; or, Observations on Egyptian Ethnography, &c. By Samuel George

M,>rton, M. D. Philada., 1844. Published originally in the Transactions of the Amer.
I'hiloBoph. Society, vol. IX.

28 Nat. Hist, of Man, 3d edit. p. 570.
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lar department of science. The names of Series, Foville,^ Gosse,^

Dumoutier, Blanchard,'^ and others, however, are before the public

in this connection. As far as I have been able to ascertain, cra-

niology has received more attention at the hands of the Germans.

Prof. Engel, of Prague, has given us a philosophical dissertation

upon cranial forms, the mensuration of the skull, &c.'^ To Prof.

Zeune, we are indebted for a classification of skulls.^ Dr. 0. G.

Carus, in an elementary work on Cranioscopy, Jindicates and developes

to some extent the principles which should guide us in our examina-

tion of the different cranial formations, in their relation to psychical

conditions.^ In a subsequent work, he comments upon and explains

these principles more fuUy.^^ Passing over the names of Bidder,*

Bruch,^' Sp(]endli,^K.blliker,*Virchow,*''Luc8e," Fitzinger*^and others,

I must conclude this hasty enumeration by calling attention to the

laborious and masterly work of Prof. Huschke, of Jena,—the result,

as we are informed in the preface, of nine years study and reflection.*^

With the exception of an admirable paper on the Admeasurements

of Crania of the principal groups of Indians of the United States, con-

tributed by Mr. J. S. Philips to the Second Part of Schoolcraft's

work on the Aboriginal Races of America,** nothing has been done

for craniology on this side of the Atlantic since the demise of Dr.

Morton. Indeed, the labors of Morton embody not only aU. that

* Deformation du Cr§,ne resultant de la m^thode la plus g^n^rale de couTrir la Tete des

Enfants, 1834. Also, Traitfi oomplet de 1'Anatomie, de la Physiologie et de la Pathologie

Ju Systfeme Nerveux, 1844.

™ Essai sur lea Deformations artifioiellea du Cr&ne. Paris, 1855.

*i Voyage au Pole Sud et dans rOceanie, &c., Anthropologie, Atlas par Dr. Dumoutier;

texte par Emile Blanohard. Paris, 1854.

82 Untersuchungen uber Sohadelformen. Von Dr. Joseph Engel, Prof., Prag, 1851.

38 tjber Schadelbildung zur festern Begrundung der Menschenrassen. Von Dr. A. Zeune.

Berlin, 1846.

3« Gnmdziige einer neuen und wissenschaftlich begriindeten craniosoopie (Schadelehre)

von Dr. C. G. Carus. Stuttgart, 1841.

35 Atlas der Cranioscopie oder Abbildungen der Schaedel- und Antlitzformen Beruehurter

oder soust merkwuerdiger Personeu von Dr. C. G. Carus. Leipzig, 1843.

3« De Cranii Conformatione. Dorpat, 1847.

8' Beitrage zur Eutwickelung des Kuochensystems.

3* Ueber den Primordialschadel. Zurich, 1846.

39 Theorie des Primordialschadels. (Zeitsohrift fur Wissenechaftliche Zoologie. 2 Bd.)

*• Ueber den Cretinismus, namentlich in Franken imd liber pathologische Sohadelformen.

(Verhandl. der physik.— medic. Gesellschaft in Wiirzburg, 1852, 2 Bd.)

" De facie humana, Heidelbergae, 1812.—De Symmetria et Asymmetria organorum ardm-

alitatis, imprimis cranii, Marburgi, 1839.—Schadel abnormer Form in Geometrisohen Abbil-

dungen, von Dr. J. C. G. Lucse. Frank, am Main, 1855.

« tJber die Schadel der Avaren, &c. Von L. J. Fitzinger. Wien., 1853.

*' Schsedel, Him und Seele des Menschen und der Thiere naoh alter, Geschlecht und

Race dargestellt nach neuen methoden und Untersuchungen Ton Emil Huschke. Jena, 1 854.

« Information respecting the History, Condition, and Prospects of the Indiin Tribes

of the United States. By H. E. Schoolcraft. Part II. Philadelphia, 1852.
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ji3a_hggTi aooornplislied for this science in America, but also the

cbief .H£t pX.aU_:fee_contdJfflim^^ Iiaa,.±Qm tlmfi t" tme,

received from different, sources. It is well known to the ethnolo-

gical world, that at the time of his death (1851), he was slowly and

carefully maturing his views upon the great leading questions of

his favorite science, by researches of the most varied and extensive

character. From the cranioscopical details which constitute so im-

portant a feature in that elaborate work, the Crania Americana, he

had been gradually and almost insensibly led to occupy a more

comprehensive field— a field embracing ethnology in its physiolo-

gical and archaeological aspects. The Crania ^gyptiaca was the

forerunner of a contemplated series of philosophical generalizations

in Anthropology,—the matured and positive conclusions of years

of severe and cautious study. In this series, so long contemplated,

so often delayed for critical examination, and at last so unexpectedly,

and I may add, so unfortunately arrested, Dr. Morton fondly hoped

to develope and clearly demonstrate the fundamental principles or

elements of scientific ethnology. ButProvi dPiTinPi^"'^ r»T<^oT-Q<^ ot^ifr-

"wiaa; .f!?rJjLthiq-,'?r!!Jr£LJllI'^^^
critical for the proper expo-

.^"^ r sition of "Dr. M'h InnjT trfiasnrpid and anxiously examined views, as

^ M WfillM.for the pjp^jfijLdkgfiiaarLOlihfiin^^^^ce^^hew^;;;^^?-

CS Qy^ dQwn^nd^,;^ ricb^mental gatherings of a life-time disaipated in a

(-y^ ^j~j moment."
^^^ „;," ' Through the munificent kindness of a number of our citizens, his

Ji magnificent collection of Human Crania, recently increased by the

^/ «• receipt of sixty-seven skulls from various sources, has been permar

\i ; if" nently deposited in the Museum of the Academy,^^ a silent but

^-H\ expressive witness of the scientific zeal, industry, and singleness of

V) purpose of one who, to use the language of Mr. Davis, "has the

'J'\ rare merit, after the distinguished Gottingen Professor, of having

by his genius laid the proper basis of this science, and by his

labors raised upon this foundation the two first permanent and

y? beautiful superstructures, in the Crania Americana, and the Crania

-^gyptiaca.""

Prior to his decease. Dr. M. had received about 100 crania, in

addition to those mentioned in the third edition of his Catalogue.

Since 1849, therefore, the collection has been augmented by the

addition of 167 skulls. Yery recentlv I have carefully inspected
,

rearranged, and labelled it, and prepared for publication a new and

co^ggtei edition of the Catalogue. At present the collection em-

braces 1035 crania, repriiiniing more than 150 different nations,

*5 Unpublished Introduction to " Descriptions and Delineations of Skulls in the Mortonian

Collection."

« See Proceedings of the Academy, "Vol. VI. pp. 321, 324.

•' Crania Britannica, decade I., p. 1.
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OF THE RACES OP MEN. 219

tribeB, and races. It occupies sixteen cas^s on the first gallery, on
the south side of the lower room of the Museum. Por convenience
of study and examination, I have grouped it according to Eace,
Family, Tribe, &c., strictly adhering, however, to the classification

of Dr. Morton.

The crania are distributed as follows :^

L Caucasian Group.

1. Scandinavian Race.

Norwegian
,

Swedish Peasants .'

,,

Finland Swedes

Sudermanland Swedes
Ostrogoth

Turannic Swede

Cimbric Swedes

Swedish Finns
,

2. Finnish or Tchudic Race.

True Finns

3. Suevic Race.

Germans

Dutchman . .

.

Prussians ....

Burgundian

.

4. Anglo-Saxon.

English..

^ 5. Anglo-American.

6. Celtic Race.

Irish

Celtic (?) heads from Catacombs of Paris,

Celt (?) from the field of Waterloo

7. Sclavonic Race.

Sclavonians

8. Pelasgic Race.^

Ancient Phoenician

Ancient Koman
Greek

Circassians

Armenians

Parsees

1

7

2

3

1

1

3

3

21

10

11

1

4

1

17

4

8

8

4

1

13

2

Affghan „ i

Grseco-Egyptians „ 23

39

9. Semitic Race.

Arabs 5
Hebrews g

Abyssinian 1

14

GuanchS.

10. Berber Race. (?)

11. Nilotic Race.

Ancient Theban Egyptians 34
" Mcmphite " 17
" Abydos " 2
" Alexandrian " 3

Egyptians from Gizeh 16
Kens or Ancient Nubians 4
Ombite Egyptians 3

Maabdeh Egyptians 4
Miscellaneous 5

Fellahs 19

107

12. Jhdostanic Race.

Ayras (?) 6

Thuggs 2

Bengalese 32

Uncertain , 3

43

18. Indo-Chinese Race.

Burmese 2

n. MoNQOLiAN Group.

1. Chinese Race.

Chinese 11

Japanese 1

12

*8 It is proper to observe, that the above table is not an attempt at scientific classification,

but simply an arrangement adopted for convenience of study and examination.

** Dr. Morton used the term Pelasgic too comprehensively. The Circassians, Armenians

and Persians should not be placed in this group.
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2. Hyperborean Race.

Burat Mongol 1

Kamschatkan 1

Kalmuck 1

Laplanders 4

Hybrid Laplander 1

Eskimo 6

14

III. Malay Geotip.

1. Malayan Race.

Malays 24

Dyaks 2

26
2. Polynesian Race.

Kanakas 7

New Zealanders 4
Marquesas 1

12

IV. Amekican Gkoup.

1. Barbarous Race,

a. North Americans.

Arickarees 3

Assinaboins 3

Chenouks 8

Oregonians 6
Oherokees 6

Chetimaohes 2
CMppeways 2
Cotonays 3
Creeks 4
Dacotas

, 2
Hurons 4
Iroquois 3

Illinois 2
Klikatat

, \

Lenapes IQ
Mandans 7
Menominees 7
Miamis J2
Miuetaris 4
Mohawks 3
Naas 2
Narragansets jq
Natchez 2
Naticks

, g
Nisqually -i

Osages
2

Otoes A

Ottawas A

Ottigamies....,
4

Pawnees o

Penobscots 2

Pottawatomies 4

Sauks 8

Seminoles 16

Shawnees
, 4

Shoshones 4
Upsarookas 2

Winnebagos 2

Yamassees 3

Californians 2

Miscellaneous 46

216

6. Central Americans.

Maya 1

Fragments from Yucatan 2

3

c. South Americans.

Araucanians 12

From Mounds 2

Charibs 3

Patagonians 3

Brazilian 7

27

2. Tolteean Race.

a. Peruvian Family.

Aricans 20

Pachacamao 104

Pisco 62

Santa 8

Lima 7

Callao 3

Miscellaneous 9

Elongated skuUs from Titicaca, &c. ... 8

221

b. Mexican Family.

Ancient Mexicans 24

Modern Mexicans 9

Lipans 2

36

V. Negbo Geocp.

1. American bom, 16

2. Native Africans, 88

3. Bovas, 2

4. Alforian Race.

Australians H
Oceanic Negroes 2

119
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YI. Mixed Races.

Copts 6

Negroid Egyptians 12

Nubians 4

Hispano-FeruTian 2

Negroid-Indian 3

Hispano-Indian 1

Malayo-Chinese 1

Mulattoes 2

30

VII. Lunatics and Idiots, 18

Vm. Ilitistbative op Geowth, 7

Phrenological Skulls, 2
"Nation uncertain, 11

Total, 1035

II.

" Cranium, quippe quod omnium corporis partium nobilissimas includit,

indolem ac proprietatem cseterorum organorum reprsesentare existimatnr

;

nam quidquid proprii variae illius partes prse se ferunt, hie parro spatio con-

junotum, et liniamentis, quae extingui et deleri nunquam possunt, expressum

reperitur. Illud adumbrationem exhibet imaginis, quam spectator peritua

ex singulis partibus Tivide sibi ante oculos fingere potest."— Hueok.

In the human brain we find those characteristics which particu-

larly distinguish man from the brute creation. The differences

between the various races of men are fandamental differences in

i^tellectvial capacity, as well as in physical conformation. The
brain is the organ or physical seat of the mind, and variations

in its development are, as is well known, the constant accompani-

ments of mental inequalities. Hence, in the variations in size, tex-

ture, &c., of the encephalon, and the proportions of its different

parts, we are necessarily led to seek in great measure for the causes

which so widely and constantly dispart the numerous families, which,

in the aggregate, constitute mankind. In accordance with its great

importance and dignity, the brain has been carefully deposited in an

irregular bony case,— the calvaria— to which are attached certain

bony appendages for the lodgment of the organs of the senses, by
which the brain, and through it the mind—the mental attribute

of the living principle— is brought into relation with external

nature, ^ow as the configuration of the brain is, in general,

expressed by that of its osseous covering, and as the development

of the fecial skeleton affords an excellent indication of the size of

the organs which it accommodates, it follows that in the size of the

head and face, and their mutual relations, we find the best indi-

cations of those mental and animal differences which, under all

circumstances and from ante-historic times, have manifested them-

selves as the dividing line between the Eaces of Men. Moreover,

if the construction of each and every part of the fabric is in harmony
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with, and to a certain extent represented in that of all other parts,="—

as the laws of the philosophico-transcendental anatomy seem firmly

to have established,— it will be evident that the cranium is the

index, so to speak, of the entire economy ; for the relation between

the cranium on the one hand, and the face, thorax, and abdominal

organs, respectively, on the other, or, in other words, between the

cerebral or intellectual lobes of the brain, and the sensory gangha,

and nerves, is the relation of mental powers to animal propensities,

and exactly upon this relation depends the nature and character of

T;he individual man, and the family group to which he naturally

belongs. Examples of this fact are everywhere to be found, alike in

the transitionary, as in the extreme specimens of the human series.

Thus it is a general and well-marked truth, that in those inferior

Races— the so-called prognathous— characterized by a narrow skull,

receding forehead, and enormous anterior development of the max-

illae, the mental is in entire abeyance to the animal ; so that their

sensuality is only equalled by their stupidity, as one might readily

infer from the ample accommodations for the organs of the senses.

The pyramidal type is another inferior form, singularly analogous to

the prognathous in certain respects, but differing from it in others

hereafter to be mentioned. Races possessing this form of cranium,

manifest corresponding peculiarities in intellectual power.

Undoubtedly, then, the human cranium recommends itself to our

earnest attention as the "best epitome of man,"—the individual in

the concrete ; or, as Zeune has beautifully expressed it, " der Bliithe

des ganzen organischen Leibes und Lebens ;" and notwithstanding

the adaptation between it and the rest of the skeleton— an adapta-

tion declaring itself in relations of size, function, nutritive, and

developmental processes, &c.—we may study the cranium by and

for itself, with reasonable hopes of success.

As yet, the labors of the cranioscopist have given to anthropology

comparatively few fundamental and well established facts. Of these,

the most important, probably, as well as the best substantiated, is

that of the permanency and non-transmutability of cranial form and

characteristics. " There is, on the whole," says Lawrence, " an unde-

niable, nay, a very remarkable constancy of character in the crania

of different nations, contributing very essentially to national pecu-

liarities of form, and corresponding exactly to the features which

so " Tout 6tre organist forme un ensemble, un aystfeme unique et clos, dont les parties se

correspondent mutuellment, et concourent §, la mSme action definitive par une reaction

reciproque. Aucune de ces parties ne peut changer sans que les autres ne changent anssi,

et par consequent chacune d'elles prise separement indique et donne toutes les autres."

CcviEB. DiscouTi suT Us Rivolutiona du Globe; ridigfa par le Dr. Hoefer. Pane, 1850, p. 62
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characterize sueli nations." °^ E^or does this fact stand alone. It is

associated with another which should never he lost sight of in all

our speculations upon the unity or diversity, geographical origin and

distribution, affiliation and antiquity of the races of men. I allude

to that insensible gradation which appears to be the law of cranial

forms, no less than of all the objects in nature. From the isolation

and exclusive consideration of these facts, have resulted not a few

erroneous assertions, which have tended to embarrass the science.

Thus, it has been considered, in general, a matter of but little diffi-

culty to discriminate between the crania of different races. But-
those who are accustomed to this kind of examination, know that

this statement is true only for the standard or typical forms of very

diverse races, and that as soon as certain divergent forms of two
allied races or families are compared, the difficulties become very

apparent. On the other hand, it has been affirmed, that in any

one nation it is easy to point out entirely dissimilar types of con-

figuration. Thus the distinguished anatomist. Prof. M. J. Webbe,
misled apparently by the restricted and artificial classification of

Blumenbach, arrives at the general conclusion that "there is no

proper mark of a definite race-form of the cranium so firmly

attached that it may not be found in some other race."^^ The
assumption of the universality of certain ethnical forms, though

countenanced by more than one writer, does not rest upon sufficient

evidence to warrant its acceptance. Another prevalent but equally

gratuitous notion is, that the more ancient the heads, the more they

tend to approximate one primitive form or type. What this primi-

tive model is like, has not, as far as I can learn, been indicated.

Again, a confusion highly detrimental to the philosophical status

and scientific progress ofEthnology, has resultedfrom the unjustifiable

assumption, that resemblances in cranial form and characteristics

necessarily betoken, in a greater or less degree, congenital affilia-

tions. It by no means follows, as some appear to have thought, that

because widely and persistently discrepant forms are unrelated ab

origine,— closely coincident forms are as exact indications of such

primary relation. To say that the Polar man,— the Eskimo of

America and the Samoyede of Asia,— should in all natural classifi-

cation be associated, or at least placed in juxtaposition with certain

dark races of the tropics, in consequence of well-marked cranial

similiarities, is a fact as singular as it is true ; but to conclude from

these similarities alone, that they are affiliated and have one common

51 Lectures, &c., p. 225.

52 Crania Britannica, p. 4.— Die Lehre von den Ur- and Racen-Formen der Sohadel und

Becken des Menschen, S. 5, 1830.
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origin, is at once illogical and unwarrantable. Resemblances in

pbysical conformation and in intellectual capacity, manners, and

customs, growing out of, and dependent in great measure upon such

conformation, are indications ratber of a similarity 6f position in

tbe great natural scale of tbe human family, than of identity of

origin. To establish identity, proof of another kind is required.

That positive identity of cranial form, structure and gentilitial cha-

racters is the best evidence of identity of origin, or, at all events, of

very close relationship, there can be no doubt. But identity must not

be inferred from striking similarity. The confusion of terms has led

to much error. Similarity in the features above alluded to, indicates

merely an allied natural position, and nothing more. This distinc-

tion is as important in cranioscopy as that made by the comparative

anatomist between the analogies and homologies of the skeleton.

Somebody has said that " when history is silent, language is evi-

dence." The cranioscopist knows that oftentimes, when both history

and language are silent, cranial forms become evidence. For the

cxamaljiiTTiilaritipa a,Tid_differences above mentioned maybe eHtTTna,t.p. fl

witib-mathftmat.ieaLaceaBaey-aBd.p::fedainrij by weigbt.^ -meaRurement.

j&e»"^ Hence, while the language of an ante-historic people may be

lost, the discovery of their skulls will afford us the means of deter-

mining their rank or position in the human scale, &c. From consi-

derations of this nature, we are led to recognise the existence of a

craniological school in Ethnology, a craniological principle of classi-

fication and research, and a craniological test of affinity or diversity.

According to Pkichard, Ethnology is, equally with G-eology, a branch
of Palseontology. " Geology," says he, " is the archaeology of the

globe,—Ethnology that of its human inhabitants. "-^^ Latham, com-
menting upon this sentence, very appropriately observes, that "when
Ethnology loses its palseontological character, it loses half its scientific

elements."^ From this we learn the importance of osteology, espe-

cially the cranial department, since it constitutes one of the surest,

and often the only guide in identifying ancient populations. Dr.
Latham, the well-known philologist, lays great stress upon the ethno-
logical value of language, which he speaks of as "yielding in defi-

nitude to no characteristic whatever." .... "Whatever maybe
said against certain over-statements as to constancy, it is an undoubted
fact, that identity of language is primd facie evidence of identify of

origin."'* Among the apophthegms appended to his work on the
Varieties of Man, the same opinion occurs.—"In the way of physical

63 Anniversary Address, delivered before the Ethnological Society of London, in 1847.
M Man and his Migrations, Amer. Edit. New York, 1852, p. 41
55 Ibid, p. 35.
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characteristics, common conditions develop common points of con-

formation. Hence, as elements of classification, physical characters

are of less value than the philological moral ones."^ There are

reasons for dissenting from the opinion of this eminent philologist.

"When we contemplate the mutability and destructibility of languages,

as abundantly exemplified in the obliteration of the Etruscan dialect

by the Roman-Latin ; the Celtiberian and Turdetan by the Latin and

Spanish ; the Syriac by Arabic ; Celtic by the Latin and French

;

the Celtic of Britain by the Saxon and English ; the Pelhevi and Zend

by the Persian, and the Mauritanian by Arabic ;
°' when we reflect

how the Epirotes and Siculi changed their language, without con-

quest or colonization, into Greek, and how the ancient Pelasgi, all

the primitive inhabitants of the Peloponnessus, and many of those

of Arcadia and Attica, abandoned their own language and adopted

that of the Hellenes ; ^ when we behold the Negroes of St. Domingo
speaking the Erench tongue, the Bashkirs, of Einnish origin, speak-

ing Turkish ;
°^ and when, finally, as" one instance of another and

significant class of facts, we call to mind how the Carelians, in con-

sequence of certain linguistic analogies, have been classed with the

Finns, though descended from an entirely different race, who, at an

early period, overran the region about Lake Ladoga,*— we are

"disposed to believe with. Humboldt"— I am using the words of

Morton— "that we shall never be able to trace the affiliation of

nations by a mere comparison of languages ; for this, after all, is but

one of many clews by which that great problem is to be- solved."^'

Surely anatomy and physiology— those handmaids of the zoologist

—are more powerful, and, in the very nature of things, better adapted

to settle the question of the unity of man, to determine whether the

human family is composed of several species, or of but one species

comprising many varieties. Surely the human skeleton is more en-

during and less mutable than the oldest language. Instances are

not wanting, as we have seen above, of a nation forgetting its own
language in its admiration for the more perfect speech of another

people. But, as far as I am aware, not a solitary instance can be

adduced of a nation, genealogically pure, entirely changing its physical

characters for those of another. Let us conclude then, with Bodi-

chon, that Physiology is superior to Philology as an instrument of

ethnological research.—" To throw light upon the question of origins,

it is necessary to appeal to a science more precise, and founded on

^ Varieties of Man, p. 562. " Hamilton Smith, op. cit., p. 178.

58 Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, 1, 37.

59 Helwerzen, Annuaire des Mines de Russie, 1840, p. 84.

™ Haartman, Transactions of the Royal Society of Stockholm, for 1847.

81 Crania Americana, p. 18.
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the nature of the ohjeot whicli we examine. This science is the Phy-

siology of races, or, in other words, a knowledge of their moral and

physical characters. Through Physiology has been established the

existence of antediluvian beings, their genera, their species, and

their varieties ; by it also we shall discover the origin of races of

men, even the most mysterious. Through it we shall one day be

able to classify populations as surely as we now class animals and

plants : history, philology, annals, inscriptions, the monuments of

arts and of religion, will be auxiliaries in these researches. Herein

we consider its indications as motives of certitude, and its decisions

as a criterion."®^

Anthropology has been involved in not a little confusion by certain

injudicious departures from the well-tried zoological methods em-

ployed by naturalists generally. But little difficulty seems to be

experienced in the practical determination of species in the animal

and vegetable worlds ; but as soon as the rules and specific distinc-

tions here employed have been applied to man, exceptions have

been taken at once, and attempts made to invalidate their appli-

cability, by excluding man entirely from the pale of the animal

kingdom, as if, in the latter, development, formation and deformation

were controlled by laws different from these processes in the former.

Barban9oi8 regards man as " un type tout k part dans la creation,

comme le representant d'un regne particulier— le regne moral." So

the celebrated Marcel de Serres says, "Thomme ne constitue dans la

nature ni une espece, ni un genre, ni un ordre, il est h lui seul un
regne, le rSgne Jiumain."^ Aristotle, the father of philosophical

natural history, Ray, Brisson, Pennant, Vic d'Azyr, Daubenton,

Tiedemann, and others equally distinguished, have all unwisely at-

tempted this disruption of nature. The futility of the arguments

employed may be learned by reference to Swainson's Nat. Hist, and

Classification of Quadrupeds.^' But those who recognize the ani-

mality of man, and place him accordingly at the head of the Mam-
malia, are not exactly agreed as to the extent of isolation which
should be claimed for him in this position, or, in other words, differ-

ence of opinion exists as to the extent and scientific meaning of the

gap which separates him from the highest brute. Linneeus grouped
Man, the Simise and Bats under the general division, Primates.*

Uliger,^ Cuvier,^ Lawrence,^ and others, assign him a distinct order.

«2 Etudes sur I'AlgSrie, Alger, p. 18.

«> Voyage au Pole, Sud. Anthropologie, de Dumoutier, par Blanchard. Paris, 1854, p. 18.

6*Pp 8-10

^ He obseryes, "Nullum characterem hactenns eruere potui, unde Homo a Simla inter-

noscatur."— Fauna Sueoica. Preface, p. ii.

^ Prodomus Systematis Mammalium. «• Rfegne Animal. ^ Op. cit
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Van Amkinge considers Man the sole representative of a distinct and
separate mammalian class, to which he apphes the term Psychical

or Spiritual, in contradistinction to the Instinctive mammals.''^ As
might be naturally expected from the above remarks, still less agree-

ment is manifested in relation to the classification of the different

races or tribes of men. This want of accordance arises from the

difficulty of determining what characters are fundamental and typical,

and what are not.

Now, it should never be forgotten that an ethnical, like any other

natural type, is an ideal creation, not a positive entity. It is analo-

gous to the mean or average of a series of numbers. These numbers
may all be but slightly different from each other, and yet none of

them be exactly identical with the mean. In examining a number
of objects presenting many peculiarities, the mind instinctively

figures to itself an object possessing all these peculiarities. This

object, this ideal image, gradually assumes the dignity and import-

ance of a standard to which all other similar objects are referred, as

greater or less approximations to the type, the approximation being

dependent upon the degree of predominance of the peculiarities in

question. If, on comparing any body with this imaginary standard

— " this form which exists everywhere, and is nowhere to be found"

— the points of resemblance are in number equal to or even less

than the points of difference, then it is said to diverge from the type.

It is a di^•e^gent form. lifow, a type as it is manifested in nature is,

for all practical purposes, fixed and immutable ; our mental con-

ception of it is necessarily a constantly varying one. The more
numerous the individuals of the group, and the more extensive our

examination, " the more perfect will be our generalization, upon

which, in fact, the typex is based. The examination of but a few

individuals of a group is apt to lead to an erroneous idea of the type.

But a singular fact here claims our attention. Along with this

increasing perfection of the typical idea comes a diminished confi-

dence in its importance ; for the same observations which serve to

establish the type, also lead us to perceive that the distance which

separates one tj'pe from another is a plenum, and is not marked by

gaps, but by transitionary forms— not transitionary in the sense of

variations from certain persistent forms brought about by climatic

conditions, &e., but transitionary forms ab engine and self-existent,

presenting themselves unchanged as they were characterized by the

Great First Cause, and inherently capable of those known and

limited variations produced by intermarriage, &c. The elements

^ An InveBtigation of the Theories of the Nat. History of Man, &o. New York, 1848,

p. 72.
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which establish a type serve to connect it insensibly with those of

another. Hence the great dilfficulty experienced in attempting to

classify the members of the Human Eamily. The discrepancy of

opinion has extended not only to the number of divisions to be

made, but also to the particular races which should be assigned to

each division. Blumenbach long ago expressed this difficulty. We
have only to examine the list of writers who have attempted the

classification of Human Races, and observe how they differ in the

number of their primary departments, to be convinced of the pre-

matureness of the whole attempt, and the scanty scientific data upon

which such very artificial divisions have been erected. It appears to

me that much of the difficulty arises from the scanty information

which we possess concerning the number of prima3val cranial types^

the number of naturally divergent forms of each of these, and the

degree of divergency permitted, and lastly, the tests by which to

discriminate between forms naturally abei-rant, and those hybrid

results of blood-crossing. The study of divergent forms is of great

importance, since in their varied but limited deviations from the

type— like all exceptions to general rules— they indicate the

essentials of the type while demonstrating a serial, archetypal unity

of the human family in keeping with the entire animal world. To
speak, therefore, of " developing the limits of a variety," is simply

to demonstrate the connections, relations, and persistence of those

varieties. The diversities of cranial form presented by any nation

or tribe should therefore be regarded as the radii, so to speak, by
which that tribe is connected with the rest of the humanitarian

series, whether living or extinct, or, in the course of future geolo-

gical changes, yet to appear.

It is well known that naturalists rely mainly upon form, color,

proportions— the externals, in short—^to establish species. The
illustrious Cuvier, taking higher ground, attempted to develope the

laws of classification by a resort to the comparative method in ana-

tomy. With the osteological branch of this method, as an instru-

ment of research, he undertook his grand scheme of the restoration

of the fossil world and the determination of its relation to the living

zoology. His reliance upon internal structure in preference to

external characters, was as much a matter of necessity as of choice,

since of the palseontological objects of his study, the bony skeleton

and the teeth alone remained from which to recompose the forms

of the past animal world, and determine their species. In the course

of his investigations a remarkable fact became evident— that in

many genera of animals, species externally well characterized, dif-

fered scarcely at all in their bony frame-work. Regarding these
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slight differences—by such a practised eye certainly not over-

looked— as trivial, and losing sight of the singular importance

they derive from their historical permanency, he was led in the end

to deny to comparative osteology the value he" first assigned it.

Thus, notwithstanding his great scientific labors, he left it unde-

cided whether the fossil horse was specifically identical with the

living or not.™ On this point naturalists still differ in opinion.

Whilst by the aid of comparative anatomy— for the cultivation

of which he enjoyed unusual advantages— he was enabled to startle

the world with the brilliant announcement that there had been

several zoological creations, of which man was one, we find him at

length hesitatingly denying to anatomical characters the power of

determining species. But the question arises— a question already

perceived and disposed of in the affirmative by some ethnologists—
whether anatomical characters have not a higher signification than

the mere determination of species ; whether, in fact, they are not

generic. It would, indeed, appear, that while the external or peri-

pheral form and appendages determine species, the internal organism

establishes genera. But the genus must contain within itself and

foreshadow the essential characters of the species ; there must be an

adaptation between the peripheral conformation and central organic

structure. As a very slight error committed in the first step of a

long and complicated mathematical calculation magnifies itself at

every subsequent step of the process, until a result is obtained very

different from the true one, so a comparatively minute peculiarity in

the osseous structure of an animal may repeat itself through the

muscles, fascia, and integumentary covering, expressing itself at last

as a characteristic, which, though it might be difficult to point out

exactly, is seen to be an individual or specific mark by which

the animal may be discriminated from other individuals or from

allied species. And as the result of the supposed problem must

always be the same, so long as the incorporated error is not elimi-

nated, so the external peculiarity of the animal must ever remain the

same, while the internal structure mark varies not. This constant

and historically immutable relation between structure and form is in

consonance with the law of the " correlation of forms," first sug-

gested, I believe, by Cuvier, and by him used in such a masterly

manner in the elucidation of the laws of zoology.

" The importance to be attached to the zoological characters

afforded by the slighter modifications of structure," writes Martin,
" rises as we ascend in the scale of being. In the arrangement of

'" Discours sur les Revolutions du Globe, p. 76,
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mammalia and birds, for example, minutiae which, among the Inverte-

brata, would be deemed of little note, become of decided value, and

are no longer to be neglected. Even the modifications, however

slio-ht, of a comm-on type, now become stamped with a value, the

ratio of which increases as we advance from the lower to the higher

orders. Hence, with respect to mammalia, the highest class of

Vertebrata, every structural phase claims attention ; and, when we

advance to the highest of the highest class, viz., Man, and the Quad-

rnmana, the naturalist lays a greater stress on minute grades and

modifications of form, than he does when among the cetacea or the

marsupials ; and hence, groups are separated upon characters thus

derived, because they involve marked differences in the animal

economy, and because it is felt that a modification, in itself of no

great extent, leads to most important results. Carrying out the

principle of an increase in the value of differential characters as we

advance in the scale of being, it may be affirmed that, upon legiti-

mate zoological grounds, the organic conformation of man, modelled,

possibly, upon the same type as that of the chimpanzee or orang,

but modified, with a view to fit him for the habits, manners, and,

indeed, a totality of active existence, indicative of a destiny and

purposes participated in neither by the chimpanzee nor any other

animal, removes Man from the Quadrumana, not merely in a generic

point of view, but from the pale of the Primates, to an exclusive

situation. The zoological value of characters derived from struc-

tural modifications is commensurate with the results which they

involve ; let it then be shown that man, though a cheiropod (hand-

footed), possesses structural modifications leading to most important

results, and our views are at once justified.""

It will thus be seen that anatomical differences are valuable to the

zoologist more from their permanency, than from their magnitude.

"A species," says Prof. Leidy, "is a mere convenient word with

which naturalists empirically designate groups of organized beings

possessing characters of comparative constancy, as far as historic

experience has guided them in giving due weight to such con-

stancy."'* An organic form historically constant is, therefore, a

simple and exact expression of a species. In this constancy of a

form lies its typical importance as a standard or point of departure

" A General Introduction to the Natural History of Mammiferoua Animals, with a parti-

cular view of the Physical History of Man, &c. By W. C. S. Martin, F. L. S. London,

1841, p. 200.

" Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Vol. VII. p. 201.— See also a letter

from Prof. L. to Dr. Nott, of Mobile, published in the Appendix to Hotz's translation of

Gobineau's work on the Inequality of Races, &o., p. 480.
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in all our attempts at classification and developing the laws of forma-

tion. The mere shape, volume, or configuration, is secondary.

The polar, brown, and grizzly bears differ but little in their oSte

ology ; the same is true of the horse, ass, and zebra, and of the lion,

tiger, and panther. By most naturalists the horse and ass are referred

to distinct species,—by Prof. Owen to distinct genera. The latter

gentleman specifically separates a fossil from the recent horse, in

consequence of a slight curvature in the teeth of the former. Accord-

ing to Flourens, the dog and fox belong to different genera ; the dog
and wolf to distinct species, as also the lion and tiger.'" Now the

crania of the horse and ass differ in their nasal bones only. The
pupil of the dog is disc-shaped ; that of the fox, elongated. Says

Knox :
" The nasal bones of the ass differ constantly from those of

the horse ; so do those of the lion and tiger. The distinction extends

to the whole physiognomical character of the crania in these four

species, and in all others. But so it is in man, chiefly in these very

bones, and in the physiognomy of the skeleton of the face. For it

is not in the comparative length or size merely of the nasal or maxil-

lary bones that the cranium of the Bosjieman and the Australian

differ from the other races of men, although these differences are no

doubt as constant and real as are the anatomical differences of any

two species ; they differ in every respect, and especially do they dis-

play physiognomical distinction, which the experienced eye detects

at once. When fossil man shall be discovered, he, also, will be

proved to have belonged to a species distinct from any that now
live. By the generic law I am about to establish, his affiliation with

the existing races may and will be proved, first by the fact of his

extinction, but still more by those slight anatomical differences,

which, though seemingly unimportant, are not really so. His rela-

tion to the present or living world will be the same as that of the

extinct solid-ungular and carnivora to the living

—

generieally identi-

cal, specifically distinct." "

Between the crania of the various races of men, the same slight,

but constant, and therefore important, differences can be pointed out,

in some instances even more marked and better characterized than

those which are considered by naturalists of high distinction, as suffi-

cient to form a basis upon which to establish species. It is true that

no human race possesses a bone the more or less in the cranium, than

the others ; but it is equally true that human crania differ, in some

instances quite remarkably, in the size and proportions of their con-

's Op. cit., p. 111.

'* Introduction to Inqniries into the Philosophy of Zoology, by Bobt. Knox, M.D., &c.,

in London Lancet, Oct., 1855.
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stituent bones, and these differences are not accidental and fluctua-

ting, but persistent. Thus, the massive, broad, and outward-shelving

malar bones of the Polar man are unlike those of any other race.

So, the superior maxillse of the Coast African is so unlike that of

any other people, as to have become a standard of comparison for

inferiority—a standard expressed by the word prognathous. Differ-

ences in the nasal bones, in the size ol the frontal sinuses, in the

prominence of the occiput, in the angle at which the parietal bones

join each other, in the form and arrangement of the teeth, in the

relation of head to face, in the relative situations of the great occi-

pital foramen and the bony meatus, in the form of the skull, and the

configuration of its base ; and, as the result of all these, in the physi-

ognomy of the facial bones, exist, as I shall presently endeavor to

show, and are perpetuated from one generation to another as con-

stant and unaltered features.

Cranial differentise, however slight, derive additional importance

from their relation to the physiognomical character of the skull as

a whole, and daily observation shows this character to be more im-

portant than is generally considered. The labors of Porta, Camper,

Lebrun, Lavater, Bichat, Moreau de la Sarthe, and others, have given

us the scientific elements of a physiognomy or physiology of the face,

as those of Blumenbach and Morton have established a physiology

of the cranium. Between the muscular and integumentary investl-

titure of the face and head on the one hand, and the bony structure

of these parts on the other, there is a decided adaptation. Whether

the soft parts determine the form of the osseous frame-work, or the

latter that of the former, does not so much concern us, at present, as

the fact of adaptation. That this adaptation exists, there can scarcely

be a doubt. " Tout dans la nature," beautifully and truthfully writes

De la Sarthe, " est rapport et harmonic ; chaque apparence externe

est le signe d'une propriete : chaque point de la superficie d'un corps

annonce I'etat de sa profondeur et de sa structure."™ In virtue of

this harmony, we find the physiognomy of the skull expressing the

true value of its osteologic peculiarities, even when these are so

slight as to appear in themselves trivial and insignificant. Soemmer-

ing, not perceiving the import of this relation, tells us that he could

find no well-marked differences between the German, Swiss, Prench,

Swedish and Russian skulls in his collection, leaving it to be inferred

that none such existed.™ At a later period, and from the same

" Neuvifeme Etude sur Lavater.
^

'« Lawrence informs us that Ms friend, Mr. Geo. Lewis, in a tour through France and

Germany, observed that the lower and anterior pari of the cranium is larger in the French,

the upper and anterior in the Germans ; and that the upper and posterior region is larger
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cause, Cuvier, wHle conducting Ms palaeontological researches, more
than once fell into an analogous error.

From the foregoing remarks, it will be seen that it is a matter of

much importance to be able to discriminate between typical or race-

forms of crania, and those modifications of shape produced, to a

certain extent, by age, sex, development, intermixture of races, arti-

ficial deformations, &c. Unless these distinctions be observed, and
due allowance made for them, it will be utterly impossible to deter-

mine the number and character of the primitive types— an attempt

already almost hopelessly beyond our- power, in consequence of the

ceaseless migrations and afiiliations which have been going on

amongst the races of men since the remotest antiquity. The modi-

fications of cranial form, from these various causes, are so many
associated elements, which must be individually isolated before we
can determine the true value of each. In proportion as this isolation

is complete, so will our results approximate the truth.

It is very well known that the skulls of the lower animals undergo

certain changes in conformation as they advance in age. In a limited

degree, this appears to be true of man also ; though the extent of

these changes, and the period at which they are most noticeable—
whether during intra^uterine life, or subsequent to birth— are points

not yet definitively settled. However, from the observations of

Soemmering, Camper, Blumenbach, Loder and Ludwig, we learn

that in very young children, even in infants at the moment of birth,

the race-lineaments are generally but positively expressed. Blumen-

bach, in his Decades, figures the head of a Jewess, aged five years,

a Burat child, one and a half years, and a newly-born negro ; in

each of these the ethnic characters of the race to which it belongs

are distinctly seen. The Mortonian collection furnishes a number

of examples confirmatory of this interesting and remarkable fact.

Occasionally the tardy development of certain parts may give rise

to apparent modifications, as indicated in the following passage fi'om

Dr. Gosse's highly interesting essay upon the artificial deformations

of the skull. " n n'est pas meme rare, en Europe, de voir le front

paraitre plus saillant chez un grand nombre d'enfants, en raison du

faible developpement de la face. Toutefois, jusqu'^ r%e de dix k

douze ans, il existe en general une predominance de la region occipi-

tale qui parait se developper d'autant plus que I'intelligence est plus

exercee. Ce n'est souvent que vers cette epoque de la vie que les os

in the former than in the latter. (Op. cit., p. 239.)—Count Gobineau, in his work already

alluded to, speaks of a certain enlargement on each side of the lower lip, which is found

among the English and Germans.
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proprea du nez tendent k se relever davantage suivant les traits des

individus ou des races.""

Some physiologists have supposed that permanent modifications

of crania] form are produced during severe and protracted aecouche-

ments. Gall, long ago, refuted this notion, and every accoucheur has,

in fact, constant opportunities of satisfying himself of the untena-

bility of this doctrine. It has more than once happened to me, as it

necessarily does to every physician engaged in the practice of ob-

stetrics, to witness a head, long compressed in a narrow pelvis, born

with the nose greatly depressed, the forehead flattened, the parietal

bones overriding each other, and the whole skull completely wire-

drawn, so as to resemble some of the permanent deformations pic-

tured in the books ; and yet, in a few days, the inherent elasticity of

the bony case and its contained parts has sufficed to restore it to its

natural form. But the great objection to this opinion lies in the fact

of a conformity between the cranial and pelvic types of a particular

race. Dr. Vrolick, following up the suggestions of Camper and some

other observers, relative to certain peculiarities of the negro pelvis,

has demonstrated the existence of a race-form for the pelvis as for

the cranium. He has shown that the form of the head is adapted to

the pelvic passage which it is compelled to traverse in the parturient

act, and that the pelvis, like the skull, possesses its race-characters

and sexual distinctions, sufficiently well marked, even at the infantile

epoch. As in the zoological series, we find the cranium of the mon-

key differing from that of the animals below it, and approximating

the human type, so we find the pelvis pursuing the same gradation,

from the Orang to the Bosjieman, from the Bosjieman to the Ethio-

pian, from the Ethiopian to the Malay, and so on to the high caste

White races, where it attains its perfection, and is the farthest removed

in form from that of the other mammiferse. I am aware that Weber
has attempted to deny the value of these observations, by showing

that, although certain pelvic forms occur more frequently in some

races than in others, yet exceptions were found in the fact of the

European conformation being occasionally encountered among other

and very different races. " This is not proving much," as De Gobi-

neau acutely observes, " inasmuch as M. Weber, in speaking of

these exceptions, appears never to have entertained the idea, that

their peculiar conformation could only be the result of a mixture of

blood."™

" Essai sur lea Deformations Artificielles du Crane, Par L. A. Gosse, de Genfeve, &o.

Paris, 1855. Published originally as a contribution to the "Annales d'Hygiine PubUque et de

MSdedne LSgale" 2e s^ric, 1855, tomes III. et IV.

™ Op. cit., t. 1, p. 193.
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In the study of cranial forms, sexual differences should not be

overlooked. "The female skull," says Davis, "except in races

equally distinguished by forms strikingly impressed, does not exhibit

the gentilitial characters eminently."™ It is well known to the ob-

stetrician, that the male skull, at birth, is, on the average, larger than

the female.

A complete history of the development of the human brain and

cranium, in the different races, would constitute one of the most

valuable contributions to anthropology. Such a history alone can

determine the true meaning of the various appeax'ances which these

parts assume in their transition from the ovum to the fully-developed

typical character, and demonstrate their as yet mysterious relations

to the innumerable forms of life which are scattered over the surface

of the globe. To such a history must we look, also, for a solution

of the question, as to whether the soft and pulpy brain models around

itself its hard and resisting bony case, or, conversely, whether this

latter gives shape to the former.

During the first six weeks of embryonic life, the brain, clothed in

its different envelopes, exists without any bony investment, being

surrounded externally with an extremely thin, soft, and pliable carti-

laginous membrane, in which ossification subsequently takes place.

About the eighth week, as shown by the investigations of Grail, the

ossifi-c points appear in this membrane, sending out divei'ging radii

in every direction. As this delicate cartilaginous layer is moulded

nicely over the brain, the minute specks of calcareous matter, as they

are deposited, must to some extent acquire the same form as the brain.

Whether this be true or not, there is a manifest adaptation between

the brain and cranium, the result of a harmony in growth, inseparably

connected with the action of one developing principle in the human

economy. From this fact, alone, we might fairly infer that differences

in the volume and configuration of a number of crania are general

indications of differences in the volume and configuration of their

contained brains. One single fact, among many others, proves this

admirable harmony. It is this : The process of ossification is at first

most rapid in the bones composing the vault ; but presently ceasing

here, it advances so rapidly in those of the base and inferior parts

generally, that at birth the base is solid and incompressible, thus

protecting from pressure the nervous centre of respiration, which is

at this time firmer and better developed than the softer and less

voluminous cerebral lobes.

According to the embryologic investigations of M. db Serres, oY

all brains, that of the high-caste European is the most complex in

™ Op. cit., p. 5.
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its organization. In attaining this high development, it passes suc-

cessively through the forms which belong permanently to fishes, rep-

tiles, birds, mammals, ISTegroes, Malays, Americans, and Mongolians.

The bony structure vmdergoes similar alterations. "One of the earliest points where

ossification commences is the lower jaw. This bone is therefore sooner completed than

any other of the head, and acquires a predominance which it never loses in the Negro.

During the soft, pliant state of the bones of the skull, the oblong form which they naturallj

assume approaches nearly the permanent shape of the American. At birth, the flattened

face and broad, smooth forehead of the infant ; the position of the eyeS, rather towards the

sides of the head, and the widened space between, represent the Mongolian form, which,

in the Caucasian, is not obliterated but by degrees, as the child adyances to maturity."

Hamilton Smith, commenting upon these interesting researches, says: "Should the con-

ditions of cerebral progress be more complete at birth in the Caucausiau type, and be

successively lower in the MongoUc and intermediate Malay and American, with the woolly-

haired least developed of all, it would follow, according to the apparently general law of

progression in animated nature, that both— or at least the last-mentioned— would be in

the conditions which show a more ancient date of existence than the other, notwithstanding

that both this and the Mongolic are so constituted that the spark of mental development

can be received by them through contact with the higher Caucasian innervation; thus

appearing, in classified zoology, to constitute perhaps three species, originating at different

epochs, or simultaneously in separate regions ; while, by the faculty of fusion which the

last, or Caucasian, imparted to them, progression up to intellectual equality would manifest

essential unity, and render all alike responsible beings, according to the degree of their

existing capabilities'— for this must be the ultimate condition for which Man is created."™

From his own researches. Prof. Agassiz concludes that it is impos-

sible, in the fcetal state, to detect the anatomical marks which are

characteristic of species. These specific marks he assures us become
manifest as the animal, in the course of its development, approaches

the adult state. In like manner, the evolution of the physical and
mental peculiarities of the different races of men appears to com-
mence .at the moment of birth. Dr. Knox, in his recent communi-
cations in the " London Lancet," already referred to, maintains almost

the same opinion. He considers the embryo of any species of any
natural family as the most perfect of forms, embracing within itself,

during its phases of development, all the forms or species which that

natural family can assume or has assumed in past time. " In the
embryo and the young individual of any species of the natural

family of the Salmonidse, for example," says he, "you will find the
characteristics of the adult of all the species. The same, I beheve,
holds in man

;
so that, were all the existing species of any family to

be accidentally destroyed, saving one, in the embryos and young of
that one will be found the elements of all the species ready to re-

appear to repeople the waters and the earth, the forms they are to
assume being dependent on, therefore determined by, the existing
order of things. With another order will arise a new series of
species, also foreseen and provided for in the existing world."

80 Nat. Hist, of the Human Species, pp. 176-7. See also Serres' Anatomic Comparde.
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If we carefully consider the development of the cranium, it will

be seen that this development goes on between, and is modified by

two systems of organs— externally the muscular, internally the

nervous. The brain exerts a double influence, mechanically or

passively by its weight, and actively by its growth. That the brain

completely fills its bony case, is sufi&ciently well known from the fact

of the impressions left upon the inner aspect of the cranium by the

cerebral convolutions and vessels. Very slight allowance need be

made for the thickness of the meninges. That the progressive

development of the brain is really capable of exerting some force

upon the cranial bones surrounding it, is shown in the records of

cases of hypertrophy of that organ, where, upon post-mortem exami-

nation, the calvaria being removed, the spongy mass has protruded

from the opening and could not be replaced. That the bones are

capable of yielding to a distending force acting from within out-

wards, is shown in the cases of chronic hydrocephalus, where the

. ventricles are found full of water, the brain-tissue flattened out, and

the bones greatly distorted. Such a force becomes perceptible in

proportion to the degree of softness and pliancy of the bones. A
check to its action will be found in the sutures and in the amount

of resistance offered by the dura-mater. Now it must be obvious

that as long as the sutures remain open, and the developmental

activity of the brain continues, the head must enlarge. If all the

sutures remain open, this development will be regular and in exact

proportion to the activity of growth manifested by the different parts

of the encephalon. When a suture closes, further development in

that direction will in great measure terminate. Of this proposition

Dr. Morton gives us the following example

:

" I have in my possession," says he, " the skull of a mtdatto boy, who died at the age

of eighteen years. In this instance, the sagittal suture is entirely wanting; in conse-

quence, the lateral expansion of the cranium has ceased in infancy, or at whatever period

the suture became consolidated. Hence, also, the diameter between the parietal protube-

rances is less than 4.5 inches, instead of 5, which last is the Negro average. The squamous

sutures, however, are fully open, whence the skull has continued to expand in the upward

direction, until it has reached the average vertical diameter of the Negro, or 5.5 inches.

The coronal suture is also wanting, excepting some traces at its lateral termini ; and the

result of this last deficiency is seen in the very inadequate development of the forehead,

which is low and narrow, but elongated below, through the agency of the various cranio-

facial sutures. The lambdoidal suture is perfect, thus permitting posterior elongation;

and the growth in this direction, together with the full vertical diameter, has enabled the

brain to attain the bulk of— cubic inches, or about— less than the Negro average. I believe

that the absence or partial development of the sutures may be a cause of idiocy by check-

ing the growth of the brain, and thereby impairing or destroying its functions." *i

81 See a paper on the Size of the Brain in the Various Races and Families of Man; with

Ethnological Remarks; by Samuel George Morton, M. D. : published in "Types of Man-

kind," by Nott and Gliddon, Philadelphia, 1854, p. 303, note. See also Proceedings of Phila.

Acad. Nat. Sci. for August, 1841.
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From the Mortonian collection, other illustrations ofthis fact might

be drawn ; but neither space nor time permits their introduction here.

In the study of the sutures, considerations of a highly philosophical

character are involved. Their history enables us to perceive why
the cranium was not formed of one piece, and why there should be

two frontal and two parietal bones, and only one occipital. Such an

arrangement obviously allows the fullest development of the anterior

and middle lobes of the cerebrum,—^the organs, according to Carus,

of intelligence, reflection, and judgment.^^ That the sutures are

tutamina cerebri, that in the fostus they permit the cranial bones to

overlap during parturition, and thus, by diminishing the size of the

head in certain of its diameters, and producing anaesthesia, facilitate

labor, curtailing its difficulties and diminishing its dangers to both

mother and child, there can be no doubt. Such provisions are of

high interest, as exhibiting the harmony of nature. But when we
call to mind that the skull is a vertebra in its highest known state

of development ; that the enclosed brain, as the organ of intellection,

is the distinguishing mark of man ; that the development of the

cranium goes on pari passu with that of the encephalon ; that the

various degrees of human intelligence are definitely related to certain

permanent skull-forms ; and that the cranial sutures, in conjunction

with the ossific centres, are the guiding agents in the assumption of

these forms—it will be evident that a higher and far more compre-

hensive significance is attached to these bony interspaces. Again,

no extended investigation has been instituted, as far as I am aware,

to determine the period at which the difierent cranial sutures are

closed in the various races of men. The importance of such an in-

quiry becomes apparent, when we ask ourselves the following ques-

tions :—1. Does the cranium attain its fullest development in all the

races at the same, or at difierent periods of life ? and 2. To what
extent are race-forms of the cranium dependent upon the growth and
modifications of the sutures ?

" The most obvious use of the sutures," according to Dr. Morton, " is to subserve the
process of growth, -which they do by osseous depositions at their margins. Hence, one of
these sutures is equivalent to the interrupted structure that exists between the shaft and
epiphysis of a long bone in the growing state. The shaft grows in length chiefly by accre-
tions at its extremities; and the epiphysis, Jike the cranial suture, disappears when the
perfect development is accomplished. Hence, we may infer thai) the skull ceases to expand
whenever the sutures become consolidated with the proximate bones. In other words, the
growth of the brain, whether in viviparous or in oviparous animals, is consentaneous with
that of the skull, and neither can be developed without the presence of free sutures." ^^

82 " Das besondere Organ des erkennenden, vergleichendeu und urtbeilenden Geistesleben."
^ SymboUk der numschlichen Oestalt, von Dr. C. G. Carus, Leipzig, 1863.

83 See article on Size of the Brain, &c., quoted above, p. 303.
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From investigations of this nature, and from other considerations,

Dr. M. concluded that the growth of the brain was arrested at the

adult age, that the consolidation of the sutures was an indication of

the full development of both cranium and brain, and that any in-

crease or decrease in the size or weight of the, brain after the adult

period would not be likely to affect the internal capacity of the cra-

nium, which, therefore, indicates the maximum size of the encephalon

at the time of its greatest development. Combe, however, affirms

that when the brain contracts in old age, the tabula vitrea of the

cranium also contracts, so as to keep itself applied to its contents,

the outer or fibrous table undergoing no change." It is, to some

extent, true that in the very aged, even when the skull-bones become

consolidated into one piece, some changes may result from an undue

activity of the absorbents, or some defect in the nutritive operations.

Under such circumstances, the cranial bones may be thinned and

altered slightly in form. Davis gives an example of this change, in

the skull of an aged Chinese in his collection, in which the central

area of the parietal bones is thinned and depressed over an extent

equal to four square inches to about one-third of an inch deep in the

central part.^ Such changes, however, are too limited in their extent

to demand more than a passing notice.

The pressure of the brain, exerted through its weight, is felt

mainly upon the base and inferior lateral parts.

Prof. Engel, in a valuable monograph upon skull-forms,'^ particu-

larly calls attention to the action of the muscles in determining these

forms. He considers the influence of the occipito-frontalis as almost

inappreciable,— so slight, indeed, that it may be neglected in our

inquiries. The action of the temporal and pterygoid muscles and of

the group attached to the occiput, though more evident, is still not

worthy of much consideration. To the action of the musculus

sterno-cleido-mastoideus, he assigns a greater value.

" This muscle," says he, "tends to produce a downward displacement at the mastoid por-

tion of the temporal bone, which will be the more considerable, as the lower point of its attach-

ment the sternum and clavicle— is able to offer much greater resistance than the upper.

In addition to this, the unusual length of the muscle produces, by its contraction, more

effect, and, hence, favors a greater displacement of the bones to which it is attached. The

bone upon which it exerts its influence is also very loose in early life, and even during the

first year of our existence, when extensive motions of the muscle already take place) it is

not as firmly fixed as the other bones ; hence, it becomes probable that the influence of this

muscle upon the position of the hones of the skull will be a demonstrable one.

" It may, however, be admitted & priori, that in spite of all these favorable circumstances.

M System of Phrenology, p. 83.

65 Cr. Brit., p. 6. See also Gcall, " Sar lea Fonotious du Cerveau," III, 53, 1825.

* Op. cit.
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the displacement will not exceed a magnitude of one, or, at most, three millimetres. With

this alone, we will, it is true, not yet explain that Tariety in the form of the skull which not

only distinguishes one man from another, but has also been characterized as the type of

progeny and race. Notwithstanding its seeming insignificance, however, this muscular

action is a very important agent, and plays the principal part in the formation of the skull,

although other circumstances of an auxiliary or restrictive nature must not be neglected—
circumstances which may increase, diminish, or modify this displacement.

" The eifect of this muscular action is considerably increased by superadded conditions.

The head rests upon the condyles of the occipital bone. Partly on account of muscular

action, and partly from the pressure of the brain, the basal bones of the skull are exposed

to a downward displacement: the condyloid portions of the occiput, alone, are not. This

impossibility to change their position parallel with the displacement of the other basal bones,

is equivalent to an upward pressure of the occipital condyles, and this must considerably

increase the downward traction of the sterno-cleido-mastoideus.

"The occipital and temporal regions, then, are subjected to a downward traction, while

the condyles are pressed upward: moreover, the brain produces, upon all the basal bones

except the condyles, a downward pressure corresponding to its height; at the partes condy-

loidea, this downward pressure is obviated by the resistance of the vertebral column."

Notwithstanding the significance of the facts thus far adduced, it

has been boldly and unhesitatingly maintained that civilization—^^by

which is meant the aggregate intellectual and moral influences of

society— exerts a positive influence over the form and size of the

cranium, modifying not only its individual, but also its race-charac-

ters, to such an extent, indeed, as entirely to change the original

type of structure. This doctrine finds its chief advocates among the

writers of the phrenological school, though it is not wholly confined

to them. Among its most recent supporters we find the Baron J. W.
DE MuLLER, who, in a quarto pamphlet of 74 pages," devotes a sec-

tion to the consideration of the "Action de Vintelligence sur les formes

de la tete:"

"Nous esp^rons prouver," says he, "de meme que les formes du cr^ne ont des rapports

intimes avec le degr^ de civilisation auquel un peuple est parvenu, et que par consequent

elles non plus ne peuvent justifier une division en races des habitants de la terre, a raoins

de classer les hommes d'aprfes leur plus ou moins d'intelligence, et de justifier ainsi, au nom
de la supr^matie de la raison, non-seulment tons les abus de l'esclavage,mais encore toutes

les tyrannies indi'^iduelles."

The subject-matter embodied in the above quotation, though pro-

fessedly obscure, is beginning to assume a more certain character in

consequence of the facts brought to light during the controversies

between the Unitarians and Diversitarians in Ethnology— facts which
intimately affect the great question of permanency of cranial types.

Confronted with the facts presently to be brought forward, it will be
seen that the doctrine of the mobility of cranial forms under the

8' Des Causes de la Coloration de la Peau et des differences dans les Formes du Crane,

au point de vue de I'unitfi du genre humain. Par le Baron J. W. de MuUer. Stutt-

gart, 1853.
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influence of education, &c., is by no means a settled fact, as many
of its advocates appear to think. " Speaking of the great races of

mankind," very appropriately remarks Davis, "whether it be in the

size of the brain, or whether in its quality, or whether it be, as the

phrenologists maintain, in the development of its particular parts,

each race is endowed with such special faculties of the mind, moral

and intellectual, as to impart to it a distinct and definite position

within which its powers and capabilities range. "We know of no

valid evidence that can be brought forward for thinking this definite

position can be varied in the mass. "We may therefore take this

further ground for questioning the assumed pliancy of the form

of skull."

The indefatigable traveller and "Directeur du Jardin Royal de

Zoologie de Bruxelles," has condensed in a few pages, at once the

best and most commonly used arguments to sustain the hypothesis

which constitutes the starting-point of the above-mentioned article.

It has appeared to me not inappropriate to devote a few words, in

this hasty sketch, to the examination of the tenability of the two

most important examples adduced by Baron M., whose brochure I

subject to critical inquiry, simply because it is one of the most con-

cise exponents of a generally-spread, but, as it appears to me, erro-

neous, and therefore injurious view. And I am the more especially

urged to this, since the question of the permanency or non-perma-

nency of human types occupies the highest philosophical position in

the entire field of Ethnographic inquiry. Its relations are, indeed,

fundamental ; for, according as it is definitively settled in the affirma-

tive or negative, will Ethnography— especially the cranioscopical

branch— assume the dignity and certainty of a science, or be de-

graded to the vague position of an interesting but merely speculative

inquiry. " If the size of the brain," says Mr. Combe, in allusion to

the labors of Moeton, as published in Crania Americana, " and the

proportions of its difierent parts, be the index to natural national

character, the present work, which represents with great fidelity the

skulls of the American tribes, will be an authentic record in which

the philosopher may read the native aptitudes, dispositions, and

mental force of these families of mankind. If this doctrine be

unfounded, these skulls are mere facts in ^Natural History, present-

ing no particular information as to the mental qualities of the

people." If there be this permanency of cranial form in the great

leading or typical stocks— if, in other words, Nature alters not,

but ever truly and unchangeably represents that primitive Divine

Idea, of which she is but the objective embodiment and indi-

cation— then the labors of Blumenbach, Morton, Retzius, Nilsson,

16
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Davis, and other cranioscopists, have not been toilfuUy wrought out

in vain; if, however, this permanency is but a dream, if typical

skull-forms vary in periods of time not greater than the historic,

then all is confusion and uncertainty, and the labors of the craniolo-

gist hopeless for good, alike without objects and without results.

IsTow a moment's reflection will show that this question of perma-

nency underlies and in great measure substitutes itself for the fiercely-

vexed problem of the unity or diversity of human oilgin.

"S'il est dgmontr^," says Gobineau, "queles races humaines sont, chaoune, enferm^es

dans une sorte d'individualit^ d'oti rien ne les peut faire sortir que le melange, alor'S la doc-

trine des TJnitaires Be trouTe bien press^e et ne peut se soustraire ^ reconnaitre que, du

moment oti les types sont si complfetement h^r^ditaires, si constants, si permanents, en un

mot, malgr^ les climats et le temps, I'humanit^ n'est pas moins complfetement et in^branla-

bleraent partag^e que si les distinctions sp^cifiques prenaient leur source dans une diversity

primitive d'origine."^

After citing the Bar^bra or Berberins of the Mle-valley, and the

Jews, in proof of the proposition under consideration, our author

proceeds to speak of the Turks in the following manner.

" Les Turcs d'Europe et de I'Asie mineure nous offrent une autre preuve que la forme

caraot^ristique du crane peut se modifier complfetement dans le cours des sifecles. Ce peuple

nous pr^sente le modfele d'un type elliptique pur et ne se distingue rien de la masse des

nations ^urop^ennes. Par centre, il difffere tant aveo les Turcs de I'Asie centrale, que

beaucoup d'^crivains le placent au nombre des nations caucasiques, tandis qu'ils rattachent

les Turcs d'Asie k la race mongole. Or, I'histoire d^montre d'une manifere irrefutable que

ces deux peuples appartiennent au groupe de I'Asie septentrionale, avec lequel les Turcs de

rOrient conservent les relations les plus intimes, non-seulement au point de vne g^ogra-

phique, mais jrar la concordance de tous les usages de la vie. La transformation dU crane

a eu lieu non chez les Turcs de I'Asie centrale, mais chez ceux de I'Europe. Ceux-ci ont

perdu peu k pen le type pyramidal de leurs pferes et ils I'ont €chang6 centre la plus belle des

formes elliptiques. Or, tout en ^tant les repr&entants par excellence de cette forme, ils

sont aussi les consangnins les plus proebes de ee peuple hideux aux yeux louches, qui mgne
paitre ses ohevaux dans les steppes de la Tartaric Nous devons attribuer cette

modification du cr§,ne aux ameliorations sociales, k la civilisation qui tend toujours ^ fiqui-

librer toutes les anomalies des formes faciales, a niveler toutes les protuberances du orS;ne

pyramidal ou prognatique et k les mener k la symetrie du type de I'ellipse. Les Turcs

orientaux sont rest^s ce qu'etaient les anciens Turcs
;
places sur le mSme degrg inferieur de

la civilisation, ils ont conserve le type des peuples nomades."

The mode of argument here employed appears to be this. In the

first place it is taken for granted that the Turks are of Asiatic origin

;

secondly, in consequence of certain unimportant resemblances, they
are assumed to be affiliated with the Laplanders and Ostiacs throug"h
what are erroneously supposed to be their Finnic or Tchudic branches

;

and lastly, as relations of the Lapps, (?) it is inferred that they must
have originally presented all the Mongolic characters in an eminent
degree, and been remarkable for low statures, ugly features, &c.

* Op. cit., t. 1, p. 212.
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These premises supposed to be established, a comparison is next

instituted between the Turks of Europe and of Asia Minor, and a

conclusion drawn adverse to permanency of cranial types.

It is of vital importance to cranioscopy, that these arguments

should be carefully sifted, and examined in detail. It has been re-

cently shown that at so remote a period as the days of Abraham,
numerous Gothic tribes occupied those boundless steppes of High
Asia, which lie outstretched between the Sea of Aral and Katai, and

between Thibet and Siberia.^ From the Altai Mountains of this

region appear to have descended, at this distant epoch, the Orghtise

progenitors of the Turks. IJfow it is a note-worthy fact, that the

Oriental writers, though familiar with the European standards of

beauty, have filled their writings, even at a very early period, with

the highest eulogies upon the form and features of the tribes inhabi-

ting Turkestan. The descriptions they give of these tribes by no

means apply to the true Mongol appearance, to be met with on the

desert of Schamo. Haneberg describes Scharouz, the daughter of

the Khakan of the Turks, who lived in the early part of the sixth

century, as the most beautiful woman of her time.^ Alexander von

Humboldt tells us that the monk Rubruquis, sent by St. Louis on an

embassy to the Mongolian sovereign, spoke of the striking resem-

blance which the Eastern monarch bore to the deceased M. Jean de

Beaumont, in complexion, features, &c. " This physiognomical ob-

servation," says Humboldt, " merits some attention, when we call to

mind the fact, that the family of Tchinguiz were really of Turkish,

not of Mogul origin." Further on, he remarks, "The absence of

Mongolian features strikes us also in the portraits which we possess

of the Baburides, the conquerors of India." '^

"The Atrak Turks," writes Hamilton Smith, "more especially the Osmanlis, differ from

the other Toorkees, by their lofty stature, European features, abundant beards, and fair

complexions, derived from their original extraction being Caucasian, of Tuehi race, or from

an early intermixture with it, and with the numerous captiyes they were for ages incor-

porating from Kashmere, Affghanistan, Persia, Syria, Natolia, Armenia, Greece, and eastern

Europe. Both these conjectures may be true, because the Caucasian stock, wherever we

find it, contrives to rise into power, from whatever source it may be drawn, and therefore,

may in part have been pure before the nation left eastern Asia, while the subordinate

hordes remained more or less Hyperborean in character ; as, in truth, the normal Toorkees

about the lower Oxus still are. All have, however, a peculiar form of the posterior portion

of the skull, which is less in depth than the European, and does not appear to be a result

of the tight swathing of the turban. Osmanli Turks are a handsome race, and their chil-

dren, in particular, are beautiful." '^

89 Consult, among other works, Humboldt's Asie Centrale, vol. II. ; Ritter's JErdkunde

Asien, vol. II. ; and Lassen's ZeiUchrift fur die Kunde des Morgmlandes, vol. 11.

90 Zeitschriftfiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, vol. I., p. 187.

91 Aaie Centrale,, vol. I., p. 248. See also Gobineau, Sut VlnSgaUU, ^c, Chap. XI.

w Op. oit. p. 327.
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IvTow, the beautiful Osmanlis are the lineal descendants of the

warlike Seldjuks, who, in the ninth century, suddenly made their

appearance in Southern Asia, overthrew the empire of the Khalifs,

and founded the states of Iran, Kerman, and Eoum, or Iconium.

History informs us that these Seldjuks were, by no means, carefal

about preserving the purity of their genealogy ; for it is not difficult

to adduce instances of their chiefs intermarrying with Arabian and

Christian women. In short, when we consider that, as a body, they

were constantly engaged in extensive predatory excursions, during

which they enjoyed almost unlimited opportunities for capturing

slaves and amalgamating with them ; that in compliance with the

invitation of Osman, the son of Ortogrhul, great numbers of the

adventurous, the discontented, and the desperate, from all the sur-

rounding nations, fled to his standard, and gradually swelled the ranks

of the Osmanlis ; that at a later period, the thinning of their num-

bers in war was avowedly provided for by the capture of slaves

;

that in the ranks of the Janissaries, a military order instituted in the

early part of the fourteenth century by Orkhan, one-fifth of all the

European captives were enrolled ; that for two centuries and a half

this body was entirely dependent for its renewal upon the Christian

slaves captured in Poland, Germany, Italy, &c. ; that in the course

of four centuries, at least half a million of European males derived

from the above-mentioned sources, and by piracy along the Mediter-

ranean, had been incorporated into the Turkish population;—when
we consider all these, and many other facts of a like nature, we are

forced to conclude with the erudite Gobineau, that the history of so

amalgamated a nation furnishes no arguments, either for or against

the doctrine of permanency of type.

Further on, and confirmatory of the above remarks, the reader

will find some allusion to the special character of the Turkish

cranium, and the marks which distinguish it from the Mongolian,

Finnic, and other forms of the skull.

The Magyars are also produced as an example of the mutability

of cranial form.

" Bien qu'ils ne le cfedent ^ aucun peuple ni en beautfi physique ni en dfiTeloppement

intelleotuel, ils descendent, d'aprfea les indications de I'histoire et de la linguistique com-

par^e, de la grHnde race qui occupe I'Asie septentrionale. lis sent da mSme sang que les

Samoifedes indolents, les Ostiacs stupides et d^biles, les Lapons indomptables. H y a envi-

ron mille ans, les oodescendants de ces peuplades m^pris^es, les Magyars modemes, furent

chassis par une inyasion de Turcs hors de la Grande-Hongrie, pays avoisinant I'Oural,

qu'ils liabitaient k cette 6poque. A leur tour ils expuls^rent lea races slaves des plaines

fertiles de la Hongrie actuelle. Par cette migration, les Magyars 6changferent un des plus

rudes olimats de I'ancien continent, une contr^e sauvage dans laquelle I'Ostiac et le Samoftde

ne peuTent s'adonner k la chasse que pendant quelques mois, centre un pays plus mfoi-

dional, d'une luxuriante fertility. lis furent entrain^s 4 se d^pouiller peu a peu de leiirs
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moeura grossiferes et ^ se rapprocher de leurs voisins plus civilises. Apris un millier d'an-

n6es, la forme pyramidale de leur crS,ne est devenue elliptique. L'hypothfese d'un croise-

meut gfin^ral de races n'est pas admissible quand il s'agit des Magyars si fiers, vivant dans

Visolement le plus sfivfere. La simple expatriation ne suffit pas non plus pour modifier la

forme du crane. Le Lapon, issu du mSme sang que le Magyar, a comme lui aussi ohangfi

de demenre ; il vit maintenant en Europe ; mais il y a conserve le type pyramidal de son

cr6,ne aveo sa vie de nomade sauvage."

This asserted transformation of the Samoiede or Northern Asiatic

type into the Hungarian, in the short space of eight hundred, or, at

most, one thousand years, stands unparalleled in history. But we

may ask, if the Magyar has thus changed the form of his head, why
have not his hahits and mode of life changed accordingly ? Why,
after a residence of nearly one thousand years in Hungary, does he

still withhold his hand from agricultural pursuits, and, depending

for his support upon his herds, leave to the aboriginal Slovack popu-

lation the task of cultivating the soil? -Why does he jealously pre-

serve his own language, and, though professing the same religion,

refuse to intermingle with his Slavonian neighbors ? Can it be that

the language, manners, and customs of a people are more durable

than the hardest parts of their organism— the bony skeleton ? If

the reader will consult the able essay of Gerando, upon the origin

of the Hungarians,'' he will find a simple explanation of thege appar

rent difficulties. It is there shown by powerful philological argu-

ments, and upon the authority of Greek and Arabian historians and

Hungarian annalists, that the Magyars are a remnant of the warlike

Huns, who in the fourth century spread such teri'or through Europe.

E'ow, the Huns were by no means a pure Mongolic race, but, on the

contrary, an exceedingly mixed people. In the veins of the so-called

White Huns, who formed a portion of Attila's heterogeneous horde,

Germanic blood flowed freely. " In the whole of the high region

west of the Caspian," says Hamilton Smith, "to the Euxine and

eastern coast of the Mediterranean as far as the Hellespont, it is

difficult, if not impossible, to separate distinctly the Finnic from the

pure Germanic and Celtic nations." ^* Humboldt, in the Asie Centrale,

alludes to the Khirghiz-Kasakes as a mixed race, and tells us that, in

569, Zemarch, the ambassador of Justinian H., received from the

Turkish chief Dithouboul a present of a Khirghiz concubine who

was partly white. De Gobineau considers the Hungarians to be

White Huns of Germanic origin, and attributes to a slight intermix-

ture with the Mongolian stock their somewhat angular and bony

facial conformation.^'^

93 Essai Historique sur I'Origine des Hongrois. Par A. De G^raudo. Paris, 1844. See

also Hamilton Smith's Nat. Hist, of Human Species, pp. 323, 325.

9* Op. cit., p. 325. » Op. cit., p. 223.
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The facts attesting the pertinacity with which the distinguishing

physical characters of the different races of men maintain themselves

through long periods of time, and under very varying conditions, are

as numerous as they are striking. The Arahian type of men, as

seen to-day upon the burning plains of Arabia, or in the fertile

regions of Malabar, Coromandel, and the islands of the Indian Ocean,

is identical with the representations upon the Egyptian monuments,

where, also, we find figures of the prognathous I^Tegro head, differing

not a whit from that type as it now exists. From their original home

in Palestine, the Jews have been scattered abroad through countries

differing most widely in climatic and geographical features,^ and, in

many instances, have departed from their primitive habits of life, yet

under eveiy sky, and in every latitude, they can be singled out from

amidst other human types. In the streets of San Francisco or Lon-

don, on the arid wastes of Arabia, and beneath a cloudless Italian

sky, the pure unmixed Jew presents us with the same facial linea-

ments, and the same configuration of skuU. " J'ai eu occasion,"

writes GtOBINEAU, " d'examiner un homme appartenant k cette der-

niere categoric (Polish Jews). La coupe de son visage trahissait

parfaitement son origine. Ses yeux surtout etaient inoubliables.

Get habitant du Nord, dont les ancStres directs vivaient, depuis

plusieurs generations, dans la neige, semblait avoir ete brufii, de la

veille, par les rayons du soleil Syrien." The Zingarri or Gypsies

everywhere preserve their peculiar oriental physiognomy, although,

according to Bokkow, there is scarcely a part of the habitable world

where they are not to be found ; their tents being alike pitched on

the heaths of Brazil, and the ridges of the Himalayan hills ; and

their language heard at Moscow and Madrid, in the streets of London
and Stamboul. Wherever they are found, their manners and cus-

toms are virtually the same, though somewhat modified by circum-

stances ; the language they speak amongst themselves, and of which
they are particularly anxious to keep others in ignorance, is in all

countries one and the same, but has been subjected more or less to

modification; their countenances exhibit a decided family resem-

blance, but are darker or fairer, according to the temperature of the

climate, but invariably darker, at least in Europe, than the natives

of the countries in which they dwell, for example, England and

9« We find them scattered along the entire African Coast, from Morocco to Egypt, and
appearing in other parts of this continent, numbering, according to Weimar, some 504,OOa
souls. In Mesopotamia and Assyria, Asiatic Turkey, Arabia, Hindostan, China, Turkistan,
the ProTince of Iran

;
in Russia, Poland, European Turkey, Germany, Prussia, Netherlands,

France, Italy, Great Britain, and America, they are numbered by thousands.
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Russia, Germany and Spain.*' The physical characters of the present

Assyrian nations identify them with those who anciently occupied

the same geographical area, and who are figured on the monuments
of Persepolis, and the bas-reliefs of Khorsabad.

"Notwithstanding the mixtures of race during two centuries," says Dr. Pickering, "no
one has remarked a tendency to a deyelopment of a new race in the United States. In

Arabia, wj^pe the mixtures are more complicated, and have been going on from time imme-

morial, the result does not appear to have been different. On the Egyptian monuments, I

was unable to detect any change in the races of the human family. Neither does written

history afford evidence of the extinction of one physical race of men, or of the development

of another previously unknown."^

The population of Spain, like that of France, consists of several

races ethnically distinct from each other. From these different strata,

so to speak, of the Spanish people, have been derived the inhabitants

of Central and South America. Of these settlers in the ITew World,

Humboldt thus speaks

:

"The Andalusians and Carrarians of Venezuela, the Mountaineers and Biscayans of

Mexico, the Catalonians of Buenos Ayres, evince considerable differences in their aptitude for

agriculture, for the mechanieal arts, for commerce, and for all objects connected with intel-

lectual development. Each of these races has preserved in the New as in the Old World,

the shades that constitute its national physiognomy ; its asperity or mildness of character

;

its freedom from sordid feelings, or its excessive love of gain ; its social hospitality, or its

taste for solitude In the inhabitants of Caraccas, Santa F^, Quito, and Buenos

Ayres, we still recognise the features that belong to the race of the first settlers." "

A remarkable instance of this permanence of physical character is

shown in the Maragatos or Moorish Goths, whom. Borrow informs

us, are perhaps the most singular caste to be found amongst the

chequered population of Spain.

" They have," says he, "their own peculiar customs and dress, and never intermarry

with the Spaniards There can be little doubt that they are a remnant of those

Goths who sided with the Moors on their invasion of Spain It is evident that their

blood has at no time mingled with that of the vrild children of the desert; for scarcely

amongst the hills of Norvfay would you find figures and faces more essentially Gothic than

those of the Maragatos. They are strong athletic men, but loutish and heavy, and their

features, though for the most part well formed, are vacant and devoid of expression. They

are slow and plain of speech, and those eloquent and imaginative sallies, so common in the

conversation of other Spaniards, seldom or never escape them; they have, moreover, a

coarse, thick pronunciation, and when you hear them speak, you almost imagine that it is

some German or English peasant attempting to express himself in the language of the

Peninsula."""' True to their Gothic character, they have managed to monopolize almost

the entire commerce of one-half of Spain. They thus accumulate great wealth, and are

much better fed than the parsimonious Spaniard. Like men of a more northern clime, they

are fond of spirituous liquors and rich meats.

" The Zincali ; or. An Account of the Gypsies of Spain. By Geo. Borrow. New York,

1851, p. 8.

98 Races of Men. U. S. Exploring Expedition, vol. IX., 1848, p. 345.

M Personal Narrative. "» Bible in Spain, Chap. XXIII.
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In another place, Borrow tells us tliat in the heart of Spain, he

came across two villages—^Yilla Seca and Vargas— the respective

inhabitants of which entertained for each other a deeply-rooted hos-

tility— rarely speaking when they met, and never intermarrying.

The people of Vargas— according to tradition, " Old Christians,"

—

are light and fair ; those of Villa Seca—of Moorish origin—are par-

ticularly dark complexioned.^"^ Many examples similar tcd^his can

be pointed out, where a mountain ridge, a valley, or a narrow stream

forms the only dividing line between races who diifer from each other

in language, religion, customs, physical and mental qualities, &c.

This is particularly seen, according to Hamilton Smith, in the ISTeel-

gherries, the Crimea, the Carpathians, the Pyrenees, the Alps, the

Atlas, and even in the group of Northern South America.^"^

"The Vincentine district," says a writer in the Edinburgh Review, "is, as every one

knows, and has heen for ages, an integral part of the Venetian dominions, professing the

same religion, and goTerned by the same laws, as the other continental provinces of Venice

;

yet the English character is not more different from the French, than that of the Vincentine

from the Paduan ; while the contrast between the Vincentine and his other neighbor, the

Veronese, is hardly less remarkable." '"^

In a letter, dated United States Steamer John Hancock, Puget

Sound, July 1st, 1856, and recently received from my friend and

former school-mate. Dr. T. J. Turner, U. S.K, I find the following

paragraph, which bears upon the subject under consideration : " On
each side of the Straits of Juan de Fuca live very different tribes,

and although the Straits are, on an average, about sixty miles wide,

yet they are crossed and re-crossed again and again by canoes, and
no admixtures of the varieties (races ?) has taken place."

Among other instances of the persistence of human cranial forms,

Dr. K'OTT figures, in Types of Mankind, two heads— an ancient

Asiatic (probably a mountaineer of the Taurus chain), and a modern
Kurd— which strongly resemble each other, though separated per-

haps by centuries of time. A still better example of this perma-
nence of type, and one which involves several peculiar and novel

reflections as to the relation of the Scythse to the modern Suomi or

Finns, and through these latter to the Caucasian, or Indo-Germanic
forms in general, is found in the fact that the skull of a Tchude,
" taken from one of the very ancient burial-places which are found
near the workings of old mines in the mountainous parts of Siberia,"

and figured by Blumenbach, is exactly represented in Morton's col-

lection by several modern Finnic heads.

Ml Op. cit., chap. XLIII. 102 Op. cit., p. 174. m Nq. 84, p. 459.
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•'Plerasque nationes peculiare quid in capitis forma sibi vinclicare con-

stat."—VesALIUS, De Corpor. Human. Fab,

" Of all the peculiarities in the form of the bony fabric, those of the skull

are the most striking and distinguishing. It is in the head that we find the

varieties most strongly characteristic of different races."

Fbichabd, Eesearchea, I. 275.

One of the most difficult problems in the whole range of cranio-

scopy, is a systematic and accurate classification of cranial forms.

The fewer the groups attempted to be made, the greater the diffi-

culty ; since the gradation from one group to another is so insensible,

as already intimated, that it is exceedingly perplexing to draw sharp

and exact lines of demarcation between them. A moment's reflection

will show that a comprehensive group must necessarily embrace many
skulls which, though possessing in common certain features by which

they are distinguished from those of other groups, will difier from

each other, nevertheless, in as many minor but none the less pecu-

liar characters. The difficulty is increased by the utter impossibility

of pronouncing positively whether the varieties thus observed are

coeval in point of time, as the " original diversity" doctrine main-

tains; whether they are simply so many "developments" the one

fi'om the other, as the advocates of the LamarMan system aver ; or,

finally, whether, as the supporters of the "unity" dogma contend,

they are all simple modifications of one primary type or specific

form. Again, as each group or family of man consists of a number

of races, and these, in turn, are made up of varieties and sub-varieties,

in some instances almost innumerable, it will be evident that a true

classification can only result from the careful study of a collection of

crania so vast as to contain not only many individual representations

of these races, varieties, &c., but also specimens illustrative of both

the naturally divergent and hybrid forms. And here another obstacle

presents itself As a type is the ideal embodiment of a series of allied

objects, and as the perfection of this type depends upon the number

of the objects upon which it is based, the very necessity of a large

number renders it no easy matter to determine what is typical and

what is not; or, in other words, what are the respective values of the

diflerent characters presented by a skull.

It has not yet been determined how far the physical identity of the

individuals composing a nation is a proof of purity of race and the

homogeneity of the nation. ^Neither is the law demonstrated, in

obedience to which individual dissimilarities are produced by intei
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mixtures of allied races. The first effect of such intermixture is to

disorder the homogeneity of type by the introduction of divergent

forms. If the influx of the foreign element is suddenly arrested,

these abnormal or accidental forms are absorbed into the primary

type. If the introduction is continued over a long period, the homo-

geneous aspect of the nation is destroyed, and the physical characters

of the primary stock, together with those of the disturbing element,

disappear, as the fusion proceeds to give rise to a hybrid race blend-

ing the characters of both, and assuming a homogeneousness of its

own, which, if the fusion were perfect, would very likely lead to the

supposition of its being a pure form, especially if the history of these

changes was not made known. A cranioscopist having the skulls of

such a people in his cabinet, together with specimens of those of the

primary stocks from which it sprung, could easily assign it a place

in classification, between the other two, but would be puzzled not a

little to determine whether it was a primary or secondary form, a

pure race or not. A resort to history would here be necessary, just

as it is with the naturalist. As the latter, by studying the anatomi-

cal peculiarities of an animal in conjunction with its history, esta-

blishes its primordial character and durability, so the ethnographer,

ascertaining the osteologic differentiae of the races of men, and con-

trasting them with the records of remote, historic times, is enabled

to point out the durability of certain types through all the vicissi-

tudes of time and place. In this way, alone, can he discriminate

primary typical forms from secondary or hybrid— a pure race from

a mixed breed.

The thoroughness of the fusion, and the time required to effect it,

will depend very much upon the degree of difference between the

parent stocks, and upon the relative numbers which are brought

into contact. The more closely allied the groups, the more likely

are they to fuse completely; the more widely separated, the less

likelihood is there of a perfect intermixture.

" The amalgamation of races, there are strong reasons for believing, depends chiefly on

their original proximity—their likeness from the beginning. Where races are remote, their

hybrid products are weak, infertile, short-lived, prone to disease, and perishable. Where
they are primitively nearer in resemblance, there is still an inherent law operating and

controlling their intermixture, by which the predominant blood overcomes that which is in

minor proportion, and causes the offspring ultimately to revert to that side from which it

was chiefly derived. As it is only where the resemblance of races is most intimate that

moral antagonisms can be largely overcome, so it is in these cases alone that we may expect

to meet with the physical attraction productive of perfect amalgamation ; nature, probably,

still, at times, evincing her unsubdued resistance by the occurrence of families bearing the

impress of one or the other of their original progenitors."""

1"* Crania Britannica, p. 8.
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The aboriginal tribes of Australia are among tbe lowest specimens

of humanity— the farthest removed from the European. E"ow, ac-

cording to Strzelecki, the women of these tribes are incapacitated

from reproducing with males of their own race, after they have once

been impregnated by a European."^ Dr. Thompson, however, ex-

presses his doubt of this statement, and denies its truth with regard

to the New Zealand women.'"*

"D est remarquable que, qnoiqu'un grand nombre d'Europ^ens habitent maintenant dnns

les m6mes contr^es que les Andamfeues, on ne mentionne pas encore I'existence d'hybrides

resultant de leur union. Cette circonstance est peut-etre due ^ oe que la differpnce enti-e

ces deux extremities de la s^rie humaine rend plus difficile la procreation des hybiidc-s." i"'

Here, then, are the elements of a theory, or rather the indications

of an unknown physiological law, whose importance is self-evident,

and whose elucidation connects itself with an allied series of pheno-

mena, I allude to the instances in which the progeny of the female

by a second husband resemble the first husband in physical appear-

ance, temperament, constitutional disease, &c.

From the above remarks, it will be readily inferred that every

additional foreign element introduced into a nation will only serve

to render a thorough fusion more and more difficult. Indeed, an

almost incalculable time would be required to bring the blending

stocks into equilibrium, and thus cause to disappear the innumerable

hybrid forms or pseudo-types. As long as the blood of one citizen

of such a nation differed in the degree of its mixture from that of

another, diverse and probably long-forgotten forms would crop out

in the most unaccountable manner, as indications of the past, and

obstacles to the assumption of that perfectly homogeneous character

which belongs to the pure stocks alon«. To be assured of the truth

of these propositions, we have but to examine with care the popula-

tion of any large commercial city, as London, Constantinople, Cadiz,

"New York, &c.

If, now, it be true, as Count de Gobineau maintains, in his philo-

sophical inquiry into the Cause of IsTational Degeneracy, that a nation

lives and flourishes only so long as the progressive and leading eth-

nical element or principle, upon which it is based, is preserved in a

vigorous state, and that the exhaustion of this principle is invariably

accompanied with political death, then should the American states-

man turn aside from the vapid and mischievous party-questions of

the day—questions whose very littleness should permit them to pass

105 Physical Description of New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, London, 1845.

los British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review for April, 1855.

i<" Des Races Humaiaes, ou Elements d'Ethnographie. Par J. J. D'Omalius D'Halloy.

Paris, 1845, p. 186.
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unheeded—and earnestly compare the historical phases of our youth-

ful Republic with those of the fallen Greek and Eoman empires, and

the alreadj'- enfeebled English Commonwealth, that he may learn

those unalterable laws of political reproduction, evolution, and decay,

and thus, forewarned, provide intelligently for the amelioration of

that disease whose seeds were planted when the Declaration of Inde-

pendence was proclaimed, and whose deadly influences threaten,

sooner or later, like the Lianes of a tropical forest, to suffocate the

national tree over which they are silently spreading.

Though war and slavery, those powerful agents in amalgamation,

have been going on, without interruption, from the earliest recorded

history of our race down to the present moment, yet certain primarj'

types have maintained themselves, amidst every conflict, and under

the most destructive influences, as vestiges or wrecks of the remotest

times, and in virtue of a certain inherent and mutual antipathy, as

old as the oldest varieties of our race. The instability of human
hybrids is as remarkable as the permanency of the pure stocks. The
area of the hybrid forms is in all cases limited,' and their existence

devoid of a self-sustaining power. Where the mixed races are sub-

jected to a modified climatic influence, they for a while appear to

maintain themselves, and even extend their locality beyond their

primary centres of creation ; but, sooner or later, they disappear,

either through extermination, or absorption by the purer races, or in

consequence of a mysterious degradation of vital energy. iN'everthe-

less, long after their obliteration, they leave their impress upon the

conquering and exterminating races, in the shape of modifications

of the skull, stature, habits, intellectual conditions, &c. In this in-

stability, this inherent tendency to decay, we discover the great check

to the assumption by the hybrid types of that homogeneity which, in

all probability, once characterized the primeval groups of man.

" As it is with individual life, bo families, tribes, and nations, most likely even races,

pass away. In debatable regions, their tenure is only provisional, until the typical form
appears, when they are extinguished, or found to abandon all open territories, not positively

assigned them by nature, to make room for those to whom they are genial. This effect is

itself a criterion of an abnormal origin; for a parent stock, a typical form of the present
genus or species, perhaps with the sole exception of the now extinct Flatheads, is, we be-
lieve, indestructible and ineffaceable. No change of food or circumstances can sweep away
the tropical, woolly-haired man; no event, short of a general cataolycis, can transfer his

centre of existence to another
; nor can any known cause dislodge the beardless type from

the primeval high North-Eastern region of Asia and its icy shores. The white or bearded
form, particularly that section which has little or no admixture, and is therefore quite fair,

can only Uve, not thrive, in the two extremes of temperature. It exists in them solely as

a master race, and must be maintained therein by foreign influences ; and the intermediate
regions, as we have seen, were in part yielded to the MongoUc on one side, and but tempo-
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rarily obtained, by extermination from the woqlly-haired, on the other." ^"^ Hybrid forms

cannot be regarded as characteristic of a new race ; amidst all the confusion of blood, "we
look in vain for a new race. Nature asserts her dominion on all hands in a deterioration

and degradation, the fatal and depopulating consequences of which it is appalling to con-

template." «»

To the cranioscopist, the most interesting point, perhaps, in this

' whole inquiry, is the determination of the particular influence exerted

by each parent stock upon the formation of the hybrid cranium.

So much obscurity surrounds this question, however, and the facts

concerning it are so scanty and conflicting, that I am compelled to

forego its discussion in this place, and refer the/reader to the writings

of Walkee {Intermarriage ; or, Beauty, Sealth, and Intellect) ; Combe

(The Constitution of Man) ; Blaine [Outlines of the Veterinary Art)
;

Edwards {Des CaraetSres Physiologiques des Races Humaines) ; Haevby
[Monthly Journal of Medical Science, Aug. 1854); B^rakd [Oours de

Physiologie) ; and particularly, Lucas [Traiti Philosophique et Physio-

logique de I'BereditS Naturelle).

As already intimated, the attempted classifications of the human
family are as numerous as they are various. Those based upon the

form of the skull are perhaps the most reliable, since the skull is

intimately connected with the intellectual organs, and resists, in a

remarkable manner, the altering influences of climate. Among
others, the most simple, though in some respects objectionable, is that

of Prof. Eetzitjs, who, in an essay upon the cranial forms of I^orthern

Europe,'^" divides all heads into Long [Dolichoeephalce) and Short

[Brachycephalce). Each of these he again subdivides into Straight-

Jaws [Orthognathce) and Profainent-Jaws [Prognathce). The races

comprised in each of these divisions are seen in the accompanying

scheme.

T h d tf
straight jaws \ Celtic and Germanic tribes.

iiong nea s
-^ ppomjj,ent jaws J Negroes, Australians, Oceanians, Caribs, Greenlanders, &c.

„, , , , r Straight jaws I Laplanders, Finns, Sclares, Turks, Persians, &c.
eaas

-^ prominent jaws j Tartars, Mongolians, Malays, Incas, Papuas, &c.

Prof. Zbune, after animadverting upon what he calls the " one-sided

polarity" of this classification, adopts three main forms or types of

skull for the Eastern, and three corresponding types for the Western

hemisphere, thus dividing mankind into six races, as is shown in the

subjoined table : '"

108 Hamilton Smith, op. cit., p. 175.

1™ Davis, Cran. Brit., p. 7.

I" TJeber die Sohadelformen der Nordbewohner.— Miiller's Archives, 1845, p. 84.

"I tJber Schadelbildung, pp. 19, 20.
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Iforth.

New World. Old World.

I. High Skull.

4. ApalacMan, I 1. Caucasian,

or Natchez Race. | or Iran Kace.

11. Bboad Skdll.

5. Guianian, I 2. Mongolian,

or Carib Race.
|

or Turan Eaoe.

III. LoNO Skull.

6. Peruvian, I 8. Ethiopian,

or Inca Eace.
|

or Sudan Race.

South.

A serious objection to this division exists in the fact that the so-

called high skulls, in many important features, differ as much from

each other, as they do from the hroad and long skulls, and this is

equally predicable of each of these last two varieties, as compared

with the first. Moreover, the requirements of science discounte-

nance all attempts at the indiscriminate arrangement of artificially

deformed with natural skulls. Prichard divides all skulls into

1. The symmetrical or oval form, which is that of the European and

Western Asiatic nations ; 2. The narrow and elongated or progna-

thous skull, of which the most strongly marked specimen is perhaps

the cranium of the Negro of the Gold Coast; 3. The broad and

square-faced or pyramidal skull, which is that particularly of the

Turanian nation."^

Want of space, alone, prevents reference to other systems. How-

ever, regarding nature as an harmonious and indivisible whole, and

believing with the venerable Humboldt, that it is impossible to

recognize any typical sharpness of definition between the races ;

"^

and with the eminent German physiologist, Johannes Muller, that

it is incontestably more desirable to contrast the races by their con-

stant and extreme forms ;
"* and finally, inclining to the opinion so

ably argued by Gerard,"* and entertained by Knox,"^ and others,

112 Researches into the Physical History of Mankind. London, 1836. Vol. I. p. 281.

"' Cosmos : A Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. By Alexander Von

Humboldt. Translated from the German by E. C. Ottg. New York, 1850. Vol. L p. 356.

"* Handbuch der Physiologic des Mensohen. Bd. II., s. 775.

"6 Dictionnaire Universel d'Histoire NatureHe. .Dirig6 par M. Chas. d'Orbigny. Art.

Espfece, par Gerard ; t. 6feme.

116 "In time there is probably no such thing as species; no absolutely new creations

ever took place ; but as viewed by the limited mind of man, the question takes another

aspect. As regards his individual existence, time is a short span ; a few centuries, or a

tew thousand years, more or less ; this is all he can grasp. Now, for that period at least,

organic forms seem not to have changed. So far back as history goes, the species of ani-
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that species occupy no absolutely permanent place in nature's method,

and that all specific distinctions are, therefore, fallacious— I have

deemed it more judicious, in the present state of our science, to

avoid any similar attempt at a classification, preferring to lay before

the general reader a panoramic view of a few of the almost innu-

merable cranial forms which the traveller meets with in making a

tour of the surface of the earth. But, in order to avoid miscon-

ceptions, a few preliminary remarks will be necessary before pro-

ceeding with our proposed survey. If, to facilitate our progress, we
divide the earth's surface into several regions or realms, the limits

of each being determined by the geographical distribution of its

peculiar organic forms, and represent each by a cranial form selected

from among its most numerous and apparently indigenous inhabi-

tants, we will obtain a series of typical or standard figures, similar to

those constituting the second column of the extensive "Ethnographic

Tableau" accompanying this work. With one exception, the crania

figured in the tableau are contained in the Mortonian collection.

Taken by means of the camera lucida, in the -hands of the accom-

plished Mrs. Gliddon, I can vouch for the general accuracy of the

drawings, and their truthfulness to nature. The exception alluded

to is a drawing of Schiller's skull (C), borrowed fi-om the cranioscopic

atlas of Carus. Forced by the arrangement of the Tableau to repre-

sent the entire European area by two crania instead of many, I

have selected the above figure because it embraces both Gothic

and Sclavonic 'chari^^cters, and may be taken therefore as a standard

for Central and Eastern Europe in general ; while the more elongated

Circassian skull (D) may be regarded as a not inappropriate repre-

sentative of Southern and South-eastern Europe. Now it is quite

evident that all attempts at representing the skull-forms of the

numerous races of men by a few figures (as in the Tableau), must

necessarily be imperfect, and consequently open to ci-iticism. I wish

the reader, therefore, distinctly to understand that the skulls figured

in the Tableau are merely so many examples, each of a cranial type,

more or less numerously represented, and prevailing over a greater

or less extent of the particular geographical area to which it belongs.

Each figure represents not the whole realm in which it is placed,

but one only of the characteristic forms of that realm. The Ifegro

head (E), for example, is not the standard of the entire African con-

tinent, but a peculiar form found there, and nowhere else. To
represent the whole of this continent, many heads would be reqiiired.

mals, as we call them, have not changed ; the races of men have been absolutely the same.

They were distinct then for that period as at present."— Races of Mm, p. 34.
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This is true of all the other realms. With each of the nine figures

(except that from Carus) the facial angle and internal capacity have

been given. The reader will observe, and perhaps with surprise,

that the Eskimo and Kalmuck heads have the largest internal

capacity, larger even than the European skulls; while the Kal-

muck possesses also the highest facial angle. Let him not be

misled, however, by this accidental fact. For these measurements

in this instance express individual peculiarities, rather than race-

characters. Moreover, the heads in question have been selected

entirely with reference to their external osteological characters.

The facial angles given by Morton in his Catalogue should not

be relied upon too implicitly, since Jhej have been taken by means

of an instrument which, in different, but equally careful hands,

yields different results for the same head. To measure the facial

angle with unerring mathematical precision, an accurate photo-

graphic outline of the head in a lateral view should be first ob-

tained ; upon this figure the facial and horizontal lines of Camper
should next be drawn, and the angle then measured with a finely

graduated protractor. To avoid any further allusion to the cranial

capacity of the different races of men, I here subjoin the two fol-

lowing tables, taken from my manuscript copy of the fourth edition

of Morton's Catalogue. Table I. has been enlarged from that given

on page viii. of the third edition, by the interpolation of forty measure-

ments, with the effect of increasing the mean cranial capacity of the

Teutonic Family, the Mongolian and American Groups by 1.5, 5,

and 1.3 cubic inches respectively; and slightly diminishing that

of the Negro Group. Table 11. has been constructed from the

measurements recorded in different parts of the Catalogue.

(The letters " I. C." mean internal capacity.)
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TABLE I. — Showing the Siie of the Brain »n cubic inches, as obtained from the internal mea-

mrement o/663 Crania of various Races and Families ofMan.

EACES AND FAMILIES. NO. OF
SKUMS.

Modern Caucasian Gkou*.

Teutonic Family.

Swedes'
©ertoaiiS I ^

I^rassians J

Engllsli'

Anglo-Americans .......

Tchudic Family.

Tpu^ Finns • .....n...,

Celtic FaWiltf.

Ka^y'e Irish >

Pelasgid Family.

Persians

Armenians i

Circassians > '......v..'»

Semitic Family.

Arabs ..• ..v

F^&fas.:

Ayras..

Bengalees

Nilotic Faihit^.

Indostanic Family,-

si
si
"C3

Anoibnt OAucAsiiS'CmSup.-

Pelaagi& Family.-

Grseco-Egyptians

Nilotic Family.

Egyptians ,

IT

5
7

9

6

10

18

8
26

LARGEST
I. 0.

SMALLEST
I. 0.

Mongolian Group.

Chinese Family
Hyperborean Family

MALAt Gboup.

in- Fa'^ily^,,i.'.-,ki',i,i,i.:^-. . ,«%*;

Poh/neeian Family.i,^,...:

' Peruvians

.

'. Mexicans..

American Geoup.

Toltecan Family.

Barbarous Tribes.

Iroquois

Lenape ,

Cherokee...

Shoshon^, &c. ..............i

Negro Group.

Ameirtcan-bom Negroes
Native African Family
Hottentot Family

Alforian Family
Australians ; ,

Oceanic Negroes

18

65

10
8

20
6

152
26

164

12
64
3

108.25

114

105
97

112.5

97

94

98

96

91
90

97

96

98
102

97
90.5-

101

92

104

86
99,
83

83
77

65'

70

91
82^

81.5'

78

75

84

66:

79
67'

73

68

70
78.76

82'

58
67

69

73
65
68

63

76

93

95

96
90

94.3

87

84

89

79

86
78

87

80

85
89

86
84<8

75.3

81.7

84

80.8

83.7

75.3

76
76.5

• 93.5

81.7

87

-85-

(-80.3

. 82.25
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TABLE II.

American Crania.

BARBAEors Tribes.

North Americana.

Avickarees
Assinaboins
Chenoaks
Oregon Tribes
Cherokees ,

Chetimaches
Chippeways
Cotonay
Creeks ,

Dacota
Hurons

,

Iroquois
Lenape
Lipans
Mandans ,

Menominees
Miamis
Minetaris
Mohawks
Narragansetg
Osage
Otoes
Ottawas
Ottigamies

Pawnees
Penobscot
Pottawatomies
Sauks
Seminoles

,

Shawnees ,

Shoshones ,

Upsarookas ,

Winnebagos ,

Yamassees
Californians

Miscellaneous, "j

Mound, Cayea, >....

Uncertain, &c. J

Central American...,

South Americans.
Araucauians
Brazilians

,

Charib

No. of Skulls

measured.

3

4
5

4
2
2

3

4
1

4
2
4
2

7

7

5
4
3

10
2
3

4
2
2
1

8

2
13
4
4
2
2
1

1

27

1

7
3

1

Mean
I. G.

76
90
79
82
88.7

79.5
91

86
88.7

90
81.5

96
79.5
91.5

83.5

84
86
86.5

84
81
82.5

85.6

81.7

93.5

74.5

80
91

90.7

84
89.6

80.7

94
89
70
87

84.8

91

76
78.6

89

ToLTEOAN Race.

Peruvian Family.

Arica
Fachacamac
Pisco

Santa
Lima
Miscellaneous

Mexican Family.

Tlahuica
Azteck
Otumba
Tacuba
Otomie
Chechemecan
Tlascalan

Fames
Miscellaneous

Modern Mexicans...

No. of Skulls

measured.

14
77
44
5

5

7

1

2
8

3

5
1

1

2
4
a

Mean
I.e.

79
74.9

74
78
78

75.6

84
80.5

82.6

81.6

76.6

83

84

79.5

87
82.6

of America, civilized and savage, we
find that the average size of the brain

as measured in the whole series of 341

skulls, is but 80.3 cubic inches.
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Upon those outstretched desert wastes which skirt the Icy Sea—
the frozen tundras of Siberia, and the barren lands of America—
amidst the snowy islands and everlasting icebergs of the Polar Ocean

itself, the human family presents us with a cranial form or type, to

which the learned Prichard has very happily applied the term pyra-

midal. Amongst all the Hyperboreans, whose life is one continued

struggle with a stern and rugged nature, the central and far northern

Eskimos present us with the most strongly marked specimens of this

type. T have been induced, therefore, to select, as the standard or

typical representative of Arctic Man, a well-characterized EsMmo
cranium, procured by that zealous and intrepid navigator. Dr. E. K.

E[anb, during his first voyage to the North, and by him kindly placed,

along with three other specimens, in the collection of our Academy.

Through the kindness of Dr. I. I. Hates and Dr. J. K. Kane, I have

been enabled to mature my studies of the pyramidal form over seven

Eskimo skulls in all, a detailed account of which I hope shortly to

be able to present to the ethnological public through another channel.

The following brief rhume of the characteristics of an Eskimo cra-

nium will serve as a commentary upon the accompanying figures,

which represent the front and lateral views of the head above men-

tioned (No. 1558 of the Mortonian collection). The male Eskimo

Fig. 11.

Fig. 10.

Lateral yiew of Cramum. Front view of same.

Eskimo.

( From Dr. Kane's First Arctic Voyage.

)

skull is large, long, narrow, pyramidal
;
greatest breadth near the

base ; sagittal suture prominent and keel-like, in consequence of the

angular junction of the parietal and two halves of the frontal bones

;

proportion between length of head and height of face as 7 to 5

:

proportion between cranial and facial halves of the occipito-mental

diameter as 4J to 5; attachment for the temporal muscle large,

zygomatic fossae deep and capacious ; mastoid processes thick and
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prominent; glenoid cavity capacious, and adapted to considerable

lateral motion of the condyles;, forehead flat and receding;; occiput

full and salient ; face broad and lozengC'-shaped, the greatest breadth

being just below the orbits ;. malar bones broad, high, and promi-

nent, the external- surface looking antero-laterally ; orbits large and
straight ; zygomatie arches massive and widely separated,; length of

the face one inch less than the breadth ; nasal bones flat, narrow, and
united at an. obtuse angle, sometimes lying in the same plane as the

naso-maxillaryprocesses ; superior maxilla massive and prognathous-,

its anterior surface flat and smooth ; superior alveolar margin oval

;

inferior margin of anterior nares flat, smooth, inclining forwards and
downwards ;, inferior maxilla large,, long, and triangular; semi-lunar

notch, quite shallow ; angles of the jaw flared out, and chin promi-

nent ; teeth large, and worn, in, such a manner as to present, in the

upper jaw, an inclination from without inwards, upwards, and late-

rally, and in, the lower jaw,,just the reverse ;, antero-posterior diameter

of cuspids greater than the transverse ; configuration, of the basis

cranii triangular, with the base of the triangle forward between the

zygomse,, the truncated apex looking, posteriorly ; breadth of base

about onfi'-half the length; shape of foramen, magnum an irregular

Qval ;, anterior margin of foramen magnum on, a line with, the poste-

rior edge of the external meati.'"

The female cranium differs from the male in being smaller, lighter,

and presenting a smoother surface and more delicate structure. The
malar bones are less massive, the face not quite so broad, and the
anterior' surface of the superior maxilla concave- rather than flat.

WiA very slight and insigni-

ficant variatiojis, this type pre-

vails along the whole American
coast north of the 60th parallel,

and from the Atlantic Ocean
to' Bhering's Straits, ranging

through 140° of longitude, or

over a tract of some 3500 miles.

Not does it, altogether' stop

here, as is shown in the accom-

panying figure of a Tchuktchi
*

skull—one of three,.broughtby

Mr. E. M. Kern from the Island

Arakamtchetchem,, or Kayne,,

at Griassnappe Harbor, Lat. 64°

Fig. 12;

Tchuktchi.

(W. Pacifii-r Explor. Exp., U. S. C&rvetie " Vin-
cennea," undir Gapt. Bodgersj JT. S. Nl, 1856.)'

"» From my unpubUshed "Descriptions and Delineations of Skulls in the Mortonian Col-
lection."
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40' N., Long. 172° 59' W. of Greenwicli—and by him kindly loaned

to me for examination and study. The above island forms part of

the western bank of Bhering's Straits. " The name of the village,"

writes Mr. Kern, " to which the burial-place belonged, whence the

ekuUs were procured, is Yergnynne. .... In stature, the (Tchuktchi)

men are of good height, well built and active. The women are

generally small, well made, and have exceedingly pretty hands and

feet. Their mouths are generally large ; the upper lip is full and

projecting, and the eyes long and narrow.""'

Leaving the Koriaks, and travelling southward, we next encounter

the Kamschatkans, a once numerous, though now scanty and mise-

rable race, occupying chiefly the southern portion of the peninsula

which bears their name. It has been observed that this people,

though presenting most of the physical characters common to the

Polar tribes, are not strietly identical with the latter, as is shown in

their moral and intellectual character. Stollbr was led by their

physical traits to class them among the Mongolians, while Peichaed

speaks of them as " a distinct race, divided into four tribes, who
scarcely understand each other." "' Dr. Morton appears to consider

them as a hybrid people. " It must be admitted," says he, " that the

southern Kamskatkans, in common with the southern tribes of Tun-

gusians and Ostiaks, have so long mixed with the proximate Mongol-

Tartar hordes, that it is, in some measure, arbitrary to class them
definitively with either family, for their characters are obviously de-

rived from both." ^^ An attentive study of the cast of a Eamtskatkan

cranium (No. 725 of the Mortonian collection), and comparison with

Plate L X 1 1 . of Blumenbach's Decades, leave little doubt in my mind
of a sensible departure from the pyramidal type which predominates

to the north. The cast in question was presented to Dr. Morton by

Dr. 0. S. Fowler. It is long and flat, and presents quite a diflferent

proportion between the bi-temporal, longitudinal, and vertical dia-

meters from what we find in the heads of the true Hyperboreans. The
low, flat, and smooth forehead is devoid of the keel-like formation

perceptible in the Eskimo. The carinated ridge makes its appear-

ance along the middle and posterior part of the inter-parietal suturfe.

The widest transverse diameter is near the superior edge of the tem-

poral bone ; from this point the diameter contracts both above and

below. As in the Eskimo, the occiput is full and prominent, as is

also the posterior surface of the parietal bones, which surface, in the

Eskimo, however, is flat. The forehead inclines upwards and back-

us Letter to Mr. Geo. R. Gliddon, dated Washington, Oct. 16tli, 1856.

"9 Nat. Hist, of Man, 3d Edition, p. 228.

120 Crania Americana, p. 52.
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wards to a prominence in the middle of the inter-parietal suture,-

from which point it is rounded off posteriorly. The face forms a

broad oval ; the orbits are large, deep, and have their transverse axes

at right angles with the median line of the face. The malar bones,

though large, are neither so prominent nor high as in the Eskimo.

They are laterally compressed, more rounded, and less flared out at

their inferior margin than in the Polar man. The anterior nares are

flat and smooth, and the alveolar arch somewhat more prominent
than in the typical Eskimo, as is shown by comparing them by the

norma verticalis. Upon examining the basis cranii, we observe, at

once, the globular fulness of the occipital region, and an alteration

in the general configuration of the base, as compared with that of
our Arctic standard. The greatest breadth is not confined to the

zygomatic region, for lines drawn from the most prominent point of
the zygomse to the most prominent point of the mastoid process, on
either side, are parallel to each other. Did space permit, other dis-

tinctions could readily be pointed out.

From this description, coupled with the foregoing statements, it

will be seen that the Eamtskatkans are either a distinct people, occu-
pying the gap or transitionary ground between the Polar tribes and
the Mongols ; or, they are the hybrid results of an intermixture of
these two great groups ; or, finally, and to this opinion I incline, they
constitute the greatest divergency of which the true Arctic type is

capable. The cast above described being that of a female, and the
only one, moreover, to which I can obtain access, I am unable to
arrive at any more definite conclusion.

Of the skulls of the Tukagiri, an obscure and veiy little known
race, dwelling to the westward of the Koriaks, Morton's collection,

unfortunately, contains not a single specimen ; nor can I find draw-
ings of them in any of the many works which I have consulted.
According to Prichard, as a pure race they are now all extinct, having
been exterminated in their wars with the Tchuktchi and Eoriaks.'^'
Extending along the cheerless banks of the Lena, from the borders

of the Frozen Ocean as far south as Alden, and occupying the country
between the Kolyma and Yennisei, we find the Yakuts, or "isolated
Turks," as Latham styles them, a people who, although surrounded
by Hyperboreans, contrast remarkably with the latter in language,
civilization, and physical conformation. These people constitute an
interesting study for the cranioscopist. They are described as a pas-
toral race, of industrious and accumulative habits, and manifesting
a higher degree of civilization than their ichthyophagous Tungusian
and Yukagyrian neighbors. In consonance with this higher condi-

121 Op. oit., p. 223.
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tion, the skull, as shown in Tab. XV. of the Decades, differs decidedly

from the prevailing pyramidal form of this region. The reader wiK

at once observe, upon referring to that table, the nearly square con-

tour of the head, approximating the Mongolian type, presently to be

represented, the large and widely separated orbits, the full and pro-

minent glabella, the ossa nasi narrow and curving to a point above,

and the parietal bones projecting laterally. The descriptions given

by Gmelin and Erman of the Yakuts are, to some extent, confirma-

tory of the characters above indicated.

The present remarkable locality of the Yakuts is undoubtedly not

their original home; Their language is Turkish— intelligible in

Constantinople— and their traditions, unlike those of their Arctic

neighbors, point to the South. They afford a singular example of " a

weak section of the human race pressed into an inhospitable climate

by a stronger one."^^ Difficulties of classification have been raised

upon certain slight physical resemblances between the Yakuts and

the surrounding tribes. These resemblances may be regarded as the

indirect results of the great Mongolic expansion, which, while it

crowded the main body of the Turkish population to the South,

allowed a small portion to escape to the North-East, in the inhospi-

table region of the Lena, where, intermarriage, to some extent, soon

followed. "We may readily suppose that, in consequence of the

numerical predominance of the aboriginal inhabitants of these re-

gions over the new comers, the intermixture resulted in the latter

assuming, to a certain extent, some of the physical characters of the

former. But the language of the Yakuts, being more perfect than

that of the Indigense, has maintained its supremacy.

Upon the mountainous tract, comprised between the Yennesei

River and the Okhotsk Sea in one direction, and the Arctic Ocean

and Alden Mountains in the other, we encounter an interesting

people, represented by the Tongus in the Iforth and the Lamutes in

the East. They possess a peculiar language, and, anterior to the

sixteenth century, appear to have been a powerful race. In his

physical description of the Tungusians, Pallas says that their faces

are flatter and broader than tie Mongolian, and more allied to the

Samoiedes, who lie to the west of them.'^ In his Table XVT., Blu-

MENBAOH represents the cranium of a Northern or Reindeer Tungus.

Though the characteristic breadth of face below the eyes is preserved,

and with it, thereby, the lozenge-shaped face, yet the general form

of the head has undergone some modification. Blumbnbach very

briefly describes this head in the following terms

:

•22 Latham, Varieties of Man, p. 95.

•28 Voyages en diverses Provinces, T. 6.
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Fig. 13.

'•'The fiice flat, And very broad between the zygomatic arches; the forehead depressed,

and the nasal openings ample : the occiput remarkably prominent, so that the distance

between the external occipital protuberance and the superior incisors is equal to nine

-inches."

The Samoiedes present us with a conformation of the craniuoi

approximating more closely to the Eskimo than any of the trihes

just mentioned. They are conterminous with the Tjipgus of North-

Eastern Asia, on the one hand, and th$ great Tehudic or TJgrian

tribes of European Russia, on the other. Pallas says of them, " ils

ont le visage pl^t, rond, et large." .... "lis .ont de larges Ihwes

retrousees, le nez large et ouvert, peu de barbe, et les cheveux noirs

et rudes." Tookb ascribes to them " a large head, flat nose and face,

with the lower part of the face projecting outwards ; they have large

mouths and ears, little black eyes, but wide eyelids, small lips, and

little feet."'^ "Of all the tribes of Siberia," says Latham, "the

Samoiedes are nearest to the Eskimo or Greenlanders in their phy-

sical appearance."'^

Bltjmenbach tells us that a Samoiede cranium in his collection,

bears a striking resemblance to the skulls

of native Greenlanders, two of which are

figured in the Decades. The resemblance

is shown in the broad, flat face, depressed

or flattened nose, and geiieral shape or

conformation of th,e skull. The nasal

bones are long and narrow. This head is

represented in Fig. 13, reduced from Tab.

LIV, of Bluinenbach'.s series.

Of all the Northern or Arctic races of

men, thus hastily passed in review, the

Eskimo alone appear to exhibit the pyrar

midal type of cranium in its greatest in-

tensity. Viewed in conjunction with the

following statements, this apparently isolated and accidental fact

acquires a remarkable significanc§.^-On the shores of Greenland and
the banks of Hudson's Straits, along the Polar co.asfc-line of America,

and over the frozen tundras of Arctic Asia, on the desolate banks of

the Lena and Indigirka, and among the deserted Isles of New Siberia

^visited only at long intervals by the daring traders in fossil ivory

— everywhere, in fact^ throughout the Polar Arch, are found the

s,ame primitive graves and rude circles of stones, the same stone axes

and fragments of whalebone rafters -r- the ancient and mysterious

Samoiede.

{Decades, Tab. LIV.).

124 Russia, III., p. 12, q:U,oted in Crania Americana, p. 51.

'25 Varieties of Man, p. 267.
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vestiges of a people presenting, in general, the s&me physical charac-

ters, speaking dialects .radically the same, and differing hut little in

Planners and customs^a people once numerous, hut now gradually

hastening on to extinction. Arctic navigators speak of the diminish-

ing numbers of the Eskimo, and Siberian hunters tell of the disap-

pearance of entir^e tribes, such as the Omoki, " whose hearths were
once more numerous on the banks of the Lena than the stars of an
Arctic night." The .earlier whalers who dared the northern waters

of Baffin's Bay, often allude to the great numbers of the natives

seen on the land in this region, and from the recent intrepid seekers

of the ill-fated Sir John Franklin, we learn that the traces of these

people increase in numbers with the latitude. Thus, according to

•QsBOKN, the northern shores of Barrow's Strait and Lancaster Sound
bear numerous marks of human location, whereas, upon the southern

side, they are comparatively scarce. He tells us, also, that from the

estuary of the Coppermine to the Great Fish Eiver, the Eskimo
traces are less numerous than on the north shore of Barrow's

Strait.'^ Again, the traditions of the Eskimo point to the north

as their original home, Erasmus York spoke of his mother as

having dwelt in the north ; while the inhabitants of Boothia told

i?oss that their fathers fished in northern waters, and described to

him, with considerable accuracy, the shores of Iforth Somerset.

When Sacheuse told the natives of Prince Eegent's Bay, that he

came from a distant region to the south, they answered " That can-

not be ; there is nothing but ice there." '^ So, the natives of ITorth

Baffin's Bay were ignorant of the existence of numerous individuals

©f their own race, living to the south of Melville's Bay. According

to Egede and Crantz, the southern Eskimo of Greenland consider

:fi},emselves of northern origin. Their tra,ditions speak of remote

regions to the north, and of beacons and landmarks set up as guides

upon the fi-ozen hills of that dreary land. In connection with these

facts, consider for a moment the unfavorable physical conditions to

which the Eskimo js exposed. Gxjyot thus forcibly alludes to these

conditions

:

" In the Frozen Regions," says he, " man contends with a jiiggardly and severe nature

;

it is a desperate struggle for life and death. With difficulty, by force of toil, he succeeds

in providing a miserable support, which saves him from dying of hunger and hardship,

during the tedious winters of that climate." And again, "The man of the Polar Regions

is the beggar, overwhelmed with snfFeripg, jrho, too happy jf he but gjiin his daily bread,

has no leisure to think of anything more exalted."!^

I™ Arctic Joamal ; or. Eighteen Months in the Polar Regions. By Lieut. S. Osbom.

1" Ross's First Voyage to Baffin's Bay, p. 84
.126 Earth and Mas, By Arnold (Juyot, Boston, 1850, p. 370.
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In this melancholy picture, nature is seen warring with herself.

A people forced to protect themselves against the severity of an ex-

cessive climate by the consumption of a highly carbonaceous and

stimulant diet, which, sooner or later, begets plethora and its attend-

ant hemorrhagic tendencies, can scarcely be regarded as a normal

people, harmoniously adapted to the circumstances by which they

are surrounded. Yet such is the condition of hyperborean man.

But here a singular question presents itself. Have the Arctic tribes

of men always been subjected to the inhospitable climate which,

at the present day, characterizes the ISTorth ? Was there, in other

words, a time when they enjoyed a climate as mild as that which

surrounds their cranial analogues— the Hottentots— who roam the

plains of Kafirland in temperate Southern Africa ? To the recent

speculations of climatologists, concerning the distribution of tempe-

rature about the pole, and the probable existence of an open Polar

Sea ; to the observations of the physical geographer relative to the

gradual and progressive upheaval of the Arctic coast, and the cli-

matic changes which necessarily accompanied such alterations in the

relation of land and water ; and, finally, to the facts and theories

adduced by the geologist to account for the presence, in very high

latitudes, of fossil remains, both animal and vegetable—^whose living

representatives thrive in tropical climates only,—must we look for a

solution of the above curious question, which I introduce here merely

as one of a connected series of facts and arguments which seem to

indicate that the Eskimo are an exceedingly ancient people, whose

dawn was probably ushered in by a temperate climate, but whose

dissolution now approaches, amidst eternal ice and snow ; that the

early migrations of these people have been from the north south-

wards, from the islands of the Polar Sea to the continent and not

from the mainland to the islands ; and that the present geographical

area of the Eskimo may be regarded as a primary centre of human
distribution for the entire Polar Zone.

To this subject I hope to return, in a more detailed manner, here-

after.

We are now in Europe, upon the terra damnata, so graphically

described by Linnseus, where the Laplander offers himself for our

inspection, as the only European who in any way represents the

Arctic type of cranium.

The exact position of the Lapps in classification, is still an open

question. Prof. Agassiz classifies them witH the Eskimos and

Samoiedes.

" Within the limits," says he, " of this (Arctic) fauna we meet a peculiar race of men,

known in America under the name of Eskimaux, and under the names of Laplanders,
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Samoiedes, and Tchuktshes in the north of Asia. This race, so well known since the

Toyage of Captain Cook, and the Arctic expeditions of England and Russia, differs alike

from the Indians of North America, from the Whites of Europe, and the Mongols of Asia,

to whom they are adjacent. The uniformity of their characters along the whole range

of the Arctic seas forms one of the most striking resemblances which these people exhibit

to the fauna with which they are so closely connected." ^'^

Prichaed, relying upon philological evidence— a very unsafe

guide wten taken alone— maintains that the Lapps are Finns

•who have acquired Mongolian features from a long residence in

Northern Europe.

"On considfere souvent les Lapons," observes D'Hallot, "comme appartenant S, la

famille finnoise, k cause des rapports que Ton a observes entre leur langue et celle des

Finnois ; mais les caractferes naturels de ces deux races sont si diff^rents, qu'il me semble

indispensable de les s^parer. D'un autre cot^, tons les linguistes ne sont pas d'accord sur

I'analogie de ces langues, et il est probable que les ressemblances se r^duisent ^ I'intro-

duction, dans le langage des Lapons, d'un certain nombre de mots finnois ; effet qui a

ordinairement lieu quand un peuple sauvage se trouve en relation avec un peuple plus

aTancg."i3»

Latham arranges them, along with Finns, Magyars, Tungus, &c.,

under the head of Turanian MongolidsB."' Dr. Morton objects to

this association of Lapps and Finns, and veiy appropriately inquires

" how it happens that the people of Iceland, who are of the unmixed
Teutonic race, have for six hundred years inhabited their polar

region, as far north, indeed, as Lapland itself, without approxi-

mating in the smallest degree to the Mongolian type, or losing an

iota of their primitive Caucasian features ?" ^ Indeed, the fact that

the Lapps, at a remote period, lived in Sweden, and even as far

south as Denmark,^^ in close juxtaposition with the Finns, is suffi-

cient to account for any resemblances in physical characters, which

may be detected between the two. According to Mr. Brooks, the

Laplanders and Finns "have scarcely a single trait in common.

The general physiognomy of the one is totally unlike that of the

other ; and no one who has ever seen the two, could mistake a Fin-

lander for a Laplander." ^ He proceeds to state that they differ in

mental and moral characters; in the diseases to which they are

1® Sketch of the Natural ProTinces of the Animal World, and their relation to the dif-

ferent Types of Man, in Ti/pes of Mankind, p. Ixi.

IS" Des Races Humaines, &o., p. Ill, note. i" Op. cit., p. 101.

132 On the Origin of the Human Species, T^pea of ManJcind, p. 322.

183 i< i]g (les Lapons) ferment une petite peuplade Sparse dans la Laponie, mais il paraSt

qu'ils ont 6t6 beaucoup plus d^veloppfis, car on trouve dans la Sufede et dans le Danemark

des ossements d'hommes qui se rapprochent plus des Lapons que des Scandinavcs."

D'Hallot, op. cit., p. 111.

"* A Winter in Lapland and Sweden. By Arthur de CapelJ Brooks, M. A., &c. Lon-

don, 1827, pp. 536-7.
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subject, and, according to Prof. Retzius, even fhe intestinal parar

sitic worms of the two are unlike."^ Hamilton Smith remarks that

the " Finnic race repudiates in national pride all consanguinity with

the Laplander." ^^^ Dr. MoRTOiir considers the Lapps as unquestion-

ably Mongolian. Luke Buekb, the able editor of the London Ethno-

logical Journal, appears to adopt another view

:

"The Eskimaux, the Lapp, and the Samoiae, are -three entirely distinct heings. They

represent each other . They consequentlyoffer a host of resemblances ; 'but resemblances

and affinity are often entirely distinct matters in zoology, though they are constantly con-

founded, even in cases of the utmost importance The Lapp is entirely European,

possessing a quite distinct constitution from the Eskimaux and the Samoide, and being

very much higher than either in the iuman scale, though still by far Mie lowest portion of

the European family. The Samoide is in all respects a Mongolidee. Indeed, he has the

leading traits of the family even in excess." '"

A critical examination of three Laplander crania, and two casts,

contained in the collection of Dr. Morton, and a oompairison of these

with a Kalmuck head and a number of Finnic skulls, convince me
that the Laplander cranium should be regarded as a sub-typical

form, occupying the transitionary place between the pyramidal

type of the true Hyperboreans on the one hand, and the globular-

headed and square-faced Mongol on the other. Just as upon the

shores of Eastern Asia, we behold the Arctic form passing through

the Kamtschatkan and the Southern Tungusian into the Central

Asiatic type, so in the western part of the great Asio-European

continent, we behold a similar transition throiigh the Lapponic into

the Tchudic and Scandinavian types— the most northern of the

European.

It is strictly true that the skulls of the Eskimo, Laplander, and

1S5 The following curious paragraph, relating to enlozoaJ ethnology, I find in Prof. Owen's

admirable Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate Animalt

(2d edition, p. 67) : " The Tcenia Solium is that which is most likely to fall under the notice

of the British medical practitioner. It is the common species of tapeworm deT«lGped in the

intestines of the natives of Great Britain; and it is almost equally peculiar to the Dutch

and Germans. The Swiss and Russians are as exclusively infested by the Bothriocephalut

latus. In the city of Dantzig it has been remarked, that only tie Tania Solium occurs

;

while at Konigsberg, which borders upon Russia, tlie Bothriocephalus latus prevails. The
inhabitants of the French provinces adjoining Switzerland are occasionally infested with

both kinds of tapeworm. The natives of North Abyssinia are very subject to the T(ema

Solium, as are also the Hottentots of South Africa. Such facts as to the prevalent species

of tapeworm in different parts of the world, if duly collected by medical travellers, would
form a body of evidence, not only of elminthological, but of ethnological interest. In the

Bothriocephalus latus of some parts of Central Europe and of Switzerland we may perceive

an indication of the course of those North-Eastern hordes which contributed to the sub-

version of the Roman Empire ; and the Tcenia Solium affords perhaps aoalogous evidence

of the stream of population from the sources of the Nile southward to the Cape."
i3« Op. cit., p. 321.

"7 Charleston Medical Journal and Review, July 1856; pp. 446-7.
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Samoiede are not identical, in the fullest sense ofthe word. I^either

are tlie localities ofthese people. The various portions ofthe so-called

Arctic realm, of Agassiz, do not accord precisely in geographical and
elimatic conditions. Arctic America and Asia more closely resemble
each other than they do Arctic Europe;- The sam« thing is true, ofthe
skulls, and of the organism generally, of their human inhabitants. A
deeply indented sea-border; direct and positive relations to the Gulf
Stream which divides; upon the Norwegian coast into two great cur-

rents,, bathes and tempers the whole north-western shore, and supplies

an immense body of warm,-humid air, which serves to ameliorate the

otherwise extremely harsh and rugged climate ; a range of lofty moun-
tains running parallel witii the western coast, and acting as great con-

densers of atmospheric vapor;—snch are the physical peculiarities

which give to Lapland-Europe an organic physiognomy somewhat
different from other sections- of the Arctic realm. In. this region the

tree-limit obtains its; highest northern position in lat. 70°-71° N., and
if we trace this' line eastward, on a physical chart,, we will find that,

under- the influence of a continental- Glimatej it recedes towards the

Equator, until, in Kamtschatka it reaches the ocean in 58° N. latitude.

So that while in a considerable portion of Lapland we find a wooded
region, in Asia it will be observed that a large part of the country of

the Samoiedes and Tungus, and the whole of that of the Koriaks,

Yukagirs and Tchuktchi, lie to the north of the wooded zone. Upon
the American continent, which is colder under the same parallels

than; the Asiatic:— in consequence of the presence of a greater quan-

tity of land in these high latitudes— the Eskimo- live entirely in a

treeless region. The distribution of the~ bread-plants in l^rorthem

America, Europe, and Asia, reveals to us similar irregularities. "We

need not be surprised, therefore, if, in harmony with these varying

physical and organic conditions, we should

find- the Lapland cranium differing' more

from those of the Eskimo and Samoiede

than these- two do from each other.

The' skull here' figured is redticed' froBi

Tab; XLni. of tte 3ecades. Bltjmen-

BACH describes it as "large in proportion

to- the stature of the body-; the form and!

appearance" altogether such as prevail in

the Mongolian variety ; the calvaria almost

globose;, the. zygomatic bones projecting

outwards.;, the malar fossa, plane*; the fore-

head broad'; the' cBin slightly prominent Im.plani)ee.

Fig. 14,
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and acuminated; the palatine arch, level; the fissure in the floor of

the orbit very large."

Turning our hacks upon the Frozen Ocean, and tracing to their

sources the three great rivers—the Obi, Yennisei, and Lenar—which

drain the slopes of ISTorthern Asia, we gradually exchange the region

of tundras and barren plains, for elevated steppes or table-lands, the

region of the reindeer and dog for that of the horse and sheep, the

region whose history is an utter blank for one which has witnessed

such extensive commotions and displacements of the great nomadic

races, who, probably, in unrecorded times, dwelt upon the central

plateaux of Asia, before these had lost their insular character. Tra-

velling thus southward, we further remark that a globular conforma-

tion of the human skull replaces the long, narrow, pyramidal type of

the North.

In our attempt to exhibit a general view of the cranial forms or

types of Central Asia, I deem it best to direct attention to the region

of country which gives origin to the Yennisei, about Lake Baikal,

and in the Grreater Altai chain, south of the Uriangchai or Southern

Samoiedes. For we here encounter, in the Kalkas and Mongolians

proper of the desert of Shamo, a type of head which is distinct from

that of the Hyperboreans, and to which the other great nomadic races

are related, in a greater or less degree. I have selected, as the most

fitting representative of this Asiatic type or form, the cranium of a

Kalmuck (ISTo. 1553 of the Mortonian Collection), sent to the Aca-

demy by Mr. Cramer, of St. Petersburg, shortly after the decease of

Dr. Morton. This skull is chosen as a standard for reference, on

account of the " extent to which the Mongolian physiognomy is the

type and sample of one of the most remarkable divisions of the

human race." ^^ Moreover, the Mongols possess the physical cha-

racters of their race in the most eminent degree,'^ they are the most

decidedly nomadic, and their history, under the guidance of Tchengiz-

Khan and his immediate successors, constitutes a highly-important

chapter in the history of the world ; and, finally, because they occupy

the centre of a well-characterized and peculiar floral and faunal re-

gion, extending from Japan on the east to the Caspian on the west.

In the accompanying figure, the reader will observe that the cra-

nium is nearly globular, while the forehead is broad, flat, and less

receding than in the Eskimo and Kamtskatkan. "Without being

"* Latham, Varieties of Man, p. 63.

"> " It is easy," says Pallas, " to distinguish, by the traits of physiognomy, the principal

Asiatic nations, who rarely contract marriage except among their own people. There is

none in which this distinction is so characterized as among the Mongols." See Prichard's

Nat. Hist, of Man, p. 215.
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ridged or keel-like, the medium line ^ig- 15-

of the cranium forms a regular arch,

the most prominent point of which
is at the junction of the coronal and
sagittal sutures. Behind and above

the meatus, the head swells out into

a globe or sphere, instead of tapering

away postero-laterally towards the

median line, as in the Eskimo cra-

nia. This appearance is also well

seen in the head figured by Blumen-
BACH."° He says of it, " habitus to-

Kalmttok.
tius cranii quasi inflatus et tumidus."

The eye at Once detects the striking difference between the facial

angle of this cranium and that of the Eskimo above figured. In the

latter, the facial bones resemble a huge wedge lying in front of the

head proper. This appearance, it is true, is somewhat dependent
upon the obtuseness of the angle of the lower jaw, but mainly, as

will be seen, upon the prominent chin and prognathous jaw. In the

Kalmuck, the facial bones form a sort of oblong figure, and are by
no means so prominent. The face is broad, fiat, and square ; the

superciliary ridges are massive and prominent ; the orbits are large,

and directed somewhat outwards ; the ossa nasi are broad and rather

flat, forming an obtuse angle with each other ; the malar bones are

large, strong, protuberant, and roughly marked.

The impropriety of classifying the Eskimo, Samoiedes, &c., along

with the Mongols— an error which pervades many of the books—
is clearly manifested, I think, by the above figure and description.

If we apply the term Mongolian to the Eskimo, then we must seek

some other epithet for the Kalmuck. The heads of the two races

contrast strongly. The one is long and narrow, the face very broad,

flat, and lozenge-shaped, and decidedly prognathous ; the other is

globular, swelling out posteriorly, while the face is broad, flat, and
square. On the other hand, Prichard has very properly observed,

that " the Mongolian race decidedly belongs to a variety ofthe human
species, which is distinguished from Europeans by the shape of the

skull.'""

Morton's collection contains, also, a cast of the skull of a Burat

Mongol,"^ in which the above characters are readily distinguished.

i" Table XIV. of the Decades. »« Nat. Hist, of Man, p. 214.

"2 The Bouriats, d-vrelling about Lake Baikal, manifest more aptitude for civilization than

either the Kalmucks or the Mongols proper. Tchihatcheff informs us that the Russian

Government employs, in frontier service, several regiments of these people, •who have been
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These chara'cte:fS' agree perfectly -pntln those represented in Tab.

XXIX. of the Decades, and in Fischer's Osteological Dissertation}*'^

The descriptions, given hy travellers, of the-Mongolic physiognomy,

correspond very well witk the foregoing observations upon the

cranium.

" The Mongols- and' Bouriats hare SO great a i-esemblanoe to them" (the Kalmucks), says

Paulas, " both in their physiognomy, and in their manners and moral economy, that what-

ever is related of on© of these nations will apply as well to the others The charac-

teristic traits in all tlie countenances- of the Kalmucks, are eyes, of which the great angle,

placed obliquely and downwards towards the nose, is but little open and fleshy; eyebrows

black, scanty, and forming a low arch ; a particular conformation of the nose, which is

generally short,, and flattened towards the fofehead; the bones of the cheek high; the head

andfiiCg rery round. They have also the transpal-ent cornea of the ejfte very brown; lips

thick and fleshy; the chin short; the teeth very white:- they preserve them fine and sound

until old age. They have all enormous ears, rather detached from the head."'"

Between the Caspian Sea on the west, and the Great Altai Moun-

tains on the east,, and between the parallel of Tobolsk on th& north,

and the head-waters of the Oxus on the south, lies a country, whose

physical aspects are not more interesting' to the geologist and the

physical geographer,, than are its human inhabitants to- the ethno-

grapher. In this region we are called upon to study an extensive

steppe, intersected with loftymountains, among which are the feeding

springs of many large, rivers.. Over this steppe,, and among these;

mountains, have- wandered, from' the remotest times, a distinct audi

peculiar type' of people, who have played a most important part in

the history of the world— a people who- had established,, eenturiesi

ago, a vast empire in the heart of Asiaj having China for its eastern,

and the Caspian Sea for its western border,, and who, when priessed-

towards- the south-west by their nomadic neighbors,: the Mongolsj.

in their turn fell, with devastating, fury,; upon Europe, and long held

its eastern portions in subjection.- I- allude to- the Turkish' family,^

whose history would be replete with, interest, even if it offered us' but

the single fact,, that the Turks,, like the Goths of Europei and the^

Bai'barian Tribes' of !N*orth Americas— races occupying, in their re-

spective countries, about the same parailelsof latitude^—were selected-

at a former perio<J,.to break in upon the high, but at that time lethar-

gic, civilization of a more southern clime. "Iii;the Yakut, country

we find the most intense cold known in Asia ; in Pamer the greatest

elevation above the sea-level; in the soulJi> of Egypt, an inter-tropical

degree of heat. Yet in all these countries-we finds •ftie'Tul'k;"''^

well organized and' disciplined after the European system. See his Voyage dam PAltai

orientale, p. 190.

i«8 Dissertatio Osteologioa de' Modo" qutf Osstf se ViCiflia ciCcommodtot fartibus. Ludg.

Ilat;.1713, 4to;,.tab. 1.

>** Quotedfrom Prichard, oji. cit;,-p. 215. >« Latham, op. oit.,-p. 77.'
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It is while studying the physical characters of this interesting
people, that the cranioscopist, in view of the little attention which
his favorite science has received, and the scanty materials, therefore,
by which he is guided, is forced to exclaim, in the language of St.

Augustine, "Mirantur homines altitudines montium, ingentes fluctus
maris, altissimos lapsus fluminum et oceani ambitum et gyros siderum
et relinquunt se ipsos, nee mirantur."

Much discrepancy of opinion exists with regard to the origin,

homogeneity, and characteristic physical conformation of the Turkish
family. In consequence of the application of the term Tartar, their
origin has been assigned to the tribes of Lake Bouyir, in East Mon-
golia. Eemusat, Klaporth, and Rittee regard them as descendants
of the Hiong-Nu, who, prior to the Christian Era, threatened to
overrun and subjugate China with their mighty hordes. Pbichaed
is inclined to consider this opinion unquestionable. "« D'Omalitjs
D'Halloy classifies them along with the Finns and Magyars, as de-

scendants or representatives of the ancient Scythse.^*' Latham makes
a remark which evinces a concurrence of opinion—"A large, perhaps
a very large portion of the Scythe must have been Turk ; and if so,

it is amongst the Turks that we must look for some of the wildest

and fiercest of ancient conquerors." On a preceding page he ob-

serves, " Practically, I consider that the Mongoliform physiognomy
is the rule with the Turk, rather than the exception, and that the

Turk of Turkey exhibits the exceptional character of his family." ^^

Much of this difference of opinion appears to result from the nota-

ble fact that, in traversing the Turkish area, we encounter different

types of countenance and of physical conformation generally. In
the absence of an adequate collection of crania representing the

numerous tribes composing this family— which collection would be
of the greatest utility in deciding this mooted point— we are forced

to adopt, by way of explanation, one or other of the three following

suppositions :—Either the typical Mongolian of Eastern Asia passes,

by certain natural transitionary forms,— displayed by the tribes of

Turkish Asia—into the European lype ; or, the Turk once possessed

a peculiar form, standing midway between that of the European and
Mongol, the intervening sub-types or forms having resulted from a

double amalgamation on the part of the Turk ; or, lastly, we must
recognise in the Mongolian form a primitive type, which, by amal-

gamation with the European, has begotten the Turk. The second

of these propositions appears to me the most tenable. However, as

Dr. Morton's collection contains no skulls of the Turkish tribes, I

>«« Nat. Hist, of Man, p. 209. "' Des Eaoes Humaines, p. 83.

>« Varieties of Man, pp. 78-9.
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have not tlie necessary data to arrive at a positive conclusion as to

the existence of a primary and peculiar cranial type among the

Turks. N'evertheless, if the reader will

carefully inspect the accompanying figure

of a Turkish cranium in the Blumenbae

chian collection, and compare it with our

Kalmuck standard, I deeni it highly pro-

bable that he will with me recognize for

the Turkish region a sub-typical form,

which, thougb closely related to the Mon-

golic, differs froni it mainly in possessing

a more oval face, and a more decidedly

globular skull. Blumenbach thus de-

TcBK. scribes the head in his possession:

" The cranium is nearly globular ; the foramen magnum is placed almost at the posterior

end of the hasis cranii, so that there seems to be no occiput ; the forehead broad ; the

glabella prominent ; the malar fossse gently depressed, and the proportions of the face,

upon the whole, symmetrical and elegant. The external occipital protuberance is but little

developed ; the occipital condyles very large and convex ; the alveolar edge of the superior

maxilla very short, so that just beneath the nose it scarcely equals in height the breadth

of the little finger."

Judging from the accounts of travellers, it would seem that among

the most Eastern of the Turkish races, such as the Kirghis of Bal-

kash and the irreclaimable nomades of the dreary plains of Turkistan,

the Mongolic physiognomy more especially predominates. This, it

will be recollected, is the region in which the Mongols proper and

the Turks meet and overlap. The skull of a Kirghis, figured by

Blumenbach (Tab. XHI.) furnishes a good exemplification of the

cranial form of this region. In a Don Cossack (Tab. TV.) the Mon-
golian tendency is equally manifest. The Yakuts of the Lena, before

described, and the ISTojai Tartars (judging from a figure in Hamilton

Smith's work), also belong to this type."' South of the Kirghis are

the TJzbecks, who, according to Lieut. Wood, resemble the former,

but are better proportioned. The reader will obtain some general

idea of the points of resemblance and difference between the Uzbecks

and their Eastern conquerors, by referring to the portrait of Sjah

Mierza, an Uzbeck Tartar, in the "Ethnographic Tableau" illus-

trating Mr. G-liddon's Chapter VI.

Through the skulls of the Osmanli Turks and the Tartars of the

Kasan— especially the latter-^ the Turkish head proper graduates

>«» Op. oit., plate 9, fig. 2.
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into the European form. Both these tribes are among the most

anciently civilized of the race. The
high European forms so often seen ^'^^- ^^'

among the Osmanlis are no longer pro-

blematic. A knowledge of the hete-

rogeneous additions accepted by their

Seldjukian ancestors, and already re-

ferred to in sufiBicient detail, has served

not a little to dissipate the mystery

attached to this subject. Of the genea-

logical impurity of the Turks I think

there can be but little doubt. Their

indiscriminate amalgamations are thus

briefly hinted at by D'Halloy : Tartar.

" II parait," says he, " d'apr^ les portraits d'anciens peuples turcs, que I'on a trouv^s

dans les historiens chinoia, que ces peuples avaient originairement des cheveux ronssatres,

et que leurs yeux fitaient d'un gris verdatre ; mais ces caractferes se sont perdus, et main-

tenant on remarque que les Turcs qui habitent au nord-est du Caucase, partioipent plus ou

moins des caractires des Mongols, et que ceux ^tablis au sud-ouest pr^sentent les formes

de la race blanche d'une manifere trfe-prononc^e, mais avec des cheveux et des yeux noirs

;

circonstances qui s'expliquent par le melange avec les Mongols pour les premiers, et par

qelui avec les Perses et les Aram^ens pour les seconds, d'autant plus que les Turcs, qui

sont g^n^ralement polygames, ont beaucoup de goAt pour les femmes ^trangferes." '^

Quite recently, Major Alexander Cunningham, of the Bengal

Engineers, has given us an excellent account of the physical charac-

ters of the Bhotiyahs, an interesting race occupying a considerable

portion of Thibet and the Himdlayan range of mountains.

"The face of the Boti," says he, "is broad, flat, and square, with high cheek-bones,

large mouth, and narrow forehead. The nose is broad and flat, and generally much turned

up, with wide nostrils, and with little or no bridge. The eyes are small and narrrow, and

the upper eyelids usually have a peculiar and angular form that is especially ugly. The

eyes are nearly always black ; but brown, and even blue eyes, are seen occasionally. The

inner corners are drawn downwards by the tension of the skin over the large cheek-bones

;

the eyelids are therefore not in one straight line, parallel to the mouth, as is the case with

Europeans, but their-lines meet in a highly obtuse angle pointing downwards. This gives

au appearance of obliquity to the eyes themselves that is very disagreeable. The ears are

prominent, very large, and very thick; they have also particularly long lobes, and are

altogether about one-half larger than those of Europeans. The mouth is large, with full

and somewhat prominent lips. The hair is black, coarse, and thick, and usually straight

and crisp. Bushy heads of hair are sometimes seen, but I believe that the frizzly appear-

ance is not due even in part to any natural tendency to curl, but solely to the tangled and

thickly agglomerated matting of the hair consequent upon its never having been combed or

washed from first to second childhood."'^'

BO Op. cit., pp. 89, 90.

^ liodik, Physical, Statistical, and Historical, with Notices of the Surrounding Countries,

London, 1854, p. 296.
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A Penjiir of Lhassa is thus described by Hodgson :

« Face moderately large, sub-OToid, widest between angles of jaws, less between

cheek-bones, which are prominent, but not very. Forehead rather low, and narrowing some-

what upwards ; narrowed also transversely, and much less wide than the back of the Head.

Frontal sinus large, and brows heavy. Hair of eye-brows and lashes sufBcient ;
former not

arphed, but obliquely descendent towards the base of nose. Eyes of good size and shape,

but the inner angle decidedly dipt, or inclined downwards, though the outer is not curved

up. Iris a flue, deep, clear, chestnut-brown. Eyes wide apart, but well and distinctly

separated by the basal ridge of nose, not well opened, cavity being filled with flesh. Nose

sufficiently long, and well raised, even at base, straight, thick, and fleshy towards the end,

with large wide nares, nearly round. Zygomse large and salient, but moderately so. Angles

of the jaws prominent, more so than zygomse, and face widest below the ears. Mouth

moderate, well-formed, with well-made, closed lips, hiding the fine, regular, and no way

prominent teeth. Upper lip long. Chin rather small, round, well formed, not retiring.

Vertical line of the face very good, not at all bulging at the mouth, nor retiring below, and

not much above, but more so there towards the roots of the hair. Jaws large. Ears mode-

rate, well made, and not starting from the head. Head well formed and round, but longer

d parte post than d parte ante, or in the frontal region; which is somewhat contracted cross-

wise, and somewhat narrowed pyramidally upwards Mongolian cast of features

decided, but not extremely so ; and expression intelligent and amiable." i^a

Klaporth has shown that a general resemblance prevails between

the languages of the Turk, Mongolian, and Tungusian. The fore-

going remarks upon the cranial characters of these people, are, to

some extent, confirmatory of the slight affinity here supposed to be

indicated. The Turk and Mongol, however, appear to me to be

more related to each other than to the Tungusian, whose cranial

conformation must rather be regarded as transitionary from the

pyramidal type. Indeed, the Tungusian tribes 'seem to connect the

Chinese with the frozen North ; for, in a modified degree, the same

differences which separate the true Hyperborean from the typical

Mongol, also separate the Chinese from the latter. In other words,

the Chinese nation, in the form of their heads, resembles the great

Inuit family more than the Mongolian. This opinion is based upon

the critical examination of eleven Chinese skulls, obtained from

various sources, and now comprised in the Mortonian collection.

If we compare together the lateral or profile view of the Eskimo

(Fig. 10) with that of a Chinese (No. 94 in Morton's collection— the

head of " one of seventeen pirates who attacked and took the French

ship 'Le ISTavigateur,' in the China Sea"), it will be seen that they

both present the same long, narrow form, appearing as if laterally

. compressed. In both the temporal ridge mounts up towards the

vertex, and in both a large surface is presented for the attachment

of the temporal muscle. In both the forehead is recedent, and the

occiput prominent. But, while in the Eskimo (and this is a charac-

152 Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. xvii., part 2, p. 222. See .also Prichard's

Nat. Hist, of Man, edited by Edwin Norris, vol. I. p. 219.
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teristic feature) the greater portion

of the malar surface looks ante-

riorly, thus,giving the dispropor-

tionate sub-orhital breadth to the

face ; in the Chinese, on the con-

trary, I find that the greater por-

tion ofthis surface looks laterally,

the zygomatic arches not being

separated so Avidely. Hence, the

greatest transverse diameter of

the base of the Chinese cranium

does not fall in the anterior re-

gion between the zygomse, as we
have seen to be the case in the

Fig. 18.

Chinese (No. 94).

Eskimo cranium. It should be observed, moreover, that the jaw is

more rounded and less massive in the latter than in the former. In
the Chinese, the chin is more acuminated ; but it is a curious fact

that in both we have the same prognathous character of the upper
jaw. When we compare the two facially, we become aware that

they differ, not only in breadth of face, but also in that particular

element which helps to give to the face of the Eskimo its diamond
or lozenge shape. In this latter, the forehead is flat, narrow, and
triangular ; in the Chinese, a broader, less flat, and square forehead

changes the character of the face, as is shown in all the specimens

which I have examined, especially in N'os. 426 and 427 of Morton's

collection. Other features equally interesting I might point out, but

my space does not permit, and, moreover, I hope to be able to return

to this inquLty in a future publication. On page 45 of the Crania

Americana, I find the following description, from the pen of Dr.

MOKTON

:

" The Chinese skull, so far as I can judge from the specimens that have come under my
inspection, is oblong-oval in its general form ; the os frontis is narrow in proportion to the

width of the face, and the vertex is prominent: the occiput is moderately flattened ;
iss the

face projects more than in the Caucasian, giving an angle of about seventy-five degrees

;

the teeth are nearly vertical, in which respect they differ essentially from those of the

Malay; and the orbits are of moderate dimensions and rounded."

Blawchard thus alludes to the Chinese cranium

:

" Dans les cranes de Chinois,'5i la face vue par devant est allong^e ; elle n'a plus ces

c6t€s parallfeles que nous avons signal^s dans les races oc^aniques, elle s'amincit graduelle-

ment vers le bas. Le coronal est large ; mesurfi dans sa plus grande ^tendue, la largeur

^quivaut ^ pen prfes k la hauteur, prise de Torigine des os nasaux & sa jonotion avec les

IS' This feature I cannot detect in any of the above-mentioned eleven eliuUfi.

1" PI. 43 of Dumoutier's Atlas.
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pari^taux sur la ligne m^diane. Observe par deTant, on Toit olairement,,que sans affeoter

la forme vraiment pyramidale propre aux Polyn^siens et un peu aux Malayo-Polyn^siens, 11

se retr^cit graduellement vers le sommet. Vu de profil, le front se montre en g^n^ral assez

rejetg en arrifere. Le maxillaire supfirieur est assez fitroit et assez allongfi ; le maxillaire

inf{Srievir est ^galement €troit, comparatiTement au d^veloppement de la portion supfirieure

de la tSte. Les os maxillaires sent assez pro^minents comme on peut s'en rendre compte

ais^ment en consid€rant nne tSte de Chinois par le profil. La region occipitale s'^tend peu

en arrifere. Ces caractferes se voient nettement dans les tStes representees par M. Dumou-

tier, et nous les avons retrouves dans plusieurs sujets qui existent dans la collection anthro-

pologique du Museum d'histoire naturelle de Paris.

" Si nous comparons ces tStes de Chinois aveo celles des habitants des Philippines,"*

les differences sent bien palpables, et pourtant il y a une grande analogie dans la forme

gengrale, dans le contour coi'onal observe par devant. La face, chez les Chinois, est beau-

coup plus allonges ; le front, vu de profil, est moins oblique, ce qui donne necessairement

plus d'ampleur a la partie antero-superieure de la tete ; les os maxillaires sent aussi sensi-

blement moins avances ; de Ik un angle facial un peu plus ouvert. Enfin, dans tons les

cas, la partie posterieure de la tete est un peu moins allongee.

" De ces faits il resulte que la tete des Chinois, trfes-analogue sous bien des rapports &,

celle des Malais, en difffere d'une fa9on notable et se rapproche d'autant du type eur,opeen.

Mais lorsq'on vient k mettre en presence les cranes de Chinois et d'Europeens, c'est une

difference bien autrement importante qui se manifeste devant des yeux exerces h ce genre

d'etude. Un naturaliste de la Hollande, M. Vander Hceven, a dej^ indique plusieurs

differences dans les proportions du crS,ne.'56 Chez le Chinois, la face est plus longae que

chez I'Europeen,!"' Tangle facial est bien moins ouvert, le coronal deprime, sauf une , ligne

courbe presque regulifere de la base au sommet, tandis que dans la tgte de I'Europeen, le

front est presque droit et forme presque un coude au sommet, pour aller rejoindre les

parietaux ; tout cela, sans doute, avec des nuances bien prononcees, mais ce qui n'en est

pas moins encore trfes-marque, quand on compare des tfetes d'hommes de races aussi

differentes.

" En mettant en presence des tfetes de Chinois et d'hommes de race semitique, il y a un
peu plus de rapport, plus de rapport surtout dans la longueur de la face. Chez les Juifs,

les Arabes, etc., cependant, si le frontal est plus rejete en arrifere que chez les Europeens,

quand on le considfere par devant, on voit qu'il reste large au sommet, au lieu de se retrecir

eomme chez les Chinois. Dans les tetes de Chinois, les os nasaux sont moins saiUants, les

OS maxillaires sont plus proeminents, la partie posterieure de la tSte est moins oblongue.

"Enfin les Chinois, d'aprfes tons les caractferes anthropologiques que nous pouvons
observer, se montrent dans le genre humaiu comme un type bien caracterise et comme un
type iuferieur aux races europeennes et semitiques, ainsi que cela resulte d'un angle facial

moins ouvert, d'une ampleur moins grande de la portion antero-superieure de la tgte, et

d'une saillie plus considerables des os maxillaires. Or comme il n'est pas douteux que
I'ampleur de la partie antero-superieure de la tete ne soit un indice de superiorite, et le

developpement des os maxillaires un indice d'inferiorite, I'anthropologiste doit classer la

race chinoise comme inferieure aux races de I'Europe et de I'Orient. L'etude de I'histoire,

des mceurs, des resultats intellectuels de ces peuples conduit absohiment ^ la m&me
classification." iss

The Japanese are generally considered as belonging to the same
type as the Chinese. The collection contains but one Japanese
skull, presented by Dr. A. M. Lynch, U.S.Isr. The appearance of

165 PI. 40 of Dumoutier's Atlas.

iw Annates des Sciences naturelles, 2° serie.

157 Dumoutier's Atlas, pi. 2,5, bis. m Op. cit., pp. 228-34.
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this cranium does not exactly Fig. 19.

comport with the above state-

ment. Knowing nothing of its

history, and having no other for

comparison, I simply annex a

representation of it without fur-

ther comment.^^

These observations, in the ag-

gregate, conflict with the opinion

of Peichard,— an opinion sus-

tained by many others— that "the
j

Chinese, and the Koreans, and the

Japanese belong to the same type of the human species as the

nations of High Asia." He explains away the evident differences

by a certain softening and mitigation of the Mongolian traits.

Latham also calls the Chinese a "Mongol softened down." Such

expressions are unfortunate; they lead to misconceptions which

often seriously retard the progress of science, particularly its dif-

fusion among the masses.'*

The Indo-Chinese nations, including the Mantchurian Tungus, or

those south of the Alden, should be regarded as a distinct but closely

allied type, a type bearing certain resemblances to the pyramidal

form on the one hand, and the globular on the other, but positively

separated from these two by certain slight but apparently constant

differences.

The Koreans, judging from the description of Siebold, exhibit the

same type.

"L'ensemble de leurs traits perte, en g^n^ral, le caractfere de la race Mongole ; la largenr

et la rudesse de la figure, la preeminence des pommettes, le d^veloppement des machoires,

159 "1,63 Japonais," says D'Hahoy, "ont en g^n^ral les caractferes mongoliques moins

prononc^es que les Chinois, ce que Ton attribue & un melange avec d'autres peuple, peut-

etre des Kouriliens, qui auraient habits le pays avant eux." Op. cit., p. 124.

I™ Upon p. 235 of his Nat. Hist, of Man, Prichabd gives a profile view of a Chinese

cranium, which, he says, " appears to differ but little from the European." Now if any

one, at all familiar with European skull-forms, will take the trouble to inspect the figure in

question, he will at once perceive how erroneous is the above statement. Every careful

craniographer must object to such loose remarks. Again, upon the third and fourth plates

of his work, he compares together- the crania of a Congo negro, a Chefimache Indian of

Louisiana, and a Chinese of Canton, and from the manifest resemblances between them, he

ventures to assert that the characteristics of these widely-separated races cannot be relied

upon as specific. In the Mortonian collection, so numerously represented in American and

African skulls, and containing twelve Chinese crania, also, I cannot find a parallel instance

of this similarity. I am forced to conclude, therefore, either that Dr. P. was mistaken as

to the sources of these skulls, or that we should regard their similarity as one of those

exceptional or aberrant examples, which occasionally arise to puzzle the cranioscopist in

the present unsettled state of the science.
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la forme dcras^e de la raoine nasale et les ailes ^largies du nez, la grandeur de la bouche,

I'gpaisseur des Ifevres, I'apparente obliquity des yeux, la chevelure roide, abondante, d'uu

noir brunatre ou tirant sur le roux, I'epaisaeur des sourclls, la rarct^ de la barbe, et enfin

un telnt couleur de froment, rouge jaun^tre, les font reconnaitre, au premier abord, pour

des naturels du nord et de 1'Asie. Ce type se retrouTe ohez la plupart des Cor^ens que nous

avons vus, et ils conviennent eux mgmes que o'est celui qui distingue le mieux leur nation."

He proceeds to express his conviction of the co-existence of two

distinct types in this region.

Of the tribes of the Trans-Gangetic or Indo-Chinese Peninsula,

the Mortonian collection contains but one representative—a Cochin-

Chinese from Turon Bay Q^o. 1527)—which appears to me artibcially

deformed. I am therefore unable, at present, to arrive at any deter-

mination of their cranial type. Finlayson describes these tribes in

the following manner

:

"The face is remarkably broad and flat; the cheek-bones prominent, large, spreading,

and gently rounded ; the glabellum is flat, and unusually large ; the eyes are, in general,

small ; the aperture of the eyelids, moderately linear in the Indo-Chinese nations and the

Malays, is acutely so in the Chinese, bending upwards at its outer end ; the lower jaw is

long, and remarkably full under the zygoma, so as to give to the countenance a square

appearance ; the nose is rather small than flat, the alse not being distended in any uncommon

degree; in a great number of Malays, it is largest towards its point; the mouth is large,

and the lips thick ; the beard is remarkably scanty, consisting only of a few straggling

hairs ; the forehead, though broad in a lateral direction, is in general narrow, and the hairy

scalp comes down very low. The head is peculiar ; the antero-posterior diameter being

uncommonly short, the general form is rather cylindrical ; the occipital foramen is often

placed so far back that from the crown to the nape of the neck is nearly a straight line.

The top of the head is often very flat.- The hair is thick, coarse, and lank ; its color is

always black." i^'

Dr. EuscHENBEEGBR thus describcs the Siamese :

" The forehead is narrow at the superior part, the face between the cheek-bones broad,

and the chin is again narrow, so that the whole contour is rather lozenge-shaped than oval.

The eyes are remarkable for the upper lid being extended below the under one at the corner

next to the nose
;

' but it is not elongated like that organ in the Chinese or Tartar races.

The eyes are dark or black, and the white is dirty, or of a yellowish tint. The nostrils are

broad, but the nose is not flattened, like that of the African. The mouth is not well formed,

the lips projecting slightly ; and it is always disfigured, according to our notions of beauty,

by the universal and disgusting habit of chewing areca-nut. The hair is jet black, renitent

and coarse, almost bristly, and is worn in a tuft on the top of the head, about four inches

in diameter, the rest being shaved or clipped very close. A few scattering hairs, which

scarcely merit the name of beard, grow upon the chin and upper lip, and these they cus-

tomarily pluck out.

" The occipital portion of the head is nearly vertical, and, compared with the anterior

and sincipital divisions, very small ; and I remarked, what I have not seen in any other

than in some ancient Peruvian skulls from Pachacamac, that the lateral halves of the head

are not symmetri<;al. In the region of firmness the skull is very prominent ; this is remark-

ably true of the talapoins-''^^^

'61 Embassy to Siam and Hue, p. 230.

162 A Voyage Round the World ; including an Embassy to Muscat and Siam. By W. S. W
Ruschenberger, M. D. Philada., 1838, p 299.
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Nbal {Residence in the Kingdom ofSiam) assures us that the Siamese

differ in their physical characters from all the surrounding nations.

According to Mokton, among the inhabitants of Cochin-China, or

Annam, "the general form of the face is round, so that the two

diameters are nearly equal. The forehead is short and broad, but

the occipital portion of the head is more elongated than in the

people of Siam. The chin is large and broad ; the beard grisly and

thin, the hair copious, coarse, and black ; the nose small, but well-

formed, and the lips moderately thick."

Blanchakd alludes to the inhabitants of Malacca, and the forms

of their crania, in the following terms

:

" La population de Malacca, du reste, comme celle des lies de la Sonde, n'est pas homo-

gfene ; 11 y en a une partie qui pr^sente une civilisation analogue a celle des Malais ; il y en

a une autre, form^e de tribus incultes, qui habite les forfets de I'int^rieur du pays. Les

tetes des naturels de Malacca representees dans I'atlas de M. Dumoutier ne sauraient Stre

rapprochees indifKremment de toutes celles que nous avons decritea des habitants de la

Malaisie.

"Vues par deyaut, ce sont des faces courtes comme chez tons les peuples des races

malaises. Mais ici il n'y a pas cette ampleur du coronal et des parietaux que nous avons

signaiee chez le naturel d'Amboine, represents dans notre atlas, ni chez le Bughis de

Ouadjou, ni chez les naturels des Philippines.

" Chez nos individus de Malacca, Ton observe aussi un plus grand developpement des os

maxillaires, et Ton retrouve ainsi cette forme h cStes parallMes que nous avons vu si fre-

quemment dans les types precedemment dScrits.

" M. Dumoutier a place les tetes de naturels de Malacca sur la m6me planche que le

naturel d'Amnoubang de I'lle de Timor ; nous ne croyons pas qu'il faille venir chercher ici

une ressemblance bien grande. Dans la tete du Timorien, le front est plus bas et plus large

vers le haut, la partie posterieure de la t6te est plus aUongee, les maxillaires sont plus

avances, etc.

"Ces hommea de Malacca ressemblent, au contraire, d'une manifere frappante, au Bughis

de I'Etat de Sidenring dont il a ete question plus haut.

" C'est la mSme face, courte, avec le coronal etroit, peu eieve, rejete en arrifere, deprime

au-dessus des arcades sourciliferes ; seulement chez le Bughis il y a une tendance un peu

plus marquee ^ la forme pyramidale. Les apophyses zygomatiques sont de meme extrS-

mement saillantes ; le maxillaire superieur est large et court, sans I'etre autant que chez

le naturel de Ceifebes, et le maxillaire inferieur est aussi fort large. Enfiu chez les uns et

les autres la region posterieure n'est que peu etendue en arrifere.

"En resume, il n'est pas douteux que le Bughis represents dans I'atlas de M. Dumoutier

et les individus de Malacca appartiennent a la mSme race. Le fait que nous constatons ici

devient une grande preuve & I'appui de I'opinion trfes-repandue parmi les ethnographes que

les Bughis sont les descendants d'individus originaires du continent. Ce qui jette toujours

dans un grand embarras, c'est la diversite des types observes sur la plupart des points de

la Malaisie et dans les divers endroits du continent indien."i6'

The above descriptions evidently lead to the recognition of several

varieties or sub-types of cranial form in the Indo-Chinese Peninsula,

some of which are more or less related to the predominating type of

163 Op. cit, pp. 220-2.
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Central Asia, while others approximate the Malayan, and through

these the Polynesian forms. Indo-China may therefore be regarded

as the transitionary or debatable ground between Asia and Polynesia,

Concerning the skull-forms of the mysterfous aboriginal tribes of

this region, who here and there "crop out" above the prevailing

type (the perplexing representatives of an earlier and perhaps primi-

tive humanitarian epoch), I have nothing to say, being vsdthout the

necessary material. Among these relics of a former time may be

enumerated the savage Garo, or hill-tribes of South-west Assam,

with their ISTegro characteristics ; the savage blacks of the Andam-

man Isles ; and certain wild tribes dwelling to the north of Ava, and

differing from the dominant population in language, religion, and

physical characters. These, in common with the Bheels and Govand

ti'ibes of Guzerat, the Puharrees of Central, the Cohatars of Southern,

and the Jauts of Western India, all seem to be the remnants of a

once powerful and widely-spread people.

Very few, if any, people are more varied in their physical charac-

ters than the great Indostanic Family. Conquest and amalgamation

have disguised and altered its primitive types in a remarkable degree.

Only here and there, in the mountainous regions, do we catch a glimpse

of these types. A portion of the aborigines appear to have been of a

dark or quite black complexion,

" lu general, the face ii oval, the nose straight or slightly aquiline, the mouth small, the

teeth vertical and well-formed, and the chin rounded and generally dimpled. The eyes are

black, bright, and expressive, the eyelashes long, and the brow thin and arched. The hair

is long, black, and glossy, and the beard very thin. The head of the Hindoo is small in

proportion to the body, elongated and narrow especially across the forehead, which is only

moderately elevated." •"

The collection contains in all forty-three crania of the Indostanic

Eace. Among these skulls, at least two tj'pes can be distinguished.

1st. The fair-skinned Ayras, a conquering race, speaking a Sanscrit

dialect, and occupying Ayra-Varta, which extends from the Vindya
to the Himalaya Mountains, and from the Bay of Bengal to the

Indian Ocean, and comprises the Mahrattas, and other once powerful

tribes, who have so boldly and obstinately resisted the English arms.

These tribes are of Persian origin. They migrated to India, accord-

ing to M, Guigniaut, as early as 3101 b. c, 2d. The Bengalee,

represented by thirty-five skulls. Dr. Morton considers these small-

statured, feeble-minded, and timid people as an aboriginal race upon
whom a foreign language has been imposed.
Of the eight Ayra skulls in the collection, six are of the Brahmin

'" Crania Americana, p. 32.
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Hindu (1330).

caste, and two are Thuggs. Fig. Fig- 20.

20— the skull of Sumboo-Sing,

hanged at Calcutta for murder

—

very well represents this peculiar

type. In the Anthropologie of

Smile Blanohakd, the reader will

find an interesting comparison

drawn between the Hindoo, Malay,

and Micronesian forms of the cra-

nium.

I have abeady, in substance, ex-

pressed the opinion that the cra-

_ nium of the Lapp, in point of con-

formation, must be' regarded as

constituting the connecting link between the types predominating

in the Boreal Zone, and those encountered among the European or

Indo-Germanic races. I have also ventured the opinion that, through

the Osmanlis and the Khazan Tartars, the Mongolic form, character-

izing the Asiatic realm, glided, by an easy transition, into the Euro-

pean. But Asia graduates into Europe still more naturally, perhaps,

through the races constituting the widely-spread Finnic or Tchudic

famiily, which, at an epoch antedating the earliest records, occupied

the country extending from Norway to the Yennisei, north of the

55th degree of latitude in Asia, and the 60th in Europe. I have now
to state that, through the Affghan skull, the Indostanic blends with

the Semitic form. Thus, then, it appears that, in pursuing our cra-

nial investigations, it is immaterial what route we take in passing

from the Asiatic into the so-called European or Caucasian area.

Whether we journey from Hindustan through Affghanistan, seeking

the table-lands of Iran ; or, setting out from the heart of Mongolia,

traverse the Turkish region, and so enter Asia Minor ; or, penetrate

from the North-East into Scandinavia, through the inteinrening Lapps

and Finns, we meet with the same result—a type which is, in general^,

as unlike that of the great region just surveyed, as are the animal

and vegetable forms of these two countries.

The home of the so-called European, Caucasian, or White race,

comprehends Europe, Africa north of the Saharan Desert, and South-

western Asia. This extensive region may, for convenience of study,

be divided into four provinces, of which the first, extending from

Finnmark southward into the heart of Europe, is occupied by the

Teutonic, Gothic, or Scythic family ; the second comprises Western

and Southern Europe, and is inhabited by the Celtic family; the"

third, located in Eastern Europe, contains the great Shlavic group;
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while tlie fourth, or Africo-Asiatic, extends along the southern shore

of the Mediterranean into Asia, as far east as Affghanistan, and is

occupied by the expansive Semitic family. A closer and more criti-

cal examination of these four divisions compels us to recognise for

each a number of minor areas or limited districts, vrhich, vi^hile they

bear to each other a general family likeness, are also characterized

by floral and faunal peculiarities, in harmony with certain cranial

distinctions about to be noticed.

When to the increasing number of naturally sub-typical forms are

added the innumerable hybrid varieties resulting from the extensive

migrations and endless intermixtures which, from remote times, have

been going on in this region, it becomes evident that any attempt at

a successful generalization of these forms must necessarily be at--

tended with much difficulty. To grasp the idea of a European type

is one thing; to select from a number of skulls one which shall

embody the essentials of this idea, so as to serve for a standard, is

quite another.

In the co-nsideration of European types, I commence with the

Finns.

Attempts have been made to associate the Ugrian family, in point

of origin, with the nomadic races of Central Asia. But historically,

no proof can be. adduced that they ever dwelt as a body upon the

plateaux of this latter region. They are not true nomades ; and, as

far as I can learn, differ in physical characters from their neighbors.

The only support to the opinion is a certain affinity of language.

Anciently the Ugrian area extended from the Baltic into Trans-

Uralian Siberia. The western extremity penetrated Europe, and
was inhabited by the True Finns, whose relation to the Lapps I have

already briefly alluded to. The eastern extremity mainly comprised

the ITgrians or Jugorians. Between the two dwelt the Tchudse

proper. Latham is disposed to bring the Samoiedes, Yenniseians,

and Yukahiri into this area, thus carrying the Ugrians nearly to

Bhering's Strait, and almost in contact with the Eskimo.'^ Ana-
tomical characters not to be slighted, not to be explained away, are,

however, against the attempt.

Through the kindness of Prof. Retzius, of Stockholm, the Mor-
tonian collection has been lately increased by the addition of nine

specimens of the true Finnic stock. Of these heads, I find the largest

internal capacity is 112-5, the smallest 81-5, and the mean, 95-3 cubic

inches. From an examination of these skulls, the following brief

description is derived: The regularly developed head has a square or

165 The Native Races of the Russian Empire. By R. G. Latham, M. D., &c., being vol. II.

of the Ethnographical Library, conducted by E. Norris, Esq. London, 1854, pp. 12, 13.
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somewhat angularlyround appear- Fig. 21.

ance. The antero-posterior dia-

meter being comparatively short,

it falls within the brachy-cephalic

class of Ketzius. The forehead is

broad, though less expansive than

in the true Germanic race. This

frontal breadth, the lateral expan-

sion of the parietalia, and the flat-

ness of the OS occipitis, give to the

coronal region, when viewed per-

pendicularly, a square, or rather

slightly oblong appearance. The ^""' (^^"^•

face is longer and less broad than in the Mongolian head, while the

lower jaw is larger, and the chin more prominent. Hence, the lower

part of the face is advanced, somewhat in the manner of the Scla^

vonian face. The whole head is rather massive and rude in struc-

ture, the bony prominences being strongly characterized, and the

sutures well defined. The general configuration of the head is

European, bearing certain resemblances, however, to the Mongolian

on the one hand, and the Sclavonian on the other.

I have already alluded to the great diversity of opinion relative

to the affiliations of the Finns, and the position to which they should

be assigned in ethnic classification. Maltb-Bkun distinguishes them
from both the Sclavonians and Germans, but associates them with

the Lapps.^^ Pinkerton coincides in this view, but' is inclined

to consider the Lapps a peculiar variety.'" Burdach classes the

Finns with the Sclaves and Lapps.'® Bory de St. Yincent con-

siders the Lapps, Samoiedes, and Tchuktchi as Hyperboreans, and

recognizes in the Finns a variety of tlge Sclavonic race.'*' Huecb
regards the Finns as a distinct people, dift'ering from both the Euro-

pean and Mongolian families.'"" " The Fin organization," writet

Latham, "has generally been recognized as Mongol—though Mon-
gol of the modified kind." '" The original identity of the Finn;

and Lapps has been argued from certain linguistic affinities between

the two races. Prichakd considers the evidence of their consan-

'"Js System of Universal Geography. Edinburgh, 1827. Vol. VI. p. 75.

'8' Modern Geography. Philadelphia, 1804, Vol. I. pp. 383, 404. Walckenaeb, the

French translator and editor of this work, draws a strong line of distinction between the

Finns and Lapps. Geographic Moderns. Paris, 1804, t. Sfeme, p. 258, note.

>«8 Der Mensch, cited by Hueck.

169 L'Homme, Essai Zoologique sur le Genre Hnmaine. 3e edit., t. 1.

"" De Craniis Estonum, p. 11.

"' Native Eaces of the Enssian Empire, p. 72.
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guinity to be sufficiently well demonstrated,''^ and cites Leemius,

GuNNEKUS, PoRTHAN, Ihke, Rask, and others as advocates of this

opinion. Opposed to this identity, however, are the well-marked

physical differences observed by nearly all the travellers who have

visited these people. Linn^us, long ago, pointed out, in the con-

cise terms of the naturahst, the most prominent of these differences.

" Fennones corpore toroso, capillis flavis prolixis, oculorum iridibns

fascis. Lappones corpore parvo, capillis nigris, brevibus, rectis;

oculorum iridibus nigrescentibus." Very ingenious theories have

been advanced to reconcile this assumed consanguinity with the

anatomical differentiee above indicated. Thus Von Buch ascribes

this difference to the fact, that of the two people, the Finns alone

use hot baths and warm clothing. Long separation and exposure to

different physical influences have also been deemed sufficient to

account for the discrepancy.

In consideration of the animated controversy which has been

carried on by the learned concerning the relationship of the Lapp

and the Finlander, it may be well to introduce here the carefully

drawn description of an Esthonian skull, originally published in

Latin by Dr. A. Hueck, of D.orpat.''" There are reasons for con-

sidering the Finnic type to be preserved in its greatest purity among

the Esthonians. These people appear to be the indigence of Esthonia

;

at least, " no earlier population seems to have preceded them.""*

"In the Esthonian race," says Dr. H., "the skull, though angular, is not very robust

A square form is most frequently observed, and even when it passes into an oval shape,

which is often the case, it presents a_well-defined appearance of angularity. A pyramidal

or wedge-like figure (forma cuneata) is more rarely encountered, and it has never happened

to me to observe a round Esthonian skull.

"At first sight, the calvaria, when compared with the facial skeleton, appears large;

and, if viewed from above or behind, square : for not only are the parietal bosses very

prominent, but the occiput, in the i«gion of the superior linea semicircularis, is strongly

arched both posteriorly and towards the sides. The sinciput is a little less broad than the

occiput; the forehead is plane, less gibbous than usual and low. The frontal breadth is

only apparent, because the more projecting external orbitar process, with the equally

prominent malar bones below, is continuous with the smoother posterior part of the semi-

circular line of the os frontis. The temporal fossa is capacious, though not very deep, and

is terminated anteriorly by the firm posterior margin of the frontal process of the malar

bone, and externally by a sufficiently strong zygomatic arch, under which juts out in the

posterior side the articular tubercle or crest, by which the zygomatic arch is continued

above the external opening of the ear. Moreover, the condyloid processes of the occipital

bone appear to me larger and more prominent than in the other skulls. On the other hand,

"2 Researches, iii., 297.

1" De Craniis Estonum commentatio anthropologica qua viro illustrissimo Joanni Theo-

dore Busgh, doctoris dignitatem impetratam gratulatur Ordo. Med. Univers. Dorpatensis,

interprete Dr. Alexander Hueck, Dorpati Livonorum, 1838, 4to.,, pp. 7-10.

"* See Latham's Native Races of the Russian Empire, p. 75.
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the mastoid process, in all the (Esthonian) skulls which I have examined, is small and less

IQUgh ; the Russian crania, on the contrary, excel in long and thick mastoid processes.

Not more developed is the external occipital protuberance ; nor in general are the impres-

sions of the muscles very conspicuous on the occipital bone.

" Upon comparing the base of the skull, I have found no differences of greater moment.

However, the internal occipital protuberance appears to me greater than usual ; the crucial

Unes are strongly characterized, and the transverse furrows deeper. While the ossa petrosa

project considerably into the cranial cavity, the os occipitale, where it forms the inferior

occipital fossa, is less convex; hence, from this conformation, the space occupied by the

cerebellum is manifestly narrowed. Nothing else is observable, except that the depressions

in the anterior part of the cranium present a more angular form, and, finally, the jugular

foramina appear to me larger than in the skulls of other races of men.

" The facial part, compared with the calvaria, is small, broad, and low. The breadth

(of the face) is produced, not so much by the development of the malar bones, as in skulls

of the Mongolian variety, but rather by a greater prominence of the malar process of the

superior maxilla. On this account, the inter-malar, compared with the frontal, diameter,

appears much greater than in Europeans in general. Hence, the external orbital margins

are flared out more, the distance between these margins is greater than the breadth of fore-

head, and the orbits themselves are wider. Therefore, the malar process of the maxillary

bone, being thus rendered more prominent, the antrum Highmorianum becomes necessarily

more capacious. For a similar reason, the sphenoidal sinuses, also, are deeper than in

German heads. And even the cells of the ethmoid are greater, and the paper-like lamina,

which is ordinarily vertical, is rather arched in the Esthonians, and projects towards the

orbit, blending gradually with the orbital surface of the body of the superior maxilla. The

frontal sinuses are very large, which, in the external aspect, is indicated by a prominent

glabella and projecting superciliary arches. ....
" The malar process of the upper maxilla is stronger than usual : on the other hand, the

frontal and alveolar processes of the same bone are shorter ; hence, the whole face, from

the naso-frontal suture to the alveolar margin, is shortened in length. This broad and lon-

gitudinally contracted form of the face especially affects the form of the orbits, and gives

to the skuU of the Esthonians its most characteristic type. For, in comparison with their

breadth, the orbits are low, and transversely oblong or almost square in shape. This ap-

pearance depends upon the above-mentioned proportions of the superior maxilla, and is

the more noticeable, because the supra-orbital margin descends lower under a very convex

superciliary arch, and is less curved in shape, while, opposite to it, the infra-orbital margin

also makes a very prominent edge."^ .... Antero-posteriorly, the orbit is somewhat

deeper than in other skulls, and, on account of the contracted entrance [humilem introitum)

appears to be deeper than it really is.

" The root of the nose, above which the glabella projects considerably, is compressed and

flat, and the nasal bones, but little arched, terminate in a pyriform aperture. The frontal

process of the upper maxillary bone being shorter, and the alveolar process lower, and, at

the same time, the body of the upper maxillary bone less broad than usual, the space sur-

rounded by the teeth is necessarily narrower. The incisor teeth of the upper jaw are

seldom perpendicular, but incline obliquely forwards, so that their alveolar edge, not formed

as in other crania, at the angle of the foramen incisivum, merges gradually into the hard

palate. The peculiar evolution of the organs inservient to mastication, gives rise to differ-

ences even in the skull. For the whole surface of the temporal fossa is more exactly de-

176 The prominence of the malar bones, the narrowness of the orbits, and the squareness

of their margins, was also observed about Dorpat, by Isenflamm (Analomische Unterauck-

ungen. Erlangen, 1822, pp. 254-6). C. Seidutz appears to have been the first to describe

the form of the orbits accurately ; he has attempted to show that this fotm gave rise to two

affections, common in this region— trichiasis and entropium. (Dmertatio Inauguralit de

Prxcipuis Oculorum Morbis inter Esthonoa obviis Dorpati Livonorum, 1821.)
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fined, not only by the semicircular line of the os frontis, but also by a very prominent crest

above the external meatus, into the posterior part of which the zygomatic processes are

continued. Moreover, in nearly all the Esthonian skulls, the external pterygoid processes

are very broad ; often the spinous process of the sphenoidal bone is, at the same time, so

prolonged, that it coalesces with the posterior margin of the former process This

conformation indicates a greater evolution of the external pterygoid muscle than in others

less broad. This muscle being efficient, the lateral motion of the lower jaw is increased, in

consequence of the smallness of the condyles as compared with the large glenoid cavity

;

hence, the crowns of the teeth, already worn down in the young, are proofs of the posses-

sion of the most powerful organs for masticating vegetable food. It only remains to be

observed that, in the lower jaw, the ascending ramus is lower than in skulls of the Cauca-

sian variety, the angle more obtuse, and the posterior part of the body of the jaw less broad,

and the anterior part higher, and the chin itself rounded, and rarely angular."

Such, according to Dr. Hueck, are the characters of the Esthonian

skull— characters which, he further assures us, are more pronounced

in proportion as these people are less mixed with others. He also

expresses a belief in the possibility of tracing the Finns to their

primitive sources, by a careful study of the heads found in ancient

sepulchres of this region.

From the foregoing descriptions the reader will readily perceive

the differences between the Finnic and Mongolic types of skull.

The Mongolian face is broad and.high, the cheek-bones very robust,

the malar fossa shallow, the nasal bones small and flat, teeth strong

and straightly placed, bounding a large space ; the orbits are deep and
less square. Oblique palpebral openings correspond to the formation

of the facial bones, for the internal orbital process of the frontal bone
descends more deeply than in the Caucasian variety, and the Estho-
nians especially, whence the lachrymal bone and the entrance to the
canal are lower down. The internal canthus being adjacent to this,

is placed lower ; hence the obliquity of the palpebral opening, so

peculiar to the Mongolian. We thus find nothing common to the
Mongolian type and to the shape of the Esthonian skull except a
certain squareness of figure which is not constant.

It will thus be seen that the cranial type of the Laplander belongs
to a lower order than that of the Finn, and that the former race falls

properly within the limits of the Arctic form, while the latter leans
decidedly towards the Indo-Germanic type, finding its relation to the
latter through the Sclavonian rather than the true Scandinavian
types. But inferiority of form is to some extent a natural indi-
cation of priority of existence. We are thus led from cranial investi-
gations alone to recognize the Lapps as the autochthones of JSTorth-

western Europe, who at a very remote period have been overlaid by
the encroaching Finn. This opinion is countenanced by the follow-
ing facts. Gbijbr assures us that the earliest historical accounts of
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the Lapps and Finns testify to their diversity and primitive separa-

tion. Under the combined pressure of the Swedes and Norwegians

on the west, and the Finns on the east, the Lapponic area has, from

the dawn of history, been a receding one. Lapponic names for places

are found in Finland, and, as already observed, human bones more

like those of the Laplanders than the Scandinavians have been found

in ancient cemeteries as far south as Denmark. Peter Hogstkom
tells us that the Lapps maintain that their ancestors formerly had

possession of all Sweden. We have it upon historical record, that so

late as the fifteenth century Lapponic tribes were pushed out of

Savolax and East Bothnia towards the north.

Prof. S. l^iLSSON, of Lund, thinks that the southern parts of Sweden
were formerly connected with Denmark and Germany, while the

northern part of Scandinavia was covered with the sea ; that Scania

received its post-diluvian flora from Germany ; and that as vegeta-

tion increased, graminivorous animals came from the south, followed

by the carnivora, and finally by man, who lived in the time of the

Boa primigenius and Ursus Spelceus. In proof of the antiquity here

assigned to Scandinavian man, he tells us that they have in Lund a

skeleton of the Bos pierced with an arrow, and another of the Ursus,

which was found in a peat-bog in Scania, under a gravel or stone

deposit, along with implements of the chase.^'^ From these imple-

ments, he infers that these aborigines were a savage race of fishers

and hunters.

"The BkuUs of the aboriginal inhabitants found in these ancient barrows are short

(brachy-cephalic of Ketzius), with prominent parietal tubers, and broad and flattened occi-

put. It is worthy of remark, that the same form of cranium exists among sereral Tery

1™ The reader will find some highly interesting and curious speculations upon the

antiquity of British Man, in a paper entitled, On the Claims of the Oigantic Irish Deer to be

considered as contemporary with Man, recently read (May, 1855), by Mr. H. Denny, before

the Geological and Polytechnic Society of the West Biding of Yorkshire. " In my endeavor

to trace the Megaceros down to the human era,'' says Mr. D., in concluding his paper, "I

am by no means advocating the idea that they have, as species, been equally long inhabi-

tants of this earth. On the contrary, I suppose that the last stragglers only, which escaped

annihilation by physical changes and causes, may have continued to exist down to Man's

first appearance on the British Isles ; and as precisely similar views regarding the extinction

of the Dinornis in New Zealand have been advocated by Dr. ManteU in one of his last com-

munications to the Geological Society, I shall make no apology in concluding with his

remarks when speaking of the Moa-beds : — Both these ossiferous deposits, though but of

yesterday in geological history, are of immense antiquity in relation to the human inhabi-

tants of the country. I believe that ages, ere the advent of the Maoris, New Zealand was

densely peopled by the stupendous bipeds whose fossil remains are the sole indications of

their former existence. That the last of the species was exterminated by human agency,

like the Dodo and Solitaire of the Mauritius, and the Gigantic Elk of Ireland, there can be

no doubt ; but, ere man began the work of destruction, it is not unphilosophical to assume

that physical revolutions, inducing great changes in the relative distribution of the land

19
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ancient people, such as the Iberians or Basques of the Pyrenees, the Lapps and Samoiedes,

and the Pelasgi, traces of whom are still found in Greece.

"Next in succession to this aboriginal race, subsisting by fishing and hunting, comes

another with a cranium of a more lengthened oval form, and prominent and narrow occiput.

I think this second race to have been of Gothic extraction, to have first commenced the

division of the land for agricultural purposes, and consequently to have had bloody strife

with the former inhabitants

"The third race which has inhabited Scandinavia came possibly from the North and

East, and introduced bronze into the country ; the form of the skull is very different from

that of the two former races. It is larger than the first, and broader than the second, and

withal prominent at the sides. I consider this race to have been of Celtic origin." The

fourth, or true Swea race, introduced into Sweden weapons and instruments of iron, and

appear to have been the immediate ancestors of the present Swedes. With this race

Swedish history fairly begins.^"

Prof. Retzitjs, in the main, coincides with the opinion of Prot

E'lLSSON. He applies to the Lapps the term Turanic, and regards

them as the relics of the true Scandinavian aborigines— a people

.who once occupied not only the southern part of Sweden, but also

Denmark, Great Britain, Northern Germany, and France. He calls

the Turanic skull, brachy-cephalic (short-head), and describes it as

short and round, the occiput flattened, and the parietal protuberances

quite prominent.™

A cast of a iN'orwegian skull in the Mortonian Collection (!N"o.

1260), is remarkable for its great size. It belongs to the dolicho-

cephalic variety of Rbtzius. The fronto-parietal convexity is regular

from side to side. The occipital region as a whole is quite promi-

nent ; but the basal portion of the occiput is flat and parallel with

the horizon when the head rests squarely upon the lower jaw. The
glabella, superciliary ridges, and external angular processes of the

OS frontis are very rough and prominent, overhanging the orbits and
inter-orbital space in such a manner as to give a very harsh and for-

bidding expression to the face. The semi-circular ridges passing

back from the external angular process, are quite elevated and sharp.

The nasal bones are high and rather sharp at the line of junction

;

orbits capacious ; malar bones of moderate size, and flattened antero-

laterally ; superior niaxilla rather small in comparison with the infe-

rior, which is quite large, and much flared out at the angles. The
facial angle is good, and the whole head strongly marked.
According to Prof. Eetzius, the Swedish cranium, as seen from

above, presents an oval figure. Its greatest breadth is to its greatest

and water in the South Pacific Ocean, may have so circumscribed the geographical limits

of the Dinornis and Palapteryx, as to produce conditions that tended to diminish their

numbers preparatory to their final annihilation."

"' Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, for 1847, p. 31.
™ See MUller's Archives, for 1849 p. 575.
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length as 1000 : 773. The external occipital protuberance is remark-

ably prominent, so that the external auditory meatus appears to occupy

a more advanced position than is really the case. A plane passing

through the two meati, perpendicular to the long diameter of the

cranium, cuts this diameter nearly in the middle. The face is long,

but not very prominent, the inferiorjaw well pronounced and massive,

while the inter-orbital space is large, as is generally the case with the

Northern races of men. From the skulls found in ancient tombs,

we may infer that this form has not varied for at least 1000 years.™

The Swedish form of skull, judging from the specimens in Mor-

ton's Collection, bears a family resemblance to the Norwegian, and

in several respects is not unlike the Anglo-Saxon head figured in

the first decade of Crania Britannica. In the Anglo-Saxon, how-

ever, the chin is more acuminated, and the maxillary rami longer.

The chief points of resemblance about the calvaria, are the slightly

elevated forehead, the rather flattened vertex, and the inclination of

the parietalia downwards and backwards towards the occiput. This

latter feature is also possessed by the Norwegian cast referred to

above.

In the skull of a Swedish woman of the thirteenth century (No.

1249 of the Mortonian Collection), the singularly protuberant occi-

put projects far behind the foramen magnum. The skulls of an

ancient Ostrogoth (No. 1255), and two ancient Cimbric Swedes (Nos.

1550 and 1532), evidently belong to the same peculiar type. These

four heads resemble each other as strongly as they differ from the

remaining Swedes, Finns, Germans, and Kelts in the Collection.

They call to mind the kumbe-kephalse, or boat-shaped skulls of

Wilson. No. 1362, a cast of an ancient Cimbrian skull, from the

Danish Island of Moen, presents the same elongated form. It differs

from the four preceding skulls in being larger, more massive, and

broader in the forehead.

Nos. 117, 1258, and 1488 possess the true Swedish form as described

above.

Two Swedo-Finland skulls (Nos. 1545 and 1546)— marked in my
manuscript catalogue as appertaining to " descendants of colonists

who settled in Finland in the most remote times"— are broader,

more angular, and less oval than the true Swedish form. The hori-

zontal portion of the occiput is quite flat, and the occipital protube-

rance prominent.

Three Sudermanland Swedes have the same general form. Three

Swedish Finns (mixed race) have a more squarely globular, and less

ira Ueber die Schadelfonnen der Nordbewohner in MuUer's Arohiv., 1R45.
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oval cranium than the true Swedes. In the skull of a Turaimic

Swede (JSTo. 121) the posterior region of the calvaria is broader, and

does not slope away so much. In general configuration this cranium

approaches the brachy-cephalic class of Retzius.

A Danish skull figured by InTilsson,^*' after Escheicht, of Copen

hagen, resembles the Lapponic much more than the IsTorwegian oi

Swedish forms described above.

The cranial types of G-reat Britain— the "islands set in the sea"

— next claim our attention.

The ethnology of the British Isles appears to be very closely con-

nected with that of Scandinavia. According to Prof. Nilsson, the

ancient inhabitants of Britain are identical with those of Norway

and Sweden.'^' Reference to the views put forth by different ethno-

graphers and archeologues reveals to us a remarkable degree of

uncertainty respecting the cranial forms and general physical charac-

ters of the primitive Britons.

"It seems strange," says Dr. Pbichakd, "that snoh a subject as the physical character

of the Celtic race should have been made a theme of controversy. Yet this has happened,

and the dispute has turned, not only on the question, what characteristic traits belonged to

the ancient Celtse, but, -what are those of their descendants, the AVelsh and the Scottish

Gael ?" '^ Again, he says—" The skulls found in old burial-places in Britain, which I have

been enabled to examine, differ materially from the Grecian model. The amplitude of the

anterior parts of the cranium is very much less, giving a comparatively small space for the

anterior lobes of the brain. In this particular, the ancient inhabitants of Britain appear

to have differed very considerably from the present. The latter, either as the result of many

ages of greater intellectual cultivation, or from some other cause, have, as I am persuaded,

much more capacious brain-cases than their forefathers.""' In another place, he asks—
"Was there anything peculiar in the conformation of the head in the British and Gaulish

races ? I do not remember that any peculiarity of features has been observed by Soman
writers in either Gauls or Britons. There are probably in existence sufficient means for

deciding this inquiry, in the skulls found in old British cairns, or places of sepulture. I

have seen about half-a-dozen skulls, found in different parts of England, in situations which

rendered it highly probable that they belonged to ancient Britons. All these partook of one

striking characteristic, viz., a remarkable narrowness of the forehead, compared with the

occiput, giving a very small space for the anterior lobes of the brain, and allowing room for

a large development of the posterior lobes. There are some modem English and Welsh

heads to be seen of a similar form, but they are not numerous. It is to be hoped that such

specimens of the craniology of our ancestors will not be suffered to fall into decay." i**

The hope here expressed, I may say, en passant, has at length met
with an able response, in the Crania Britannica of Messrs. Davis

180 Skandinaviska Nordens Urinvanare, ett forsok i comparativa Ethnographien af S. Nils-

son, Phil. Dr., &c. Christianstad, 1838. I. Haftel, Plate D, Fig. 10.

™ See his Letter to Dr. Davis, quoted in Crania Britannica, p. 17.
182 Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, 3d edition, vol. HI. London, 1841,

p. 189.

183 Ibid, 3d edit., vol. I., p. 305. is* ibid, III., 199.
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and Thurnam, who have spiritedly undertaken to "rescue and perpe-
tuate the faithful lineaments of a sufficient number of the skulls of
the ancient races of Britain to preserve authentic data for the
future."

Mr. Wilde, a distinguished antiquary, calls the primitiTe Irish—those who, in the remo-
test times, built the pyramidal sepulchres with stone passages— " globular-headed." The
skulls found in the "Cromlechs," or sepulchral mounds of a later date, he assures us are
" chiefly characterized by their extreme length from beforfe backwards, or what is technically
termed their antero-posterior diameter, and the flatness of their sides; and in this, and in
most other respects, they correspond with the second form of head discoyered in the Danish
sepulchres." They also " present the same marked characters in their facial aspect, and
the projecting occiput and prominent frontal sinuses, as the Danish" skulls. "The nose
in common with all the truly Irish heads 1 have examined, presents the most marked pecu-
liarities, and evidently must have been very prominent, or what is usually termed aquiline.
With this we have evidence of the teeth slightly projecting, and the chin square, well marked,
and also prominent; so that, on the whole, this race must have possessed peculiarly well-
marked features, and an intelligent physiognomy. The forehead is low, but not retreating.

The molar teeth are remarkably ground down upon their crowns, and the attachments of
the temporal muscles are exceedingly well marked Now, we find similar conditions
of head still existing among the modern inhabitants of this country, particularly beyond the
Shannon, towards the west, where the dark or Fir-Bolg race may still be traced, as distinct

from the more globular-headed, light-eyed, fair-haired Celtic people, who lie to the north-

east of that river." In the "Kistaeven," a still later form of the ancient funereal recep-

tacles, " the skull is much better proportioned, higher, more globular, and, in every respect

approaching more to the highest forms of the Indo-European variety of the Caucasian
race."'^

From these interesting researches of Mr. Wilde, it appears quite

evident that Ireland has, at different and distant periods, been peopled
by at least two, if not three, distinct races, of which the first was
characterized by a short, and the second by an elongated form of
skull ; thus con-esponding remarkably, in physical character and
order of succession, to the early inhabitants of Scandinavia.

Prof. Daniel Wilson, the learned general editor of the Canadian
Journal, has recently demonstrated the existence in Scotland of two
distinct primitive races, prior to the appearance of the true Celtse.

He thus refers to the crania of these ancient people

:

"Fortunately, a few skulls from Scottish tumuli and cists are preserved in the Museums
of the Scottish Antiquaries and of the Edinburgh Phrenological Society. A comparison

of these with the specimens of crania drawn by Dr. Thurnam from examples found in an
ancient tumular cemetery at Lamel Hill, near York, believed to be of the Anglo-Saxon

period, abundantly proves an essential difference of races. •** The latter, though belonging

to the superior or dolicho-kephalio type, are small, very poorly developed, low and narrow

in the forehead; and pyramidal in form. A striking feature of one type of crania from the

Scottish barrows is a square compact form

186 Lecture on the Ethnology of the Ancient Irish. By W. R. Wilde, 1844.

™ Natural History of Man, p. 193.
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" No. 7 [Figs. 22 and 23] was obtained from a cist diseOTered under a large cairn at

Nether Urquhart, Fifeshire, in 1835. An account of the opening of several cairns and

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

"No. 7. Nether Ubquhabt Caikn."

tumuli in the same district is given by Lieutenant-Colonel Miller, in his ' Inquiry respecting

the Site of the Battle of Mons Grampius.' '8' Some of them contained urns and burnt bones,

ornaments of jet and shale, and the like early relics, while in others were found implements

or weapons of iron. It is selected here as another example of the same class of crania. . . .

The whole of these, more or less, nearly agree with the lengthened oval fonn described by

Prof. Nilsson as the second race of the Scandinavian tumuli. They have mostly a singu-

larly narrow and elongated occiput ; and with their comparatively low and narrow fore-

head, might not inaptly be described by the familiar term boat-shaped. It is probable that

further investigation will establish this as the type of a primitive, if not of the primeval

native race. Though they approach in form to a superior type, falling under the first or

dolicho-kephalic class of Prof. Ketzius's arrangement, their capacity is generally small,

and their development, for the most part, poor; so that there is nothing in their cranial

characteristics inconsistent with such evidence as seems to assign to them the rude arts

and extremely limited knowledge of the British Stone Period

"The skull, of which the measurements are given in No. 10 [Figs. 24 and 25], is the

same here referred to, presented to the Phrenological Museum by the Kev. Mr. Liddell. It

Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

'No. 10. Old Steeple, Montbose."

is a very striking example of the British brachy-kephalic type ; square and compact in

form, broad and short, but well balanced, and with a good frontal development. It no
doubt pertained to some primitive chief, or arch-priest, sage, it may be, in council, and
brave in war. The site of his place of sepulture has obviously been chosen for the same
reasons which led to its selection at a later period for the erection of the belfry and beacon-

1" Archaeol., Vol. IV., pp. 43, 44.
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tower of the old burgh. It is the most elevated spot in the neighborhood, and here hia cist

had been laid, and the memorial mound piled over it, -which doubtless remained untouched

so long as his memory was cherished in the traditions of his people

" Few as these examples are, they will probably be found, on further investigation, to

belong to a race entirely distinct from those previously described. They correspond very

nearly to the brachy-kephalic crania of the supposed primeval race of Scandinavia, described

by Prof. Nilsson as short, with prominent parietal tubers, and broad and flattened occiput.

In frontal development, however, they are decidedly superior to the previous class of crania,

and such evidence as we possess seems to point to a very diflFerent succession of races to

that which Scandinavian ethnologists now recognize in the primitive history of the north

of Europe

"So far as appears from the table of measurements, the following laws would seem to

be indicated :— In the primitive or elongated dolicho-kephalic type, for which the distinc-

tive title of kumbe-kephalio is here suggested— the parietal diameter is remarkably small,

being frequently exceeded by the vertical diameter ; in the second or brachy-kephalic class,

the parietal diameter is the greater of the two ; in the Celtic crania they are nearly equal

;

and in the medieval or true dolicho-kephalic heads, the parietal diameter is again fonnd

decidedly in excess ; while the preponderance or deficiency of the longitudinal in its rela-

tive proportion to the other diameters, furnishes the most characteristic features referred

to in the classification of the kumbe-kephalic, brachy-kephalic, Celtic, and dolicho-kephalic

types. Not the least interesting indications which these results afford, both to the ethno-

logist and the archaeologist, are the evidences of native primitive races in Scotland prior to

the intrusion of the Celtae ; and also the probability of these races having succeeded each

other in a different order from the primitive colonists of Scandinavia. Of the former fact,

viz., the existence of primitive races prior to the Celtse, I think no doubt can be now enter-

tained. Of the order of their succession, and their exact share in the changes and progressive

development of the native arts which the archaeologist detects, we still stand in need of fur-

ther proof.

" The peculiar characteristic of the primeval Scottish type appears rather to be a narrow

prolongation of the occiput in the region of the cerebellum, suggesting the term already

applied to them of boat-shaped, and for which the name of kumbe-lcephalcB may perhaps be

conveniently employed to distinguish them from the higher type with which they are other-

wise apt to be confounded

" The peculiarity in the teeth of certain classes of ancient crania above referred to is of

very general application, and has been observed as common even among British sailors.

The cause is obvious, resulting from the similarity of food in both cases. The old Briton

of the Anglo-Roman period, and the Saxon both of England and the Scottish Lothians, had

lived to a great extent on barley-bread, oaten cakes, parched peas, or the like fare, pro-

ducing the same results on his teeth as the hard sea-biscuit does on those of the British

sailor. Such, however, is not generally the case, and in no instance, indeed, to the same

extent in the skulls found in the earlier British tumuli. In the Scottish examples described

above, the teeth are mostly very perfect, and their crowns not at all worn down ,

"The inferences to be drawn from such a comparison are of considerable value in the

indications they afford of the domestic habits and social life of a race, the last survivor of

which has mouldered underneath his green tumulus, perchance for centuries before the

era of our earliest authentic chronicles. As a means of comparison this characteristic

appearance of the teeth manifestly furnishes one means of discriminating between an early

and a still earlier, if not primeval period, and though not in itself conclusive, it may be

found of considerable value when taken in connection with the other and still more obvious

peculiarities of the crania of the earliest barrows. We perceive from it, at least, that a

very decided change took place in the common food of the country, from the period when

the native Briton of the primeval period pursued the chase with the flint lance and arroTf.

and the spear of deer's horn, to that comparatively recent period when the Saxon marauders
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began to effect settlements and build houses on the scenes where they had ravaged the vil-

lages of the older British natives. The first class, we may infer, attempted little cultivation

of the soil ...
"Viewing Archseology as one of the most essential means for the elucidation of primitive

history, it has been employed here chiefly in an attempt to trace out the annals of our

country prior to that comparatively recent medieval period at which the boldest of our his-

torians have heretofore ventured to begin. The researches of the ethnologist carry us back

somewhat beyond that epoch, and confirm many of those conclusions, especially in relation

to the close affinity between the native arts and Celtic races of Scotland and Ireland, at

which we have arrived by means of archreological evidence. ... But we have found from

many independent sources of evidence, that the primeval history of Britain must be sought

for in the annals of older races than the Celtse, and in the remains of a people of whom we

have as yet no reason to believe that any philological traces are discoverable, though they

probably do exist mingled with later dialects, and especially in the topographical nomen-

clature, adopted and modified, but in all likelihood not entirely superseded by later colonists.

With" the earliest intelligible indices of that primeval colonization of the British Isles our

archseological records begin, mingling their dim historic annals with the last giant traces

of elder worlds ; and, as an essentially independent element of historical research, they

terminate at the point where the isolation of Scotland ceases by its being embraced into

the unity of medieval Christendom." "^

Mr. Bateman, who has carefully examined the ancient barrows

of North Derbyshire, describes the skulls found in the oldest of

these— known as the Chambered Barrows— as being elongated

and boat-shaped (kumbe-kephalic form of Wilson). The crania

of the succeeding two varieties of barrows are of the brachy-

cephalic type, round and short, with prominent parietalia. In the

barrows of the "iron age"— the most recent— he found the pre-

vailing form to approximate the oval heads of the modern inhabi-

tants of Derbyshire.'^

From the foregoing statements, a remarkable fact becomes evident.

While Retzius, JSTilsson, Eschricht, and Wilde are remarkably har-

monious in ascribing the brachy-cephalic type to the earliest or Stone

Period in Scandinavia, Denmark, and Ireland, we find Wilson and

Bateman equally accordant in considering the kumbe-kephalae as the

first men who trod the virgin soil of Caledonia and England. In the

present state of antiquarian research, then, we are forced to conclude

that the primitive inhabitants of Britain are identical with those of

Sweden and Denmark, but that in different parts of these countries

the order of their sequence has varied.

Fig. 26 (see next page), reduced from a magnificent life-size litho-

graph in Crania Britannica, represents a strongly-marked aboriginal

British skull of the earliest period. " It was disinterred from the

lowermost cist of a bowl-shaped Barrow on Ballidon Moor." It

188 The Archseology and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland ; Edinb. 1851 ; pp. 163-167, 695-6.
189 Journal of the British Archaeological Society, vol. VII.
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belongs to the brachy-cephalse of Ret- ^^8- 26.

zius, and is regarded by Dr. Davis,

who gives us the following description

of it, as a typical example of the ancient

British form.

" This cranium possesses a rugged face, the

bones of which are rough, angular, especially the

lower jaw, and deeply impressed by strong mus-

cular action. The space enclosed by the zygo-

matic arch is rather large. It is the skull of a

man of probably about forty-five years of age.

The teeth, which are not remarkably large, must

have been complete at the period of interment, Ancient Briton.
except the two last molars of the upper jaw on the

left side, which had previously perished by caries, their alveoli being wholly absorbed.

Some of the molars still retain a thick coating of tartar ; and the teeth altogether indicate

the severe service to which they were subjected during life, for the crowns of almost all are

worn down to a. level surface, by the. mastication of hard substances. The nasal bones,

which had been fractured obliquely across the centre during the life of this primitive hun-

ter, possibly in some encounter of the chase, and had united perfectly, with a slight bend

to the right, are very prominent. The opening of the nostrils, moderate in size, is just an

inch in ^ameter. The frontal sinuses are large, and project considerably over the nose.

The frontal bone is not particularly remarkable either for its arched or receding form, but

inclines to the latter. The parietal bones are regular, and do not present much lateral

prominency. The occipital is somewhat full above the protuberance, which itself is

strongly marked. The point of the chin is hollowed out, or depressed, in the middle, u

not uncommon feature of the British skull, which may perhaps be taken as an indication

of a dimple, a mark of beauty in the other sex. The profile of the calvarium presents a

pretty uniform curvature, interrupted by a slight rising in the middle of the parietal bones,

and the occipital protuberance. The outline of the vertical aspect is a tolerably regular

oval. The entire cranium is of moderate density, ... Its most striking peculiarities are

the rude character of the face, greatly heightened by the prominent frontal ^sinuses, and

its moderate dimensions. It seems to have belonged to one whose struggle for life was

severe, to conquer the denizens of the forest his chief skill, and whose food consisted of

crude and coarse articles. Still there remain irrefragable evidences, even at this distant

day, that his strife was a successful one, and that he became the lord of the wilderness "

An ancient British sknll (Fig. 27),

from a chambered tumulus at Uley,

Gloucestershire, figured and de-

scribed in Crania Britannica, af-

fords a good idea of the dolicho-ce-

phalic or long-headed form above

referred to.

It "is the skull of a man of probably not less

than sixty-five. The sutures are more or less

grown together, and, in many places, completely

obliterated. The cranium is of great thickness,

especially in the upper part of the calvarium

;

the parietal bones, in the situation of the tubers,

Fig. 27.

Ancient British (from Uley).
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being about four-tenths of an inch in thickness, and the frontal bone, around the eminences,

not less than half an inch. The skull is of large capacity, and is remarkable for its length in

proportion to its breadth, belonging decidedly to the dolicho-cephaUc class of Retzius. Tht

form is slightly deficient in symmetry. The forehead is narrow, contracted, and rather

receding, but not low; a sort of central ridge is to be traced along the summit of the cra-

nium, which is most marked in front of the coronal suture, and faUs away to a decidedly

flat surface above each temporal ridge. The very pyramidal aspect thus given to the front

view of the skull, is well shown in our figure. The parietal tubers are moderately promi-

nent. The occiput is full, prominent and rounded, and presents a strongly-marked trans-

verse ridge. The squamous and mastoid portions of the temporal bones are rather small;

the external auditory openings are situated farther than usual within the posterior half of

the skull. The frontal sinuses are very marked, and the glabella moderately prominent;

the nasal bones, of moderate size, project rather abruptly. The insertions of the muscles

of mastication are strongly marked, but neither the upper nor lower jaw is so large, rugged,

or angular as is often the case in skulls from ancient British tumuU. The malar bones are

rather small, and the zygomata, though long, are not particularly prominent. The ascending

branch of the lower jaw forms a somewhat obtuse angle with the body of that bone
;
the

chin is poorly developed ; the alveolar processes are short and small. In both jaws, most

of the incisor and canine teeth are wanting, but have evidently fallen out since death. The

molars and several of the bicuspids remain in their sockets. All the teeth are remarkably

worn down, and the molars, especially those of the lower jaw, have almost entirely lost their

crowns ; indeed, as respects the lower first molars, nothing but the fangs remain, round

which abscesses had formed, leading to absorption and the formation of cavities in the

alveolar process. The worn surfaces of the teeth are not flat and horizontal, but sfope away

obliquely, from without inwards, there being some tendency to concavity in the surfaces of

the lower, and to convexity in those of the upper teeth. The former are more worn on the

outer, the latter on the inner edge. Altogether, the condition is such as we must attribute

to a rude people, subsisting in great measure on the products of the chase and other animal

food ill-provided with implements for its division, and bestowing little care on its prepara-

tion rather than to an agricultural tribe, living chiefly on corn and fruits. Such, we hav«

reason to believe, was the condition of the early British tribes.™ The state of these, at

least, contrasts decidedly with that observed in Anglo-Saxon crania, in which, though the

crowns of the teeth are often much reduced by attrition, the worn surfaces are, for the most

part, remarkably horizontal,"

In the same work, the reader will find a well-exeouted lithograph of

an Anglo-Saxon skull, which Dr. Thuknam is inclined to consider as

belonging to the " lower rather than the upper rank of "West Saxon

settlers."

"The general form of the skull, viewed vertically," says Dr. T., "is an irregular length-

ened oval, so that it belongs to the dolicho-cephalic class, but is not a well-marked example

of that form. The general outline is smooth and gently undulating ; the forehead is poorly

developed, being narrow, and but moderately elevated. The parietal eminences are tolerably

full and prominent. The temporal bones, and especially the mastoid processes, are small.

The occipital bone is full and rounded, and has a considerable projection posteriorly. Th?

frontal sinuses are slightly marked ; the nasal bones small, narrow, and but little recurved.

The bones of the face are small, the malar bones slightly prominent. The alveolar processes

J*) Caesar's words are, " Interiores plerique frumenta non serunt, sed lacte et came vivunt,

pelUbusque sunt vestiti," Lib. V., o. 14. Two or three centuries later, according to Dion

Cassius, the condition of the northern Britons was similar; the Caledonians and Meatse had

still no ploughed lands, but lived by pasturage and the chase. Xiphilon, lib. xxv., c. 12.
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Qf the superior maxillary bones (premaxillaria) are prominent, and deviate so considerably

from the upright form, as to place the gkuU rather in the prognathic than the orthognathic

class. The ramus of the lower jaw forms an obtuse angle with the body of this bone. The
Ohin is moderately full

—

-—."

The so-called Anglo-Saxon race—a term which, for several reasons,

ought to be discarded from ethnological nomenclature—is represented
in the Mortonian collection by four skulls. ISo. 80—the skull of an
English convict, named Gwillym,— belongs to the dolicho-cephalic

form, but is not strictly oval, being flattened posteriorly. In general
configuration, it resembles the Northern or Gothic style of head.
The face bears the Finnic stamp, No. 539— the skull of James
Moran, an Englishman, executed at Philadelphia for piracy and
murder— is long, flat on the top, and broad between the parietal

bones. The posterior portion of the occiput is prominent, the basal

surface is flat. The face resembles that of Nos. 1063 and 1064—
Germans of Tubingen—while the calvaria approaches, in its general

outline, the kumbe-kephalie form above alluded to. ISTo. 991— an
Enghsh soldier— belongs decidedly to the Cimbric type, briefly re-

ferred to on p. 291. No. 59—^the skull of Pierce, a convict and can-

nibal— is long and strictly oval. It resembles the Cimbric type.

The Anglo-American Race— another very objectionable term,

which, as applied to our heterogeneous population, means everything

and nothing— has but eight representatives in Morton's collection.

IsTos. 7 and 98 possess the angularly-round Germanic form. No. 24
— a woman, setat, 26 years— is intermediate in form between, the

German and Swedish types. No. 552— a man, setat. 30 years—
resembles the Norwegian described on page 290. No. 889— a man,
setat. 40 years—^resembles 552 in the shape of the calvaria, but has a

smaller face and less massive lower jaw. No. 1108—a male skull

—

hears the Northern or Gothic form ; the face resembles that of the

Tubingen Germans."'

The Anglo-Saxon race, according to Morton, differs fi'om the

Teutonic in having a less spheroidal and more decidedly oval cranium.

" I have not hitherto exerted myself to obtain crania of the Anglo-Saxon race, except in

the instance of individuals who have been signalized by their crimes ; and this number is

too small to be of much importance in a generalization like the present. Yet, since these

skulls have been procured without any reference to their size, it is remarkable that five give

an average of 96 cubic inches for the bulk of the brain; the smallest head measuring 91,

and the largest 106 cubic inches. It is necessary, however, to observe, that" these are all

male crania; but, on the other hand, they pertained to the lowest class of society; and

three of them died on the gallows for the crime of murder."

Ml In arranging the Mortonian collection, I have excluded from the Anglo-Saxons the

skull of a lunatic Englishman {No. 62) ; and from the Anglo-Americans, several skulls of

lunatics, idiots, children, hydrocephalic cases, &c. This rule has been adopted throughout

the whole collection.
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" The Anglo-Americans—the lineal descendants of the Anglo-Saxons—conform in aU their

characteristics to the parent stock. They possess, in common with their English ancestors,

and in consequence of their amalgamation, a more elongated head™ than the unmixed

Germans. The few crania in my possession have, without exception, been derived from the

lowest and least cultivated portion of the community— malefactors, paupers, and lunatics.

The largest brain has been 97 cubic inches ; the smallest 82 ; and the mean of 90 (nearly)

accords with that of the collective Teutonic race. The sexes of these seven skulls are fouji

male and three female."

—

(Mokton).

Oraniograpliers have not yet agreed upon the essential characters

of the typical Keltic skull. According to Peichard, " Some remains

found in Britain give reason to suspect that the Celtic inhabitants

of this country (Britain) had in early times something of the Mongo-

lian or Turanian form of the head." '^ Dr. Morton informs us that

the Kelts of Brittany, Scotland, and Ireland—the descendants of the

primitive Gael— "have the head rather elongated, and the forehead

narrow and but slightly arched : the brow is low, straight, and bushy;

the eyes and hair are light, the nose and mouth large, and the cheek-

bones high. The general contour of the face

^^^' ^^'
is angular, and the expression harsh." '** In

a letter to Mr. Gliddon, he alludes to the

Tokkari, a people frequently represented on

the Egyptian monuments (Fig. 28), in the

following terms : They " have strong Celtic

features ; as seen in the sharp face, the large

and irregularly-formed nose, wide mouth,

and a certain harshness of expression, which

is characteristic of the same people in all

their varied localities. Those who are fami-

ToKKARi ^^^^ ^^*^ *^® southern Highlanders (of Scot-

land), may recognise a speaking resem-

blance." ^'* Prof. Retzius places the Keltic cranium in his dolicho-

cephalic class, and describes it as long, narrow, laterally compressed,

and low in the forehead. Dr. Gustaf Kombst speaks of the Keltic

skull as "elongated from front to back, moderate in breadth and

length." ^^ In a letter to Dr. Thurnam, one of the authors of Crania

Britanniea, Prof. N^ilsson declares that nothing is more uncertain and

vague than the so-called form of the Keltic cranium, for hardly two

authors have the same opinion of it.**'

m " This peculiaritymust continue to develop itself still more obviously in the United States,

in consequence of the immense influx of a pure Celtic population from the south and west

of Ireland; for this population, by intermarriage with families of English and German
descent, while it rapidly loses its own national physiognomy, will leave its traces in a part,

at least, of the Anglo-Saxon race by whom it is everywhere surrounded."
193 Researches, &c., vol. III., p. XX. im Crania Americana, p. 16.

195 Letter dated Philada., Nov. 23, 1842. iss Keith JohnstonV Physical Atlas.

1" Crania Britanniea, p. 17.
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Fig. 29.

Type Celtb.

Sbrres' Cralerie AntJiropologique,

at Paris, containB a skull (Fig. 29)

marked " Type Celte,— decouvert

dans I'ancien pare de Madame de
Pompadour k Bellevue, pres Paris."

The discrepancy of opinion indi-

cated in the preceding paragraph,

results from the fact already stated,

that Ireland has at different periods

been the home of different and dis-

tinct races of men, whose history is

recorded only on their mouldering

osseous remains, and the rude im-
plements with which these remains are generally found associated,

These different races have transmitted, in varying degrees of purity,

their respective and peculiar types of skull to the Irish population
of the present day. To each and all of these types, the term " Keltic"

has been applied ; hence, the term has at length become synonymous
with "Irish," and, therefore, lost all definite and certain meaning,
just as the very comprehensive word "American," as applied to

the heterogeneous population of the United States, means Dutch,
English, Irish, French, Red Indians, &c., &c.

The Keltic race is represented in the Mortonian Collection by
eight Irish heads, four skulls from the Parisian catacombs, and one

from the field of Waterloo. No. 18— a female Irish skull from the

Abbey of Buttevant, County of Cork— has a form intermediate

between the Cimbric and Swedish types, already described on page
291. In ISTo. 21— a soldier killed at the battle of Chippeway— the

Gothic or Teutonic calvarial form is associated with a heavy, massive

face. ISTo. 42—the skull of an Irishman, setat. 21, imprisoned for lar-

ceny, and in all respects a yicious and refractory character—approaches

the square Germanic form. ISTo. 52—from the Abbey of Buttevant

—

has the same form. ISo. 985—skull of an Irishman, setat. 60 years

—

being rather broad between the parietal tubers, also approximates

the Gothic type. The face resembles that of some of the Finns, but

is smaller and less massive. ISo. 1186—an Irish cranium from Mayo
County— belongs to the peculiar boat-shaped Cimbric type. ISTo.

1356— a cast of the skull of one of the ancient Celtic race of Ire-

land"'— appears to me to be the most ty.pical in the Irish group

thus briefly enumerated. This head, the largest in the group, is

198 This cast bears the following memorandum : " Descendant of an ancient Irish King,

Alexander O'Connor.— Original in Dublin."
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veiy long, clumsy and massive in its general appearance. The fore-

head is low, broad, and ponderous; the occiput heavy and very

protuberant; the basis cranii long, broad, and flat; the orbits

capacious; and the distance from the root of the nose to the

upper alveolus quite short. In its general form, it very much

resembles the Cimbric skull, N'o. 1362. The Cimbric type, how-

ever, is somewhat narrower in the frontal region, and wideng

more posteriorly towards the parietal protuberances. In his

work, cited above. Prof. Nilsson figures a massive, oblong head

to which the Irish skull under consideration bears a considerable

resemblance. A very heavy skull from the field of "Waterloo (No.

1664) is strictly and beautifully oval. Of the four heads from the

catacombs at Paris, three are decidedly brachy-cephalic, and one

of the Grermanic form.

Leaving "Western Europe—the home of the Celtee^- and turning

our steps towards the region of the old Hercynian Forest, and the

sources of the Saale River, we meet with a type of skull which has

figured pre-eminently in the momentous and stirring historical events

of which Europe has been the arena. The Germanic, Gothic, or

Teutonic skull which Tacitus regarded as indigenous to the heart

of Europe, is briefly described by Morton, as " large and spheroidal,

the forehead broad and arched, the face rounds . .
."'^ Prichaed,

after stating that we derive no information from the classical writers

concerning the form of the head in the ancient Germans, says: "The
modern Germans are well known to have large heads, with the ante-

rior part of the cranium elevated and fully developed. They have

this peculiarity of form in a greater degree than either the Erench

or English."''*" "V"bsalius observes, "that the Germans had gene-

rally a flattened occiput and broad head."^' According to Kombst,

the Teutonic skull is larger and rounder than the Keltic. The head

and face form a semi-circle, to which the small end of the oval is

added, formed by the inter-maxillary region. The brow is broad,

high, and massive.™ Near the close of the Decades, BlxtmbneacS
figures a cranium found in an ancient tumulus near Romsted, in

the district of Weimar, and which the poet-philosopher Goethe sup-

posed to be that of an ancient German. He unfortunately gives

no description of it, but merely alludes to its symmetry and " fron-

tem globosam et limbi alveolaris angustiorem arcum." Vimont, in

his chapter on Tetes nationales, speaks of the "capacite considerable,"

1S9 Crania Americana, p. 13.

a" Researches into the Nat. Hist, of Man, iii. 893. »i De Coi>p. Fab. Human.
«» A. Keith Johnston's Physical Atlas of Natural Phenomena, 2(J edit., p. 106.
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the thickness of the bones, and the great development of the upper

and anterior parts of the German skull.™ The reader will obtain a

general idea of the Germanic cal-

varial type from the accompanying

engraving (Fig. 30), representing
,

the skull of the illustrious German
poet, Frederick Schiller. It is

reduced from Plate I. of Dr. Casus'
" Atlas der Cranioscopie." ^ The
authenticity of the drawing, the

evident beauty of form and har-

mony of proportion, the brilliant

literary souvenirs inseparably at-

tached to the memory of the au-

thor of the Eobbere, and friend of

Goethe, and especially the somewhat Sclavonic cast of the facial

region, have induced me to adopt this skull, in preference to any

of the heads contained in Morton's Collection, as the standard or

typical representative, not so much of Teutonic as of Central and

Eastern Europe, in general. Dr. Cams thus comments upon this

Profit du Ordne de Frederic de Schiller d'aprh un pldtre mouU

:

" Dans 1'ensemble, la proportionnalit4 est, on ne pent plus heureuse et en parfaite har-

monie avec les qualit^s d'un esprit Eminent, lesquelles dnrent sous tons les rapports, placer

Schiller fi, c6t^ de Goethe. Chacune de trois vertfebtes du crane se trouve dans I'^tat du

d^Teloppement le plus beau et le plus complet ; la Tertiibfe m^diane est particuliferement

grande, gracieusemente voftt^e, finement modeWe. Le front est essentiellement plus d^-

veloppfi enlargeurqnecelui deGoethe.chez qui cependantiHtait plus saillant au milieu. . . .

L'occiput est ^galement expressif, sans bosse ni protuberance ; c'est surtout par une cer-

taine formation ^l^gamment arrondie de toute la tete que I'oeil de I'observateur se sent

agr^ablement captir^."

Of all the European crania in Morton's Collection, that of a Dutch-

man approximates most closely what I conceive to be the true Ger-

manic or Teutonic form. This skull is remarkable for possessing

the large internal capacity of 114 cubic inches— the largest in the

entire collection. The calvaria is very large ; the face rather small,

delicate, well-formed, and tapering towards the chin. The frontal

diameter or breadth between the temples, is 4J inches ; the greatest

breadth between the parietal protuberances is 6f inches ; the antero-

posterior or longitudinal diameter is 7f inches ; the height, mea-

2"' Traits de Phrenologie, Humaine et Gompar^e. Par J. Vimont. Paris, 1835, ii. 478.

2"* Atlas der Cranioscopie, oder Abbildungen der Schsedel- und Antlitzformen Beruehmter

Oder sonst merkwuerdiger Personen, von Dr. C. G. Carus. Heft. I. Leipzig, 1843. The

plntes are accompanied with German and French text.
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sured from the anterior edge of the foramen magnum, in a direct

line to the sagittal suture, is 5|J inches. A certain angularity or

squareness of the frontal and posterior bi-parietal regions, gives to

this head the Teutonic form. The posterior or occipital region is

flat and broad, and presents to the eye a somewhat pentagonal out-

line. The temporal regions are full, the mastoid processes large,

and the basis cranii nearly round. The outline of the coronal

region resembles a triangle, truncated at the apex. This latter

feature is also seen in one of the Finnic skulls (^o. 1538).

Sixteen skulls represent the Suevic or Germanic race in Morton's

Collection. The form of ISTo. 37— the skull of a German woman—
is round. 'No. 1063— a German of Tubingen— exhibits the square

form very decidedly. The occiput is flattened ; the face large and

long. No. 1064— also of Tubingen—has the Swedish or Northern,

angular oval, a type distinct from the oval of Southern Europe, with

which hasty observers are apt to confound it. It is a well-formed

head, and in some respects resembles the Anglo-Saxon skull figured

in Orania Britannica. No. 1188— also of Tubingen—resembles the

preceding skull. IsTo. 1189 (Tubingen) bears the Swedo-Einnic type.

Nos. 1191— German of Frankfort— 1192 and 1193— Prussians of

Berlin— approximate the square form. Nos. 1187 (Frankfort), and

1065 (Prussian), present the Swedish type. No. 1066 (Prussian), is

square, or angularly round.

It will thus be seen, from the foregoing observations on the crania

of the races of Northern, Central, and "Western Europe, that we must

distinguish for these regions several distinct cranial types— a Lap-

ponic, a Finnic, a Norwegian, a Swedish, a Cimbric, a Germanic,

an Anglo-Saxon, a Keltic, &c. ; that the modern Finn represents, in

all probability, the ancient Tchudic or Scythic tribes ; that the Nor-

wegian and Swedish are varieties of the same type ; that the Ger-

manic form is intermediate between the Finn and Swede ; that the

Anglo-Saxon skull is allied to the Swedish, its facial portion bearing,

to some extent, the Finnic stamp ; that the Cimbric type is very

ancient (more ancient, perhaps, than any of the forms just enume-

rated, except the Lapponic), resembles the kumbe-kephalic, and

represents a primitive humanitarian epoch; that the Keltic type,

if indeed any such exists, should be regarded as a variety of the

Cimbric— a low and early form ; and lastly, that the various types

of skull to a certain extent approach, represent, and blend with each

other in obedience to the great and, as yet, not properly understood

law of gradation which seems to pervade and harmonize all natural

forms, and in consequence, also, of the amalgamations which, within
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certain limits, must have accompanied the successive occupancy of

this region by the races of men under consideration.

In the following Table, the reader will find these races compared

together in relation to their cranial capacities.

TABLE III.

EusoFEAN Crania.
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dim recollections of the Turk, the Tartar, and the Finn. In this

region—the debatable ground upon which, from very remote periods,

the Sclavonian and the German have overlapped and blended, --he

encounters here and there certain transitionary forms, which prepare

him for a change of type. Once beyond .the Vistula and the Carpa-

thians, in the country of the Wend, the Slovack, and the Magyar, he

is called upon to study a form of head, whose geographical area—
Sarmatia of the classical writers— extends from the region just indi-

cated into central Asia, having the Great ITwalli for its northern, and

the Euxine Sea and tribes of the Caucasus for its southern boundary.

The dawn of history reveals this extensive tract occupied, as at the

present day, by the Sclavonians, a great family, whom an able writer

in the North British Review, for August, 1849, considers to be as

much an aboriginal race of Eastern, as the Germans are of Central

Europe.

According to Pkichaed, this great people, who appear to be an

aboriginal European branch of the ancient Scythse, " have the com-

mon type of the Indo-Atlantic nations in general, and of the Indo-

European family to which it belongs." ^= M. Edwards thus minutely

describes the Sclavonic type

:

" The contour of the head, viewed in front, approaches nearly to a square ; the height

surpasses a little the breadth ; the summit is sensibly flattened ; and the direction of the

jaw is horizontal. The length of the nose is less than the distance from its base to the

chin ; it is almost straight from the depression at its root, that is to say, without decided

ourvation ; but, if appreciable, it is slightly concare, so that the end has a tendency to turn

up ; the inferior part is rather large, and the extremity rounded. The eyes, rather deep

set, are perfectly on the same lino ; and when they have any particular character, they are

smaller than the proportion of the head would seem to indicate. .The eyebrows are thin,

and very near the eyes, particularly at the internal angle ; and from this point are Often

directed obliquely outwards. The mouth, which is not salient, has thin lips, and is much

nearer to the nose than to the top of the chin. Another singular characteristic may be

added, and which is very general; viz., their small beard, except on the upper lip. Such

is the common type among the Poles, Silesians, Moravians, Bohemians, Sclavonic HuJbga-

rians, and it is very common among the Russians." ^<*

According to Prof. Retzius, the Sclavonic cranium is of an oval

form, truncated posteriorly. Its greatest length is to its greatest

breadth as 1000 : 888. The external auditory meati are posterior to

the plane passing through the middle of the longitudinal diameter.

The face is exactly like that of the Swedes.

The Sclavonic Race is but poorly represented in the cranial colleO'

tion of the Academy. Besides the cast of a Sclavonian head from

Morlack, in Dalmatia, it contains only the head of a woman from

Olmutz in Moravia. "I record this deficiency in my collection,"

wrote Dr. Morton, a short time before his death, " in the hope that

'"^ Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, iii., 442.

™6 Des Caractferes Physiologiques des Races Humaines. Par W. F. Edwards, 1829.
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SCLAVONIAN (1251).

some person, interested in pursuits of this nature, may be induced to

provide me with materials for making the requisite comparisons.
My impression is, that the Sclavonian brain will prove much less

voluminous than that of the Teutonic race."

The Olmutzian head above alluded to (Fig. 31) very well repre-

sents the skull-type of Eastern

Europe. It presents the fol- ^^s- 31-

lowing characters :— General

form of the head globular,

though wanting in symmetry,
in consequence of the posterior

portion of the right parietal

bone being more fully devel-

oped than the corresponding

portion of the left ; the calva-

ria quite large in proportion to

the face, and broadest poste-

riorly between the parietal pro-

tuberances; the forehead is

high, and moderately broad ; the vertex presents a somewhat flat-

tened appearance, in consequence of sloping downwards and back-
wards towards-the occiput ; the occipital region is also flat, and the
breadth between the mastoid processes very great. The face is small
and delicate, the nasal bones prominent, the orbits of moderate size,

the malar bones flat and delicately rounded, and the zygomatic pro-

cesses small and slender. The lower jaw is rather small, rounded at

the angles, and quite acuminated at the symphysis. If classified

according to its form, this head would find its place near to, if not

between, the Kalmuck and Turkish types.

Interlopers in the lands of the Slovack for 1000 years, and speaking

a dialect of the Finnish language, the Magj^ars, or Hungarians, pre-

sent us with ethnic peculiarities which, for several reasons, are worthy

our close attention. Like the Yakuts of the Lena, they are a dislo-

cated people. The displacements of the two races, however, have

been in opposite directions. The physical characters, language, and
traditions of the Yakuts indicate a more southern origin ; the cranial

type and language of the Magyar point to the Iforth. Edwards thus

briefly describes what may be called the Hungarian type, in contra-

distinction to the Slovack

:

" Head nearlyround, forehead little developed, low, and bending ; the eyes placed obliquely,

go that the external angle is elevated ; the nose short and flat ; mouth prominent and lips

thick ; neck very strong ; so that the back of the head appears flat, forming almost a straight

line with the nape ; beard weak and scattering ; stature small." "<"

~~
a" Op. cit.
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It is to be regretted that tlie Mortonian Collection contains not a

single Hungarian skull. Well-drawn descriptions of the crania of

this nation would, in all probability, settle at once and forever the

long-disputed question of their origin. I may say, in passing, how-

ever, that the above description of Edwards rather tends to the sup-

position that the Hungarians are cognate with the Finns.

Upon the southern border of the lands of the Magyar we encounter

the Wallachs, the probable descendants of the ancient Getee or Da-

cians, and the only living representatives of the ancient Thracian

race, whose area extended from the shores of the Mediterranean,

northward beyond the Danube, and eastward into Asia Minor.

Here the human type again varies, to such an extent, indeed, that

Prichard speaks of the Wallachs as a people peculiar and distinct

from all the other inhabitants of the countries on the Lower Danube.

" The common Wallaoh," he continues, " as we are informed by a late traveller, differs

in a decided manner from the Magyar or Hungarian, as well as from the Slaves and

Germans who inhabit the borders of Hungary. They are generally below the middle

height, thin, and slightly built. Their features are often finely shaped, their noses

arched, their eyes dark, their hair long, black, and wavy ; their countenances are often

expressive of cunning and timidity. They seldom display the dull heavy look of the

Slovak, and still more rarely the proud carriage of the Magyar.

" Mr. Paget was struck by the resemblance which the present Wallachs bear to the

sculptured figures of ancient Daciaus to be seen on Trajan's Pillar, which are remarkable

for long and flowing beards." 'o*

In the Bulgarians of the southern banks of the Danube, and the

Albanians of the Venetian Gulf, we discover still other types, differ-

ing alike from each other, and from the "Wallachian. Like the

Basques of the Pyrenees, the Bretons of France, and the Gaels of

Britain, the Albanians or Skippetars differ in language and physical

chai'acters from the races by which they are surrounded, and appear

to be the remnant of a people who, if not identical vrith the myste-

rious and much-debated Pelasgi, were, in all probability, their cotem-^

poraries. They differ decidedly from their Greek neighbors, being

generally nearly six feet high, and strong and muscular in propor-

tion " They have oval faces, large mustachios, a ruddy color in

their cheeks, a brisk, animated eye, a well-proportioned mouth, and

fine teeth. Their neck is long and thin, their chest broad; their

legs are slender, with very little calf."^

ISTeither time nor space permits me, nor does the Mortonian Col-

lection contain the cranial material necessary, to illustrate the

^ Researches, &c., iii. p. 504. See, also, Paget's Travels in Hungary and Transylvania,

vol. ii. p. 189, et seq. London, 1839. See ante, Pulszky's Chap., fig. 70, "Dacian."
*» Poqueville cited by Prichard.
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numerous and diversified types of skull wliicli ai-e now, as in tlie

most ancient times, found scattered through the Grecian, Italian,

and Iberian peninstilas of Europe— in fact, all along the shores

of the Mediterranean. Tribe after tribe, race after race, nation after

nation, appear successively to have occupied the soil of Europe,
playing out thpir allotted part in the great Life-drama, and then
sinking quietly into the oblivion of the dim, mysterious, and eternal

Past, whose only records are vague traditions, and strange linguistic

forms— whose sole monuments are rude mounds, and mouldering
humatile bones. Here and there, we are called upon to contem-
plate fragmentary and isolated communities, whose origin is lost

in the night of time, and who for long ages have clung to a moun-
tain range, to a valley, or a water-course, differing from the more
modern but still ancient people about them, and slowly awaiting

that annihilation which they instinctively feel is sure to come at last.

As the Universe maintains its life and pristine vigor by an unending
destruction, which is simply an incessant transmutation of its parts

;

and as the health of individual man is preserved by the ceaseless

molecular death and metamorphosis of the tissues, so the Human
Family— the huge body humanitarian— is kept alive and strong

upon the globe by the decay and death, from time to time, of its

athnic members. If these passive, stagnating parts were allowed to

accumulate, the death of the whole would be inevitable. Thus
hoary ligature, establishing in death the hidden springs of other

forms and modes of life, maintains herself ever young and vigorous,

and through apparent evil incessantly engenders good.

It would be unpardonable, in this attempted survey of the cranial

characteristics of the races of men, though ever so hurriedly made,

if we omitted to notice the Greeks and Romans— respectively, the

intellectual and physical masters of the world. In the Greek skull,

we behold the emblem of exalted reason ; in the Roman, that of

unparalleled military prowess. ]!Tot alone in the matchless forms

which the inspired chisel of a Phidias and a Praxiteles has left us,

may we study the Grecian type. Among the Speziotes of the Archi-

pelago, and in various localities through the Morea— the area of the

ancient Hellenes— these marble figures still find their living repre-

sentatives ; thus attesting, at once the truthfulness of the artist, and

the pertinacity with which nature ever clings to her typical forms.

Nor need we resort to the Ducal Gallery at Florence, to obtain a

correct idea of the Roman type, as embodied in the busts of the

early Emperors of the Seven-hilled City. Travellers inform us, that

this type, unchanged by the vicissitudes of time and circumstance,
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Fig. 32.

Btill lives and moves in the " Trasteverini," or mob population of tlie

Tiber.

Dr. Morton thus describes the Greek physiognomy:

" The forehead is high, expanded, and but litUe arched, so that it forms, with the

straight and pointed nose, a nearly rectilinear outline. This conformation sometimes

imparts an appearance of disproportion to the

upper part of the face, which, however, is in a

great measure counteracted by the largeness of the

eye. The Greek face is a fine oval, and small in

comparison to the Toluminous head. The statues

of the Olympian Jupiter, and the Apollo Belvidere

(Fig. 32), convey an exact idea of the perfect

Grecian coimtenance."^"

"In the Greek," says Maktin, "the counte-

nance has a more animated expression ; the eyes

are large; and the forehead advancing, produces

u, marked but elegant super-orbital margin, on

which the eyebrows are delicately pencilled; the

nose, falling straight from the forehead, sometimes

inclines to an aquiline form, and is often of rather

more than moderate length ; the upper lip is short,

and the mouth delicately moulded ; the lower jaw

is not so large as to disturb the oval contour of the

face, and the chin is prominent; the general ex-

pression, with less of sternness than in the Roman,

has equal daring, and betokens intellectual exalta-

Apollo Beitideee. tion." 2"

Blumbnbach describes a Greek skull— with one exception, the

most beautiful head in his collection—in the following terms :
" The

Fig. 38. form of the calvaria sub-globular ; the fore-

head most nobly arched ; the superior max-

illary bones, just beneath the nasal aperture,

joined in a plane almost perpendicular ; the

malar bones even, and sloping moderately

downwards." ^'^ Fig. 33, borrowed from the

first volume of Prichard's Researches, repre-

sents the skull of a Greek, named Constan-

tine Demetriades, a native of Corfu, and for

a long time a teacher of the Modern Greek

language at Oxford.^'^ The Mortonian Col-

lection is indebted to Prof. Retzius for the cast ofthe skull of a young

Greek, which in its general form and character very much resembles

the above figure from Prichard. I find the calvaria well developed

;

the frontal region expansive and prominent ; the facial line departs

Greek

»» Cran, Amer., p. 12.

212 Decas Sexta, p. 6.

2" Man and Monkeys, p. 223.

'" Op. oit., p. xvii.
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but slightly from the perpendicular, and the facial angle consequent!}

approaches a right angle. A small and regularly-formed face, devoid

of asperities, harmonizes well with the general intellectual character

of the head proper. The malar bones are small, flat, and smooth,

with just enough lateral prominence to give to the face an oval out,-

line ; the alveolar margins of the maxillae are regularly arched, and
the teeth perpendicular.

Crossing the G-ulf of Venice, we next encounter the Roman form
of head— " a striking type," to use the language of Dr. Wiseman,
" essentially the same, from the wreathed image of Seipio's tomb,

to Trajan or Vespasian, consisting in a large and flat head; a low
and wide forehead ; a face, in childhood, heavy and round— later,

broad and square ; a short and thick neck, and a stout and broad
figure. Nor need we go far to find their descendants ; they are to

be found every day in the streets, principally among the burgesses,

or middle class, the most invariable portion of any population."^"

Blumbnbach presents us with the figure of the skull of a Eoman
praetorian soldier, and accompanies it with the following description :

" General form very fine and symmetrical ; calvaria sub-globose, terminating anteriorly

in a forehead elegantly smoothed
;
glabella and superciliary arches moderately prominent

;

nasal bones of a medium form, neither depressed nor aquiline ; cheek-bones descending

gently from the lower and outer margin of'the orbits, not protuberant as in Negroes, nor

broadly expanded as in Mongols
; jaws with the alveolar arches and rows of teeth well-

rounded ; external occipital protuberance very broad and prominent. "^^^

Sandifort figures a Eoman skull, and speaks of the broad, smooth,

and perpendicular forehead ; the even vertex, rising at the posterior

part ; the lateral globosity, and general oblong foTia.™ According

to MoKTON, " the Roman head difiers from the Greek in having the

forehead low and more arched, and the nose strongly aquiline,

together with a marked depression of the nasal bones between the

eyes."^" Martin speaks of the Roman skull as well-formed, "the

forehead remarkable rather for breadth than elevation ; eyes mode-

rately large; a raised and usually aquiline nose; full and firmly

moulded lips; a large lower jaw, and a prominent chin, distinguish

the Roman ; and an expression in which pride, sternness, and daring

are blended, complete the picture of ' broad-fronted Caesar.' "^'^ Dr.

Edwards, after critically examining the busts of the early Emperors,

thus describes the Roman type of head

;

" The vertical diameter is short, and the face, consequently, broad. The flattened sum-

mit of the cranium, and the almost horizontal lower margin of the jaw, cause the contour

21* Lectures on the Connection between Science and Revealed Religion, p. 152.

21S Decades, 4to, p. 7. '^^ Tabnlse Craniorum diversarum Nationum, P. I.

*•' Crania Aniericana, p, 13. ^^ Man and Monkeys, p. 223.
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of the head, as Tiewed in front, to approximate decidedly to a square. The lateral parts

above the ears are protuberant ; the forehead low ; the nose truly aquiline— the curvature

beginning near the top and ending before reaching the point, the base being horizontal

;

the chin is round, and the stature short." ^i'

Prof. Rbtzius describes, in the following terms, a " Schadel eines

romischen Kriegers," taken from an ancient cemetery at York:

" This skull is very large, in length as well as in breadth, though of the dolicho-cephalic

(Iranian) form. It is broader above towards the vertex, than below towards the base.

The arch of its upper or coronal surface and the vertex are somewhat flat; the circum-

ference, seen from above, is a long, wedge-like oval, terminating posteriorly in a short,

obtuse angle. Forehead broad, well arched, but rather low ; superciliary ridges small

;

malar processes of the frontal bone small, not prominent ; no frontal protuberances ; temples

rounded and projecting
;
parietal protuberances large, forming lateral angles in a posterior

view, and standing far apart ; the semi-circular temporal ridge elevated towards the vertex

;

occiput broad, rounded, the protuberance rather prominent ; the sagittal suture slightly

depressed, especially in the posterior part ; receptaculum cerebelli large, &c." ^™

Dr. Thubnam figures and minutely describes, in Crania Britannica,

the skull of Tbeodorianus, found in a Roman sarcophagus at York
(the ancient Eburacum), erected

^'^' probably during the third cen-

tury of our {era. He informs

us that this skull (Fig. 34) is

" a very fine example of the an-

cient Roman cranium ; that it

is unusually capacious, its di-

mensions being much above the

average in almost every direc-

tion ; that the forehead, though

low, is remarkable for breadth

;

that the coronal surface presents

an oval outline, and is notable

for its great transverse diameter

;

that the parietal region is fall

and rounded; the temporal fossae large; the mastoid processes
unusually large, broad, and prominent ; the occipital bone full and
prominent, especially in its upper half; the frontal sinuses and the
glabella full and large ; the nasal bones very large and broad, with
a finely aquiline profile ; the lachrymal bones and canals large ; the
face square and broad ; the superior maxillte somewhat unduly promi-
nent along the alveolar margin, and thus giving a slightly prognathic
character to the face ; the bony palate wide and deep, kc.^-

'8 Op. cit.
'

2» Kraniologischas von A. Retzius, in MuUer's Archiv fiir Anat., Phys., &c. Jahr.,
1849, p. 576.

"1 Op. cit., p. (3). See, also, a paper "On the Crania of the Ancient Romans," read by
Mr. J. B. Davis, before the British Association. Sept., 1855.
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One of the long-vexed, but still unsolved problems of the histo-

rian and the ethnologist, is the origin and affiliations of the ancient

Etruscans. Whether they were emigrants from a foreign land, as,

with very few exceptions, the traditions of the ancients imply, or

whether, as most modern writers contend, they are really indigense,

is still an open question. Possessing a civilization stretching back to,

perhaps, about 1000 years b. c, a cultivated literature and great phy-

sical science, an elaborate religious system, whose machinery rivalled

in complexity the colossal Theisms of Hindostan and Egypt, and an

artistic development of a high, and in some respects peculiar order,

they excelled all the early nations of Europe, except the Greeks, when
in their palmiest days. Their language was cognate with older forms

of the Hellenic and Latin tongues ; but, judging from the figures

represented upon the coverings of sarcophagi, in painted tombs, and
on ceramic productions, their physical characters distinguished them
effectually from the surrounding nations. According to Prof. K. 0.

Miiller, the proportions observed in these figures indicate a race of

small stature, with great heads ; short, thick arms, and a clumsy and

inactive conformation of body, the " obesos et pingues Etruscos."

They appear to have possessed large, round faces ; a thick and rather

short nose, large eyes, a well-marked and prominent chin.^ Ed-

wards, however, speaks of observing among the peasantry of Tus-

cany (ancient Etruria), in the statues and busts of the Medici family,

and in the bas-reliefs and effigies of the great men of the Florentine

Republic, a type of head characterized by its length and narrowness,

by a considerable frontal development, by a long, sharp-pointed, and

arched nose.

The G-alerie Anthropolo- ^'g- ^^

gique, at Paris, contains a

" Crdne etrusque donne par le

Prince Charles Bonaparte,"

from a photograph of which

the accompanying figure was

reduced. The reader will ob-

serve the peculiar conforma-

tion of this skull; the rude

massiveness of structure, the

elevation of the frontal region,

the flatness of the crown, and „ . ,
Ckane bteusque.

the downward inclination of

the parietal bones towards the fall and rounded occiput. The

222 0. Miiller, Abhandlang der Berlin, Akad. 1818 und 1819, cited by Pricliard, in "Re-

searches," &c., iii. 256: — but, see, on these philologioal and archseologioal question's

M. Maury's Chap. I., and M. Pulszky's Chap. II., in this Tolume, ante.
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description of Miiller coincides very well with the appearance of

this skull.

Fig. 86. In Fig. 36 the reader has

before him another peculiar

type— and a unique speci-

men— of skull, that of the

Ancient Phcenicians, the sea-

wanderers (aname their habits

suggest and justify), the bold

navigators and commercial

traders of antiquity, who, as

early as the sixth century,

B. c, had dared the waters of

Phcenioian.

~
tlie Atlantic, and, perhaps,

doubled the Cape of G-ood

Hope in their fearless explorations; and whose language, after being

lost for nearly two thousand years, has lately been deciphered, and its

long-hidden secrets revealed to the world.^^

"IreceiTed this liighly interesting relic," says Dr. MoetOn, "from M. F. Frcenel, the

distinguished French archseologist and traveller [since deceased, February, 1856, at

Bagdad, in the midst of Ninevite explorations], with the following memorandum, A. d.

1847:— 'Crane provenant des caves sfipulchrales de Ben-Djemma, dans I'ile de Malte.

Ce crane parait avoir appartenu k un individu de la race qui, dans les temps les plus

anciens, ocoupait la c6te septentrionale de TAfrique, et les iles adjacentes.' "^^

This cranium is the one alluded to in the interesting anecdote

narrated by the late Dr. Patterson, in his graceful Memoir, as

illustrating the wonderful power of discrimination, the taotus visus,

acquired by Dr. Mokton in his long and critical study of cranio-

graphy.^ From -this circumstance, and from the many singular

and interesting associations inseparably connected with its antiquily,

its introduction here cannot fail to be received with a lively sense

of interest by those engaged in these studies. It is in many respects

a peculiar skull. In a profile view, the eye quickly notices the

remarkable length of the occipito-mental diameter. This feature

gives to the whole head an elongated appearance, which is much
heightened by the general narrowness of the calvaria, the backward

slope of the occipital region, and the strong prognathous tendency

of the maxillae. The contour of the coronal region is a long oval,

which recalls to the mind the kumbe-kephalic form of Wilson.

The moderately well-developed forehead is notable for its regularity.

In its form and general characters the face is sui generis. It may

™ See Pulszky's Chap. I., p. 129-137, ante.

22* See Morton's Catalogue of Skulls of Man and the Inferior Animals. Philada., 1849.

No. 1352.

2® See Types of Mankind, b. xl.
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not inaptly be compared to a double wedge, for the facial bones are
not only inclined downwards and remarkably forward, thus tapering
towards the chin, but also in consequence of the flatness of the
malar bones and the inferior maxillary rami they appear laterally

compressed, sloping gently, on both sides, from behind forwards,
towards the median line. The lower jaw is large, and much thrown
forwards. The slope of the superior maxilla forms an angle with
the horizon of about 45°. Notwithstanding this inclination of the
maxilla, the incisor teeth are so curved as to be nearly vertical.

Hence the prognathism of the jaws is quite peculiar, diflering, as it

does, from that of the Eskim9 cranium already alluded to, and from
the true African skulls presently to be noticed.

In the consideration of European types, we pass next to the sup-

posed primeval home of the human family. In the mountainous
but fertile region of the Caucasus, extending from the Euxine to the

Caspian Seas, dwell numerous tribes, speaking mutually unintelli-

gible languages, and differing in physical characters. From this

region were the harems of the Turk and Persian supplied with those

beautiful Georgian and Circassian females, who have, to no small

extent, imparted their physical excellence to the former people.

Some idea of the multiplicity of languages spoken in this small area

may be obtained from a fact mentioned by Pliny, that at Dioscurias,

a small sea-port town, the ancient commerce with the Greeks and
Romans was carried on through the intervention of one hundred and
thirty interpreters.

This Caucasian group of races, comprising the Circassian or Kabaiv
dian race, the Absne or Abassians, the Oseti or Iron, the Mizjeji, the

Lesgians, and the Georgians, is classed by Latham, singularly enough,

with the Mongolidse. In alluding to their physical conformation, he
speaks of them as "modified Mongols," although he confesses his

inability to answer the patent physiological objections to such an
arrangement— objections based upon the symmetry of shape and
delicacy of complexion on the part of the Georgians and Circassians.

" The really scientifie portion of these anatomical reasons" (for connecting the ahove

group with the European nations), says he, "consists in a single fact, which was as follows:

—Blumenbaoh had a solitary Georgian skull, and that solitary Georgian skull was the finest

in his collection, that of a Greek being the next. Hence, it was taken as the type of the

gkuU of the more organized divisions of our species. More than this, it gave its name to

the type, and introduced the term Caucasian. Never has a single head done more harm to

science than was done in the way of posthumous mischief, by the head of this well-shaped

female from Georgia. I do not say that it was not a fair sample of all Georgian skulls. It

might or might not be. I only lay before critics the amount of induction that they have

gone upon." ^^

2^ The Varieties of Man, pp. 105, 111, 108. The attention of the reader is directed to

the following paragraph, descriptive of the Georgian cranium referred to above. " The

form of this head is of such distinguished elegance, that it attracts the attention of all who
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Fig. 37.

Circassian (764).

Now Morton's Collection con-

tains four well-marked Circas-

sian heads,—two male and two

female,—which, although they

do not strictly coincide in struc-

ture and configuration with the

Georgian skull, nevertheless ap-

proximate more decidedly the

Japhetic or European form than

the Mongolian, as will be seen

by the annexed cut and desci-ip-

tion of one of these crania, that

of a man, setat. 40 years, and

exhibiting an internal capacity of 90 cubic inches. The ealvaria is

well developed and regularly arched, and in size considerably exceeds

the face. The proportions between the vertical, transverse, and lon-

gitudinal diameters are such as to convey to the eye an impression

of harmony and regularity of structure. The high and broad fore-

head forms with the parietal region a continuous and symmetrical

convexity. The occiput is full and prominent. The face is strongly

marked ; the orbits moderate in size ; the nasal bones prominent

;

the malar bones small and rounded ; the teeth vertical ; the maxillae

of medium size, and the chin prominent. The fulness of the face,

its oval contour, and general want of angularity, decidedly separate

this head from the Mongolian type, as represented by the Kalmuck

skull already figured and described. Did space permit, other differ-

ences could readily be pointed out.

These characters accord very well with the descriptions of these

people, given us by different travellers. The Circassians who call

themselves Attighe or Adige' (Zychi of the Greeks and Latins, Tcher-

kess of the Russians) have always been celebrated for their personal

charms. Mr. Spencer says that, among the ]!^ottahaizi tribe, every

individual he saw was decidedly handsome.^ " The men,'

visit the collection in which it is contained. The vertical and frontal regions form a large

and smooth convexity, which is a little flattened at the temples ; the forehead is high and

broad, and carried forwards perpendicularly over the face. The cheek-bones are small,

descending from the outer side of the orbit, and gently turned back. The superciliary

ridges run together at the root of the nose, and are smoothly continued into the bridge of

that organ, which forms an elegant and finely-turned arch. The alveolar processes are

softly rounded, and the chin is full and prominent. In the whole structure, there is nothing

rough or harsh, nothing disagreeably projecting. Hence, it occupies a middle place between

the two opposite extremes, of the Mongolian variety, in which the face is flattened, and

expanded laterally ; and the Ethiopian, in which the forehead is contracted, and the jaws

also are narrow and elongated anteriorly."— Lawrence, op. cit., p. 228.

'"' Travels in Circassia, ii., 245.
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Pallas, " especially among tlie higher classes, are mostly of a tall

stature, thm form, but Herculean structure. They are very slender

about the loins, have small feet, and uncommon strength in their

arms. They possess, in general, a truly Eoman and martial appear-

ance. The women are not uniformly Circassian beauties, but are,

for the most part, well formed, have a white skin, dark-brown or

black hair, and regular features I have met with a greater

number of beauties among them than in any other unpolished

nation." ^ Says Klaproth,—" They have brown hair and eyes, long

faces, thin, straight noses, and elegant forms." ^^ "Their profile

approaches nearest the Grecian model," writes MoRTop, "and falls

little short of the beau-ideal of classic sculpture."^ The Abassians,

probably autochthones of the north-west Caucasus,— " are distin-

guished from all the neighbouring nations by their nan'ow faces, by

the figure of their heads, which are compressed on both sides, by the

shortness of the lower part of the face, by their prominent noses and

dark-brown hair."^^ From all accounts, the Georgians, "a people

of European features and form," are but little, if at all, inferior to

the Circassians in physical endowments. According to Eeinbggs,

the Georgian women are even more beautiful than the Circassians.^

"Le sang de Georgie," says Chardin, " est le plus beau de I'Orient,

et je puis dire, du monde. Je n'ai pas remarque un visage laid en

ce pays-M, parmi I'un et I'autre sexe, mais j'y en ai vu d'ange-

liques."^^

The extreme south-eastern section of the European ethnic area,

occupying mainly the table-land of Iran, is represented in the Mor-

tonian Collection by six Armenian, two Persian, and one Affghan

skull. A general family resemblance pervades all these crania.

They are all, with one exception, remarkable for the smallness of the

face, and shortness of head. In the Armenian skull, the forehead is

narrow but well formed, the convexity expanding upwards and back-

wards towards the parietal protuberances, and laterally towards the

temporal bones. The greatest transverse diameter is between the

parietal bosses. This feature, combined with the flatness of the oc-

ciput, gives to the coronal region an outline somewhat resembling a

triangle with all three angles truncated, and the base of the triangle

looking posteriorly. In fact, the whole form of the calvaria is such

as to impress the mind of the observer with a sense of squareness

228 Travels in Southern Provinces of the Eussian Empire, I. 398.

229 Travels in Caucasian Countries.

230 Crania Americana, p. 8. ^^ Klaproth, Caucasus, p. 257.

232 Allgemeine historische-topographische Beschreibung des Kaukasus.

23' Voyages en Perse, I., 171.
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and angularity. The dimensions of the orbits are moderate ; the

malar bones small, flat, and retreating; the zygomatic processes

slender, and the general expression of the face resembling that of the

Circassians, from which latter it differs in being shorter. The Per-

sian head is less angular, the frontal region broader, the occiput

fuller, and the malar bones larger. The lower jaw is small and

rather round. The Affghan skull— that of a boy, aged about six-

teen years— resembles, in several respects, the Hindoo type already

described.

The Syro-Arabian or Semitic race, comprising the Arabians, As--

Syrians, Chajdseans, Hebrews, and cognate tribes, also falls within

the European area.

" The physical conformation of the Arabs proper," says Mobton,

" is not very unlike that of their neighbors, the Circassians, although,

especially in the women, it possesses much less of the beautiful. . . .

The Arab face is a somewhat elongatgd oval, with a delicately-pointed

chin, and a high forehead. Their eyes are large, dark, and full of

vivacity ; their eye-brows are finely arched ; the nose is narrow and

gently aquiline, the lips thin, and the mouth small and expressive."^

In another place, he says : " The head (of the southern or peninsular

Arabs) is, moreover, comparatively small, and the forehead rather

narrow and sensibly receding; to which may often be added a meagre

and angular figure,^^ long, slender limbs, and large knees." ^^ Mr.

Feazbr thus describes the physiognomy of the genuine Arabs. " The

countenance was generally long and thin ; the forehead moderately

high, with a rounded protuberance near its top ; the nose aquiline

;

the mouth and chin receding, giving to the line of the profile a cir-

cular rather than a straight character ; the eye deep set under the

brow, dark, and bright."^' According to Db Pages, the Arabs of

the desert between Bassora and Damascus have a large, ardent, black

eye, a long face, features high and regular, and, as the result of the

whole, a physiognomy peculiarly stern and severe." ^^

The famous Baron Lakrby asserts that the skulls of the Arabians

display " a most perfect development of all the internal organs, as

well as of those which belong to the senses Independently

of the elevation of the vault of the cranium, and its almost spherical

form, the surface of the jaws is of great extent, and lies in a straight

or pei-pendicular line ; the orbits, likewise, are wider than they are

23* Cran. Americana, p. 18.

^5 "Tontes leurs formes sont angnleuses," says Denon; "leur barbe courte et il mfeohes

pointues.'' Voyage m Egypte, I., p. 92.

=36 Cran. jEgyptiaoa, p. 47. »' Narrative Of a Journey in Khorasan.
*** Travels round the World.
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usually seen in the crania of Europeans, and they are somewhat less

inclined backwards ; the alveolar arches are of moderate size, and
they are well supplied with very white and regular teeth ; the canines,

especially, project but little. The Arabs eat little, and seldom of
animal food. We are also convinced that the bones of the cranium
are thinner in the Arab than in other races, and more dense in

proportion to their size, which is proved by their greater transpa-

rency."^

The reader will obtain some idea of the Arabian cranial type from
the subjoined figure, representing several Bedawees of the Isthmus
of Suez (IsTos. 766-770, of the Mortonian Collection.)

Fig. 88.

Arabs (B£dawes of Isthmus).

Figs. 39 and 40 represent the profile and facial views of an ancient

Assyrian skull, obtained, by Dr. Layard, from an ancient mound,

Fig. 39. Fig. 40.

Anoient Assteian.

and now deposited in the British Museum. The representations

here given are reductions from natural-size drawings sent to Dr.

NoTT by Mr. J. B. Davis, of Shelton, Stajffordshire, who, in an

239 Comptes Rendus, t. 6, p. 774.
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accompanying letter, vouches for their general accuracy and faith-

fulness to nature.

" This skull," says Dr. Nott, "is Tery interesting, in several points of yiew. Its immense

size confirms history by showing that none but a high ' Caucasian' race could have achieved

so much greatness. The measurements taken from the drawing are—
Longitudinal diameter, 7f inches.

Transverse " . 5| "

Vertical " 5J "

"It is probable that the parietal diameter is larger than the measurement here given;

because, possessor of only front and profile views, I think these may not express fairly

the posterior parts of the head. There are but two heads in Morton's whole Egyptian

series of equal size, and these are 'Pelasgic;' nor more than two equally large throughout

his American series. Daniel Webster's head measured—longitudinal diameter, 7| inches

;

transverse, 5|; vertical, 5J: and comparison will show that the Assyrian head is but a

fraction the smaller of the two.^
" This Assyrian head, moreover, is remarkable for its close resemblance to several of

Morton's Egyptian series, classed under the 'Pelasgic form.' It thus adds another

powerful confirmation to the fact this volume ('Types of Mankind') establishes, viz.,

that the Egyptians, at all monumental times, were a mixed people, and in all historical

ages were much amalgamated with Chaldaio races. Any one, familiar with crania, who

will compare this Assyrian head with the beautiful Egyptian series lithographed in the

Crania JEgyptiaca, cannot fail to be struck with its resembrance to many of the latter, even

more forcibly than anatomists will, through our small, if accurate, wood-cuts."

Eig. 41. The familiar Hebraic type is very

^^^"'"'^ well shown in Pig. 41 (ISTo. 842 of the

'^'^^^^-'^Ik
Mortonian Collection), representing a^\\N

IP11

-sWT\^<v^^ mummied cranium, taken from an

Egyptian sepulchre. "This head,"

writes Morton, "possesses great in-

'^^^ terest, on account of its decided He-

brew features, of which many ex-

amples are extant on the monu-

ments" (of Egypt). The fragmentary

colossal head from Kouyunjih (Fig. 42, on next page), affords an excel-

lent idea of the higher and more ancient Chaldseic type.

I hasten to complete the consideration of Caucasian types by refer-

ring briefly to the peculiarities presented by Egyptian crania. Dr.

^^^ But even the head of Webster is surpassed by the skull of a German baker, in the

Museum of the University of Louisville, which Prof. T. G. Richardson, with the assistance

of Prof. B. SiLLiMAN, Jr., found to possess the extraordinary internal capacity of 125.77

cubic inches, and to present the following external measurements

:

Occipito-frontal, or longitudinal diameter 8J inches.

Bi-parietal, or transverse diameter 6J "

Vertical diameter 6i "

Circumference
23f "

Over the vertex, between the centres of the auditory meatuses... 14f "

See Elements of Human Anatomy. By T. G. Richardson, M. D. Philada., 1854, p. 167.
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Morton's severely learned and ac- Fig- 42.

curate labors in this field are too

well known to the scientific world

to render necessary in this place any

lengthened craniographic description

of the exceedingly ancient and highly

civilized occupants of the classic iWfo-

tica Tellus. Premising that the popu-

lation of Egypt, even in very remote

times, was exceedingly mixed, that

the ancient sepulchres of the Nile

contain I^egroid as well as Caucasian

crania, and that, among the latter,

Morton distinguished three distinct

forms or varieties—^the Egyptian pro-

per, the Pelasgic, and Semitic,— I

proceed to give the reader some idea of the first two of these varieties,

by means of the following concise extracts and expressive illustrations,

taken at random from Crania ^gyptiaca.
" The Egyptian form diflfers from the Pelasgic in having a narrow

and more receding forehead, while, the face being more prominent,

the facial angle is consequently less. The nose is straight or aqui-

line, the face angular, the features often sharp, and the hair uniformly

long, soft, and curling The subjoined wood-cut (Fig. 43)

Fig. 43. Fig. 44.

Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

21
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illustrates a remarkable head, which may serve as a type of the genu-

ine Egyptian conformation. The long oval cranium, the receding

forehead, gently aquiline nose, and retracted chin, together with the

marked distance between the nose and mouth, and the long, smooth

hair, are all characteristic of the monumental Egyptian," and well

shown in Figs. 44, 45, 46 {retro). " To this we may add, that the most

deficient part of the Egyptian skull is the coronal region, which is

extremely low, while the posterior chamber is remarkably full and

prominent."

The Pelasgic form is represented in Fig. 47 -^ "A beautifully-

formed head, with a forehead high, full,

and nearly vertical, a good coronal region,

and largely developed occiput. The nasal

bones are long and straight, and the whole

facial structure delicately proportioned.

Age between 30 and 35 years. Internal

capacity 88 cubic inches; facial angle 81°.

Pelasgic form,"—and in Fig. 48,— "Head

Fis. 47.

Fig. 48. Fig. 49.

of a woman of thirty, of a fault-

less Caucasian mould. The hair,

which is in profusion, is of a dark

brown tint, and delicately curled.

Pelasgicform." Fig. 49, originally delineated in Napoleon's i)e-scr2fiio»

de I'UgypU, admirably illustrates the Egyptian type or configuration.

Of the Fellahs ofLower Egypt, the lineal descendants of the ancient

rural Egyptians, an excellent idea may be obtained from the engrav-

ing on next page (Fig. 50), representing five skulls of this people.

" The skull of the Fellah is strikingly like that of the ancient Egyp-
tian. It is long, narrow, somewhat flattened on the sides, and very

prominent in the occiput. The coronal region is low, the forehead

moderately receding, the nasal bones long and nearly straight, the

cheek-bones small, the maxillary region slightly prognathous, and
the whole cranial structure thin and delicate. But, notwithstanding
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Fig. 60.

323

Fig. 51.

those resemblances between the Fellah and Egyptian skulls, the latter

possess what may be called an osteohgical expression peculiar to

themselves, and not seen in the Fellah."

According to Peunee, the skull of the Fellah is broader and
thicker than that of the Arab.^'

Fig. 51 represents a Coptic cranium, which Morton describes as

"elongated, narrow, but

otherwise mediately de-

veloped in front, with

great.breadth and fulness

in the whole posterior re-

gion- The nasal bones,

though prominent, are

broad, short, and concave,

and the upper jaw is

everted. There is also a

remarkable distance be-

tween the eyes."^^

Turn we now to the consideration of the human skull-types cha-

racterizing the so-called African Eealm—a region cut off, as it were,

from the rest of the world by the vast Saharan Desert, once the bed
of an ancient ocean, but now constituting a natural line of demarca-
tion between the organic worlds of Europe and Africa.

A glance at a large chart or map of the African continent, as at

present known to us, reveals the various races or nations of this

part of the world, distributed in a somewhat triangular manner.
The apex of this triangle, composed of the Hottentot family, coin-

cides with the southern extremity of the continent ; the two sides

are represented by the tribes, of the western and eastern coasts

;

while the base, skirting the sands of Sahara, and stretching from

2" Die TJeberbleibsel der altagyptischen Menschentase. Von Dr. Franz Prun«r, Miinchen

1846, p. 13.

«2 Crania JEgyptiaoa, p. 57.
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the Atlantic Ocean to the Red Sea, north of the Mountains of the

Moon, is composed of nuqjierous and diversified tribes, who, under

the influences of Arabian, Berber, and other foreign immigrations,

have assumed, in general, a higher character than those of the South

African family. This triangular area of African types ihcloses a

terra incognita, towards which the ethnologist already looks for

remarkable revelations.^' It would require many pages to describe

the cranial characters of the numerous indigenous and exotic tribes

— some exceedingly ancient, and some quite modem— which the

traveller beholds in journeying from Cape Verde to Abyssinia, thence

to the Cape of Good Hope, and so to the point of departure on the

western coast. A very brief representation, therefore, of some of

the principal cranial types must here suffice.

Blumenbach has already commented upon the number and diversity

of African skull-forms. He figures six African heads in the Decades,

all difiering from each other in frontal development, prominence

of the maxillse, configuration of chin, &c. This diversity of form

is still better shown by the African heads contained in the Mortonian

Collection ; from which series I select, as the peculiar type of Africa,

not the highest, but a specimen of the lowest form— that of the

woolly-haired, prognathous man, the true ISTegro (Fig. 52, on next

page). In doing so, I but follow the example of Lawrence, and the

advice of Muller, Zeunb, and others. That the head here figured

^ra At a meeting of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, held October 16th,

1855, " Mr. Cassin announced, that M. Duchaillu was about to return to Western Africa, for

the purpose, exclusively, of geographical exploration, and the collection of objects of Natural

History. Arrangements have been made to secure, for the cabinet of this Society, the

collections of Birds especially, and also of some other objects. Mr. Cassin explained the

general design of the Expedition, which was to pass from Cape Lopez, 1° S. latitude,

towards the supposed source of the Congo River, with the intention of attempting to reach

its source. Mr. Duchaillu has already penetrated farther into the interior of this part

of Africa than any other white man. The coast is unknown farther inland than from

twenty to twenty-five miles, except to slavers, there having been no exploration of that

part of Africa. M. Duchaillu had been on the Rivers Moonda and Mouni, had traced the

latter to its source, and had ascertained the existence of high 'mountains, probably a con-

tinuation or spur of the Atlas range, and much further south than is to be found in any
published maps. Another fact ascertained by him, is the existence of a very populous

nation, of marked Negro character, known as the Powein Nation, which he estimates at

from five to seven millions. Their country extends across from the sources of the Moonda,
probably to the sources of the Nile, and the nation is probably that mentioned by Bruce, as

occasionally descending the Nile. It is a warlike and cannibal nation, engaged in agri-

culture, not wandering, resembling in this respect the Ashantees and Dahomeys. It dis-

plays the highest degree of civilization yet observed among the true Negroes, presenting
an analogy to the Feejees, among the Oceanic nations. M. Duchaillu possesses peculiar

advantages as an explorer. He has lived long in the country, is entirely acclimated, speaks
well two of the languages, and understands thoroughly the Negro character. He proposes
to proceed merely with convoys of natives from each tribe successively to the next."
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(So. 983 of the Collection) is Fig. 52.

neither an unusual nor exagge-

rated form, is rendered evident

by comparing it with the Creole

Negro given in the first volume of

Pbichaed's laborious Researches

into the Physical History of Man-
kind, with the drawings of Sandi-

FORT,^ and Camper,^ or with the

skull represented on Plate VIII. Nf.gko.

of Lawrence's Lectures. Indeed,

this latter drawing presents a more degraded form than the accom-

panying figure. The general typical resemblance, however, is so

great, that I transcribe, without hesitation and for self-evident rea-

sons, the following description by Lawrence :

" The front of the head, including the forehead and face, is compressed laterally, and

considerably elongated towards the front ; hence the length of the whole skull, from the

teeth to the occiput, is considerable. It forms, in this respect, the strongest contrast to

that globular shape which some of the Caucasian races present, and which is very remark-

able in the Turk. — The capacity of the cranium is reduced, particularly in its front

part. . . . The face, on the contrary, is enlarged. The frontal bone is shorter, and, as

well as the parietal, less excavated and less capacious than in the European ; the temporal

ridge mounts higher, and the space which it includes is much more considerable. The

front of the skull seems compressed into a narrow keel-like form between the two powerful

temporal muscles, which rise nearly to the highest part of the head ; and has a compressed

figure, which is not equally marked in the entire head, on account of the thickness of the

muscles. Instead of the ample swell of the forehead and vertex, which rises between and

completely surmounts the comparatively weak temporal muscles of the European, we often

see only a small space~ left between the two temporal ridges in the Ethiopian.— The fora-

men magnum is larger, and lies farther back in the head ; the other openings for the

passage of the nerves are larger.— The bony substance is denser and harder; the sides

of the skull thicker, and the whole weight consequently more considerable. — The bony

apparatus employed in mastication, and in forming receptacles for the organs of sense, is

larger, stronger, and more advantageously constructed for powerful effect, than in the

races where more extensive use of experience and reason, and greater civilization, supply

the place of animal strength.— If the bones of the face in the Negro were taken as a basis,

and a cranium were added to them of the same relative magnitude which it possesses in the

European, a receptacle for the brain would be required much larger than in the latter case.

However, we find it considerably smaller. Thus the intellectual part is lessened, the ani-

mal organs are enlarged : proportions are produced just opposite to those which are found

in the Grecian ideal model The narrow, low, and slanting forehead, and the elonga-

tion of the jaws into a kind of muzzle, give to this head an animal character, which cannot

escape the most cursory examination. ... It is sufficiently obvious, that on a vertical

^** Museum Acad. Lugd. Batav., t. 1, tab. 3.

^'*^ Dissertat sur les Variet^s Naturelles, &c., tab. I., fig. 3.— Since writing the above, a

number of human crania and casts, formerly belonging to Dr. Harlan's Collection, have

been presented to the Academy, by Mr. Harlan. Among these, is the cast of a Mozambique

skull, closely resembling the heads above alluded to.
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antero-posterior section of the head, the area of the face will be more considerable in pro-

portion to that of the cranium, in such a skull, than in the fine European forms. — The

larger and stronger jaws require more powerful muscles. The temporal fossa is much

larger ; the ridge which bounds it rises higher on the skull, and is more strongly marked,

than in the European. The thickness of the muscular mass may be estimated from the

bony arch, within which it descends to the lower jaw. The zygoma is larger, stronger,

and more capacious in the Negro; the cheek-bones project remarkably, and are very

strong, broad, and thick: hence they afford space for the attachment of powerful mas-

seters. — The orbits, and particularly their external apertures, are capacious. — Both

entrances to the nose are more ample, the cavity itself considerably more capacious, the

plates and windings of the ethmoid bone more complicated, the cribriform lamella more

extensive, than in the European. The ossa nasi are flat and short, instead of forming the

bridge-like convexity which we see in the European. They run together above into an

acute angle, which makes them considerably resemble the single triangular nasal bone

of the monkey. . . . The superior maxillary bone is remarkably prolonged in front ; its alveo-

lar portion and the included incisor teeth are oblique, instead of being perpendicular, as in

the European. The nasal spine at the entrance of the nose is either inconsiderable, or

entirely deficient. The palatine arch is longer and more elliptical. The alveolar edge

of the lower jaw stands forward, like that of the upper ; and this part in both is narrow,

elongated, and elliptical. The chin, instead of projecting equally with the teeth, as it

does in the European, recedes considerably like that of the monkey.— The characters

of the Ethiopian variety, as observed in the genuine Negro tribes, may be thus summed
up: 1. Narrow and depressed forehead; the entire cranium contracted anteriorly: the

cavity less, both in its circumference and transverse measurements. 2. Occipital foramen

and condyles placed farther back. 3. Large space for the temporal muscles. 4. Great

development of the face. 5. Prominence of the jaws altogether, and particularly of their

alveolar margins and teeth ; consequent obliquity of the facial line. 6. Superior incisors

slanting. 7. Chin receding. 8. Very large and strong zygomatic arch projecting towards

the front. 9. Large nasal cavity. 10. Small and flattened ossa nasi, sometimes consoli-

dated, and running into a point above. — In all the particulars just enumerated, the Negro
structure approximates unequivocally to that of the Monkey. It not only diff'ers from the

Caucasian model, but is distinguished from it in two respects ; the intellectual characters

are reduced, the animal features enlarged, and exaggerated. In such a skull as that repre-

sented in the eighth plate, which, indeed, has been particularly selected, because it is strongly

characterized, no person, however little conversant with natural history or physiology, could

fail to recognize a decided approach to the animal form. This inferiority of organization

is attended with corresponding inferiority of faculties ; which may be proved, not so much
by the unfortunate beings who are degraded by slavery, as by every fact in the past history

and present condition of Africa." 2«

Thus much for the cranial physique of the genuine tropical Fegro.
The tribes ot Western Africa present us with higher forms of the
skull, and less degraded physical and intellectual traits. These
tribes, divided by a recent writer and zealous missionary, the Rev.
J. L. Wilson, into the Senegambians, and the Northern and Southern
Guineans,^' for the most part dwell in small isolated communities,
each composed of a few villages, and having an aggregate population
varying from two to thirty thousand. Even theldngdoms ofAshantee

^ Op. cit., pp. 242, 3, 4-6.

s*' Ethnographic View of Western Africa.
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and Dahomey, the largest political organizations of "Western Africa,

are not superior in population and extent of territory to some of tho

smaller European kingdoms. According to Wilson, the inhabitants

of this region have fixed habitations, cultivate the soil, have herds

of domestic animals, and have made very considerable progress in

most of the mechanic arts. That the various tribes differ remarkably

from each other in physiognomical characters, will be seen from the

following condensed notice of some of the principal families.

The Mandingoes, a commercial people occupying the country in

which the l^iger takes its rise, extending through the kingdoms of

Bambouk, Bambara, and Wuli, and, in smaller or larger groups, cover-

ing all the country from Jalakonda to the sea-coast, are described by

Wilson as " men of tall stature, slender, but well-proportioned, black

complexion, and woolly hair, but with much more regular features

than belong to the true Negro." According to Goldbbert, they

resemble more the blacks of India, than those of Africa.^^ " The
appearance of the Mandingoes," says Major Laing, "is engaging;

their features are regular and open ; their persons well-formed and

comely, averaging a height rather above the common."

The Fulahs inhabit Fuladu, north-west of Manding, the region

between the sources of the Senegal and Mger, and the three large

Senegambian provinces, Futa-Torro, Futa-Bondu, and Futa-Jallon,

extending also towards the heart, of Soudan. The origin and purity

of this peculiar people have been much discussed. Linguistically

and physically, they are distinct from the surrounding tribes over

whom they rule. They deny their Negro origin, and consider them-

selves a mixed race. However, " their physical type of character is

too permanent, and of too long standing, to admit of the idea of an

intermixture. In all mixed races, there is a strong and constant

tendency to one or the other of the parent types, and it is difficult to

point out a mixed breed that has held an intermediate character for

any considerable time, especially when it has been entirely cut off

from the sources whence it derived its being. But the Fulahs are

now, in all their physical characteristics, just what they have been

for many centuries. And it would seem, therefore, that their com-

plexion, and other physical traits, entitle them to as distinct and

independent a national character as either the Arab or Negro, from

the union of which it is supposed that they have received their

origin."^' GoLDBEKRY informs us that the color of their skin is a

kind of reddish black ; their countenances are regular, and their

hair is longer, and not so woolly, as that of the common Negroes

;

2« Travels in Africa, Vol. I. p. 74. =«» Wilson, op. cit., p. 7.
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their language is altogether different from that of the nations by

whom they are surrounded— it is more elegant and sonorous.'"^

MoLLiEN, relying upon traditions extant about the Senegal, thinks

that the Fulahs migrated along with the Jalofs from North Africa,

whence they were expelled by the Moors." ^' D'Eichthal assigns

them a Malayan origin ;^^ but the inquiries of Hodgson negative

this opinion.^ The Jalofs, a compact and limited people, occupying

all the maritime districts of Senegambia, as well as a large part of

the interior, number one million souls, who are distributed into four

sections,— those of Cayor, Sin, Salem, and Brenk. They are the

most northern, as well as the most comely, of all the west-coast

Negroes, and, according to Goldbeert, are robust and well-made

;

their features are regular ; their color a deep and transparent black

;

hair crisped and woolly ; nose rather round ; lips thick.^ The Vai

family, comprising the Timanis, BuUoms, Deys, Condoes, Golahs,

and Mendas, is one of the principal families of North Guinea. They
" are very black, of slender frames, but with large and well-fomied

heads, and of a decidedly intellectual cast of countenance." The

Manou, or Kroo family, comprises the Bassas, Fish, Kroo proper,

Sestos, Grebo, Drewin, and St. Andrew's people, tribes occupying

the Liberian coast, between the Bassa and St. Andrew's rivers.

" The person of the Kruman is large, square-built, and remarkably

erect. He has an open and manly countenance, and his gait is

impressively dignified and independent. His head, however, is

small and peaked, and is not indicative of high intellectual capa^

city." The Quaquas, with dark complexions, and very large, round

heads; the Ashantees, of the Inta or Amina family, presenting

more decided Negro characteristics than the other tribes of this

region ; the Dahomey family ; and finally, the Benin tribes, a very

black race of savages, inhabiting the country between Lagos and

the Kamerun Mountains, complete our rapid glance at the people

of Northern Guinea.

The above-mentioned families are represented in the Mortonian

Collection, by skulls of the Mina, Dey, Grebo, Bassa, Golah, Pessah,

Kroo, and Eboe tribes.

The Golah skull (No. 1093), is remarkable for its massiveness and

density. The calvaria is well-formed, expanding from the frontal

280 Op. cit., Vol. I. p. 72. 251 Voyages en Afrique, t. I. et II.

262 Histoire et Origine des Foulahs ou Fellans. Par Gustave d'Eichthal— in Mtooires

de la Soci^W Ethnologique, t. I.

253 Notes on Northern Africa, the Sahara and Soudan. By Wm. B. Hodgson. New
York, 1844.

25* Op. cit., pp. 74-75.
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region back towards the occiput, whicli is flat and shelving. The
two halves of the os frontis form a double inclined plane, whose
summit coincides with the sagittal suture. The basis cranii is full

and round, and the mastoid processes large ; nasal bones flat, and
falling in below the glabella; orbits large, and widely separated;

malar bones laterally prominent. This latter feature, in conjunction

with the double inclination of the os frontis, gives to the head a

pyramidal form. The superior maxilla is distinctly everted at the

alveolar margin. Another head of the same tribe is longer and
narrower, and, in consequence of the flatness of the malar bones, has

less of the pyramidal form.— The calvaria of a Pessah skull (E'o.

1095) is oblong in figure ; the forehead flat, and receding ; super-

ciliary ridges ponderous; malar bones large and flat; upper jaw
everted; lower jaw retracted, occiput protuberant. In a Kroo head

(E'o. 1098), I find the forehead broad and high ; the calvaria regu-

larly arched, and having its greatest diameter between the anterior

and inferior parts of the parietalia; the occipital region flat and

shelving downwards and forwards to a small foramen magnum;
mastoid processes large ; face very broad ; malar bones shelving

slightly like those of the Eskimo ; inter-orbital space very large

;

upper jaw slightly everted ; teeth rather small, and vertical ; zygo-

matic fossae deep. In another Kroo skull, the vertex is flat, the

forehead recedent, and the jaws more prognathous. The calvaria

of a Dey skull is narrow in front and broad posteriorly, with a flat

vertex ; face small, regular, and compact, and, were it not for the

projection of the superior alveolus, might be considered as almost

European. The skull of an Eboe (No. 1102), presents characters

similar to those just detailed. It does not coincide with the physical

descriptions of these people recorded by Oldfibld in the London

Medical and Surgical Journal (October, 1835), and by Edwards in his

Sistory of the West Indies, but is chiefly remarkable for the great

obliquity of the orbital opening, and the unusual smallness of the

mastoid processes.

Between North and South Guinea, the Kamerun Mountains

appear to form a natural ethnographic line of division, rising as

they do some fourteen thousand feet above the sea-level, and pre-

senting upon their northern aspect the Old Kabardiau language,

and upon their southern, the Duali— two dialects which, according

to Mr. "Wilson, are as dififerent from each other, with the exception

of a few words that they have borrowed by frequent inter-communi-

cation, as any two dialects that might be selected from the remotest

parts of the country. All along the coast, from the Kamerun to the

Cape of Good Hope, an extraordinary diversity of physical type pre
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vails among the inhabitants. Thus, in the Gabun alone, Wilson

distinguishes at least five very marked types. "1. There is the

Jewish type, where the profile is strikingly Jewish, the complexion

either a pale or reddish brown, the head well-formed, figure slender,

but well-formed, and the hair nearly as woolly as that of the pure

JSTegro. 2. There is another, that may be regarded as the Fulah

type, where the stature is of middle size, complexion a dark brown,

the face oval, and features regular, the hair in some cases crisp or

woolly, and in others soft and even silky. 3. The Kaffir type, where

the frame is large and strong, the complexion a reddish-brown, the

lips thick, but not turned out, the nose somewhat dilated, but not

flat like the Negro, the hands and feet well-formed, but the hair is

crisp or woolly. 4. A type corresponding to the description given

of the Kamerun and Corisco men, and in some cases showing a

decided approximation to the features of the Somaulis, represented

in Prichard's work on the physical history of Man. 6. What may

be regarded as an approximation to the true Negro type, the most

striking instance of which we have ever seen, is that of a man by

the name of Toko, whose likeness is to be found in the Bay-Star,

for 1847. But even this shows a much better formed head, and a

more intelligent countenance, than belongs to the pure Negro." ^^

In a Benguella skull in the Collection (No. 421), the forehead is

broad and capacious, the calvarial arch full and regular, the posterior

region appears elongated in consequence of the angle formed by the

junction of a large Wormian piece and the occiput proper ; face regu-

lar, superior maxillae prognathous. A Mozambique skull (No. 423),

resembles in form that of the Benguella and Kroos. In another

Mozambique head (No. 1245), however, the forehead is narrower

and higher. A cast of a Mozambique skull, recently added to the

Collection, presents an exceedingly low and degraded form. Three

Hottentot heads are long, compressed anteriorly ; foreheads low ; the

whole face small and prognathous, the slope, from the glabella to

the upper alveolus, being continuous ; the occipital region protube-

rant. Only one of these heads approximates the pyramidal form.

Two Kaffir skulls are characterized by high, peaked foreheads ; the

sagittal suture marked by a prominent ridge, and the calvaria pyra-

midal in form. Two Hova skulls have the base long and narrow,

the vertex flat, the orbits narrow and high, and the superior maxillse

prominent.

The reader will obtain some idea of the different cranial forms of

Africa, by glancing at the annexed cuts (Figs. 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58),

«» Op. oit., p. 19.
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taken from the works of Morton, Prichakd, and Martin, and
representing a few of both the higher and lower conformations

of the skull.

Fig. 53. Fig. 54.

Kaffib. ASHANIEE.

Fig. 55. Fig. 56.

BrSHMAII.

Fig. 57.

Cbeole Negbo. MvMniEo Neqbebs.

Passing from Africa to America by the way of the Canary Isles,

we encounter a peculiar type or form of skull— that of the ancient

Gruanches, who inhabited these Isles before they fell into the posses-

sion of the Spaniards. The annexed cut (Fig. 59, on next page,)

shows that this type is neither African nor American, but appertains
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GUANCHE.

Fig. 59. rather to the " Caucasian" family, as sug-

gested by CuviBK, in his observations upon

the Venus Hottentotte.^ This opinion is con-

firmed by a Guanche skull in the Mortonian

Collection.

Through Crania Americana, it has long

been known to the scientific world that a

remarkable sameness of osteological cha-

racter pervades all the American tribes

from Hudson's Bay to Terra del Fuego. It

is equally well known, that the researches of Humboldt and Gallatin

have demonstrated a conformity not less remarkable in the language

and artistic tendencies of these numerous and widely-scattered abo-

rigines. Dr. Morton divides the American race into two great

families— the Toltecan, possessing a very ancient demi-civilization,

and the Barbarous tribes. The latter, he sub-divides into the Appa-
lachian, Braziliau, Patagonian, and Fuegian branches. The Appar
lachians are characterized by a rounded head ; large, salient, and
aquiline nose; dark-brown and very slightly oblique eyes; large

and straight mouth, with nearly vertical teeth; the whole face

triangular. The physical traits of the Brazilian group difier but

little from those of the Appalachian. A larger and more expanded
nose, and larger mouths and lips, seem to constitute the only dif-

ference. Tall statures, fine forms, and indomitable courage distin-

guish the Patagonian group. The Fuegians have large heads, broad
faces, small eyes, clumsy bodies, large chests, and ill-shaped legs.

As the cranial type or standard representative of these American
Barbaroi, I have selected the head of a Cotonay, or Black-foot chief,

Fig. 60. named the " Bloody Hand' ' (Fig. 60).

It is from the upper Missouri, and
was presented by J. J. Audubon,
Esq. (No. 1227 of the Collection).

The following extractfrom the Crania

Americana will serve to give the rea^

der a general idea of the cranial pecu-

liarities of the American type, while

a comparison with the subjoined fig-

ures will show how extensively this

Cotonay. ^^P® has been distributed over our

continent.

" After examining a great number of skulls, I find that the nations
east of the Alleghany Mountains, together with the cognate tribes,

'^ M^moires du Museum d'Histoire naturelle, t. iix.
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have the head more elongated than any other Americans. This
remark applies especially to the great Lenape stock, the Iroquois,

and the Cherokees. To the west of the Mississippi, we again meet
with the elongated head in the Mandans, Eicaras, Assinaboins, and
some other tribes. Yet even in these instances, the eJiaracteristic

truncation of the occiput is more or less obvious, while many nations

east of the Eocky Mountains have the rounded head so characteristic

of the race, as the Osages, Ottoes, Missouris, Dacotas, and numerous
others. The same conformation is common in Florida ; but some
of these nations are evidently of the Toltecan family, as both their

characters and traditions testify. The head of the Charibs, as well

of the Antilles as of Terra Firma, are also naturally rounded ; and
we trace this character, so far as we have had opportunity for exami-

nation, through the nations east of the^ Andes, the Patagonians and
the tribes of Chili. In fact, the flatness of the occipital portion of the

cranium will probably be found to characterize a greater or less

number of individuals in every existing tribe, from Terra del Fuego
to the Canadas.^' If these skulls be viewed from behind, we observe

the occipital outline to be moderately curved outwards, wide at the

^' It Is pleasing to observe the unabated energy and zeal which the Professor of History

and English Literature in University College, Toronto (already, as we have seen, celebrated

for his archseological and ethnological researches in Scotland), still bestows upon his

favorite study, in his new Canadian home. In a recent No. of the Canadian Journal of

Industry, Science, and Art (November, 1856), of which he is the editorial head, the reader

will find, from his pen, an interesting account of the Discovery of Indian Remains in Canada

West. From this article I select the foUovring paragraph, from its bearing upon the sub-

ject-matter present^ in the text above : " No indications," says Prof. W., " have yet been

noticed of a race in Canada corresponding to the Brachy-cephalic or square-headed mound-

builders of the Mississippi, although such an approximation to that type undoubtedly

prevails throughout this continent as, to a considerable extent, to bear out the conclusions

of Dr. Morton, that a conformity of organization is obvious in the osteologioal structure

of the whole American population, extending from the southern Fuegians, to the Indiana

skirting the Arctic Esquimaux. But such an approximation— and it is unquestionably no

more— still leaves open many important questions relative to the area and race of the

ancient mound-builders. On our northern shores of the great chain of lakes, crania of the

more recent brachy-cephalic type have unquestionably been repeatedly found in compara-

tively modem .native, graves. Such, however, are the exception, and not the. rule. The

prevailing type, so far as my present experience extends, presents a very marked predomi-

nance of the longitudinal over the parietal and vertical diameter; while, even in the

exceptional oases, the brachy-cephalic characteristics fall far short of those so markedly

distinguishing the ancient crania, the distinctive features of which some observers have

affirmed them to exhibit. In point of archaeological evidence of ancient occupation, more-

over, our northern sepulchral disclosures have hitherto revealed little that is calculated to

add \f> our definite knowledge of the past, although the traces of ancient metallurgic arts

suggest the probability of such evidence being found. The discovery of distinct proofs

of the ancient extension of the race of the mound-builders into these northern and eastern

regions, would furnish an addition of no slight importance to our materials for the primeval

history of the Great Lake districts embracing Canada West."
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occipital protuberances, and fuU from those points to the opening

of the ear. From the parietal protuberances there is a slightly

curved slope to the vertex, producing a conical, or rather a ^^•edge-

shaped outline. Humboldt has remarked, that 'there is no race on

the globe in which the frontal bone is so much pressed backwards,

and in which the forehead is so small.'^ It must be observed, how-

ever, that the lowness of the forehead is in some measure compen-

sated by its breadth, which is generally considerable. The flat

forehead was esteemed beautiful among a vast number of tribes

;

and this fancy has been the principal incentive to the moulding

of the head by art. Although the orbital cavities. are large, the

eyes themselves are smaller than in Europeans ; and Fbbsibr asserts

that the Puelehe women he saw in Chili were absolutely, hideous from

the smallness of their eyes. ^The latter are also deeply set or sunk

in the head ; an appearance which is much increased by the low and

prominent frontal ridges What has been said of the bony

orbits obtains with surprising uniformity ; thus the superior margin

is but slightly curved, while the inferior may be compared to an

inverted arch. The lateral margins form curves rather mediate

between the other two. This fact is the more interesting on account

of the contrast it presents to the oblong orbit and parallel margins

observable in the Malay. The latter conformation, however, is

sometimes seen in the American, but chiefly in those skulls which

have been altered by pressure to the frontal bone.—The nose con-

stitutes one of the strongest and most uniform features of the Indian

countenance ; it mostly presents the decidedly arched form, without

being strictly aquiline, and still more rarely flat.— The nasal cavities

correspond to the size of the nose itself; and
'^'

' the remarkable acuteness of smell possessed by

the American Indian has been attributed to the

great expansion of the olfactoiy membrane.

But the perfection of this sense, like that of

hearing among the same people, is perhaps

chiefly to be attributed to its constant and as-

siduous cultivation. The cheek-bones are large

and prominent, and incline rapidly towards the

lower jaw, giving the face an angular conforma-

tion. The upper jaw is often elongated, and
Head of the famous Sao much inclined Gutwards, but the teeth are for
chief, " Black Hawk." . t rm i • • t. j

the most part vertical. " The lower jaw is broad

and ponderous, and truncated in front. The teeth are also very

large, and seldom decayed ; for among the many that remain in the

skulls in my possession, very few present any marks of disease,

256 Monuments, t. I., p. 158.
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althougli they are often mucli worn down by attrition in the masti-

cation of hard substances."

The Peruvian skull " is remarkable for its small size, and also,

as just observed, for its quadrangular form. The occiput is greatly

compressed, sometimes absolutely vertical; the sides are swelled

Out, and the forehead is somewhat elevated, but very retreating.

The capacity of the cavity of the cranium, derived, from the measure-

ment of many specimens of the pure Inca race, shows a singularly

small cerebral mass for an intelligent and civilized people. These

heads are remarkable not only for their smallness, but also for their

irregularity ; for in the whole series in my possession, there is but

one that can be called symmetrical. This irregularity chiefly con-

sists in the greater projection of the occiput to one side than the

other, showing in some instances a surprising degree of deformity.

As this condition is as often observed on one side as the other, it is

not to be attributed to the intentional application of mechanical

force ; on the contrary, it is to a certain degree common to the whole

American race, and is sometimes no doubt increased by the manner

in which the child is placed in the cradle."

From the preceding paragraph, it will be seen that Dr. Morton

considered the asymmetry of the Peruvian head to be congenital.

In a subsequent essay he concluded that this deformity was the

result of pressure artificially applied.^' According to Eiveeo and

TscHUDi, this deformity can be demonstrated upon the mummied
fcetus. It must, therefore, be regarded as the natural form of a

primeval race. This opinion is confirmed by the following extract

from a letter of Dr. Lund, of Copenhagen, addressed to the His-

torical and Geographical Society of Brazil, concerning some organic

remains discovered in the calcareous rocks in the Province of Minas

Geraes, Brazil.

"Wc know," says he, "that the human figures fonnd sculptnre3 in the ancient ttOTiti-

ments of Mexico represent, for the greater part, a singnlaf conformation of head,— being

entirely without forehead— the cranium retreating backwards immediately above the super-

ciliary arch. This anomaly, which is generally attributed to an artificial disfiguration of the

head, or the taste of the artist, now admits a more natural explanation ; it being now proved,

by these authentic documents, that there really existed on this continent a race exhibiting

this anomalous conformation."''™

Many curious facts might be mentioned in this connection, show-

ing that not a few of the artificial deformations of the head witnessed

in certain races of men, are in reality imitations of once natural types.

*' We know," says AiMTDfiB THtEEET, "that the Huns -used artificial means for giving

Mongolian physiognomy to their children; they flattened the nose with firmly-strained

259 Ethnography and .Archseology of the American Aiboriginea. Silliman's Journal,

November, 1846.

^ This letter was translated by Lieut. Strain, V. S. N., and a synopsis of it published in

the Proceedings of the Philada. Acad. Nat. Sciences, February, 1844.
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linen ribbons, and pressed the head to make the cheek-bones projecting. What conld be

the reasonable cause of this barbarous custom, if not the effort to approach a form, which,

among the Huns, was held in greater regard— in a word, the aristocratic race ? The pur-

pose quoted by the Roman authors, to get the helmet better fixed on the head, is scarcely

credible. It seems more probable, that when the Mongols were masters of the Huns, the

Mongolian physiognomy was the prize attached to aristocratic distinctions ; they conse-

quently tried to approach this form, and considered it an honor thus to deform themselves,

in order to resemble the reigning nation. This is most likely the cause of those unnatural

deformations which historical writers so particularly describe."^'

This opinion is also entertained by Profs. Eetzius^^ and Esch-

RiOHT.^ Ze.unb thus expresses his views upon this interesting

subject

:

"Though some naturalists presume that the flatness of the Huanca skull and the height

of the Natchez skull are produced by artificial pressure when young, yet Camper contends

against this idea, on page 37 of his ' Natural Difference in Faces,' translated by Sommebino,

as does also Catlin in his 'North American Indians,' and I am of the opinion that if there

did not already exist u, disposition to these forms in nature, the different nations could

never have conceived the idea of carrying it to extremes."

The following extract from a letter addressed to Dr. J. H. B. McClel-

LAN, by Mr. George Gibbs, Indian Agent, dated Fort Vancouver, Ore-

gon, December 17, 1855, will be read with interest in this connection

:

" Let me point out to you one thing to be noted as regards skulls from this part of the

country, which was brought to my notice by an article in Schoolcraft's book. I forget by

whom. Among ten figures given, are Chinook skulls unflattened. Skulls from the region

where that practice prevails, which are in the natural state, are those of slaves, and though

possibly born among the Ohinooks, or other adjacent tribes, are of alien races. The cha-

racteristics must not be assumed therefore from these. The practice prevails, generally,

from the mouth of the Columbia to the Dalles, about 180 miles, and from the Straits of

Fuca on the north to Coos Bay, between the 42d and 43d parallel south. Northward of the

Straits it diminishes gradually to a mere slight compression, finally confined to women, and

abandoned entirely north of Milbank Sound. So east of the Cascade Mountains, it dies out

in like manner. Slaves are usually brought from the south— I should rather say were, for

the foreign slave trade has ceased, though not the domestic (I am not talking of home poli-

tics) — and the Klamath and Shaste tribes of California probably furnished many for this

country, while captives from here were taken still north, and from Puget's Sound as far as

the Russian possessions. The children of slaves were not allowed to flatten the skull, and
therefore these round heads indicate, not the liberty-loving Puritan of the west, but the

serf. I mention this, because in minute comparisons it is proper to take all precautions to

insure genuineness. Skulls taken from large cemeteries, or from sepulchres of whatever
form erected with care, may be deemed authentic, saving always the chance of intermar-
riage with distinct tribes, which is usual, because the bodies of slaves are left neglected in

the woods
;
the Chinooka, for instance, preferring to buy wives from the Chihalis or Cowlitz,

tribes of Sehlish origin. If I get time to finish my general report this winter, you will find

2«i Quoted by Prof. Retzius from Burckhardt'a German translation of Thierry's work,
"Attila Schilderungen aus der Geschichte des funften Jahrhunderts, Leipzig, 1852." See a
paper "On artificially formed Skulls from the Ancient World," by Prof. Retzius, in Pro-
ceedings of Philada. Acad. Nat. Sciences, for September, 1855.

262 Phr^nologien bedomd frjn en Anatomisk standpunkt. Af Prof., A Retzius.
263Angaaende Betydningen af Hjerneskallens og hele Hovedets Formforskjellighed.

(Skand. Naturf Sallsk. Fordhandl.)
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furtlier details, supposing always you are not tired of these. I have never been able to get

an authenticated skull of a -white half-breed. These also are never flattened, the pride

of intercourse in the mother preserving to the child the attributes of the superior race." ^^

Figs. 62, 63, 64, and 65, following, represent, respectively, the

head of a Creek chief, in the possession of Dr. Nott, of Mobile ; the

skull of a Sioux or Dacota warrior (No. 605) ; the skull of a Seminole

Fig. 62.

Semihole Wabbiob.

Fig. 66.

"WET

Fig. 63.

Dacota Wabbiob.

Fig. 65.

AKOIENI MoUND-BtnlDEB.

Fig. 67.

trrr
Peruvians.

'^ See Proceedings of PhUada. Acad. Nat. Sciences, March, 1856.

22
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warrior, slain at the battle of St. Josephs, in June, 1836 (IS^o. 604)

;

and the cranium of an ancient monnd-builder (No. 1512), " found bj

Dr. Davis and Mr. Squibe, in a mound in the Scioto Valley, Ohio,

and described and figured by them in their Ancient Monumenta of the

Mssissippi Valley, PI. XLVII. and XLVHI.

The general form of the Peruvian skull is shown in Figs. 66

and 67 {retro).

The cranial types of Oceanica still remain to be discussed. With

my limits already overswelled, I can but allude in the briefest man-

net to a few of the more important and striking skull-forms of this

vast region, which has been anthropologically divided by Jacqui-

NOT^ into three great sections, viz. : 1. Australia, comprehending

New Holland and Tasmania, or Van Diemen's Land ; 2. Polynesia,

'embracing Micronesia and Melanesia, or, in other words, the islands

of the Pacific Ocean, from the west coast of America to the Philip-

pines and the Moluccas; and 3. Malaysia, comprising the Sunda,

Philippine, and Molucca islands— the East Indies, or Indian Archi-

pelago of the geographer.

According to Peichakd, the numerous types of this immense

region differ decidedly from each other, and also from those of the

old and new world. Jacquinot, however, affirms that the Polyne-

sians do not diifer sensibly from the American tribes.^'® Blanchard

also speaks of "une grand analogic entre les peuples de la Polynesie

et ceux de I'Amerique."^ The correctness of this opinion Dr. Nott

positively denies, resting his negation upon a comparison of the skulls

of the two races.^^ Blumbnbach, Dbsmoulins-, and Pickering assure

us that the Polynesians belong to the Malay stock. Such an affilia-

tion Ceawfurd clearly disproves.

Jacquinot thus characterizes the Polynesian race : " Skin tawny,

of a yellow color washed with bistre, more or less deep ; very light

in some, almost brown in others. Hair black, bushy, smooth, and

sometimes frizzled. Eyes black, more split than open, not at all

oblique. E"ose long, straight, sometimes aquiline or straight; nos-

trils large and open, which makes it sometimes look flat, especially

in women and children ; in them, also, the lips, which in general

are long and curved, are slightly prominent. Teeth fine, incisors

2« Voyage au Pole Sud, Zoologie, t. 2. Observations sur les Races Humaines de rAm^nque

M^ridionale et de I'Oc^anie.

286 Op. cit. ,

2*' Voyage au Pole Sud, Anthropologie ; Teste, p. 68. In the same paragraph, however,

he says, "Nous pensons qu'il existe entre eux dea oaractferes distinctifs, des caractferes

appr^oiables dans la forme du crane."

268 Types of Mankmd, p. 438.
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large. Cheek-bones large, not salient ; enlarging the face, which,

aevertheless, is longer than wide."

This description is confirmed by most of the travellers who have
visited the region under consideration. "All voyagers, however,"

says Morton, " have noticed the great disparity that exists between

the plebeians and the aristocratic class, as respects stature, features,

and complexion. The privileged order is much fairer and much
taller than the other ; their heads are better developed, and their

profile shows more regular features, including the arched and aquiline

nose."^

A slight examination of the skulls in the Mortonian Collection

representing this race, is sufficient to show, that while a general

resemblance of cranial forms prevails throughout this region, yet

considerable variations in type can be readily pointed out. A
glance at the beautiful plates of Dumoutibr's "Atlas" serves to

confirm this conclusion.

The head of a Kanaka, of the Sandwich Islands,—a race of people

" the most docile and imitative, and

perhaps also the most easy of in-

struction, of all the Polynesians"

—

appears to me to afford a good idea

of the general cranial type of Poly-

nesia. The head (Fig. 68) is elon-

gated; the forehead recedent; the

face long and oval; the breadth

between the orbits considerable;

the alveolar margin of the supe-

rior maxillary slisrhtly prominent;
^, , .IT t t Sand-wich Islander.
the lower jaw large and regularly

rounded. The breadth and shortness of the base and the peculiar

flatness of the sub-occipital region give to the whole head an elon-

gated or drawn-out appearance.

This peculiarity of the basi-occipital portion of the head is still

better shown in Figs. 69 and 70, on next page, which represent the

cranium of a Sandwich Islander, who died in the Marine Hospital at

Mobile, while under the care of Drs. Levert and Mastin./ " This

skull," says Dr. N"ott, "was presented to Agassiz and myself for

examination, without being apprised of its history. IsTotwithstand-

ing there was something in its form which appeared unnatural, yet

it resembled, more than any other race, the Polynesian ; and as such

we did not hesitate to class it. It turned out afterwards that we
were right ; and that our embarrassment had been produced by an

2* Crania Americana, p. 59.
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Fig. 69. Fig. 70.

Sandwich Islander. Vertical View of Same.

artificial flattening of the occiput; which process the Islander,

while at the hospital, had told Drs. Levert and Mastin, was

habitual in his family. The profile view betrays less protube-

rance of brain behind, and the vertical view more compression

of occiput, than belongs generally to his race; but still there

remains enough of cranial characteristics to mark his Polynesian

origin ; even were not the man's history preserved, to attest the

gross depravity of his animal propensities."

p. .^j Fig. 71, reduced from Plate 32 of Du-

moutier's Atlas, represents the head of a

native of Mawi, one of the small islands

of the Sandwich group. This head appears

to me to possess a somewhat higher de-

velopment than is seen in the two pre-

ceding figures.

The skull of a cannibal, in the Mortonian

Collection (No. 1531), from Christina Island

—=one of the Marquesas— exhibits a nar-

row, dolicho-cephalic form; the frontal re-

gion flat and narrow; the posterior region broad and ponderous;

the face massive and roughly marked ; the superior maxilla more
everted than in the Sandwich Islander ; altogether a low and brutal

Fig. 72.
form, though the internal capacity is as

high as 90.5 cubic inches. This head re-

sembles in several respects the skull of a

man of the Tais tribe (Nukahiva), figured

by Dumoutier on his 29th Plate. It differs

from the latter in having a somewhat re-

tracted lower jaw ; a feature which approxi-

mates it to the Malay head figured below.

Fig. 72 represents one of a collection of

NuKAHivAN. crania brought by Dumoutier from the

Sandwich Islander.
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ancient ossuaries in the Island of Nukahiva. Blanchard has care-

fully studied this collection, and also a series of Marquesan crania

in the "Galerie Anthropologique du Museum d'Histoire JSTaturelle."

He informs us that

—

" Comparatiyement aux crtoes des Europdens, ceux des naturels des iles Marquises se

montrent beaucoup plus rfitr^cis et plus arrondis vers le sommet. Le frontal fuit non-

seulement en arrifere, mais aussi sur les c6t6s. Cet os est ainsi arrondi et n'offre en aucune

fa9on ce m^plat gfin^ral qu'on observe ordinairement dans les tetcs des Europ^ens, avec des

nuances k la \6rit6 trfes-notables.

" En mesurant la hauteur du cr^ne des Noutahiviens du bord inf^rieur du maxillairc

sup^rieur el Tangle de la demifere molaire ou dcpuis Tapophyse mastoidienne jusqu'au bord

median du coronal S. son insertion avec les pari^taux, et comparant cette mesure avec eelle

de I'epaisseur du crfine prise de la partie la plus avanc^e du frontal a I'origine de I'occi-

pital, nous avons trouv^ chez plusieurs sujets que cette hauteur ^tait k peine inf^rieure

§, I'epaisseur. Chez un plus grand nombre cependant, nous avons trouv6 la largeur du

cr3.ne, consid^r^ par le cotS, d'environ un huitifeme sup^rieure k la hauteur, et meme un
peu plus, chez deux ou trois individus. De ce c6t6 il y a done des differences individuelles

assez prononcees.

" Le coronal dans sa plus grande largeur, prise d'une suture k 1'autre, s'est montrfi d'une

etendue sensiblement moindre avec de trfes-iegferes variations, que la hauteur prise de I'ori-

gine des OS nasaux §, la suture mfidiane des parifitaux. Un crane de femme seul nous a

fourni ces deux mesures ^gales.

" La distance de I'apophyse mastoidienne i. rextrdmite de la ni§,choire sup^rieure s'est

trouvfie, chez tons les cranes de Kanaques, ^gale & I'espace compris entre le bord exteme

des deux os jugaux pris ^ leur insertion avec I'os frontal.

" Dans ce type enfin on constate encore une preeminence bien prononcie des apophyses

zygomatiques une forte saillie des os maxillaires et une forme ovalaire dans la base du

crS,ne, I'occipital etant sensiblement attenue en arrifere.

" Les tetes de femmes pr^sentent les m6mes caract&res que les tetes d'hommes, les

mSmes rapports entre les proportions de la boiite crinicnne, de I'os frontal, etc., avec les os

de la face un peu moins saillants.Si

In Fig. 73 (skull of a Taitian woman), Fig- 73.

the reader has before him the cranial type

of the Society Islands.

"Nous remarquons," says Blanchaed, "la meme

forme g^nerale de la tete que chez les naturels des

iles Marquises ; o'est ^galement une forme pyramidale,

plus prononcee encore que nous ne I'avons vu partout

ailleurs dans la tSte d'homme qui porte sur la planche

les num^ros 1 et 2 ; mais ici I'allongement general de

cette tgte nous fait croire S. une particularity tout a fait

individuelle. Memes rapports entre la hauteur et la Taitian.

longueur du crane que chez les Kanaques, et cependant,

vue par le profil, la tSte nous parait plus arrondie chez les Taitiens, les parietaux nous

semblent moins d^primes en arrifere. Sous le rapport des proportions de I'os frontal,

comme chez les precedents, nous avons constate un peu moins de largeur que de hauteur.

La saillie des os maxillaires nous parait aussi plus prononcee chez le Taitien que chez le

Noukahivien. Ceci est trfes-marque dans la tgte de femme portant sur la planche XXX les

numeros 3 et 4. Si I'on mesure la longueur comprise entre I'apophyse mastoidienne et

I'extremite du maxillaire superieur, on verra, en portant cette mesure sur I'espace compris
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Fig. 74.

TONOA ISLANSEK.

entre leu os jugairx S. leitf insertion, qu'elle est manifestement sup^rieure t celle que nous

avona reoonnne sur de nombreux cranes de naturels des lies Marquises. Cette difKrence

est aussi trfes-sensible dans le cr&ne d'enfaut qui, sur la meme planche, porte les num^ros

5 et 6."

DuMOTJTiEK figures, in his beautiful Atlas, several crania from

Tongataboo and Vavao, of which I select one (Fig. 74), that of

a Tonga Islander, to represent the skull-

type of the Friendly Islands. According

to Blanchakd, these crania resemble, in

their general form or type,, those of the

Mangareviens, Taitians, and other Polyne-

sians. He assures us that the proportions

of the calvaria, the prominence of the zygo-

matic arches, and the maxillary bones, ap-

pear to be the same in all. Viewed in front,

the head of the Tongans partakes of the

pyramidal form more decidedly than the

skulls of the other Polynesians. The coro-

nal region is also a little longer.

"Si le caractfere," says Blanchard, " observe ici sur quelques indiyidus appartient i, la

plus grande masse des habitants de I'archipel dea Amis, il doTiendra Evident qu'il existe

un caractfere anthropologique pour distinguer les Tongans de leurs Toisins de I'est, et que

ce caractfere traduit une superiority relative d'intelligence."

A higher form of the skull than the Tongan, is seen in Fig. 75,

which represents the head of a Feejee

Islander, in the Collection ofthe Royal

College of Surgeons, London. It is

thus described by Martin :

" The forehead is small, and laterally compressed,

the space occupied by the temporal muscle being

quite flat ; but the centre of each parietal bone is

boldly and abruptly convex ; the top of the head,

or coronal arch, is ridge-like, with a slope down-

ward on each side ; the cheek-bones are large and

deep ; the upper margin of the orbits is smooth
;

and the frontal sinuses are but slightly indicated

;

the orbits are large, and rather circular ; the nasal

bones are short and depressed, and the nasal ori-

fice is of remarkable width and extent, as is that
of the posterior nares also ; the alveolar ridge of the superior maxillary bone projects
moderately

;
the lower jaw is very thick and deep ; the posterior angle is rounded, and the

base of the ramus arched, so that the posterior angle and the chin do not touch a plane

;

the basilar process of the occipital bone is less inclined upward than in five or six European
skulls examined at the same time : the coronal suture only impinges on the sphenoid bone
by a quarter of an inch. From the middle of the occipital condyle to the alveolar ridge
between the two middle incisors, the measurement is four inches and three-eighths ; the
posterior development of the cranium, beyond the middle of the condyle, three inches and
three-eighths."

Fig. 75.

Fbejee Islandeb.
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Maiicolo.

Fig. 76 represents the liead of a native of Mali- Fig. 76.

eolo, one of the IsTew Hehrides.

As we journey westward toward Australia, we
find the human cranial type changing again in

the inhabitants of the Vitian Archipelago. A
glance at the figures on plate 33 of Dumoutier's,

Atlas, shows at once that the Vitian skulls differ

to some extent from those of the other Polynesian

races already noticed. The cranium of the former

is more elongated posteriorly, and the maxillary

bones are more salient ; the forehead is lower and

more recedent, so that, viewed in front, the h«ad has less of the pyra-

midal form. Blanchard has pointed out'considerable differences in

the dimensions of the Vitian, as compared vrith the other Polynesian

skulls. He also compares together African and Polynesian crania,

and observes that if these two great groups resemble each other in

certain characters, they differ not the less remarkably in others.

It is obviously impossible for me, in this place, to give an elaborate

description of the various skull-forms of the Polynesian realm. Such

a description, in the hands of Blanchaed, has already grown into an

octavo volume of nearly three hundred pages. Let it sufiice, there-

fore, to say, that the traveller, as he visits in succession the numerous

groups of islands composing the Polynesian realm, is constantly con-

fronted with interesting and instructive modifications of the funda-

mental type of this realm.

The Malay conformation next claims our attention. From the

heads of this race in the Mortonian

Collection, I select No. 47, as the

representative of this widely-diffused

and peculiar type.

"The skull of the Malay" (Fig. 77), says

Morton, "presents the following characters:

the forehead is low, moderately prominent, and

arched; the occiput is much compressed, and

often projecting at its upper and lateral parts

;

the orbits are oblique, oblong, and remarkably

quadrangular, the upper and lower margins

being almost straight and parallel; the nasal Malay.

bones are broad and flattened, or even concave

;

the cheek-bones are high and expanded ; the jaws are greatly projected ; and the upper jaw,

together with the teeth, is much inclined outwards, and often nearly horizontal. The teeth

are by nature remarkably fine, but are almost uniformly filed away in front, to enable them

to imbibe the color of the betel-nut, which renders them black and unsightly.— The facial

angle is less than in the Mongol and Chinese ; for the average, derived from a measurement

of thirteen perfect skulls in my possession, gives about seventy-three degrees." "'o

MO Crania Americana, p. 56.

Fig. 77.
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The exceedingly low and degraded Australian type is shown in

the following engravings. Fig.TS (^ 1327 of the Collection) rep^^^^^

sentB the skull of a native of Port St. Phihp, New South Wales.

"This skull " says Morton, "is the nearest approach to the orang

type that I have seen." It is a truly animal head. The forehead is

exceedingly flat and recedent, while the prognathism of the superior

maxiUar^ almost degenerates into a muzzle. The alveolar arch,

Fig. 78.
Fig. 79.

AUSTEALIAN OF POBT ST. PhIHP. AUSTEAIIAN.

Fig. 80.

New Hollander. Native of Timob.

instead of heing round or oval in outline, is nearly square. The whole

^lead is elongated and depressed along the coronal region, the basis

cranii flat, and the mastoid processes very large and roughly formed.

The immense orbits are overhung by ponderous superciliary ridges.

This latter feature is still more evident in No. 1451 of the Collection,

which, though varying somewhat in type, presents in general the same

brutal appearance. Fig.79, from Priohard's "Researches," represents
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the skull of an Australian savage, whicli is in the xnuseum of the Col-
lege of Surgeons. It somewhat resembles Fig. 54 in its general form.
The longitudinal ridge running from the forehead to the occiput, which
is frequently observed in Australian skulls, is conspicuous in this.

The ridge formed by the frontal sinuses is likewise prominent, and
there is a deep notch over the nasal processes of the frontal bone.
These characters are very strongly marked in the skulls of the
Oceanic nations, as in those of the Few Zealanders and Taitians.^'^

Figs. 80 and 81— from Dumotttibr's "Atlas"— represent respectively
a native of Baie Raffle, on the coast of Ifew Holland, and a native of
Amnoubang, in the Isle of Timor.

According to Capt. "Wilkes, the " cast of the (Australian) face is

between the African and the Malay ; the forehead unusually nar-
row and high; the eyes small, black, and deep-set; the nose much
depressed at the upper part, between the eyes, and widened at the
base, which is done in infancy by the mother, the natural shape
being of an aquiline form ; the cheek-bones are high, the mouth
large, and furnished with strong, well-set teeth ; the chin frequently

retreats ; the neck is thin and short."

" The general characters of the Australian skull," writes Martin,
"consist in their narrowness, or lateral compression, and in the
ridge-like form of the coronal arch ; the sides of which, however,
are less roof-like, or flattened, than those of the Tasmanian skull. . . .

The superciliary ridge projects greatly, giving a scowling expression

to the orbits, and reminding us of some of the larger Apes ; the nasal
bones, which are exceedingly short and depressed, sink abruptly,

forming a notch at their union with the frontal bone, which projects

over them; the forehead is low and retreating; and the external

orbitary process of the temporal bone is very bold and projecting,

while the space occupied by the temporal muscle is strongly marked

;

the orbits are irregularly quadrate ; the cheek-bones are prominent

;

the face is flat, and seems as if crushed below the frontal bone ; the

external nasal orifice, and that of the posterior nares, are very ample

;

the coronal suture terminates as in the skull of the Feejee Islander

;

the lower jaw is more acute at its angle than in the skull just alluded

to, but it is arched upward at the chin."™

In conclusion, I place before the reader six figures, representing

Tasmanian, N'ew-Guinean, and Alforian skulls. They are taken

from the works of Du Perry, Prichard, Martin, and Dumoutier,
and are introduced here, not only to complete our survey of cranial

"1 Op. cit., Vol. I., p. 299. 272 Man and Monkeys, p. 312.
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forms, but also to exhibit a few of those inferior types through which

the human family, in obedience to a grand and deeply underlying

law of organic unity, seeks to connect itself with the great animal

series of which it is the undoubted head and front.

Fig. 82. Fig. 83.

Tasmanian, from Western Coast of

Van Diemen's Land. (Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons, London.)

Fig. 84.

Tasmanian (Dumoutier's Atlas).

Fig. 85.

Tasmanian (Prichard's Researches). Tasmanian (Dumoutier's Atlas).

Fig. 87.

Fig. 86.

New Gcinban (Dumoutier's Atlas). Alfourou-Endamene (Martin's

Man and Monkeys).
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Here our rapid panoramic survey of the diversified cranial charac-

teristics of the human family must terminate. In this survey, having

no theory to establish or defend, I have carefully and impartially pre-

sented the facts as I have found them, for the most part, indelibly

traced upon the specimens in the vast Mortonian Collection. Nor
have I depended upon this Collection alone, as will appear from the

frequent references to and quotations from the more important of the

numerous works which constitute the literature of my subject. This

method has been adopted, as affording the best idea of the past his-

tory, progress, and present condition of craniographic research, and
its claims to be considered as one of the natural sciences. By such

a procedure, moreover, the reader has gradually become acquainted,

as it were, with the zealous and indefatigable workers in this field,

whose names are intimately associated with many of the facts dis-

cussed in this essay. Feelings of professional pride prompt me,

in this place, to refer particularly to two of these laborers, vs'ho, with

careful hands, have materially assisted in building an Ethnologic

edifice, whose fair proportions will yet delight and astonish the

world. The researches of Pkichard and Moeton constitute right

noble columns guarding the entrance into this edifice. Recog-

nizing, at an early period of their professional career, the scientific

claims of medicine— claims seldom perceived by the mass—their

expansive minds led them steadily onward, beyond the crowded

middle-walks of their calling. Both were physicians, in the primi-

tive sense of the word—medical naturalists, whose broad and com-

prehensive views shed a lustre over the healing art. There is a

singular propriety in thus coupling the labors and lives of these

two philosophers. Their patient, unresting industry and strong

determinative will enabled them to prove conclusively to the world,

as indeed Hunter and others had already done, that, to a consider-

able extent, scientific investigation is not only compatible with the

active daily duties of the physician, but in reality, by inculcating

close and accurate habits of observation, very often becomes a

guarantee of success in the performance of those duties. As con-

firmatory of this, hear what their respective biographers have said

of them: "Dr. Prichard applied himself," says Dr. Hodgkin, " with

as much zeal to the practice, as he had done to the study of his

profession. He established a dispensary. He became physician

to some of the principal medical institutions of Bristol. He had not

only a large practice in Ms own neighborhood, hut was often called to

distant consultations. Notwithstanding the engrossing nature of

these occupations, he found time to prepare and deliver lectures
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on Physiology and Medicine, and wrote an essay on Fever, and one

on Epilepsy, and subsequently a larger work on ISTervous Diseases."^

All this, it will be recollected, in addition to his laborious Researches

into the Physical History of Mankind, upon which is based his fame

as an Ethnologist. Of Dr. Morton, Prof. Chas. D. Meigs thus writes

:

" His medical practice was increasing up to the time of his death. He
had the good sense and prudence to maintain his active and visible

connection with his profession, while striving in the race for fame as

a philosopher. He had early begun to make his now celebrated

collection of crania, with great labor and toil, and inconvenient cost.

He investigated organic remains : he explained problems in zoology

and ethnology ; he diligently attended the sick ; he published valuable

treatises on consumption, on the science of anatomy, and on the

practice of physic. He served the city gratuitously, as physician to

the Almshouse Hospital, and delivered courses of lectures at the

Pennsylvania Medical College, where he was Professor of Anatomy,

All these things were done by a man whose family was large, and

chargeable upon his funds, derivable in chief from his exertions as

a physician."^''* Such were the manifold and onerous duties amidst

which Dr. Morton composed and published his two brilliant cranio-

logical works, and numerous detached papers on ethnography, hy-

bridity, and allied subjects.

Though the lives of these two men present several interesting

parallels, and though their labors were steadily directed towards

the same great object, yet they sought that object through different

channels of research. With laborious hands, Prichard gathered

from the records of travel, and from numerous philological and
archaeological works in various languages, an immense mass of

material, which he carefully and learnedly digested. "With equal

industry and perseverance, Morton gathered from the receptacles

of the dead, all over the world, those bony records which he studied

with such untiring zeal and discrimination. Prichard, the erudite

scholar, gave to the natural history of man a philosophico-literary cha-

racter; Morton, the philosophical naturalist, stamped it with the seal

of the natural sciences. To the ethnological student, the published la-

bors of these savants will long continue a shining and a guiding light

;

while the world at large cannot fail to find, in the history of their

lives, noble lessons of the power of ceaseless and indefatigable labor.
Aware of the extreme caution necessary in arriving at conclusions

in so grave a study as that which has just occupied our attention
through so many pages, and knowing that every erroneous inference
must either directly or indirectly retard the advancement of Ethno-

«3 Biographical Sketch, &c., Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, Vol. XLVII. p. 205.
«* Memoir, &o., read before Philada. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Novemhev 6, 1851.
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graphy, I have preferred, occasionally, to suggest what appeared to

me a legitimate induction, rather than to pronounce positively and
authoritatively upon the facts presented. In the same cautious man-
ner, the following propositions are placed before the reader, as more
or less clearly derivable from the foregoing facts and arguments.

1. That cranial characters constitute an enduring, natural, and
therefore strictly reliable basis upon which to establish a true classi

fication of the races of men.
2. That the value of such characters is determined by their con-

stancy, rather than by their magnitude.

3. That these charncters constitute, in the aggregate, typical forms

of crania,

4. That historical and monumental records, and theremains found in

ossuaries, mounds, &c., indicate aremarkable persistence ofthese forms.

5. That this persistence through time, as viewed from a zoological

stand-point, renders it difficult, if indeed possible, to assign to the

leading cranial types any other than specific values.

6. That, in the present state of our knowledge, however, we are

by no means certain that such types were primitively distinct.^^ The
historical period is too short to determine the question of original

unity or diversity of cranial forms. Moreover, this question loses its

importance in the presence of a still higher one— the original unity

or diversity of all organic forms.

7. That diversity of cranial types does not necessarily imply diversity

of origin. Neither do strong resemblances between such types infal-

libly indicate a common parentage. Such resemblances merely express

similarity of position in the human series."^

275 " Those who have studied the natural history of man," says Prof. Draper, in his

recent admirable work on the 'Conditions and Course of the Life of Man,' "have occupied

themselves too completely with the idea of fixity in the aspect of human families, and have

treated of them as though they were perfectly and definitely distinct, or in » condition

of equilibrium. They have described them as they are found in the various countries of the

globe, and since these descriptions remain correct during a long time, the general inference

of an invaKability has gathered strength, until some writers are to be found who suppose

that there have been as many separate creations of man as there are races which can be

distinguished from each other. We are perpetually mistaking the slow movements of

Nature for absolute rest. We compound temporary equilibration with final equilibrium."

This paragraph I find in Chapter VII., which is as singularly unhappy in its craniological

conclusions, as the leading idea of the work, though not novel, is grand and philosophical.

K the above language of Dr. D. is meant to he applied to geological periods of time, it is

probably correct ; if it extends not beyond the historical epoch, it is without the support

of facts.

«« " S'il n'y a qu'une seule race muable," writes J. E. Cornat (de Rochefort), " c'est-a-

dire pouvant avoir des vari^t^s, il n'y a eu a la genfese primitive qu'un seul pfere et qu'une

seule mire cCune mSme esp^oe. S'il y a plmieuri races immutalla, il y a eu a la genfese

primitive plusimrs esplces de pires et de mires. Toute la question est done renferm^e dans

la mutabiliti ou dans I'immuiahiliiS des races, pour arriver a la connaissance du nombre des
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8. That each well-marked cranial type admits of certain variations

in its individual characters, which variations constitute divergent

forms.

9. That these divergent forms must not be confounded with hybrid

types. Both, it is true, are produced by modifications in the mode

of action of the developing principle ; in the former, however, these

modifications depend upon climatic conditions, in the latter they

result from race-amalgamation.

10. That reasons exist for considering some, at least, of the so-

called artificial deformations as strictly natural types, representing

very early humanitarian epochs.

11. That a regular system of gradation seems to underlie and har-

monize the various cranial forms of the human family.

12. That these forms appear to be pre-represented or anticipated

in the various types of skull exhibited by difl'erent genera and species

of monkeys.

13. That if we regard artificial deformations as the forced imita-

tions of once natural types, and upon this ground admit them in our

systems of classification, as some writers have done, then the per-

plexing gaps which seem to break the animal chain by disparting

man and monkeys— the group which stands nearest to man—will

to a certain extent be filled intelligibly.

espfeces primitiTes." (EMmints de Morphologic Humaine, 2de partie, p. 115; Paris, 1850.)

The general immobility of race-characters and specific forms is pretty well determined for

the historic period. But in this period a remarkable equilibrium of physical conditions

has been maintained. In the ante-historic epoch, the question of the mobility or immo-

bility of cranial, in common with all organic forms, must be studied over a wider time-

latitude, and under altered physical circumstances. If now we recall the great physio-

logical fact, that under the influence of the vital principle, organic matter assumes a

definite, though infinitely diversified form (the organic cell and its developmental modi-

fications), and that this form constitutes the medium through which all the active pheno-

mena of life are manifested, and if we, furthermore, reflect upon the mass of evidence

which strongly tends to correlate, if not, indeed, to identify the vital with the physical

forces, then it will appear that the study of specific forms, when carried through great

geological cycles, is, in reality, a study, not so much of parentage, as of the functional or

dynamical energy of physical conditions. The question of what constitutes species is by
no means necessarily connected with that of parentage. Naturalists, measuring nature by
limited periods of time, have too often fallen into the error of regarding specific sameness

as a mark of common origin. Very philosophically observes Dr. Leidt: "Naturalists have
not yet systematized that knowledge through which they practically estimate the value of

jharaoters determining a species. What may be viewed as distinct sub-genera by one, will

be considered as only distinct species bj another, and a third may view both as varieties

or races. In the use of these words, or rather in the attempt to define them, we go too far

when we associate them with the nature of the origin of the beings in question. We know
nothing whatever in relation to the origin of living beings, and even we cannot positively

deny that life connected with some form was not co-eternal with time, space, and matter,

and that all living beings have not successively and divergingly ascended from the lowest
types." {Deseripiion of Remains of Extinct Mammalia. Journal Acad. Nat. Sciences, N. S.,

iii. 167.)
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14. That typical forms of crania increase in number as we go
from the poles to the equator.

15. That the lower forms are found in the regions of excessive cold

and excessive heat; the higher occupying the middle temperate region.

16. That cranial forms.are inseparably connected with the physics

of the globe.

The entire arctic zone is characterized by a remarkable uniformity

or sameness of climatic condition and animal distribution. The
stunted plants exhibit but few specific forms ; and where the cold

is most intense and most prolonged, this uniformity is most evident.

Here, also, the human cranial type is least varied. Bending his steps

southward, and traversing the temperate Asio-European continent,

the observant traveller becomes aware of a gradual increase in the

light and heat of the sun ; and accompanying this increase, he
beholds a peculiar and much more diversified flora and fauna.

At every step, organic forms multiply around him, and monotony
slowly gives place to variety; ,a variety, moreover, in which a

remarkable system of resemblance or representation is preserved.

"The temperate zone," says Agassiz, "is not characterized, like

the arctic, by one and the same fauna; it does not form, as the

arctic does, one continuous zoological zone around the globe."

And, again, he says :
" The geographical distribution of animals

in this zone, forms several closely connected, but distinct com-

binations." 1^0w, we have already seen that the globular, cranial

type of this region is more varied than the pyramidal form of the

extreme North. The Kalmuck or true Mongolian, the Tartar,

Chinese, Japanese, and Turkish types of skull are all, to a certain

^rtent, related, and yet are all readily distinguishable from each

other. Each of these groups, again, presents several cranial va~

rieties. So, among the barbarous aborigines of North America,

notwithstanding the general osteologic assimilation of their crania,

important tribal distinctions can be readily pointed out. -It is inte-

resting also to remark, that in the Turkish area, we are to look for

the traces of transition from the Mongolian to the European forms

—a fact singularly in keeping with the statement of Agassiz, that

the Caspian fauna partakes partly of the Asiatic, and partly of the

European zoological character.

It is a general and very well-known fact—first noticed by BuflEbn

— that the fauna and flora of the old world are not specifically iden-

tical with the fauna and flora of the new. Their relationship is

manifested in -an interesting system of representation, or as Schouw

expresses it, of geographical repetition according to climate. To a

certain extent, human cranial forms appear also to fall within the

limits of this system. As far as my own opportunities for exami-
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nation have gone, I have not been able to find a single aboriginal

American type of skull which, in all its essential details, could be

regarded as strictly identical with any in Europe, Asia, Africa, or

Australia. The closest approximation between the two hemi-

spheres, in this respect, is to be found in the Arctic region ; and

it is precisely in this region that the organic species of the two

worlds resemble each other most closely. The massive, heavy

skulls of northern temperate Asia and Europe are represented in

America by those of the Barbarous tribes— decidedly different, but

allied forms. So the comparatively small-headed Peruvians repre-

sent the equally small-headed Hindoos, while the American Indian

type, according to Lieut. Habersham, again repeats itself in a most

curious maimer in the Island of Formosa.

It would thus appear, that upon the same general principles, of

which Humboldt availed himself in dividing the surface of the earth

into isothermic zones, or that Latreille followed in laying down his

insect-realms, or that guided Forbes in the construction of homoiozoic

belts of marine life, the ethnographer may establish, with equal pro-

priety, homoiokephalic zones or realms of men, whose limits, though

far from being sharply defined, are nevertheless sufficiently well-

marked to show that nature's idea of localization and representation

appertains to man, as to all the numerous and varied forms of life.

When, at length, our traveller reaches the tropics, he there, under

the calorific and luminous influence of a powerful sun, beholds animal

and vegetable life revelling in a multiplicity of forms. Human
cranial types constitute no exception to this statement. In the

African and Polynesian regions of the sun, the races or tribes of

men, differing from each other in physical characters, are, as we
have already seen, quite numerous. The same appears to be true

also, though in a less marked degree, in northern South America.

Finally, then, in view of all these leading facts, whose details would
here be obviously misplaced, may we not conclude that cranial forms

are definitely related to geographical locality, and its attendant climatic

conditions ; and maywe not, furthermore, suspect that the unity ofsuch
forms should be sought neither in a uniformity of structural plan, nor

in the successive development of higher from lower types, nor even
in the organic cell, the primordial expression of the animal and the

plant, but in that pervading physical principle whose plastic energy
attains its maximum in the regions overlying the thermometric equa^

tor, and under whose controlling infiuence all matter— both organic
and inorganic— assumes a regular and definite form ?

J. A. M.
Philadelphia, No. 597 Lombard St.
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CHAPTER IV.

ACCLIMATION ; OR, THE COMPARATIYE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE, ENDEMIC

AND EPIDEMIC DISEASES, ON THE RACES OF MAN.

BY J. 0. NOTT, M.D.

In the preceding chapters, man has been viewed from opposite

stand-points ; and each new group of facts would seem to lead more
and more directly to the conclusion, that certain distinct types

of the human family are as ancient and as permanent as the Faunas

and Floras which surround them.

We propose, in the present chapter, to investigate the subject of

Acclimation; that is to say, of Eaces, in their relations to Climate,

Endemic and Epidemic Diseases ; and if it should be made to appear

that each type of mankind, like a species of animals or plants, has

its appropriate climate or station, and that it cannot by any process,

however gradual, or in any number of generations, become fally

habituated to those of opposite character, another strong confirma-

tion will be added to the conclusion above alluded to.

The study of the physical history of man is beset by numerous

difficulties, such as embarrass no other department of Zoology. Man
has not only a physical, but a moral nature ; the latter forming an

important element in the investigation, and exerting a powerful

influence over his physical structure. Inasmuch as we are now
seeking to ascertain all those agencies which can in any way modify

the physical condition of individuals or races, we shall, for conve-

nience, include, under the general term of Climate,^ geographical

' This is a loose definition, but we have no word in our language sufficiently comprehen-

sive to answer our purpose. The French employ the term milieu, which covers the ground

fully. The milieu (middle) in which an animal or plant is placed, includes every modifying

influence belonging to the locality. The reader wiU therefore excuse me for using an old

word in a new and arbitrary sense.

23
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position, habits, social condition, moral influences ; in short, every

combination of circumstances that can change the constitution of

man.

The subject of Climate may be divided, and treated under two

distinct heads, viz.— Physical Climate and Medical Climate. The

consideration of the former appertains more particularly to the

naturalist, whose province it is to treat of botanical and zoological

geography, or the geographical distribution of animals and plants.

Followed out in all its bearings, this department has been made, by

Prichard and others, to include the whole physical histoiy of man,

and to explain all the diversities of type seen in the human family.

The latter, or Medical Climate, refers to climate in its effects on the

body, whether in preventing, causing, or curing diseases ; and it is

this branch of the subject which will mainly engage our attention at

pi-esent, although we shall be obliged incidentally to trench upon

the other.

Our limits forbid the examination in detail, to any extent, of the

effects of Physical Climate ; but, fortunately, knowledge in this

department has so greatly advanced of late years, as to permit us to

pass over, as well settled among naturalists, certain points which

formerly consumed a large share of time. It was long taught, for

example, that types were constantly changing and new ones form-

ing, under the influence of existing causes ; but we may now assume,

without the fear of contradiction from a naturalist, that, within his-

torical times, no example can be adduced of the transformation of

one type of man into another, or of the origination of a new type.

"Writers still living have boldly attributed to climate almost illimi-

table influence on man. Numerous citations have been given, from

credulous travellers, showing examples of white men transformed

by a tropical sun into negroes ; of negroes blanched into Caucasians

;

of Jews changed into Hindoos, Africans, American Indians, and
what not. In short, the whole human family has been derived (as

well as all the animals of the earth) from Noah's ark, which landed

on Mount Ararat some 4000 years ago.

Such crude ideas obstinately maintained their ground, in spite of

science, until it was proven beyond -dispute, from the venerable

monuments of Egypt, that the races of men, of all colors, now*seen
around the Mediterranean, inhabited the same countries, with their

present physical characteristics, fully 5000 years ago ; that is, long
before the birth of either Moses, Noah, or even Adam—^were we to

believe in the chronology of Archbishop TTsher. Nor did these

various races exist merely as scattered individuals in those early

times, but as nations, warring with each other. Since these discove-
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ries, we hear, among the well informed, no more about the influence

of existing climates in transforming races.^

ISTo one who has studied the natural history of man will be dis-

posed to deny the great modifying influence of both physical and
moral causes ; but the questions arise as to the nature and extent of

the changes produced. Has any one type been transformed into

another ? or has a new one originated since the living types of the

animal kingdom were called into existence ?

That the modifying influence of climate is great, nay, quite as

great, on man, as on many of the inferior animals, we possess the

evidence around us every day in our cities. By way of illustration,

the Jewish race might be cited, being the one most widely spread,

the longest and most generally known. Whenever the word Jew is

pronounced, a peculiar type is at once called up to the mind's eye

;

and whereve,r, in the four quarters of the globe, surrounded by other

races, the descendants of Abraham are encountered, this type at

once stands out in bold relief. In each one of the synagogues of

our large cities (in the United States), may be seen congregated,

every Saturday, Israelites from various nationalities of the earth.

Ifevertheless, although they differ notably in stature, form, com-

plexion, hair, shape and size of head, presenting in fact infinite

varieties, yet, when of pure Hebrew blood, they all revolve around a

common type, which identifies their race.

It should be remarked, in passing, that the Jewish, though com-

paratively a pure race, is notwithstanding much adulterated by

inter-marriages with Grentiles during all ages, from the time of

Abraham to the present. It is true that we often see individuals

worshipping at their shrines who are wanting in the true lineaments

of the race ; but this may be always explained by the admixture of

foreign blood, or through conversions of other types to Judaism.'

It has been clearly shown that the Jewish type can be followed up

through the stream of time backward from the present day to the

IV. Dynasty of Egypt (a period of more than 5000 years), where it

stands face to face with that of the Egyptian and other races. This

type, too, is abundantly and beautifully delineated amid the ruins

of l^^ineveh and Babylon, back to ages coetaneous with the Hebrew

monarchy.''

2 The unity party have been obliged, since these disooTeries in Egypt, to abandon all

scientific deductions, or reasoning from facts, and to fall back upon a miraculous transfor-

mation of one race into many ; -which metamorphosis is supposed to have occurred prior to

the foundation of the Egyptian, Chinese, and Hindoo empires.

3 See " Types of Mankind," Chap. IV., "Physical History of the Jews."

* Ibid. Also, Lataed's Nineveh.
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All races of men, like animals, possess a certain degree of consti-

tutional pliability, which enables them to bear great changes of

temperature or latitude; and those races that are indigenous to

temperate climates, having a wide thermometrical range, support

best the extremes of other latitudes, whether hot or cold. Hence

such races might be regarded almost as cosmopolites. In accordance

with this idea, the Jews, who were originally scattered between 30°

and 40° north latitude (where they were subjected to considerable

heat in summer and cold in winter), were already well prepared to

become acclimated to far greater extremes of temperature in other

latitudes. The inhabitants of the Arctic, also, as well as those of

the Tropics, have a certain pliancy of constitution ; but, while the

Jew and other inhabitants of the middle latitudes may migrate 30

degrees south, or 30 degrees north, with comparative impunity, the

Eskimau on the one extreme, or the l^egro, Hindoo, and Malay

on the other, have no power to withstand the vicissitudes of climate

encountered in traversing the 70 degrees of latitude between Green-

land and the equator. Each race has its prescribed salubrious limits.

The fair races of Northern Europe, below the Arctic zone, of which

the Anglo-Saxons are impure descendants, will' serve as another

illustration. These races are now scattered over most parts of the

habitable globe ; and, in many instances, they have undergone far

greater physical changes than the Jews. The climates, for instance,

of Jamaica, Louisiana, and India, are to them much more extreme

than to the Jewish race. The Israelite may be recognized any-

where ; but not so with the Scandinavian and his descendants in the

tropics. The latter becomes tanned, emaciated, debilitated; his

countenance, energy, everything undergoes a change : and were we
not familiar, from daily observation, with these effects of climate

upon northern races, we should not suspect the original ancestry of

many of the present inhabitants of hot climates. In these cases we
behold, not simply a healthful modification of the physical and
intellectual man, but a positively morbid degradation. The pure

white man carried into the tropic deteriorates both in mind and
body; the average duration of his life is lessened; and, without

fresh importations, his race would in time become extinct. When,
however, his descendants are taken back to their native climes, they

revert to the healthful standard of their original types : the latter

may have been distorted, but can never be lost, except in death.

[This fact may be familiarly exemplified by the habits of English

sojourners {colonists they cannot be termed) now scattered through-

out Hindost^n and the Indian Archipelago, on both sides of Africa

a few hundred miles north of the Cape, along the southern shores
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of the Mediterranean, in the "West Indies, South America, and else-

where. Such emigrants are, moreover, out of all proportion, athletic

adults bef9re quitting their birth-place; who set forth with the

intention, and are ever cheered by the hope, of returning home the

moment their ambition is realized. Few, notwithstanding, come
back to their native land with constitutions unimpaired ; but, in no
cases do those English whose means are not absolutely insignificant,

attempt to rear up their children in any of the above tropical

regions. If they do so, parents mourn over the graves of lost

offspring, or sigh on beholding the sickly appearance of the sur-

viving: of the latter, an adult generation, especially amongst the

females, suffering under hourly-increasing morbific influence, is

destined to succumb far within the average limits of longevity that

would have been accorded to them by a life-insurance actuary, had
they grown up in Europe. On the contrary, every sacrifice is made,

under the name of "education," to send them homeward, in order

that they may become constitutionally retempered, before they are

once more exposed to such deleterious intertropical influences. So

true is this rule, that, on the authority of a friend of Mr. G-liddon's,

Major General Bagnold, of the Hon. East India Company's Service

—a veteran who now, with his family, in London, practically carries

into effect half a century of Oriental experiences—^we know that the

oldest purely-English regiment in India, the "Bombay Tufts," not-

withstanding that marriages with British females are encouraged,

has never been able, from the time of Charles II. to the present

hour, to rear, from births in the corps, boys enough to supply its

drummers and fifers.

The same rule holds good with the Dutch in Batavia and other

Indian islands. Their children, when of pure blood, in health are

weakly; when half-easte, worse. Where, however, as frequently

happens in our Gulf States, such half-caste is produced by the union

of South (dark) Europeans with negresses or squaws, a hardier

animal appears to be the result. Hear Desjobert :

"Le Franqais a'acdimate-t-il? aea enfans a'(livent-iU en Alg^rief We speak of Frenchmeii,

and not of those Spanish, Italian, and Maltese populations which, coming from a covintry

more analogous in climate [and being in type dark races, also], bear better than our fellow-

countrymen the influence of the African climate.

"Algerian colonists have always confounded, under the same name of colony, every

establishment of Europeans out of Europe. They have not reflected that, in climates

different from those of Europe, he [the European] labors but little in body. He more

frequently commands, administrates, or follows mercantile pursuits in the citiea [not in the

country].

" French and English races labor in Canada, in the northern parts of the United States,

and in New Holland ; but, in the Southern States of the Union, at the Antilles, Guayanas,
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and the isles of Mauritius and Bourbon, it is the [exotic] blacks who work ; in India, it is

the Hindoo.

" Spaniards, it is true, do lahor a little at Cuba and at Porto Rico. But they had inha-

bited, in Europe, a hotter climate than the French and English. [For the same reason,

joined to their dark race, our white fishermen, in the bayous from Charleston, S. C, to

GalTBston, Texas, are the only men who, with comparatiye security, ply their vocation the

whole year round ; and they are Spaniards, Portuguese, Maltese, or else mulattos.} They

work also a little in America, especially when the altitude of the soil makes up for the

latitude of the country, as in Mexico and Peru ; or when the climate is far more temperate,

as in Buenos Ayres ; and even then, this labor cannot be compared to the work performed

in France and in England [and north of " Mason and Dixon's line"]. At the Philippines,

it is the native that labors.

"The Dutchman works not out of Europe: at Java, it is the Malay; at Guyana, it is

the black who labors.

" The Portuguese never labors in India. In Brazil and at Guyana it is the black who

works for him;'' [in Central America, it is the Carib, the Toltecan Indian, or the half-

caste.] ^

In Egypt, no European nor Turk risks Ms own person as an

agriculturist : the labor is performed there, as in Mesopotamia, by

the indigenous Felldh. At Madagascar the Frenchman, as in Sierra

Leone the Englishman, dies off if he attempts it. In Algeria, the

French are beginning to find out that, unless the Arab or the Kabyle

will plovfgh the fields for them, colonization is hopeless.^ And, lastly,

were not this fact of the non-acclimation of white races, a few

degrees north and south of the equinoctial line, now recognized by

experience, why should Qoolies from India and Malayana, as well as

Chinese "apprentices," be eagerly contracted for at Bourbon, the

Mauritius, the West Indies, and in Southern America ?

The truth of these propositions will be investigated hereinafter.]

The negro, too, obeys the law of climate. Unlike the white man,

' Desjobert, L'Algerie, Paris, 1847, pp. 6, 7, and 26, notes.

" Nous ne comptons ici les hommes morts dans les hopitaux [i. e. 71 per 1000, in 1846

alone!], et nous ne parlons pas de oeux qui, r^form^s, vont mourir dans leurs families.

Nous ne parlons pas non plus de ceux tu^s par le feu de I'ennemi : ils sont peu nombreux.

Nous perdons par an, en Afrique, environ 200 hommes.
" Nous avons perdu en 1846 116 "

" A la prise de Constantine , 100 "
" A la bataille d'Isly , 27 "
" A la Smalah , 9 «

"'Tout homme faible qu'on envoie en Afrique est xin homme perdu.'

—

Makechal
BuGEArD, discours du 19 f^vrier, 1838."

6 See Discours prononce par M. Desjobeet (Representative in the AssemhUe Nationale),

Paris, 1850 ; Idem, Documents Statistigues sur I'AlgSrie, 1851 ; Boudin, Sistoire Slatistigue

de la Colonisation et de la Population en Algerie, Paris, 1853, passim.

It is with much disappointment that I am compelled to go to press with these evidences

of the non-acclimation of races, without having received a copy of the work which De.

Boudin has in press (Traitg de Geographic et de Statistique Medicales, 2 vols. 8vo., at Bail-

lifere's, Paris). Mr. Gliddon tells me that he perused some of its proof-sheets at the author's

house, in Oct., 1855.
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his complexion undergoes no change by climate. While the white

man is darkened by the tropical sun, the negro is never blanched in

the slightest degree by a residence in northern latitudes. Like the

quadrumana of the tropics, he is inevitably killed by cold ; but it

never changes his hair, complexion, skeleton, nor size and shape of

brain.'' We do not propose, however, to enter into this discussion

here. Our object is simply to call attention to the independence of

existing types, of all climatic causes now in operation.

While naturalists have been accumulating so much useful infor-

mation concerning the history, durability, &c., of species in the

animal kingdom, they leave us still in utter darkness as to the time

or manner of their origin. Our actual Flora and Fauna extend, it

is now ascertained, many thousand years beyond the chronologies

taught in our schools to children ; but whether man and his asso-

ciates have existed ten or one hundred thousand years, we have no

data for determining. Lepsius tells us that he regards even the

records of the early (Illd and IVth) dynasties of Egypt, as a part

of the modern history of man.
That organized beings have existed on earth (in the language of

the great geologist Lyell) "millions of ages," no naturalist of our

day will doubt; and although our knowledge is not sufficiently

complete to enable us to follow N'ature's great chain, link by link,

yet it appears probable that there has been an ascending series,

commencing with the simplest forms and ending with man. Geolo-

gists have arranged the materials which compose the crust of the

earth into igneous and sedimentary. The first, as the name implies,

are formed by the action of heat under superincumbent pressure,

and are, composed of an aggregate of crystalline particles, without

any order or stratification. Sedimentary rocks are composed of the

fragments of older rocks, worn down by the action of the elements,

and deposited in the ocean, whence, by pressure, heat, and chemical

agency, they are re-formed into new masses, assuming a stratified and

more or less slaty structure.

To say nothing of subdivisions, the whole series have been divided

into igneous rocks, primary stratified formations, secondary forma-

tions, tertiary formations, and diluvial formations. In the first two

divisions we find no traces of life, animal or vegetable ; in the se-

condary we find numerous plants, moUusks, reptiles, and fishes ; and,

' The negro races are peculiarly liable to consumption out of the tropics, or even within

them. They are never agriculturists, either in Egypt or in Barbary : nevertheless, in both

countries, negroes are the shortest lived of the population. Monkeys suffer to a great

extent with the same disease, in theGarden of Plants, at Paris. Nowhere in North Europe

or in our Northern States, can the Orang-utan live.
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when we reach the tertiary, we find the shell animals approaching

nearer, in specific fi)rm8, to existing species, than those of previous

formations ; and along with these are skeletons of birds and mam-
malia, including quadrupeds and quadrumana. The geological

epoch of man has yet to be determined : it is certain that the investi-

gations of each succeeding year tend to throw it further back in

time; nor are there wanting good authorities who would not be

surprised to find his remains in the tertiary, where the quadrumana

have been recently, and for the first time, discovered.

A discussion of such difficulty and magnitude as the theory of

progressive development, would be out of place here ; but this idea

seems to have taken possession of many of our leading authorities.

Nor, at first sight, would it seem that the long-mooted question of

the origin of species could properly find a place in an essay on

Medical Climate; yet all these subjects have points of contact, which

render it difficult to isolate them. Our object being to study the

influence of climates and their diseases on races, we assuredly, d
priori, should expect species and mere varieties to be influenced in

different degrees. Natural history teaches us that the white and
black races, for example, are distinct species. "We should, therefore,

regard their origin as independent of climate; and if we can show
that these races are not affected in like manner by diseases, we fortify

the conclusion to which natural history has led us. Well-ascertained

varieties of a given species, however widely scattered, may exchange

habitations with comparative impunity ; while, on the contrary, as a

general rule, each species of a genus has its prescribed geographical

range. The speoies, for example, of the reindeer and the white bear,

in the Arctic, can no more exchange places with the deer and bear

of the Tropics, than can the Esquimau with the tropical Negro.
Such facts as these, then, clearly show how deeply our subject

implicates the investigation of species and varieties.

A great diversity of opinion has existed with regard to the origin

of species, but we shall allude only to two of the more prominent.
Of the first school, Cuvier may be regarded as the most distinguished

authority. He contends that the geological history of the earth

should be divided into distinct periods, each of which is complete in

itself; that there has been, since the dawn of life, a succession of
distinct creations and destructions ; and that the organized beings of

one epoch have no direct connection, by way of descent, with those
of the preceding. According to this theory, the species of animals
and plants now scattered over the face of the earth are primordial

foi-ms, the result of a special creation ; which have endured without
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material change to the present, and which will endure unchanged
until their allotted term of existence has expired.

The opposing school may be represented by Geofeoy St. Hilaire,

the contemporary of Cuvier. It is contended by his followers that

there has been but one creation, and no cessation of life, since the

first organized beings were brought into existence ; that, by a law

of progressive development or evolution, in accordance with new
climatic influences, brought into action, from time to time, by
changes in the physical condition of the globe, the living beings of

one period have given origin to those which follow; and so on

through the whole chain, from the earliest and simplest forms to the

last and most complex. Moreover, that what we term species remains

permanent as long as the physical conditions which produced them

remain unchanged. Some of this school go so far as to assert that

no such thing as "species" exists; that Nature creates onlj indivi-

duals, no two animals or plants being exactly alike, and the species

of each genus running together so closely as to leave their bounda-

ries difficult, and often impossible, to define. They further contend,

that transformations of species are incessantly going on around us,

though so slowly as not to be easily recognized, in the atom of time

which has been consumed so far by the human family.

Those who contend that all the races of men are of common
origin, must, in spite of themselves, fall into these heterodox opinions

of Lamarck, Oken, and St. Hilaire ; because the races of men differ

quite as much, anatomically and physiologically, as do the species

of other genera in the animal kingdom— the Equidse, the Ursines,

Felines, &c. Professor Owen himself cannot point out greater

differences between the lion, tiger, and panther, or the dog, fox,

wolf, and jackal, than those between the White Man, ISTegro, and

Mongol.

According to the above doctrine, not only are the individuals of

our present Fauna and Flora direct descendants of the fossil world,

but they are probably destined to be the ancestry of others still

more perfect. The climatic influences now at work, it is supposed,

will be changed, and development take up its line of march and carry

on the great plan of the Creator. Thus, man himself is to be the

progenitor of beings far more perfect than himself; and it must be

confessed that there is no small room for improvement. But there

is no good reason why we should enter the lists with these dispu-

tants, as the two schools unite at a point which meets all the requi-

sitions of our present investigation. The term species is, at best,

but a conventional one, without a fixed definition ; and is used by

both parties to designate certain groups of forms closely resembling
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each other, that have been permanent as far back as our means of

investigation reach, and which will endure as long as the Taunas

and Floras of which they form a part.

Our declared object is to ascertain what influence the climates of

our day exert over existing forms, and especially over those of the

human family. It should be borne in mind that each species has its

own physiological and pathological laws, which give it its specific

character ; and each species must, therefore, be made a special study.

Too much reliance has been placed upon analogies; since no one

animal should be taken as an analogue for another. Not only are

they variously affected by climate, food, &c., but also by morbific

influences. These remarks apply with their greatest force to man,

who is widely separated firom the lower animals in many things, and

more particularly his diseases. The "SociStS Zoologique d'Acclima-

tion," of Paris, is composed of some of the most scientific men of

France, with I. GeoflEroy St. Hilaire at its head ; and to them each

new species is a new study : they look to time and observation alone

for their knowledge. When a new quadruped, bird, or plant, is

brought to France, no one pretends to foretell the exact influence

of the new climate upon it ; and it has been ascertained that two

species, brought from the same habitat, may be very differently

affected.. One may become habituated to a wide geographical range,

while another only to a very limited one.

So it is with the species of man— each must be made a separate

study, in connection with both Physical and Medical Climate. It does

not at all advance our knowledge of man to tell us that pigs, poultry,

horses, cattle, sheep, goats, dogs, &e., may be carried all over the

world, may become habituated to all climates, and everywhere
change their forms or colors. A race of men does not anywhere,
in a few generations, like pigs, become white, brown, black, gray,

or spotted; nor do the pigs, when they accompany man to the

Tropics, become affected with dyspepsia, intermittent and yellow
fever. It has been the fashion, for want of argument, to obscure
the natural history of man, not by a few, but by volumes of these

analogies. Let us ask, on the other hand, when and where have
the people of the north become habituated to the climate of the
Tropics, or those of the Tropics been able to live in the north ? We
have no records to show that a race of one extreme has ever been
acclimated to the opposite; and as long as a race preserves its

peculiar physiological structure and laws, it must to some extent be
peculiarly affected by morbific influences.^

' It is far from being proved that our dogs, horses, cattle, and other domestic animals,
are of common origin. The reader is referred to "Types of Mankind" and the Appendix
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In considering the climates of the Tropics and the adjacent warm
climates, it is necessary to divide Medical Olimate into non-malarial

and malarial. By a non-malarial climate, we wish to designate

one which is characterized by temperature, moisture or dryness,

greater or less changeableness, &c. ; in short, all the characteristics

of what is understood by the word '^climate," independently of local

morbific influences. By malarial climates, we mean those in which
malarial emanations are superadded to the above conditions. The
two climates are familiar to every one, and often exist within a mile
of each other. In our Southern States, we have our high healthy

"pine or sand-hills," bordering the rich alluvial lands of our rivers.

On the low lands, in many places, the most deadly malarial fevers

prevail in summer and autumn, while in the sandy lands there is an
entire exemption from all diseases of this class; and our cotton

planters every summer seek these retreats for health. ITot only in

these more temperate regions of the United States is this proximity

'of the two climates observed, but also in Bengal and other parts of

India, in the islands of the Indian Ocean, at Cape Colony, the "West

India islands, &c. Mobile and its vicinity afford as good an illus-

tration of these climates as can be desired. This town is situated

at the mouth of the Mobile river, in latitude 30° 40" north, on the

margin of a plain, that extends five miles to the foot of the sand-

hills, and which is interspersed with ravines and marshes. The
sand-hills rise to the height of from one to three hundred feet, apd
extend many miles. How the thermometer, barometer, and hygro-

meter, indicate no appreciable difference in the climates of the hills

and the plain, except that the latter is rather more damp ; and yet

the two localities differ immensely in point of salubrity. Let us

suppose that a, thousand inhabitants of Great Britain or Germany
should be landed at Mobile about the month of May, and one-third

placed on the hills, one-third in the town, and the remainder in the

fenny lands around the latter, and ask what would be the I'esult at

the end of six months. The first third would complain much of

heat, would perspire enormously, become enervated; but no one

would perhaps be seriously sick, and probably none would die from

the effects of the climate. The second third, or those in the city,

if it happened to be a year of epidemic yellow fever, would, to say

the least, be decimated, or even one-half might die, while the resi-

dent acclimated population were enjoying perfect health. The rfe-

maining portion, or those in the fenny district, would escape yellow

fever, but would, most of them, be attacked with intermittent and

of "Moral and Intellectual Diversity of Races"—in HoTz's translation of De Gobineatt,

(Philadelphia, 1855)—for a full examination of this point.
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remittent fevers, bowel affections, and all forms of malarial or marsh

diseases: fewer would die than of those in the city, but a large

proportion would come out with broken-down constitutions. Yellow

fever sometimes extends for two or three miles around the city ; but

if it does, it always commences in the latter. Here, then, we have

three distinct medical climates actually within sight of each other.

This is by no means a peculiarity of one locality, but thousands of

similar examples may be cited in warm climates. Charleston, South

Carolina, its suburbs, and Sullivan's Island, in the harbor near the

city, give us another example quite as pertinent as that of Mobile.

In our cotton-growing States, the malarial climate is by no means

confined to the low and marshy districts ; on the contrary, in the

high, undulating lands throughout this extensive region, wherever

there is fertility of soil, the population is subjected more or less to

malarial diseases. These remarks apply, as will be seen further on,

more particularly to the white population, the negroes being com-

paratively exempt from all the endemic diseases of the South.' The

tropical climate of Africa, so far as known to us, differs widely from

the same parallels in other parts of the globe : it has no wow-malarial

climate. Dr. Livingstone "has been struck down by African fever

upwards of thirty times," in sixteen years. ^°

But let us go a little more into details, and examine a few of the

races of man, in connection with non-malarial climates. The Anglo-

Saxon is the most migrating and colonizing race of the present day,

and may be selected for illustration. Place an Englishman in the

most healthful part of Bengal or Jamaica, where malarial fevers are

unknown, and although he may be subjected to no attack of acute

disease, may, as we are told, become acclimated, and may live with a

tolerable degree of health his threescore and ten years
;
yet, he soon

ceases to be the same individual, and his descendants degenerate.

He complains bitterly of the heat, becomes tanned; his plump,

plethoric frame is attenuated; his blood loses fibrine and red globules;

both body and mind become sluggish
;
gray hairs and other marks

of premature age appear— a man of 40 looks fifty years old— the

average duration of life is shortened (as shown by life-insurance

tables) ; and the race in time would be exterminated, if cut off from
fresh supplies of immigrants. The same facts hold in our Southern

» A medical friend (Da. Gordon) who has had much experience in the diseases of the
interior of Alabama, South Carolina, and Louisiana, has been so kind as to look over these

sheets for me, and assures me that I have used language much too strong with regard to

the exemption of negroes. He says they are quite as liable as the whites, according to his

observations, to intermittents and dysentery.
M "London Chronicle," Dec. 15, 1856.
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States, though in a less degree ; and the effect is in proportion to the
high range of temperature. We here have short tvinters, which do
not exist in the Tropics ; and the wear and tear of long summers
are by them, to a great extent, counterbalanced. The English army
surgeons tell us that Englishmen do not become acclimated in India

:

length of residence affords no immunity, but, on the contrary, the
mortality among officers and troops is greatest among those who
remain longest in the climate."

There is no reason to believe that the Anglo-Saxon can ever be
transformed into a Hindoo. We have already given reasons why
Jews become acclimated, in hot latitudes, with more facility than
races further north ; but even these cannot be changed from their

original type by ages of residence in foreign climes. There is a
little colony of Jews at Cranganor, in Malabar, near Cochin, who
have resided there more than 1000 years, and who have preserved

the Jewish type unchanged. There is in the same neighborhood a

settlement of what are called black Jews, but who are of Hindoo
blood. ^ There are also in India the Parsees, who have been almost

as long in the country as the Jews, and still do not approximate to

the Hindoos in type. Ifay, more, in India itself we see, in the

different castes, the most opposite complexions, which have remained

independent of climate several thousand years. Unlike the Anglo-

Saxons, the Jews seem to bear up well against that climate.

The colonists of warm countries nowhere present the same vigoi

of constitution as the population of Great Britain or Germany ; and

although they may escape attacks of fever, they are annoyed by
many minor ills, which make them a physic-taking and shorter-lived

people. Knox asserts that the Germanic races would die out in

America if left alone ; and though I am not disposed to go to his

extremes, I do not believe that even our New England States are so

well adapted to those races as the temperate zone of Europe, from
which history derives them.

There is, unquestionably, an acclimation, though imperfect, against

moderately high temperature ; and it is equally true, that persons

who have gone through this process, and more especially their

children, when grown up, are less liable to violent attacks of our

marsh fevers, when exposed to them, than fresh immigrants from

the north. The latter are more plethoric, their systems more in-

flammable ; and although not more liable to be attacked by these

endemics than natives, they experience them, when attacked, in a

" Johnson on Tropical Climates, London, 1841, p. 56.

12 See, for details, "l)fpe3 of Mankind," by Nott & Gliddon, chapter "Physical History

of the Jews."
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more violent and dangerous form. The latter fact holds good of

yellow, as well as of remittent fever.

Dr. Botjdin, in Ms ^^Lettres mr VAlgSrie," after establishing the

persistent influence of marsh malaria on French and English colo-

nists, continues thus

:

"Eeste §, examiner I'influence exerc^e sur le chiffre des d^ofes par le B^jonr dans les

localit^s de VAlg^rie, non sujettes aux Emanations palud4enne3, mais se distinguant de la

France uniquement par une temperature filevee. A d^faut de dooiiments aesez nombreux

recueillis en Alg^rie mgme, nous invoquerons les faits relatifs k deux possessions anglaises

ayant la plus grande analogie thermom^trique avec notre possession africaine ; nous voulons

parler: 1°, du Cap de Bonne-Esp&ance ; 2°, de Malte: I'un et I'autre proverbialement

exempt^s de I'^l^ment palud^en.

"Au Cap de Bonne-Esp^rance, la mortality de trois regiments anglais, de 1881 i. 1830,

a. 6t6 representee par les nombres suivants

:

En 1831 26 dficfes.

" 1832 26

" 1833 28

" 1834 28

" 1835 34

" 1836 33

"A Malte, oil Ton pent consid^rer les hommes les plus jeunes comme les plus recemment

arrives d'Angleterre, la proportion des decfes a suivi la marche ci-aprfes.

Au-dessous de 18 ans 10 decfes.sur 1000 hommes.

Del8a,25 18.7 "

" 25 4 33 23.6 "

" 33S,40 29.5 "

" 40 a 50 34.4 "

"En resume, les analogies pvusees, non seulement dans les localites paludeennes, mais

encore dans les contrees non mareoageuses, ayant une plus grande analogie climatologique

avec lAlgerie, se montrent peu favorable a rhypothfese de raoclimatment."

He then goes on to give statistics both of the civil and military

population of Algeria, which show still more deadly effects of

climate.

If we turn now to the physical history of the Negro, we shall find

the picture completely reversed. He is the native of the hottest

region on the globe, where he goes naked in the scorching rays of

the sun, and can lie down and sleep on the ground in a temperature

of at least 150° of Fahrenheit, where the white man would- die in a

few hours. . And while the degenerate tropical descendants of the

whites are regenerated by transportation to cold parallels of the

temperate zone, experience abundantly proves that, in. America, the

Negro steadily deteriorates, and becomes exterminated north of about
40° north latitude. The statistics of ISTew England, New York, and
Philadelphia, abundantly prove this. The mortality of blacks in

our Northern States averages about double that of the whites ; and
although their natural improvidence and social condition may, and
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do, tave an influence on this result, still, no one conversant with

the facts will deny the baneful influence of cold upon the race.

It is evident, then, that the white and black races differ, at the

present day, as much in their physiological as they do in their phy-

sical characters ; and until their actual characteristics are changed,

it cannot be expected that their normal geographical range will be

enlarged. The respective types which they now present, antedate

all human, written, or monumental records, and will only disappear

with the other typical forms of our Fauna.

We may here refer to another curious train of facts, in connection

with the adaptability of the above races to climate. We allude to

the results of crossing or breeding them together, which seem best

explained by the laws of hybridity. The mulattoes, no matter

where born, north or south, possess characteristics, in reference to

medical climate, intermediate between the pure races. The mulat-

toes brought from Maryland or Virginia to Mobile or ISew Orleans,

suffer infinitely less from the diseases of these localities, than do the

pure whites of the same States. In fact, the smallest admixture of

negro blood, as in the Quarteroon or Quinteroon, is a great, though

not absolute, protection against yellow fever. We have, in the

course of twenty years' professional observations, in Mobile, seen

this fact fully tested ; and it is conceded, on all hands, throughout

the South. Previously to the memorable yellow fever epidemic of

1853, we never saw more than two or three exceptions ; and although

there were more examples in that year, still, the mortality was

trifling compared with that of the pure whites. I hazard nothing in

the assertion, that one-fourth negro blood is a more perfect protec-

tion against yellow fever, than is vaccine against small-pox.

The subject of hybridity has been very imperfectly understood

until the last few years ; and to the late Dr. Morton are we mainly

indebted for the advance actually made. He has shown that there

is a regular gradation, in hybridity among species, from that of

perfect sterility to perfect prolificacy. The mulatto would seem to

fall into that condition of hybrids, where they continue to be more

or less prolific for a few generations, but with a constant tendency

to run out. The idea is prevalent with us, that mulattoes are less

prolific than either pure race; suffer much from tubercular affec-

tions ; their children die young ; and that their average duration of

life is very low. That all this is true of the cross of the pure whites

and blacks, I have no doubt ; but these remarks apply with less force

to the cross of Spaniards, Portuguese, and other dark races, with the

negro : these affiliate much better. K we could select the pure-

blooded races, put them together, and continue crossing them for
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several generations, we might come to more definite conclusions

with regard to the specific proximity of races ; but this we are unable

to control ; nor has suflicient use been made even of the materials

we have at command. Only a few years ago, the origin of the

domestic dog was a subject of dispute, and many naturalists sup-

posed it to be derived from the wolf; but M. Flourens has been

making a series of experiments, in the Garden of Plants, at Paris,

which settles this part of the discussion. He ascertained that the

progeny becomes sterile after the third generation ; while that of the

dog and jackal run as far as the fourth generation, and then in like

manner become sterile. These are important discoveries in the

history of hyhridity, and show how erroneous have been conclusions

as to identity of species, based upon prolificacy of offspring.

There is reason, as. above stated, to believe that this law of hy-

bridity applies to the species of man ; and that there are degrees of

fertility in the offspring of different types, in proportion as they are

similar or dissimilar."

Our limits, if we desired to do so, would not permit a more

extended examination of races, in connection with non-malarial

climates ; and we- shall therefore pass on to another division of the

subject. The whites and blacks have sufficiently servedjto illustrate

the point ; and the other races would show similar effects, in various

degrees. Many facts bearing on other races will be brought out as

we progress.

Malarial Climates.—Under this head, we shall introduce facts to

prove that races are influenced differently, not only by the tempera-

ture of various latitudes, but by morbific agents, which, to a certain

extent, are independent of mere temperature—viz., the causes of

marsh or yellow fevers, typhoid fever, cholera, plague, &c. Our

illustrations will be again taken mostly from the white and black

races, because they afford the fullest statistics, and because the

writer has been professionally engaged with these races for more

than thirty years, and is familiar with the peculiarities of both.

We should here call attention to a striking physiological difference

between the two races. It was a remark annually made by the

distinguished Dr. Chapman, Professor of Practice in the Pennsyl-

vania University :
" That the negro is much less subject to inflammatory

diseases, with high vascular action, than the whites, and rarely bears

blood-letting, or depletion in any form; and even in pleurisy, pneu-

monia, &c., he often requires stimulants instead of depletants."

1' For a full discussion of the question of hybridity, see Nott & Gliddon's " Types of

Mankind," pp. 372-410:— and also the Appendix, by J. C. Nott, to Hotz's Oobineau, pp
489-504.
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The remark is unquestionably true; and will be vouched for by
every experienced physician North and South. I have had under
my charge, for some years, a private infirmary, devoted to negroes

;

in which are annually received a large number of negro laborers,

and most of them from our city cotton-presses and steamboats,

where none but the most athletic are employed. When seized with

pneumonia, pleurisy, and other acute diseases of winter (to say

nothing of summer afiections), they almost invariably come in with

feeble pulse, cool skin, unstrung muscles, and all the symptoms of

prostration ; and require to be treated mainly with revulsives, qui-

nine, and stimulants. This I remarked also in Philadelphia, when
a resident student at the Almshouse ; and all the medical writers of

the South sustain me. The negro, too, always suffers more than

whites from cholera, typhoid fever,'* plague, small-pox, and all those

diseases arising from morbid poisons, that have a tendency to de-

press the powers of life, with the exception of marsh and yellow

fevers—to which, we shall see, he is infinitely less liable. The
planters of the South look with terror to the appearance of cholera

or typhoid diseases among their negroes; and whether these be

natives of the extreme South, or recently brought from the colder

and more salubrious regions of Maryland and Virginia, it matters

not : the susceptibility belongs to the race, and is little influenced by

place of birth.

The strictly white races reach their highest physical and intellec-

tual development, as well as most perfect health and greatest average

duration of life, above latitude 40° in the Western, and 45° in the

Eastern Hemisphere ; and whenever they migrate many degrees

below these lines, they begin to deteriorate from increased tempera-

ture, either alone, or combined with morbific influences incident to

climate. On the continent of Europe, there has been, for several

thousand years, such a constant flux and reflux of peoples, from

wars and migrations, that races have become so mingled, from the

Mediterranean to the Arctic, as to render it impossible now to

unravel this human maze, and to give its proper value to each

indigenous race, of which we believe there were many. We must,

therefore, take them in masses or groups ; and, in speaking of white-

races, we shall draw our illustrations mostly from Anglo-Saxons,

Celts, and Germans, which are so nearly allied, and so like in tem-

perament, as to answer sufficiently well our present wants. They,

too, have been widely scattered through foreign climates; and,

" De. Boudin, in his "Pathologie Compar(e," gives abundant proof of the liability of

negroes to typhoid fever, consumption, and cholera, in the Tropics and in the Old World.

24
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thanks to their intelligence, have furnished ue with reliable statis-

tics. There are many races in Europe that, according to onr view,

cannot strictly be included with the above class, viz., the dark-

skinned Iberians, the Spaniards, Portuguese, Italians, and o':her8.

Let us next inquire what real progress has been made towards the

acclimation of white races in tropical climates. Although we have

writings in abundance on the subject, they are mostly vague and

unsatisfactory ; and even a precise definition of the term is wanting.

All we can hope, within our limits, is to lay out some land-marks,

which may stimulate others to greater detail.

Dr. Rochoux has attempted a somewhat precise definition of the

term acclimation; and perhaps a better one cannot be given in the

present state of knowledge. He says: "Acclimation is a profound

change in the organism, produced by a prolonged sojourn in a place

whose climate is widely different from that to which one is accus-

tomed ; and which has the effect of rendering the individual who

has been subjected to it similar, in many respects, to the natives

{indigenes) of the country which he has adopted."

This definition strikes at once a leading difficulty in tiiis discus-

sion, and one which should, as far as possible, be cleared away,

before we can fully estimate the influence of climate on mankind.

"Who are these ^Hndigines" of whom Rochoux speaks? Are they,

in all cases, really descendants of the same original stock as those

who come to seek acclimation ? Here, I repeat, are questions that

have not been fully nor fairly examined, even by Prichard, the great

champion of the unity of the human race; and which embarrass

our progress at every step.

Dr. Prichard remarks :
" It is well known that the proportional

number of individuals who attain a given age, differs in different

climates ; and that the warmer the climate, other circumstances

being equal, so much the shorter is the average duration of human
life. Even within the limits of Europe, the difference is very great.

In some instances, according to the calculations of M. Moreau de

Jonnes, the rate of mortality, and inversely the duration of life,

differ by nearly one-half from the proportions discovered in other

examples. . The following is a hrief extract from a table presented

by this celebrated calculator of the Institute

:
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linl6

1 " 18.6

Calcutta, 1822 to 1836 Western Hindus died...,

u Bengal Hindus.

«( Low Castes

" Mugs

Bombay, 1815 Europeans

Mussulmans ^ " ^''^

" Parsees ^ " ^^

Guadaloupe, 1811 to 1824 Whites I " 22

11 Free men of color 1 " 35

Martinique, 1825 Whites ^ " 24

. 11 Free men of color 1 " 23

Granada, 1815 Slaves 1 "22

In Saint Lucia, 1802 Slaves 1 " 20

" The comparatively low degree of mortality among the free men of color, in the West

Indies, and the Javanese and Parsees, in countries where those races are either the original

inhabitants, or have become naturalized by an abode of some centuries, is remarkable, in

the preceding table. It would seem that such persons are exempted, in a great measure,

from the influence of morbific causes, which destroy Europeans and other foreigners.

That the rate of mortality should he lower among them than in the southern parts of Europe, is

a fact which, in the present state of our knowledge, it is difficult to explain."^^

It appears, from these tables, which are corrohorated hy all

subsequent statistics of the above-named countries, as well as those

of the United States, that the whites show the greatest average

duration of life in temperate latitudes. Russia, it seems, gives a

higher rate of mortality than any cold climate short of the Arctic

(of which we want statistics) ; and why the great diiFerence of mor-

tality in several of these countries, differing apparently so little in

climate, it is impossible, in the present state of knowledge, to deter-

mine. It is, probably, in many instances, attributable to habits and

social condition. In Russia, where the mortality is so great, it

perhaps may be -explained by a combination of causes—such as the

extreme rigor of the climate, the oppressed condition of the serfs,

their bad habits and improvidence, and last, though not least, the

immigration and interblending of races foreign to the climate. In

Norway, the mortality is put down at 1 in 54, or one-half that of

Russia.

The Germanic races we know to be among the most hardy and

robust of the human family, by nature ; and yet, as we see them

(mostly of the poorer classes), in our Southern States, they are, in

general, a squalid-looking people. I can assign no other cause than

their mode of life—with which, in Germany, I am not familiar. Their

mode of sleeping, in America, is very destructive of health : they live

in confined rooms, and lie at night between two feather-beds, even in

our mild climate. It is impossible that any people can be healthy

with such customs ; and if a strict scrutiny were made into the habits

16 "Physical History of Mankind, I, pp. 116-17-18.
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of maty of tlie populations above-named, it is not improbable that

much of the discrepancy in their vital statistics would be explained

by condition and habits, skill of the medical profession, &c."

When we come down to the Koman States, the mortality rises to

1 in 28, which is easily explained: there begin the malarial climates:

and we shall see that the mortality among whites increases onwards
to the Tropics. But Prichard makes one fundamental mistake : he
never stops to ask a question about the adaptation of race to climate,

but foUows out his foregone conclusion, and goes on to show that,

"in approaching the equator, the mortality increases, and the ave-

rage duration of life consequently diminishes;" illustrating it by
the second table, beginning with Batavia. He is much embar-

rassed to account for the "low degree of mortality among the free

men of color in the West Indies, the Javanese and Parsees ;" and
for a reason why "the rate of mortality should be lower among
them, than in the southern parts of Europe" ?

l^ow, the reason is obvious: the blacks, Parsees, and Javanese,

are all autochthons of hot climates, and were created to suit the

conditions in which they have been placed, as well as all similar

ones. The Parsees, like the Jews, were from a warm latitude ori-

ginally, and soon become acclimated; but the Anglo-Saxon, and

kindi-ed races, never thrive and never will prosper in such climates.

Even in Italy, the white races die, when a negro might live, or a

coolie would flourish. The same remarks apply to the Chinese, the

Mahomedans, Moguls, and Arabs, in the last table : all are from hot

climates, and prosper in Calcutta.

The greater mortality among the Hindus, compared with the

Mussulmans, is accounted for by the fact that Hindus of Calcutta

consist of families including a large proportion of infant life. The

same circumstance explains the mortality of the Portuguese, who
are also a wretched and suffering class.'^ The French (but 160) are

included with 3181 Portuguese ; and the statement is worth nothing,

so far as the former are concerned.

" The native troops on the Bengal establishment," says Captain Henderson ^Asiatic

Researches, yol, 20, part I.), " are particularly healthy, under ordinary circumstances.

" It has heen found, by a late inquiry, embracing a period of five years, that only one

man is reported to have died per annum, out of every hundred and thirty-one of the actual

" While writing this, I meet with a very intelligent Prussian gentleman, who informs me

that this mode of sleeping between feather-beds is common throughout the Germanic States,

as well as in Russia, among the peasantry, and middle and lower classes generally. Such

manner of sleeping precludes the possibility of regulating the covering to temperature.

The system must be often greatly and injuriously overheated, and rendered more suscept-

ible to the intense cold of their own climates, when exposed.

18 Johnson & Martin's "Influence of Tropical Climates," London, 1841, p. 50.
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strength of the army. So injurious, however, is Bengal proper to this class of natives, in

comparison with the upper provinces, that, although only one-fourth of the troops exhibited

are stationed in Bengal, the deaths of that fourth are more than a moiety of the whole

mortality reported."

Now, according to this statement, the native troops in the interior

show a degree of healthfulness (1 death in 131) unknown to any

troops in Europe; and even in Bengal, the mortality, as stated above,

would only be about 16 to the 1000, or about 1 in 60 ! !

!

The most minute and reliable statistics we possess, touching the

influence of tropical climates on the European races, are drawn from

the reports of the British army surgeons, which give a truly melan-

choly picture of the sacrifice of human life. We shall use freely

one of these reports, made by Major TuUoch, in 1840—an abstract

of which may be found in the April ISTo. of the Medico-Ohirurgical

Review of that year. This report includes the stations of Western

Africa, St. Helena, the Cape of Good Hope, and the Mauritius.

The following statement refers to Sierra Leone

:

" From a table furnished by Major Tulloch, it appears that, during so long a period as

eighteen years, the admissions have averaged 2978, and the deaths 483 per thousand of

the strength ; in other words, every soldier was thrice under medical treatment, and nearly

half the force perished annually: indeed, in 1825, and again in 1826, when the mortaUty

was at its height, three-fourths of the force was cut oSF. Tet this estimate excludes acci-

dents, violence, &c.

"A considerable portion of the deaths in 1825-6 took place at the Gambia, which proved

the grave of almost every European sent there. Had the mortality of each station been

kept distinct, that of the European troops at Sierra Leone would not probably have exceeded

350 per thousand, or rather more than a third of the garrison, annually.

"However much the vice and intemperance, not only of the troops, but the other classes

of white population, may have aggravated the mortality, a more regulated life and purer

morals brought no safety to them. For, among the Missionaries, we find that:

Of 89 who arrived between March, 1804, and August, 1825, aU men in the prime

of life, there died ,...., „ , 54

Eeturned to England, in bad health 14
" good health 7

Remained on the coast 14

Total 89"

During the year 1825, about 300 white troops were landed at

different times, and in detachments : nearly every one died, or was

shattered in constitution; and, what is remarkable, "Durinc/ the

whole of this dreadful mortality, a detachment of from 40 to 50 hlach

soldiers of the Id West-India Regiment only lost one man, and had

seldom, any in the hospital." These black soldiers, too, had been born

and brought up in the West Indies ; and, according to the commonly
received theory of acclimation, should not have enjoyed this exemp-

tion. No length of residence acclimates the whites in Africa ; on
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the contrary, it extermlQates them. The history of the whole coast

ia the same.

The Major's report goes on to speak of the black troops, recruited

from among the negroes captured from slavers, and liberated at

Sierra Leone. It ia remarkable that these black troops, recruited

from native Africans, give a mortality, during eighteen years, of an
average of 30 per lOOQ—twice as high as the mortality of other

troops serving in their native country. This rate of mortality is

about the same as that of the black troops in Jamaica and Hondu-
ras. * * * It is not, however, from fever {the disease of the climate)

that the black soldier suffers. From this the attacks have been fewer,

and the deaths have not materially exceeded the proportion among an

equal number of white tfoopa in the United Kingdom, or other tempe-

rate climates. The black troops suffer much more from fever in the

West Indies, Small-pox killed many, dracunculus, &c.

The Cape Colony possesses a milder climate, is free from malarial

influences ; and the troops, both white and native, enjoy remarkable

exemption from disease and mortality. Fevers are rare and mild.

The Hottentots, like other black races, show a strong tendency to

phthisis—far greater than the white troops.

The Mauritius, though in the same latitude as Jamaica, is more

temperate, and far more salubrious. The British troops are as

exempt from disease here as in Great Britain. This island has a

population of about 90,000, two-thirds of whom are colored ; and

while the white population are remarkably healthy, both military

and civil, the negroes die in as great a proportion as in the "West

Indies, says Major TuUoch. A prolonged residence here, from heat

of the climate, is unfavorable to longevity of whites.

Seychelles.—"A group of small islands, in the Indian Ocean, between 4° and 5° south

latitude. They are fifteen in number; but the principal one, named Mah^, in which a

detachment of British troops is stationed, is sixteen miles long, and from three to four

broad, with a steep, rugged, granite mountain intersecting it longitudinally. The soil of

Mah6 is principally a reddish clay, mixed with sand ; and is watered by an abundance of

small rivulets. The weather in these islands is described as being clear, dry, and extremely

agreeable. There is little difference in the seasons, except during November, Becember,

and January, when much rain falls, with occasional light squalls. The equality of the

temperature may be inferred, when we state that the maximum of temperature throughout

the year was 88°, and the minimum 73°. We cannot, therefore, be surprised when we are

told that the total population of the principal islands in the group amounted, in 1825, to

582 whites, 323 free people of color, and 60-58 slaves—all of whom are said to enjoy

remarkably good health, and an exemption from the languor and debility so much experi-

enced in other tropical climates. Extreme longevity is very common ; and affections of the

lungs almost the only disease, of a serious character, to which the inhabitants are subject."

The British troops proved very sickly here; but Major Tulloch

attributes this to bad diet and intemperance.
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The fact is so glaring, and so universally admitted, that I am
really at a loss how to select evidence to show that there is no accli-

mation against the endemic fevers of our rural districts. Is it not

the constant theme of the population of the South, how they can

preserve health ? and do not all prudent persons, who can aiford to

do so, remove in the summer to some salubrious locality, in the

pine-lands or the mountains? Those of the tenth generation are

just as solicitous on the subject as those of the first. Books written

at the North talk much about acclimation at the South ; but we here

never hear it alluded to out of the yelloiv-fever cities. On the con-

trary, we know that those who live from generation to generation in

malarial districts become thoroughly poisoned, and exhibit the

thousand Protean forms of disease which spring from this insidious

poison.

I have been the examining physician to several life-insurance

companies for many years, and one of the questions now asked in

many of the policies is, "is the party acclimated?" If the subject

lives in one of our southern seaports, where yellow fever prevails,

and has been born and reared there, or has had an attack of yellow

fever, I answer, "Tes." If, on the other hand, he lives in the coun-

try, I answer, "Wo;" because there is no acclimation against inter-

mittent and bilious fever, and other marsh diseases. ITow, I ask if

there is an experienced and observing physician at the South who
will answer differently? An attack of yellow fever does not protect

against marsh fevers, nor vice versd.

The acclimation of negroes, even, according to my observation,
has been put in too strong a light. Being originally natives of hot
chmates, they require no acclimation to temperature, are less liable

to the more inflammatory forms of malarial fevers, and suffer infi-

nitely less than whites from yellow fever : they never, however, as
far as my observation extends, become proof against intermittents
and their sequelae. The cotton planters throughout the South will
bear witness, that, wherever the whites are attacked with intermit-
tents, the blacks are also susceptible, though not in so great a
degree. My observations apply to the region of country removed
from the rice country. We shall see, further on, that the negroes
of the rice-field region do undergo a higher degree of acclimation
than those of the hilly lands of the interior. I know many planta-
tions in the interior of Alabama, South Carolina, Georgia, Missis-
sippi, and Louisiana, on which negroes of the second and third
generation continue to suffer from these malarial diseases, and where
gangs of negroes do not increase.

Dr. Samuel Forry, in his valuable work on the climate of the
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TJnited States, has investigated fully the influence of our southern

climates on our population, and uses the following decided language
in relation to the whites

:

"In these localities, as is often observed in the tide-water region of our Southern States,

the human frame is weakly constituted, or imperfectly developed: the mortality among
children is very great, and the mean duration of life is comparatively short. Along the

frontiers of Florida and the southern borders of Georgia, as witnessed by the author, as

well as in the low lands of the Southern States generally, may be seen deplorable examples

of the physical, and perhaps mental, deterioration induced by endemic influences. In

earliest infancy, the complexion becomes sallow, and the eye assumes a bilious tint:

advancing towards the years of maturity, the growth is arrested, the limbs become atte-

nuated, the viscera engorged, &c."—P. 365.

But, leaving our own country, let us look abroad and see what the

history of other nations teaches.

The best-authenticated examples, perhaps, anywhere to be found

on record, of the enduring influence of marsh malaria on a race, are

in the Campagna, Maremma, Pontines, and other insalubrious locali-

ties in classic Italy. The following account is given by Dr. James

Johnson, in his work on Change of Air; and every traveller through

Italy can vouch for its fidelity

:

" It is from the mountain of Viterbo that we have the first glimpse of the wide-spread

Campagna di Roma. The beautiful little lake of yico lies under our feet, its sloping banks

cultivated like a garden, but destitute of habitations, on account of the deadly malaria,

which no culture can annihilate. From this spot, till we reach the desert, the features of

poverty and wretchedness in the inhabitants themselves, as well as in everything around

them, grow rapidly more marked. We descend from Monti Rose upon the Campagna, and,

at Baccano, we are in the midst of it."

After describing the beauty of the scenery, and its luxuriant

vegetation, he continues

:

" But no human form meets the eye, except the gaunt figure of the herdsman, muflSed

up to the chin in his dark mantle, with his gun and his spear ; his broad hat slouched over

the ferocious and scowling countenance of a brigand : the buffalo which he guards is less

repugnant than he. As for the shepherd, Arcadia forbid that I should attempt his descrip-

tion ! The savage of the wigwam has health to recommend him. As we approach within

ten miles of Rome, some specks of cultivation appear, and with them the dire effects of

malaria on the human frame. Bloated bellies, distorted features, dark yellow complexions,

livid eyes and lips ; in short, all the symptoms of dropsy, jaundice, and ague, united in

their persons. That this deleterious miasma did exist in the Campagna from the very first

foundation of Rome down to the present moment, there can be little doubt."

He then goes on to prove the fact, from the writings of Cicero,

Livy, and others ; and makes it clear that the population of Italy

are no nearer being acclimated against this poison, than they were

two thousand years ago.

Sir James Johnson makes the following just remarks, which

apply equally to the malarious districts of our country

:
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"A glance at the inhabitants of malarious oountriea or districts, must convince even the

most superficial observer, that the range of disorders produced by the poison of malaria is

very extensive. The jaundiced complexion, the tumid abdomen, the stunted growth, the

stupid countenance, the shortened life, attest that habitual exposure to malaria saps the

energy of every mental and bodily function, and drags its victims to an early grave. A
moment's reflection must shovr us, that fever, and ague, two of the most prominent features

of malarious influence, are as a drop of water in the ocean, when compared with the other

less obtrusive, but more dangerous, maladies that sjleutly, but effectually, disorganize the

vital structures of the human fabric, under the operation of the deleterious and invisible

poison.

"What are the consequences? Malarious fevers; or, if these are escaped, the founda-

tion of chronic malarious disorders is laid, in ample provision for future misery and suffer-

ing. These are not speculations, but facts. Compare the range of human existence, as

founded on the decrement of human life in Italy and England. In Rome, a twenty-fifth

part of the population pays the debt of nature annually. In Naples, a twenty-eighth part

dies. In London, only one in forty; and in England generally, only one in sixty faUa

before the scythe of time, or the ravages of disease."

As is the case with all of our southern seaports, "the suburbs of

Rome are more exposed to malaria than the city; and the open

squares and streets, than the narrow lanes in the centre of the me-
tropolis." "The low, crowded, and abominably filthy quarter of

the Jews, on the banks of the Tiber, near the foot of the capital,

probably owes its acknowledged freedom from the fatal malaria to

its sheltered site and inconceivably dense population." This immu-
nity may arise, at least in part, from their position at the foot of the

hill ; for there is no exception to the rule, at the South, that a resi-

dence on the bank of a river, or in low land, is less affected by
malaria than the hill that overlooks it. At present, the fact is

inexplicable, although universally admitted.

We will here add some interesting facts, from the writings of the

distinguished military physician, M. le Docteur Boudin, derived from
personal observation, during long residence in Algeria, and from
official government documents.

"On the 31st of December, 1851, the indigenous city population (of Algeria) amounted
to 105,865 inhabitants, of whom there were:

Mussulmans gj 339
Negroes 3488
Jews 21,048

"If we compare this census with that of the year 1849, the following facts appear:

^

" 1. By a comparison of births and deaths in the official tables, the Mussulman popula-
tion is decreasing.

" 2. The negroes have decreased, in two years, 689.

" 3. The Jews, during the same time, have increased 2020.
"The mortality among the European population, in Algeria, from 1842 to 1851, has

varied from 44 to 105 out of every 1000; and, instead of diminishing from year to year,
under acclimation, the mortalHi/ has steadily increased.
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Mortality aecordmg to Nationality.

" Heretofore we have given the mortality of the European population taken in mass. It

is widerstood that this mortality must be greatly influenced by the origin of the different

elements of the population. We have shown that the half of the European population is

composed of strangers (other than French), and numbers over 41,000 Spaniards, and

16,000 Italians and Maltese. The ofScial tables give the following mortality, from 1847 to

1851, for the French and strangers (Spaniards, Italians, and Maltese)

:

Deaths for each 1000.

Strangers. French.

1847 48.4 50.8

1848 41.8 41.7

1849 84.3 101.5

1850 43.4 70.5

1851 39.3 64.5"
»

Thus, on the one side, we see that the mortality of the French

greatly exceeds that of the other European population ; while, on

the other, in 1850 and 1851, the mortality of the former rises to a

figure three times greater than the normal mortality of France.

Jewish Population.

The -official tables give the following rSaumS of the mortality of

the Jewish population, during the years from 1844 to 1849

:

1844 21.6 deaths per 1,000.

1845 „ 36.1

1847 31.5 "

1848 V. 23.4 "

1849 : ,...,..", 56.9 "

This mortality is greatly below that of both the European and

Mussulman population, and shows the difference of acclimation in

Jews and Frenchmen : "lifulte part le Juif ne nait, ne vit, ne meurt,

comme les autres hommes au milieu desquels il habite. C'est Ik un

point d'anthropologie comparee que nous avons mis hors de contes-

tation, dans plusieurs publications."

"According to the last tables of the French establishments in

Algeria, the total number of births, from 1830 to 1851, have been

44,900, and that of the deaths 62,768" ! ! ! This fact applies to all

the provinces, and shows that the climate tends to the extermination

of Europeans.

The official statistics also show that the Mussulman (Moorish)

population is steadily decreasing, in the cities. Dr. Boudin asks

:

" Is this diminution the eflect of want, or of demoralization ? is it

to be explained by the cessation of unions between the native women

and the Turkish soldiers ? or, finally, is it explained by that myste-

rious law, in virtue of which inferior races seem destined to disap-

pear through contact with superior races ?"
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As this subject of home acclimation is one of too mucli import-

ance to be allowed to rest on the opinion of any one individual, I

have taken the liberty of writing to several of my professional

friends, for the results of their observations in different localities

and States. All the answers received confirm fully my assertion,

that the Anglo-Saxon race can never be acolimated against marsh

malaria. I should remark, that the following letters were written

with the haste of private correspondence, and not with the idea of

publication. The -first letter is from Dr. Dickson, the distinguished

Professor of Practice in the Charleston Medical College.

"Charleston, May 16, 1856.

"Mt dear Doctoe.—I hasten to reply to yours of the 9th inst., received by yesterday's

mail.

"1. 'The Anglo-Saxon race can never become acclimated against the impression of

intermittent and bilious fevers, 'periodical,' or 'malarious fevers.' On the contrary, the

people living in our low country grow more liable to attack year after year, and generation

after generation.

"We get rid of the poison in some places, and thus extend our limits of residence; but

in no other way. Drainage, the formation of an artificial surface on the ground, and other

incidents of density of population—such as culinary fires, railroad smokes, and the like,

aid to prevent the formation of malaria, or correct it.

"Bonum (British and Foreign Rev., Got. 1849) argues against the possibility of such

acclimation, dwelling upon the little success and great mortality attending the colonization

of Algeria, the European and English intrusion into Egypt and into Hindostan.

"The French, he tells us, cannot keep up their number in Corsica. In the West Indies,

the white soldier is twice as likely to die as the black ; in Sierra Leone, sixteen times more

likely ; and this continues permanently.

"In Brtson's Reports on the Climate and Principal Diseases of the African Station, it is

afSrmed (p. 83) that, on board the AthoU (a vessel kept some time on the station), the cases

of fever have recovered much more slowly than formerly ; so that, instead of its being an

advantage to be acclimated, it is apprehended that it will be quite the reverse, as the system

becomes relaxed and debilitated by the enervating influence of the climate.

"'2. Do negroes in this country (rice-field) ever lose their susceptibility to those dis-

eases ?' Yes, in very great measure, if not absolutely. If they remain in the same loca-

lity, they are scarcely subjects of attack. I use cautious language—too cautious. It is

my full belief that they become insusceptible of the impression of the cause of periodical,

or what we call malarious, fevers. Who ever saw a negro with an ague-cake ? I certainly

never did. Change of residence begets a certain but very moderate degree of susceptibi-

lity. If a house negro be sent to a rice-field, he may be attacked. So, in shifting along

the African coast from place to place, the natives of one locality will be seized by fever

sometimes at another. Brtsok tells us that Fernando Po is so terribly insalubrious, that

negroes brought from any part of the African continent are always sickly there, 'though the

natives of the island itself appear to be a healthy and athletic race of people.'

"The same author tells us of the general insusceptibility of the particular race called

Kroo-men, all along the coast. This class of people are therefore very useful and avail-

able, being hired in preference to others on board the cruisers.

" 3. Negroes increase in number on our rice plantations ; nay, it is my impression that

the rate of increase is greater than on the less malarial cotton plantations. The majority

of deaths that do occur, happen in winter and from winter diseases—few dying of fever,
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none or almost none from bilious, intermittents, or remittents, some from typhus or typhoid,

or 'typhous' fever.********
"I remain, &c.,

"Samuel Henry Dickson."

There is an interesting fact in the above letter to me, as I have no
experience in the rice-field country. I allude to the acclimation of

negroes in these flat swamp-lands, and their increase. As far as my
observation goes, the hilly, rich clay-lands of the interior are, with

few exceptions, more liable to malarial fevers than the swamp-lands

on the water-courses. The hills in the neighborhood of our swamp-
lands are always more sickly than the residences which are on the

river banks. Professor Dickson says that the rice-field negroes

increase more than those on the cotton plantations. Certainly,

negroes do suffer greatly on many cotton plantations in the middle

belt of the Southern States ; and I have seen no evidence to prove

that negroes can, in this region, become accustomed to the marsh

poison ; and my observation has been extensive in four States. A
question here arises: Is there any difference in types of those

malarial fevers which originate in the flat tide-water rice-lands, and

those of the clay-hills, or marsh fevers of the interior ? I am inclined

to think there is.

The following letter is from my friend Dr. "Wm. M. Boling, of

Montgomery, Alabama, who has had much experience in this region,

^nd who is well known as one of our best medical writers.

"MoNTGOMEKT, Ala., Jtfay 17, 1856.

" Deab Doctok.—Judging from my own observation, I am inclined to believe that there

is no such thing as acclimation to miasmatic localities ; in other words, that neither resi-

dence in a miasmatic locality, nor an attack, nor even repeated attacks, of any of the

various shades or forms of miasmatic fevers, confer any power of resistance to what we

understand by the miasmatic poison—not regarding- yellow fever, however, as belonging to

this class of disease. On the contrary, one attack, it seems to me, instead of affording an

immunity from, rather increases the tendency or predisposition to another. It would be no

difficult matter, I think, to obtain histories of cases of persons bom, and continuing to live,

in miasmatic localities, who have been subject to repeated attacks of miasmatic fevers,

occasionally, during the entire course of their lives—say from a few days after birth to a

moderate old age—"from the cradle to the grave." We do, to be sure, meet with persons

who have resided for a considerable time in miasmatic localities, without ever having had

an attack of any of the forms of the fever in question. Such instances are more common,

if I mistake not, among persons who have removed from a healthy into a miasmatic loca-

lity,- than among such as may have been bom and reared in the latter. But it is a rare

thing, indeed, according to my observation, to meet with a person, residing in a place

where miasmatic diseases are rife, who has had one attack and no more.

"Yours, &c.,
"

"Wm. M. Boling."

It were an easy task to multiply evidence to the same effect ; but

what has already been said should be sufficient to satisfy any think-
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mg mind.'' We shall, therefore, leave this point, and turn back

again to the Keport of Major TuUoch, where we find some interest-

ing facts, respecting the negro race, in the Mauritius, which will not

bear curtailment.

Black Pioneers.—"These military laborers have been enlisted for the purpose of reUeving

the European soldiers from the performance of fatigue and other duties, which subjected

them to much exposure. They are all negroes, who hare either been born in the Mauritius,

or brought from Madagascar and Mozambique, on the eastern coast of Africa. They are

described as being a more robust and atMetic race than those composing the West India

regiments.

"A table exhibits the admissions into hospital and deaths among these troops since 1825,

As Regards both, the ratio is almost exactly the same as among the black troops and pioneers

in the Windward and Leeward command : the former being as 839 to 820, and the latter as

37 to 40 per 1000, of mean strength annually ; so that 'the Mauritius and West Indies seem

alike unsuited to the constitution of the negro. This shows how vain is the expectation, evea

under the most favorable circumstances, of that race ever keeping up or perpetuating their

number in either of these colonies, when men in the prime of life, selected for their strength

and capability for labor, subject to no physical defect at enlistment, and secured by military

regulations from all harsh treatment, die nearly four times as rapidly as the aboriginal inha-

bitants of the Cape, or other healthy countries, at the same age ; and at least thrice as rapidly at

the white population of the Mauritius. Indeed, so fast is the negro race decreasing there, thai,

in five years, the deaths have exceeded the births by upwards 0/6OOO, in a population 0/ 60, 000.

" However difficult it may be to assign an efficient cause, it is certain that the inhabitants

of different countries have different susceptibilities for particular diseases. Fevers, for

instance, have little influence on the negro race, in the Mauritius ; for no death has occurred

from them, and the admissions have been in much the same proportion as among an equal

number of persons in the United Kingdom ; but here, as in all other colonies in which we
have been able to trace the fatal diseases of the negro, the great source of mortality has
been that of the lungs ; indeed, more die from that class alone, than of HoUentot troopB>

at the Cape, from all diseases together ; bat the latter are serving in their natural climate,

the former in one to which tJieir constitution has never adapted, and probably never will

adapt itself.

"Major Tdlloch compares the mortality of the negro, from diseases of the lungs, in
various colonies. There died aimuaHy of these affections, per 1000 of mean strength-

West coast of Africa 6.8

Honduras. „ 8 1

Bahamas , , , __ 97
Jamaica « , ., , ...,....,.,:,....,..... 10 3
Mauritius , , 12 9
Windward and Leeward Command.. I6.5
Gibraltar 33 5

" Thus, in his native country, the negro appears to suffer from these diseases in much
the same proportion as British troops in their native country ; but, so soon as he goes
beyond it, the mortaHty increases, till, in some colonies, it attains to such a height as
seemingly to preclude the possibffity of his race ever forming a healthy or increasing
population.

" It is in vain that we look for the cause of this remarkable difference, either in tempe-

" See the distinction between "biHous and yellow fever," in the Ussay by Prop. Kiohabd
D. Arnold, M. B., of Saviumah, read before the M«s(Moail Sooie^'of the State of Geof^a,
Augusta, Ga., 1866.
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rature, nioistare, or any of those appreciable atmospheric agencies by which the human
frame is likely to be affected in some climates more than others ; and it is consequently

impossible, from any other data than that which the experience of medical records fur-

lushes, to say where this class of troops can be employed with advantage. Nearly two-

thirds of the mortality from diseases of the lungs, among negroes, arises from pulmonary

consumption ; and it is worthy of remark, as showing how little that disease affects the

natives of some tropical climates, though it proves so fatal to those of others, that, among
71,850 native troops serving in the Madras Presidency, the deaths by every description of

disease of the lungs, did not, on the average of five years, exceed 1 per 1000 of the strength

annually."

In the " JoMJ-waZ of the Statistical Society of London," will be found

another exceedingly interesting paper by the same writer, now
Lieut.-Colonel Tulloch, F. S. S., in continuation of the same subject,

and giving later statistics.* He says

:

" The preceding tables apply entirely to European troops serving abroad. It may now
prove interesting to extend a similar course of observations to the influtoce of the same

climates on the mortality of native or black troops, during the same periods. Of these, I

shall first advert to the Malta Fenoibles, composed of persons born in the island.

" The strength of this corps, and the deaths antecedent to the ZVet March, 1846, were as

follows

:

STKENQTH. DEATHS.

Tear ending 31st March, 1845 .....i '575 5
« 1846 574 5

being at the rate of Sy'^ per thousand, on the average of Uiese two years; while the average

from 1825, when this corps was raised, till 1836, a period of eleven years, was 9 per 1000

annually. Thus, this corps proved one of the healthiest in the service ; and, as in the case

of other troops serving in the colonies, its health^nd efficiency seem to be on the increase.

" The Cape corps, composed of Hottentots, shows, however, a still lower degree of mor-

tality during the same period : the strength and deaths for these two years ha.ving been

respectively as follows

:

STBENaTH. DEATHS.

Tear ending 31st March, 1845 420 3

1846 „ 448 8

Average of these two years 434 3

being at the rate of 7 per 1000 annually ; wiile the mortality in the same corps, on the

average of the thirteen years antecedent to 1836, was 12 pei* 1000 annually—thus showing

a great reduction of late years.

"The ratio of mortality in both those corps has been much below what is usual, eTeh

amoi^ the most select lives in this country (England) ; and shows the great advantage,

wherever it is practicable, of employing the native inhabitants of our colonies, as a defen-

sive force, in preference to regular troops sent from this country.

"On comparing the diet and habits of men composing these two corps (which exhibit so

low a degree of mortality during a long series of years), they will be found diametricall;y

opposite : the Maltese soldier living prindjiallly on vegetable diet, and rarely indulging in

the use of fermented or spirituous liquors, while the Hottentot soldier, like others of hiS

race, lives principally on animal food, and th*t of the ioarsest description. Oaring to the

want of rain and the tmoertainty of the crops, graita is often vety scarce on the eastern

2» I/iEUT.-CoL. A. M. TmioCH, F.S. S., "On the Min'taUty among Ber Majesty's troops

serving in the VoUnm ttann^ the years l'844-5." Kead b^OW the Statistical Society, Jan.

21, 1847.
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frontier of the Cape, -where this class of troops is principally employed; and they are

occasionally Trithout vegetable or farinaceous food for several weeks, at which times they

often consume from 'two to three pounds of meat daily; and their usual meat-ration is at

all times as great as that of the European soldier. Intoxication, with ardent and fermented

spirits, or by smoking large quantities of a coarse description of hemp, is also by no means

uncommon among them; yet has this corps proved as healthy as the Maltese Fencibles, and

still more so than the native army of the East Indies, whoso comparative exemption from

disease has by some been attributed to the simplicity of their diet, and their general

abstinence from every species of intoxication. Facts like these show with what caution

deductions should be drawn, when the returns of only one class of men are before us; and

how necessary it is in this, as in every other species of statistical inquiry, to extend the

sphere of observation, with a view to accurate results.

"I shall next advert to a class of troops who, though bom within the Tropics, and

serving in tropical colonies, are not natives of the climate in which they are stationed.

First of these, in number and importance, are the three West India corps, recruited prin-

cipally from negroes captured in slave-ships, or inhabitants of the west coast of Africa.

These men are distributed throughout Jamaica and the West India islands ; and take the

duty of those stations which long experience has shown to be inimical to the health of

Europeans.

" The strength and mortality of this class, for the same two years as were before referred

to, have been as follows:

Jamaica.
STBENOTH. DEATHS.

Tear ending 31st March, 18i5.... 770 17

" 1846 912 36

Average of these two years 841 26J

West Indies.

STBENOTH. DEATHS.

Year ending 31st March, 184Jf 994 23

" 1846 1175 32

Average of these two years 1084 27J

" These troops being frequently removed from island to island, there would be no utility

in stating the separate mortality in each, as, in most instances, the calculation would

involve broken periods of a year ; but, on the whole, it appears that, in Jamaica, the mor-

tality has been at the rate of about 81, and in the West Indies 26 per 1000 of the force
"

annually ; while the mortality of the same class of troops, at the same stations, during the

twenty years antecedent to 1836, was respectively 30 per 1000 in Jamaica, and 40 per 1000

in the West Indies—thus showing a marked reduction in the mortality at the latter, during

the last two years.

" On referring to the preceding results, a very material difference will be found between

the mortality of this class of troops, and that of the Cape corps and Maltese Fencibles,

who are serving in their native climate : the former being nearly four times as high ag

either of the latter. Though the climate of the West Indies is probably as warm as that

of the interior of Africa" [in which the author is mistaken], "whence the negroes are

generally drawn, yet their constitutions never have, and probably never will, become assi-

milated to it. The high rate of mortality among them can, in no respect, be attributed

either to the habita or the duties of the negro soldier ; for others of the same race, who'

are not in the army, suffer in a corresponding proportion" [as we shall take occasion to

show, on a large scale.—J. C N.]

"By a very extensive investigati'on, into which I entered when engaged in the prepara-

tion of the West-India Statistical Report, about seven years ago" [already referred to], " I

found that the mortality among the negro slave-population, even including families who
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had been for several generations in these colonies, amounted to about 30 per 1000 annually,

of all ages. Very little of this mortality occurred among infant life : it fell principally on

persons of mature age; among which class it was nearly double the proportion usually

observed among the civil population in this country. That, under such a mortality, the

negro race can ever increase, or even keep up their numbers, in the West Indies, appears a

physical impossibility ; and there is good reason to believe, that the want of labor, so much
complained of, and the demand for immigration from other countries, so much insisted on,

arises more from the waste of life, than from the increasing cultivation of the soil ; and

that a, careful investigation into the mortality of the negro population, at different ages,

would show that the period is not far distant, at which that race would become entirely

extinct in the West Indies, but for the occasional accession to their numbers by fresh

importations.

"The results on which these observations, as to the mortality of the negro population,

were founded, extended, it is true, over a period when slavery prevailed in the island ; ^ and

it would be interesting to those philanthropists who then attributed the high rate of mor-

tality to that cause, now to trace, from the returns of each island, whether any diminution

has taken place since freedom was established among our sable brethren ; but when it is

shown, by these results, that negro soldiers, in the prime of life, vrith every advantage, in

point of income, clothing, comfort, and medical attendance, which the British soldier enjoys

—with precisely the same diet (if that can be considered an advantage), and with much

greater regularity of habits than he can boast of, are subject to an annual mortality of from

2J to 3J per cent., there is little reason to hope that, whether bond or free, the negro race

will ever thrive or increase in the West Indies.

"The same remarks, as regards the unsuitableness of the climate, will, in a great mea-

sure, apply to the next class of troops to which I have to advert, viz., the Ceylon Rifle

Regiment, composed of Malays, brought principally from the Straits of Malacca, for the

purpose of serving in Ceylon ; where the climate, though equally warm, does not appear by

any means congenial to their constitution, as must be apparent from the following results

regarding the mortality

:

STRENGTH. DEATHS.

Tear ending 31st March, 1846 1952 46
" 1846 1930 36

Average of these two years 1941 41

making an annual mortality of 21 per 1000 ; while the ratio among the same class of troops,

for the twenty years antecedent to 1836, was 27 per 1000 annually.

~" Though this mortality is considerably lower than that of the negro troops in the West

Indies, it is nearly twice as high as that which occurs among the native troops serving on

the continent of India adjacent—a sufficient proof that the Malay race is never likely to

become assimilated to the climate of Ceylon; indeed, it has long been a subject of remark,

that, though their children have been encouraged to enter the service at a very early age,

in order to recruit the force, that expedient has proved insufficient, without the constant

importation of recruits from the Malay coast.

" The mortality among this class of troops, as among every other to which I have adverted,

has undergone a considerable reduction within the last two years, as compared with the

twenty years antecedent to 1836— owing, no doubt, to late improvements and ameliorations

in the condition of the soldier ; but there is little hope, either in the case of the Malay or

the negro, that this reduction will be sufficiently progressive to hold out a reasonable pros-

pect of these races becoming thoroughly assimilated to the climate of Ceylon, in the one

case, or the West Indies, in the other.

^ It will be made to appear, further on, that slavery has nothing to do with this result.

On the contrary, emancipation invariably (in America) has increased the ratio of mortality.

25
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" To ascertain the races of men best fitted to inhabit and develop the resources of

different colonies, is a most important inquiry, and one which has hitherto attracted too

little attention, both in this and other countries. Had the goTernment of France, for

instance, adverted to the absolute impossibility of any population increasing or keeping up

its numbers under an annual mortality of 7 per cent, (being that to which their settlers are

exposed in Algiers), it would never have entered on the wild speculation of cultivating the

soil of Africa by Europeans, nor have wasted one hundred millions sterling, with no other

result than the loss of 100,000 men, who have fallen victims to the climate of that country.

In such questions, military returns, properly organized and properly digested, afford one

of the most useful guides to direct the policy of the colonial legislation : they point out the

limits intended by nature for particular races ; and within which alone they can thrive and

increase. They serve to indicate, to the restless wanderers of our race, the boundaries

which neither the pursuit of wealth nor the dreams of ambition should induce them to

pass ; and proclaim, in forcible language, that man, like the elements, is controlled by a

Power which hath said : ' Hither shalt thou come, but no further.' "

We have thus gone through, with the statistics of Colonel TuUoch,

which are remarkable for their fulness and the unprejudiced tone m
which they are given. They would seem to show, very strongly,

that certain races cannot become assimilated to certain climates,

though they may to other climates far removed fromi their original

birth-place. The British soldiers and civilians enjoy even better

health at the Cape Colony than in Great Britain ; while the negro,

in most regions out of Africa, whether within the Tropics—as in

the Antilles, or out of them—as at Gibraltar, is gradually exter-

minated. We shall now turn our attention to statistics which

confirm, in a remarkable manner, the conclusions of Col. TuUoch,

respecting the influence of foreign tropical climates on negroes ; and,

on the other hand, exhibit an increase, in the same class of popula-

tion, in the United States, almost without a parallel, and certainly

unprecedented in any laboring class, taken separately; for the

negroes in this country are almost exclusively of that denomi-

nation.

The following extract is taken from page 83 of the " Compendium
of the seventh Census" of the United States, by the able superinten-

dent, J. B. D. DeBow, Esq.

"Slavery, which had existed in all the nations of antiquity, and throughout Europe
during the Middle Ages, was introduced at an early day into the Colonies. The first

introduction of African slaves was in 1620, by a Dutch vessel from Africa to Virginia. Mb.
Caeet, of Pennsylvania, in his work upon the slave-trade, says : ' The trade in slaves, to

the American colonies, was too small, before 1753, to attract attention.' In that year,

Macpherson {Annals of Commerce) says 511 were imported into Charleston ; and, in 1765-6,

the number of those imported into Georgia (from their valuation) could not have exceeded

1482. From 1783 to 1787, the British West Indies exported to the Colonies 1392—nearly
300 per annum. These West Indies were then the entrepot of the trade ; and though they

received nearly 20,000 (Macphbkson) in the period above-named, they sent to the Colonies

but that small number—^proving the demand could not have been very large. After a close
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argument, from the ratio of increase since the first census, Me. Caret is enabled to recur

back, and compute the population at earlier periods, separating the natiye-bom from those

derived from importations. Setting out with the fact that the slaves (blacks) numbered

66,850 in 1714, he finds that 30,000 of these were brought from Africa.

Importations previous to 1715 30,000

" between 1715 and 1750 ^0,000

1751 " 1760 35,000

" " 1761 " 1770 74,000

" " 1771 " 1790 34,000

" " 1790 " 1808 70,000

Total number imported 333,000

"The number since 1790 is evidently too smaU. Charleston alone, in the four years,

1804-5-6-7, imported 39,075. Making, therefore, a correction for such under-estimate,

and a very liberal increase to Mr. Caret's figures, the whole number of Africans, at all

times, imported into the United States, would not exceed 375,000 to 400,000.
"

' Thus, in the United Sta;tes, the number of Africans and their descendants is nearly

eight or ten to one of those who were imported ; whilst, in the British West Indies, there art

not two persons remaining, for every five of the imported and their descendants. This is seen

from the following: Imported into Jamaica previously to 1817, 700,000 negroes—of whom
and their descendants but 311,000 remained, after 178 years, to be emancipated in 1833.

In the whole British West Indies, imported 1,700,000—of whom and their descendants

660,000 remained for emancipation.'

—

Caret." ^

Here, then, we have reliable statistics, establishing the astounding

facts, that while the blacks in the United States have increased ten-

fold, those of the British "West Indies have decreased in the propor-

tion of five to two. Of the whole 1,700,000 and their progeny, but

660,000 remaineji at the time of emancipation. I have not the data

at hand to speak with precision ; but the fact is notorious, that the

diminution in' the number of blacks, in the British West Indies, has

been going on more rapidly since than before their emancipation.

To what causes is all this to be attributed ? This is a difficult ques-

tion, at present, to answer. Certainly, no one will contend that the

subjects of Great Britain were less humane to their slaves than those

of the United States ; or that the negroes in the British West Indies

were not in as good a physical condition, in former years, as those

of the United States.^ Climate, then, with the present lights before

us, seems to have been the leading cause. There is another, which

I have not seen alluded to in these statistics ; and which may or

^ At the time I am writing, the colored population, slave and free, in the United States,

must be at least ten to one greater than the importations. This population, in 1850,

amounted to 3,638,808; and, at the present moment, October, 1856, exceeds 4,000,000.

23 The condition, both moral and physical, has been steadily improving, in the United

States ; and is now much better than that of slaves half a century ago, either here or in

the West Indies. [See ample corroborations of present free-negro mortality, at Jamaica,

in the " Memorial of the West Indian merchants and others to Mr. Labouchere,'' just pub-

Ushed (London Post, Dec. 26, 1856).— G. R. G.]
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may not have its weight, viz., the mixture of races and the law of

hyhridity. That the mulattoes have a tendency towards extermina-

tion, is believed by many ; but whether the white and black races

ha;ve been mingled in a greater proportion in the British West

Indies than in the United States, I have no means now of deter-

mining.

The actual ratio of mortality in the slave-population of the Unite(?

States, I do not think can be arrived at, with certauity, from any

statistics yet published. The census of the United States, published

by the Grovemment, is perfectly reliable in respect to the actual

number of negroes at each decennial period, and the rate of increase

in this population ; but, I am satisfied that the ratio of mortality,

taken from the same volume, should be received with great caution,

because I have reason to believe that the planters, from negligence,

are greatly wanting in accuracy on this point. The average mor-

tality, for the whole slave-population, is put down in the census at

one in sixty. This sounds as though it were below the mark ; but,

when we reflect on the rapid increase of this population, it may not

be so. "We have positive data for the mortality of the free negroes

in Northern States, where the climate, as well as social condition, is

unfavorable to this class ; and the ratio is from one death in twenty,

to one in thirty annually, of the entire number. In Boston, the

most northern point, the mortality is highest; and rather less in

IsTew York and Philadelphia. I can procure no statistics from
Canada, where the blacks must suffer terribly from tliat climate.

" The blacks imported from Africa, ererywliere beyond the limits of the Slave States of

North America, tend to extinction. The Liberian experiment, the most favorable ever

made, is no exception to this general tendency. According to the Report of the Coloniza-

tion Society, for thirty-two years, ending in 1852, the number of colored persons sent to

Liberia amounted to 7592—of which number only 6000 or 7000 remained. The slave-holding

States sent out as immigrants 6792—the most of whom were emancipated slaves : the non-

slave-holding States sent out 457 persons.

"The black race is doomed to extinction in the West Indies, as well as in the Northern
States of this republic, if the past be a true index of the future, unless the deterioration

and waste of life shall be continually supplied by importations from Africa, or by fugitive

and manumitted slaves from Southern States.

" M. Humboldt {Personal Nartative) has, with his usual accuracy, compiled, from official

sources, the vital statistics of the West India slaves, to near the close of the first quarter
of the present century (one decennium before the abolition act of Parliament). He esti-

mates the slaves in these islands at 1,090,000; free negroes, including Hayti, at 870,000;
total, 1,960,000. Me. Macoregor, in his huge volumes on the progress of America, gives
the total aggregate of blacks at 1,300,000 in the year 1847—showing a decUne, in the
preceding quarter of a century, of 660,000.

"M. HuMBOiDT says that 'the slaves would have diminished, since 1820, with great
rapidity, but for the fraudulent continuation of the slave-trade.'

" By another calculation, it appears that, in the whole West-Indian archipelago, the free
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colored numbered 1,212,900; the slaves, 1,147,500; total, 2,360,500—showing a decline,

in less than five years, of 400,500, notwithstanding the accession by the slave-trade. * * *

" M. Humboldt says: ' The whole archipelago of the West Indies, which now comprises

2,400,000 negroes and mulattoes, free and slaves, received, from 1670 to 1825, nearly

5,000,000 Africans.'

These extracts are taken from an article by Dr. Bennet Dowler,

editor of the "l^ew Orleans Medical Journal" (Sept. 1856), wherein
a great many other interesting facts will be found, from the writings

of TurnbuU, Long, Porter, and Tucker, as well as from his own
observations. "We commend this article strongly to the attention

of the reader.

We however, fortunately, have some statistics which are perfectly

reliable, at the South ; and which will afford important light on the

value of life among the blacks. "We allude to those of the city of

Charleston, South Carolina.

By the United States' census of 1850, the entire population of

Charleston, white and colored, was 42,985—of which 20,012 were

white; 19,532 slaves; free colored, 3441; total colored, 22,793.

Some years ago, in several articles in the "Charleston Medical

Journal," and the "New Orleans Commercial Review," I worked up

the vital statistics of Charleston, from' 1828 to 1845, in connection

with the subject of life-assurance. The ratio of mortality among
the blacks, for those eighteen years, gave an average of deaths per

annum of 1 in 42 ; and that ratio of mortality was much increased

by a sevei-e epidemic of cholera, in 1836, which bore almost exclu-

sively on the colored population.

"We now propose to commence where we left off; and to give the

statistics published by the city authorities, which have been kept

with great fidelity, as we have good reason to know. These tables,

for ten years, extend from 1846 to 1855, both inclusive; and the

census of population being taken only in the year 1850, we must

make this the basis of calculation. As this year is about the middle

one of the ten above referred to, the population of this year may be

assumed as the average of the whole; and if the whole number
of colored population, of 1850, be divided by the average number
of the deaths from 1846 to 1855, it will give the average mortalily

for the ten years, and the result must approximate very nearly to the

truth.

[The iVew York Herald (Jan. 20, 1857) republishes, from the London News (Dec. 30), a

"Curious History of the Liberian Republic," confirmatory of the ethnological opinions

expressed by us in Types -of Mankind (pp. 403-4, 455-6), concerning the absolute unfitness

of negro-populations for self-government. The News pledges itself, moreover, to bring out

a Liberian document, containing " a painful disclosure of a state of vice and misery (at

Monrovia), which it might make the kind-hearted old Madison turn in his grave to heve

countenanced or helped to create."— G. B, G.]
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TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OP DEATHS, FOR BACH TEAR, AMONG THE

COLORED POPULATION OF CHARLESTON, WITH SOME OF THE CAUSES OF

DEATH, AND THEIR LONGEVITY.
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1 death above 100 years, the blacks, for the same period of ten

years, give 101 deaths between 90 and 100 years of age, and 38
deaths over 100 years !

There have been many disputes about the comparative longevity

of races ; but all the statistics of our Southern States would seem to

prove, that the negroes are the longest-lived race in the world ; and
if a longevity of any other race can be shown, equal to the blacks

of Charleston, we have been unable to find the statistics.

On a review of the tables of mortality from Charleston, it will be
seen that the average mortality of the colored population, for the

last ten years, is 1 in 43.6—about the same ratio as the eighteen

previous years. "When it is remembered that this is exclusively a

laboring class, and including a considerable proportion of free

colored population, it cannot but excite our wonder. It proves two
points : 1. That the black races assimilate readily to our climate ; 2.

That they are here in a more favorable condition than any laboring

class in the world. It should, perhaps, be remarked, that, in a warm
climate, a pauper population and laboring class do not suffer from
the want of protection against cold and its diseases ; which, at the

North, cause, among these classes, a large proportion of their mor-
tality. Even in the sickliest parts of our Southern States, there are

more examples of longevity, among the whites, than are seen in cold

climates ; for the reason, I presume, that the feebleness of age offers

little resistance to the rigor of northern climates. This, however,

does not prove that the average duration of life is greater South
than North."

We have, thus far, called attention almost exclusively to two
extremes of the human family, viz., the white and black races ; and,

except incidentally, have said little about the intermediate races, and
the influence of the Climate and diseases of America upon them.

We now propose to take a glance at these points ; and must express

our regret, at the outset, that our statistics and other means of in-

formation here become much less satisfactory. We are not, how-
ever, wanting in facts to show, that the element of race here, as

elsewhere, plays a conspicuous part. We have already alluded to

the fact, that the negroes are almost entirely exempt from the

influence of yellow fever; and, at one time, supposed that the

susceptibility to this disease was nearly in direct ratio to the fairness

of complexion ; but this idea, as we shall see, requires modification.

^ If the city of Charleston gires so low a rate of mortality as 1 in 43.6 for the blacks

and mulattoes, it is presumable that the rural districts throughout the South will give a

much lower rate than in towns. Negroes suffer much less from consumption in the country

than in totirps.
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It is perfectly true, as respects the mixed progeny of the blacks

and whites ; for it is admitted everywhere, at the South, that the

susceptibility of this class is in direct ratio to the infusion of white

blood ; but the American Indians of the table-lands, as the Mexi-

cans, and the mixed bloods of Spaniards and Mexicans, are infinitely

more liable to yellow fever, than mulattoes of any grade. This law

of color would seem to apply to African and Asiatic races, but not

to the aboriginal races of America.

The following extract, from a document of the highest authority,

will, I am sure, be read with peculiar interest, in this connection.^

" Of all protections, that of complexion was paramount. When the ships' crews were

disabled by sickness (and that was in the majority of instances), their places were supplied

by negro sailors and laborers. On board many vessels, black labor alone was to be seen

employed
;

yet, among these laborers and stevedores, a case 0/ yellow fever was never seen.

If to the table of thirteen months' admissions to the hospital, already given, be added a

classified census of the population of the colony, information is given which enables us to

arrive at something like precise knowledge on this subject. (See table, infra, page 394.)

" From this table, it would appear that the liability of the white races to yellow fever, as

compared with the dark, is as 13.19 per cent, to -00004:. But this would be rather an over-

estimate of the risks of the whites ; for, although the calculation" is correct for one day, it

is not for the whole thirteen months. During the year 1852, 7670 seamen, the crews of

vessels, arrived at the port qf Georgetown. If we add one-twelfth to this sum, it will make

a total of 8309, estimated all as white, who, for a longer or shorter period, were exposed to

the endemic influence. This number should be added to that of the white population

exposed, and the percentage of liability will be as follows : %)hiles, 8-436 ; darks, -00004.

This computation is irrespective of the effects of residence on the constitution. But the

numbers afforded by the census returns are sufficiently great and detailed to authorize a

purer and more ultimate analysis of the effects of complexion, or, in other words, cutaneous

organization, on the liability to yellow fever among the population of the colony. We find

that, of 7890 African (black) immigrants, none contracted yellow fever.

" Of 9278 West India islanders (black and mulatto), 15, or -16 per cent, contracted yellow

fever; of 10,978 Madras and Calcutta coolies (black, but fine-haired), 42, or -38 per cent,

contracted yellow fever; 10,291 Portuguese immigrants (white), 698, or 6-2 per cent,

contracted yellow fever.

" From the foregoing, the importance of the skin, or that constitution of the body which

is associated with varieties of the dermal covering, in the etiology of yellow fever, is at

once apparent,"

The proportion of wliite to the dark races, according to our author,

was 14,726 to 127,276 ; while the admissions to the public hospitals,

for yellow fever, were 1947 of»the former to 59 of the latter. He
puts down the Portuguese as whites—whereas, they are by no means
a fair-skinned race, compared with the Anglo-Saxons and other

white races ; and their mortality corresponded with their complexion:

it was intermediate between the two extremes.

25 Daniel Blaib, M. D., Surgeon-General of British Guiana, Report on the first eighteen

months of the fourth Yellow Fever Epidemic of the British Guiana. See British and Foreign

Med. Ohir. Rev., January and April Nos., 1855.
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Dr. J. Mendizabel writes me: "Tlie coolies are, in this place

(Vera Cruz), as well as in the West Indies, exempt from yellow

fever."

From all the information we are able to procure, it seems clear'

that the Chinese, in Cuba, are much less liable to fever than Euro-

peans ; but there are no statistics on this point which will enable us

to deal in figures.

The same difficulty exists with regard to statistics forthe Mexican

races ; buf" it is certainly the impression of the best-informed physi-

cians in that country, with whom we have corresponded, that the

pure-blooded Mexicans suffer more from yellow fever than either the

pure-blood Spaniards, or the mixed bloods. It is asserted, also, that

the cross-breeds of negroes and Mexicans are liable to this disease

just in proportion to the blood of the latter race—as is the case with

the cross-breeds of whites and negroes.

Yellow fever, with perhaps few exceptions, has a preference for

the races of men in proportion to the lightness of complexion

—

showing its greatest affinity for the pure white, and least for the jet

black.^^ It is remarkable that the plague prefers the reverse course

—as the following extract, from the best of all authorities on the

subject, will prove.

"The plague, in Egypt, attacks the different races of men; but all are not equally

susceptible. Thus, in all the epidemics, the negro race suffers most; after these, the

Berbers or Nubians; then the Arabs of Hedj3,z and Yemen; then the Europeans; and,

among these, especially the Maltese, Greeks, and Turks, and generally the inhabitants of

South Europe" !

"

A reference to Dr. De la Roches' ample statistics of mortality

from yellow fever, will show, beyond dispute, that, of the number

attacked, the highest ratio of mortality is almost invariably among
the pure white races—as the Germans, Anglo-Saxons, &c. This has

been accounted for by the fact, that they come from cold latitudes

;

and it has grown into an axiom, that the further north the race, the

more liable it is to yellow fever. 'Now, it is easily shown that this

position is -not tenable : the contrary is proven, by observations on

the Mexican races. There is scarcely any part of the country of

Mexico, which is, to any extent, populated, that can be called cold

;

and yet the Mexicans from the table-lands are, perhaps, little less

liable to yellow fever than Germans ; and their own writers assert

that they are quite as much so.

26 As far as we can obtain facts, the dark European, Asiatic, and African races, all show

less susceptibility to yellow fever than the strictly white ; and the red man of America, if

an exception, we believe is the only one. It is as vain to attempt to explain his suscepti-

bility, as it is the exemption of negroes and mulattoes: it is a physiological law of race.

^ A. B. Cloi-Bet, De la Peste, 1840, p. 7; and Coup d'CEil sur la Peste, 1851.
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"Mexico is diyided, as respects climate, into the tierrat calientes, or hot regions, the

tierraa templadas, or temperate regions, and the tierrat frias, or cold regions. The first

include the low grounds, or those under 2000 feet of elevation. The mean temperature of

the first region, between the Tropics, is about 77° Fahr. ; being 14° to 16° above the mean

temperature of Naples. The tierrai templadas, which are of comparatively limited extent,

occupy the slope of the mountain chains, and extend from 2500 to 5000 feet of elevation.

The mean heat of the year is from 68° to 70° Fahr. ; and the extremes of heat and cold

are here equally unknown. The tierrae frias, or cold regions, include all the vast plains

elevated 5000 feet and upwards above the level of the sea. In the city of Mexico, at an

elevation of 7400 feet, the thermometer has sometimes fallen below the freezing point.

This, however, is of rare occurrence; and the winters there are usually as mild as in

Naples. In the coldest season, the mean heat of the day varies from 55° to 70°. The mean

temperature of the city is about 64°, and that of the table-lands generally about 62°; being

nearly equal to that of Eome."'*

"Witli regard to the great susceptibility of Mexicans of the table-

lands, and even those of Metamoras, and other places in the low-

lands, when for the first time exposed, we need only refer the reader

to the "Meport of the Sanitary Gommission of New Orleans on the

Epidemic Yellow Fever of 1853," where ample testimony will be

found.

The report of Dr. McWilliam, on the celebrated epidemic of

yellow fever at Boa Vista, in 1845, will be found interesting, in this

connection ; and is remarkable for its minute detail and accuracy.

He says

:

"The inhabitants consist chiefly of dark mulattoes, of various grades of European

intermixture; free and enslaved negroes; with a, small proportion of Europeans, princi-

pally Portuguese and English.

"Rate of Mortality from Yellow Fever in Porto Sal Ray.

EUBOPEANS.

Portuguese.—Number exposed to the fever 53
" " attacked with fever 47
" " died " 25
" Batio of deaths in the population 1 in 2-1

" " number attacked 1 "1-8
English, including two Americans, exposed to the fever 11

" Number attacked 8
" " died-. 7
" Ratio of deaths in population 1 in 1-6
" " number attacked;; 1 " 1.1

French.—Number exposed to fever 2
" " attacked by fever 2

ds.—Number exposed, and not attacked 2

' McCuUoch's Geographical Dictionary.
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NATIVE POPULATION.

Free 666

Slaves 249

Total 915

Died, 65 free and 3 slaves 68

Batio of deaths in native population 1 in 13'4"

In this table, it will be seen tbat the ratio of deaths increased as

the complexion darkened. Most of the deaths among the native

population were among the mulattoes, and not blacks.

The Spanish and Portuguese population, who are dark compared

with Anglo-Saxons, suffer severely from yellow fever ; but do not, it

seems, of those attacked, die in as great a ratio as the fairer races.

They are very generally attacked in their towns, in consequence of

crowded population, bad ventilation, and filthy habits.

One of the ablest statisticians of the day shows, by figures, that

yellow fever, in the Antilles (where English and French are the

principal fair races), does not attack so large a portion of the popu-

lation ; but is much more fatal there than in Spain. In the latter

country, on the other hand, he says, almost the whole population of

towns are attacked ; but the mortality is much less, in proportion to

the number of cases. He attributes this universality of attack to

the crowded population and filth of the Spanish towns, and to

there being no acclimated population where the disease has been most

fatal. Yellow fever is endemic in the Antilles, and only occasional

in Spain.^

It is remarkable that these circumstances make no difference in

the susceptibility of the negro : he always sleeps in badly ventilated

apartments ; is always filthy ; and, in the hottest weather, will lie

down and sleep, with a tropical sun pouring down upon his bare

^ MoKEAU DE JoNNis, MonogTaphe de la Fiivre Jaune, &c. pp. 312-13.

In these new questions of the liability to, or exemption from, local morbific influence, of

distinct types of man, we possess as yet but few statistics. Every authentic example,

therefore, becomes interesting, I find the following in Dumont D'Ubville ( Voyage de la

Corvette L' Astrolabe, execuiSe pendant lea ann^ei 1826-9, Paris, 1830, "Eistoire du Voyage,"

v., pp. 120 seqq.). The island of Vanikoro, "Archipel de la P^rouse," where this great

navigator perished, is inhabited exclusively by blacR Oceanians, who there enjoy perfect

health. Yet, so deadly is the climate, that the natives of the adjacent island of Tikopia,

who belong to the cinnamon-colored and distinct Polynesian race, taken thither as inter-

preters by D'Urville, never ventured to sleep ashore, in dread of the malarial poison which

ever proved fatal to themselves, however congenial to the blacks. Capt. Dillon's crew,

previously, as well as D'Urville's French crew, suffered terribly from the effects of their

short anchorage there. This pathological fact is another to the many proofs, collected in

our volume, that the black race of Ooeanica is absolutely unconnected by blood with the

Polynesians proper. See portraits of " Vanikoro-islander" and " Tikopia-islander" (Nos.

39, 40, of our Ethnographic Tableau, infra), for evidence of theii absolute difference of type.
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head, during the day ; and, in the hottest night, will sleep with his

head enveloped in a filthy blanket, to keep the musquitoes from

annoying him; and yet is exempt from yellow fever, while it is

raging around him.

Eio Janeiro has a population of 100,000 whites, and 200,000

blacks and mixed bloods. The former are mostly Portuguese ; and

it is difficult to explain their exemption from yellow fever, in the

epidemic of 1849-50 (which has continued its march northwards,

and so ravaged the seaports and other towns of the United States

since)—I say it is difficult to explain the exemption, on any other

ground than that of race. l^J'ot more than 3 or 4 per cent, of the

Brazilians attacked, died; while 29 per cent, of the seamen

(foreigners) died.

It has been repeatedly asserted, that yellow fever never appeared

in Eio previously to this date; but it is exceedingly questionable

whether it has not occurred there in a mild form, but with so little

mortality as not to create alarm. Yellow fever does unquestionably

occur in all grades. We published, some years ago, in the " Charles-

ton Medical Journal," a sketch of the epidemic which prevailed in

Mobile in 1847—of so mild a grade as not to prove fatal probably

in more than 2 per cent, of those attacked. A reference to the

"Report of the New Orleans Sanitary Commission," will show that,

according to the concurrent testimony of the leading physicians of

Rio, the fevers of that city had assumed an extraordinary type for

several years previously to the epidemic of 1849-50 ; and that many
of the cases differed in no way from yellow fever : even black vomit
was seen in some cases. It is presumable, therefore, that the popu-
lation had been undergoing aoclimation against this disease, for

several years, without knowing it. Our observation has satisfied us,

that the dark-skinned Spaniards, Portuguese, and other south Eu-
ropeans, as well as the Jews, are more easily and thoroughly accli-

mated against yellow fever, than the fairer races.'"

It has been stoutly maintained, by many wi-iters, that intermittent,

remittent, and yellow fever, are but grades of the same disease; and
as the first two forms are endemic, at Rio, the escape of the inhabi-
tants from yellow fever, in the late epidemic, has been accounted for

by acclimation through those marsh fevers. I will not, however,
stop to argue with any one who contends for the idf -ity of marsh
and yellow fevers, in our present day: if their now--., nitity be not
now proven, it is vain to attempt to establish the non-identity of
any two diseases. That very epidemic continued its march, during

80 The reader is referred to Report of the New Orleans Sanitary C. 'nmi^ion, for muqb
valuable information about Bio Janeiro.
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five years, from Rio to New York; and ravaged hundreds of places,

where remittent fevers were more common and more violent than in

Eio. To say nothing of countries further south, all the region from
Few Orleans to ISTorfolk is dotted with malarial towns, in which
yellow fever has prevailed -with, terrible fatality.

The following extract is from one of the most competent authori-

ties, on this subject, in the United States:

" The immunity of the African race from yellow fever is a problem unsolved ; but of the

highest import in physiology and etiology. Whether this immunity be owing to color, or

to an unknown transmissible and indestructible modification of the constitution, originally

derived from the climate of Africa, or from anatomical conformation or physiological law,

peculiar to the race, is not easy to determine. It does not appear that yellow fever prevails

under an African sun ; although the epidemic of New Orleans, in 1853, came well nigh

getting the name 'African yellow fever,' 'African plague:' it was for weeks so called.

Although non-creolized negroes are not exempt from yellow fever, yet they suffer little

from it, and rarely die. On the other hand, they are the most liable to suffer, from cholera"

[and typhoid fever.—J. C. N.] "As an example of the susceptibility of this race, take

the year 1841: among 1800 deaths from yellow fever, there were but three deaths among

the blacks, two having been children; or 1 in 600, or 1 in 14,000 of the whole population." '•

The Doctor goes on to show "that the same immunity from death,

in this disease, is enjoyed by the black race throughout the yellow-

fever zone."

. The investigations of Dr. Dowler (and there is no one more com-

petent to examine a historical point of this kind) lead him to the

conclusion, that yellow fever is not an African disease. If this be

true, it is a very strong argument in favor of specific distinctness of

the negro race. We have abundant evidence, in the United States,

that no exposure to high temperature or ndarsh effluvia can protect

an individual against the cause of yellow fever. The white races

who have been exposed to a tropical sun, and lost much of their

primitive plethora and vigor, are, as a general rule, less violently

attacked by yellow fever ; but the negro gains his fullest vigor under

a tropical sun, and is everywhere exempt from this disease.^

" Bennet Dowlek, M. D., "Tableau of the Yellow Fever of 1853, wUh topographical,

chronological, and historical sketches of the Epidemics of New Orleans, since their origin in

1796."

'2 The works of M. le Dr. Boudin—now M^decin en chef de I'lTopital Militaire du Eoule,

Paris, so well known as a distinguished army physician, at home, in Greece, and in Algeria,

are the first, so far as we know, in any language, that approach this question tjf races, in

relation to climate, with a truly philosophical spirit. He kindly sent us, several years ago,

the following essays, the titles of which will show the range of his investigations:—"Etudes

de Geologic M^dicales, &o."—"Etudes de Pathologie Compar^e, &c."—"fitudes de G^o-

graphie M^dicales, &c."—"Lettres sur I'Alg^rie"—"Statistique de la population et de la

colonisation en Alg6rie"—" Statistique de la mortality des Armies."

We have, in our essay, made frequent use of these volumes, from notes we had taken

while reading them ; and should have made mote direct reference to them, if we had had
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But it is time to bring this chapter to a close. It was stated, at

the beginning, that our leading object was to study man in his rela-

tions to what we defined Medical Glimate; and we have adhered as

the originals at hand ; but some of them, unfortunately, had been loaned out, and did not

reach us in time.

In these essays, the reader will find a mass of yery important statistical matter, bearing

on the influence of climates on races, &c. He confirms all our assertions with regard to

the comparative exemption of negroes from malarial diseases, and their greater liability

to typhoid and lung diseases, as well as cholera. He further shows the interesting fact,

that the Jews exhibit a peculiar physiology and pathology; with other singular data, from

which my space and subject only permit me to condense a few vital statistics illustrative

of the present enormous increase of the "chosen people."

In 1840, the Jews in Prussia numbered 190,000. They had increased by 50,000 (35 per

cent.) since the census of 1822 The Christians, in the same kingdom, in 1822, were,

11,519,000; and, in 1840, 14,734,000 (only 18 per cent, of augmentation). During these

eighteen years, births among the Jews exceeded deaths by 29 per 100; and, among the

Christians, only 21. "The increase of the Jewish population is the more remarkable,

because, between 1822 and 1840, some 22,000 Prussian Jews embraced Christianity, whilst

there was no instance wherein a Christian had accepted Judaism."

In Prussia, "out of 100,000 individuals, are reckoned:

OHRISTIAH. JEWISH.

Marriages 893 719

Births 4001 3546

Deaths, still-born comprised 2961 2161"

the increase being due to excess of births over deaths, among the Jews. Besides, the Jevra

are longer lived :—their women do not work in factories, nor labor whilst nursing ; so that,

upon 100,000 infants, we find

" CHRISTIANS. JEWS.

Still-bom 3,569 2,524

Died in the first yea?. 17,413 12,935"

Again, the men are rarely sailors, miners, &o. They are sober. They marry young.

Dpon 100,000, the Christians bring forth 280 illegitimate children; the Jews only 67. The
proportion of boys is greater among the Israelites. They are subject to cutaneous and
ophthalmic diseases, since the times of Tacitus, and of Moses ; but are wonderfully exempt
from heavier scourges—from plague, in 1336; from typhus, in 1505 and 1824; from
intermittent fevers, at Rome, in 1691; from dysentery, at Nimfegue, in 1736. Croup is rare

among their children ; and, at Posen, where Shlaves have the plica Polonica as 1 in 33, and
Germans as 1 in 65, the Jews only suffer as 1 in 88.

They have more old men and more children than Christians ; and their health is every-

where better—owing, in part, to race preserving itself pure through intermarriage ; and
especially to the hygiene enjoined upon them by their religion.

Tacitus, when the Jews were exiled to Sardinia, vrrote "Et si ob gravitatem cceli inte.

riissent, vile damnum!"—and again, "Profana illis omnia quae apud nos sana; rursum
concessa apud illos quas nobis incesta." On which Dr. Boudin observes:" "This saying
of the great historian is at least as true at the physical as at the moral-order point of

view. The more one studies the Jewish race, the more one perceives it subjected to patho-
logical laws which, in the double aspect of aptitude and immunities, establish a broad
line of demarcation between it and the populations amid which it happens to dwell."

"Mvdes statUtigues surles loisdela PopulaKon, Paris, 1849, pp. 24-6. ,
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closely to the plan as the complex nature of the subject would
permit.

After the train of facts adduced, it will hardly be denied that the

historical races—those whose migrations have brought them within

the range of investigation—^have their appropriate geographical

ranges, beyond which they cannot go with impunity; and there is

ample ground for the belief, that the sam.e general law applies

equally to all other races that have not yet been subjected to statis-

tical scrutiny. Nor could any other result have been rationally

looked for, by one who reflects on the wonderful harmony that per-

vades the infinite works of Ifature ; and which is nowhere more
beautifally illustrated, than in the adaptation of animals and plants

to climate, as exhibited in the innumerable Faunas and Floras of

the earth.

Viewed anatomically and zoologically, man is but an animal; and

governed by the same organic laws as other animals. He has more
intelligence than others ; combines a moral with his physical nature

;

'

and is more impressible than others by surrounding influences.

Although boasting of reason, as the prerogative that distinguishes

him, he is, in many respects, the most unreasonable of all animals.

While civilization, in its progress, represses the gross vices of bar-

barism, and brings the refinements of music, poetry, the fine arts,

together with the precepts of a purer religion, it almost balances the

account by luxury, insincerity, political, social, and trading vices,

which follow its march everywhere. If the ancient Britons and

Kelts be fairly balanced against the modern Anglo-Saxons, Yankees,

and Gauls, it will be hard to say in which scale the most true virtue

will be found. Fashion, in our day, has substituted moral for phy-

sical cruelty. The ancient barbarians plundered, and cut each others'

throats. Civilized man now passes his life in scandal and the tricks

of trade. Look around, now-a-days, at the so-called civilized nations

of the earth, and ask what they have been doing for the last half

century ? We see man everywhere, not only warring against laws,

voluntarily imposed upon himself for his own good, but bidding

defiance to the laws of God, both natural and revealed. He is the

most destructive of all animals. ISot satisfied with wantonly destroy-

ing, for amusement, the animals and plants around him, his greatest

glory lies in blowing out the brains of his fellow-man ; nay, more, his

chief delight is to destroy his own soul and body by vice and luxury.

N^or does his rebellious and restless spirit suffer him to be content

with a limited field of action : he forsakes the land of his birth, with

all its associations, and all the comforts which earth can give, to

colonize foreign lands—where he knows full well that a thousand
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hardships must await him, and with the certainty of risking his life

in climates that nature never intended him for. One generation nevei

profits by the experience of another, nor the child by that of its

parents. Who will undertake to estimate the amount of human

life sacrificed, since the discovery of Columbus, by attempts to

colonize tropical climates?

Ifaturalists have divided the earth into zoological realms—each

possessing an infinite variety of animals and plants, peculiar to it

;

but this is not the place for details on this head. To the reader who

is not familiar with researches of this kind, we may venture a few

plain remarks. When the continent of America was discovered

(with a few exceptions in the Arctic Circle, where the continents

nearly touch), its quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fishes, insects, plants,

all were different species from those found in the Old World. Hence

the conclusion, that the whole Fauna and Flora of America were

here created. If we go on to compare other great divisions of the

world, such as Asia, Europe, Africa, Australia, Polynesia, the same

general law holds throughout: each division possesses its peculiar

animals and plants, having no connection by descent with others

;

and each group forming a grand and harmonious zoological province.

The question naturally arises

—

Does man form an exception to this

universal law ? Can he, by any evidence, human or otherwise, be thus

separated from the organic world ? We think not. In each one of

these natural realms, we find a type of man, whose history is lost

in antiquity; and whose physical characters, language, habits, and

instincts, are peculiar ;—whose organization is in harmony with the

station in which he is placed, and who cannot be transferred to an

opposite climate without destruction.

Eecent researches enable us to trace back many of those types of

man, with the same characteristics that mark them now, at least

4000 years. In Egypt alone, as proven by her monuments, were
seen, in those early times, through the agency of wars and com-
merce, Egyptians, Berbers, l^fubians, Abyssinians, Negroes, lonians,

Jews, Assyrians, Tartars, and others,—with the same lineaments
they now present, and obeying, no doubt, the same physiological and
pathological laws. In fact, so well defined were the races in the

time of the early Pharaohs, that the Egyptians had already classified

them into red, white, yellow, and Hack ; and each of the types, then
as now,, formed a link in a distinct Fauna.^
Let us now ask the reader to reflect on the long chain of facts

presented in this and the preceding chapters, and calmly decide

whether we are justified in drawing the following conclusions

:

" See Types of Mankind; and M. Pulszky's chap. II, infra.
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1. That the earth is naturally divided into zoological realms

—

each possessing a climate, Fauna, and Flora, exclusively its own.

2. That the Fauna of each realm originated in that realm, and

that it has no consanguinity with other Faunas.

3. That each realm possesses a group of human races, which,

though not identical in physical and intellectual characters, are

closely allied with one another, and are disconnected from all other

races. We may cite, as examples, the white races of Europe, the

Mongols of Asia, the blacks of Africa, and the aborigines of America.

4. That the types of man, belonging to these realms, antedate all

human records, by thousands of years ; and are as ancient as the

Faunas of which each forms an original element.

5. That the types of man are separated by specific characters, as

well marked and as permanent as those which designate the species

of other genera.

6. That the climates of the earth may be divided into physical

and MEDICAL ; and that each species of man, having its own physio-

logical and pathological laws, is peculiarly affected by both climates.

7. That no race of man can be regarded as cosmopolite ; but that

those races which are indigenous to latitudes intermediate between

the equator and poles, approach nearer to cosmopolitism than those

of the Arctic or the Torrid Zone.

8. That the assertion, that any one race ever has, or ever can be,

assimilated to all physical or all medical climates, is a hypothesis

unsustained by a single historical fact, and opposed to the teachings

of natural history.

J. 0. N.

26
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CHAPTER V.

THE MONOGENISTS and the POLYGENISTS :

BEING AN EXPOSITION OF THE DOCTRINES OF SCHOOLS PEOFESSING TO SUSTAIN DOGMATIOAILT

THE UNITY OR THE DIVERSITY

OF

HUMAN RACES;
WITL' AN INQUIRY INTO THE ANTIQUITY OP MANKIND UPON EARTH, VIEWED

CHKONOLOGICALLY, HISTORICALLY, AND PAL^ONTOLOGIOALLT.

BY OBO. R. GLIDDON.

"He is the freeman whom the Truth makes free.

And all are slaves beside."

COWPEK.

INTRODUCTOET.
" Les recherches geograpMques sur le siege primordial, ou, comme

on dit, sur le berceau de I'esp^ce humaine, ont dans le fait un carac-

tere purement mythique. 'Nous ne connaissons,' dit Guillaume de

Humboldt, dans un travail encore inedit sur la diversite aes langues

et des peuples, ' nous ne connaissons ni historiquement, ni par ancune

tradition certaine, un moment ou I'espece humaine n'ait pas ete

separee en groupes de peuples. Si cet etat de choses a existe d^s

I'origine, ou s'il s'est produit plus tard, c'est ce qu'on ne saurait

decider par I'histoire. Des legendes isolees se retrouvant sur des

points tres-divers du globe, sans communication apparente, sont en

contradiction avec la premiere bypotbese, et font descendre le genre

bumain tout entier d'un couple unique. Cette tradition est si

repandue, qu'on I'a quelquefois regardee comme un antique souvenir

des bommes. Mais cette circonstance meme prouverait plutQt qu'il

n'y a la aucune transmission reelle d'un fait, aucun fondement vrai-

ment bistorique, et que c'est tout simplement I'identite de la concep-
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tion humaine, qui partout a conduit les hommes k une explication

semblable d'un phenomene identique. Tin grand nombre de mytbes,

sans liaison bistorique les uns avee les autres, doivent ainsi leur

ressemblance et leur origine k la parite des imaginations ou des

reflexions de I'esprit bumain. Ce qui montre encore dans la tradi-

tion dont il s'agit le caractere manifeste de la fiction, c'est qu'elle

pretend expliquer un pbenom^ne en debors de toute experience,

celui de la premiere origine de I'espece bumaine, d'une maniere

conforme k I'experience de nos jours ; la manifere, par exemple, dont,

k une epoque ou le genre bumain tout entier comptait dej^ des

milliers d'annees d'existence, une ile deserte ou un vallon isole dans

les montagnes pent avoir ete peuple. En vain la pensee se plonge-

rait dans la meditation du probleme de cette premiere origine:

I'bomme est si etroitement lie h son espece et au temps, que Ton ne

saurait concevoir un fetre bumain venant au monde sans une famille

dejS existante, et sans un passe. Cette question done ne pouvant

Stre resolue ni par la voie du raisonnement ni par celle de I'experi-

ence, faut-il penser que I'etat primitif, tel que nous le decrit une
pretendue tradition, est reellement bistorique, ou bien que I'espece

bumaine, des son principe, couvrit la terre en forme de peuplades ?

C'est ce que la science des langues ne saurait decider par elle-mSme,

comme eile ne doit point non plus cbercber une solution ailleurs

pour en tirer des eclaircissements sur les problemes qui I'occupent.' "

'

Sucb is tbe language, and tbese are tbe mature opinions, of two
brotbers, tban wbom tbe world's bistory presents none more illus-

trious. Here tbe ultimate results of "Wilbelm von Humboldt, among
tbe most acute pbilologists of bis generation, stand endorsed by tbat

"Nestor of science," Alexander von Humboldt, wbose immortal

labors in pbysical investigation stretch over nearly tbree cycles of

ordinary human vitality.

I subscribe unreservedly to every syllable contained in tbe above

citation. According 'to my individual view, this paragraph condenses

the " ne-plus-ultra" of human ratiocination upon mankind's origines.

With this conviction, I proceed to set forth the accident through

which it prefaces my contribution to our new work upon anthro-

pology.

My excellent and learned friend M. Gustave d'Eicbtbal—so long

Secretary of the parental SoeiStS Ethnologique de Paris, and author

' Alexandre de Humboldt, " COSMOS. Esaai d'une Description Physique du Monde"—

traduit par H. Fate. 1". partie, Paris, Gide & C"., 1846, in 8vo., pp 425-7. I refer

to the first French edition : the copy now used having been obtained by me at Paris, on its

first week's issue.— G. R. G.
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of many erudite papers—amidst all kinds of scientific facilities for

which I feel proud to acknowledge myself debtor to himself and

many of his colleagues (MM. D'Avezac and Alfred Maury espe-

cially), favored me, during my fourth sojourn in France, 1854-5,

with a set of their Society's " Bulletins."

Reperusing lately their instructive debate on the problem—" What

are the distinctive characteristics of the white and black races ? What

are the conditions of association between these races?" "^ I was led to

open an antecedent No.;^ wherein, after alluding to Cosmos— "M.

Vivien (de Saint-Martin) observes how, in the extract quoted from

M. de Humboldt, that which this illustrious writer terms the native

unity of the human species, does not seem to imply, as might be

thought, the idea of descent from a single pair. M. de Humboldt

himself, it is true, does not declare himself, as respects this, in a

manner altogether explicit. But the opinion of those eminent men
upon whose authority he relies, and of whom he cites the words, is,

on the contrary, expressed in the most formal manner.
"

' Human races, says Johannes Miiller,^ in his ' Physiology of

Man,' are the (diverse) forms of a single species, whose unions

remain fruitful, and which perpetuate themselves through genera-

tion. They are not species of one genus; because, if they w^ere,

upon crossing-'^ they would become sterile. But, to know whether

existing races of man descend from one or from many primitive

men—this is that which cannot be discovered by experience.'
"

M. Vivien continues with extracts from the paragraph that heads

my essay. Certain typographical lacunae, however, induced a refer-

ence to Humboldt's complete work ; and the readiest accessible at

the moment happened to- be Otte's English translation, "from the

German."^

2 Bulletin de la Soc. Mthnol. de Paris, Tome I'., ann^e 1847; "Stances du 23 avril au 9

juillet," p. 59 seqq.—(Vide ante, Pulszky's chapter, pp. 188-192)

3 Id., ann^e 1846, pp. 74-6.

* Physiol, des Menschen, Bd. II, S. 768, 772-4:—and Kosmos, Fr. ed., I, p. 425, and p.

578, note 38. Compare Sabine's translation of this passage (I, p. 352-3) with Otte's

(I, p. 854).

5 This doctrine now seems to be a non-sequiiur, after Morton's researches upon hybridity.

Conf., as the first document, " Hybridity in animals and plants, considered in reference to

the question of the Unity of the Human Species"

—

Amer. Jour, of Science and Arts, vol.

Ill, 2d series, 1847. The substance of Morton's later publications, in the " Charleston

Medical Journal," may be consulted in "Types of Mankind," 1854, pp. 872, 410: and they

have since been enlarged, by Dr. Nott, in HoTz's translation (Moral and Intellectual

Diversity of Races, Philadelphia, 12mo., 1856 : Appendix B, pp. 473-504) of part of the

first volume of De Gobineao.

"> Cosmos: a Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Harpers' American ed.,

New York, 1850, I, pp. 354-5
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To my surprise, several passages (sometimes in the letter, but
oftener in the spirit) did not correspond with the extracts quoted by
M.Yivien de Saint-Martin, from the French edition of "Cosmos."
To the latter I turned. A glance changed surprise into suspicion,

which further collation soon confirmed. Having thereby become
considerably enlightened, myself, upon the animus and the literary

fidelity with which foreign scientific works are "done into English,"
for the book-trade of Great Britain and the United States of Ame-
rica ; and inasmuch as sundry theological naturalists, in this country,

have latterly been making very free with Humboldt's honored name,
—estimated as their authority "par excellence" on the descent of all

the diversified types of mankind from "Adam and Eve ;" it may be
gratifjdng to their finer feelings, no less than to their nice apprecia-

tion of critical probity, to demonstrate the singular orthodoxy of

the savant whom we all venerate in common.
Already, in 1846, when transmitting from Paris, to the late Dr.

Morton, one of the earliest copies of the French edition of "Cosmos,"
I accompanied it with regrets that the twice-used expression—"la
distinction desolante des races superieurs et des races inferieurs" ''

—

should have sanctioned the irrelevant introduction of (what others

construe as) morbid sentimentalism into studies which Morton and
his school were striving to restrict within the positive domain of

science. How completely Morton disapproved of this unlucky
term, has been happily shown by his biographer—our lamented

colleague, Dr. Henry S. Patterson.^ But, whilst fully respecting

Baron de Humboldt's unqualified opinion—on a doctrine which

other great authorities either oppose or hold to be at least moot, viz.,

the unity of mankind—^I was not prepared for so much of that which

Caeltlb styles " flunkeyism" towards Anglo-Saxon popular credu-

lity (so manfully denounced by Dr. Robert Knox^), which both of

the English translations of "Cosmos" exhibit.

In the first place, let us open that one which "was undertaken in

compliance with the wish of Baron von Humboldt."'" The possessor

' Cosmos, Fr. ed., p. 430; repeated p. 579, note 42.

' Types of Mankind, " Memoir of Samuel George Morton,'' p. li-liii.

' Of Edinburgh

—

The Races of Men: a Fragment. Philadelphia edition, 12mo, 1850, pp.

11-2, 19, 37, 65, 247-54, 292—one might say passim. Allowance made for the age, ten to

fifteen years ago, when the MSS. seem to have been written ; and divesting his work of

much rash assertion, hasty composition, and some national or personal eccentricities, its

author can safely boast that it contains more truth upon ethnology than any book of its

size in the English tongue.

'" Cosmos, &c. "Translated under the superintendence of Lieut. -Col. Edward Sabine,

R. A., For. Sec. K. S. ;" London, Murray, 2d ed., 8vo, 1847; I, "Editor's Preface; and,

for the omission complained of, p. 353—after the word 'experience' (438)."
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of the German original, or of Faye's French version, will hunt in

vain for the long and noble paragraph above quoted ! It is simply

expunged: probably not to shock the conservatism of the Royal

Society. Promotion might have been stopped, long ago, by the

"lords spiritual and temporal," had an officer in H. M. Service

dared even to translate such heretical opinions as those avowed by

the brothers Humboldt: the "For. Sec." would have soon ceased

to be Secretary at all, to any Royal Society.

In the second, we refer to Otte's translation ; " learning from his

preface—" The present volumes differ from those of Mrs. Sabine in

having all the foreign measures converted into English terms, in

being published at considerably less than one-third of the price, and

in being a translation of the entire work; for I have not conceived

myself justified in omitting passages, simply because they might be

deemed slightly obnoxious to our national prejudices." Fair enough

this seems. That which routine and expectancies naturally forbade

the official to do, "into- English," might, one would suppose, be

honestly performed by a private individual. IS'evertheless, upon

verification, we discover this to be, also, as Talleyrand once observed

to Castlereagh, "wme tres forte supposition!" By paraphrasis and

periphrasis, through dextrous substitutions of milder terms, and a

happy adoption of equivocal intei'pretations, Mr. Otte has effaced

the precision of his author's language ; obscuring thereby both of

the Humboldts' scientific deductions so effectually, that their suppo-

sititiously-joint advocacy of "all mankind's descent from Adam
and Eve," meets everywhere with the gratitude and applause of

wondering theologers

!

To render this evident, I have chosen the French translation,

above cited, as an appropriate epigraph and introduction to the

subjects developed in the present chapter. At foot, the reader will

find Otte's English '^ rendering of the German text ; which is like-

" Id.,—" Translated from the German, by E. C. Otte," and before cited. Harpers' New
York edition, 1850. I wonder whether it is the same, textually, as Bohn's; which doub*

inclination does not now prompt me to take some trouble in verifying.

'2 Extract from Otto's Cosmos, Amer. ed., pp. 354—5:

—

" Geographical investigations regarding the ancient seat, the so-called cradle of the human
race, are not devoid of a mythical character. 'We do not know,' says Wilhehn von Hum-
boldt, in an unpublished work On the Varieties of Languages and Nations, ' either from

history or from authentic tradition, any period of time in which the human race has not

been divided into social groups. Whether the gregarious condition was original, or of

subsequent occurrence, we have no historic evidence to show. The separate mythical

relations found to exist independently of one another, in different parts of the earth,

appear to refute the first hypothesis ; and concur in ascribing the generation of the whole

human race to the union of one pair. The general prevalence of this myth has caused it

to be regarded as a traditionary record transmitted from the primitive man to his desoend-
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wise subjoined. Unfortunately, want of familiarity with the latter

tongue precludes personal comparison of this translation with the

original; but, for the accuracy of its French interpretation, we

ants. But this very circumstance seems rather to prove that it has no historical founda-

tion, but has simply arisen from an identity in the mode of intellectual conception, -which

has everywhere led man to adopt the same conclusion regarding identical phenomena ; in

the same manner as many myths have doubtless arisen, not from any historical connection

existing between them, but from an identity in human thought and imagination. Another

evidence in favor of the purely mythical nature of this belief, is afforded by the fact that

the first origin of mankind

—

a phenomenon which is wholly beyond the sphere of experi-

ence—^is explained in perfect conformity with existing views, being considered on the

principle of the colonization of some desert island or remote mountainous valley, at a

period when mankind had already existed for thousands of years. It is in vain that we

direct our thoughts to the solution of the great problem of the first origin, since man is

too intimately associated with his own race, and with the relations of time, to conceive of

the existence of an individual independently of a preceding generation and age. A solution

of those difficult questions, which can not be determined by inductive reasoning or by expe-

rience—whether the belief in this presumed traditional condition be actually based on

historical evidence, or whether mankind inhabited the earth in gregarious associations from

the origin of the race—cannot, therefore, be determined from philological data ; and yet

its elucidation ought not to be sought for from other sources.' "

"Die geographischen Forschungen Uber den alten Sitz, die sogennante Wiege des

Menschengeschlechts haben in der That einen rein mythischen Charakter. ' Wir

kennen,' sagt Wilhelm von Humboldt in einer noch ungedruckten Arbeit uber

die Verschiedenheit der Sprachen und Volker, ' geschichtlich oder auch nur durch irgend

sichere Ueberlieferung keinen Zeitpunkt, in welohem das Menschengesohlecht nicht in

Volkerhaufen getrennt gewesen ware. Ob dieser Zustand der urspriingliche war oder erst

spater entstand, laszt sich daher geschichtlich nicht entscheiden. Einzelne, an sehr

verschiedeuen Punkten der Erde, ohne irgend sichtbaren Zusaramenhang, wiederkehrende

Sagen verneinen die erstere Annahme, und lasseu das ganze Menschengesohlecht von

Einem Menschenpaare abstammen. Die weite Verbreitung dieser Sage hat sie bisweilen

fiir eine Urerinnerung der Menschheit halten lassen. Gerade dieser Umstand aber beweist

vielmehr dasz ihr keine Ueberlieferung und nichts geschichtliches zum Grunde lag, sondem

nur die Gleichheit der menschliohen Vorstellungsweise zu derselben Erklarung der gleichen

Erscheinung fUhrte : wie gewisz viele Mythen, ohne geschichtlichen Zusammenhang, blosz

aus der Gleichheit des mensohlichen Dichtens und Griibelns entstanden. Jene Sage tragt

auch darin ganz das Geprage menschlicher Erfiudung, dasz sie die auszer aller Erfahrung

liegende Erscheinung des ersten Entstchens des Menschengeschlechts auf eine innerhalb

heutiger Erfahrung' liegende Weise, und so erklaren will, wie in Zeiten, wo das ganze

Menschengeschlecht schon Jahrtausende hindurch bestanden hatte, eine wiiste Insel oder

ein abgesondertes Gebirgsthal mag bevolkert worden sein. Vergeblich wurde sich das

Nachdenken in das Problem jener ersten Entstehung vertieft haben, da der Mensch so an

sein Geschlecht und an die Zeit gebunden ist, dasz sich ein Einzelner ohne vorhaudenes

Geschlecht und ohne Vergangenheit gar nicht in menschlichem Dasein fassen laszt. Ob

also in dieser weder auf dem Wege der Gedanken noch der Erfahrung zu entscheidenden

Frage wirklich jener angeblich traditionelle Zustand der geschichtliohe war, oder ob das

Menschengesohlecht von seinem Beginnen an volkerweise den Erbdoden bewohnte? darf

die Sprachkunde weder aus sich bestimmen, noch, die Entscheidung anderswoher nehmend,

zum Erklarungsgrunde fiir sich brauchen wollen.'
"

("Kosmos. Entwurf einer physicben Weltheschreibung,'' von Alexander von Hum-

boldt. Fiinfte lieferung, Stuttgard und Tubingen, pp. 381-2.)
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possess the highest voucher. M. Faye states:'^ "Another part,

relative to the great question of human races, has been translated

by M. Guigniaut, Member of the Institute, This question was

foreign to my habitual studies: moreover, it has been treated, in

the German work, with such superiority of views and of style, that

M, de Humboldt had to seek, among his friends, the man most

capable of giving its equivalent to French readers. M. de Humboldt
naturally addressed himself to M. Guigniaut ; and this savant has

been pleased to undertake the translation of the last ten pages of

the text, as well as of the corresponding notes." Consequently,

besides the guarantee for exactitude afforded by the name of the

erudite translator of Oreuzer's SymboUk, it may be taken for granted

that, whatever the German original may or may not say," Baron von
Humboldt, to whom the French edition was peculiarly an offspring

of love, endorses the latter without reservation.

It only remains now for me to retranslate M. Guigniaut's French
into our own language, in order that the reader may seize the MM.
de Humboldts' point of view. To facilitate his appreciation, I
mark with bold type those expressions requiring particular atten-
tion; and, furthermore, insert, between brackets and in italics,

such deductions as appear to me legitimately to be evolved from
them.

" Geographical researches on the primordial seat, or, as it is said,
upon the cradle of the human species, possess in fact a character
purely mythic. 'We do not know,' says William de Humboldt, in
a work as yet inedited, upon the diversity of languages and of peo-
ples, 'we do not know, either historically, or through any {what-
soever'] certain tradition, a moment when the human species was not
already separated into groups of peoples, lEehrew literature, in
common with all others, is thus rejected, being equally unhistorical as
the rest.] Whether this state of things has existed from the origin
Isay, beginning], or whether it was produced later, is what cannot
be decided through history. Some isolated legends being re-en-
countered upon very diverse points of the globe, without apparent
communication, stand in contradiction to the first hypothesis, and
make the entire human genus descend from a single pair [as, for

"9 Cosmos, Fr. ed., "Avertissement du Traducteur," p. ii.

" Comparatiye experience of German authors and their translators teaches me to be
parhcular. Compare, for instance, Chev^. Bunsen's ^g.ptens sUlle in der WeltgechichU,
with wha IS called, ,n English, its translation! As is usual with political composition ii^these United States, one version of the same document is printedfor the North, and another.ery different, for the South; so, in like manner, that which suits the masculine stomach;
of German men of science becomes diluted, until its real flavor is gone, before it is offered
to the more sensitive palates of the British and Anglo-American "reading public "
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example, in the ancient hook called " (?ewe«is."] This tradition is Bo

widely spread, that it has sometimes been regarded as an antique

remembrance of men. But this circumstance itself would rather

prove that there is not therein any real transmission of a fact, any-

Boever truly-historical foundation; and that it is simply the iden-

tity of human conception, which everywhere leads mankind to a

similar explanation of an identical phenomenon. A great number
of myths, without historical link {say, connection'] between the ones

and the others, owe in this manner their resemblance and their

origin to the parity of the imaginations or of the reflections of the

human mind. That which shows still more, in the tradition of

which we are treating, the manifest character of fiction \_Old and

New Testament narratives included, of course] is, that it claims to

explain a phenomenon beyond all human experience, that of the

first origin of the human species, in a manner conformable to the

experience of our own day ; the manner, for instance, in which, at

an epoch when the whole human genus counted already thousands

of years of existence, a desert island, or a valley isolated amid

mountains, may have been peopled. Vainly would thought dive

into the meditation o.f this first origin : man is so closely bound to

his species and to time, that one cannot conceive [such a thing as]

an human being coming into the world without a family already

existing, and without a past {antecedent, i. e. to such man's advent].

This question, therefore, not being resolvable either by a process of

reasoning or through that of experience, must it be considered that

the primitive state, such as a pretended {alluding to the Biblical,

necessarily] tradition describes to us, is really historical—or else, that

the human species, from its commencement, covered the earth in the

form of peoples ? '^ This is that which the science of languages

cannot decide {as theologers suppose !] by itself, as {in like manner]

it ought not either to seek for a solution elsewhere,'^ in order to

draw thence elucidations of those problems w^hich occupy it."

15 iipeuplades" corresponds, therefore, at the Humboldts' united point of view, with

Prop. Agassiz's doctrine (Christian Examiner, Boston, July, 1850) that—Men must have

originated in "na^ioTw;" adopted and enlarged upon by Dr. Nott and myself in "Types of

Mankind," pp. 73-9. Two years of subsequent and exclusive devotion to this study, in

France, England, and this country, have satisfied my own mind upon its absolute truth.

'^ Something of the same nature, viz., that comparative philology should confine its

investigations within its legitimate sphere, has been set forth as a precept, if violated in

practice, in that extraordinary chapter, entitled "Ethnology v. Phonology," contributed by

Prof. Max-Miiller to Chev"^. Bunsen's still more extraordinary and most ponderous work

{^Christianity and Mankind: their beginnings and prospects; in 7 volumes! See vol. iii.,

•'Outlines of the Philosophy of Universal History, applied to Language and Religion, pp.

352, 486, &c. ) There was really no need that the erudite Chevalier should warn his readers

(p. 21) that " Comte's Positivism has no place in the philosophy of history," understood & la
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We can now appreciate the philosophic tone in which the Hum-

boldts use such terms as myths, fiction, and pretended tradition, in

reference to every account purporting to give us the origin of man-

kind—Semitic narrations inclusive. On the real authority of the

latter, they doubtless held the same views as their great country

man, Ideler :

" Traditiones semiticse, quae in libris Veteris Testamenti depositse

sunt et conservatse, baud quaquam sufficiunt, quippe quia recentioris

sunt originis, omni fabularum genere refertse et nimis arcto terrarum

tractu circumscriptse, prsetereaque tarn indoles Hebrseorum nationi

propria quam diversorum, qui singulos libros composuerunt, aucto-

rum manifestum consilium doctrinam theocratiaa a sacerdotum cor-

pore quasi reprsesentatse condendi eifecerunt, ut verse historise princi-

pia multis in locis aperte negligerentur.""

In common with their equally-renowned German contemporary,

Lepsius, each, in his inquiries into the origin of humanity, "leaves

aside the theological point of view, which has nothing to do with

science."'' "The paradisiacal myth," observes Prof. Tuch,'' "has

been generally more profoundly understood by philosophers than by

theologians. Kant^ and Schiller^' have employed the Scripture

document in elucidating physiological inquiries on the progressive

development of mankind: both of these philosophers correctly

remark, that the myth does not represent a debasement or sinking

down from original perfection to imperfection—not a victory of

sensuality over reason ; but, on the contrary, it manifests the ad-

Bdnsen : nor covild one have credited i priori that hia learned contributor is the same person

who wrote that excellent work, " The Languages of the Seat of War" (London, 2d ed., 1855.)

I am not singular either in this opinion. A philologist of far severer and profounder

training than the above-named scholars, M. Ernest Renan, of the Bibliothfeque Imp^riale,

has already remarked :
" As for the ideas recently put forth by M. Max-Mtiller (dans lea

Outlines de M. Bunsen, t. I, p. 263 et suiv. 473 et suiv.) upon the division of tongues into

three families, Semitic, Arian, Touranian—this last containing everything which is neither

Arian nor Semitic !—and about the original unity of these three families, it is difficult to

see in them anything else than an act of complaisance towards views that are not his own

;

and one likes to believe that the learned editor of the Kig-Veda would regret that a work
so little worthy of him should be too seriously discussed" (Hisloire et Systhme comparg dea

Langues Semitiques, "Ouvrage couronn^ par I'Institut," l'^ partie, Paris, 1855, p. 466).

" Hebmapion, sive Sudimenta Hieroglyphiece Velerum JEgypHoTum Literaturae. Pars
prior, Lipsise, 4to, 1841 ; p. 3 of Introduction.

18 Types of Mankind, p. 233.

19 Eommenlar Uber die Genesis, p. 61 : cited in "Introduction to the Book of Genesis, &c."
from the German of Dk. Peter von Bohlen ; edited by James Hetwood, M. P., F. R. S.

;

London, 1855 ; II, p. 78.

™ " Mulhmasslicher Anfang des Menschengeseklecls (Probable Beginning of the Human
Race): Berliner Monatschrift, 1786, S', l."—lbid.

21 "IJlwas Uber die erste Menschengesellschaft {On the First Human Society): Sammtliche
Werke, 1825, Band l6—Heywood'a Von BohUn.''
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vancement of man from a state of comparative rudeness to freedom
and civilization. The historical individuality of Adam is no longer

maintained; he becomes the general representative of humanity."
"It is strange," continues Dohm, "that such pains have been

taken to trace to the Jews not only the origin of all the ideas of

science and religion which are found among eastern nations, but

even the commencement of every possible variety of usage, custom,

and ceremony. The small and circumscribed people of the Hebrews,
who were generally despised, and who never maintained any inter-

course with other nations, by trade or by conquest, by religious

missionaries or by philosophical travellers, are supposed, according

to the dreams of certain learned men, to have supplied all Asia, and

from thence the whole world, with religion, philosophy, and laws,

and even with manners and morals"—not to mention Ethnography!

But, in Lutheran Germany, where thorough Hebraical scholarship

has liberated the public mind from the thraldom of ignorant priest-

craft, these reasonings are familiar to every reader of a "Kosmos for

the People:" 22

"Nothing remains but to embrace the opinion, that the distinct

characteristics of the human race were imprinted at all times ; or

that, in general, mankind does not descend from one man and one

woman, from Adam and Eve, but from several human pairs ; and to

answer this question was already our purpose in the present chapter.

But many of my readers will now say, that God, in the Bible, has

created only one human pair. Perfectly correct. I reply to this only,

that God did not write the Bible, but that Moses may have written

the Pentateuch ; and that whether he actually did write (these five

books), scholars do not know themselves. But we know, quite cer-

tainly, that plants and animals were created at the same time, and

not in several days of creation. "We know, very positively, that,

without the sun, no day or night interchanges; and that the sun

was not created on the fourth, but on the first day. As certainly

do we know, that neither plants nor animals could have lived pre-

viously to that creation of the sun ; that the beasts, the worms, and

the reptiles, were not created later than the birds ; and that Adam
and Eve were not alone the first human beings upon earth."

"The Semitic race," holds the latest and ablest historian of their

language, Renan,^' " is recognized almost uniquely through its nega-

tive characteristics : it has neither mythology [of its own] nor epopee,

neither science nor philosophy, neither fiction nor plastic arts, nor

^ GiBBEL, Geschichte des WdtalU der Erde vnd ihrer Bewohner.; Mn Kosmos furs Volke;

Leipzig, 1851.

^ Histoire dea Langues SSmitigwea (supra, note 16), p. 16, 25-6.
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civil life." " The Semitic tongues appear to ns, from ante-historical

times, cantonned in the same regions where we see them spoken

even at this day, and whence they have never issued, except through

Phoenician colonies and the Mussulman invasion: I mean in that

peninsular space shut in at the north by the mountains of Armenia,

and at the east by the mountains which bound the basin of the

Tigris. ISTo family of tongues has travelled less, nor radiated less

exteriorly : one would search in vain, beyond the southwest of Asia,

for a well-marked trace of an ante-historical sojourn of the Shemites.

The antique memorials of geography and of history, contained in

the first pages of Genesis—pages that we have a right to regard as

the common archives of the Shemitic race—can only furnish us

with some conjectures about the migrations that preceded the entry

of the Shemites into the region in which one would feel tempted, at

first glance, to believe them to be autochthones.

" The Shemites, in fact, are, without contradiction, the race which

has preserved the most distinct recollection of its origins. Nobility

among them consisting uniquely in descent by straight line from the

patriarch or chief of the tribe, nowhere are genealogies so much
prized,—nowhere are possessed of these any so long and so authentic.

G-enealogy is the essential form of all primitive histories among the

Shemites (nnSin)- The Toledoth of the Hebrews, notwithstanding

their gaps, their contradictions, and the different re-handlings which

they have suffered, are certainly those historical documents that

cause us to approach nearest to the origin of humanity. Whence
the remarkable fact, that other races, having lost their own primitive

remembrances (souvenirs), have discovered nothing better to do than

to hitch themselves on to Semitic recollections : so that the origins

recounted in G-enesis have become, in general opinion, the origins

of mankind [at large !].

" These particular recollections of the Semitic race, which about

the first eleven chapters of Genesis inclose, divide themselves into

two very distinct parts. During the antediluvian phase, it is a

fabulous geography, to which it is very difficult to attach a positive

meaning: they are fictive genealogies, of which the degrees are

filled, either by the names of ancient heroes, and perhaps by some
divinities that are to be found among the other Semitic populations

;

or by words expressive of ideas, and of which the signification was
no longer perceived. They are fragments of confused recollections,

wherein dreams are mixed up with realities, very nearly as in the
remembrances of early infancy. [It is impossible to display more
penetration than M; Ewald has towards interpreting these antique

pages. (Greschichte des Volhes Israel; I, p. 309 et suiv.) I must say,
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however, that, in my opinion, M. Ewald yields a great deal too much
to the temptation of comparing the Hebrseo-Semitic origines with
Indo-Arian cosmogonies.]"

Certainly the most philosophic of Semitic historians, the sage Ebn
KHALDtrN,^ has remarked, on national characteristics: "It is a curious

circumstance, that the majority of the learned among the Muslims
belonged to a foreign race:—^very few persons of Arabian descent

having obtained distinction in the sciences connected with the Law,
or in those based upon human reason ; and yet the promulgator of

the Law was an Arab, and the Kur'kn, that source of so many
sciences, an Arabic book."

But perhaps the best-qualified living historiographer of Palestine,

no less than the one most versed in the literature of his co-religionists,

M. Munk, declares, in respect to the first chapter of Genesis : " This

cosmogony is of an infantile simplicity. One must not see in it

anything but a poem,—containing, indeed, some germs of science,

but wherein imagination outbalances refiection ; and which it would

be erroneous to judge from a scientific point of view."^

Finally, the most rigorous amongst archaeologists whom this gene-

ration has admired, viz., Letronne, registered his sentiments on

popular misconceptions of Hebrew literature, in the subjoined

language

:

" There was a time, and this time is not yet very far from ourselves,

in which all the sciences were compelled to find their origin in the

Bible, It was the unique basis upon which they were permitted to

rise; and narrow limits had been fixed to their expansion. The
astronomer, indeed, was allowed to observe the stars and to make
almanacs ; but under the condition that the earth should remain at

the centre of the universe, and that the sky should continue to be a

solid vault, interspersed with luminous points : the cosmographer

might draw up charts ; but he was obliged to lay down the principle

that the earth was a plane surface, miraculously suspended in space,

and held up by the will of God, If some theologers, less ignorant

(than the majority), permitted the earth to assume a round form, it

was under express stipulation that there should be no antipodes. The

natural history of animals was bound to speak of the reproduction

of those which had been saved in the Ark : history and ethnography

" Prolegomena; cited by MAcGurfKiN db Slane in the Introd. of his translation of Ebn

KhallikXn's Kitdb Wafeectt el-A&ye&n (Biographical Dictionary)—Oriental Translation

Fund, London, 1843 ; II, p. i.

''^ Palestine, Univ. Pittor., Paris, 1845; p. 426:—compare Types of Mankind, pp. 561-6;

and also Pott (Moses und David keine Oeologen, Berlin, 1799, pp. 35-47), who proved, 1st,

that Genesis I contains no revelation ; 2d, still less a revelation of geological facts ; 3d, in no

manner a revelation made to Adam or to Moses.
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had for common basis the dispersion, over the surface of the earth,

of the family of Noah.
" The sciences had, therefore, their point of departure fixed and

determinate ; and around each of them was traced a circle, out of

which it was forbidden to them to issue, under pain of falling

instantly beneath the dread censure of theologers,—who always

possessed, at the service of their notions, whether good or bad,

three irresistible arguments, viz., persecution, imprisonment, or the

stake." ^

Thus, then, the doctrine above advocated by the Humboldts is

supported, at the present hour, by the most brilliant scholarship of

the European continent—as might easily be proved through quota-

tions from a hundred recent works. Into parliamentary-stifled

England, even, the light is beginning to penetrate. For instance)

the erudition of Mr. Samuel Sharpe none will contest. To his

Hellenic learning we owe the most critically-accurate translation of

the N"ew Testament^^ our language possesses : to him, also, Egypto--

logy, among other great services, is indebted for the best "History

of Egypt" ^ derived from classical sources. His remarks "on the

Book of Gf-enesis"^ bear directly on the subject before us : "We have

no account of when this first of the Hebrew books was written, nor

by whom. It has been called one of the books of Moses; and some
snjall part of it may have been written by that great lawgiver and

leader of the Israelites. But it is the work of various authors and

various ages. The larger part, in its present form, seems to havd

been written when the people dwelt in Canaan and were ruled over

by judges, when Ephraim and Manasseh were chief among the

tribes. But the author may have had older writings to guide him
in his history. It is evident, also, in numerous places, that other

writers, far more modern, have not scrupled to make their own
additions. "We must divide it into several portions, and each portion

will best explain itself."

Still more recently, an English biblical scholar, of no mean pre'

tensions—whose gentlemanly temper and pleasant style inspire

regrets that one so truthful should be compelled, owing to the
dreary atmosphere of national prejudices which surrounds him,- to

^ "On the cosmograpMoal Opinions of the Fathers of the Church, compared with the
philosophical Doctrines of Greece"

—

Sevue dm Deux Mondes (3""= sfirie), Paris, 1834; I,

X). 602.

" The New Testament translated from Griesbach'a Text. London, 12mo, Moxon, 3d ed.,

•856.

28 London, 8vo, Moxon, 1846.

i* Shakpe, Historic Notes on the Books of the Old and New TeslameaUs; London, 12mo.,
Moxon, 1854; p. 6.
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fight, in the cause of plurality of human origins and of diversity of

races, with his visor down—^has put forth a volume" that augurs well

for ethnological progress in Great Britain. The method of argu-

ment, and the majority of facts advanced, will be new, however,

only to the mere reader of English,—'two hundred years having

elapsed since Pbtrekius^' started a controvei'sy which, on the conti-

nent, has been prolific enough, down to Fabre d'Olivet and his pupil

Eaflinesque,^ and still later to Klee.^ More recently still, we find

an apposite passage in Dr. August Zeune : ^ "It is known that, after

the uprooting of the several Antilles by the Spaniards, Spanish

ghostly divines palliated the introduction of negro slaves, for the

purpose of working the mines, by the assumption that negroes, as

tTie descendants of Ham (that is to say, the black), who was accursed^

by his father Noah; because Ham is named in a holy record as

'slave of all slaves among his brethren.' * * * A well-known natu-

ralist, now deceased, held the wondrous opinion that Ham, after his

father had cursed him, became black from grief; and was the [stamm-

vater) lineal progenitor of the negroes. Which of the three sons of

'Eoah. became Kalmucks ? Genesis indicates three (Menschenschop-

fungen) races, at a much earlier day, in the children of Adam, of the

Elohim, and of the Nephilim, &c. ; so that Adam appears merely as

the stem-father of the Iranian race, because Paradise also points to

Armenia [quoting Schiller, Uber die erste Menschengesellschaft naeh

der Mosaichen Urkunde'\. * * * Inasmuch as, however, according to

the assertion of an admired dramatist, it has not yet occurred to any-

body to sustain that all figs have sprung fi-om a solitary primitive fig,

even as little can any one admit the whole of mankind to be derived

{dbstammen) lineally from a single human pair. Wherever the con-

ditions for life were found, there life has sprung forth." * * *

Did the limited size of the present work permit (its previous space

being engrossed by contributions of higher order than polemical dis-

cussions upon the scientific value, in anthropology, of a single nation's

"Anonymous

—

The Genms of the Earth and of Man: "A critical examination of the

Hebrew and Greek Scriptures, chiefly with a view to the solution of the question, whether

the Varieties of the Human Species be of more than one origin," &c. Edited by Reginald

Stoaki PootE, M. R. S. L., &6. Edinburgh, 12mo, Black, 1856.

'1 Pros-AdamitcB, sive exerciiatio tuper Veriibus XII", XIII"°, et XIV", capitis guinti Epii-

tolw D. Pauli ad Bomanos, 1655.

«! Langue Bebraique TetUtuie, Paris, 4to, 1815 ; " Cosmogonie de Moyse,'' pp. 55-8, 177-83,

211-12:—and American Nations.

33 Le DUuge, &c., Paris, 18mo, 1847; Chapter III, pp. 192-204.

M tjber Schddtlbildung zur festem Segriindung der Mensehemraeten, Berlin, 4to, 1846;

pp. 2-4

» Similar anti-scriptural notions, so far as the Hebrew text is concerned, are entertained

by Db. Wakd, Natural Hist, of Mankind (Society for promoting Christian knowledge), Lon-

ion, 12mo, 1849, p. 195. Compare Types of Mankind, toce KNAflN, pp. 495-8.
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literature), I would endeavor, whilst striving to emulate our anoni/-

mous author's charity and good taste, to lay before his acumen proofs

that, with motives most laudable and utility unquestionable, he has

tried to reconcile two things which surpass reconciliation; and,

therefore, that his praiseworthy labors will, unhappily, satisfy nei-

ther the exigencies of natural science, on the one hand, nor those of

rigid Hebraism, of the modern school, on the other. Yet, as a spe-

cimen of his propositions, I cannot refrain from the extract of a

passage or two.^'

" The narrative with which the Bible commences, ending with the

third verse of the second chapter, is distinguished from that which

immediately follows it, as the latter narrative also is from the third,

not merely by the name given therein to Deity, but in several othel-

respects. Its most remarkable characteristic is this : that it altoge-

ther consists of a description of events which could not have been

witnessed by any human being. [2%js is precisely the view above

taken hy the Humboldts.] Every one, therefore, n'ho admits the

truth of the Bible, whatever be his opinion of some other portions

of it, must hold this narrative to be a revelation.

"Hifow, we find that revelations of this kind, of which the subjects

are events, were generally conveyed in representations to the sight;

and hence, by the safest and most legitimate mode of judging, by

comparing Scripture with Scripture \a sort of reasoning within a

circle^, we are led to the conclusion, that the narrative under our

consideration is most probably the relation of a revelation by means of

a vision, or rather a series of visions." * * * "The passages in the

Bible which are commonly regarded as deciding the question re-

specting the unity of the origin of the human species, demand a

reverential caution of this kind [i. e., 'until we have weighed all

the circumstances of the case'

—

antecedent paragraph"] in him who
examines them : for while these apparently indicate the origination

of all mankind from a single pair of ancestors, there are others

which apparently imply the existence of human beings not the

offspring of Adam." * * * " If we regard Adam as the first of all

mankind, this general view of the origin and development of lan-

guage (Chev^ Bunsen's), supposing it to be admitted, obliges us to

reduce a great part of the history of the book of Genesis to the

category of faulty and vague traditions, as we have before ob-

served." * * *

JSTow, with every deference, before exhibiting such contradictions

to the eyes of the simple believer, and deducing therefrom several

distinct lineages of the first men, would it not be the most prudent

«• Genesis of the Earth, &o. (supra)
; pp. 1-2, 11-2, 19, 43-4, and 181-2.
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and natuitil step, on the part of arehseologists, to ascertain previously

the relative age, writer, and peculiarities, of each given document?
I cannot find that our author has taken these precautions ; but I

read,—"the existence of pre-Adamites, without a revelation, is surely-

less wonderful than the fact that there have been, and still are, post-

Adamites without it." * * * "These passages, though reconcilable

with the general opinion respecting the origination of all mankind,

seem rather to indicate the existence of nations not of the same race

as the descendants of Adam, and not destroyed by the flood, and

the partition of the lands of the former among certain colonies of

the latter ; and an argument in favor of this inference may be drawn

from the fact that the appellation here rendered 'the nations'

('haggoyim'), in other instances, which are very numerous, gene-

rally, and perhaps always, denotes the nations exclusive of the

people of God, or of the Israelites ; wherefore it is often rendered,

in the authorized version, 'the Gentiles' and 'the heathen.' If so,

we may suppose that the confusion of tongues was a consequence,

not the cause, of the dispersion from Babel. The whole of the

tenth chapter of Genesis seems to be parenthetic."

"Parenthetically," as applied to Xth Genesis, is an adverb which,

so far as my limited reading of English biblical criticism extends,

first occurs in a little work in some slight degree connected with my
former studies.^* It is gratifying to find its correctness now endorsed

;

and still more to perceive, that the admission of the aboriginal plu-

rality of Human Races, sustained here in America by the Mortonian

school, compels English scholars so to modify their interpretations

of king James' version, as to make the diversity-Aoc\sn.nQ harmonize

with the Scriptures—or vice versd. For my own part, I congratulate

both author and editor on their ingenious and ingenuous method of

smoothing a pathway for the eventual recognition, in England, of

our common polygenistic views. Orthodox in treatment, if passably

heretical in issues

—

suaviter in modo, fortiter in re^" The Genesis of

the Earth and of Man " will percolate unobtrusively into the Scottish

as well as the English mind; inevitably and speedily awakening

echoes, of surpassing benefit to Ethnology, which books of heavier

calibre could not hope to rouse up, amid such intellectual conditions,

in a century ! Its publishers, therefore, need not sigh with Btron,

" For through a needle it easier for a camel is

To pasai than this small eant-o into families."

5* Otia .^gyptiaca, London, 8to., Madden, 1849; p. 141 :—reprinted from Luke Btjhkk's

Ethnological Journal, London, 1848-9; and enlarged upon in Types of Mankind, Fhil&M-

phia and London, 4to. and 8to., 1854; pp. 466-556.

27
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My final corroboration of the Humboldts' doctrine has to be drawn

from the antipodes. Strange ! Whilst amid the civilizations of Eu-

rope and America no independent Ethnologic serial has hitherto

been able to survive, tar less to remunerate its editor, mankind's

most "proper study" has found, for some ten years, asylum and

patronage at Singapore !
^

The merit is due to the genius, acquirements, and enterprise of

an individual. If each of the eight zoological realms over which

Agassiz distributes the various groups of mankind could boast of

possessing its Mr. Logan, English science would not have to deplore

the continued absence of that true spirit of ethnological investigation,

coupled with perfect knowledge of the instruments to be employed,

in nearly all but the Malayan.
" Ethnology, in its etymological and narrowest sense,'^ is

"—accord-

ing to Logan's judgment—" the science of nations. It investigates

the characteristics and history of the various tribes of man. The

time seems to be already come when we may venture to define it

more comprehensively as the science of the Human Race. From the

investigation of the peculiarities and histories of particular tribes it

rises to the conception of mankind as one race, and combining the

truth which it gathers from every tribe, presents the whole as the

science of the ethnic development of man. Those who may consider

it premature to unite all nations in the idea of one race, can still

accept the definition as indicating the science that results from a

comparison of nations and their developments. Whether all men
are descended from one stock or not, may be placed apart as an

enquiry by itself, for those who think it worth while to pursue it in the

present state of o'ur knowledge. All are agreed that man is of one

kind. If the millions who now people the earth had some hundreds

of progenitors instead of a single pair, the science which the defini-

tion comprises will remain unaflfected." * * * *

" I may state here, once for all, that ethnology can only be pur-

sued as a scientific study by viewing the Hebraic religious develop-

ment, and the Hebrew records, in their human aspect ; that is, as

entering into the ethnic development of the Arana«an race and of

the world. The supernatural element, and all the discussions respect-

ing the limits of inspiration and the methods ofinterpretation, belong

to theological science, and amongst all the discordant systems of the-

3' The Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia, 1847-56; edited by J. R.

LooAN, Singapore.

'8 Journ. of the East. Indian Archip., vol. iv., 1850; "The Ethnology of the Indian Ar-

chipelago ; embracing inquiries into the continental relations of the Indo-Pacific Islanders ;"

pp. 262, 263 note: and vol. vi., 1852
; p. 678-9.
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ology, that can only be true wMch is in harmony with the truths

established by the observation of God's works." ******
" There is a deep-rooted source of error in Bunsen's ethnic specu-

lations/^ as in those of many other German philosophers, the

Schlegels amongst them. It is assumed that the ethnology of the

ancient Hebrews, as preserved in their sacred books, is a full reflec-

tion of that of the world. I have, in another place, protested

against this resumption, in ethnology, of the system that has im-

peded the progress of every branch of knowledge in succession,

from Astronomy to Geology, that of endeavoring to bind down the

human mind to the science of the ancient Hebrews. There has

been no divine revelation of Ethnology any more than of Geology,

Zoology, or any other purely-mundane science.

"We might as justly refuse to recognize the existence of plants,

animals, and planets, that are not mentioned in the Bible, as base

our Ethnology on that of a people who were perhaps the least

ethnologic of all great civilized nations that have existed. It is

obvious that any ethnic science that does not embrace every tribe

and language in the world must be needlessly imperfect, and that

an exclusion of large sections of the human race must render it

grossly so. ITow it is certain that the Hebrews were ignorant of

" Alluding probably to the Chevalier's paper, " On the results of recent Egyptian re-

searches," &c.

—

Three linguistic Dissertations ; Report of the British Assoc, for the Adv. of

Science for 1847 ; London, 8vo. , 1848 :^because the Outlines of the Philosophy of Universal

History (supra, note 16), 1854, could not have arrived at Singapore four years previously.

And, while on this subject, let me repudiate the preposterously-misnamed Turanian theory, as

applied to the Aborigines of America ! Conceding, to the learned Egyptologist and classi-

cal scholar, the highest admiration for his acquirements in such arduous studies, it would

have been prudent in him, perhaps, by withholding an endorsement of Sohoolcraft's

History of the Indian Tribes of North America (already five volumes, elephant quarto '), not

to have exposed himself to the charge of discussing themes upon which he possesses little

or no knowledge himself, and his authority, save in the capacity of recorder of the habits

of such living tribes as official peregrinations afforded, but a trifle more. Chev. Bunsen

labors under singular delusion, if he considers that this "great national work" [Outlines, II,

pp. 111-13), carries any weight among men of science in this country. Americans feel

proud, that their Legislature should have generously voted "$80,856.50" (cost of the first

three volumes alone! see the North American Review, Boston, 1853, Art. XI, on Parts I, II,

and III, p. 246), towards the promotion of knowledge; Philadelphia may justly boast of

the beautiful typography, splendid paper, and superb mechanical execution, of the work

;

and it likewise contains several contributions of a high order from distinguished men:

but I will frankly state, from personal acquaintance with scientific sentiment, during fifteen

years that I have visited the best-educated States in the Union, that, in the opinion of those

qualified to judge, a twenty-five-cent pamphlet could easily condense all the knowledge

paraded, in these five big volumes, by its industrious author. With this respectful hint

to Chev. Bunsen and Prof Max-Miiller, I postpone specifications to a more suitable occa-

sion; because, at present, with regard to this and other Washingtonian literary .nstitutionB,

Nunquam conceesa moveri Camarina (Virgil, ^n,, III, 701).
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the very existence, not only of the extensive outlying provinces of

America and Asiauesia, but of the great mass of the tribes of the

old world. They do not appear to have cultivated a knowledge of

any non-Semitic language, and consequently their ethnic notions

respecting some adjacent non-Semitic tribes must have been very

obscure and erroneous. It may be doubted whether their know-

ledge of the Africans extended beyond the Egyptians, and their

southern Miotic neighbors, the Ethiopians. The European nations

were unknown to them, save through some vague impressions

respecting the sea-board tribes of the S. and W. coasts, received

from the reticinent Phcenicians. Their knowledge of the numerous

nations of northern, middle, and eastern Asia, was partial and

obscure. They do not appear to have had a suspicion of the

existence of the great civilized peoples of the East, the Arians and

the Chinese, and they were as profoundly ignorant of the Dravirians,

as they were of the Germans and the ancient British.'"' Nothing

can more conclusively show the extremely narrow and isolated

character of their ethnology, and their rigid seclusion from time

immemorial in the Semitic civilization, than the fact that they had

entirely lost, and had been unable by their observations to recover,

the idea of barbarism. In this respect, their ethnology is far below

that, not only of Herodotus and Manu, but of other Semitic nations;

such as the Arabs, the Phcenicians, and, in all probability, the

Babylonians, at least in their more civilized and commercial era.

It is therefore surprising to see a writer like Bunsen founding his

ethnology on that of Moses, which can only be correct as a partial

picture of the races of S. E. Asia, and N. E. Africa, as known to the

Hebrews."

*> Types of Mankind, Part II, pp. 466-556; Tvith its "Genealogical Tableau'' of Xth

Genesis, its " Map of the World as known to" the genesiacal writer ; thoroughly confirmed

the deductions here drawn hy Mr. Logan : and every fresh archaeologist who examines this

hoary document arrives at the same conclusions. I would now refer to researches unseen

by me, or unpublished, when I projected my MSS. for the above work, at Mobile, in 1852.

Ist, Renan, Hist, des Langues Semitiques (supra), 1855, pp. 27-74, and 449-63: — 2d,

Bekqmann, Les peuples primitives de la race de Jafite. Esquisse ethno-gSnlalogique et hislorique.

Colmar, Svo., 1853, p. 64: — 3d, Rawlinson, Notes on the Early History of Babylonia;

London, 8vo., 1854, pp. 1-2, note:—4th, Hetwood's VoN Bohlen, (supra, note 19), Introd.

to the Book of Genesis, London, 1855; II, pp. 210-54:— and 5th, as the most important,

because devoted exclusively to analysis of this subject ; AtJorsT Knobel, Die Volkertafel der

Genesis. Elhnographisehe Untersuchungen ; Giessen, 8vo., 1850, I was not aware of this

masterly book, until many months after the publication of my own studies in " Types of

Mankind." It was subsequently indicated to me at Paris, by my valued friend M. Renan.

With no small gratification, I afterwards discovered that Dr. Knobel's results and my own were

always similar, often identical. Compare pp. 9, 13, 137-7, 167, 170, 339-52, for particular

instances, with the same points discussed in " Types."
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Such are some of the true principles for embracing, in these in-

quiries, Hebrew ethnography, as an inestimable, but, in reality, a

very minor part of the World's ethnology : at the same time that,

through the above extracts, we perceive but a small portion of the

uncertainties and perils, that beset this new and ill- appreciated

study.— "And yet," indignantly, but most righteously exclaims

LtTKB BuRKB, " And yet this is the science on which every man is

competent to pass an opinion with oracular emphasis ; the science to

which missionaries dictate laws, and which pious believers find

written out, ready to their hands, in the book of G-enesis. The
science, in a word, which a whole tribe of comparative philologists,

with a fatuity almost inconceivable, have coolly withdrawn from the

control of zoology, and settled to their own infinite satisfaction, as

per catalogue of barbarian vocabularies.*' The really learned are

perplexed with doubt, or appalled with difficuHy : the true naturalist

approaches with diffidence, or states his opinion without dogmatism

or tenacity; but the theologian is perfectly at home, and has

arranged every thing long ago. The land is his by right Divine,

his own peculiar appanage ; and with the authority of a master he

peremptorily decides, that a science, to which even the distant future

will scarcely be able to do proper justice, shall receive its laws and

inspirations from the remote and ridiculous past."*^

Having thus fortified what I deem to be the " ultima ratio," above

put forth on Human Origins, by the brothers Humboldt conjointly,

it may be interesting to dissect some sentences of that magnificent

paragraph ; in order that we may not unwittingly ascribe to WiL-
HBLM, the philologist, the more decided opinions of his brother Alex-

ander, whose universality of science precludes special classification.

And first, it seems ominous to the Unity-doctrine, that the most

brilliant .philologer of his day should have left a manuscript, " On
the Diversity of Languages and of Ifations."

This manuscript, however, being unpublished, no positive deduc-

tion can be drawn from its mere title ; but the treatise must possess

some elements distinguishing it from the elder work, long honored

by the scientific world : "Tiber die Verschiedenheit der menschlichen

Sprachbaues;" On the Diversity of Structure of Human Languages,—
contained in "Wilhelm von Humboldt's researches into the "Kawi-

" This applies especially to an inexhaustible, learned, and laborious ethnological "cata-

logue-maker," Dr. Latham. Vide the Brighton Examiner, October 2, 1855— for a critique

by Mr. Luke Burke, of "Dr. Latham's Lecture on 'Ethnology.'"

*' Charleston Medical Journal and Review, Charleston, S. C, vol. XI, No. 4, July 1856

—

"Strictures," &c., by Luke Burke, Esq., Editor of the London Ethnologica. Journal—
pp. 457-8.
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tongue, in the island of Java;"" elsewhere cited in Cosmos. One

of these passages is noteworthy, not only for the law it enunciates,

but also for the variety of rendering it has received:

Gekman Original."—" Die Sprache umscWingt mehr, als sonst etwas im Menschen,

dag ganze Geschlecht. Gerade in ihrer volkertrennenden Eigenschaft yereinigt sie duroh

das Weohselverstandnisz fremdartiger Rede die Verschiedenheit der Individualitaten, oline

ihrer Eigenthiimlichkeit Eintrag zu rhun. (A. a 0. S. 427.)
"

Sabine's Tkansiation.*^— "Language, more than any other faculty, binds mankind

together. Diyersities of idiom produce, indeed, to a certain extent, separation between

nations ; but the necessity of mutual understanding occasions the acquirement of foreign

languages, and reunites men without destroying national peculiarity."

Otte's Translation.^—"Language, more than any other attribute of mankind, binds

together the whole human race. By its idiomatic properties, it certainly seems to separate

nations ; but the reciprocal understanding of foreign languages connects men together, on

the other hand, without injuring individual national characteristics."

Guiqniaut's Translation."—"Le langage, plus qu'aucune autre faculty de I'homme,

forme un faisceau de I'esp&ce humaine tout entifere. II semble, an premier abord, s^parer

les peuples comme les idiomes ; mais c'est justement la necessity de s'entendre r^ciproque-

ment dans une langue ^trangfere qui rapproche les indifidualit^s, en laissant ^ chaoune son

originality propre."

That the organs of speech enable mankind to interchange their

thoughts, is one of those truisms to question which would he absurd.

Speech is an inherent attribute of the "genus homo ;" just as mewing

is to the feline, and barking to the canine : but it does not follow

that, because a Lapp might by some chance acquire Gruarani, a

Tasmanian English, an Arab Korean, a Mandingo Madjar, an Esqui-

mau Tamul, or, what is more possible, that a thorough-bred Israeli-

tish emigrant from ancient Chaldea (his own national tongue being

forgotten) might now be found speaking any one of these tongues

as his own vernacular,—it does not follow, I repeat, either that

humanity is indivisible into groups of men linguistically, as well as

physically and geographically, distinct in origin ; or that "Wilhelm

von Humboldt thought so : any more than because "felis catus

Angorensis" of Turkish Angora "mews" like "/eKs hrevioaudata"

of Japanese Mppon, and both these animals like "felis domestica

ecerulia" of Siberian Tobolsk,*^ that these three cats are necessarily

^ Veber die Kawi-Sprache auf der Insel Java, Berlin, 4to, 1886. Cardinal Wiseman fre-

quently quotes it eulogistically in his Connection between Science and revealed Religion.

" Op. cit. {supra, p. 407), p. 493.

*5 Supra (note 10)

—

Cosmos, I, p. cxv, note 443.

** Supra (note 6)

—

Cosmos, I, p. 359, note.

« Supra (note 1)

—

Cosmos, I, pp. 579-80, note 43.

*8 Not being myself a zoologist, it may be well to shield assertions, on this ca(-question,

with the authority of one who is. Prof. S. S. Haldeman remarks: "Thus, the cat

mummies of Egypt were said to be identical with the modem Felis domestica ; and such

was the general opinion, until the discoTery, of Dr. Kuppell, of the genuine analogue of the

embalmed species, in the Felis maniculata of Noubia. T believe Professor Bell to be
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of the same blood lineage, identical species, or proximate geogra-

phical origin: notwithstanding that, amongst other "philosophical

aphorisms," Bunsen—with whom philology and ethnology are syno-

nymes through which we shall recover, some day, the one primeval

language spoken by the first pair, who are now accounted to be

"beatorum in ccelis"—declares, "that physiological inquiry [one, as

we all know, completely outside of the range of his high education

and various studies], although it can never arrive by itself at any

conclusive result, still decidedly inclines, on the whole, towards the

theory of the unity of the human race."!*' I have no hopes, in

view of his early education and present time of life, that the accom-

plished Chevalier will ever modify such orthodox opinion ; but

readers of the present volume may perhaps discover some reasons

for differing from it.

But, even under the supposition that "Wilhelm von Humboldt, in

his now-past generation, when writing " on the Diversity of Lan-

guages and Peoples," may have speculated upon the possibility of

reducing both into one original stock, it will remain equally certain,

that, in such assumed conclusion, he was biassed by no dogmatical

respect for myths, fiction, or pretended tkadition {ubi supra) ; and

furthermore that, if he grounded his results on the " Kawi Sprache,"

he inadvertently built upon a quicksand ; as subsequent researches

have established.

Amongst scientific travellers and enlightened Orientalists of Eng-

land, the venerable author of the " History of the Indian Archipe-

lago " has long stood in the foremost rank. His speciality of inves-

tigation occupied—" a period of more than forty years, twelve of

which were passed in countries of which the Malay is the vernacular

or the popular language, and ten in the compilation of materials ;"

—

of which a recent ^^ "Dissertation" embodies not merely the pre-

cious ethnographical issue ; but, through his method of analysis and

depth of logic, superadded to vast practical knowledge of his theme

—combined with sterling common sense, its author has produced

what, in my individual opinion, must become the model text-book,

correct in deciding that Fella domestlca can neither be referred to this species, nor to the

Felis catus found wild in the forests of Europe." (Recent Freshwater MoUusca, which are

common to North America and Europe, Boston Jour, of Nat. Hist., Jan. 1844, pp. 6-7.)

•» Outlines (supra, p. 102), I, p. 46. " Multae terricolis linguae, coelestibus una," is another

way of stating such axiom. How did this last writer know that people do talk one language

in hearen? Can he show us whether the "dead" have speech at all? During some gene-

rations, the Sorbonne, at Paris, discussed, in schoolboys' themes, a coherent enigma, viz.,

An sancti remrgant cum inteslinis—not a less difBcult problem for such youths' pedagogues

!

"• A Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language, with a preliminary Dissertation ; 2

vols. 8to., London, 1852. Our citations are from I. pp. 35-6, 128-9.
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to sincere students of comparative philology. Here science feels

itself relieved from verbal transcendentalism, so sublime that it is

meaningless, in which the hybrid school of Anglo-German ethnolo-

gists delights : and this volume, at any rate, does not " teach gram-

mar as if there were no language, geography as if there were no

earth." Mr. Crawfurd,—unlike some of his English contemporaries

who, grouping into little catalogues all the tongues known or un-

known upon earth, of which it is materially impossible that any one

man's brain, or lifetime, could gather even the rudiments, proclaim

that '^^philology proves the unity" of human origins—Mr. Crawfurd

thoroughly understands his subject, and writes so that even ourselves

can understand him.
" There exists in Java, as in N'orthern and Southern India, in Cey-

lon, in Birma, and Siam, an ancient recondite language, but it is not,

as in those countries, any longer the language of law and religion,

but a mere dead tongue. This language goes under the name of

Kawi, a word which means ' narrative,' or 'tale,' and is not the spe-

cific name of any national tongue. Most probably it is a corruption

of the Sanscrit kavya, 'a narration.' In Java there are found many
inscriptions, both on brass and stone, the great majority of which,

on examination, are found to consist of various ancient modifications

of the present written character." ******* a gome writers

have supposed the Kawi to be a foreign tongue, introduced into Java
at some unknown epoch, but there is no ground for this notion, as

its general accordance with the ordinary language plainly shows.

Independent of its being the language of inscriptions, it is, also, that

of the most remarkable literary productions of the Javanese, among
which, the most celebrated is the Bratayuda, or ' war of the descend-

ants of Barat,' a kind of abstract of the Hindu Mahabarat." * * *

(probable date, about a. d. 1195). In it, " near 80 parts in 100, or

four-fifths of the Kawi, are modern Javanese." ***** ""When,
therefore, it is considered that the Kawi is no longer the language
of law or religion, but merely a dead language, it is not difficult to

understand how it comes to be so little understood ; while, in deci-

phering inscriptions, the difficulty is enhanced by an obsolete cha-
racter." * * * * "Kawi is only an antiquated Javanese."

" The illustrious philosopher, linguist, and statesman, the late Ba-
ron William Humboldt, has, in his large work on the Kawi of Java,
expressed the opinion that the Tagala of the Philippines is the most
perfect living specimen of that Malayan tongue, which, with other
writers, he fancies to have been the parental stock from which all

the other tongues of the brown race in the Eastern Archipelago, the
Philippines, the islands of the Pacific, and even the language of Ma-
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dagascar, have sprung. I cannot help thinking that this hypothesis,

maintained with much ingenuity, must have originated in this emi-

nent scholar's practical unacquaintance with any one language of the

many which came under his consideration; and that, had he possessed
the necessary knowledge, the mere running over the pages of any
Philippine dictionary would have satisfied him of the error of his

theory. I conclude, then, hy expressing my conviction that, as far as

the evidence yielded by a comparison of the Tagala, Bisaya, and
Pampanga languages with the Malay and Javanese goes, there is no
more ground for believing tl;iat the Philippine and Malayan languages
have a common origin, than for concluding that Spanish and Portu-

guese are Semitic languages, because they contain a few hundred
words ofArabic, or that theWelsh and Irish are ofLatin origin, because
they contain a good many words of Latin ; or that Italian is of Gothic
origin, because it contains a far greater .number of words of Teutonic
origin than any Philippine language does of Malay and Javanese."*'

How Crawfurd disposes of the Malayan tongues, segregating this

group victoriously from all others, has been previously indicated in M,
Maury's chapter, [ante. pp. 79-80]. Our purpose is answered by
publishing, in the said chapter, proofs that linguistic science has pro-

gressed considerably since 1836, when the disquisition on the "Kawi-
spraehe" was written; and that, while to Wilhelm von Humboldt is

gratefully accorded the highest position in philology as it stood 20

years ago, it is injustice to the memory of a great man to quote his

authority as tantamount to a finality, when he himself (were he now
alive) would have kept pace with the latest discoveries in science, as

when,— to his honor be it recognized—he was the first qualified

critic, out of France, to welcome and promote Champollion-le-Jeune's

hieroglyphical decipherings ;
*^ unappalled himself, if others were not,

at the storm which ignorance and superstition everywhere had raised

against the immortal Frenchman.

It is to the surviving brother that Ideler dedicates his work

—

" Alexandro ab Humboldt, Grermanorum quotquot fuere, sunt, erunt-

que decori sacrum." In his oivn person, the nonogenerian patriarch

M See also The Westminster Review, No. xviii, April, 1856 ; London ed., Art. iii. on " Types

of Mankind;" pp. 373-6. In thanking the reviewer for the fairness of his critique upon

our work, let me point out two oversights contained in his obliging article : 1st.—(p. 364)

Prof. Agassiz never created a "Hottentot" realm; but merely included a Hottentot Fauna

in his " African" realm (see Types, p. Ixxvii.) : 2d.—(p. 367) by referring, as I have done,

to Morton's Illustrated System of Human Anatomy (p. 151), he will iind that the Doctor

wrote "a climate as cold as Ireland," not Iceland: so that there remains no "double mis

take," except the pair above "committed by the reviewer.

52 Ideler, Hermapion (supra, note 17) ; chap. XXXI, "Lettre de M. le Baron Gnillaume

de Humboldt ^ M. ChampoUion."
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of science seems likely to realize Tlouren's proposed law,^ viz :
that

the true length of human life should not fall below one hundred years:

and certainly there lives no man to whom mankind owe a more fer

vent tribute of good vsdshes. Others are better qualified than the'

present writer to show how ceaselessly Baron Alexander de Hum-

boldt steps onward, day by day, as leader in multitudinous fields of

K'atural Science ; but should Egyptology be taken as the criterion of

his ever-progressing knowledge, then we need, in order to plant

some pickets along the route, but to re-open his Cosmos,^ and to

peruse some of Lepsius's== and Brugsch's writings.*^

Nevertheless, supposing that we take a step backwards of some 47

years from this day, when Baron de Humboldt stood already at the

meridian of his glorious life, and open the beautiful Introduction

with which, in 1810, he prefaced the "Vues des Cordilleras,^' we

perceive how, at that day— one generation and a half ago,—he felt

overjoyed at having then lived to witness the appearance of the great

French work, the "Description de I'lEgypte," fruit of ISTapoleon

Bonaparte's eastern campaigns of 1778-1800,—which grand folios,

except for architectural designs of ancient, and excellent views and

disquisitions of modern Egypt, have, since Champollion's era, 1822-

32, become, archseologically speaking, almost so much waste paper.

Yet, at that time (to most men under fifty, in this our XlXth
century, remote day), Alexander von Humboldt had already arrived

at the following philosophical conclusions about the "unity of the

human species."

"Le problfeme de la premiere population de I'Amerique n'est plus

du ressort de I'histoire, que les questions sur I'origine des plantes et

des animaux et sur la distribution des germes organiques ne sont du

ressort des science naturelles. L'histoire, en remontant aux epoques

les plus reculees [which, in A. D. 1810, meant only to about 1000 years

before Christ; inasmuch as those revelations, on some 3000 years pre-

viously to the latter era, derived since from the petroglyphs of the Nile,

the Euphrates, and the Tigris, had not been dreamed of, much less com-

menced'], nous montre presque toutes les parties du globe occupees

par des hommes qui se croient aborigines, parce qu'ils ignorent

leur filiation. Au milieu d'une multitude de peuples qui se sont

'i' De la LongSvile Humaine et de la quantite de Vie sur le globe; Paris, 12mo, 1855, p. 86,

viz : that the natural length of animal life is five times the time it takes to " unite the bones

with their epiphyses;'' which process, in man, takes effect at about 20 years of age.

5* Ones Transl., II, pp. 124-8.

M Briefe aus JEffyplen, JEthiopien, ^c, Berlin, 1852; "Vorwort."
B6 Reiseberichte aus jSlgypten, Berlin, 1855; "Vorwort;" and Grammaiica Demotica, 1855.

6' HuMDOLDT ET BoMPiAND, Voyage, Atlas Pittoresque, Paris, folio,1810.
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Buccedes ^t meles les uns aux autres, il est impossible de reconnoitre
avec exactitude la premike base de la population, cette couche
primitive au deR de laquelle commence le domaine des traditions
cosmogoniques.
"Les nations de l'Am6rique, d I'exception de celles qui avoisinent

le cercle polaire, forment une seule race caracterisee par la conforma-
tion du cr&ne, par la couleur de la peau, par I'extreme rarete de la

barbe, et par des cbeveux plats et lisses. La race americaine a des
rapports tres-sensibles avec celle des peuples mongoles qui renferme
les descendans des Hiong-nu, connus jadis sous le nom de Huns, les

Kalkas, les Kalmucks, et les Bourattes. Des observations recentes

ont meme prouve que non seulement les habitants 4 Unalaska, mais
aussi plusieurs peuplades de I'Amerique meridionale, indiquent par des
caracteres ost^ologiques de la tSte, un passage de la race americaine

[not across the Pacific nor the Atlantic, hut in physiological gradation'],

k la race mongole. Lorsqu'on aura mieux etudie les liommes bruns
de I'Afrique et cet essaim de peuples qui habitent I'interieure et le

nord-est de 1'Asie, que des voyageurs systematiques designent vague-

ment sous les noms de Tartars et de Tscboudes, les races caueasienne,

mongole, americaine {this last group of humanity was explored 30 years

later, and to Baron de Sumholdt's satisfaction,^ by Morton, in his

'^Crania Americana"], malaye et nfegre paroitront moins isolees

[Morton's school now think the contrary established], et Ton reconnoitra,

dans cette grande famille du genre humain, un seul type organique

modifie par des circonstances qui nous resteront peut-etre k jamais
inconnues." * * * "]!^ous ne connaissons jusqu'ici aucun idiome de

I'Amerique qui, plus que les autres, semble se lier k un des groupes

nombreux de langue asiatiques, africaines, on europeennes."^^

Lideed, as the same illustrious writer says elsewhere,'" these dis-

cussions, which we call new, "sur I'unite de I'espece humaine et de

ses deviations d'un type primitif," and about the peopling of America,

agitated the minds of its first Spanish historians, Acosta, Oviedo,

Garcia, &c.,—on all which consult the learned compendium of Dr.
McCULLOH.*^

As a final illustration of the eagle-eye sdth which Humboldt seizes

each discovery of physical science as it is made, the G-erman and
French editions of Kosmos itself furnish a happy instance. The first

^ See the Baron's congratulatory letter to Br. Morton, in Types ofMankind, pp. xxxiy-v.

" Vuea des CordilUras, pp. vii—viii, x.

*• Examen critique de I'hisloire de la Gffygraphie du Nbuveau Continent et des progris de

VAstronomie nauiigue aux 15°"= et 16'"' slides, Paris, 1836, I, "Considerations," pp. 5, 6.

*i Researches, Philosophical and Antiquarian, concerning the Aboriginal History of America,

Baltimore, 1829, "Introduction," aaipassim.
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volume of the former appeared in Germany during April, 1843. "H

fut eonsidere (says M. Faye,)^ comme I'expression fidele de I'etat des

sciences physiques." In that year but 11 planets were known to

astronomers. But, by 1846, on the issue of the French version, M.

Hencke, of Driessen, having discovered another, it became incumbent

upon its translator to count 12:— "Mais les appreciations de M. de

Humboldt n'en ont re9U aucune atteiiite ; au contraire, cette decou-

verte leur apporte une force nouvelle, une verification de plus." How
many more have turned up since, I do not know. Prof. Eiddbll

already enumerated "thirty-eight known asteroids,^ at Few Orleans

in February 1856. Can any one suppose that Baron de Humboldt,

residing in the centre of royal science at Potsdam, is not at this hour

more precisely informed ?

Consequently, ifmy individual convictions happen to differ from the

ethnological doctrine of Baron de Humboldt, I wish critics to compre-

hend that I am fully aware of the enormous disparity existingbetween

our respective mental capacities and attainments ; and whilst, on my
side, the consciousness of his superiority serves to increase my admi-

ration, I cannot but congratulate myself that,—^however other great

authorities may be found to agree with, or to contradict him, on the

question ofhuman monogenism or polygenism—in rejecting "myths,"

"fiction," and "pretended tradition," I find myself merely and

implicitly following in the wake of Alexander von Humboldt.

So high, indeed, is my individual reverence for the authority of

Humboldt, that, in the present essay, my part chiefly confines itself

to setting forth his ethnological opinions in juxtaposition to other

great men's ; lea^dng the unprejudiced reader to form his own judg-

ment, as to the side on which scientific truth holds the preponde-

rance. "With the ethics, said to be involved in such problem, I do

not particularly concern myself: my own notions in this matter

being similar to those of my lamented collaborator Dr. Henry S.

Patterson f* viz : that, inasmuch as the religious dogma of man-
kind's Unity of origin has never yet instigated the different races

of men to act toward each other like "brothers," it might still

occur, in a distant future, that, when the antagonistic doctrine of

Diversity shall be recognized as attesting one of Nature's organic

laws, such change of theory may possibly suj)erinduce some altera-

tion of practice ; and then that men of distinct lineages may become,
as I desire, more reaWj-kumane in their mutual intercourse. If under
the monogenistic hypothesis, mankind cannot well be worse off

«2 Cosmos, Tr. ed., 1846, " ATertissement du Traducteur," pp. iii.

^ Address read before the New Orleans Academy of Sciences, 1856, p. 2.

" " Memoir of Samuel George Morton," Types of Mankind, pp. li-lii.
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than they are now, some hopes of eventual melioration may, per-

haps, be indulged in, by sustainers of the polygenistic point of view.

Humboldt's language on this question admits of no equivoque.

—

" But, in my opinion, more powerful reasons militate in favor of the

unity of the human species." * * * «Jq sustaining the unity of

the human species, we reject, as a necessary consequence, the dis-

tressing distinction of superior and of inferior races:"— and he

terminates by citing his brother's beautiful aphorism^— '"An idea

that reveals itself athwart history, whilst extending daily its salutary

empire, an idea which, better than any other, proves the fact so often

contested, but still oftener misunderstood, of the general perfecti-

bility of the species, is the idea of humanity.'"

I am unconscious, certainly, of a disposition to deny the historical

fact last indicated; neither do I question the improvableness of every

race of man, each in the ratio of its own grade of organization, nor

doubt the beneficial influence of such modern belief wherever it

can be implanted : but, not on that account do I consider a Tasma-

nian, a Fuegian, a Kalmuk, an Orang-benua, or a Bechuana, to

descend from the same blood lineage as the noblest of living

Teutons:— whose loftiness of soul gives utterance to an "idea,"

such as that which no education could instil into the brains of the

above-named five, among many other races. The very idea itself

is purely "Caucasian;" and as such, together with true civilization,

serves the more strongly to mark distinctions of mental organism,

amongst the various groups of historical humanity.

To the second proposition, recognizing, with De Gobineau,^^ and

with Pott,^ the. existence of ^^ superior and of inferior races" as

simply a fact in nature, I will submit some objections as we proceed:

at the same time that I can perceive nothing " depressing," " cheer-

less," or " distressing," in any fact, humanly comprehensible, of the

Creator's laws, inscrutable to human reason though they may yet be.

But it is the accuracy of the first assertion, viz:> "the unity of the

human species," that, without some ventilation of the Baron's pre-

cise meaning, I cannot accept ; for the same reasons which, in the

Parisian discussion before alluded to [supra, p. 404), M. d'Eichthal

adduces in his report to the SoeiiU Ethnologique.

And here, in order to meet ungenerous or misapplied criticism,

«5 A. BE HcMBOiDT, Oosmos, French ed. ; I, pp. 423, 430 ; and p. 679, note 43 ;
quoting

W. de Humboldt, On the Kawi tongue, III, p. 426. Compare OUCa Iransl., I, pp. 852, 358 ;

with Sabine's, pp. 351, 355-6.

56 InggaliU des Races humaines (supra, p. 188).

6' Die JJnglmhheit mensehlicher Ratsen hauptfachlich vom Sprachvntsenacha/tlichen Stand-

punkle, &e.—Halle, 8to, 1856.
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let me mention, once for all, that, wherever memory recalls to mind

a given wi-iter who, in the printed emission of his thoughts, has

sustained views bearing directly on a theme before me (of sufficient

merit to demand re-perusal), it is my habit always to reproduce his

ideas in his own words, in preference to giving those ideas as my

own. Apart from literary honesty (the violation of which is looked

upon by most lUtSrateurs as a venial offence), there accrues positive

advantage from such practice; because, "a motion being seconded,"

the reader is thereby presented with two or more men's opinions^ in

lieu of one. It is to the late Letronne I owe this system. Calling

one day upon him, in 1845, at the Archives, in Paris, to ask for some

information relative to his Oours d'areheologie Sgyptienne, at the

College de France, where my attendance was ever punctual,* he

continued, during our long interview, to tumble down, from his

well-stocked library, work after work, whence, whilst talking, he

made frequent extracts. Struck with his incessant laboriousness,

curiosity bade me observe, that the subject must be very important,

to require so many references. "Au contraire," he exclaimed,

'

"tres insignifiiant : c'est que j'ai eI faire une petite reponse k M.

* * *, de I'Institut." To my remark, that, for such purpose, there

hardly needed so much expenditure of time and fatigue on the part

of a Letronne, he favored me with the following characteristic

observation. Said he, in effect—^whenever he happened to remember

that an author, ancient or modern, had treated on the topic in hand,

he always quoted him—1st, because this process established such

author's priority; 2d, because it proved that he (Letronne) was

conversant with the literature of such subject: and,—^when I sug-

gested that he might, in consequence, be deemed, by strangers, to

be a mere compiler—^he broke forth with, " Oompilateur ! If I had

nothing new to say, over and above all these citations, why should I
write?" This lesson, I trust, was not lost upon me; wherefore my
extracts are continued.

"M. Schoelcher*' [one of the members, no less than the most cele-

brated of French abolitionists] has, moreover, told you himself that

he professes" the principle (let us rather say the dogma) of the equal-

ity, complete and absolute, of the human races. To him, in view

of this great faith of xmity, all shades, gradations, distinctions, which

may exist between different races, are as if they were not. He does

not precisely deny them ; but he attenuates them as much as possible,

he leaves them in the shade, he takes no account of them."

68 Otia ^gypliaca, Dedication, and pp. 16, 23-4, 26, 77.

^ Author, amid various works, of a very correct estimate of modern Egypt, as it appeared

politically about 1844, and socially to the present hour.
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""We do not fear," then comments M. d'EicMhal, "to reproach

our colleague with exaggerations of this doctrine. His opinions, if

taken in all their rigor [why not, primd facie, those of Humboldt

also], would attain to nothing less than the annihilation of ethnology

itself; because ethnology is but the classification of races according

to the characteristical differences that distinguish them. Efface or

throw aside these differences, and the name of ethnological science

has no longer any meaning. Even the question at this moment
occupying us ceases to possess any value ! All human races being

supposed to be one, every discussion, relative to those characters

which might distinguish them, becomes ipso facto superfluous."

It appears to me that, in M. d'Eichthal's argument, the dilemma

is well put. Where, in fact, can be the utility of ethnological in-

quiries, if (say, in America) we set forth with an Anglicized Hebrew

myth—which has become metamorphosed, amorfgst Indo-European

nations, into traditionary credence as to fact— that all mankind

descend, in a straight line, from "a single pair"? Except as

orthodox repellers of free investigation, the unity-m.en have really

no place in ethnological science ; unless, with Alexander von Hum-
boldt, they use the term "unity" in a philosophical (or "parliament-

ary") sense, and not in the one currently understood by theologers.

PART I.

To ascertain the likelihood of the stability of such views, it will

be convenient to classify the acceptations in which different authors

use the term " tJnity," as applicable to Mankind, into three cate-

gories, viz :
—

A.— Uniti/ as a theological dogma.

B.— Unity as a zoological fact.

C.— Unity as a moral, or metaphysical, doctrine.

"With regard to the first two (A and B), it is not often easy to

separate, into just proportions, the value attached to either by many
able writers,—so completely have they fased these two distinct ideas

into one mass. The majority, setting forth with a preconceived

notion (derived from an early education that they do not possess

the moral courage to analyze, still more rarely to shake off), that all

the races of men descend from a primordial male and female pair,

misnamed in English " Adam and Eve,"™ have, often unconsciously,

TO Hebrew Text, Genesis II, 23. Here occur two distinct words, (of wMch <he contrast is
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perceived in nature nothing but the reflex of their own menta!

assumption ; and, as a consequence, have seized only upon analogies

confirmatory of their own sentimental .bias ; discarding altogether,

or leaving out of sight, those natural and historical facts that mili-

tate against it.

Foremost and highest, if not perhaps the earliest, among these,

stand two contemporaries, Blumenbach" and Zimmermann; the

former of whom is justly acknowledged to be the founder of anthro-

pological science, as well as of cranioseopy. The latter may be

reckoned among the first who established correct principles of

animal geographical distribution.

It is not, however (as usually supposed), in his large Deoadea

Craniorum, that Blumenbach gave free utterance to his opinions.

These are contained in sundry duodecimos, some of which have

passed through three improved editions. Those that I first read

belonged once to Cuvier, and were indicated to me by the accom-

plished Librarian of the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, my friend M.

Lemercier. The following extract sums up his argument upon

human " Unity," '^ which he had previously formulated into a doc-

trine—" Unica saltern est totius generis humani Species." His opening

sentence sufiiciently establishes the mental preoccupations I have

signalized above.

" Ardua quidem, sed cum ad vindioandam Sacri eodicis fidem, turn

ob lucem quam universse generis humani imo et reliquse naturali

historise impertit, utilissima et dignissima disquisitio. Malitia qui-

dem, negligentia et noyitatis studium posteriori opinioni favebant.

Plures erim humani generis species inde a Juliani Imperatoris tem-

poribus {Opera, p. 192) iis egregie arridebant [i.e., Symon Tyssot,

effaced in king James' version) for "man," viz: A-DaM and AISA: whilst again the female

AISAaH, just formed out of " the-red-man's" rib, does not receive the name of KAaiTJaH

(life)— vulgaricfe KAaVaH, and still more vulgarly "Eve" in English— xintil Chap. Ill, v.

20. See some mythological analogies in l^pes of Mankind, pp. 563, 573.

" With exquisite taste, my friend, Mr. J. Barnard Davis, has resuscitated the portrait

of the illustrious German, and, flanked on a medallion by that of his successor Dr. Morton,

it adorns that beautiful and truly-scientific work. Crania Briiannica, London, 1856 ; the

first decade of which I owe to its author's kind regard. Appertaining properly to the

spScialites of our collaborators Dr. Meigs and Prof. Leidy, I refrain from comments on a

great book which, vindicating the rights of Anatomy to priority of respect in the study of

mankind, vrill do good service in rescuing ethnology from a too-exclusive reliance upon

Philology,—as understood, I mean to say, by Anglo-German monogenists ; but not when, as

in M. Maury's chapter I of this volume, it is shown how perfectly true philology attains to

the same philosophical results as all other sciences bearing upon man.
'2 Blumenbach, De Generis Humani varietate nativa, Gottingae, 1781; pp. 31, 47,—thia

being the 2d edition of a paper printed 5 years previously ; and afterwards considerably

enlarged and altered in a 3d edition, Gottingae, 1795.
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and Voltaire] quorum Sacri codicis fidem suspectam reddere intere-

rat. Facilius porro erat (EtMopes aut Americse imberbes incolas

prime statim intuitu pro diversis speciebus habere, quam in corporis

humani structuram inquirere, anatomicos et itinerum nurnerosos

auctores consulere, horumque fidem aut levitatem studiose perpen-

dere, e naturalis historise universo ambitu parallela conferre exempla,

tumque demum judicium ferre varietatis caussas scratari. Ita v. c.

famosus ille Thbopheastus Paracelsus (lepidum caput
!)
primus ni

fallor capere non potuit quomodo AmerieanP ut reliqui bominis ab
Adamo genus ducere possunt, ideoque ut brevi se expediret negotio

duos Adamos a Deo creatos statuit, Asiaticum alterum, alterum

Americanum {Be philosoph. occulen. I. I)."

From the profound " Theology of ISiTature" by my venerable friend

M. Hereule Straus-Durckheim,''* whose long researches in compara-

tive anatomy, at the Jardin des Plantes, vindicate Creative Power
from vulgar anthropomorphous assimilations, I learn that:— "As
concerns zoology, it was natural that the first classifiers—among
whom LiNN^us, who is with reason considered the true founder of

science, beyond all distinguished himself—^were equally unable to

employ other than exterior characteristics ; and therefore, soon per-

ceiving that these data were insufficient, the successors of Linn^us,

and of BuFFON, adhered to seeking the veritable principles of this

science in the study of the Anatomy, and of the Physiology of

animals, which alone could make them known. It is thus that

Daubenton, collaborator of Buffon, and Blumenbach, pupil of the

illustrious Linn^us, were the first to cling to the study of these two

sciences, in order to make them the basis of Zoology ; a study which

our celebrated Cuvier afterwards brought to a very high degree of

perfection in his Legons d'Anatomie comparee : that work which

forms, since its publication in 1805, the fundamental basis, not

merely of all works of Anatomy and comparative physiology that

have subsequently appeared, but likewise that of all treatises on

Zoology, properly so-called, which discuss the classification of

animals. * * * It was he (Linn^us) who created nomenclature and

" It is to a Jewish Rabbi, nevertheless, as might have been expected, that orthodoxy

owes the best proofs of the colonization of America by lineal descendants of Adam and

Eve. In 1650, R. Menasaeh printed his " Spes Israelis," in which, following the monstrous

fables of Montesini, he discovered true Indian Jews upon the Cordilleras ! (Babnaqe,

Sist. and Relig. of the Jewi, transl. Taylor ; London, fol. 1708 ; pp. 470-87). The He-

brews, however, have settled in many parts of America since ; ever preserving their dis-

tinctness from all races, white, negro, aboriginal Indian, or SinicoTmongol : the most

curious instance being cited by Davis (Crania Brilanniea, p. 8, note) in the Israelitish

colony at Antioquia, near Bogoti.

'* TMologie de la Nature, Paris, 8vo, 3 vols, (chez I'auteur, Rue des Fosses-Saint-Victor,

14)— 1852; III; pp. 247-8.

28
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stvle in natural history, giving to each species two names; one,

more particularly substantive, forming its generic Name; and the

second, adjective, indicating the Species, and constituting its upecific

Name." It becomes in consequence unnecessary, after this historical

sketch, for us to begin earlier than' the lifetime of the Gottingen

philosopher.

To Blumenbach, however, the action of "climate" was an ade-

quate explanation of the "five varieties" he distinguishes in man.

He believed that, "homines nigri subinde albescunt!" also, "et albi

e contra nigrescunt
!" " At a later date, he fortified this view in a

treatise entitled "Ueber die Negern insbesondre;"™ compiled chiefly

from English emancipation-sources, and sustaining the perfectibility

of negro races, with specimens of their poetry and literary works,

on the well-known system of the benevolent Abbe Gregoire.

Very similar are the opinions of Zimmermann," although advo-

cated far more from the naturalist than the theological point of

view. Whilst he struggles to indicate the narrow geographical cir-

cumscription of the range of most mammifers, he attributes to cli-

mate, aliment, &c., such wondroiis powers, that, according to him,

a hyena, through transplantation, might, in some generations, become

turned into a wolf! Next applying these principles to man, Zim-

mermann attempts to show how color is changed by climate, heat

producing negroes and cold Esquimaux; cites the old traveller

Benjamin, of Tudela, ipv Jews turning black in Abyssinia;'^ and

credits a story related by Caldanus, how once he saw, at Venice, a

negro who, brought there in childhood, had, in his old age, become

yellowish!'^ Thus: "The white man can become black, and the

'5 Op. cit. 2d ed., pp. 56, 69, 72:— 3d ed., p. 51 seq.

'« Blumenbach, Beyirdge zur Nalurgeschichte, Gottingen, 12mo, in two parts, 1806, 1811;

pp. 73-97.

" Specimen Zoologioe Geographicce quadrupedum domicilia et migrationes, 4to, Lugduni Bata-

Torura, 1777; of which I use the French translation—"Zoologie G^ographique, l' article,

L'Homme," Cassel, 8vo, 1784; pp. 44, 131, 135, 189-90.

™ See, on the Falashas, " Types of Mankind," pp. 122-3. That these people are m^ely
African aborigines, converted to a pseudo-Jndaism, may now be verified through their

portraits (Cf. Lepebvrb, Voyage en Abyssinie, 1839-43 ; Atlas fol.—" Urite, femme Fela-

cha, ag^e de 40 ans"—whose race is identical with those of many other non-Jewish nations

figured in the same excellent work). Besides, Renan has abolished any imagined philolo-

gical connection, in the clause, that the speech of these FalAiydn "n'a rien de s^mitique"

{Sist. del Langues Semitiques, pp. 311-2). Compare, also, Antoine d'Abbadie, Letter to

M. Jomard, on the "Falacha, Juifs d'Abyssinie (3 Nov. 1844) : Ce type existe chez les Agaw
de I'Atala et du Simen, et chez les Sidama. E nous est impossible de le ramener au type

iuif. La langue des Falacha est la mSme que celle qui vient de s'^teindre dans le Dembya."
JBulletin de la Soc. de Giographie, Paris, Juillet, 1845; pp. 44, 72.

" What was believed last century on these subjects, even by physicians, may be seen in

a small work I possess—" Traits de la couleur de la peau humaine en g^n^ral, de oelle dea
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black on the contrary white, and this change is again carried on
through the diflerent degrees of heat and cold"— his conclusion

being that "man, possessing himself thus little by little of all cli-

mates, becomes, through their influence, here a Georgian, there a

negro, elsewhere an Eskimau !"

S'ext in order should follow Lawrence, could one readily seize

(through the variations of theory manifest in different editions of

his work) what are the real stand-points of genius so versatile. He
has the Protean faculty of saying one thing and believing" another,

interchangeably ; and may be quoted either on the unity or diversity

nfegres en particulier, et de la metamorphose d'tme de ces couleurs dans I'autre, soit de nais-

Banoe, soit accidentellement," by M. Le Cat, Doctor, &c., Amsterdam, 8vo, 1765. No
physiologist, however, disputes that disease will, more or less temporarily, change the color

of the skin. There are albino negroes as well as white elephants, raccoons, deer, or mice.

On these points, by far the most powerful argument is the late Dr. Charles Caldwell's anni-

hilating review of an "Essay on the causes of the variety of complexion and figure in the

human species; by the Rev. Dr. S. S. Smith, of Princeton Coll., N. J., 1810"— published,

in four admirable articles, in the Philadelphia "Portfolio," 8vo, 1814; vol. iv., 3d series.

See particnlarly, pp. 26-31, 259-271, "the case of Henry Moss."

Without pretending to enter into discussions in which none but physiologists are entitled

to respectful attention, let me refer those desirous of enlightenment to the great work of

Db. Prosper Lhoas [Traite philosophique et physiologique de V hSrediti naturelle, Paris, 1847,

2 vols. 8vo) for every example, throughout the range of animate nature, bearing upon the

laws of "InneitS and HirSditS in the procreation of the vital mechanism."

The most recent, no less than the most brilliant, American writer of the day on " Human
Physiology, statical and dynamical" (New York, 1856, pp. 565-580), seems to me still to

lay too much stress upon the supposed action of "climate" on the coloration of the human
skin; and inasmuch as Dr. Draper's ever-scientific language has given rise to pitiful

absurdities like those put forth in an article appropriately entitled " The Cooking of Men"
(Harper's Magazine, Oct., 1856), it may be well to counterbalance such exaggerations of his

high authority by the following paragraph of a physiologist certainly not less eininent. Dr.

Saml. Geo. Morton says (Illustrated System of Human Anatomy, Special, General, and

Microscopic, Philadelphia, 1849, p. 151): "It is a common opinion, that climate alone ia

capable of producing all those diversities of complexion so remarkable in the human races.

A very few facts may sufiice to show that such cannot be the case. Thus, the negroes of

Van Diemen's Land, who are among the blackest people on the earth, live in a climate as

cold as that of Ireland; while the Indo-Chinese nations, who live in tropical Asia, are of a

brown and olive complexion. It is remarked, by Humboldt, that the American tribes of

the equinoctial region have no darker skin than the mountaineers of the Temperate Zone.

So also the Puelch^s of the Magellanic plains, beyond the fifty-fifth degree of south lati-

tude, are absolutely darker than Abipones, Tobas, and other tribes, who are many degrees

nearer the equator. Again, the Charruas, who inhabit south of the Rio de la Plata, are

almost black, whilst the Guaycas, under the line, are among the fairest of the American

tribes. Finally, not to multiply examples, those nations of the Caucasian race which have

become inhabitants of the Torrid Zone, in both hemispheres, although their descendants

have been for centuries, and in Africa for many centuries, exposed to the most active

influences of climate, have never, in a solitary instance, exhibited the transformation from

the Oducasian to a negro complexion. They become darker, it is true ; but there is a point

at which the change is arrested. Chmate modifies the human complexion, but is far from

being the cause of it."
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side, accordingly as we stumble upon a given edition of Ms learned

and useful book. In the one before me* I find this conclusion:

" 5thly. That the human species, therefore, like that of the cow,

sheep, horse, and pig, is single; and ^ai all the differences which it

exhibits, are to be regarded merely as varieties." Alas ! I fear that

if the unity of mankind cannot be sustained upon better zoological

or analogical grounds than this supposed singleness of species of

cows, sheep, horses, or even pigs, there are but few naturalists, at

the present day, who do not take an opposite view.

A long list of minor writers on man, exclusive of numerous

theological dilettanti—oi less importance than the Abbe Frere^' or

the Abbe Migne^—^might here be introduced, before reaching Eusfebe

de Salles^ at Marseilles, Hollard^ of Geneva, or Ward^^ in London

-!-all of whom, setting out with preconceived determination to vin-

dicate the parental claims of "Adam and Eve," enter ipso facto

into the category above distinguished by the letter A.

The whole of these authors, great or small, merge into Prichakd,

—^whose profound bibliographical knowledge and unsurpassed in-

dustry constitute at once the alpha and omega of all that may survive

the criticism of advancing science, in the above-named books. In

our "Types of Mankind," what my collaborator. Dr. ITott, and

myself deemed to be this revered ethnographer's fallacies, has

already been pointed out. By omitting to bestow adequate conside-

ration on "permanence of type," when all materials were within his

reach, Dr. Prichard exposed the vital error of his system, leaving to

Dr. Morton the honors of the field. I have no wish to disturb the

ashes of departed greatness, except to consecrate those of both men
in funereal urns of equal grandeur. Mr. Edwin Norris's new and

beautiful edition* is embellished, and in philology usefully extended,

by this learned gentleman's notes. The ending sentence, on the

final page, discloses the only ultimatum of Prichard's doctrine that

now concerns us. It seems like the last vfestige of dogmatical bias

^Lectures on Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural History of Man; 1 vol. 8to, London,

1819; compare p. 501 with 548.

81 Principes de la Philosophie de VHistoire, Paris, 1838; pp. 73-89:—and L'Somme eonnu

par la Revilation, Paris, 1833; II, pp. 195, 206-221.

82 Dictionnaire de VElhnographie moderne, 4to, double column, Paris, 1853, pp. 1927 ! Its

only merit consists in the republication, by way of introductory, of D'Omalius d'Hailot's

excellent Elements d'Ethnographic.

85 Hist. Oen. dee Races Humaines, ou Philosophie Ethnographique, Paris. 12mo, 1849; pp.
295-99.

8* De VHomme et des Races Humaines, Paris, 12mo, 1853 ; last page.

85 The Natural History of Mankind, Loudon, 12mo, 1849; p. 7, &c.

8« Peichard, Natural History of Man, edited by Edwin Norris, Esq., London, Bailli^re, 2

vols. 8to, 1854 ; II, p. 714.
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wWcli its upright penman did not live to modiiy or efface : "We are

entitled to draw confidently the conclusion that all human races are

of one species and one family."

ISTot in any sense derived from theological formularies, however,
does Alexander von Humboldt understand the term "unity" as

classified under our letter A. -Eo such idea can be found through-

out the eleven pages of Cosmos devoted to the " human species " as a

component part of nature. On the contrary, in the paragraph that

heads this essay [ubi supra), Humboldt expressly repudiates myths,

fiction, and pretended tradition. Let us inquire whether the Baron's

definition of this word should find a place with letter B.

To a certain extent it must ; because the phrase " unity of the

human species," preceding and following the declaration of the great

physiologist John Miiller, viz : that " human races are the forms of

an unique species," ^' necessarily implies connection with the termi-

nology of N'atural History. Such, I find, is the sense in which the

Baron's learned countryman. Dr. Zeune, understands the same pas-

sage— "The expression, 'unity of the human race,' has been vari-

ously misunderstood, and referred to the so-called unity, or descent

from a single human pair. But the honored author did not mean
the world-historical unity, but the natural-historical unity,; that is,

the prolific perpetuation of the different human races, so that their

hybrids can again cohabit fruitfully with each other ; and not like

allied genera [groups], such as the horse and ass, wolf and dog, pro-

duce sterile hybrids, like mules [cavaline-asses] and wolf-dog [lu-

pine-hound], which can only propagate themselves through the parent

stock." He remarks, besides, " To draw the origin of the different

human races from one single man is absurd and impossible. These

races exist independently one from another since the oldest times.

Which was the most ancient it is impossible to say."^ Bo also, still

more recently, does Owen,^" whose anatomical authority is to none

inferior, conclude that—"Man is the sole species of his genus, the

sole representative of his order;"—almost the words of Blumenbach,

echoed by eminent naturalists for three consecutive generations

;

especially by those who with Cuvier,^ De Blainville,'^ Gervais,'^ and

8' Cosmos, Fr. ed., i. p. 425; and itifra.

88 tfber Schadelbildung zur festern Begrilndung der Menchenrassen, Berlin, 1846.

* Newspaper report of Lecture on Anlhropoidce before the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science; session of 1854.

*> Geiefith's trans!., I, London, p. 129.

SI Osteographie, Mammifires, Primates; 4to., 1841.

82 Trois rlgnes de la Nature, Hist. Nat. des Mammiflres, 4to., Paris, 1854; Ire. partie, pp.

7-8
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Chenu,^ have discussed more recently the points of resemblance, or

of disparity, existing between the Bimanes and the Quadrumanes.

Their united results will be passed under review in the second divi-

sion of our essay.

Ifevertheless, Morton^ and Agassiz^^— accounted by celebrated

naturalists, anatomists, cranioscopists, palaeontologists, and ethnogra

phers, to possess a weighty voice in the premises, have not been able

to reconcile the term "species," as applied customarily (and as I

think, too loosely) to mankind, with the rigorous use of this word in

more broadly-marked departments of Natural History.

Dr. Meigs's, Prof Leidy's, Dr. Nott's, contributions to the present

volume cover the ground of debate on a point which, in its bearings

upon mankind, each writer has studied as profoundly as any ethno-

logist living. Tor my individual part, I follow my master in archae-

ology, Letronne ; who, in 1845, commenced his first lesson to our

crowded Egyptian class, at Paris, with the sentence—" Messieurs

!

avant tout, commen§ons par nous entendre sur des termes :" because,

until the precise limit of the designation "species" becomes abso-

lutely defined, or even conventionally agreed upon, it might, per-

haps, be prudent to suspend its further obtrusion into Anthropology.

A natiiralist of repute has remarked—" The Germans themselves,

whose terminology did possess the fault of being so vague, now

aspire to exactitude of language. This does not mean to say that

the definitions of naturalists have an absolute value, that is not pos-

sible in human sciences; but they have at least a precise value.

Everybody [?] now-a-days knows what is understood by the words

species, race, and variety.

"It is certain that, in scientific discussions of which man has been

the object, the words genus, species, race, and variety, have been too

often confounded, l^evertheless, the meaning of these words is now
perfectly determined, and it suffices, to avoid all error, to stick to

the definitions laid down by naturalists. Thus, one generally under-

stands by species, an assemblage of beings which descend, or may be

regarded as descending, from common parentage [that is, first a rule

is made absolute, a priori, and then all the different types of men are

made to fit into it !] The union of many species, possessing between

each other multiplied affinities, forms a genus. The words race and

variety both indicate a variation of the type of the species, of which,

^ Encyclopedie d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, 1852? vol. i, "Quadrumanes, pp. 1-21: pro-

bably among the most copious as well as the fairest analyzers of these questions.

" Types of Mankind, pp. 81, 375, and elsewhere, cites Dr. Morton's writings.

" Op. cit., p. IxxiT, Prof. Agaasiz's definitions. See also the Professor's fresh contribu-

tion, ante.
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moreover, they are derivatives. But the word variety is not appli-

cable save to individuals : the word race is an assemblage of indivi-

duals descending from the same species and transmitting to each

other determinate characters.

" The difference between species and race is, therefore, that the first

possesses something fixed, something independent of accidental and

variable conditions of the (milieu ambiant) fluctuating centre. The
second, on the contrary, presents ordinarily the result of this [action

du milieu) central action, and in consequence is essentially variable.

" Conformably to these definitions, all mankind constitute but a

single species, although there are among them some diflerent races ;

but these races can all be brought back to one and the same primi-

tive type."'* This explanation I deny in toto.

M. Paul de Remusat, in ethnological studies no tyro, after stating

both sides with fairness, and then concluding for his part that

"unity" is impossible,^ frankly inquires— "What, then, is this spe-

cific character ? Can one give to species a clear and precise defini-

tion ? Do there even necessarily exist ' species,' as our minds are

prone to suppose ? * * * whilst (forsooth) we cannot come to a com-

mon understanding, either upon the meaning of the word 'species,'

nor determine a sign, real and invariable, of distinction between the

different classes called by this name" ! Another of those clear-

sighted naturalists, trained at the Jardin des Plantes, whose special

gift it seems to pierce through mystifications, started, ten years ago,

a series of difficulties about "species " which none but thorough-bred

naturalists (not the mere theological dilettante) are competent to

analyze or remove : nor will outsiders like myself fail to be enlight-

ened, as well as amused, by whatever is scored by the steel-tipped

pen of M. Gerard.^ Again, Prof. Joseph Leidy,^ rejecting previous

definitions, observes that—"A species is a mere convenient word

with which naturalists empirically designate groups of organized

beings possessing characters of comparative constancy, as far as his-

toric experience [precisely the criteria demanded (ubi supra) by Job.

Miiller, and which both the Humboldts acknowledge to be, with

respect to human origines, a powerless implement] has guided them in

giving due weight to such constancy. According to this definition,"

Prof. Leidy continues, " the races ofmen are evidently distinct species."

"<> M. DE QuATREFAGES, at the SSance du 9 Juillet, 1847, of the Soci^t^ Ethnologique de

Pai-is [Bulletin, Tome i., 1847 ; p. 237).

" "Des Races Humaines"

—

Revue des Deux Mondes, 15 Mai, 1854, pp. 788-804.

'* D'Obbiony, Dictionnaire Univ. d'ffisioire Naiurelle, Paris, 1844, vol. V, sub voce "Es-

p&oe," pp. 438-52.

" Nott's Appendix B. to The Moral and Intellectual Diversity of Races, &c., from the

French of De Gobineau, by H. Hotz, Philada., 12mo., 1856; pp. 480-1.
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And finally, Alfred Maury, no raw recruit even in the physical

sciences, the analysis of which preceded his present high status in the

archeeological and ethnographic—reviewing Hotz's De Gobineau, and

Pott's Ungleichheit menschlicher Rassen,^'" critically observes—" The

constitution of the human mind is one, without doubt; but what sig-

nifies the mental unity of humanity, if, in its application, men treat

each other as members of inimical or rival families,—if the force of

things always condemns the ones to fall beneath the domination of

the others, and to extinguish themselves in their arms ? rTo dispute

about knowing whether races constitute different 'species,' or merely

'varieties,' is to put forth school-divinity and not science. That which

is necessary is, to measure the extent of separations, and hence ascer-

tain the proportions of those inequalities that none can deny. The

name which one may give to human races will not aff'ect the thing

itself, nor in any way alter the reality^^

"Varius Suobonensis ait, ^milius Scaubus negat: utri creditis, quirites ?" ""

In the face of such objections, before an archfeologist can subscribe

unconditionally to the " unity of the human 'species,' " he ought to

wait until some revelation enables those who use this apothegm to

show that they really comprehend the signification of a term logically

inherent in their proposition. That is to say,— adopting here the

forcible if trite aphorism of a scientific colleague—in plain English

and without diplomatic circumlocution, when dictionaries furnish me
with as precise a meaning for the term " species " as I can discover

for such words as beef, or mutton,^"^ it will be time enough for accept-

ing its alleged corollary, viz : the " unity " of sanguineous, or conge-

nital, descent for all the diverse groups of men—now distinct in

colors, in conformations, in languages, in geographical habitats, in

historical traditions, and in all their other countless moral, intellec-

tual, and physical phenomena—from a mythic "Adam and Eve."
" At the very onset we are met by th-e question, What is a species?

and sides will be taken according to the answer each one is ready to

adopt. The definition of a species does not necessarily include

descent from a single pair, because the first male [AISA] and the

first female [AISAaH] would, by the definition, be of different spe-

cies,"—aciitely remarks Prof. Haldeman.^"^

In that whereon everybody, whether competent to decide or not,

volunteers an "opinion," typographical facilities cceteris paribus

^«> Athmoeum FranfaU, Paris, 19 Avril, 1856; p. 328.

101 Bektlet, Phalaris, ed. 1836; i., p. xii. ; from Val. Max. iii. 7.

^o" "Le mot estpeut-Ure unpen feroce; maia, mere bleu, il est sincire!"— as Penotjin saye,

in " Riche d'Amour."
IDS Jtecenl Freshwater Mollusca (supra) pp. 3-4.
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enable me to do tlie same ; and mine, on this mystified term " spe-

cies," as applicable to the genus homo alone, will, like that of other

men, pass for what it may be worth : the critic always remembering
that a definition is precise in the ratio of the fewness of its words.

I submit to fellow-archseologists

—

Spbcibs ; that which, through conjunction with itself, always,

according to experience, reproduces itself.

Thus, by way of example, the union of a negro with a negress

produces a negro ; that of an American Indian with a squaw produces

an Indian ; that of a Jew (circumcision, in- or ex- elusive) with a

Jewess produces a Jew ; that of a Saxon male with a Saxon female

produces a Saxon ; and so forth, invariably, throughout all the fami-

lies of men. In any case where the offspring of each chances not

to be identical, in its race-character, with the supposed parents, such

deviation can occur only where either parent is not of pure blood

;

and proves, ipso facto, that the ancestral pedigrees of one or the other

procreator must, within the limit of about three to seven (or more)

preceding generations, have been crossed by a foreign stock.

Indeed, I do not see why the first definition of Prichard does not

circumscribe all the above examples. It is that given in the second

edition,^"* 1826, of his erudite works; which differs, not merely

through the entire absence of this lucid rule in the_/?rs<,"^ 1813; but

also essentially from the one laid down at a later period, 1837, in

the third}"^ Prichard's capacious mind, like that of all conscientious

inquirers, was progressive ; and those who really know the various,

editions of his " Researches," cannot fail to admire how quickly he

dropped one hypothesis after another, until his last volume closes

with a complete abandonment of the unity of Genesis itself."" It

is probable that his biographer, Dr. Cull, is as little acquainted with

these bibliophile discrepancies, as with ethnological criticism gene-

rally—^Hebrew palaeography inclusive."* Prichard printed in a. d.

1826:

" The meaning attached to the term Species [almost identical with

1"* Researches into the Physical History of Man, London, 2d edition, 8vo, 1826 ; vol. I,

pp. 90-1.

'"* Op. Hi., 1st edition, London, 8to, 1813— nothing of the kind!

«« Op. ciL, 3d edition, London, 8to, 1837; vol. II, p. 105:— cited at length in "Types

of Mankind," p. 80.

1"' Physical SisCory of Mankind, 8to, London, 1847; vol. V, pp. 560-65.

'<* NoRRis's edition of Prichard's Natural History of Man; London, Baillifere, 1854;

vol. I, pp. xxi-ix:—"Short biographical Notice," by Bichabd Chli, Esq., "Honorary

Secretary." How correctly he reads English, may be inferred from his critique of Agassiz's

paper {Address to the Ethnological Society of London, May, 1854; London, 8vo, pp. 12-13.);

where he substitutes " 6. The Hottentot realm," (p. 8) for " Hottentot fauna" (compare

" Types of Mankind," p. Ixxvii).
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LACOEDifeEB's in his Entomologie], in natural history, is very simple

and obvious. It includes only one circumstance, namely, an original

distinctiveness and constant transmission of any character. A race

of animals, or plants, marked by any peculiarity of structure, which

have always been constant and undeviating, constitutes a species;

and two races are considered as specifically different, if they are

distinguished from each other by some peculiarities, which one

cannot be supposed to have acquired, or the other to have lost,

through any known operation of physical causes : for we are led to

conclude, that the tribe thus distinguished cannot have sprung from

the same original stock." It need hardly be repeated that the

learned ethnographer endeavors to show the inapplicability, owing

to deviations, of this law to Man. My studies lead me to the oppo-

site opinion, exemplified in the instances above enumerated.

Such simple principles are notorious to dog-fanciers, cattle-

breeders, or poultry-men ; and are practised by them with unerring

pecuniary success, in the rearing of animals, quadruped or biped.

It is but a superstition that imagines mankind not to be bound by

the same natural law.

Under this self-evident rule, some scholastic confusion of ideas

may be disposed of through a few interrogatories. If, by " species"

are meant beings of the same (equally- conventional woi'd) genus,

whose sexual union produces offspring, mankind fall into that class

unquestionably ; with dogs, sheep, goats, and other mammals sus-

ceptible of domestication ;^® but what living naturalist, of repute, at

this year 1857, any longer classifies all the canes, all the oves, or all

the caprse, each into a single " species 1" If hybridity, in any of

its various and as yet unsettled degrees, be considered a test of

"species"— i. e. the production of progeny more or less unprolific

inter se— then, in Australia,"" a native female of the aboriginal

stock ceases, after cohabitation with an English colonist, to pro-

create upon reunion with a male autochthon of her own race:

— then, in Van Diemen's Land, before the deportation of its few

(only 210) remaining aborigines, in 1835, to Flinder's Island, Bass's

Straits,"' even a convict population of athletic and unscrupulous
English males failed, in their intercourse with Tasmanian females,

109 Morton, Byhridily in Animals and Plants, New Haven, 1847; p. 23. — The ^gagre is,

howeTer, reputed to be the father of all goats ; the mouflon, that of all sheep ; the Nepaulese
buansu {cams primmvus) that of all dogs

; just as Adam that of all mankind ; according to

Marcel de Serres (Cosmogonie de Mo'ise, I, pp. 307-22).

™ Stbzelecki, Physical description of New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, London,
8vo, 1845; pp. 346-7:— jAC(iDi>fOT, Zoologie, 11, p. 109:—Knox, Races, p. 190.

"1 QuoT et Gaimard, Voy. de VAstrolabe, 1826-9; Zoologie, Paris, 8to, 1830; I, p.

46 :

—

D'Omalius d'Halloy, Des Races Bumaines, 1845
; p. 186.
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not merely to produce an intermediate race, but to leave more than

one or two adult specimens of their repugnant unions ; nor are there

reports either of hybrids, resulting from the mixture of Europeans

with the Andamanes of the bay of Bengal :—^then, in the ultra-tropi-

cal parts of America, as well as in its southern or tropical States,

mulattoes, produced by intercourse between exotic Europeans of

the white race, with equally-exotic African females of the black, die

out, unless recrossed by one or other of the parental stocks, in three

- or four generations i"'-*— then, in Egypt, the Memlooks, or "Ghuz,"

originally male slaves'" of the Uzbek, Ouigour and Mongol races,

and afterwards kept up by incessant importations of European,

Turkish, Circassian, and other white boys (intermixed with negro

slaves), were not only unable to rear half-caste children to recruit

their squadrons;— but, whilst their blood-stains are scarcely yet

obliterated on the battlements of the Cairine-Citadel since their

slaughter in 1811, not a trace survives of their promiscuous philo-

gamy among the FelUh population of the Mle :— then, in Algeria,

the Moorish {Mauri), or Mauresque"* inhabitants of seaboard cities,

[in a climate which, except in depressed agricultural localities (where

the Moors do not reside), is like that of southern Spain] unstrength-

ened (as of yore in the piratical days when Christian captives of all

shades, and negro prisoners of every hue, thronged their slave-

bazaars) by the perpetual influx of new and vigorous blood,— are

dying off at a fearful rate"* through the inexorable laws of hybridity
;

at the same time that, after twenty-five years of experimental agri-

112 NOTT, Natural HiU. of the Caucasian and Negro Races, Mobile, 1844; pp. 16-7, 19,

28, 30-5 :—Biblical and Physical Hist, of Man ; New York, 1849 ; pp. 30-47.

"> Klapkoth, Tableaux de FAsie, Paris, 1826, pp. 121-2. Ebn Khaledoon, Histoire dea

Berbires et des Dynasties Musulmanes de I'Afrigue Septentrionak, Transl. de Slane, Alger,

1851, n, p. 49— and Note from QuATEEMfcBE (Mem. sur VEggpte, 11, p. 356).

"*Caeeitb, Exploration Scimtifique de VAlgerie, 1840-2, Paris, 1853; III, pp. 306-10,

for intermixture of Races, &c. Pascal-Ddprat, Essai Historique sur les Races aneiennes et

modernea de VAfrique Septentrionale, Paris, 1845; pp. 217, 240-64:—but the best definition

of the varied inhabitants of that part of Barbary may be seen in Rozet
(
Voyage dans la

RSgmce d'Alger, Paris, 1833), who, among the " sept vari^t^s d'hommes bien distinctes les

imes des autres ; les Berbires, les Maures, les nigres, les Arabes, les Turca et les Koulouglis"

clearly strikes out the mixed populace of Maurea (Moors) ; and proves, as well their hy-

bridity, as the misconceptions (Shakspeare's Othello to wit) prevalent about their name

"Moor" (II, pp. 1-3, 51-2). On the opposite side, consult Beethekand, MSdedne et

Hygiine dea Arabes, Paris, 1855; pp. 174, 556.

1^5 BOTIDIN, Histoire Statistique de la colonisation et de la Population en AlgSrie, Paris, 1853

;

pp. 5, 21, 80:— See also Knox (Races of Men, pp. 197-210), who acknowledges that he

derives his information from a former publication of the highest authority in these ques-

tions, my honored friend, M. le Dr. Boudin, M^decin en Chef de I'Hopital Militaire du

Roule, Paris (Leilrea aur VAlgSrie, 1848). I await with great expectations, having seen

some of its proof-sheets at Paris, Dr. Boudin's TraitS de Statiatique et de Oeographie medicalea

(now " sous presse chez Bailli&re"), for complete establishment of all these positions.
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culture, civil, military, and convict, through which myriads of

colonists have perished, it has become a settled fact in the Imperial

administration that, as tillers of the soil, Frenchmen can never

colonize Barbary ;
"^ [like the English in Hindost^n, the Dutch in

Malayana, the Spaniards in South America, and the Portuguese in

Africa, France must employ native labor— that of the indigenous
" adscript! glebse," viz., the Berber race, or its exotic congener the

Arab] :—and then, finally, not to burthen the page with illustrations

that every country in the world can supply, if history, which means
experience (the only test recognized by Miiller, Leidy, and by arehse-

ology), be taken as a criterion, we have yet to learn whether the

greatest nations have not developed themselves through the union
of proximate "species," and the most deplorable arisen through
that of remote ones.

To explain my conception, two. references will at present suffice:

first, to our last publication,"'' for Dr. ll^ott's definition of ethnic sub-
divisions of ' species ;' and next, to the work of our learned friend
Count A. de Gobineau ;

™ from whom—however I may difi:er in trifles

relating to his fundamental theory of the Arian origin of all civili-

zation, or to his classifications ofXth G-enesis—ethnology, in his three
chapters on the Romans, derives one of the most masterly elucida-
tions ever penned by any historian. Nor is this eulogium' merely a
prejudice of my own ; three of the best-informed and critical scholars
of England, to whom I lent M. de Gobineau's volumes, coinciding
entirely in such hearty acknowledgment. The following specimen
will be new to the general reader :—
"But there appeared once, in the history of decaying peoples, a

man strenuously indignant at the debasement of his nation ; dis-
cerning with eagle eye, through the mists of false prosperity, the
abyss toward which a general demoralization was dragging the com-
monwealth; and who, master of all the means for action,— birth,
riches, talents, personal standing, high appointments—found him-
self, at the same time, robust in sanguinary nature, and determined
not to shrink from the use of any resource. This surgeon— this
butcher, if you please—this august scoundrel, if you like it better—
this Titan— showed himself in Rome at the moment when the re-
pubhc, drunk with crimes, with dominion, and with triumphal

1851, pp. 3-5. Dr. Nott has enlarged upon these new facts in his Chap IV ante"» Types of Mankind, pp. 81, 407-10.
'

^^2^mai mr VlnSgaliU des Races Humames, 1855; III, Chap. V, VI, VII; especially pp
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exhaustion, gnawed by tlie leprosy of every vice, was rolling itself

over and over towards an abyss. He was Lucius Cornelius
Sylla. * * *

"At the end of a long career, after efforts of which the nieasure
of intensity is the violence accumulated, Sylla, despairing of the
future— melancholy, worn out, discouraged— abdicated of his own
accord the dictator's hatchet; and, resigning himself to live unoccu-
pied in the midst of that patrician or plebeian populace which still

shuddered at sight of him, he proved, at least, that he was not a mere
vulgar and ambitious politician; and that, having recognized the

inanity of his hopes, he cared not to preserve a sterile power. * * *

" There really existed no chance of his success. The populace he
wished to bring back to the manners and discipline of the olden time,

resembled in nothing that republican people who had practised them.
To convince oneself, it suffices to compare the ethnic elements of the

days of Cincinnatus [b. c. 460] with those existing at the epoch when
the great dictator lived [b. o. 138-81].

Time of Cincinnatus. Time op Sylla.

Siibines, in majority

;

Etruscans, a few;

HaUots, a fbw.

SamnUes,

SabeMians,

Sicides,

Hellenes, a few.

1st. Intermixed majority

of white and yellow

[dark] ra^es

;

2d. Very feeble Semitic im-

migration.

Rdliois, crossed with

Hellenic hlood.

Italiots.

G^ee^ofMagnaGrsecia,

and from Sicily

;

Bellenists of Asia;

Shemiies of Asia;

SJiemites of Africa;

Shemites of Spain.

1st. Majority Semitl

dzed;

. 2d. Minority Arian

:

3d. Extreme suhdlTi.

sion of the yellow

[dark] principle."

It is impossible to bring back into the same frame-work two
nations which, under the same name, resemble each other so little,"

very correctly observes M. de Gobineau : and I will only add that,

when ethnologists apply this excellent method of analysis to every

nation,— especially to these United States of America — they will

obtain practical results undreamed of by literary historians, who,

believing in the " Unity of the human Species," have neither any

idea of these amalgamations of distinct races, nor of their natural,

and therefore inevitable, consequences for good or evil.

Again reverting to our questions as to the word " species," after

stripping away sophistries that encumber such Vague term, let me
ask,— does any one pretend, when races are called by their intelli-

gible names, that carnal intercourse between an Eskimo and a IS'e-

gress ever originated what we understand by a G-reeh,—between a

Dane and a Dyak, an Arab,—between a Tungousian and an Israelite,
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a New Zealander,—OT between a Botocudo and a Tasmanian, a Mant-

chou Tartar, a Lapp, a Bechouana, or perchance a Kelt ? In every

one of these imaginary, and, anciently, geographically-impossible

unions, each fecund act of coition could produce but a " half-breed
;"

intermediate, that is, between any two races. One feels ashamed,

now that transformation of one "species" of animal into another

through the exploded power of metamorphosis, in former days of

ignorance attributed to climate, is rejected, as contrary to experience,

by all living naturalists (even the theological)—one really blushes to

descend to such common-place methods of illustration ; but the neces-

sity is imperious in view of the amount of perversion and mediaeval

credulity still passing currently as regards the study of Man.

4nd when Blumbnbach''^ and Isid. Gtboffrot St. Hilaieb,^*' Buk-

dach'21 and Luoas,^^ BSrard'^" and GiROU de Buzareinsues,'^

Walker'^ and Chevrbuil,'^^ Flourbns'^ and Morton,^* Yogt'"

and Priaulx,^* pile up instances (among mammifera alone),

whereby the so-called laws of "species," and often too of "genera,"

are set at naught by contradictory facts, is it not folly in ethnologists

to go on wasting their time about the encyclopaedic meaning of an

Anglicized foreign bisyllable, which every true naturalist of the pre-

sent day is forced to qualify with explanatory adjectives, according

to hie individual acceptation of its sense ? Voltaire pithily remarks
—" Ce qu'on pent expliquer de vingt maniferes differentes ne merite

d'etre explique d'aucune:"— and for myself, I have long ago dis-

carded its use in ethnography,—substituting " T^/pe " when I intend

to designate men whose physical appearance stands in strongest con-

trast to that of others [ex. gr. Swedes and Negritos, Chaymas and

Georgians, Kourilians and Mandaras, Taitians and Yakuts); or

"^ace" where the distinction is not so strongly characterized (as

between Italians and Greeks, Jews and Arabs, Malgaches and M.2tr

"' De Generis Humani varietate nativa, 1781 ; pp. 7-11.

i™ Histoire ginirah et paTticuliire det Anomalies de V Organisation, Paris, 1 832 ; i. pp. 221-6.

121 Train de Physiologie, trad. Jourdan, Paris ; 2d vol. 1838, pp. 182-5, 261-70.
122 Trait4philosophique et pht/siologigue de VHMditi Naturelle, Paris, 1847; i. pp. 193-209;

ii. pp. 177-329.

128 Oours de Physiologie, Paris, 1850-55.

i» De la Oeniraiion, Paris, 870., 1828; pp. 124-132, 307-8.

125 On InteTmarriage, London, 8to. 1838 ;—and Physiognomy founded on Physiology, 1834.
126 Journal des Savants, Juin, 1846; p. 357.

1" De la Longivite Humaine, Paris, 1855 ; pp. 106-161.

126 NoTT, in Types of Mankind, chap. xli. and p. 724, notes, cites (ill important papers of

Dr. Morton.
I'' Gael Vout, Eohlerglaube und Wissenschaft, Wiessen, 1855 ; pp. 59-67.

i" Osmond de Beacvoie Petaulx, Qu(estiones Mosaicce, London, 1842— on "breeding in

and in," pp. 471-88.
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lays) ;
"^ but in no case do I affirm by employment of such terms,

whilst in most cases doubting, with the illustrious Humboldts, the

common pedigree of any two of such types, or races, back to a mythic

single pair called "Adam and Eve."

"Hence, then," I accept Marcel de Serres's rule,, disputing only

the accuracy of the facts through which he would endeavor to elimi-

nate mankind from its action— "generation ought, it seems, to be

considered as the type of species, and the only foundation upon which

it can be established in a certain and rational manner:""^ guarding

it with the language of the learned Colonel Hamilton Smith,*^ viz

:

—that, " if no better argument, or more decisive tact can be adduced,

than that axiom which declares, that ' fertile offspring constitute the

proof of identity of species,' we may be permitted to reply, that as

this maxim does not repose upon unexceptionable facts, it deserves

to be held solely in the light of a criterion, more convenient in syste-

matic classification than absolutely correct."

Should these views meet with favor among fellow-students in the

Mortonian school of ethnology, it will become (save and except for

their always meritorious collection of facts) almost a work of super-

erogation to inquire what individual of former sustainers of the

" unity of the human species " deserves to be classified under the

letter B.

Thus Camper,^ Lacepede,'^ Lesson,^^ or Griffith,'''—each a mas-

ter in mammalogy, without reference to their copyists innumerable,

—are maintainers of human unity of species on zoological grounds

;

as are likewise Walchnaer,'* Haller,'» Pitta,"" Wagner,'" Bakker,"=

"1 See Blanohabd, in DDMOnTiEK'8 Antkropologie, Paris, 1854, pp. 18-9.

"2 Essai auT Us Cavernes d, Os$ements, Paris, 8to., 3d ed., 1838 ; pp. 234, 268, 398.

13S Natural BUlory of the Human Species; Edinburgh, 12mo., 1848; p. 21 :—compare Des-

MOULiNS (Races Humaines, pp. 194^7), for certain limits of this law of generation.

iM (Euvres de Pierre Camper qui ont pour objet VHistoire Nalurelle, la Physiologie et I'Ana-

tomie compar4e, Paris, 8to., 1803; ii. p. 453.

135 Histoire Nalurelle de tHomme, Paris, 18mo., 1821 ; p. 183.

1" Zoologie, Paris, 1826, 4to. ; i. p. 34— in Dupereet, Voy. de la Coquille, 1822-5: also.

Ibid. Races Humaines, in CompUmenl des (Euvres de Buffon, Paris, 1828 ; i. p. 44.

I" Translation of Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, London, 4to., 1827; i. Introd. p. xi. ; and

" Supplemental History of Man," p. 178, seq.

»=8 Essai sur I'histoire de TEsplce humaine, Paris, 8vo., 1798, p. 10;—and Oosmologie, ou

Description ginirale de la Tare, Paris, 8to. 1816; pp. 159-61.

1* Elem. Physiol., p. vii. lib. xxviii. \ xxii.

1" Influence of Climate on the Human Species and on the varieties of Man arisingfrom it, Lon-

don, 8to., 1812; p 16.

'*! Naturgeschichtt des Menschen Handbuch der popularen anthropologic, Hempten, 8to.,

1831 ; ii. pp. 323-243.

1" Natuur-en Oeschiedkundig Onderzoek aangaande den Oorspronkenlijken slam van het Men-

schelijk Geslacht, Haarlem, 8to., 1810, p. 176.
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Serres,**' Herder, Carpenter, and many other writers, of more or less

note, upon physiological. To these, although his proper hcus standi

should be under the letter A, may be added Dr. Hall,'" the learned

editor of Bohn's London edition of Pickbeing's Bmics of Man}*^

An eminent and far-travelled naturalist, accustomed to observe facts

and weigh evidence equitably, the latter has maintained strict neu-

trality in describing the " eleven races of men " seen by himself

;

and the best proof of the high value attached to Dr. Pickering's

opinion, no less than of his impartiality, is, that passages of his work

have been cited by Morton in support of diversity, and by others of

the unity of mankind.

There is a third hypothesis to which it is still more difficult to

assign a place. Emanating from the schools of transcendental ana^

tomy, none but embryologists are competent to discuss its mani-

festations. Posited in the language of Dr. Knox,"" its logical conse-

quences would certainly demonstrate an unity of human origins

;

but upon principles, it strikes me, more disagreeable to theologers

than even the establishment-of diversity itself

!

"'There is but one animal,' said Geoffroy, 'not many;' and to this

vast and philosophic view, the mind of Cuvier himself, towards the

close of life, gradually approached. It is, no doubt, a correct one.

Applied to man, the doctrine amounts to this,— Mankind is of one

family, one origin. In every embryo is the type of all the races of

1" ie Moniteur, Paris, 3 Fe\., 1855; Feuilleton, "Museum d'histoire naturelle—Cours

d'Anthropologie de M. Serres"—" M. Serres a declare tout d'alDord ses conyictions en ce qui

touche VunM humaine. H y croit fermement, et s'indigne (!) parfois centre ceux qui osent

Clever la-dessus I'orabre d'une doute." This virtuous indignation sits well on the author of

Anatomie comparie du Cerveau dans ks 4 classes des Animaux VerlSbris (Paris, 1824—see At-

las, p. 40, figs. 264, 266; and PI. xiv., figs. 264-6), who, under the head, which he was
unable to procure, of an " enc^phale du lion (felis leo)" drawn a fourth of its size, actually

substituted that of a cat ; as some of his malicious colleagues of the Academic des Sciences

proved in public session

!

i« "An Analytical Synopsis of the Natural History of Man"—London, 12mo., 1861; pp.

xxvii-xliii— being a sort of rifacimenio of "Interesting Facts connected with the Animal
Kingdom ; with some remarks on the Unity of our Species" (London, 8vo., 1841 ; pp. 93-

102 ;
indeed, passim to p. 206) :—which appropriately ends with a saying of "the preacher,

' The black man is God's image like ourselves [!] though carved in ebony.'

"

Does he really mean what he says ? Has he ever thought of the converse of this anti-

quated Jewish proposition (Gen. i. 26) ? If so, we part company in conceptions of Creative

Power (see "Types,"' p. 564) : and I leave our preacher to translate a French commentary—" 'Dieu CT(a I'homme selon son image,' et I'homme le lui a bien rendu!"
1*5 United States Exploring Expedition, vol. ix., Boston, 4to., 1848.
"' Races of Men, Phil, ed., 1850; pp. 297-8. For the contrary argument, see Kouveau

Discours sur les Revolutions du Globe, par Aj. db Ge. et P. (translators of Lyell'a Principles

of Geology), Paris, 1836; ii. pp. 36-47—"De la permanence des Espfeces, end'autres tennes,

jusqu'a quel point les espfeces peuvent-elles Stre modifi^es ?"
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men ; the circumstances determining these various races of men, as

they now, and have existed, are as yet unknown ; but they exist, no
doubt, and must be physical; regulated by secondary laws, not
changing, slowly or suddenly, the existing order of things. The
idea of new creations, or of any creation saving that of living

matter, is wholly inadmissible. * * * In conclusion : the permanent
varieties of men, permanent at least seemingly during the historic

period, originate in laws elucidated in part by embryology, by the

laws of the unity of organization, in a word, by the great laws of

transcendental anatomy."

Between Dr. Knox's embryonic suggestions, and the " develop-

ment theory" espoused by a previous defender of unity,^"^ it is not

easy to strike the line of demarcation. Certain, however, is it

that this brilliant writer, whatever may have been his success, in

supplementary editions of his daring book, while repelling assaults

upon his accuracy in other fields of speculative science, broke down
hopelessly when he treated on mankind,— the authorities cited by
him being sufficient testimony that his reading on ethnology was
exceedingly limited ; and, still more unfortunately, it is patent that

through assumption of a single origin for all the races of men, he
makes humanity itself an exception to the so-called law of organic

development which his antecedent pages, with singular ingenuity,

had endeavored to establish. His "unity" becomes, in consequence,

a non-sequitur ; whereas (without committing myself to any opinion

on a theory which Agassiz''*' pronounced to be "contrary to all the

modern results of science"), had the author of ^^ Vestiges" sought, in

palseontological discoveries and in historical inductions, for evidences

that sundry inferior races of men preceded, in epoch, the superior, I

will not say that he could, eleven years ago, have proved a new pro-

position, of which science, even yet, has only caught some glimmer-

ings ; but he would, at all events, have satisfied the requirements of

consistency.

Yet another rnonogenistie point of view has been recently pre-

sented,—^to myself, however, not very intelligible. " T do not, there-

fore,"'^ writes Dr. Draper, "contemplate the human race as consist-

^^ Vestiges of Creation, New York ed., 1845; "Hypothesis of the Development of the

Vegetable and Animal kingdoms;" and, for man, pp. 223-32, compared with p. 177.

"» T'l/pes of Mankind, " The natural provinces of the Animal World, and their relation to

the different types of Man," p. Ixxvi :—^republished in substance by Mr. James Heywood,

M. P., F. B. S. ; as an Appendix to vol. II, of his translation of Von Sohlen's Genesis,

186-5, and with the usual mistake of "Hottentot realm" instead of "Hottentot fauna"

(p. 278). I have already given a previous instance of this particular oversight in our

reviewers (supra, note 108) ; as we proceed, many others will be indicated.

150 Human Physiology, New York, 1856, pp. 565-6.

29
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inff of varieties, much less of distinct species ; but rather as offering

numberless representations of the different forms which an ideal

type can be made to assume under exposure to different conditions.

I believe that that ideal lype may still be recognised, even m cases

that offer, when compared together, complete discordances; and that,

if such an illustration be permissible, it is like a general expression

in algebra, which gives rise to different results, according as we assign

different values to its quantities ;
yet, in every one of these results,

the original expression exists."

My own aspirations, tempered by dear-bought experience in human

speculation on the unknown, no longer rise, nevertheless, above the

historical stand-point; and, therefore, with regard to the third cate-

gory, before propounded, viz. : " Q.— Unity as a moral or metaphy-

sical doctrine,"— I feel, with Jefferson, "a decent respect for the

opinions of mankind," ^=' and, consequently, place before the reader

their humanitarian sentiments rather than my own.

And here it is that the soul-inspiring thoughts of the Humboldts—

which truly "puisent leur charme dans la profondeur des senti-

ments,"'*' basing their high moral value on their touching elo-

quence—rival St. Paul's eulogiaof "love,"'^ in boundless charity

towards all mankind. " Without doubt," says Alexander von Hum-

boldt, " there are families of peoples more susceptible of culture, more

civilized, more enlightened; but there are none more noble than

others. All are equally made for liberty, for that liberty which, in a

state of society but little advanced, appertains only to the individual

;

but which, among those nations called to the enjoyment of veritable

political institutions [under the royal House of Brandenburgh ?] is

the right of the whole community."''^

Then "the idea of humanity" is beautifully developed by his bro-

ther William— " This is what tends to break down those barriers

which prejudices and interested motives of every kind have erected

between men, and to cause humanity to be looked upon in its ensem-

ble, without distinction of religion, of nation, of color, as one great

brotherhood, as a single body, marching towards one and the same

goal, the free development of the moral forces. 1=^ * * * Rooted in the

151 The Declaration of Independence of the United States of America, a.d. MDCCLXXVI.
«2 Cosmos,, Fr. ed., I, p. 431.

153 Not "charity," which is copied from the caritaa of St. Jerome's Vulgate; but the Greek

original dydwrj.—Sharpb's N'ew Testament, from Qriesbach's text; pp. 323-4.

—

1st Ep. to the

Corinthians, XIII, 1-13.

15* Cosmos, Fr. ed. (supra, note 1) ; I, p. 430.

155 Ibid, pp. 430-1 ; Sabine translates, from the German, "the free development of their

moral faculties" (I, p. 356) : Ott6 renders, " the unrestrained development of their physical

powers" (I, p. 858)

—

sic! The original text is in W. von H.'s Kawi-sprache, III, p. 426.
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depths of liiiman nature, commanded at the same time by its most

sublime instincts, this beneficent and fraternal union of the whole

species becomes one of the grand ideas which preside over the histoiy

of humanity."

Possibly in the future. I cannot find the practice of such "idea"

by any nation but old Okeanie Utopians in the past. I have resided

years in Africa, Europe, and America, months in Asia ; and indivi-

dual experience only enhances, to my mind, the virtue of this law

through its exceptions.

A more sternly-philosophical explanation of the moral unity of

mankind is that put forth by Agassiz. It somehow accords more

closely with my reason ; not less, I am fain to hope, with my social

aspirations than the prelauded citation from Cosmos.

" "We have a right to consider the questions growing out of men's

physical relations as merely scientific questions, and to investigate

them without reference to either politics or I'eligion.

"There are two distinct questions involved in the subject which

we have under discussion,—the Unity of Mankind, and the Diversity

of Origin of the Human Races. These are two distinct questions,

having almost no connection with each other, but they are con-

stantly confounded as if they were but one. * * *

"Are men, even if the diversity of their origin is established, to be

considered as all belonging to one species, or are we to conclude that

there are several difi'erent species among them? The writer has

been in this respect strangely misunderstood. Because he has at

one time said that mankind constitutes one species, and at another

time has said that men did not originate from one common stock, he

has been represented as contradicting himself, as stating at one time

one thing, and at another time another. He would, therefore, insist

upon this distinction, that the unity of species does not involve a unity

of origin, and that a diversity of origin does not involve a plurality of

species. Moreover, what we should now consider as the characteristic

of species is something very different from what has formerly been

so considered. As soon as it was ascertained that animals differ so

widely, it was found that what constitutes a species in certain types

is something very different from what constitutes a species in other

types, and that facts which prove an identity of species in some

animals do not prove an identity or plurality in another group. * * *

" The immediate conclusion from these facts, however, is the dis-

tinction we have made above, that to acknowledge a unity in man-

kind, to show that such a unity exists, is not to admit that men have

a common origin, nor to grant that such a conclusion may be justly
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derived from sucn premises. "We maintain, therefore, that the unity

of mankind does not imply a community of origin for men ; we
believe, on the contrary, that a higher view of this unity of mankind
can be taken than that which is derived from a mere sensual con-

nection,—that we need not search for the highest bond of humanity

in a mere animal function, whereby we are most closely related to

the brutes. * * *

" Such is the foundation of a unity between men truly worthy of

their nature, such is the foundation of those sympathies which will

enable them to bestow upon each other, in all parts of the world, the

name of brethren, as they are brethren in God, brethren in humanity^

though their origin, to say the least, is lost in ' the darkness of the

beginning of the world. * * *

"We maintain, that, like all other organized beings, mankind
cannot have originated in single individuals, but must have been
created in that numeric harmony which is characteristic of each
species ; men must have originated in nations, as the bees have ori-

ginated in swarms, and as the different social plants have at first

covered the extensive tracts over which they naturally spread. * * *

" "We have seen what important, what prominent reasons there are
for us to acknowledge the unity of mankind. But this unity does
not exclude diversity. Diversity is the complement of unity; foi

unity does not mean oneness, or singleness, but a plurality in which
there are many points of resemblance, of agreement, of identity. This
diversity in unity is the fundamental law of nature. It can be traced
through all the departments of nature,—in the largest divisions
which we acknowledge among natural phenom-ena, as well as in
those which are eircunascribed within the most narrow limits. It is

even the law of development of the animals belonging to the same
species. And this diversity in unity becomes gradually more and
more prominent throughout organized beings, as we rise from their
lowest to their highest forms. * * *

"Those who contend for the unity of the human race, on the
ground of a common descent from a single pair, labor under a
strange delusion, when they beheve that their argument is favorable
to the idea of a moral government of the world, and of the direct
intervention of Providence in the development of mankind. Uncon-
sciously, they advocate a greater and more extensive influence in the
production of those peculiarities by physical agencies, than by the
Deity himself. If their views were true, God had less to do directly
with the production of the diversity which exists in nature, in the vege-
table as well as in the animal kingdom, and in the human race, than
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climatic conditions, and the diversity of food upon which these

beings subsist."'*

I am wholly at a loss in what category—whether under letter A,
or B, or 0, or anywhere else—to place the very learned Dk. Latham
(with whose books ethnographers are of course familiar) ; chiefly

because of his well-known habit of commencing a paragraph with
an asserted fact, the value of which he generally manages to undo
at its close. From the best of his numerous ethnological " catalogues
raisonnes," I cull an illustration through which the reader may be
able to undersitand my meaning, even should he fail, perhaps, in

precisely comprehending the Doctor's:

" If we now look back upon the ground that has been gone over,

we shall find that the evidence of the human family having origi-

nated in one particular spot, and having difiused itself from thence
to the very extremities of the earth, is by no means conclusive. Still

less is it certain that that particular spot has been ascertained. The
present writer believes that it was somewhere in intertropical Asia
[a long way, consequently, from Mount Ararat !], and that it was the

single locality of a single pair [Adam and Eve ?]— without, however,
professing to have found it. Even this centre [of the author's belief]

is only hypothetical— near, indeed, to the point which he looks upon
as the starting point of the human migration, but by no means
identical with it." [!]

'"

Sometimes one finds that a thorough monogenist allows, uncon-

sciously perhaps, an observation to escape him, which shows how
impressions, derived firom Calvinistic primary tuition, become irre-

concilable, in his mature age, to the man of science.

"The data of Genesis," holds Hollard,'^ "commentated upon by
a poor science, devoid of criticism and ill-disciplined, led the way for

those rare thinkers who, during the middle ages, attempted to under-

stand IJfature. Too commonly the commentary bewildered the text.

Of all conceptions dating from that period [a very long one, and not

yet ended^, what has had, and must have had, the greatest success,

is the doctrine of the chain of beings,— formulated, in these terms,

by Father Meremberg

:

"Nullus hiatus, nulla fractio, nulla dispersio formarum, invieem eon-

nexse sunt velut annulus annulo. In great favor among the naturalists

of 'la renaissance,' this doctrine was professed with eclat by Charles

Bonnet, at the end of last century ; and this philosopher attached to

it the idea of a palingenesiac evolution of Nature. It would have

156 Agassiz, " The Diversity of origin of Human Races," Chrislian Examiner and Religious

Miscellany, Boston, 1850, XLIX, Art. yiii, pp. 110, 113, 118-9, 120, 128, 133, 134.

151 Latham, Man and his Migrations, London, 12mo, 1851
; p. 248.

"» De I'Somme, Paris, 1853, pp. 13-4.
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greatly scandalized tlie partisans of the chain of beings had somebody

taught them that, owing to their conception of IJfature, they would

one day shake hands with the greatest enemies of the Christian

religion. This conception is, in fact, far more within the logic of

pantheism than that of our (notre) [Genevese] religious dogma.

" To represent the three realms of nature, as if forming but one

long series of rings linked one with another, a succession of terms

which leave no interval between them— so greatly do the nuances

melt, and transform themselves, the ones into the others—^is, whether

one wishes it or repudiates it, whether one knows it or be ignorant

of it, to enter into the spirit of systems which substitute, for the

thought of a Providential Creation, that of an animate Nature

(as Aristotle conceived it),— a ISTature which, in its ascenscional

effort, would traverse all the imaginable terms of a continuous

progression.

" True or false,—and this.is neither yet the moment for absolving

nor for condemning it—the doctrine, which I have just characterized,

must have been heartily welcomed by those naturalists who pro-

fessed, openly, the autonomy of N'ature."

I need not beg Dr. Henry HoUard's pardon for classifying his

anthropology under letter A ; but some sort of an apology seems

due to the reader for my stereotypical inadvertence, through which

a learned Protestant Helvetian happens to find his pious sen-

timents misplaced in that part of this work consecrated to the

letter C.

A third conception may be gathered from passages of the vast

work of Gustave Klemm.^^' My excellent friend. Dr. L. A. Gosse,

of Geneva,'* pointed them out to me during our joint studies at the

Museum d'Histoire ifaturelle

:

" It is tolerably indifferent whether mankind come down from one

pair or from many pairs ; whether some first parents were separately

created in America, in Africa, in Asia, and in Europe ; or whether

the population of all these regions draws its origin from a single

couple : but what is certain is, that there have existed on this earth

passive races prior to the active races, and that these primitive races

had multiplied considerably before the apparition of the latter."

He enlarges upon the distinctions between such active and passive

^^ Allegemeine CuUur-Oeschiohte der Memchheit ; 1843-52, Leipzig, 8vo., 10 Tols. ; I. pp.

196, 210.

1^ Honorably and widely known in medical sciences. Dr. Gosse, whilst favoring me, at

Paris, 1854-5, with indices to knowledge, as well as infinite other proofs of his generous heart,

published his erudite Essai sut Us Deformations Artifidelles du Cr&ne. Our collaborator, Dr.

J. Aitken Meigs, having undertaken its analysis, I gladly leave to him a subject on which

the nature of my studies excludes valid opinion.
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races ; deeming these last to have been the darker in complexion,

and inferior in conformation, and in their rapidity of growth to have
resembled the precocity of the female sex. Hence, Klemm concludes

that— "In studying the manners, usages, monuments, industry, or-

ganization, traditions, creeds, and history of different peoples, I have
become induced to admit, that all humanity which forms a whole,

like man himself, is separated into two halves, corresponding with

each other, one active and one passive, the one masculine and the other

feminine."

This theory, novel to most readers of English, may, like other

theories, be true or false, according to the sense in which the words

active and passive, applied to ethnic peculiarities, are comprehended

by those who employ them. To me their application is not clear,

unless qualified by stronger adjectives ; implying the recognition of

superior and of inferior races : and, in such sense, M. d'Eichthal's

conception of the difference between the "White and the Negro types

is curious and interesting : '"

" Thus, gentlemen, the debate, although concentrated upon the

African question, conducts us to this first conclusion, established, ex-

plicitly or implicitly, by the defenders themselves of the two extreme

opinions, viz : that the African negro race has attained its present civili-

zation through the influence of the white race, notably from the Arabs :

that, in order to raise itself to a higher civilization, it has need of a new

initiation, imparted by this same race : that, to the white race, consequently,

belongs the initiative in the development of a common civilization. It is

very remarkable that Hitter, at the end of his work on the Geo-

graphy of Africa, casting what he calls a retrospective glance over the

history of this continent, arrives precisely at the same conclusion

;

which he expresses furthermore in tei-ms of high philosophical bear-

ing :
—

' Must it be,' asks the learned geographer, ' that civilization is

to be brought from the exterior and inoculated, so to say, upon the

inhabitants of the Soodhn (ISTegro-land), because, to judge accord-

ing to the entire development of history, the others are called upon

to give, and these to receiveT
" Such is, in fact, the abstract expression of the normal relation

between the black race and the white race ; the one is passive, the

other active in respect to it. * * * ' The black shows himself to us as

civilizahle [domesticable ?], but without the initiative faculty in point

of civilization.' " * * * "Thus, in the most intimate of their associa-

tions [sexual intercourse between white males and black females],

these two races preserve the character which we have recognized in

1" Bulletin de la SocUt£ Ethnologique de Paris, Tome \", Ann^e 1847 ; pp. 69-70, 77, 205.

232-4, 239-241.
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the ensemble of their destinies. The white race is Man ; the black

race is Woman. K"o formula can so well express the reciprocal cha-

racteristics 'and the law of association between the two races. It suf-

fices moreover to explain how one of these races has been able to be

initiator, the other initiated ; the one active, and the other passive

;

without its following that this relationship carries with it, as has been

maintained, at least for the future, on the one side superiority, on

the other inferiority."

To the debate itself I must refer for a controversy conducted on

all sides with rare ability and scientific decorum ; my own views find-

ing expression, generally, in the ethnological arguments of M. Cour-

tet de risle ; to be cited hereinafter. Enough has now been set forth

on the unity side of the question ; and the reader can henceforward

classify any less important monogenists than those herein enume-

rated, into category A, B, or C, as best suits his appreciation of their

merits.

Inter alia, the ultimate philosophical results of the celebrated

A.cademician and Professor, Flourens, whose microscopic examina-

tion of the human skin in different races, supposed by complacent

clergymen to have established an infallible recipe for proving the

lineal descent of all mankind from "Adam and Eve," has led them, in

England and America, almost to account him one of themselves.

An English version, however literal, fails to do justice to the piety

and logic of the French original.

" All these necessary conditions, so admirably combined and pre-

pared for the precise moment when life was to appear, prove God,

and one sole God. They could not, seemingly, have been two. If

they had been two, they would not have so well understood each

other

—

ils ne se seraient pas si Men entendus."^^

Hitherto, the weight of authorities quoted has been altogether on
the affirmative side : the polygenists, as yet, have scarcely had a

voice on the negative. To them the next section will be devoted

:

audi alteram partem; commencing with Berard,'^ Professor of Physi-

ology,—"I cannot suppose that a mind disengaged from prejudices,

and from hinderances which certain extra^scientific considerations

might interpose to liberty of thought, can entertain doubts upon the

primitive plurality of human types."

To the many diversitarian authorities whose language has been
cited in Types of Mankind, coupled with the variety of polygenistic

facts accumulated in that work and the present, there would seem
little reason to add corroborative testimony, were it not for the sake

i«2 De la Longeoile Humaine, Paris, 12ino., 1855, p. 238.

"8 CouTs de Physiologie, Paris, 8to., 1850, 1, p. 463.
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of showing how the advocates of this new school are rising up ou

every side, as if in derision of theocratical impediments. I will,

therefore, merely select two whose conclusions are arrived at by rea-

soning from different starting-points. Dr. Prosper Lucas shall be

the first, as one who has studied humanity closest in its generative

laws.*^

" The psychological diversity of races is, as we have said, as tho-

roughly demonstrated as their physiological ; and this diversity bears

upon all the forms of human dynamism. All the races, in a word,

although partaking of the attributes of one and the same 'species,'

present them under a form and at a degree which are properties of

each of them : each one of them has its own type of sensoriety, its

type of character, its type of intelligence, its type of activity. Now,
there is not a single one in which generation does not delevope sud-

den anomalies of the natural, and wherein we cannot observe, as in

the physical form of its existence, different and spontaneous transi-

tions of the moral type of one race into the moral type of another."

M. Blanchakd is our second, no less than the expression of a

duplex authority,—his own, and Dr. Dumoutibr's; whose anthropo-

logical experiences were derived, as shown by his splendid Atlas,'^

from accurate attention to the various types of men he beheld while

circumnavigating the globe with Dumont d'Urville, and whose poly-

genistic opinions were frequently elicited at the meetings of the So-

ciStS Ethnologique de Paria.^^

" Speaking for ourselves, it is not sufficient to admit that there

are, either a certain number of races, or several distinct species ; it

becoming necessary to ascend still higher. In order that the ques-

tion should be clearly posited, we will say at once that, to our eyes,

there exist different species of men ; that these species, very proxi-

mate to each other, form a natural genus; and that these species

were created in the very countries in which we find them at present.

En resume, the creation of mankind must have taken place upon an

infinitude of points on the globe, and not upon a single point

whence they have spread themselves, little by little, over all the

surface of the earth. * * *

" Through all the reasons that we have just rapidly set forth, we

have acquired the conviction, that the human genus is a veritable

genus, in the sense attached to this word by naturalists, and that

this genus comprises several species.

1" Eeridite Naturelle, i. pp. 160-1.

165 Voyage au PoleSud, Anlhropologie, Atlas, fol., Paris, 1846; cited in Types of Mankind,

pp. 438, &c.

166 Bulietins, 1846-7.
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" These species must have been necessarily created each one in

the country in which it was destined to perpetuate itself; and hence

then, we must admit, at the origin, a considerable number of foci

(souches). * * *

"We think, with Dug]^s {TraiU de Physiologie), that mankind

comprehends a great number of species; but, by what signs these

species can be defined in an indubitable manner, no one, in the

present state [of science], can tell, if he abstains from comparing

only the most dissimilar."'^

But, by way of parenthesis, as explanatory of a patsing comment
on " Vestiges of Creation," and of a remark by Klemm (supra, pp.

454-5), that inferior human races seem in antiquity to have pre-

ceded the superior, there are data which here may find place.

1" BiANOHARD, Voyage au P6le Sud, corvettes VAstrolabe et la Zelee, 1 837-40,

—

Anthropo-

logie, par M. le Docteur Dumoutieb, Paris, 1854, pp. 19, 45, 46.

In corroboration of what a far-travelled Doctor, M. Dumoutiee, says aboye, and else-

Tvliere, in regard to the creation of a distinct species of man for each zoological country

;

no less than to fortify the positions sustained by my collaborator Dr. Nott [ante. Chapter

IV, p. 547), as to the non-acclimation of races, and the non-cosmopolitism of man ; I sub-

join an extract from a work by our mutual friend Dr. Boudin, which Dr. Nott had mislaid

when his MS. was sent to the printer

:

"For a long time there has been ascribed to man the faculty of adapting himself to

every climate, and the power of establishing his residence upon all points of the globe.

Such credence, reposing upon no kind of experimental basis whatever, could merely consti-

tute but a simple hypothesis ; against which, now-a-days, facts, as authentic as numerous,

protest. Perhaps the partisans of cosmopolitism had been in too great a hurry to lend to

a fraction of humanity, represented, by what it has been agreed upon to call, the ' Cauca-
sian' race, that which may very well not belong save to the ensemble of mankind ;—perhaps,

too, they had not sufficiently discriminated the laboring and agricultural man, from the

mere transitory excursionist." Thus, in order to prove his position, Boudin cites, amongst
other examples, — how, in Egypt, the austral negroes are, and the Caucasian Memlooks
were, unable to raise up even a third generation,—how, in Corsica, French families vanish

beneath Italian surnames. Where are the descendants of Romans, or Vandals, or Greeks,

in Africa? In modern Arabia (1830), after Mohammed Ali had got clear of the Morea-
war, 18,000 Arnaoots (Albanians) were soon reduced to some 400 men. At Gibraltar

(1817), a negro regiment was almost annihilated by consumption. In 1841, during three

weeks on the Niger, 130 Europeans out of 145 caught African fever, and 40 succumbed;
whilst, out of 158 negro sailors, only 11 were affected, and none died. In 1809, the British

Walchereen expedition failed, in the Netherlands, through one kind of marsh fever ; about
the same period that, at St. Domingo, 20 French Generals, and 15,000 rank and file, died
in two months by another malarial disease. Of 30,000 to 32,000 Frenchmen, but some
8000 survived exposure to that Antillian island ; while the Dominicanized African negro,
Toussaint I'Ouverture, re-transported to Europe, was perishing from the chill of his prison
in France. {Pathologie comparie, Paris, 1849, pp. 1-4).

Again, "already the facts acquired by science establish, in ». maflner irrevocable, that
the diverse races, which constitute the great family of humanity, obey especial laws, under
the triple aspect of birth, mortality, and pathological aptitudes." France uses negro
soldiers at Guyana and Senegal ; England employs, like the Romans of old, the natives of
each colony, to perform arduous military works— confining (cceleris paribus) for all hard
labor, tropical soldiers to the Tropics, and extra-tropically-born soldiery to servile duty,
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PAET II.

Gkeat and multifarious are the changes in palaeontology, as m
other sciences, since Georges Cuvier wrote

:

" That which astounds is, that amongst all these Mammifers, of

which the greater part possess now-a-days their congeners in hot

countries, there has not been a single Quadrumane ; that there has

not been gathered a single bone, a single tooth of a Monkey, were

they but some bones or some teeth of monkeys, of now-lost

species."'*'

Barely five years after the decease, in 1832, of this grand natu-

ralist, fossil Simise turned up, during 1837, in France and in Hind-

ost^n

!

In eighteen subsequent years of exploration, many more have

been discovered; enumerated in the subjoined works'*^ as genus

Hapale, 2 species; Callithrix primaevus Protopithecus, 2; Oebus, 1;

found in South America :— Macacus eocoenus, Pithecus antiquus, 2

species, &c. ; in England, Trance, or in the Sub-Himalayan range.

"Wagner had previously indicated the existence of other fossil

monkeys in Greece ; but early in the present year, M. Gaudry

reports to the Academic des Sciences, his having exhumed, at the

"gite fossilifere de Pikermi,"™ specimens of Mesopithecus major

and Mesopithecus pentelicus ; mixed up with remains of hyaena,

mastodon, rhinoceros, hog, hippotherium, bos-marathonicus, giraffe,

and probably of birds.

Geologists can^ now determine the relative epochas of each speci-

men, according to the formations in which the several genera of

such fossil monkeys appear ; but De Blainville states that, while

these of Brazil are more recent, being met with in the diluvium of

caverns,— " those of India and Europe lie in a medium tertiary

fresh-water deposit, and consequently are of an age long anterior to

only where the climate accorda with that of their race and birth-place. At Sierra Leone,

the mortality of negroea, compared to that of whitea, ia aa 30 to 483 ; i. e. as 1 against 16!

(Phyiioloffie et PalhologU compar^ea des Races humaines, pp. 1-7).

168 Discours sur les Revolutions de la surface du Olobe, Paris, 1830, 6th ed., p. 351.

'" Maecel de Serbes, Essai sur les Cavemes & Ossements, Paris, 8vo, 3d ed., 1838; pp.

226-7:

—

^De Blainville, OsUographU, " Mammifferes-Primates," Paria, 4to, 1841; pp. 49-

66:— D'Orbiont, Diet. Univ. d'Hist. Nat. ; Paria, 1847; X, pp 669-70, "Qnadrumanes

fossiles:"

—

Hece, Iconographic Encyclopedia, transl. Baird, New York, 1851; II, pp. 492-

8:

—

Gebvais, Trois rignes de la Nature, Mammifferea, I« partie, Paris, 1854; pp. 12-13.

1™ Letter to M. Elie de Beaumont; Alhenceum Franfais, 1 Mara, 1856; pp. 167.
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the last catastrophe, wMch is supposed to have given the present

shape to our seas and our continents."

This is confirmed by a curious observation of Marcel de Serres,

that while, as yet, monkeys have been found "only on the ancient

continent in the fossil state, it is uniquely in the humatile state they

have been recognized on the new."

It is, therefore, no longer contestable, that fossil monkeys exist,

and in' abundance. Other genera, without question, will be dis-

covered in the ratio that portions of the earth, and by far the most

extensive, become accessible to the geologist's hamiper. Those

barbarous regions which living anthropoid monkeys now inhabit—
viz.: Guinea, Congo, and Loango, where the Chimpanzee {Troglo-

dytes niger); the Gaboon river-lands, where the Gorilla Gina; and

the forests of Borneo and Sumatra, where two, or even three {su^ra,

Agassizs' letter], species of the Orang-utan {Satyrus rufus, and

Satyrushicolor); are found i'^—being at present wholly inaccessible

to geological investigation, it is premature to affirm or deny the

existence of such anthropomorphous grades, as the above, between

the " genus Homo" or himanes, and those lower genera of quadru-

manes already known to palaeontology, in the fossil state. Such

a discovery would fortify, although its absence does not affect, the

propositions I am about to submit.

Leaving aside De Lamark's much-abused development-theory,™

all naturalists agree that, whether in the incommensurable cycles of

geological time anterior to our planet's present condition, or during

the chronologically-indefinable period that mankind have been its

later occupants, there is a manifest progression of organism upwards

from the Radiata to the Articulata, from these to the Mollusca, and

again from these last to the Vertebrata.™ At the summit of verte-

brated animals, after ascending once more through the Fishes, the

Reptiles, the Birds, and the Mammifers, stands Man, himself the

highest of the mammalian division— "sole representative of his

genus" if Prof. Owen pleases, but composed, notwithstanding, of

many distinct types, each subdivisible into many races.

Now, whether we look up or down the tableau of living nature, or

drag out of the rocky bowels of our earth the whole series of fossil

animals known to palaeontology, nearest to mankind, among .mam-

"1 Cosmogonie de Mmse comparies aux faiU gSologiques, Paris, 8vo, 2d ed., 1841 ; I, pp.

162-7.

"2 Chenu, EncyclopMie d'Histoire Naturelle, vol. " Quadrumanes," Primates ; pp. 30-52.

™ Generously explained by Haldeman, Recent Freshwater Mollusca (supra), pp. 6-8.

"* See the Rigne Animal de M. le Baron Cuvier, disposS en Tableaux mUhodiquei par I.

AcHiLLE CoMiE, Paris, fol. 1840; 1st Plate, "Introduction."
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malia, in every feature of organization, spring up the Monkeys in

bold relief; as Man's closest sequence in the descending scale of zoo-

logical ^racZafe'ow; and, likewise, so far as science yet has ascertained,

as one of Man's immediate precursors in the ascending line of our
planet's chronology. Each of these two points, however, requires

some elucidation, in order to eschew deductions that are not mine.
For the first, one reference will explain the view I concur in ; it is

Gervais's."^

" We know nothing well except through comparison, and, in order

to compare objects correctly, one must begin by placing them near
together. This is not to say that Man is a Monkey, and still less

that a Monkey is a Man, even degraded; because, upon studying

with care the one and the other, it will be recognized without diffi-

culty that if Man resembles the highest animals [the Primates],

through the totality of his organization, he differs from them above
all in the details; and that, even more endowed than the greatei

number of these in almost eveiy respect, he surpasses them essen-

tially by the very perfection of his structure. His brain, as well aa

his intelligence, assigns him a rank apart. He is indeed, as Ovid says,

Sanctius his animal, mentisque capacius altse.

It is well known, on the other hand, that, to Linnaeus and his con-

temporaries, the limits of genus were much less narrowed than they

are for naturalists of our day. The generic union of Man and of other

[s?c] Monkeys would be, therefore, at the present state of science,

entirely contrary to the rules of classification. * * * "(Monkeys) are

easily recognized by their organization, of which the principal traits

accord with those that the human genus displays in such an elevated

degree of perfection. Their brain and their other deeply-placed

organs ; their exterior appearance, and, especially, the form of their

head ; the position and number of their teats ; their thumbs at the

superior members, more frequently than not opposable to the other

fingers ; their station approaching more and more the vertical, but

without ever reaching it completely ; and a certain community of intel-

lectual aptitudes ; everything, in these animals, announces an incon-

testable resemblance with Man, and a superiority as regards other

quadrupeds. Albeit, this similitude diminishes in proportion as one

descends through the series of genera that compose the family of

Monkeys ; and, whilst ever preserving the fundamental traits of the

group to which they belong, the lowest species [the Ouistites, for in-

stance] show by their intelligence as much as by their brain, in their

"5 Sist. Nat. des Mammiferis, pp. 49, and 7-8.
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shapes as well as in the structure of their principal organs, an evident

inferiority, if one compares them with the Primates, and beyond all

with Man."

Science, therefore, at the present hour, ceases to go back to the

long-exploded and (considering the epoch of its advocates) over-sati-

rized notions of Monboddo, Rousseau, or Moscati.™ Such historical

theory only continues to afford pabulum for homily-writers, who,

groping still amidst Auguste Comte's'" sub-metaphysical strata,

imagine, not perhaps unreasonably, that some of their readers have

learned nothing since the XVIHth century. Even in the time of

Voltaire— to whom men merely seemed to be so many monkeys

without tails—of the apparently tail-less quadrumana (Orang, Chim-

panzee, and Gorilla), but one species (except, of course, Tyson's

Chimpanzee, 1698,™ and Buffon's, 1740) was known to France;

and that one, the Orang-utan,—belonging to the prince of Orange,

1776— too imperfectly for him to perceive, between the "lord of

creation" and his caricature, a still closer analogy: or, again, for the

immortal bugbear of pseudo-pietists to comprehend that, if the

absence of such exterior appendage in the above three primates does

not the more constitute a true "monkey," neither does its presence,

in the several authentic examples cited by Lucas,™ the less consti-

tute a true "man." So that, while man, as "the sole representative

of his genus," possesses no tail, there are individual instances that

bring the ease much nearer home than the interesting fact for

which the latest English partisan of successive transformations™ en-

countered obloquy ; viz. : that " the bones of a caudal extremity exist,

in an undeveloped state, in the os eoccygis of the human subject."

"Why, if such " deviations" as that melancholy case of the "porcupine

family," or those worn-out specimens of "sexidigital individuals,"

"6 ZiMMEEMAN, Zool. geog., p. 194.

"' Coura de Fhilosophie Positive, Paris, 1830; I, pp. 3-5.

"s Mabtin, Man and Monkeys, London, 8vo., 1841 ; pp. 379 and 402.

"' RSredite Nalurelle, I, pp. 319-20:—referring to Sebbes, and to Is. Geop. Saint Hilaike.
" Le dfiveloppement congenial de cet appendice (a tail) se lie en effet au rapport trfes-con-

stant, qu'il (Serres) a demontr^, entre revolution de la moelle ^pinifere et celle de la queue.

La moelle ^pinifere se prolonge, dans I'origine, jusqu'S, rextrfimit^ du canal vertebral, chez

toys les animaux de la classe oil il existe, et tone, S. cette ^poque dc la vie embryonaire, se

trouvent ainsi munis d'une queue plus ou moins longue selon qu'ult^rieurement, et d'apr^s

les especfes, le prolongement de la moelle se maintient ou se retire, I'axe vertebral est on
n'est pas pourvu. d'un appendice caudal. * * * Et il arrive ainsi quelquefois (says L G.
St. Hilaike) que la moelle ^pinifere, oonservant sa premifere disposition, s'^tende encore,

Chez I'homme, au moment de la naissance, jusqu'sl Vextr^mit^ du coccyx. Dans ce cas, la

colonne vert^brale reste terminfie par nne queue."
'S" Vestiges of Creation, 1st New York edition, 12mo, p. 148. In speaking of "apparently

^ail-less monkeys," it may be well to refer to the skeletons of Orang-satyrus, Troglodytes
niger, and Gorilla Gina, in Geevais, op. cit., pp. 14, 26, 32.
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have been paraded by every monogenist, from Zimmerman'^' to Pri-

chard,'® ia proof of how a new race of men might, according to them,

originate— why, I repeat, do they not observe consistency of argu-

ment, whilst always violating their own law of " species"

—

i.e., per-

manency of normal type—and allow that a Parisian saddler,^^ or the

late Mr. Barber of Inverness,'^ might and ought to have procreated

entire generations of new human "species" with tails ? Partial is the

unity-school to natural analogies, accusing polygenists of tendency

to disregard them. Our "chart of Monkeys," further on, will at

least show that I am not obnoxious to this grave charge.

In the interim, there are but two living gavans, that I am aware of

— the one a naturalist and courageous voyager;'^ the other, if not

exactly an archaeologist, a much more famous champion of ortho-

doxy,'*—'who believe in the existence, past or present, of whole

nations decorated with tails. The former, when at Bahia, heard, fi'om

the veracious lips of imported Haoussa negroes, of the "N^iams-

Niams,^^ ou homniea k queue ;" who still whisk their tails in Africa,

about thirteen days' journey from Kano (not far from that Island

181 Op. cit, p. 172.

18* Researches into the Physical History of Man, 1st edition, 1813
; pp. 72-5:— In the 2d

edition {op. cit., 1826, I, pp. 204-7), Prichard found out that the "porcupine family" was

flourishing in its 3d generation

!

'"Lucas, op. cit., I, pp. 137-8, 320-2. Instances of homines caudali: the celebrated

corsair Cmvillier de la Cioutat, of a negro named Mohammed, of a French officer, of M.

de Barsabar and his sister, acd, lastly, of an attorney at Aix, surnamed B6rard, whose

tail had (as in the case Schenckii Monstror. hist, memorab., II, 34) the curly shape of a

pig's.

•8* Compare Monboddo, Of the Origin and Progress of Language, Edinburgh, 8to, 2d ed.,

1774; I, pp. 258-69, for the men with long tails at Nicobar! But the following is less

apoohryphal: "And I could produce legal evidence, by witnesses yet living, of a man in

Inverness, one Barber, a teacher of mathematics, who had u tail, about half a foot long,

which he carefully concealed during his life ; but was discovered after his death, which

happened about twenty years ago." (P. 262, note.)

1*5 De CASTELNAr, in Bulletin de la Society de Giographie, Paris, Juillet, 1851, p. 26. Camels,

it is well known, were not introduced into Africa until Ptolemaic times (Types of Mankind,

pp. 254, 511-13, 729). Those seen by M. de Castelnau's narrator, close by "les hommes

i, queue," must have been stray-aways from Tuarik, Foolah, or Arab encampments ; be-

cause no Negro race has ever perceived the value of this animal, nor adopted its use,

although for centuries employed against them by their surrounding oppressors ; thus allow-

ing a stupid repugnance to testify to their own intellectual inferiority (Conferre d'Eiohthai,

Hist, et Origine des Foulahs, Paris, 8vo., 1841 ; pp. 269-60, note).

i8« Paravby, op. cit., 1852, pp. 34, 501.

™ These " Niams-Niams " are fabulous (like the Yahoo enemies of the virtuous Houy-

hnhnms) African cannibals, by different Negro tribes " severally called Eemrem, Lemlem,

Demdem, Temyem, or If'yumn'um" (W. Desbobotjoh Coolet, Negro-land of the Arabs, 1841

;

pp. 112, 136: Ghddok, Otia JSgyptiaea, London, 1849; p. 125, note). Since this was

written, I hear that M. Tremaux, the latest explorer of the upper Nile (with Bkun-Rollet,

a Sardinian merchant at Khartoom), has, still more recently, exploded the notion of "les

hommei d queue" in that region also.
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visited by Mr. Gulliver, in his " Voyage to the Houyhnhams") ; where

our naturalist's .informants had also beheld "wild camels." The

latter, senior among "MM. les Membres de I'lnstitut," as well as free

from any sins but Sinology, happening to meet in Paris with a negro

of singular conformation, compares him with perfectly authentic

block-printed plates of ancient foreign nations in Mongolia, known

to Chinese encyclopaedists before an Encychpsedia, or even a geogra-

phical dictionaiy, had' been struck off in Europe. A copy of this

work, the Sau Tsai Too Hwyy, is in the possession of my valued col-

league M. Pauthier, the historian of China ; wi±h whom I have en-

joyed a laugh over its numerous designs of men with tails, while he

read me the text; which, being in Chinese ideographics, does not

strictly fall within Voltaire's malicious definition—"Les dictionnairea

geographiques ne sont que des erreurs par ordre alphabeticfue." Mr.

Birch was so kind, subsequently, as to show me another copy in the

library of the British Museum.'**

For the second proposition, viz : that, in palaeontology, monkeys

appear to be the forerunners of man, a more serious tone of analysis

must be adopted.

"We have seen how Cuvier, at his demise in 1832, did not antici-

pate the discovery, made five years later, of fossil monkeys ; which

has since established, in several gradations of genera and of epoch, a

link between extinct quadrumanes and living bimanes. Inasmuch as

that great ISTaturalist, correct in his deductions from the data known
to him, committed an error, as it turned out afterwards, about fossil

186 This is one of the Sinlc authorities (as quoted, that is, by De Guiqnes) just referred

to by an eloquent divine, at Hope Chapel, Neir York, in his 2d lecture on " The Ethnology

of America," wherein he proves that our American Indians are only a colony, "450 and 500"

A.D., of Hindostanic Budhists, since run wild ! (iVfw York Herald, Feb. 6, 1857.)

In order to remove at once any latent suspicion that, at the present day, erudition is

necessary to know every piece of nonsense that has been written on the ante-Columbian

colonization of America from any part of the world—Chinese, Tartar, Japanese, Israelitish,

Norwegian, Irish, Welsh, Gaulish, Hispanian, Polish, Polynesian, Phoenician, Atalantic, &c.,

&o.—let me refer critics, who may be acquainted only with French, to "Eecherches sur les

Antiquit^s de FAm^rique du Nord et de I'Am^rique du Sud, et sur la population primitive

de ces deux continents, par M. D. B. Wakden," formerly the very learned U. S. Consul at

Paris,— in the folio Antiquites Mexicaines (see Pulszky's Chap. II, p. 183, ante). Humboldt
had written long previously— " It cannot be doubted, that the greater part of the nations

of. America belong to a race of men, who, isolated ever since the infancy of the world from
the rest of mankind [and how, during such infancy, could the fathers of American Indians

come here from Mount Ararat?], exhibit, in the natural diversity of language, in their

features, and the conformation of their skull, incontestable proofs of an early and complete

separation." {Researches concerning the Institutions and Monuments of the ancient Inhabitants

of America, London, 1814, I. pp. 249-50.) Through the 3d Lecture {New Tork Herald,

Feb. 9, 1857), I perceive how, even at this date, it is not yet known, in New York, that the

comicalities about the god "Votan" alias "Ballam," are merely the pious inventions of

an illiterate Jesuit priest ! On whom hereafter.
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monkeys, may lie not have also made another in regard to fossil

man ? His convictions were :
'^

" There is not either any man [among these fossil-bones] : all the

bones of our species that have been collected with those of which we
have spoken found themselves therein accidentally, and their num-
ber is moreover exceedingly small ; which would not assuredly have
been the case if men had made establishments in the countries inha-

bited by these animals. Where then at that time was mankind ?"

We cannot answer decisively, as yet—" with those monkeys, to be
sure, whose fossil and ^umatile remains, unrevealed to Cuvier, have
been since discovered ;" but this much we can do,—show that while,

on the one hand, later researches have vastly extended Cuvier's nar-

row estimate of the antiquity of mankind upon earth ; on the other,

the gradations of epoch and of species, from the tertiary deposits

where /osse7 sz'mz'a? are found in Europe, upwards to recent formations

in which, according to a preceding remark of Marcel de Serres, those

humatile monkeys have turned up iu America, there is a gradual pro-

gression of " species" that brings these last nearly to specific identity

with some of those simice platyrhinm living in Brazilian forests at

the present day.

"We can do more. After obtaining an almost unbroken chain of

osteological samples, from living species of eallithrix and pithecus in

Sduth America, back to Lund's eallithrix primcevus and protopithicus

of humatile Brazilian deposits, and thence upwards through the

various extinct genera of simice catarrhince found in a true fossil state

in Europe and Hindost^n ; we are enabled, upon turning round and

looking at the ascending scale of relative antiquity in human remains,

— from the Egyptian pyramid to the Belgian and Austrian bone-

caverns, from Scandinavian and Celtic barrows to the vestiges of

man's industry extant in French diluvial drift, and from the old Ca-

ribsean semi-fossilized skeletons of Gruadaloupe, coupled with the

Brazilian semi-fossilized crania (Lund) ''" as well as with the semi-

fossilized human jaws of Florida (Agassiz, in "Types"),—^to esta-

blish, for man's antiquity, two points, parallel in some degree with

what has been done for that of the simice, viz : 1st, That the exist-

ence of mankind on earth is carried back at least to the humatile

stage of osseous antiquity on both old and new continents ; and 2d,

that, by strange and significant coincidence, like the genera eallithrix

and pitheeus, the living species and the dead, in Monkeys, all huma-

tile specimens of Man in America correspond, in raee, with the same

'89 Discowa sur lee Revolutions, pp. 351-2, and 131-9.

110 "Notice sur les ossements huthaines fossiles, trouT^s dans une Caveme du Br^sil"

—

Bulletin de la Soc. R. des Antiguaires du Nord, 1845-9, pp. 49-77.

30
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aboriginal Indian group still living on this continent. Such is what

will be attempted in the following pages.

But, before proceeding, we must rid ourselves of some precon-

ceived encumbrances about chronology; because "there are persons

in America * * *
;
persons whose intellects or fancies are employed

in the contemplation of complicated and obscure theories of human

origin, existence, and development—denying the very chbonology

which binds man to God, and links communities together by indisso-

luble moral obligations." "Pretty considerable" performances for

Mr. Schoolcraft's "chronology" !"^

Our national Didymus and XAAKENTEP02—he, too, of brazen

bowels, in literary fabrication—believing that "the heavens and the

earth" were created exactly at six o'clock on Sunday morning (1st

day), in the month of September, at the equinox of the year b. c.

4004,'^ would be much distressed if he knew what his only patron-

izer's (Chevalier Bunsen's) opinion is, viz.—" That a concurrence of

facts and of traditions demands, for the IToachian period, about ten

millennia before our era ; and, for the beginning of our race, another

ten thousand years, or very little more."'''

The startling era claimed, in 1845, by Bunsen, for Egypt's first

Pharaoh, Menes, b. c. 3643, sinks into absolute insignificance before

the 20,000 years now insisted upon by him for man's terrestrial

existence. Palaeontologists of the Mortonian school will cheerfully

accept Bunsen's chronological extension, notwithstanding their in-

ability to comprehend the process by which the learned German

obtains that definite cipher, or the reason why the human period

should not be prolonged a few myriads of years more. Brought

down nearer to our generation it cannot, without violating all rea-

sonable induction regarding the ante-monumental state of Egypt ;
'^

no less than from the remote era assigned by Prof. Agassiz'^ to

the conglomerate, brought to his cabinet from Florida, inclosing

numan "jaws with perfect teeth, and portions of a foot."

1*1 Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes of the United States, Philadelphia, elephant 4tQ, 1854
—" Ethnographical researches concerning the Red Man in America ;" Fourth Report, p. ix.

182 Rev. Dk. Liohtfoot, Harmony of the Foure Evangelistes, London, 1644 ; Part I, last

page. 1st, Compare Basnaoe {Hist, and Religion of the Jews, pp. 107-8), on the disputations

between the Caraites (literalists) and the Rabbinists (Iraditionists), whether the world was

created in March or in September : 2d,— if it be desired to ascertain on what grounds

the rabbis make the \st Sept. the day of creation, the solution is B. Jacoub's Baal ffalurim

(printed at Venice, 1540) ; who proTes it through the Kabbala on the first word of Genesis,

BeReSAITA—because, on transposing letters, Aleph is equivalent to "first," and be tiin

means "in September" ! (Richard Simon, op. cit., I, p. 382.)
I9S Outlines of the Philosophy of History, London, 1854; II, p. 12.

19* Types of Mankind, pp. 687-9.

"5 Op. cit., pp. 352-3.
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Witli respect to Nilotic alluvials, my suggestion of geological

researches''^ has been wrought out, since 1851, by an old Egyptian
colleague, Hikekyan-Bey, one of Seid Pasha's civil engineers, with

effective government aid, at Heliopolis and Memphis, under direc-

tion of Mr. Leonard Horner, of the Royal Society,^'' which placed a

liberal grant of money at this gentleman's disposal. Father-in-law

of Sir Charles Lyell, and father of the accomplished ladies who
translated Lepsius's Briefe aus ^gypten, ^thiopien, &c.,'* no one

could be more qualified for the undertaking,—^particulars concerning

which may be also read in Brugsch,'^ who visited Metraheni while

the works and surveys were going on. The royal names dis-inteiTcd

are given by him ; and they belong to the XlXth-XXth dynasties,

or the 15th-12th century B. c. ; but the depth, beneath the surface, at

which they were found, indicates a much more remote antiquity for

the accumulation of soil below them. During my recent sojourn in

London, Mr. Horner, among other courtesies, was pleased to show

me the interesting specimens collected, and to favor me with an

insight into the probable results. These were to appear in a later

number of the Royal Society's Transactions. They will establish an

unexpected antiquity for the Mle's deposits ; especially as Mr. Hor-

ner, with Lepsius and all of us, takes the Xllth Dynasty at about

2300 before Christ ; which, as he correctly observes, " according to

the marginal chronology printed in the latest editions of our Bibles,

is about 300 years before the death of JSToah."™

Again, to the ante-Abrahamic age of the same XHth dynasty,

more than 4000 years backwards from our own day, belong those

eighteen hieroglyphical inscriptions, recording, upon the rocks near

Samneh, for a period of about fifty years, " the height to which the

river rose in the several years of which they bear the date. Inde-

pendently of the novelty of these inscriptions, which are very short,

they possess great value in enabling us to compare the ancient ele-

vations of the waters of the Nile with those of our time ; for the oldest

of these records dates back to a period of 2200 years before the

Christian era. Thus, the measurements I have made with the great-

est care, and which at this place were taken with comparative facility,

have given the remarkable result, that the average rise of the Mle,

i»« Otia ^gyptiaca, 1849, pp. 67-8.

"f Fhilosophical Transactiom of the Royal Society, vol. cxlv, Part I, London, 4to, 1855;

pp. 105-38.

198 Letters from Egypt, &o.—revised by the author ; and translated by Lbonoea and

Joanna B. Horner; London, 12mo, 1853.

i» Reiseberichte aus yEgypten (1853-4), Leipzig, Bvo, 1855; pp. 62-79.

200 n Mr. Homer on the Alluvial Land of Egypt," op. cit., p. 123.
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4000 years ago, was 7 m-etres, 30 cent, (or about 24 English feet)

higher than it is at the present day." * * * " It explains a fact that

had previously surprised me, viz : that in all the valley of Nubia, the

level of the soil upon both shores, although it consists entirely of

alluvium deposited by the Mle, is much more elevated than at the

highest level of the river in the best year of modern inundation."^'

I have a distinct recollection of localities in Lower I^ubia,— ex-

plored with Mr. A. C. Harris during our shooting excursions as far

as WMee Haifa (2d cataract), in 1839-40— where the alluvium,

deposited by the jN"ile anciently, upon the rock, was at great distance

from, and at a higher level than, inundations at this day : but the

phenomenon merely excited surprise ; nor, until Chev. Lepsius dis-

covered the inscriptions at Samneh, was an unaccountable circum-

stance, now of great value in geology as well as chronology, either

important or explicable. Eighteen years later, it helps to mark
degrees of time on Nature's calendar ; and, conjointly with the hiero-

glyphs of Manetho's Xllth dynasty, cut at Samneh, to fix a date for

the ante-Noachian existence of civilized humanity upon earth.

Adjacent to these inscriptions stand the coetaneous fortifications

of Samneh, built with great military skill and on an immense scale,

by these Pharaohs of the Xllth dynasty, as their frontier bulwark
of the south against the attacks of Nubian hordes. M. de Vogiie, a

competent judge, has re-explored the localities f" confirming in every

respect the anterior discovery of Chev. Lepsius.

Geological investigation of Egypt, therefore, begins to furnish

abundant elbow-room for Plato's long disregarded assertion, put
into the Greek mouth of a native Egyptian priest too !—"And the
annals even of our own city [Sais] have been preserved 8000 years
in our sacred writing. I will briefly describe the laws and most
illustrious actions of those States which have existed 9000 years."^
— "And you will, by observing, discover, that what have been
painted and sculptured there [in Egypt] 10,000 years ago, and I
say 10,000 years, not as a word, but a fact,— are neither more beau-

Mi Ltepsros, letter to Dr. S. G. Morton, "Philae, Sept. 15, 1844;" Proceeding, of the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Jan. 21, 1845:— See references to Lepsius's
later Tforks, in Tffpes of Mankind, p. 692; and, for faithful copies of the inscriptions them-
selves, the Prussian Denkmaler, Abth. iv., Bd, 2, Bl. 137, 139, 151.

202 " Les fortifications antiques a Samneh (Nubie) "—Bulletin ArchSologiqne de VAihenieum
Fran^ah, Paris, Sept, 1855

; pp. 81-4, PI. v. Mr. Osbum's romantic inference, about the
connection between these works and Joseph's seven years of famine, merely proves that
this learned, if volcanic, Coptologist is no geologist {Monumental Sistorv of Eavvt London
8vo., 1854; ii. pp. 35, 132-9. " J nsr

,

203 «iiie Timaeus," Plato's woj-is, Davis transl. (Bohn) London, 1849, vi., p. 327.
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tiful, nor more ugly, than those turned out of hand at the present
day, but are worked off according to the same art."^*

In his romance of Atlantis, Plato makes the Egyptian priest say
to Solon, that the Athenian commonwealth had been created first by
Minerva, and " one thousand years later she founded ours ; and this

government established amongst us dates, according to our sacred
books, from eiffht thousand years." Eeferring to Henri Martin^ for

annihilation of this Platonic myth as an historical docnment, the pas-
sage merely serves to display Plato's conception of the world's anti-

quity. Farcy ^* follows him up with a ruinous critique of "Atlan-
tis" as applicable to its ridiculous attribution to the population of
America. Humboldt,^ more good-natured, while treating Atlantis

as mythic, seems inclined to hope the story may be true. Still, in

no case, do Plato's theories help us to a sound chronology.

His 10,000 years for man in Egypt are but the half of the " 20,000
"

now required, —23 centuries after Plato, by Bunsen, for the exist-

ence of mankind upon our planet's superficies ; and thus, as I have
long sustained,^ we have finally got beyond all biblical or any other

chronology. Indeed, the most rigorous curtailer of Egyptian annals,

my erudite friend Mr. Samuel Sharpe, states the case (except that

his date for Osirtesen seems too contracted) exactly as all hierolo-

gists of the present day understand Egypt's position in the world's

history

:

" For how many years, or rather thousands of years, this globe had
already been the dwelling-place of man, and the arts of life had been
growing under his inventive industry, is uncertain ; we can hope to

know very little of our race and its other discoveries before the in-

vention of letters. But in the reign of Osirtesen the carved wi'iting,

by means of figures of men, animals, plants, and other natural and

artificial objects, was far from new. We are left to imagine the

number of centuries \anterior to the Pyramids'] that must have passed

«« " The Laws," Surges transl., op. cit., 1852, v. p. 50.

2«5 £tudea mr le Timie de Plalon, Paris, 1841, " Atlautide:"— Typei of Mankind, pp. 594,

718, 728.

*^ AntiquiUs Mexicaines, before cited, ii. pp. 41-55.

207 <i Le reoit de Platon offrirait moins de difficulty chronologique, I'intervalle de 210 ana

entre la vieillesse de Solon et celle de Platon 4tant rempli par trois gfe^rations de la descend-

ance de Dropid^s, si, par uae alteration sans doute blamable du texte, c'etait celui-cl et non

Solon qui racontait S, Critias, le grand-pfere de I'interlocuteur, ce qu'il ayait appris, par

Solon, de la catastrophe de I'Atlantide. * * * Platon, pour donner plus d'importance a son

recit, ^urait pu introduire tons ces faits dans un roman historique, et sa parents aveo

Solon favorisait la probability de la fiction." (^Bxamm Critique de Vhisloirede la Q4ographie,

&c., before quoted, "Considerations," i. pp. 167-73.)

«« Otia ^gptiaca, pp. 41-2; 61-8: and Types of Mankind, 683-9.
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since this mode of writing first came into use, when the characters

were used for the objects only."™

Mr. Birch, living dispassionately in the midst of temptations, aug-

mented hourly by the increasing copiousness of his materials, adheres,

with admirable fortitude, to the non-recognition of any arithmetical

system of chronology. His last and invaluable pricia of Egyptian

hieroglyphs^'" contains no allusion to this " vexata qusestio ;" but we
may look forward to a history of Egypt, reconstructed by himself

exclusively from archselogical monuments, that, according to my
view, will ground Miotic history upon a more stable basis than ever-

fluctuating ciphers. In the meanwhile, a thorough revision of the

astronomical data contained in hieroglyphical inscriptions,— data

that, utterly misconstrued in object as well as import, for the last half-

century, have provoked endless disputations—has at length enabled

M. Biot^" to fix three lifetimes of Pharaohs by three several instances

wherein "the festival of Sothis [Syrius, the dog-star)," is recorded

on monuments of the XVIIth and XXth dynasties. The first

occurred about B. c. 1440, during the reign of Thotmbs III; the second

about B. c. 1300, under Ramses III; and the third under Ramses VIL,

about B. c. 1240.

Precious to science as are these new facts, I doubt whether the

destruction of false hypotheses is not more so ; and the removal of

further hallucinations about pharaonic observation of the " Sothic

Period" is one of countless reasons for gratitude to Biot.^'^ After

reading his criticism of Grrseco-Roman postulates, one recognizes how
" It becomes easy to see that the idea of an heliacal Thoth, as if it

had been really observed at Memphis, under conditions that would
make it correspond, day by day, with that of Antoninus, after the

revolution of 1461 vague years, is a pure fiction :" at the same time

that, to imagine Mbnophres, which is but a Greek translation of the

nome (province) of Memphis, to have been a King, becomes, likewise,

"a chimera."

!

More popular, though not less interesting, is the beautiful "Deter-

mination of the Vernal Equinox of 1852, effected in Egypt, according

to observations of the rising and setting of the sun in the alignement

of the southern and northern faces of the great Pyramid of Memphis,

M» History of Egypt, London, 2d ed., 1852; i. p. 13.

210 Crystal Palace Library, liondon, 12mo, Bradbury and Evans, 1856. Possessing only

the proof-sheets, kindly given to me by my friend Mr. Birch, in advance of publication, I

cannot supply its definitive title.

211 MSmoires de I'Acadimie des Sciences, Tome XXIV, 1853.
212 Beeherches de quelques Dates Absolues qui peuvent se eonelure des dates vagues sur lea

Monumens £gypiiens, Paris, 4to, 1853; pp. 16-17.
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by M. Mariette."2'3 It explains how naturally this vaunted "wisdom
of the Egyptians" (Acts vii, 22) reduces itself to simple "rules of
thumb," still practised daily by the unlettered Fellaheen along the
Mle; and proves also "que les prejuges du savoir une fois etablis

sont durs k detruire. O'est une sorte d'ignorance petrifiee."

This aphorism of M. Biot applies with singular force to chronolo-

gers of the old school, among whom, however, must not be ranked
Prof. Orcurti,^" one of the Egyptologists attached to the Museum of

Turin,'where the liberal principles of Sardinia allow free utterance

to opinion. He likewise advocates the longest chronology:—"Hence
[the ChampoUionists] establish that Egyptian chronology must be
studied at its direct fountains, independently of the chronological

data of the Bible (I mean for the epoch anterior to the XVITEth
dynasty) ; inasmuch as, there not being a fixed and established chro-

nology of Hebrew annals, reason insists that we should avail our-

selves of that liberty which the [Catholic] Church concedes to us for

using anysoever chronological system." * * * "Beyond this period

[the XHth dynasty which, with De Rouge, he fixes about 2900 b. c.J,

we do not care to prosecute the tedious task of adding ciphers that

are only conjectural;" and, like myself,^'" Oreurti rejects the con-

temporaneousness of any Egyptian dynasties; holding that,—"all the

ingenuity of Bunsen availed naught in causing a system to be

accepted which is in contradiction with the historians and the monu-
ments."

It is partly for this reason, and partly for another to be given anon,

that I will not weary readers with an analysis of the 2d vol. (1853)

of Chev. Bunsen's anglicised " Egypt's Place in the World's History,"

in which the author's enormous erudition rivals his wonderful dex-

terity in making his own ciphers harmonize with each other rather

than with the monuments. Neither is it worth the labor to point

out the whimsicalities of the "Monumental History ofEgypt" (1854),

by Mr. Osburn a scholar that, apart from his unquestionable skill

in deciphering inscriptions, coupled with a good knowledge of Copt-

ology, seems to hanker after the character of Homer's Margites,

who knew a great many things, but all of them wrong?^^

213 BiOT, Journal dee Savants, May, Jane, Jtily, 1855; p. 29, &c. : and Idem. "Sur les

Testes de I'Ancienne Uranographie ^gyptienne que I'on pourrait r^trouver aujourd'hui chez

les Arabes qui habltent I'int^rienr de I'Egypte"— op. cit. Aug. 1855. See especially De
Boua£, " Noms 6gyptiens des Plan&tes,"

—

Bui. Archiol., Athen. FranQais, Mars-Avril, 1856.

21* Catalogo illuairato dei Monummti Egizii del R. Museo di Torino, Turin, 8vo, 1852
; pp.

47, 51, 67.

215
7Vi'«« o/JfanAinrf, pp. 677, 683.

218 Bentiey's Phalaria, Dyce's ed., London, 8to, 1836; II, p. 14; from Aldb. II of Plato,

Op. Ill, 116, ed. 1826.
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Even for the only true synchronism, yet proved, between Egyptian

monuments and Hebrew records, viz : the conquest of Jerusalem by

Shishak;^" a latitude of some 15 years must be allowed, as shown

by the following table.^'^

Champollion-Figeac, Letronne, Lenormant, Wilkinson, Bunten, De Rouge, Bamcchi,

B. C. 971. 980. 981. 978. 982. 973. 989.

There being absolutely nothing, heretofore discovered, in the hiero-

glyphics, relative to any preceding relations between the Israelites

and the Egyptians, we are reduced to the vague process of chronolo-

gical parallels for conjecturing under what particular "Pharaoh"

(king), occurred the Exodus, or Joseph's ministry, or Abraham's

visit ; and inasmuch as neither on the .Egyptian, nor on the Jewish

side, can arithmetical precision ^'^ be attained beyond Solomon's age,

or about 1000 b. c, we may now, after 34 years of incessant scrutiny

since Champollion's "Precis," give up further illusion that any closer

synchronism between Moses and the "Pharaoh" who was not drowned

in the Red Sea,^ than the one very plausibly arrived at by Lepsius,^-

and adopted by Viscount E. de Rouge,^ will ever be wrought out.

After showing the probability that Moses must have succeeded

the reign of a Ramses {JSxod, 1, 11—"Raamses"), and that the Exode

probably took place while Mbnephthah, son of Ramses II, was on

the throne, De Rouge now confirms an assertion made by me, ever

since I acquired some knowledge of hieroglyphics (in Egypt, 1839-

41),—and advanced in the face of then-preponderating hopes rather

than testimony to the contrary, that—"we have not found, upon the

monuments, the trace of these first relations of the Israelites with

Egypt." They never will be found; and this for reasons which a

critical examination of the ages and writers of the book called "Exo-

dus" would conclusively explain.

" Chronology," continues De Rouge, "presents too many uncer-

tainties, as much in Egyptian history as in the Bible, and especially

when an endeavor is made to measure the period of the Judges, for

one to be able, a priori and through a simple comparison of dates,

to define under what king took place the exit from Egypt. The
difficulty is still greater when it concerns the patriarch Joseph,

2i' Gmddon, Chapters on Early Egyptian History, Archceology, ^c, 1st ed., New Yort,

1843; 15th ed., Philadelphia, 1854; pp. 2, 3.

218 Orcurti, op. cit. p. 50.

219 Types of Mankind, pp. 688, 706, 714.

220 WiLKiNsoK, Man. and Cusl. of the Ancient Egyptians, London, 1837; I. pp. 54-5.

221 Chronologie der JUgypter, Berlin, 4to, 1st part, 1849; pp. 358-63.
222 Conservator of the Imperial Museum at the Louvre

—

Notice Sommaire des Monumena

£gyptiens du Musee du Louvre, Paris, 18mo, 1855; pp. 14, 15, 22-8.
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because the length of the time of servitude in Egypt is itself the

object of numerous controversies." * * * "As we have said, the

synchronism of Moses with Ramses II [XlXth dynasty], so precious

at the historical point of view, gives us insufficient light for chrono-

logy ; because the duration of the time of the Judges of Israel is not

known in a very certain manner. We shall remain within the limit

of the probable on placing Seti I about 1500 [b. c], and the com-

mencement of the XVnith dynasty toward the 18th century. But

it would be by no means astonishing if we deceived ourselves two

hundred years in the estimate, so greatly are the documents vitiated

in history or incomplete upon the monuments.
" We have thus mounted up to the moment of the expulsion of

the Shepherds [Hyksoa] : here we shall not even undertake any

further calculation. The texts do not accord as to the time which

the occupation of Egypt by these terrible guests lasted, and the

monuments are silent in this respect. That time was long ; several

dynasties succeeded each other before the deliverance r this is all

that we know about it. We are not better edified concerning the

length of the first empire, and we possess no reasonable means of

measuring the age of the pyramids, those witnesses of the grandeur

of the primitive Egyptians. If nevertheless we recall to mind,

that the generations which constructed them are separated from

our vulgar era, first by the eighteen centuries of the second

Egyptian empire, next by the very long period of the Asiatic inva-

sion, and lastly by several numerous and powerful dynasties that

have bequeathed to us some monuments of their passage, the hoary

antiquity of the pyramids, maugre inability to calculate it exactly,

will lose nothing of its majesty in the eyes of the historian."

Erom this rapid sketch of the unanimity of opinion as to the his-

toric and prehistorie periods of human life in Egypt (oldest of histo-

rical countries) towards which scientific men in France, Italy, Ger-

many, and England, are now converging, the reader will appreciate

the correctness of the view taken by me, and supported with other

citations, in Types ofMankind. It merely shows how different minds,

reasoning without prejudice upon the same common stock of data,

necessarily arrive at similar conclusions. But M. de Eouge's refe-

rence to the difficulties of adjusting the chronology of the Book of

Judges induces a glance at its new and likely solution proposed by

Mr. Samuel Sharpe.^

The obstacles to previous settlement of the succession of Israel's

^ Historic noia on the Books of the Old and New Testaments (supra, note 29) pp. 40-6.
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Judges are familiar to possessors of Cahen,^ De "Wette,^ Munk,^

Eigliellini,^^' or Palfrey.™ Hitherto, as Basnage'^ remarks, owing

to superstitions of modern European origin upon the exaggerated

antiquity of their literature, the Jews " have been the librarians of

God, and ours too:" nor are they only bigoted Talmudists who still

maintain, " that he who sins against Moses may be forgiven, but he

that contradicts the Doctors deserves death." There are plenty of

teachers extant who, without the faith or the Hebraism of old Solo-

mon Jarchi (i?a«cAi), would with him declare, that— "if a Rabbi

should teach that the left hand is the right, and the right the left, we

are bound to believe him."^" But, for the purpose in hand, which

is to show how Mr. Sharpe re-arranges the discrepant Book of

Judges, it suffi-ces to repeat the exhortation of St. Jerome,—" Relege

omnes et Veteris et Novi Testam^nti libros, et tantam annorum
reperies dissonantiam et numerum inter Judam et Israel, id est, inter

regnum utrumque confusum, ut hujusce-modi hserere qusestionibus,

non tam studiosi, quam otiosi hominis esse videatur:"^' not forget-

ting either, how the father of Catholic biblical criticism, PiiRB Simon

de rOratoire, eschews—" the punctilios of chronologists ; that contain

more vowels than consonants, and which it would be more incom-
modious to harmonize than the different clocks of a large city. * *

Impossible to make an exact chronology through the Books of

Sacred Scripture such as they are at this day."

"Albeit," writes Munk,^ "it is impossible to present an historical

tableau of the epoch of the Shophetim. The Book of Judges, which
is the only one we can consult about that epoch, is not a book of Ms-
tort/. Every thing in it is recounted in an unstitched manner, and
the events succeed each other with rigorous sequence and without
chronological order. It is a collection of detached traditions about
the times of the Shophetim, composed probably upon ancient poems
and upon popular legends that celebrated the glory of these heroes.
This collection, which dates from the first ages of the monarchy, had
for object, as it appears, to encourage the new government to com-

^ La Bible, Traduction Nouvelle, " Schophetim," toI. vii. ; Paris, 1846.
225 Crit. and Hist. Introduction to the Canon. Scrip, of the Old Testament, Boston, transL

Parker, 1843; ii. pp. 196-8.
226 Palestine, Paris, 1845

; pp. 230-1, 441.
221 Examen de la Religion Ohritienne et de la Religion Juive, Paris, 8vo., 1834; iii. p. 560
228 Academical Lectures on the Jewish Scriptures, Boston, 8to., 1840; ii. pp. 208-35.
229 History and Religion of the Jews, transl. Taylor, London, fol. 1708

; pp. 344, 170.
230 Mackat, Progress of the Intellect, London, 8vo., 1850

; p. 14.

^^ Epist. ad Fi/ai.— RicHABD Simon, Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament, Amsterdam,
4to., 1685; i. pp. 38, 350, 204-8.

232 Palestine, p. 231.
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plele the work begun by Joshua, and to show to the people all the
advantages of hereditary royalty. For this purpose, it sufficed to

show, by a series of examples, what had been the disorders to which
the Hebrews delivered themselves up, during the days of the repub-
lic ; what had been the evil consequences which the (loving) weak-
ness of the Hebrews towards the Canaanites had caused, and how
the temporary power of one alone had always preserved them fi-oni

total ruin. One must not, therefore, think to establish with exact-

ness the chronological order of facts and the epoch of each judge.

Savants have given themselves, in this respect, useless trouble, and
all their effijrts have completely failed. It will suffice to say that the

ciphers which we find in the Book of Judges, and in the first book
of Samuel, yield us, from the death of Joshua to the commencement
of the r^ign of Saiil, the sum total of 500 years ; which would make,
since the exode from Egypt, 565 years ; whereas, the first book of

Kings counts but 480 years from the going out of Egypt down to the

foundation of the Temple under Solomon. According to this, one

must suppose [with Mr. Sharpe] that several of the Shophetlm

governed simultaneously in difterent countries. In the incertitude

of the dates, and in the absence of historical sources, we must con-

tent ourselves by here giving a summary of the traditions contained

in the Book of Judges, to afford a general tableau of the state of the

Hebrews during that period, without pretending to establish a chro-

nological succession."

The great merit of Mr. Sharpe's restoration to accordance of the

dislocated fragments contained in Judges is its simplicity ; and sim-

phcity, so far from being an index to a primeval stage of human
intellect, is always an expression of modern philosophical science.

" To determine the chronology, we must have regard to the geo-

graphy; and we shall see that the wars here mentioned do not

always belong to the whole of the Israelites ;" that is, they often

occurred simultaneously, and not, as generally supposed by the old

6hronologers, consecutively— different points of Palestine being

ruled over by different judges at the same time. " The whole argu-

ment will be made more clear by the following Chronological Table

:
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Mr. Sharpe hence infers, that " the Book of Judges ends in the
year b. c. 1100, and begins with Joshua's death, about b. c. 1250 ; and
the Exodus took place about b. c. 1300. In this way, from the Exodus
to the building of the Temple, in the fourth year of Solomon's reign,

is 289 years. If, instead of considering the periods of time in part

contemporaneous, we had added them all together [as did the

unknown writers of Kings], we should have had about the 480 years

mentioned in 1 Kings vi, 1. But the above calculation is fully

confirmed by the genealogies," &c.

In the topographical and coetaneous tabulation of these judges,

few students will disagree with the learned author ; but, in a later

portion of his valuable work, Mr. Sharpe himself indicates the

vagueness inherent in all these Jewish attempts at restoring their

lost chronology:^' "The events, indeed, in the history, from the

Exodua to Solomon's death, can hardly occupy more than three

centuries, if we observe that the times mentioned are mostly in

round numbers of forty years each, which we are at liberty to consider

indefinite, and only to mean several years."

Thus, if, on the one hand, new evidences from the monuments
and the alluvial deposits of the Mle constrain Egyptologists to

claim, for man's occupation of that valley, epochas so far beyond all

historic chronology (and no other deserves the name), as to eliminate

the subject, henceforward, from any computation of the contradic-

tory elements contained in Hebrew, Samaritan, Greek, or Latin,

biblical codices : on the other, the parallel advance in Scriptural

exegesis has curtailed to rational limits the preposterous antiquity

formerly claimed for the Israelitish nation.

Whether Usher (in the margin of king James's version) takes,

with. Marsan, 480 years as the interval between the exode and

Solomon's temple ; or Bossuet, 488 ; or Buret de Longchamps, 495

;

or Pezron, 837; has now become a matter of no consequence.

"Three centuries," a little more or less, is the average between Mr.

Sharpe's estimate and that of Lepsius, at about 314-322 years.^ To

reach nearer than that supputatiou is a hopeless task, upon existing

MSS. of the Old Testament,— each one being faulty.

Since it has been discovered that, before Eabbi Hillel, son of Juda,

the Jews had made no scientific attempts (whatever the Alexandrian

Greeks may have done) to establish a "chronology" for their own

nation, no farther dependence can be placed upon Hebrew numera-

tion. Hillel died about 310-12 ; and in such repute was his autho-

^^ Hiitoric Notes, p. 82. Lepsins's argument to the same effect is cited in Types of Man-

kind, pp. 706-12.

2" Chnonologit der jEgypier, I, 335-7;
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rity held, that St. Epiphanius claims his previous conversion™ from

Judaism! Hillel, continues Basna^, did three things which ren-

dered him famous among Jews and Christians. One of them was

:

"It was that he fixed the epocha from the Creation of the "World, and

reckoned the years from them. Different epochas were made use of

before. The departure from Egypt was the sera of some ; the Law
given at Sinai was that of others : one reckoned the years from the

Dedication of the Temple; another from the return out of captivity:

some dated from Alexander the Great's entering into Jerusalem,

which they looked upon as a considerable event to the Republick.

But since the G-emara was finished, they began to reckon the years

from the Creation of the world ; and we are told that it was Hillel

who established this epocha, and transmitted it to posterity (for it is

still observed); and, according to his calculation, Jesus Christ was

born in the year 3760." * * * The Jews sustained, however, that

'^ Jesus Christ is not the Messiah, since he came above 200 years

before the end of the fourth millennium ;" * * * on which Basnage

comments that "Jesus Christ ought to be born in the year 3910"

!

"Varise opiniones de numero annorum k creatione ad nativitatem

Christi : et quid de fine mundi sentiendam,"—is a statement illustrated

by Gaffarelli^^ with a list of more than twenty authorities, from

Paulus Forosempronieneis down to Malvenda, in which the dates for

the Creation range from B. c. 3760 to 6310 !
" Ex quibus concluditur,.

nee dies neque annos k creatione ad Christum absque peculiari reve-

latione sciri posse." To the above, his translator obligingly adds

five more estimates of the year of the Nativity,—between a. m. 3837

and A. M. 3970 : marvelling, with Clemens Alexandrinus {lib. I,

Strom. B), at the existence of persons, in his time, who (not per-

ceiving exactly, with our acuter national Didymus, how chronology

"binds man to God") attempt precision in determining Jesus's

birth—"Sunt qui curiosius non solum annum sed diem addunt!"
And this erudite father of the Church was living (a. d. 192-217)
barely two centuries after the occurrence of this the greatest (among
ourselves) event of events.

Mosheim®'' honestly concedes that the year of Christ "has not
been hitherto fixed with certainty;" but adopts, as "most probable,"
"the year of Rome 748 or 749 {Matt, iii, 2; John i, 22; &c.):" in-

285 Basnaoe (supra, note 229), pp. 157-9 :—conf. also Mackat, Progrets of the Intellect,

XI, pp. 307-15.

™ CuTtositatCB Inauditce de figurU Persarum Talismanias, fforoscopo Patriarcharum et

Characteribus Calestibus; Latinfe-opera M. Gregorii MichaeUs; Hamburgi, 1676; cap. II

pp. 7, 44-8, 180-2. 337-40. '
' '

i^' Ecclesiastical History, transl. Maclaire; Ist American ed., Philadelphia, ]''97; I, p. 52.
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forming us, in a note, that "the learned John Albert Fabricius has
collected all the opinions of the learned concerning the year of

Christ's birth." To his work I turn:^ although the question be
not even settled at this day !

^'

Under the head of "Minutiae in chronologicis minus consectaudse,"

Fabricius enlarges upon the uncertainties of chronology; backing
assertion with citations of 141 different epochs assigned to Christ's

nativity by about 283 authorities, who begin at a. m. 3616 and end at

A. M. 6484, for this all-important event. Then, for those who
"Christum natum consent" in An. Urbis cond. (the year of the

building of Eome), they range between 720 and 756 a. u. c. If,

more particular, we ask—"Quo mense natus Christus?" a table is

presented to our sight in which different computators have agreed

upon the 6th January, or the 10th idem, or February, or March, or

the 19-20th April, or the 20th May, or June "XI Kal. Julias," or

July, or August "sub finem mensis," or September "die XVSeptem-
bris, Jo. Lightfootus ad Lucse 11, 7," or October "sub init.," or the

6th November, or the 18th of the same, or, lastly, the 25th December
—"ex communi Graecse et Latinse Ecclesise traditione."

Fabricius adds this singular coincidence— "Pulchre observarunt

Viri docti £i Romanis die VHI Cal. Januarii sive XXV Decembris

celebratum diem natalem Solis invieti, initium nempe periodi annuae

et brumam: eamque solennitatem d Christianis opportune trans-

latam ad Natalem Solis Justitiee."

Raoul-Rochette,^ in his erudite inquiries into the Phoenician god

Melkarth, as an incarnation of the Sun at the Winter Solstice— a

subject greatly developed by Lanci*"— has carried these Roman
analogies back to a much earlier period in Canaan. He says—"We
know, through a precise testimony in the ancient annals of Tyre,

the principal festivity of Melkarth, at Tyre, was called his re-birth or

his awakening, syepHis (Joseph., Antiq. Jud., VHI, 5, 3) ; and that it

was celebrated by means of a pyre, whereupon the god was supposed

to regain, through the aid of fire, a new life (!N^onnus, Dionysiaca, XL,

^^ BibliograpMa Antiquaria, sive Introductio in noiitiam Scripiontm, qui anliquates Hebraicas,

Grcecas, Romanat, et Ohristianaa scripCis illustraverunt ; 2d ed., Hamburgh, 4to, 1716; pp.

185-7, 193-8, 842-3, 344.

^^ See De Saulct, " Sur la date de la naissance et de la mort du Christ,"— controverted

by Alfred Macet, " Sur la date de la naissance du Christ" (Athenodum FrariQais, 1855, pp.

485-6, 513-4).

^^ Mimoires d^Arehiologie eomparie, Aiiatique, Qrecque et Slrusque. I'^ M^m., " L'Her-

cale Assyrien et Phoenicien consider^ dans ses rapports avec I'Hercule Grec;" Paris, 4to,

1848
; pp. 25-7, 28, 29-38.

"1 Paralipomeni alV lUualrazione della Sagra Scrittura per Monumenti Fenico-Assirii ad

Egiziani; Paris, 1845, 4to 2 vols. ^(M«m.
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398). The celebration of this festival, of which the institution

mounted up to the reign of king Hiram, contemporary of Solomon,

took place at the month Peritius; of which the second day corre-

sponded to the 25th December of the Eoman calendar (Serv. adJEn.

Vn, 720— Jablonskt and Zobga); and, through a coincidence that

cannot be fortuitous, this same day, viz : the 25th December, was

likewise at Rome the dies natalis Solis invicti ; a qualification under

which Hercules was worshipped at Tyre and elsewhere. It was,

therefore, really the death and the resurrection of a god-Sun, that

was celebrated at Tyre, at the Winter solstice, through this pyre of

Hercules ; and already we seize, in its primitive and original form,

one of the principal traits of the legend of the Hellenic Hercules."

* * * And this lamented scholar continues to show how Movers

{Die Phcenieier, I, 386) proves that, in the time of Ahab {1st Kings,

XVHI, 27), a "god deceased and resuscitated" was a fundamental

idea in the Jewish theocracy ; as well as to point out the relations

between this Semitic myth and that of the Phoenician god Adonis

;

who is the Tham-uz bewept by Israelitish females, at the gate of the

holy Temple, in the time of the Prophets {Ezehiel, VHI, 14).

If we seek at Rabbinical sources for their various supputations

concerning tie advent of their Jewish "Messiah," the most learned

and critical of their standard divines, Maimonides, acquaints us that

—" the Messiah should have come in the XIHth century, in the

year 1316. But as that has not yet happened, others refer the end

of their misfortunes to the year 1492, others to the year 1600, and

others again to the year 1940 ;" * * * some even holding "that the

MeSAaiaH hath been a long time born, and remains concealed at

Rome until Elias come to crown him." ^"

These few citations, confirmatory of my distrust, expressed in our

last publication,^*' of any chronological systems, suffice to establish

accuracy of fact and deduction. The toils of Sisyphus, or the

pangs of Tantalus, seem nothing compared with those experienced

by hundreds of chronologists who, rivalling in pertinacity the Rosi-

crusian's search after the " elixir of life," have exhausted every expe-

dient, our patience and their arithmetic, to discover when our world

had a beginning. The superstition as to the possibility of success in

any such endeavors is now fast taking rank, among men of science,

with its extinct corollary— so miserably distressing to our Boeotian

ancestors, about the year 1000 of our era— viz : anxious cipherings

as to the world's termination. On this phase of humanity's cyclic

"2 Basnaqb, op. cit., pp. 374-5.

2*> Types of Mankind, pp, 667-62.
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hallucinations,'" it has been well observed by W. Rathbone Greg,="

that " the error of Paul (1 Tkess. W, 15) about the approaching end

of the world, was shared by all the Apostles {James, V, 8 ; 2 Feter,

m, 12 ; 1 John, JI, 18 ; Jude, v. 18)."

From Hebrew to Assyrian subjects the transition is natural; if but

to observe that very trifling, as regards chronologioal determinations,

has been the progress since Layard's second Expedition, published

in 1853.^* Col. Rawlinson's various papers in the Royal Asiatic

Society's Journal,'*' together with his unceasing announcements of

new discoveries, through the London " Athenseum" especially, have

not been yet arranged into a "corps de doctrine:" so that, except the

summary tables in the last edition ofMr. Yaux's learned work,'^* there

is little settled about cuneiform annals, whether in England or on the

Continent ; notwithstanding the enormous increase of materials, due

to the local exhumations of Ross, Loftus, Fresnel, Oppert, Place,

Rassam, Jones, and other laborers around Mosul and Bagdad.

Cuneatic students (as was in part the case 15 years ago with Egyp-

tian hieroglyphics, which possess clews that the others have not) are

still struggling, not merely with the philology of three distinct

tongues, Semitic, Indo-Germanic, and Scythic, encountered in arrow-

headed inscriptions of different epochas and at different localities,

but against the more arduous phonetic complications of the various

groups or signs in which archaic dialects of these three idioms are

expressed. In consequence, that which is read one way by Rawlin-

son in England, is, generally speaking, read in another by Hincks

in Ireland ; both are oftentimes obnoxious to the conflicting versions

*" FoBBES WiNSLOw, " Ou Moral and Criminal Epidemics,"— Journ. of Psychol. Med.

and Mental Pathology, April, 1856,' Art. VI, pp. 251-2. Alfked Matjkt, Les Mystiques

extatiguei etles Stigmatises,—extrait des " Annales Medico-psyehologiques," Paris, 1855
; pp.

49-50. Also his review of Lelht's DSmon de Socrate, in Athenceum Franfais, 1 Mars, 1856.

«5 The Creed of Christendom, London, 8to, 1851 : pp. 19-25, 181-3.

^ Types erf Mankind, p. 702.

**' OtiiUnex of Assyrian Sistory, 1852;—'iVbto on the early Kistory of Babylonia, 1855.

^ JSineveh and Persepolis, 4th edition, se-rised and enlarged^ Londoij, 12mo, 1854, pp.

506-9. While writing, I see by the London Times (Aug. 12, 1856) that, at the meeting of

the Brit. Assoc, for the Adv. of Science, jnst held at Cheltenham, Sir Henry Bawlinson ia

reported to have " shown that the impressions on the bricks found at ' TJr of the Chaldees,'

were marked with the name of a king, which he thinks identical with the Chedorlaomer of

Genesis, and at least 2000 years before Christ" I have no doubt that, at the rate Assyrian

"confirmations" are going on, the contemporary history of Abraham himself would yet be

found in. cuneiform, but for a slight exegetical diffculty; viz.: the age of the unknown

writer of the XlVth chapter of Genesis [Types of Mankind, p._604, note 111). [The above

wasi penned last Sept. Since then I hare read Col. Rawlinson's most interesting " Dis-

course" (A thenaum, Lond. 1856, pp. 1024-5) ; and learn that the Assyrian empire was not

instituted before the 13th century, b. c.,—a modern date to Egyptologists. When cuneatic

students in England are enabled, through arrow-headed typography, to rival Oppebt's

resources in " ImpriiB^rie Imp6riale" (Bui. Archeol. Athen. Fr., Mai, 1856), palaeography

will place more faith in their translations.]
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of Oppert and De Saulcy in France ; whilst, in Germany, the father

of cuneiform decipherers, Grotefend, frequently prefers a reading of

his own. Out of this embarrassing state of affairs, a feeling of mis-

trust has gradually arisen, especially at Paris, the centre of archaeo-

logical criticism ; which has found voice, at. last, in the pages of

Kenan ;^^ than whom, amid masters of Semitish tongues and history,

none are better qualified to judge.

^' If one must feel grateful toward those persons who venture into

these unknown lands, whilst exposing themselves to a thousand

chances of error and of ill success, the greatest reserve is commanded

in presence of contradictory results, obtained through an uncertain

method, and sometimes presented without any demonstration. Is it

not excusable to doubt, in such matters, when one sees the man who

has made for himself the greatest renown in Assyrian studies, M.

Eawlinson, sustain that the Assyrians did not distinguish proper

names by the iound, but by the sense ; and that, in order to indicate

the name of a king, for instance, it was permitted to employ all the

synonymes which could approximately render the same idea ;— that

the name of each god is often represented by monograms differing

from each other, and arbitrarily chosen ;
— that the same given cha-

racter was read in several ways, and must be considered in turns as

ideographic or phonetic, alphabetic or syllabic,-™ according to the

needs of interpretation;—when one sees, I say, M. Rawlinson avow

that many of his readings are given exclusively for the convenience

of identification [as amongst one of the last beautiful " confirmations"

— DanieVs herbivorous Nebochadnassar !] ; that it is often permitted

to modify the forms of characters to render them more intelligible

:

— when, lastly, one sees, upon such frail. hypoth.eses, a chronology

and a chimerical pantheon of the ancient empire of Assyria con-

structed ? What must we think of the inscriptions, called Medic,

which would be written, if one must credit the same Savant, in a

language wherein the declension would be Turkish, the general

structure of the discourse Indo-European, the conjugation Tartar and

Celtic, the pronoun Semitic, the vocabulary Turkish, mixed with

Persian and with Semitic ? To this method I prefer even that of M.
Norris, who, persuaded, like MM. Westergaard and De Saulcy, that

the language of the inscriptions of the third species is Scythic or

2*9 Histoire et Systime compart dee Langues Semiligues, Paris, 1855
; pp. 64-9, 70.

2^ It is nevertheless true, that a sign does often possess these different powers, and must

so be read, in hieroglyphics ;' but in the latter form of writing (whether cuneatics possess

such indices to the method of reading or not), the groups themselyes furnish the key by

which to know its value. Conf. Lepsius, Letln d Rosellini, Annali, 1837, pp. 31-47 :

—

Bdn-

SEN, Egypt's Place, 1848, 1, pp. 594-600:

—

De Rodqe, M^moire sur le Tombeau d'Ahmes, 1851,

p. 178:—and Birch, Crystal Palace Sand-Book, 1856, pp. 222-9, 248.
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Tartaric (what I do not mean to deny), undertakes to explain tliem

through Ostiak and Tcheremiss, and claims to give us, with the help

of the inscriptions, a complete Scythic grammar. One must be pro-

foundly wanting in the sentiment of philology, to imagine that, by
assembling upon one's table a few dictionaries, the infinitely-delicate

problem can be solved, if it be not insoluble, of an unknown tongue

written in an alphabet in major portion unknown. Eve;i were the

language of the inscriptions perfectly determined, it could not be,

save through an intimate knowledge of all the neighboring idioms,

that one might arrive at giving with certainty the grammatical ex-

planation and the interpretation of such obscure texts."

Taking China, on our way back to Egypt from Chaldea, it is to be

remarked that, since the labors, hitherto unimpeachable, of the

Jesuit missionaries, 200 years ago, little or nothing has been done,

in that impenetrable country, by European criticism of their ancient

monuments or annals, to invalidate the sketch of Chinese chronology

borrowed from Pauthier.^' !N"o preconceived opinions (or desires),

on my part, induce suppression of doubts as to the historic claims of

this SinologiCO-Jesuit account of Chinamen's antiquity to absolute

credence. There are improbable circumstances about the re-finding

copies of their ancient books, after the destruction of libraries by

Chi-hoang-ti,^^ about b. c. 213,— parallel with librarian auto-da-

fe's elsewhere—on which some more positive narration might be con-

soling; and Davis^ has remarked how, in the flowery empire itself,

" a famous commentator, named Choofootse, observes :
' It is impos-

sible to give entire credit to the accounts of those remote ages.'

China has, in fact, her mythology, in common with all other nations."

She had, also, at very early times,—hundreds of years prior to the

Grecian Thales—her astronomical observations. Among these (if

any point seemed certain in Chinese or other histories) were two

eclipses of the sun, recorded as having taken place in the reign of

TcHONG-KANG, whom Father Amiot's table places about b. c. 2159^7.^

The former was computed, by G-aubil, to have occurred on the 13th

Oct., 2155 B. c. ; and by Freret and Cassini, during b. c. 2007 : the

latter by E.othman, resuming Chinese supputations, in the Julian

year 2128. iN'ow, it is unfortunate that, with the precise " Tables

Abregees, composees par M. Largeteau pour faciliter le Oalcul des

Syzygieg ecliptiques et non ecliptiques," neither this astronomer nor

251 Types of Mankind, pp. 695-7.

262 Pauthieb, Chine, Paris, 8to, 1837 ; pp. 222, 236.

263 The Chinese, 12mo, London, I, p". 167.

2" Pauthieb, Chine d'apris lea documents chinois, Paris, 8to, 1837, p. •480;--" Histoire

critique du Chou-king"

—

Livres Sacris de V Orient, Paris, 8to, 1843; pp. 8-6
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M. Biot^ was, down to 1843, able to find that either of two solar

eclipses, which really occurred at that remote period, could have

been visible in China at all

!

As to Hindostin, the fiat of Klaproth^' stands unshaken by any

more recently discovered facts ; at the same time that the plurality

of later critics, out of Germany,^'— a country where the affinities

of Sanscrit with AUemanic idioms had, indeed, superinduced a state

of rapture that is beginning to- melt away—corroborate the modem-

ness of its annalists; "We are ignorant of what was [only in the

7th century, b.c.!], in these remote times, the state of India." * * *

" The total want of materials has forced me to pass over in silence

the history and the antiquities of India. The political geography

of this vast country, even a long time after it had been inhabited by

the Mohammedans, is still very little known to us."

Prinsep^ shattered* the alleged antiquity of Hindostanic inscrip-

tions ; nothing, throughout the peninsula, ascending within four or

five generations of the modern age of Buddha,— assumed at the

6th century B. c.^''^

And, if art (vide Pulszky's chapter, 11. ante) be chosen as the crite-

rion, the previous investigations of Langles had ruined the fabled

age of India's structures ; " because, according to the judicious ob-

servation of Mr. Scott Waring {Hist, of the Mahrattas, p. 64), there

exists no authentic information anterior to the establishment of the

Mussulmans in the peninsula (before the 14th century of the vulgar

era) ; and it would be superfluous to seek for some historical docu-

ments in works written in Sanscrit." * * * The pagoda of Djugger-

naut, begun in the 9th centiary, " is a new proof in favor of our

opinion upon the modernness of the monuments of the Peninsula."

* * * Ellora, by the Brahmans estimated at 7915 years old, was by
Muslim writers reduced to 900; and thus, says Langles, "the date

of 600 to 700 years seems to me more probable than that of 7915."

These rock-temples present traces of Greek architecture : their ele-

255 Journal des Savants, Paris, 1843 ; I' article ; tirage ^ part, pp. 4-8.
^s Tableaux historiques de I'Asie, Paris, 4to, 1826; pp. 2, 286.

25' De Gobineau, {InegalitS des Races, 11, pp. 101-3), has allowed himself to he somewhat
carried away as to Arian antiquity ; but his observations on old-school philologers (p. 105)

seem to me to be correct.

258 Journal of the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal; Calcutta, 1828; VII, pp. 156-67, 219-282:—
and Stkes, Jour. R. Asiatic Soc, London, 1841 ; VI, Art. 14, Appendix III.

259 Monuments anciens et modemes de VHindoustan, Paris, folio, 1821 ; I, pp. 117, 131

;

II, 12-3, 66-8, 70, 169—70, 184, 208. Cf. also Bbigos, Aboriginal Race of India, K. Asiat.

Soc, June, 1852 ; pp. 7-9, 14. The Arian-Hindoos did not even conquer the Dekhin much
before the 5th century of our era:—the modernness of Elephanta, Salsette, &c., was sus-

pected at sight by the judicious obserrer Bishop Heber (Narrative of a Journey through

the upper Provinces of India, London, 4to, 1828; 11, pp. 179, 192).
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phaiits were cut by foreign artists; and "the leaves oi Acanthus
are badly dra-mi and capsized around the base of a pillar of Hindoo
style ; so that this base gives the idea of a Corinthian capital turned
upside-down." The Hindoo zodiacs, too, are all Greek and modern

!

We have seen that Palestine, Mesopotamia, and essentially Hind-

ost^n, afford no stand-point for annual chronology, even to the year

B. c. 1000 ; and that, beyond the twenty-third century prior to our

era, at the outside, China fails to supply us with proofs of anything

more than a long previous unhistorical existence. There are no
other lands, except Egypt, whose historical period attains to pa-

rallel antiquity with the two first-named countries ; notwithstanding

abundant evidence of Etrurian, Phcenician, and Lydian, civilizations

of much earlier date than 2850 years backwards from our time.

Pelasgic Greece falls into the latter category. Whether as nomads
or errants, as the ancient or the old,^ "the remembrance of these

most ancient inhabitants of Greece loses itself in transmythological

ages." Their successors on Hellenic soil have left us no determinate

chronology beyond the Olympiads, beginning with the foot-race won
by Corcebus in the year b. c. 776 ;^i and these victories were not

arranged in their present order for 500 years later, viz., by one

Timseus of Sicily, about b. o. 264.

"The Pelasgi and the other primitive populations of Greece,"

continues Maury, "do not appear to have possessed any ancient

tradition upon cosmogony and the first ages of human society.

They were, in this respect, in the same ignorance, in the same

vagueness, wherein the savage septs of Asia, of Oceauica, and of

the E'ew World, are still found, who have not been brought into

contact with more enlightened nations. One encounters nothing, in

fact, among the primitive Hellenes, analogous to the cosmogonies of

Genesis, of the books of Zoroaster, or the laws of Manou. Which
sufficiently proves, that the intellectual state of these Pelasgic tribes

was very fe.r removed from that of the Israelitish, Persian, or Hindoo
peoples." Like these Asiatics, the Greeks of a later day anthro-

morphosized inventions ; or else made the proper name of a country,

a river, or a Mil, the primordial human ancestor of a nation.^

" Thus, in Elis, a-personage whose name was taken from that of the

Olympic games, Aethlios, passed for the first king of the country,

and was regarded as the son of Zeus and Protogeneia.

" So, likewise, in antiquity, the name of pretended inventors of

^ Alfred Maurt, Recherches sur la Religion el le Culle dea Populations primitives de la

Orice, Paris, 8to, 1855; pp. 2, 20, 30-1, 201-4, 216-24.

^ Anthon, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, New York, 1843
; pp. 678-9.

^ Types of Mankind, pp. 549, 551-2, for parallel examples.
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certain arts was forged througli the aid of words wHch designated

either the objects or the instruments of which the arts make use, or

even by the help of the proper names of these arts themselves. It

is thereby that Closter (KXuffT'ip), that is, the spindle, was held to be

the inventor of the art of spinning wool. The art of striking fire

from flint was discovered, it was said; by Pyrodes {mpcoSris), that is,

the burning, the kindled, son of Oilix {silex), the flint. The ' pise'

{luteum cedifieium) had been invented by Technes (Tsxvris), art, incor-

rectly written Docius in the manuscripts of Pliny ; the rule {regula)

and not the tile {tegula), as one reads in some manuscripts, had had

for its author Cinyrus, son of Acribeias. The name of this Cinyrus

is derived from the root oanna ; and a false reading has substituted,

for the name of Acribeias (dxp/jOEia, rectitude), that of Agriopas.

Chalcas (XriXxos, brass), son of Athamas ('ASafwxs, hard metal), had

made the first bucklers, &c.;"—just as, in king James's version,

TiUBuLKallS", literally, the Crod- Vulcan, has become transmuted

into "TuBAL-CAiN, an instructer of every artificer in brass and

2*3 Genesis iv, 22:—eonf. Gliddon, Olia ^gypliam, p. 141, note.

Every one knows that whether "GOD appeared in the flesh," or "who appeared in the

flesh," of 1 Timothy iii, 16, depends upoti OC or ©C in the Codex Alexandrinns at the

British Museum; which biliteral, through pious handlings, is now effaced! (Caedinal

Wiseman, Conneclion between Science and revealed Religion, London, 1836 ; II, pp. 168-9.

See also the same fact in Wetstenii Nov. Testament., II, p. 864 ; cited in Bishop Marsh's

Miehcelis, I, p. 577, notes.)

"The history of Saint Ursula and of the 11,000 virgins whose innumerable relics are

shown, arranged in one of the churches, at Cologne, owes its origin to an expression of

the old calendars. Vrsula el Uhdecimella, W. MM. ; that is to say, ' Saint Ursula and Saint

Undicimella, virgins and martyrs.' Ignorant readers have, as one perceives, singularly

multiplied the latter saint. Conf. Brady, Clavis Calendaria, t. 2, p. 334." (Alfred Macet,
LSgendes Pieuses du Moyen-Age, Paris, 8vo, 1843; p. 214, note.)

Here is one Hebrew, another Greek, and a third Latin, example, out of hundreds at hand

(in Hebrew especially), to illustrate historical metamorphoses. Where either instance does

not suit the taste of a Boeotian, it may that of an Athenian. But for the orientalist I add

an inedited specimen, due to the kindness of a Persian scholar, my old friend Major-General

Bagnold, of the Hon. East-Ind. Comp.'s Service.

In the Arabic alphabet, adopted with slight modifications by Persians, the letter ziSTN,

Z, is distinguished from the letter Ri), B, only by a " nuqta," dot, or point, placed above
the former letter's head. " The author of the Anwarry Saheilly joSnlarly criticizes the use

of points by an amusing couplet, which I translate almost verbatim,and paraphrase:

'If Anwarry, within this world,

Could wish to live without its zihimut

(misery) -^JL^^j

Nature brings forth a filthy fly

To dung o'er the head of Ri; in rikimut

(mercy) Vll,}^^.'

"
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" In the time of Paiisanias, the people of Corinth, to whom the
circumstances of the foundation of their city were totally unknown,
recounted that this city had been built by a king named Corinthus.

"All these personages of poetical fiction were attached, afterwards,

to the divers countries from which the Greeks fancied themselves to

have originated ; deceived as they were by resemblances of traditions

and the lying assertions of strangers emulous of being the parents

of their civilization. It is hence that Phcenicia, Media, Egypt, Libya,

Ethiopia, and India, were regarded as the cradle of these heroes,

all G-reehs by their origin and their name,—traditions comparatively

modern, that have led more than one scholar astray, but of which
criticism has definitively ruined the authenticity."

In justice to my friend M. Maury, I ought to mention that his

foot-notes sustain every statement with irrefragable testimony. "We
behold, however, in Greece,— a country about which we possess

more information than concerning any other on earth,—thanks to her

ancient historians and to modern archaaologists— how human ori-

ffines, in one and the best-represented locality, are absolutely un-

known. If in storied Hellas such is the case, what must we expect

to find about man's primordial advent upon our planet, among less

historical nations ? The prefatory remarks to the "American Realm"
of our Ethnographie Tableau will illustrate another phase of this

argument.

The chronological deficiencies encountered everywhere else compel

a final return to the monuments of the Nile. Amid their petroglyphs

and papyri alone can we hope to weave a thread by which to measure

the minimum length of time that a type of humanity must have

occupied that valley. In our former work,^*^ a synopsis of hiero-

glyphical investigations exhibited how Egyptian chronology stood

in the year 1853. Four years have passed, and I have nothing to

alter. Correct then, the same views are accurate now; for, with

the exception of an appendix to the Misses Horner's translation^"^

of his travels, Chev. Lepsius has not more definitively treated on

chronology ; nor, up to the spring of last year (1856), had he published

^ii Book ofKings ; until the appearance of which, I have consistently

maintained since 1844, no professed system of Egyptian chronology

can, in the very nature of human things, possess solid or durable

claims to attention :—such as have recently appeared, worthy ofrespect,

being either likeM. Brunet de Presle's,^^ a re-examination ofthe classi-

cal sources ; or else like Chev. Bunsen's second volume {uhi supra), a

2" Types of Mankind, 686-9.

^'^ Letters from Egypt, Ethiopia, &c. (supra, note 198).

^ Examen critique de la Succession des dynasties Sgyptiennes, Part I, Paris, 8to, 1850.
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labyrinth of arithmetical adjustments satisfactory to no one but

their learned calculator; or again, similar to the useful but very

piece-meal coverings of a skeleton chronology by M. Brugsch,

—

^''

who, in the main, agrees with the time-measurements previously

laid down by Lepsius ; or finally, ingenious attempts at unsettling

that which had been generally agreed upon, by ChampoUionists,

through M. Poitevin's^ attorney-like process of detecting some sup-

posititious flaw in the indictment.

For myself, therefore, as before stated, I have no more precise

Egyptian chronology to offer than that already sketched in Types of

Mankind; and having waited some twelve years for Lepsius, it is

small hardship to extend one's patience for a few months longer

:

because, as I had the pleasure of hearing from his own lips last year,

during our rencontre over the new treasures of the Louvre Museum,

the Booh of Kings must now be near the point of its appearance at

Berlin. The delay of publication, since its announcement about

1845,^^ is not to be regretted. The Chief of the Prussian scientific

mission, upon his return from the East in 1846, had first to arrange

the periodical issue of the magnificent Denkmaler, by no means yet

completed ; and next, in such standard works as the Qhronohgie der

^gypter, followed by innumerable minor essays, to clear away erro-

neous hypotheses whilst indicating novel facts, before the chronologi-

cal frame-work, resulting from accumulated discoveries, could be

filled up in method satisfactory to archaeologists.

Through such wise procedure, his Book of Kings will now embody
the enormous series of historical data derived (only since 1850) from

the Memphite exhumations of M. Aug. Makibtte— latterly ap-

pointed, by Imperial discrimination, one of the Conservateurs du
Musee du Louvre.

"With an outline of this gentleman's conquests in Egyptian

science, my addenda to the pages^™ of our last volume (wherein his

name foreshadows revelations, the extent of which none but himself

could then appreciate) may properly close. It was my good fortune

to arrive at Paris in Nov. 1864, within a week of M. Mariette's

return there, fresh from the scenes of his four-year's toil beneath
desert^gronnd with the superficies of which, around the Pyramids
of SakkS-ra, I had been familiar from 1831 to 1841. Introduced to

him at the Institute by our collaborator M. Alfred Maury, nothing

26' Reisberichte aus Mgypten (supra, note 199).

268 MSmoire mr lea Sept Gartouchea de la Table d'Abydos altribuis A la XII' dynaslie Sgypt-

ienne—^xtiait de \& Revue Arch^ologique, 11« Ann^e, Paris, 1854.

-^^ Gliddon, Appendix, 1846, to all subsequent editions of "Chapters on Early Egyptian

History," p. 3.

2™ Types of Mankind, pp. 675, 686.
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could exceed the frankness and prolonged kindness of his bearing

towards an elder Miotic resident. M, Mariette is too highminded
for me to express more than a grateful acknowledgment of facili-

ties by him accorded to me ; not forgetting either those of his able

coadjutor at the Louvre, my friend M. T. Deveria.

The first reliable announcement of results of " Excavations at the

Serapeum of Memphis" appeared over the signature of a far-famed

archeologue, F. de Saulcy de I'lnstitut -j"^ but the treasures brought

thence by Mariette, were not arranged for public inspection in the

Louvre-galleries, until the 15th May, 1855, during the Exposition

universelle. The facts are these.

Sent out to Egypt " en mission" in quest of ancient Coptic M8S.,

the curiosity of our Egyptologist was excited at Alexandria, Aug.

1850, by the sight of numerous uniform Sphinxes of calcareous

stone, covered with Greek inscriptions, said to have been brought

from Sakkjfcra, the necropolis of Memphis. Following at Cairo the

advice of Linant-Bey, during a trip to the localities, M. Mariette

discovered, peeping out from the sand, one of this self-same kind of

sphinx in situ. For a man of his education and quick energy this

indication suflaced. Gangs of workmen were immediately employed

to clear away the sand which, since the days of Strabo— b. c. 15—
had accumulated over these rocky undulations to a depth varying

from 10 to 70 feet; and, by the 25th Dec. of the same year, an

avenue, in length above 6600 feet, was laid bare, flanked by the

remains of a double row of sphinxes, of which 141 were in good

preservation.

At the end of this alley, a little farther exhumation disclosed—
astounding to relate, in an Egyptian cemetery— a hemicycle formed

of Greek statues of Hellenic worthies; Pindar, Lycurgus, Solon,

Euripides, Pythagoras, Plato, ^schylus, Homer, Aristotle ! Thence

branched off a paved dromos to the right and left ; the latter path-

way to a temple built by Pharaoh Amyrtseus (about e. c. 400) in

honor of Apis; the former straight to the long-lost Serapeum.

Two chapels, one Greek and the other Egyptian, intersected the-

middle of this road on its left side ; and, in this last, large as a calf

at 8 months, was inclosed a most beautiful and perfect statue,

carved in white calcareous stone, of the sacred bull Apis! As

probably the one visited by Strabo, it now ranks among other price-

less treasures of the Louvre. Infinite inscriptions, Egyptian, Greek,

and even Phoenician, containing the proscynemata, votive offerings,

of generations of foreign visitors to the holy shrine ; Hellenic and

Pharaonic bronzes, eflagies, and monuments of many materials and

2" Le Conslitulionnel, Paris, 9th and 10th December, 1854 ; Feuilletons.
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objects, in and around this sanctuary of Serapis, were the reward of

eight months' fatigue: when, as usual in Ottoman lands, local in-

trigues and international jealousies arrested the works for a season,

until the prompt interference of the French Government, with a

grant of 30,000 jfrancs for expenses, enabled the undaunted explorer

to resume his active day-labors in Feb. 1852. His nocturnal re-

searches were never abandoned however ; and his gallant defiance

as well of falling blocks as of assassination had been crowned, on

the night of the 12th Nov. 1851, by entrance into a subterranean

city of^death,— the vast sepulchral caves of more than 64 genera-

tions of Apises, covering a period of above 15 centuries, were nightly

trod by Gallic foot : that is to say, more than 1600 years since the

last Gaulish legionary had stared at Apis dead, or that in Alex-

andria, about the times of St. Mark, there had been proclaimed the

advent of Apis living:— ^urjv £*6pxo(Aiv*iv, "the life which comes;"

narrate the ecclesiastical historians, Eufinus {obiit a. d. 408), Sozo-

men {obiit 450), and Socrates (flour. 440) ; the last of whom, ac-

quainted with a book which, according to St. Jerome, Sophronius

had composed concerning the destruction of the Alexandrian Sera-

peum, about a.d. 391, relates that—"The Christians, who regard

the cross as a sign of the salutary passion of Christ, thought this

sign [the crux ansata, hieroglyphic^ ankh, f—"life eternal"—found

in that temple of Serapis] was the one which belongs to them ; the

gentiles said, that it was something common to Christ and to

Serapis" ^'^

—

i.e. "HaPI-HeSIM (Osiris-Apis) great God who resides

in Amenthi, the lord living forever;" as Serapis is addressed in

hundreds of inscriptions now at Paris.

These researches were vigorously pushed for about four years

along the Memphite necropolis, resulting, as will be seen presently,

in an immense accession of antiquities, from the earliest Pharaonic

to the latest Eoman times— a period of some 4000 years. Through

them, the age of the colossal sphinx of Geezeh has been carried back

to the primeval IVth dynasty ; and, for chronology, a collection of

funereal tablets (about 650 saved out of some 1200 found), now in

the Louvre, giving the genealogies of individuals (one I saw goes

back, fathers and sons, about 19 generations), often with the dates

of kings' reigns, year, month and day, of every epoch, will enable

archseology to fill a thousand gaps in the time-measurement of old

2f2 Leteonne, La Croix Ans4e ^gyptienne (Mfim. de I'Acad. des Insorip., 2d part)—
"tirage'S. part," Paris, 1846; pp. 24-26: citing textually, Bufinus II, c. 26 and 29—
Sozomen, Hist, eeclea. VII, 16, p. 725 B— and Socrates, V, 17, p. ?76, A, B. Conf. also,

De Potter, Miaioire du Christianisme.
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Egypt. The last catalogue of the Louvre museum ^^ enumerates but
few of these uncounted treasures. Science must wait patiently for
their co-ordination by their discoverer, when France publishes his
folio Monuments. Meanwhile, as De Saulcy says—" The names of
a dozen new Pharaohs have been found; and the 400 principal
steles, that are now deposited in the Louvre, are like 400 pages of a
book written 3000 years ago, which reveal to us a multitude of details,

heretofore unknown, about the life and the religion of ancient Egypt.
Furthermore, art itself has to put in her claims for a share in the rich
booty of M. Mariette ; and I limit myself to citing, among other
monuments, an admirable statue of a sitting Scribe, dating certainly

4000 years before the Christian era, and which is a chef-d'ceuvre of
the plastic art."

This Scribe is fac-simile-ed in our frontispiece, with other contem-
poraneous associates from the same tomb (Vth dynasty) in plates

n to Vni of this present volume. They are due to the complaisance
of my friends MM. Deveria and Salzmann (author of those unsur-

passable p^o^o^rropAs of Palestine), who, with the sanction of MM.De
Eouge and Mariette, kindly brought their instruments to revivify,

at the Louvre, the specimens first offered to the American public in

this work. M. Pulszky's practised eye has already assigned them a

proper place in the history of iconographic art (Chapter U, pp.
109-116, ante).

But Mariette must speak for himself."^

"I estimate," says the explorer, "that the diggings at the Sera-

peum of Memphis have led to the discovery of about 7000 monu-
ments.

"But all these monuments are not relative to the same object, that

is to say to the worship of the God adored in the Serapeum. Built

in a necropolis more ancient than itself, the Serapeum held within

its enclosure some old tombs which the piety of Egyptians had
respected. Nearly all its walls were, besides, formed of stones bor-

rowed from edifices already demolished. * * * The clearing out of

the Serapeum has, therefore, really had for result the discovery of

the 7000 monuments already mentioned. But the monography of

Serapis does not count upon more than about 3000 ;—a very respect-

able cipher, if one recollects that few questions of antiquity have

ever reached us under the escort of a similar number of original

documents. * * * It is not, then, a treatise upon Serapis that must

be required from the little essay of which I am tracing the lines. If

«3 Xfbtice Sommaire (supra, note 222).

21* "Kenseignements sur les 64 Apis trouv^s dans les souterrains du S^rap^um"

—

BulUtir

Archeologique de I'Athenceum Franfaia, Paris, May-Nov. 1855; Articlos I to V.
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it be accorded to me some day to render a detailed account of the

operations of which the Serapeum was the theatre, I will endeavor

to show and to define the Serapis whom the classifying and interpre-

tation of the texts found in the temple of this god have revealed to

us. It will then be seen what Serapis really was. It will be seen

how Serapis was a god of Egyptian origin, as ancient as AptB, seeing

that after all he is but Apis dead. It will be seen how the Serapis

of the Greeks is only another amalgamated Grseco-Egyptian god

;

and how these two divinities have lived at Memphis in two distinct

Serapeums, in each other's presence, without ever being confounded."

"It is known that the Serapeum is situate, not at Memphis, but

in the burial-ground of Memphis ; and that this temple was entirely

built for the tomb of Apis. The Serapeum is merely, therefore,

according to the definition of Plutarch and of Saint Clemens-Alex-

andrinus, the sepulchral monument of Apis ; or rather the Serapeum

is the temple of Apis dead, who, in consequence, must be distin-

guished from the temple of Apis living, that Herodotus has described,

and which Psametichus embellished with the colossi of Osiris. Apis

had, then, properly speaking, two temples ; one which he inhabited

under the name of Apis during his lifetime, the other wherein he

reposed after his death under the name of Osorapis"—corrupted by

Greeks and Romans into Serapis.

" By way of rSsumS, the explanations which I have just given have

already had for result to show us :

—

Ist.—That the Serapeum is but the mausoleum of Apis ; and thus

that the principal god of the Serapeum, that is to say, Serapis, is but

Apis dead;

2d.— That there had been at Memphis two Serapeums; one

founded by Amenophis IIL IMemnon—XVIIth dynasty, 15th cen-

tury B. 0.], in which the worship of the god of the ancient Pharaohs

preserved itself intact down to the Roman emperors [3d century

after C] : the other, inaugurated a short time after the advent of the

Greek dynasty at Memphis, and in which the Alexandrian Serapis,

result of a bifurcation [i. e. a separation of religious doctrine] ope-

rated under Soter L [about b. c. 310], was more especially adored

;

3d.—That the clearing out of the only one of these temples that

has been explored, has produced 7000 monuments ; among which the

monography of Serapis can merely claim the 3000 objects that, by

their origin, are relative to this god;

4th.—That these 3000 objects come almost all from the tomb of

Apis properly so-called ; and hence that the collection of the Louvre

possesses a funereal and Egyptian character, quite diflferent from that
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which it would seem a collection, drawn, entirely out of the temple
of Serapis, ought to assume

j

6th.—Finally, that this tomb had been violated and sacked ; but
that, notwithstanding, the principal divisions of the monument and
the nature of the objects gathered from it have permitted the proxi-

mate re-construetion of the ancient state of the localities, and to

establish, in a manner more or less certain, the existence of a mini-

mum of 64 Apises"— that is, of the hieroglyphic records, and some
remains, of at least 64 embalmed bulls dedicated to, and once buried

in this sanctuary of, the god Apis,

Mariette then proceeds to catalogue, by epoch and circumstances,

the succession of these divine animals, in the most detailed and in-

teresting manner; for which I must refer to the luminous papers

themselves. Space confines my remarks to but one point bearing on
chronologt/.

Ancient writers cited by him ^'—all, however, disciples of the later

Alexandria-schools— afiirm that the lifetime of the sacred bull Apis

was restricted to 25 years ; at the expiration of which the quadruped

deity was put to death by theocratic law, and a canonical successor

sought for and installed. This custom; becoming assimilated to the

periodical conjunction, every 25 years, of the solar and lunar

motions, on the same day and at the same celestial points, had led to

modern astronomical suggestion of a famous cycle, called "the

period of Apis." ^Nevertheless, the two ideas are proved by Mariette

to be wholly distinct ; the luni-solar cycle of 25 years being used as

far back as Claudius Ptolemy (about a. d. 150) in his tables ; and the

supposed application of this cycle to Apis being derived from an inci-

dental and misapprehended remark of Plutarch, that— "multiplied

by itself, the number 5 produces a square equal to the number of the

Egyptian letters and to that of the years lived by Apis."^'^

Did the Pharaonic Egyptians, in limiting, according to later Gre-

cian accounts, the life of Apis to 25 years, recognize therein the luni-

solar cycle in vogue among astronomers of the Alexandria-school ?

If they did, a most useful implement is at once found by which to

fix an infinitude of points in Egyptian -chronology. Alas ! The fune-

bral tablets demonstrate that some Apises died a natural death before

the 25 years" were completed, and that others lived " 26 years," and

"26 years and 28 days," or "25 years and 17 days."

" Hence the argument is positive. Our Apises die at all ages ; and

"5 PiiNT, Tiii. 46:—SoLiNws, o. 32:

—

Ammianus Maecbl., xxii. 14, 7:—PmiAacH, De

iiidfe, c. 56; &c., &c.

2™ See also the authorities in Lepsius, Uber dm Apiskreis, Leipzig, 1853 :—and Chrono-

logie der JEgypter, i. pp. 160-1.
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it is- evident that if each end of a luni-solar cycle of 25 years had

coincided with a death of Apis, the monuments would have already

told us something about it. On the contrary, they prove to us that

our Apises were subject to the common law at the will of destiny,

without caring for the moon or its position in the sky relative to the

sun. The period of Apis seems to me definitively buried."

Thus, day by day, as Egyptology advances, we discover that many

of the scientific, theological, and philosophical notions, in most works

of modern scholars (as yet unaware that hieroglyphics are translated)

attributed to the simple and practical denizens of the Nile, are the

posterior creations of Grseco-Judaico-Roman intellects at Alexandria

—more than a millennium after the whole economy of the Egyptian

mind had reached its maximum of development.

Definite cyclic chronology—they had none ! Their long papyric

registries of reigns {Turin papyrus, for instance), their unnumbered

petroglyphs recording dates, are marked with the civil year (of 365

days), month, and day, of each monarch's reign ; but without refe-

rence to any historical era, or to any astronomical cycle. " Sothic

periods,"— "Apis-periods," and all other periods, are but the for-

mulas through which Ptolemaic Alexandrians tried, after Manetho

(b. c. 260)—what we are still attempting, 2000 years later—to syste-

matize for Grecian readers the chronology of a primitive, unsophisti-

cated, people who, content with the annual registry of events by the

reigns of their kings—as here we might date in a given year of such

a President, or in England they do in such a year of Victoria—^were

satisfied with this world as they found it created, never troubling

their brains about the date of its creation.

Eeligious dogmas—they had many ; but the Funereal Ritual,^ or

Booh of the Bead, now that we know its fanciful and almost childish

contents, is more interesting to the Eree-mason™ than to any other

reader,—except as phases of the human mind, and also for its ines-

timable value to the philologist. There is naught in it about cos-

mogony ; nor, have we any genuine Egyptian tradition of their origin

earlier than what little was learned by -Herodotus in the 5th century

B. 0.— viz: that Egyptians reported themselves to be autochthones.''"^

Diodorus's and all other notions on the subject are merely echoes of

the foreign Alexandria-school.

2" Beugsoh, Sdi an Sinsin, aive Liber metempsychosis veterum Egyptiorum a duahus papyria

funeribus hieratids, Berolini, 4to, 1851 ; pp. 1-2.

2'*Lepsius, Todlenbuch du ^gypier, Leipzig, 4to, 1842: — In speaking of acquaintance

with the doctrines of the Ritual, I would especially thank Mr. Birch for his generosity in

furnishing me, long ago, with an autograph synopsis of each chapter and with translations

of its more interesting columns.

"9 Hebod.
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Philosophy—the very word is G-reek!^

It might, therefore, be wise for future writers, if they do not choose

to avail themselves of the correct information accessible only in

works of the living ChampoUionists, when writing about the world's

history, to give Egypt no place in it ; lest, by relying too much on

the absurd anachronisms of Alexandrine Greeks, they should expose

the ignorance of two parties.

• Meanwhile, Egyptian chronology is being rebuilt stone by stone,

inscription by inscription, epoch by epoch. Already the structure,

in the hands of Lepsius, rears its head with Menes at 3983 years

before our vulgar era ; and if a skeptic should desire to behold the

constructive process in its perfection, I would refer him to Mariette's

restoration of the X X 1 1 d, or Buhastite dynasty'"*'

—

b. c. 10th and 9th

centuries—-for the nee plus ultra of archaeological science in our time.

Having now laid before the reader a sufficient epitome of facts

and recent authorities to support those presented in our former work,

I am free to state that, in common with my contemporaries, I recog-

nize no chronology whatever anterior to the Old Empire, or the pyra-

midal period of Egypt ; neither can I find solid grounds for annual

computation anywhere prior to about 2850 years backwards from this

year— the LXXXth of the Independence of these United States

;

nor, for centennary, in the oldest civilized country,—the lower valley

of the Nile—for times anterior to the XVTIth dynasty, assumed at

about the 16th-18th centuries b. c.

Under this view, to which archaeologists with other scientific men
are fast approaching, we have "ample room and verge enough," for

carrying human antiquity upon earth to any extent that geology and

natural history combine to permit. The former science, at present,

restricts the possibility to the alluvials and the diluvial drift; the

latter, perhaps, warrants our taking a little more " elbow room."

Either boundary will suffice for the continuation of our inquiries into

tumular remains of primordial humanity, and their relations to the

ascending series of man's precursors, the fossil and humatile simise.

^ "Pythagoras was the first man who invented that word" ^lAO'SO'PO'S, philosopher ;

Bentlet, PhaJaru, Dyce's ed., London, 8to, 1836 ; I, p. 271.

!®i BuUeiin ArchSologigue (supra, note 274)— " tirage S. part," Nov. 1855
; pp. 5-14, and

Tableau ggniahgique.

[A recent obliging letter from Paris informs me that " M. Mariette a fait paraitre une

dissertation sur la mire d'Apis, dans laquelle il ^tablit que les Egyptiens avaient sur la

mfere d'Apis des id^es fort analogues ^ celles que les CathoKques ont sur la Vierge Marie,

et oil il retrouve notamment le dogme de Timmaeul^e conception." This I have not yet

received. When I do, it will be interesting to compare it with the masterly Sermon prichS

dans le Temple de VOraioire, le 12 Novembre, 1854 (Paris), on "Un Dogme Nouveau -ion-

ceriiant la Vierge Marie," by Athanase CoQrERBL.]
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PAET III.

Have fossil human bones been found? The chapter entitled

" Geology and Palaeontology in connection with human Origins,"

contributed by Dr. Usher to our preceding work, answers affirma-

tively; and well-informed critics* have conceded that his argument

is sufficiently powerful to arrest unhesitating acceptance of Cuvier's

denial, now more than a quarter of a century old. The subsequent

discovery of fossil simiae, equally unforeseen by the great naturalist,

in Europe, Asia, and America, has put a new face on the matter

:

"In fact," wrote Morton in 1851,^®' "I consider geology to have

already decided this question in the affirmative." 80 does Prof.

Agassiz.^

l^ow, either fossil remains of man have been discovered, or they

have not.

Archaeology no longer permitting us to trammel human antiquity

hj ekiij chronological limits,— having, to speak outright, before my
eyes neither fear of an imaginary date of " creation," nor of a hypo-

thetical "deluge"— I approach this inquiry with indifference as to

the result, so long as errors may be exploded, or truth elicited : and, to

begin, it strikes me that here again, as above argued in regard to

"species," much ink might have been,spared by previously settling

the signification of the term "fossil." I know^ the alleged criteria

by which really fossilized bones are determined ; and have inspected,

often, palffiontological collections of all epoehas in Paris, London,

and at our Philadelphian Academy of ^tsTatural Sciences. On every

side I read and hear doubts expressed as to whether /ossi7 man exists;

yet, when opening standard geological works,™ I encounter, re-

peatedly, "fossil human skeleton" in the same breath with "fossil

monkeys;" and then ascertain elsewhere (ubi supra) that the latter

282 Paul de RSmusat, Revue den Deux Mondes, 1 Oct. 1854, p. 205:

—

D'Eiohthal, Bulletin

de la SocUie de Oiographie, Annge 1855, Jan. and Feb., p. 59:

—

Maury, Athenceum Frangais,

12 Aout, 1854; p. 741 ; Riqollot, Mlmmrt mr des Imtrumenia m Silex, &o., Amiens, 8to,

1854; pp.19, 20.

283 7)/pes of Mankind, p. 326^" Morton's ined. MSS.":— Hamilton Smith, Jfat. Sist.

of the human Species, pp. 99-102.

284 Op. oil., p. 352. 285 Op. du, p. 346.

286 Mantbll, Petrifactions and their Teachingr, British Museum, London, 12mo, 1851
; pp.

464, 483 ;—Ibid., Wonders of Geology, London, 12mo, 6tli ed., 1848; I, pp. 86-90, 258-9;—
Ibid., Medals of Creation, London, 12mo, 1844 ; pp. 861-3 :— Martin, Natural History of

Mammiferous Animals, Man and Monkeys, London, 8vo, 1841 ; pp. 332-6, 354-7. Sir
Charles Lteh {Prineiples of Oeology, London, 8th ed., 1850

; pp. 142, 734), howeTer, makes
clear distinctions between "Guadaloupe skeletons" and "fossil monkeys."
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are found in Europe back to the tertiary deposits,—one feels inclined

to ask, how a single adjective comes to designate two osseous states

denied to be identical? "D n'y plus que les Anglais, ou I'ecole de
Londres," says Boue,^ "qui s'ecartent souvent du langage clas-

sique. Comme on juge I'education d'un individu par son parler, de
mfeme on pent fetre tente de prendre le style du geologue comme
thermom^tre de son savoir."

It is, indeed, through popular currency of a word which, used
exoterically when talking with theologers, implies that man is recent,

in the biblical sense ; or, when esoterically employed among scientific

men, means that man is very ancient in ethnological, alluvial, botani-

cal, and other senses,—^that the real question ofhuman antiquity upon
earth has been obfuscated.

Thus, every one knows that the presence of " animal matter, and
all their phosphate of lime" (Lyell) in the Guadaloupe skeletons at

the British Museum, no less than in the Q-alerie d'Anthropologie of the

Museum at Paris, combine with other data to invalidate their anti-

quity ; but, on the other hand, the presence of animal matter—even

to "the marrow itself— sometimes preserved in the state of a fatty

substance, burning with a light flame" ^^— does not the more bring

the Irish fossil elk {Elaphus hibernicus) within the limits of chrono-

logy, nor make the human body^ bones, and implements, found with

this extinct quadruped, the less ancient.

As a contemporary^ with mastodons, mammoths, and carnivora

of the caves and ossuaries in the ascending scale of time, and with

man in the descending, this Irish fossil staff links the elder and the

old stages of the mammiferous series, amid which mankind possess

a place, uncertain as to epoch, but certain as to fact.^*'

Nor is this fossilJIibernian stag (or elJc, which, Hamilton Smith

says, lived as late as the 8th century), the only instance of the extinc-

tion of "genera " and " species " since man has occupied our chiliad-

times-transforming planet. I refer not to Elephas primigenius, or to

rhinoceros tichorinus; neither to ursus or cams spelseus, nor to bos pris-

cus, equus, and many other genera^' among which human remains

occur : if their coetaneouSness is recognized by some, it is contested

by others ; so here the cases may be left open : but such examples as

*' Yoyagt Oeolog., I, p. 419:

—

Ainswobth, Researches in Assyria, &o., London, 8to, 1838;

p. 12.

'^ Op. cii. :
—Mantell's Address to the Archaeological Institute at Oxford, 1850.

^^ Alfked Mabkt, Des Ossemens Humains et des Ouvrages de main d'JBommes enfouis dam
les roches et les couches de la ierre, pour servir d eclairer les rapports de VArehiologie et la 0£o-

logic, Paris, 8to, 1852; pp. 34-40.

'*' See what Dr. Meigs has quoted from a late paper by Mr. Denny (supra, p. 289).

*' Hamilton Smith, op. dt., pp. 95-6.

32
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by the most rigorous opponents of man's antiquity—Elie de Beau-

mont, Buckland, Brogniart, Lyell, Owen, and other illustrious palse-

ontologists— are accepted. Since Eoman days, bos longifrons no

longer roams the British isles ; even if bos aurochs may yet have

escaped the yager's bullet in Lithuanian thickets. Man and the

moa [dinornis giganteus) were formerly at war in New Zealand: the

dodo vanished, during the 16th century, from Tristan d'Acunha;

leaving but a skull and a foot (if memory serves) to authenticate its

portrait in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford. So too has tbe

dronte expired at the Mauritius. Of the cpinornis we know not

whether living natives of Madagascar—that unaccountable island to

which, Commersan (Bougainville's naturalist) happily says, " N"ature

seems to have withdrawn, as to a sanctuary, therein to work upon

other models than those which she had mastered elsewhere "—still

feast on its colossal eggs. And, taking again our oldest historical

country, and the one with which I happen to be somewhat ac-

quainted, where, in Egypt, is now the ibis religiosa^ ofyore as common
as Guinea-hens with us ? "Who but an unconquerable botanist, amid

the fens of Menzaleh, could point out the cyperus papyrus ; or any

where along the Lower Nile discover an indigenous faba ^gypti-

aca ? Yet the former was once the main instrument of Pharaonic

civilization; being with the latter, the "primitive nutriment of man,"

and symbolizing "the first origin of things."^ Six hundred years

have passed since Abd-el-Lateef deplored the extinction of the little

clump of sacred perseas languishing then at Shoobra-sh^bieh. Where,

before his day, there had been thousands, now curiosity doubts over

but one sample—in my time, withering in the garden of the Greek

patriarch at Cair.o. Emblem of Thoth, minister of Osiris, guardian

of the plummet in the mystical scales of Amenthi, the cynocephalus

hamadryas, if still an unruly denizen of Abyssinia, Arabia, and Per-

sia, no more steals in Egypt the sycamore fig :
^ hippopotami have fled

up to Dongola ; and wary crocodiles are not shot at lower down than

the tomb of Moor^d-bey, last of the brave, at Girge. Like the wolf

in England, or his dog in Erin, one genus is extinct ; the other all but

so : or else, as within the territories of our vast Republic—compared
to which ^"^ "the domains of the House of Hapsburg are but a patch

on the earth's surface"— the native rattlesnake flees before the im-

ported hog, the bison disappears before the face of starving Indians

;

292 During 15 years of a sportsman's life in Egypt, 1 neyer saw one alire. My old, friend

Mr. Harris has latterly been mqre fortunate. Cf. Pro(^edingi, of the Acad, of Nat. Scimcea,

Philadelphia, 1850.

29S Hekodotcs, ii. 92 :—HoRrs Apoito, i. 80 :—GwDDCai, Otia ^g^ptiaca, p. 59.
2M RosELLiNi, Monummli, for the plates. 295 Webster to Hclzeman, 1851
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and these last relics of succumbing savagism are melting away
before whiskey, Bowie-knives, and Colt-revolvers ; so parallely, in

many branches—^botanical, zoological, and human—of J^atural His-

tory, the Author of Nature, within historical recollection, has ever

vindicated her eternal and relentless law of "formation, generation,

dissolution."^

The tableau of osseous and industrial vestiges of bimanes met with

over the world, supplied by Marcel de Serres,^'^ brings down fossil

discovery to some twenty years ago. Much of what has been done

since, particularly in America, is summed up by our collaborator

Usher. My comments, therefore, may be restricted, after indicating

fresher materials, to these and some few amongst the elder facts.

Nomenclature, as above shown, being passably vague, it may be

well to come to an understanding with the reader upon the senses

of some words in our terminology; taking M. de Serres for our

guide.^

"These (geological) formations having, then, been wrought by

phenomena of an order totally different from the tertiary, one must

necessarily designate, under a particular name, those organic remains

found in them. At first, it had been proposed to give to these dibris

the name of sub-fossils, so as thereby to indicate their newness, rela-

tively to the true fossils. Preferable it has, notwithstanding, seemed

to us, to designate them under the term of humatiles ;^ a denomi-

nation derived from the Latin word humatus, of which the meaning

is nearly the same as that of fossilis ; with this difference, that. the

former expresses the idea of a body buried in an accidental rather

than in a natural manner."

It must be allowed that the last sentence somewhat establishes

" a distinction without a difference;" but I presume M. Serres to

296 R. Payne Knioht, Inquiry into the Symbolic Language of Ancient Art and- Mythology,

London, 8to , 1818 ; pp. 25, 107, 112, 180-1, 190, &c. :—but especially in his Account of the

Remains of the Worship of Friapus, lately existing at Isermia, Naples; in "two Letters to Sir

Jos. Bankes and Sir Wm. Hamilton, London, 4to., 1786 ; pp. 107-22.

^ Essai sur les Cavernes (supra, note 132), pp. 194-7.

298 Op. cit., p. 216

:

see tables illustrative of the chemical composition of humatile and

offossil bones, p. 93.

^ OoiLviE, Imperial Dictionary, English, technological and scientific, Glasgow, 4to, 1853

;

t, pp. 944-6 : — (Humus, soil) " Humus, a term synonymous with mould"— " Humate : a

compound formed by the union of humus with a "salifiable basis. The humus of soils is

considered to unite chiefly with ammonia, forming a humale of that substance."— p. 790,

{FosiU, fossilis, fro^ fodio, fossus, to dig,) "more commonly the petrified forms of plants

»nd animals, which occur in the strata that compose the surface of our globe"— II., p. 286,

" Organic remains." I have not met, however, with the form " humatile" in works written

in our language.
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understand, by accidental, disturbances of a more recent and local

character, such as earthquakes, volcanoes, ruptures of mountain

barriers, terrestrial subsidences, inundations of rivers, &c.
;
and by

natural, those earlier commotions, cataclysms, and disruptions,

known in geological histoiy. Klee'"" remarks—"One would con-

ceive a false idea of fossils, if it were thought that they were

always remains of organic bodies, of petrified animals or vege-

tables. A fossil is oftenest nothing more than the mineral filling the

space originally occupied hy an organic body, vegetable or mineral, of

which the hard parts have been successively penetrated and replaced by

mineral substances. Sometimes this substitution is made with such

precision, that these last have altogether taken the straeture and

form of the parts annihilated ; which has given to the mineral a

striking resemblance to the organic body destroyed."

In the following observations, however, by the term "fossil" are

meant only such bones as those truly fossilized ; ex. gr., those of the

megalosaurus, paloeotherium, megalonyx, igudnodon, &c., &c. By " hu-

matile," we understand bones which, not having been subjected to

those conditions that incommensurable periods of geological time

have alone supplied, are necessarily more recent— containing more

or less animal matter, phosphate of lime, and so forth; according to

their own relative ages, various ingredients, and several gradations

of condition. With "petrifactions," of course we have nothing to

do ; because they are of all epochs^

—

fossil as well as humatile— and

can.be maUe in stalactite eaves, such as those of Derbyshire or of

Kentucky ; or manufactured by chemical procedures at any moment

;

not to speak of the lost art of the Florentine, Segato.™'

With this definition, let the query be repeated—Are human fossil

remains extant ?

I have not yet seen Prof. Agassiz's Floridian "jaws and portions

of a foot;" but, so far as literary or oral instruction extends, I can

find but one human fossil. Our Philadelphia Academy of Natural

Sciences is its possessor, viz.. Dr. Dickeson's "trouvaille" of the

fragment of a pelvis at Natchez. Dr. Usher^ pleads for its authen-

ticity as & fossil; which condition neither human art, nor any process

short of Nature's geological periods, can, 'tis said, fabricate. Sir

Charles Lyell, acknowledging the bone itself to be a fossil, suggests

that this same as innominatum may have fallen down, from a recent

"" Le DUuge, Considerations gSologiques et historiques sur les derniera dktaelt/sms du Globe,

Paris, 18mo., 1847.

301 Hablan's translation of Gannal's History of Embalming, Philadelphia, 8to., 1840;

p. 255.

302 Types of Mankind, pp. 344, 349.
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Indian grave-yard, among anterior fossilized relics of extinct genera
discovered with it,— some of which, together with the human fossil,

may at any time be beheld in the first case of vertebrated remains
in the lower room of the museum of our Academy. " Oomponere
lites," in matters of science, or for the increase of knowledge, wherein
agitation really becomes the life and soul of progress, is a thing repug-

nant to my instincts. It remains {constat), therefore, that there is

but one human fossil bone in the world ; and that the causes of its

fossilification, not its fossilized state, are disputed.

This, thus far unique, instance eliminated from the argument—all

human remains hitherto discovered in alluvials, caverns, or osseous

strata, are humatilb; and so are Lund's callithrix primcevus and
p-otopithecus, with other past simiadse found in South America, of

which the genus is not merely identical with the simiae platyrhinse

belonging to this continent, and wholly wanting elsewhere, but,

what is extremely noteworthy, their "species" is very nearly the

same^"" as that of each of their succedaneums skipping about Bra-

zilian forests at the present hour. There is a solidarity, a homo-
geneity here, of circumstances between monkeys and man, not to

be contemptuously overlooked.

Thus much established, is it, I would ask, through mere fortui-

tous accident that the Guadaloupe human skeletons, equally huma-

tile with Lund's American simice, should, by Mantell,*^ be assimi-

lated to the Peruvian, or Carib, indigenous races of America, seeing

that they present "similar craniological development?" or that

Moultrie,^' finds in the skull of one of them, brought by M. L'He-

minier to Charleston, S. C, " all the characteristics which mark
the American race in general?" Must we attribute, as Bunsen has

it, to "the devil, or his pulchinello, accident," '"^ a coincidence, that,

in the same deposits with humatile American simiae, Lund should

discover skulls of humatile American man;^*" "diflfering in nothing

from the acknowledged type?" Or, finally, is mere chance the

cause that, on this continent, by naturalists now recognized to be

the oldest in age, if among the newest in name, there should be

S03 <i Referable to four modifications of the existing types of quadrumana"— says

Mantell
(
Wonders of Geology, ubi supra, I, pp. 258-9).

301 Op. eii., I, pp. 86-90.

3*® Morton, Phyaieal type of the American Indiant.

SOS Philosophy of Universal History, (supra, note 16) I, p. 4.

*" Morton, (Types of Mankind, pp. 293, 350), Proceedings Acad. Nat. Soc, 1844:—
Ldnd himself {Lettre d, M.Rafn, 28 Mars, 1844— apud Klee, Lt Deluge, p. 328) says—

.

"La race d'hommes qui a v^cu dans cette partie du monde, dans son antiquity la plus

r^culde, 6tait, quant ^ son type g^n^ral, la mgme qui I'habitait au temps de sa dficouyerte

par les Burop^ens."
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found, in addition to Mantell's and Moultrie's humatile Caribs or

Peruvians, as well as to Lund's humatile Brazilian crania, 1st

—

Meigs's humatile South-American human bones ;
^'^ 2d ^— Agassiz's

Floridian " fossil remains" of human jaws and foot, embedded in a

conglomerate at least "10,000 years" old;™ and 3d—^Dickeson's /o««i7

fragment of a human pelvis ; unique, as such, in the world ?

It is true that, except in the above chronological estimate of Prof.

Agassiz (which falls very far below the geological realities of coral-

formed Florida), the antiquity of these specimens eludes measure-

ment; but, the continent of America is older than that of Europe,

where Chev. Bunsen (ubi supra) insists upon more than 20,000 years

since the advent of a single human pair upon earth. It is, likewise,

infinitely more ancient than the Miotic alluvials of Egypt ; where,

as before shown, our monumentg go back, at the lowest figures (Hid
dynasty), some 53 centuries; without yielding any chronological

boundary to anterior human occupancy. Hence, upon these pre-

mises, there exists no arithmetical limit to human existence in

America ; while it is a remarkable feature among the circumstances,
that, here, humatile men and humatile simise occupy the same
ooetaneous "platform"— the former always Indians, the latter ever
platyrhince; both being, as to their "province of creation," Ameri-
cans, and American only— neither types having yet turned up else-

where. And, in this comparison of simple facts, nothing has been
said about the possible antiquity of the "mounds of the West; 3^"

nor in respect to those antique monuments, concerning which the
same qualified explorer is clearing away mystifications, in Central
America. Being modern, in comparison with palaontological sub-
jects, the lattermay be touched upon in a subsequent place.

Such, in brief, is the antiquarian state of matters on the cis-At-
lantic side. As succ'essor in various geological phenomena, Europe
beckons for some trans-Atlantic inquiries,

Pictet,^" after giving a succinct account of researches upon fossil-
ized human bones, concludes

:

" 1st. Man did not establish himself in Europe at the commence-
ment of the diluvian epoch, &c. * * *

" 2d. Some migrations probably took place during the course of
this diluvian period. The first men who penetrated into Europe per-

son Now in the Acad. Nat Soc.-Cf. Meigs, Account of some human bone,, ko.-Tram
Amer. Philoa. Soc., Philadelphia, 1830 ; III, pp. 286-91.

5™ Types of Mankind, p. 352.

"» Sqcieb, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley; 1848, 4to, pp. 304-306 •—7V2,«
of Mankind, pp. 287-8. ''^

«i TraiU de PaUontologie, Paris, 8to, 2d edition, 1853
; pp. 145-54, 154.
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haps still saw the cavern-bears, the elephants, and the contempora-

neous (animal) population. Some among them were victims of the

same inundations."

Ten years of reflection upon newer evidences had led this judi-

cious palaeontologist to consider the coetaneousness of mankind, in

Europe, with some extinct genera of mammifers {ursus spelseus, &c.),

less improbable than when he first published in 1844.

" Nevertheless," with Mauryj^'^ " let us not hasten to conclude.

The study of ethnology tends to make us think that, at first, the

human race was very sparsely sown upon the globe. Its numerical

strength has not ceased to increase from the most ancient historical

times ; whilst, for many animal races, the progression has been in-

verse. At the time when civilization was yet unborn, when, con-

strained to live by the chase and by fishing, man wandered as does

still the North American Indian, or the indigenous native of Aus-

tralia, a thousand destructive causes tended towards his destruction,

and the difliculty of subsisting rendered increase of population very

slow. [The great development of population begins but with the

domestication of herbivorous animals'" and the culture of cereals.]

If the first infancy of humanity, which was of very many thousands

of years, corresponds to the tertiary period, there can then have ex-

isted but a very restricted number of tribes, spread over perhaps those

parts of Asia which the geologist has not sufiiciently explored. * * *

Let us here remember that geologists comprise, under the name of

tertiary, all the layers (couehes) which have been deposited since the

last secondary formation, that of the chalk. The tertiary systems

serve, in consequence, as points of junction between the present

animal kingdom and the animal kingdom past. For, the most

ancient eocene deposits contain remains but of a little number of

secondary species, and these species comprise a great number of

genera still existing, associated with particular types."

In confirmation of which we may refer to M. de Serres's remark,''*

that our domestic animals scarcely exist at all in tertiary deposits,

although they abound in the later cave and diluvial ; wherein, being

found with human remains, it seems probable that man had already

reduced some of them to domesticity. So, again, in the caverns of

Gard, there are two distinct epochs of humatile man ; first, the lower

-^ p^—:
i • — —-

—

'12 Op. cit. (supra, note 289), pp. 42, 40: — Leonhabd (apud Klee, DSluge, pp. 323-6),

sustains the coetaneousness of man with extinct genera of animals in European caverns,

with seyeral examples.

'1' See also my remarks on the evidences of early domestication of Egyptian animals, in

TV/ie* of Mankind, pp. 413-14.

8" Op. cit. (supra, note 132), pp. 61-2, 149.
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Stratum, when he appears to have been a comrade of the extinct

ursus spelseus; and, subsequently, the upper, when he was contempo-

rary with present living genera.

We come now to fresh corroborations of Boucher de Perthes's dis-

coveries of human industrial remains in French diluvial drift, cited

by Usher.^^' They were considered sufficiently important by the

Academic des Sciences to warrant Dr. Rigollot's nomination as corres-

pondent of the Institute. Unhappily, this took place on the 4th of

January, 1855, the day of his demise: but his work survives.^'^ In

company with M. Buteux, Member of the French Geological Society,

and M.*^ E. Hebert, Professor of Geology at the superior normal

school of Paris, Dr. Eigollot explored the new excavations at St.

Acheul and St. Eoch;—the former contributing a "Note sur les ter-

rains au sud d'Amiens," wherein he says—" The banks of silex and

of soil which cover them [these remains] are considered as diluvian

by nearly all geologists; but, according to eminent savans, the authors

of the geological map of France, they form part of medium or upper

tertiary lands."^"

" Thus it is well established," adds Rigollot,^'^ " and I repeat it,

the objects which we are going to describe, are found neither in the

argilo-sandy mud {limon), or brick-earth that forms the upper

stratum ; nor in the intermediary beds of clay more or less pure, of

sands and small pebbles, of which a precise notion may be had from

the detailed sections joined to this memoir ; but they are met with,

exclusively, in the true diluvium ; that is to say, in the deposit which

contains the remains of animal species of the epoch that immedi-

ately preceded the cataclysm through which they were destroyed.

There cannot be the slightest doubt in this respect." These organic

remains consist of succinea amphibia, helix rotundata, elephas primige-

nius, rhinoceros tichorinus, cervus somonensis, bos priscus, equus (smaller

than the common horse), catillus Ouvieri, and eardium hippopeum.

Among these, some 400 industrial relics were found, during six

months—in majority of silex, vn-ought in the same style with singu-

lar skill— some apparently hatchets, others poniards, knives, trian-

gular cones ; besides little perforated globes, seemingly beads for

necklaces and bracelets, generally of calcareous stone, rarely of flint.

Finally, these vestiges of primordial humanity were unaccompanied

by any remains of pottery, or other manufactures of Gaulish later

times and art.

315 Types of Mankind, pp. 353-72.

'15 RiGOLLOT, Mimoire sur dea Imtrummia en Silex trouvSs & St. Acheul, pris d'Amiem et

considerSs sous les rapports giologique et archSologique, Amiens, 8to., 1854; with 7 plates.

^ Op. eit., pp. 32-3. "8 Op. cil., p. 14, and passim.
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Until such well-attested facts be overthrown (how, it yet cannot
be conceived), science must accept the existence of mankind in Eu-
rope during ages anterior to that cataclysm which rolled reliquise of

their handicraft, together with bones of now-extinct genera, amidst
the general " tohu vb bohu " of French diluvial drift.

Of what race were the men'"' whose manufactures were thus de-

stroyed ?

Certainly not Caribs, Peruvians, or Brazilians, we might answer a
priori. The humatile vestiges of such belong exclusively to the

American continent ; together with platyrhine simise of their com-
mon zoological province. In the tertiary formations of Europe only

fossil catarrhine monkeys are found ; of which, later species, now
living, have receded into Asia and Africa. It would have been a

violation of the usual homogeneity, well established,^ between ex-

tinct genera and those now alive upon each continent, were we to

find types of humatile man incompatible, in craniological organism,

with the existence of quadrumana in their midst. That is to say,

monkeys in Asia and Africa now reside within the same zones (See

Ghart of Monkey » further on) as the lower indigenous races of man-
kind,—negroes, Hottentots, Andamanes, and various inferior Hindos-

tanic and Malayan grades : and one might reason (a priori always)

that, in primordial Europe, as was the case in primordial America,

and as are the analogous conditions of present Africa and Asia, fos-

sil remains of quadrumana should, in some degree, harmonize with

a lower type of humatile bimanes than those now living there, since

their precursors, the monkeys, have abandoned the European conti-

uent.

My valued friend Mr. Kenneth R. H. Mackenzie (translator of

Lepsius's Letters from Egypt, and author of many works), to whose

extensive range of literary knowledge I have been often indebted for

information, read me some passages of a late German work.^'

Among them is this remark— "In 1833, there were actually found

in the caverns of Engis and Engihoul, near Liege (Liittich), in the

limestone rock, even human bones and crania, which indeed belonged

to the negro race."

Supposing no exaggeration, or error, in this strange circumstance,

it would be analogous to the now-altered geographical distribution

"9 Observe the language of Prof. Agassiz {supra, "Prefatory Eemarks").

s™ Cf. the remarks of De Strzelecki (Phys. Description of N. S. Wales and Van Diemen's

Land, 1845) on the organic remains of New Holland, or Australia, yielding only fossils

of Marsupials, and other animals peculiar to that zoological province.

'21 Ethnologie, Anthropologic, und Staals-Philosophie ; Ester thiel, " Anthropognosie," Mar-

burg, 1851 ; p. 40:—referring to Schmerling's Reckerches for authority.
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of negro-races and the monkey-tribes ; neither of which have inha-

bited Europe since her history dawns, but both being now-a-day?

fellow-residentSj from incalculable ages, in Africa.

That the human crania referi-ed to must offer some singularly

prognathous features, is evident from the following comments of

Marcel de Serres :
^

" The (human) heads discovered in divers localities of Germany

(in caves, or in ancient diluvial deposits) have nothing in common

with those of the present inhabitants of this country. Their con-

formation is remarkable, in that it offers a considerable flattening

of the forehead, similar to that which exists among all savages who

have adopted the custom of compressing this part of the head.

Thus, certain of these skulls, and for instance those found in the

environs of Baden in Austria, presented strong analogies with those

of African or negro races; at the same time that those from the

banks of the Rhine and the Danube offered some great resemblances

with the crania of Caribs or with those of the ancient inhabitants

of Chili and Peru." Those at Liege " approach the Ethiopian type.

It 8ufl3.ce8, in order to convince one's self of this, to remark the frontal

region of their cranium, which is triangular, and not semi-circular

as it is in the Caucasian race. Thus, according to these facts, the

transportation of the numerous debris of animals observed in these

subterranean cavities, must have been contemporaneous with the

existence of this principal variety of mankind, which had not before

been encountered anywhere at the humatile stage."

" These events [the filling up of caverns with remains of extinct

and living genera] are so recent, that, according to the observations

of M. Schmerling, one meets, in the caves of Belgium, with human
remains of the Ethiopian race, mixed and confounded vrith debris of

animals whose races seem to be altogether lost. (This observation

confirms, otherwise, that made by M. Boue, in the environs of Ba-

den, in Austria. This naturalist there discovered, in the diluvial

deposits, human crania which offered the greatest analogies with

those of African or negro races). Thus, at the epoch of the filling

up of these caverns, not only did man exist, but some great varieties

of the human species must already have been produced.
" Perhaps those who reject the unity of the human species may

wish to invoke this fact in favor of their system ; because it seems to

prove that the different races of our species remount to the very high-

est antiquity. But, whilst admitting this conclusion to be exact, one

must not leave out of sight that the question of the unity of the

822 Op. cit., (supra, note 132) p. 223.
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human genus depends, before all, upon the sense that is attached to
the word species."

The latest account of verifications is that of M. Victor Motschoul-
sky,^ who visited Liege, where, at the IJniversity, Prof. Spring
showed him these human palseontological relics, described previously
by Schmerling. They had been discovered in the caves of Gouffon-
taines and of Chauquiere, in the neighborhood of Liege and Angers.

" They are composed of different pieces of the skull, of teeth and
hands of man mingled with remains of the ursus speleeus, some
pieces of hyena, of large felis, of stag, horse, &c. The pieces of human
skull show that the forehead was very short and much inclined

;

which, according to Gall's phrenology, would make one suppose an
individual and a race such as middle Europe never had, at least since

historical times. On this occasion, M. Spring observed to me that

the discovery of Schmerling was not isolated ; and that subsequently,

he himself had found many more analogous pieces in a cavern situ-

ate between Namur and Dijon. This cave is called le trou Chauvau,

and is found at 200 feet above the surface of the water of the Meuse,
in calcareous rock. The bottom presents an enormous heap of bones
of large ruminants, carnivora, and of man, in a limestone softened

by infiltration. In the earth, all these objects are soft and extremely

friable ; they are compressible and break very easily ; but exposed to

the air they soon harden, and present a complete calcareous petrifac-

tion. It seems that this cavern contains a great number ; and with

minute and regular researches, one would certainly get out of it

human crania and perfect skeletons. The samples which I saw, at

M. Spring's, present two upper parts of a skull, jaws with teeth, and
several bones of hands and legs. One of these skulls, according to

the opinion of this savant, seems to have belonged to a child of seven

years, and the other to one of twelve. The form of these crania

approaiches more that of negroes, and not at all to present European

races. The lower jaw is squarer and broader, the inferior edge more
rounded, and not salient as in our European races : the occipital bone

is higher ; the lateral sides of the skull much more fiattened and more
compressed than in any of those of our living races. In the same
palseontological formation are found a flint hatchet and a few arrow-

heads," &c.

The latter circumstance, but for subsequent discoveries of Boucher,

RigoUot, and the Abbeville-geologists, might have been adduced in

order to lessen the antiquity of these humatile remains ; but being

5^ Extrait du Bulletin de la SociSti ImpMale des Naturalistes de Moscou, Tome xxiv. 1851 ;

—

Letter to the Secretary, dated "Lifege, ce 16 Fevrier, 1851 ;" pp. 32-4. I owe communi-

cation of this pamphlet to my friend Dr. John Leconte, of our Acad. Nat. Sci. PhUada.
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also exhumed from the diluvial drift, rude flint instruments are no

longer criteria for depressing the age of bones found with them.

Primordial man was everywhere a hunter: his teeth and stomach

are those of an omnivorous genus : his instincts still continue to be

essentially bellicose.

This is confirmed, whilst I am writing, by the following interest-

ing account of proceedings among men of science in England—which

is inserted as received

:

"A paper has also been read, in this section, by Mr. Yivian, of

Torquay, on "the earliest traces of human remains in Kent's Cavern,

especially flint-knives and arrow-heads, beneath the stalagmitic

floor." The peculiar interest of this subject consisted in its being

the link between geology and antiquities ; and the certainty afforded,

by the condition in which the remains are found, of their relative

age,—the successive deposits being sealed up in situ by the droppings

of carbonate of lime, which assume the form of stalagmite. The

sources from which the statements in the paper were obtained, were

principally the original manuscript memoir of the late Eev. J.

M'Enery, F. G-. S., which is deplored by Professor Owen, in his

Fossil Mammalia, and by other writers, as lost to science ; but which has

been recovered by Mr. Vivian, and was produced before the section

:

also the report of the sub-committee of the Torquay Natural Society,

and his own researches.

"We have not space for the interesting statements contained in

the paper, or the extracts which were read from the manuscript,

beyond the following brief summary of Mr. Vivian's conclusions,

which were mainly in accordance with those of Mr. M'Enery. The

cavern is situated beneath a hill, about a mile from Torquay and

Babbecombe, extending to a circuit of about 700 yards. It was first

occupied by the bear (uraus spelaeus) and extinct hyena, the remains

of which, the bones of elephants, rhinoceros, deer, &c., upon which

they preyed, were strewn upon the rocky floor. By some violent

and transitory convulsion, a vast amount of the soil of the surround-

ing country was injected into the cavern, carrjdng with it the bones,

and burying them in its inmost recesses. Immediately upon its

subsidence, the cavern appears to have been occupied by human
inhabitants, whose rude flint instruments are found upon the mud
beneath the stalagmite. A period then succeeded, during which the

cavern was not inhabited until about half of the floor was deposited,

when a streak containing burnt wood and the bones of the wild boar

and badger was deposited ; and again the cave was unoccupied, either

by men or animals,—the remaining portion of the stalagmite being,

both above and below, pure and unstained by soil or any foreign
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matter. Above the floor have been found remains of Celtic, early

British and Eoman remains, together with those of more modern
date. Among the inscriptions is one of interest as connected with
the landing of William HI. on the opposite side of the bay: 'W-
Hodges, of Ireland, 1688.'

" In the discussion which followed, and in which Sir Henry Raw-
linson, the Secretary of the Ethnological Society, and others, took
part, the position of the flints beneath the stalagmite seemed to be
admitted, although contrary to the generally received opinion of the

most eminent geologists,—thus carrying back the first occupation

of Devon to very high antiquity, but not such as to be at variance with

Scriptural chronology : [l'] the deposit of stalagmite being shown to

have been much more rapid at those periods when the cavern was not

inhabited, by the greater discharge of carbonic acid gas. "Without

attempting to affix with any certainty more than a relative date to

these several points, or forming a Scriptural interpretation upon
natural phenomena, which, as Bacon remarked, too often produces

merely a false religion and a fantastic philosophy, Mr. Vivian sug-

gested that there was reason for believing that the introduction of

the mud was occasioned, not by the comparatively tranquil Mosaic

Deluge, which spared the olive and allowed the ark to float without

miraculous interposition, but by the greater convulsion alluded to in

the first chapter [I presume this to be a misprint, for no Hebraist

can find such coincidence in the Text] of Genesis, which destroyed

the pre-existing races of animals—most of those in this cavern being

of extinct species—and prepared the earth for man and his contem-

poraries."^

There is yet another rather recent rumor of certain discoveries,

reported by Professor Karnat, of human skulls mingled with osseous

vestiges of the mammoth period,^ in the Suabian Alps ; but I have

not been able to obtain details. ITevertheless, whilst the antiquity

of man in Europe begins to be borne out on all sides, it is to be

regretted that these so-called negroid crania do not yet appear to

have been scrutinized by special cranioscopists ; who would proba-

bly detect, in their prognathous conformation, not a negro type, but

that of some races of man of lower intellectual grade than occupy

Europe at this day. In the scale of progression, monkeys should,

in Europe also, have been precursors (as they were in America) of

inferior races of mankind ; such as those we still encounter being

confined within the same tropical zones now-a-days co-inhabited

by the simiadce.

524 London "Times," Aug. 12, 1856—Brit. Assoc. Adv. Science, Cheltenham, Aug. 9.

525 Proceedings of the German Scientific Association; held at Tiibingen, 1854.
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It was not, however, from ratiocination upon such data, which

are later sequences of palseontological revelations obtained only

since 1837, that the greatest champion of the "unity of the human

species" (at whose equivocal dictum trembling orthodoxy clutches

like sinking mariners at their last plank) draws his conclusion that

our first parents were of the negro type; indeed, logically speaking,

that "Adam and Eve" must have appertained to that same "bevy

of black angels (canght) as they were winging their way to some

island of purity and bliss here upon earth, and reduced from their

heavenly state, by the most diabolical cruelties and oppressions, to

one of degradation, misery, and servitude."^

In 1813, Dr. Prichard wrote :^ "K there be any truth in the

above remarks, it must be concluded that the process of Nature in

the human species is the transmutation of the characteristics^ of the

negro into those of the European, or the evolution of white varieties

in black races of men. * * * This leads us to the inference that the

primitive stock of men were negroes, which has every appearance

of truth. * * * On the whole, there are reasons which lead us to

adopt the conclusion that the primitive stock of men were probably

negroes ; and I know of no argument to be set on the other side."

With regard to Prichard's now-forgotten view, that " the process

of Nature" is the "transmutation" of species, nothing can be less

historically founded. To the facts established in our former work,^

and others in this essay, I would here add the authority of the ablest

polygenist, no less than one among eminent comparative anato-

mists of the Doctor's time, viz., Desmoulins i^ " The species of the

same genus, and with stronger reason those of different genera, are

therefore unalterable throughout all those influences which hereto-

fore were regarded as the ever-producing and ever-altering causes

of them. It is, then, the permanence of type, under contrary

INFLUENCES, which Constitutes the species. That which is called

'varieties' bears only upon differences of size and color: they are

but the accidental subdivisions of the species." Confirming it by a

later authority, Courtet de I'lsle,™ who after citing, like Morton,

'26 Bledsoe, Liberty and Slavery, Philadelphia, 12mo, 1856; p. 54. Dr. Livingstone,

however, according to newspaper report, has since found such angelic negroes in the centre

of Africa. "Nous verrons."

«2T Eesearches into the Physical History of Man, London, 8vo, 1st ed., 1813; pp. 233-9,

This curious chapter is expunged from all later editions of his works ; nor did the learned

Doctor ever refer, in them, to his early theory

!

s» Types of Mankind, pp. 56, 81, 84, 465.

'^ Histoire Naturelle des Races Humaines du nord-est de VEurope, de VAsie borSale, et de

VAfrique australe, Paris, 8vo, 1826
; p. 194.

s«i Tableau Elhnographiqui (supra, note 1 in Chap. 11), pp. 9-10, 67-76; PI. 26, 27, 31, Zi
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Ijfott, and myself, the testimony of Egyptian monuments to prove

that types have not altered in 4000 years, continues : " These facts

are, to my eyes, of the utmost importance, because they tend to fix

the opinion of those who might be tempted to believe that races

undergo, in the course of ages, such modifications as that the negro,

for instance, might be derived from the white man. All inductions

drawn from archaeology give to this opinion the most splintering

denial. The idea of the permanence of races is justified by all

known facts. Now, remarkable circumstance ! in order that one

could admit the variability of types, it would require that, for three

or four thousand years, if not a radical change in races, at least a

tendency towards change, should have been observed; whereas the

facts, far from demonstrating any tendency of this kind, prove, on

the contrary, that the races of to-day are perfectly identical with

those of by-gone ages."

Discarding, therefore, as non-proven, such deduction as the exist-

ence of negro races in early Europe, there are other circumstances

which favor the probability that, even subsequently to humatile

man, inferior types of humanity preceded the immigration into (or

rather, perhaps, inferential occupancy of) Scandinavia, Germany,

France, Spain, and Italy, by high-caste Indo-Grermanic races. See

philological inductions of Maury [supra, p. 43].

I have read somewhere, though my note of the work is mislaid,

that Prof Retzius has met, in the peat-bogs ^nd oldest sepulchres of

Northern Europe, with skeletons ofa Mongolic or hyperborean (Lapp ?)

type, of an age anterior to the cairns and barrows wherein he and

Nilsson,^' recognize those of hraehy^kephalic and dolicho-kephalio

races—^these last being, to some extent, precursors of the historical

Norsemen, Danes, Swedes, Jutes, Saxons, &c., scattered along the

western Baltic coasts.

De Grobineau,*^ notwithstanding some slight inadvertences due to

velocity of thought and composition, joined to the use of the term

•^ finnique" (Finnish) in senses which I fancy to be historically un-

tenable,^ has certainly brought out some startling phenomena on the

"primitive populations of Europe." To his brilliant pages I must

refer for sketches of early Thracians, Illyrians, Etruscans, Iberes,

G^alls, and Italiots. They are painted by a master-hand.

"SI Skandinaviaka Nordens Urinvanare, &c., Christianstad, 4to, 1838 ; PI. D, pp. 1-13.

MS Inigalili dea Bma Humaiim, Paris, Svoy 1855; III, pattim. Chapters I-IV, and pp. 2,

19, 28.

*" As Uralians in geographical origin, no Pinm could have been in primitive France. Cf.

the authorities in DEamoniiiNS, Races. Humames, pp. 53-6, 154-:—also, Klapeoth, TableauXf

p. 234.
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The upshot is, that, in common with Gerard,^ another polygenist,

progressive ethnology must, sooner or later, face the question,

—

whether primordial Europe was not inhabited by some indigenous

Europeans; long before the historical advance, w:estwards (whence?),

of those three groups of proximate races denominated Celtic, Teu-

tonic, and Sclavonian? De Brotonne*^ had prepared us for the

conjecture, that the above triple migration had overlapped, as it

were, a pre-existent population. Kombst and Keith Johnston ^^ have

beautifully illustrated the secondary formations of humanity in the

British Isles; of which Wilson^ indicates much material for inqui-

ries into the primary. Mr. Thomas "Wright,™ and other distinguished

antiquaries in England, by determining the cemeteries and artistic

vestiges of the Anglo-Saxon period, facilitate our apprehension of

other remains to these anterior or posterior; while M. Alfred

Maury ^' suggests, to national archaeologists, the true processes

through which to recover and harmonize multitudinous fragments

of some ante-historical races of France.

Seasoning by analogy, it would (now that we are beginning to

understand better some of the ancient superpositions of immigrant,

or AUophylian, races, in other continents, upon aboriginal popular

tions of the soil) become somewhat exceptional were Europe not to

present exemplifications of that which, elsewhere, is rising to the

dignity of a law. The OagoU, the OoUberts of Bas-Poitou, the
Ohuatas of Majorca, tl^e Marans of Auvergne, the Oiseliers of the

duchy of Bouillon, the Cacous of Paray, the Jews of Gevaudan,
&c., whose prolonged existence, and sometimes whose historical

derivation, are discussed with so much erudition by Michel,^" prove,
that all exuvise of such unstoried races of man are, as yet, neither
obliterated nor fully enumerated ; even in the World's most archseo-

logically-prepense community.
Vain, at the same time, must be any effort to search for such

834 Histoire des Races Primitives de VEurope, depuis Imr formation jusqu'd. leur rencontre
dans la Gaule, Bruxelles, 12mo, 1849

; p. 389.
835 Filiations et Migrations des Peuples, Paris, 8to, 1837.

^Physical Atlas, new ed., Edinburgh, fol., 1855; PI. 33, and pp. 109-110, "litlino-
graphic Map of Great Britain and Ireland."

5" Archceology and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, Edinburgh, 8to, 1851 : pp 168-87
695-9.

o .
. i-r

<^ Anglo-Saxon Antiquities (Memoirs of the Hist. Soc. of Lancashire and Cheshire),
LiTerpool, 8to, 1855; pp. 38-9.

sss Questions relatives d. VEthnologic Ancienne de la France, (Extrait de I'Annuaire de la
Soci6t€ Imp^riale des Antiquaries de France pour 1852), Paris, 18mo, 1853; pp. 22, 40-1.
^ Histoire des Races Maudites de la France et de VEspagne, Paris, 8vo, 1847 ; 2 vols.

passim. See also Pkiohaed, iVai. Bist. of Man, 1855; I, pp. 258-74; for other "Abo-
rigines."
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petty relics of lost nations in the terse nomenclature, or within the
geographical area covered by, the Xth chapter of aenesis. No
ethnic indications, in this ancient chorograph, carry us, northwards
or westwards, beyond the coasts of the Euxine, Archipelago, and
Mediterranean (not even occidentally as far as Italy ; except in the
doubtful location of Tarshish, T^SIS, — Tartessus in Spain? or
Tarsus in Cilicia?^" A document which, at every explanatory gloss

and in its local tendency of sentiment, betrays Qhaldcean authorship

;

and whose utmost antiquity of compilation cannot, without violating

exegetical rules, be fixed earlier than Assyria's empire at the apogee
of its might— beingj I think, a sort of catalogue of Shalmanassar's,

or similar monarch's, satrapies— would be rejected, at this enlight-

ened day, as apochryphal, did it exhibit phenomena foreign to its

natural horizon of knowledge. But it does not. Taking its first

editorship at between the 7th and 10th centuries b. c, its principles

of projection are in accordance with historical circumstances; which
certainly were not Mosaic.

"It is thus," observes Courtet de risle,^*^ "that Moses could not
have spoken of Turkish, Mongol, or Toungouse populations, which
in his time were still concealed from view in the most oriental part

of Asia. The Chinese, especially, constituted already a very ancient

society, at the time to which the date of the Hebrew books may be
referred ; but, at no epoch whatever, do the traditions of Western
Asia embrace events relating to the Chinese." The same touchstone

is applied by this skilful polygenist to the Corseans, hyperboreans,

Americans and negroes; about whom he says— "In the posterity

of Kham [which is merely Khame, Egypt] are particularly comprised

the indigenous populations of the southern part of the ancient world:

it is a swarthy (noirdtre) race, which it would be erroneous to com-

pound with the negro type. Everything, in fact, attests that negroes

are not contained in the genealogy of Moses."

If, by way of example, for ethnic superpositions of higher types

over an autochthonous group of races, we appeal to Hindostan,

Prichard's own chart,**^ together with the posthumous edition of his

*" Types of Mankind, pp. 477—9:

—

Babkeb, Lares and Penates, Cilicia and its Oovernors,

London, 8vo, 1853
; pp. 210-11. The determination of Tartessus, as Tarshish whence apes

[Kophlm, II Kings, X, 22) were exported, cannot be decided through Zoology. De Blain-

viLLE (OsUographie, pp. 28-49) considers the species to have been the Pithecus ruber of

Ethiopia : in which case Tarshish must have lain, like Ophir, down the Ked Sea. Gekvais

(.Sfammifires, p. 76) prefers the magoi of Barbary ; and removes the difficulty I suggested

(op. cit. 479) of "cocks and hens," by proposing ostriches. Quateemere (MSmoire sur le

Pays d^ Ophir, M^m. de I'Acad., Paris, 1845,. pp. 362-75) thinks they were /jen-ojwe/a.

"'' Tableau ethnographique du Oenre Humain, Paris, 8vo, 1849 ; pp. 73-4, 69.

^*^ Six ethnographical Maps, with a sheet of Letterpress, London, fol., 1843; Plate 1st,

"Asia," Nos. 10, " Aboriginal mountain-tribes of India."

33
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last work,'^* furnislies many instances of surviving aborigines. These

have been more copiously and critically examined by Lieutenant-

General Briggs,^* whose conclusions are the following

:

" 1. That the Hindus [i. e. the Aryian, or white people's immigra-

tions] entered India from a foreign country, and that they found it

pre-occupied by inhabitants.

2. That by slow degrees they possessed themselves of the whole

of the soil, reducing to serfage those they could retain upon it.

3. That they brought with them the Sanscrit language, a tongue

different from that of the aborigines.

4. That they introduced into the country municipal institutions.

5. That the aborigines differ in every respect from the Hindus.

6. Lastly ; that the aborigines throughout India are derived from

one common source."

Allowing this last conclusion to be correct, it becomes positive

that the source of this aboriginal group of races in Hindostkn must
be radically distinct from that of the later Sanscritic intruders,

—

whose earliest monuments, the Vedas, trace them backwards to

Sogdiana, Bactriana and Persia, as their own primordial homesteads,

where their characteristics seem to blend into races of the Arian
group. Briggs enumerates, among extant indigenous tribes of

India :

—

The Bengies in Bengal, the Dhanuka in Beiar,

" Tirhus in Tirhut, " Dhen in Sagor,

" Koles m Kolywara and Kolwan, " Minas In Amblr,

" Malas in Malda and Malpnr, " Rammit in Telingana,

" Domes in Domapvir, &c. &c., " Bedars in Dekhan,

" Mirs in Mirwara, " Gherumars in Malabar,

" Bhils in Bhilwara and Bhilwan, " Curumbaa in Canara,

" Mahars in Maha Rastra (Mahratta), " Vedars in Trayancore

" MoTis in Mandesa, " Marawas at the South,

" Oonda in Gondwara or Gondwana, " Kallara in Tinevelly

" Oarrows in Bhagalpnr, " Pullara in Tanjore,

" Sonthala in Cattaok, " PaUiea in Arcot,

" Bhara in Gorakpur, " Chenchia in Mysore,

" CAeWs in Ghadpur, " Chendwara of Telingana:

"" Natural History of Man (supra, note 172,) I, pp. 248-57.

8*5 Two lecturea on the aboriginal race of India, as distinguished from the Sanscritic or Hindu
Race—n. Asiatic Soc, London, 8vo, 1852; pp. 6.— Compare A Sketch of Assam, with some
account of the Hill Tnbes, by an officer ; London, 8vo, 1847, passim, for many other abori-
gines on the confines of Indo-China

;— and Hooker {Himalayan Journals, Loudon, 8to
1854; I, pp. 127-41), for the Lepchaa &c., and (II, pp. 14) for the Harrum-mos and others!
For the affinities or divergencies of Dravirian idioms in relation to other groups of tongues,
the reader will be unable to find more masterly elucidations than in my friend M. Mauet's
Chapter I, pp. 52-5, 74-6, 84, ante.
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besides tlie Kamiwars, Yelmiwars, Barki, Dondassi, Bandipote, Talliar,

and others.

This arid catalogue of names indicates the number and variety of

these seemingly-proximate races. With the exception of, here and
there, more or less defective, sketches of a Garrow, a Tuda, a ISTaga,

a Siahpush, a Bhot'iya, or a Ceylonese, I have seen no authentic

portraits of Hindostanic aborigines whence ideas about their several

characteristics can be obtained. As for their crania, "ce n'est pas le

genre" among Anglo-Indians to preserve, for science, those they cut

off; such men as Hodgson of N'epaul, and Cunningham of Lad^k,^^

being honorable exceptions. A succinct resume of aboriginal families

of mankind known to exist within the "East Indian Realm" of

zoology, has been compiled from the latest sources, with his usual

ability, by Maury.^' Space restricts me to reiteration of the lament,

over the ethnological supineness of those who ought to fill scientifio

collectorships in India, implied in his remarks :—"These indigenous

tribes, of which the dibris still wander in the north-west of America,

those insular septs that navigators have encountered in Polynesia,

Oceanica, and Indian Archipelago—of such, Asia even at this day

yet offers us the pendants. At an ancient epoch, which.it is im-

possible rigorously to assign, the centre and the south of this part

of the world were inhabited by those savage races that Hindoo civili-

zation has pushed away before it, and which Chinese society has

ejected toward the southern extremities of its empire. It is in the

almost impenetrable defiles, which separate Hindostan from Thibet

and from China, wherein these disinherited populations have sought

refuge. There they subsist still; and there they will continue to

subsist until English colonization [as in the pending case of the

Santals, 1855-6] shall have forever blotted them out from the soil.

It is with races of men as with races of animals, which Providence

creates, and afterwards abandons to destruction. * * * Who can

count how many races have already disappeared ; what populations,

of which we ignore the history, the very existence, have quitted

our globe, without leaving on it their name, at least, for a trace !"

Only since 1850, through Arnaud and Vayssiere,^' have we heard

of the Akhddm (servants) of Southern Arabia
;
probably last degraded

relics of the aboriginal Cushite, or HimySrite, stock; to be added to

^^ Laddk, physical, statistical and historical, with notices of the surrounding countries, London,

8vo, 1854; pp. 285-312; Plates 10-11, 13-18, 22-24.

'" Les Populations Primitives du Nord de I'Hindoustan—Extrait du Bulletin dc la Societe de

Geographic; Paris, 1854; p. 39.

348 "Les Akhdclm de I'Y^men, leur origine probable, leurs moeurs"— Journal Asiatigue,

Paris, April, 1850; pp. 880-2.
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those more fayorably known at M^reb and ZhafiSr as speakers of

EhMli.^^ " For the facieg, these Akhddm differ much from the Arab,

who dwells alongside of them; possessing, on the contrary, the

strongest resemblance to the Abyssinians and the people of the

Samhar [littoral Abyssinians on the Eed Sea] ; who, according to M.

Leffevre {Voy. en Abyss.), 'present the greatest analogy with the

Hindostanic race.,' " These Akhdam are pariahs, reputed "unclean"

by the Arabs, who despise their four castes with inveteracy. The

J8i9J(^thgir^§fe;in is-re^dish, like the ^vPyarites (from dhmar, red),

and their congeners the Hab«sh; being entirely different to the

lighter complexions of their lords, the Senaitic Arabs— although

both types have, from immemorial time, resided in the same climate.

But, amid illustrations that spring up on every side to fortify my
argument of aboriginal populations, I must refrain from further

notice of more than one or two.

M. D'Avezac, and other ethnologues who have studied Guanche

traditions and Portuguese accounts of the conquest of the Canary

Isles, prove satisfactorily that, despite such furious massacres, the

women were saved in large numbers by the invaders. The result

was naturally an amalgamation, between the female Guanches and the

Portuguese settlers, that still underlies the present population,^

—

into which, importations from Africa have since copiously infiltrated

Nigritian blood of many varieties, l^ow, the same combination of

circumstances occurred in Cuba.^*'

Discovered by Columbus, on the 18th October, 1492, this Island,

according to his Journal, contained a somewhat civilized people,

timid and simple, already possessors of the dog ; who were " neither

black nor brown, but of the color of Canary-islanders, with-women
wliiter still." They lived in great fear of the Caribs, from whom
they differed in almost every characteristic ;

^^^ and seem to have been
of the same family as the Ygneris of Haiti, and other isles of the

*» Types of Mankind, pp. 489-92. The diseoTerer,. my old friend and colleague in Egypt
for many years, M. Fulgence Fresnel, is now no more. Bagdad, last spring, was the tomb
of this enthusiastic orientalist,—in Arabic studies neTer surpassed.

sso The only specimen of this mixed stock that I haye seen, was a so-called mulatto,

exceedingly robust and intelligent, native of the Canaries, by name Narcisso ; who, in 1851,
flourished at Bangor, Maine ; as my friend A. P. Bradbury, Esq., of that ilk, may remember.
Narcisso's red complexion and muscular -rigor completely bore out the southern specimens
of Dr. Nott (Types of Mankind, p. 374).

351 Bertholet, Essai Mstorigue sur Vile du Cuba, &c., et "Analyse de I'ouTrage de Kamon
de la Sngrn"—Bulletin de la SociiU de QiograpUe, July 1846; pp. 6, 12, 20-26.

352 GossE, /?</brm3«!0«s arlificielles du Or&ne, Paris, 8to, 1855; pp. 102-5; citing De
Navakette (^Relations des qualre Voyages entrepris par Ohrisiophe Oolombe, Paris, 1828), and
Ferdinand Denis {Revue de Paris, LV. supplement). For the Caribs, see D'Orbiqnt,
VHomme Americain—Voy. dans TAmgrique du Sud, Paris, 4to, 1839.
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Antilles, whose traditions dated back to the occupancy ofFlorida. At
St. Domingo, Columbus was particularly struck with the whiteness
of their skin, as well as with their culture and inoffensive habits (no

weapons) ; circumstances which strongly contrast them with the red-

dish-olive hue and ferocity of the continental Caribs. Their posses-

sion of the dog, too, before Spanish communications, is an interesting

fact ; but I do not know whether its species has been compared with
the enormous mastiffs (apparently) of the Guanches,^ whose skele-

tons turn up, now and then, among mummied human remains at the

Canaries.

This original population of Cuba, by some writers exaggerated
to a million, and more reasonably estimated by Fray Luis Bertran

at about 200,000, had been reduced to 14,000 by a. d. 1517. Las
Casas, Jos6 Maria de la Torre, and Valdes, show that there were still

some extant in 1533 ; but Diego de Soto, in 1538, slaughtered the

remainder so effectually, that, about 1553, Gomara says there was no
longer a native alive. Bertholet, however, considers such complete

extinction over-stated; because, while many of the males ^vere trans-

ported to the South American continent, the women were retained

by the Spaniards. Precisely the same destruction of native Antillian

life,— in order to make way for a bastard race since bred between

exotic Spaniards and imported negroes— occurred on other islands.

Thus, Priaulx observes, "Haiti, which, at its discovery, contained

1,000,000 inhabitants,— sixty years after, 15,000,— and in 1729, the

aborigines were extinct."^

A curious report to the Spanish court [Cartas de varones de Sevilla),

made by Fray Diego Sarmiento, Bishop of Cuba, 1550-1, proves the

fact whilst deprecating the reason.— "The Indians diminish and
disappear without propagating themselves; because the Spaniards

and the mitis [already numerous in 68 years] marry the Indian wo-

men ; and that Indian male who, at this day, could procure one 80

years old, is even veiy lucky. I believe [continues the charitable

Diocesan] that, in order to preserve and restore the population of

this island, it would be well to bring over some Indian females from

Florida, for the purpose of uniting them with the Indians of this

country." Ifevertheless there existed still, in 1701, some descendants

of the old stock at Iguani; and Bertholet, quoting Milne Edwards's

law that, after several generations, the old blood will occasionally

" crop out," shows how this explains many ethnic points of Cuban

sss D'AvEZAO, laka de VAfHque

;

—Ushee, Ti/pes ofMankind, p. 342 ;

—

Peiohabd, Ifal. Hist.,

1855 ; I, p. 272.

"* Qucestiones Mosaicce, p. 298, note,— citing P, Maeqat au P. de la Nedville, Lettrea

Sdifiantes, Tol. VII
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physiology ,
precisely as in like manner, similar causes produced the

same effects at the Canary Isles.'**

From Cuba'** to the Island of St. Vincent the transition is natural.

Here we should still behold the aboriginal Caribs, but for their ex-

pulsion " en masse," in 1796, at a cost of one million sterling, by

English settlers, to the island of Koatan.'*' Already, from 1675, the

shipwreck of a Guinea slaver near St. Vincent had infused so much

exotic negro blood into the native stock as to have divided the latter

into llach and yellow Caribs. Transplanted again, by Spaniards, to

the main-land of Honduras, these mulatto-Caribs found themselves

in the midst of another population of half-breeds ; viz. : the Sambos

of the Musquito shore, formed there, since the 17th century, between

survivors from the wreck of another African slaver and the native

Indian tribes, amid whom, also, European buccaneers had not failed

to bequeath many varieties of white blood. This infiltration of the

essentially-domesticable qualities of negro races into the less tame

able Indian (although the Central American approach the Toltecan

rather than the Barbarous^ tribes in social tendencies), has not been

without its good effects in producing a laborious population of maho-

gany cutters : whereas, in the everglades of Florida, crosses between

run-away negresses and the truly-barbarous Indian exhibit but incar-

nate devils for ferocity and hostility to civilization. Recent events

on' the Panama isthmus'*' confirm the deleterious consequences of

such intermixtures, prognosticated five years ago by Berthold See-

man.'^

"Morton informs us, besides," wrote Dr. Gosse, alluding to a cha-

racteristic African propensity for aping dominant races,'*' " that the

shipwrecked negroes at St.Vincent {Crania Americana, p. 240) had
at first deformed their heads, in imitation of the Caribs, their masters

;

but, so soon as emancipated, they continued it in sign of liberty. This
was already the opinion of Leblond {Voyage aux Antilles, 1767-1802,

. 855 Bertholet, " Guanches," Memoires de la Saddle Mhnologigue, Paris, 8to, 1841 ; Part

I, pp. 130-46, 1843; II, pp. 83-111. These intermixtures are unnoticed by Peiohakd,
Nat. Eist. of Man, 1855; I, pp. 272-4; or in II, pp. 590, 638-640.

35« One cannot, of course, within 200 pages, discuss all the collateral questions bearing
upon the transplantation of races from lands where they were indigenous to countries where
they are not ; but, for an exposition of the present ruined state of the emancipated Antilles,

consult, above all, "Our West-Indian Colonies:" Jamaica, by H. B. Evans, M. K. C.S., late

Surgeon superintendent of immigrants, Luoea, Jamaica; London, 8vo, 1855.
35» Squieb, Notes on Central America, New York, 8vo, 1855; pp. 208, 212-17.
358 MOBTON, Phj^cal Type of the American Indians ;—Types of Mankind, pp. 276-80.
359 Wermdth, " a propos du massacre de Panama;" The American, Paris, II, No. 76- 7

June, 1856.

360 Voyage of H. M. S. Herald, 1845-51, London, 8vo, 1853; I, p. 802.
3«i Deformations artificielles du Cr&ne, p. 126.
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p. 154) :
' They felt,' says he, ' that this ineffaceable mark would for-

ever distinguish them from the African race, who were being sold as

slaves in islands inhabited by the whites.'
"

Heureux le peuple dont Vhistoire est ennuyeuse, might not, perhaps,

be applied by Montesquieu to the wretched peoples referred to ; but

fear lest its point should be directed to the above excerpta compels

me to finish with a clew to the philosophy of these complicated amal-

gamations. It is from the pen of one who, as regards American
archaeology in general, and Central American ethnology in particular,

has no rival amidst his many admiring friends at the present hour.^^

"Anthropological science has determined the existence of two

laws, of vital importance in their application to men and nations.

" First. That in all cases where a free amalgamation takes place

between two different stocks, unrestrained by what is sometimes

called prejudice, but which is, in fact, a natural instinct, the result is

the final absolute absorption of one into the other. This absorption

is more rapid as the races or families thus bi'ought in contact approxi-

mate in type, and in proportion as one or the other preponderate in

numbers ; that is to say, Nature perpetuates no human hybrids, as,

for instance, a permanent race of mulattoes.

" Second. That all violations of the natural distinctions of race, or

of those instincts which were designed to perpetuate the superior

races in their purity, invariably entail the most deplorable results,

affecting the bodies, intellects, and moral perceptions of the nations

who are thus blind to the wise designs of ITature, and unmindful of

her laws. In other words, the offspring of such combinations or

amalgamations are not only generally deficient in physical constitu-

tion, in intellect, and in moral restraint, but to a degree which often

contrasts unfavorably with any of the original stocks.

"In no respect are these deficiencies more obvious than in matters

affecting government. "We need only point to the anarchical states

of Spanish America to verify the truth of the propositions laid down.

In Central and South America, and Mexico, we find a people not

only demoralized from the unrestrained association of different races,

but also the superior, stocks becoming gradually absorbed into the

lower, and their institutions disappearing under the relative barba-

rism of which the latter are the exponents."

.362 Sqcier, op. cil., pp. 54-8. See, for the same argument, that the present fall of the

Spanish race in America is to be chiefly ascribed to their proclivity (as a dark type) to amal-

gamate with any race still darker— D'Hallot {Races Surnames, pp. 44-5). "We meet

indeed," well says Davis, " with confusion of blood on a great scale, but look in rain for a

new race. Nature asserts her dominion on all hands in a deterioration and degradation, the

fatal and depopulating consequences of which it is appalUng to contemplate."
(
Crania Bri-

tannica, p. 7, note.)
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With reluctance I must terminate these digressional notices of

human autochthones in different zoological realms. " The ancients,"

well remarks Oourtet de risle,^''^ " unanimously professed belief in

autocJithones. * * * Now, this principle of indigenousness, consecrated

among animals and plants,=«' was entirely equivalent, among the

Greeks, to the principle which the plurality of races establishes at

the present day." It is traceable in Homer, Hesiod, and Hippocrates.

Ephorus of Cyme sustained it when he divided mankind into four

races, according to the four points of the compass ; and Aristotle

held it where he adopts three types, "Scythians, Egyptians, and

Thracians." The writer of Xth Genesis'^" had previously spread

out his nations, cities, tribes, and countries, into a tripartite ethnico-

geographical distribution, symbolized by " Shem, Ham, and Japheth
;"

which arrangement KnobeP^^ agrees with me in denominating the

yellow, the swarthy, and the white types. The Egyptians, centuries

previously, had already divided mankind, as known to them, into

four—the red, the yellow, the white, and the black races; calling

themselves, as men of the red or honorable color, by the term

"rotu," ReT, race "par excellence:"'" and, about nine centuries

subsequently, four nations—Lydian {Japethic), Scythian (not alluded

to in Xth Genesis), Negro {African, and also excluded from that

chart), and Chaldsean [Semitic)— were carved on the rock-hewu

sepulchre of Darius :
^ while Linnaeus, 3500 years after the Diospo-

litan ethnographer, at first tried to classify human natural divisions

into four, according to the four quarters of the globe.

Wholly omitted as such things are in the last edition of Prichard,

the anthropologist, in lieu of the preceding facts on hybridity, is

favored with any quantity of "sentiment;"'^—mostly thrown away,

their ethnological bases being mostly false. Until science has

stridden over the threshold in these new inquiries of the Mortonian'

school, we may say of sentiment what Father Richard Simon's Car-

dinal™ replied to an anxious theologer—"Questo h buono per la

Predica."

368 Tableau Ethnographique, p. 67.

36* See particularly, as the latest enunciation of zoolo^cal science, the addresses of Prof.

Agassiz before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at Albany,

—

reported in the New York Serald, 26, 27, 28 Aug., 1856.

S65 Types of Mankind, Part II, passim.

366 Die Volkeriafel der Genesis, Giessen, 8vo, 1850
; p. 13.

'^J Types of Mankind, pp. 84-86, 247-9; wood-cuts, figs. 1, 162, 163, 164, 165:— to

which add, De RouGfi, Tombeau d'Aahmes, chef dea Nautonnieri, Paris, 4to, 1851; pp. 41-2,

56:—and Bruqsoh, Reiseberichie, Berlin, 8vo, 1855; p. 331. '

368 PuLSZKT, ante. Chap. II, p. 150, fig. 35.

369 Nal. History of Man, 1855 ; II, pp. 657-714.

3™ Hist. crit. de VAncien Testament.
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"0 ye mitred heads! lay not

Approving hands on skulls that cannot teach,

And will not learn."

(COWPEE.)

Probably autochthones, certainly aboriginal, were the men of

prognathous and otherwise inferior type whose humatile crania, in

the caverns and diluvium of Europe, instigated my excursus in quest

of parallels. Of these, however, I have seen none of the true Bel-

gian or Austrian specimens : those pointed out to me in the magni-

ficent Q-alerie d'Anthropologie at the Jardin des Plantes, by my friends

MM. Jacquard and Rousseau, being, with one exception, ancient

Graulish, Keltic, or Etruscan. I obtained photographic copies of the

most interesting, together with that of the exceptional skull marked
"Cr^ne (Gard)

—

Type celte. M. Serres." These ^" I had the pleasure

of passing on, in London, to the cabinet of our obliging Colleague Mr.

J. Barnard Davis, of Shelton, Staff. ; in whose hands, as joint author

of Orania Britannica, they may become really available to science,

through comparisons with the wide range of cognate British skulls

now undergoing his and Dr. Thurnham's critical analyses. As a

specimen, merely, of the high scientific tone adopted by these gen-

tlemen, I cannot refrain from reproducing their opening sentences

on the historical Ethnology of Britain.^^

" It is now generally admitted that the plants and animals which

cover the surface of the globe are to be regarded as forming groups,

each having a specific centre, from and around which, within limits

determined by natural laws as to climate, temperature, &c., the

several species have been diffused. The plants and animals com-

posing the flora and fauna .of the British Islands are, however, not

peculiar to them, but are almost without exception identical with

those of different parts of the continent of Europe ; and thus the

existence of a specific centre for the isolated area of these islands,

or, in other words, any special creation of plants and animals within

their limits, cannot with any pi-obability be admitted.

"The late distinguished Professor E. Forbes, by a remarkably

happry example of philosophical induction, has shown that the

terrestrial animals and flowering plants now inhabiting these islands

must have migrated hither over continuous land, which in the

course of subsequent geological changes was destroyed; and that

this diffusion by migration occupied extended periods of time,

having various climatal conditions, before, during arid after, the

'" Reduced copies of some of them have attracted Dr. Meigs's notice in his Chapter

III, figs. 29, 35.

"2 Crania Britannica, Decade I, London, 4to, 1856 ; p. 44. Cf. Meigs's Chap. Ill, p

301, fig. 29, ante—for the cranioscopical indicia so far attained.
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great Glacial epoch. The characteristic and all the universally

distributed plants and animals of these islands, belong to the Cen-

tral European fauna and flora, or great Germanic type. But in

addition to this, the prevailing, it is shown that there are the remains

of no fewer than four other floras occupying more or less limited

areas in Britain, and each having its specific centre in some part of

the continent of Europe. Three of these belong to more southern,

the fourth to a more northern latitude or isotherme. The most

ancient of our floras, Professor Forbes considers to be only peculiar

to the, west and south-west of Ireland, and which is shown to be

identical with that of the north of Spain ; a geological union or

close approximation with which country seems to be the only method
of explaining the presence of so characteristic a flora, including the

hardier Saxifrages and Heaths of the Asturias, and such plants as

Arabis eiliata, Pinguicula grandiflora, and Arbutus unedo. The iso-

lation of this West Irish flora, or Asturian type, probably took place

by the destruction of the intermediate land in the glacial period.

N'o traces of any associated fauna remain."

M. Maury's philological inductions (supra) equally corroborate the

view that certain inferior and indigenous races of man, in pre-historic

Albion as well as in primordial N'orth-western Europe, were suc-

ceeded by conquering tribes of the "great Germanic type."

PAET IV.

We may now reconsider some of the practical issues of this in-
quiry.

It has been shown, 1st, that in America, humatile men and huma-
tile monkeys occupy the same palseontological zones ;— 2d, that,
whilst all such remains of man are exclusively of the American
Indian type, the monkeys called ffapale, Gebus, Qallithrix, &e.^are
equally " terrte geniti" of this continent; no bimane or quadrumane
examples of identical "species" of either being found, fossil, humatile,
or living, out of it;—3d, that, in their respective epochs of existence,
both, with the slightest modifications of so-termed " species" on the
monkeys' side, have existed from the geological period of Lund's
Brazilian caves, coupled with the extinct genera of animals dis-
covered in them, down to the present day, contemporaneous;— 4th,
that, finally, permanence of type, as well for humanity as for simiadse'
is firmly established in both genera, from the hour in which we are
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liviiig, back to a vastly remote, if not incalculable, era of unrecorded

time.

Now, were some ethnologist to inquire of any naturalist whether

he believed that genus Eapale, Oebus, or Qallithrix, had clambered

round from Mesopotamia, viS Bhering's Straits, to Peru; or had

swum across the Atlantic from Africa to Brazil, if not, perchance,

athwart the Pacific from Borneo to Chili, as one alternative; or,

whether American simice were created in America, as the other : I

presume such naturalist might, without committal, respond to this

query by propounding another to the ethnologist, viz. : "Don't you

think that, whichever way American man came to this continent, it

was along the identical route by which American monkeys had pio-

neered the track for him ?"

For myself, I cannot find out how either came. Here both are,

and have been, from the earliest ante-historical period we may guess

at. Whenever an ethnographer will obligingly point out to me any

given primordial link, between human autochthones of the Old World

and aborigines of the New, that archaeological criticism is unable to

shatter, I may trouble a naturalist to acquaint me with some mode

by which old Qallithrix primaevus protopithecus, of Brazil, held inter-

course anciently with his elder Dryopithecus Fontani of France.

This is the name just fixed by M. Lartet,^—the first discoverer of

fossil simice^ twenty years ago, and five years after Cuvier's decease,

—^to a new species of anthropoid monkey exhumed by M. Fontan,

from a bank of marly-clay, at Saint-Gaudens (Haute-Garonne) near

the Pyrenees.^*

It was about the same time last month ^' I commenced that part

of my present MS. which enumerated (aw«e,p. 459) the difierent fossil

monkeys hitherto disinterred ; and the coincidence of M. Fontan's

unforeseen exhumation of a larger and higher type, in Europe too,

than any before known, is so gratifying, that I prefer to let what I

had then written stand, and to avail myself here of M. Lartet's most

opportune improvements. It is to our collaborator Prof. Joseph

Leidy, that I owe communication of the "tirage K part " sent to him

last mail by M. Lartet.

" The pieces of this monkey," explains Lartet, " that M. Fontan

has charged me to present in his name to the Academy, consist in

two halves of a lower jaw broken at their ascending rami, added to

8'' De Blaintilie, OsUographie.

"* Labtet, Note mer un grand Singe fossile qui se rattache au group des Singes superimrs—

Entrait des Comptes rendus des SSances de VAcadimie dea Sciences; Paris, tome xliii.
;
28th

July, 1856; with a plate, pp. 1-6.

3'5 I am writing at Philadelphia, on this 28th August, 1856.
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a fragment of the anterior face of this jaw in which the incisors were

planted. There was found at the same time a humerus epiphysized

at its two extremities." He remarks on the teeth also,— "This

would be a process of dentition intermediate between that of man
and of living monkeys, except the Cribbon Siamang, in which I have

observed the same circumstances of dentition as in our fossil monkey.

(This gives me an opportunity to remember that the Gibbons, and in

particular the Gibbon Siamang, placed generally by zoologists in the

last rank of the tribe of Simians, or Superior Monkeys, furnish not-

withstanding, through their skeleton, a totality of characteristics

approaching very much more considei'ably the human type than one

can find in the Orang, or even in the Ohimpamee.)"

"In resumS, the new fossil monkey comes evidently to place itself,

with some superior characters at certain points of view, in the group

of the Simians, which already comprises the Chimpanzee, the Orang,

the Gorilla, the Gibbons, and the little fossil Monkey of Sausan {Plio-

pithecus antiquus, Gerv.). It dififers from all these monkeys through

some dental details ; and, more manifestly still, by the very-apparent

shortening of the face. The reduced size of the incisors being allied

with great development of the molars indicates a regimen essentially

frugiverous. The little that is known, furthermore, of the bony
structure of the limbs, denotes more of agility than muscular energy.

One would be, therefore, thus induced to suppose that this Mon-
key, of very large size, lived habitually upon trees, as do the Gibbons

of the present epoch. In consequence I will propose to designate it

by the generic name of Dryopithecus (from drus, tree, oak [found like-

wise amongst the lignites of the same Pyrensean region], and pithe-

kos, monkey). In dedicating it as species to the enlightened natu-

ralist to whom palseontology is indebted for this important acquisi-

tion, it would be the Dryopithecus Fontani.
" Six fossil monkeys, then, are henceforward to be counted in Eu-

rope, viz : two in England, the Macacus eoaenus, Owen, and the Macor
eus pliocenus, id. ; three in France, the Fliopithecus antiquus, the Dryo-
pithecus Fontani, and the Semnopithecus monspessulanus, which is

probably the same as the ^Pithecus maritimus of M. de Christol.

Lastly, the monkey of Pikermi, in Greece, named by M. A. Wagner
Mezopitheous pentelicus. M. Gaudry and I propose, in our Memoir
on the fossil bones of Pikermi, which will be soon presented to the
Academy, to attach this monkey to the group of Semnopitheci, under
the name oi Semnopithecus pentelicus."

Bones of the Macrotherium, Rhinoceros, Dicrocerus elegans, &c.,

were also collected at the same spot, by M. Fontan, and in the same
medium tertiary (miocene) deposits.
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Thus, in one short month since this essay was commenced, advan-

cing science has added another grand link to the chain of organic

remains which now connects the faunae of the past old world with

those of the present. Already, from the previously known fossil

Gibbon, not a far remove from human likeness, we have mounted up,

in the graduated scale of organization, to the level of the highest

living anthropomorphous apes {Orang-utan/'^ Chimpanzee, and Cro-

rilla), through this precious discovery of Dri/opitheeus Fontani.

It will opportunely exemplify how prepared really-scientific men
are now, all over the world, for these revelations from " the Book of

Nature—which cannot lie," to present here an extract from the ad-

dress of my friend Prof. Riddbll, delivered at New Orleans, on the

25th Feh., 1856— some six months before M. Labtet announced at

Paris this astounding " confirmation."

" I must allude in very general terms to the recent progress of

Geology. The philosophical views of Lyell, respecting the dyna-

mical causes that have produced the geological aspect of our planet

during the lapse of past ages, are gaining more and more fully the

assent of the cultivators of this science. Instead of evoking, as a

probable cause, the agency of imaginary cataclysms, or general and

sudden convulsions of nature, to explain the origin of mountain

upheavals, terrene depressions, the petrifaction of organic remains,

the extinction of successive races of animals and plants, the indura-

tion, crystallization, and disintegration of rock strata, Mr. Lyell

alleges that we have reason to suppose all these, and more, have

resulted from the long-continued agency of such dynamic causes as

continue to manifest their action at the present time. In some in-

stances, the effects produced are hardly appreciable during the brief

period of human life ; but we should remember that the stately hun-

dred years, which is rarely approached, and still more rarely exceeded

by man, when used as a Ineasure for the probable duration of those

vast periods of time occupied in the production and modification of

the numerous successive geological strata, with their mineral con-

tents and organic remains, becomes, to our limited comprehension,

a mere infinitesimal; a quantity too small to have assigned to it any

sensible value in comparison.

" The recent period, so called, now in progress, contains the relics

of animals and plants, of species essentially identical with those now
flourishing. It has been estimated, from data carefully obtained and

3'6 In Malay, "Orang" means only man, and is prefixed to proper names of all nations;

"Utan," signifying wild, designates the "Orang-utan" as the wild man, which CRAwrnKD

{Malay Orammar and Dictionary, II, p. 123) spells " Orang-utang,"—its true Malayan name

being " Miyas." Still (p. 198), " Utan" is given as the synonym for wild, wilderness.
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unobjectionable, that our Mississippi delta, south of the latitude ot

Baton Eouge, pertaining, of course, to the recent period, has occu-

pied no less a time than 120,000 years in its formation. The parti-

culars of this computation I need not now trouble you with.

" It is a very common occurrence that sweeping assertions are made
in palaeontology, based upon negative data. That is, because certain

classes or genera of organic remains have not yet been found in the

older fossiliferous strata, therefore they did not then exist on the face

of the earth or in its waters. I think this practice is prolific in false

induction in science. The present tenants of our globe comprise per-

haps 600,000 species of animals and plants. The organic species

preceding these, in former ages, were in all ages probably just about
as numerous. Palaeontologists have brought to light, from about 20
different and successive fossiliferous formations, about 20,000 species

of remains, nine-tenths of which, as from the nature of the case we
might expect, are of marine and aquatic origin. ]!^ow, the plants

and animals whose remains characterize these 20 formations, while
flourishing in their respective ages, were probably, in each of the 20
cases, as numerous in species as those contemporary with us. Aver-
aging the known fossils to the formations, each of the twenty would
have 1000 species, which is only l-500th of what may fairly be sup-
posed to have existed. Admitting this reasoning as valid, two or
three instructive conclusions would flow from it. 1st. That doubt-
less many species of animals and plants have heretofore existed as
well as at present, that from their habitat and habit were rarely or
ever likely to be preserved as organic remains. 2d. There is no pro-
bability that geologists are as yet acquainted with all, or even with
a fiftieth part of the organic remains entombed in the various forma-
tions constituting what may be called the rind of our globe, 3d,
Assume at perfect random any one species, as for instance an animal
analogous to the Ourang-Outang, the prohalility is 500 times greater that
such an animal existed at any geological age, also assumed at random,
than that his remains will, in our day, be found by geologists in the cor-
responding formations."

^''''

Fossil man, of some inferior grad^, is now the only thing wanting
to complete the palseontological series in Europe, in order at once to
exhibit bimanes and quadrumanes in parallel fossil development;
and thereby to plant the genera Simiadne and the genus Homo on one
and the same archseological platform. Let us hope ! We actually
hold in our hands the short end of the thread, through the progna-

S" Annual Address read before the New Orleans Academy of Sciences, Feb. 25th, 1856 by
Prof. J. L. Kiddell, UniTersity of Louisiana, President of the Academy, p. 4.

'

flnterca-
lated in my MS., at Philadelpliia, 25th Jan. 1857.]
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thous crania of inferior human races discovered, in the humatile phase,

over Belgium and Austria. Science now lacks but one, only one,

little fact more to terminate forever the question—"have human fossil

remains been found ?"

Again, I say, there is margin for hope ! May be, that it is neither

in Europe nor in America that fossil humanity is to be sought for.

Perhaps, after all, the malicious aphorism v?hispered by Mephis-

topheles to Goethe in "Eaust," that if humanity advances, it is spi-

rally— might some day turn out to be as true in geographical palae-

ontology as it is often in ethics, and oftener in inventions.

E^ot a tenth part of Asia, not a twentieth part of Africa, has as yet

been explored by the geological pick-axe ; the inlands of Borneo,

Sumatra, New Guinea, have not yet been trodden by the white man's

foot, far less open to the palaeontologist. It is to scientific mining

and to rail-road operations, conducted only by the most civilized

races of the world, that, within the present quarter-century, the earth

begins to yield up her dead, and display her riches in organic remains.

When the iron net-work, such as the "peace of Paris" already stimu-

lates, is spread from the Neva to the Amour, from Trebizond to Cal-

cutta, from Jerusalem to Aden, from Cape Town to Lake TJniamesi,™

and fi'om Algiers to the Senegambia, perchance to the Gaboon river,

we shall doubtless possess many more fossil monkeys, and (why

not ?) a fossil man.

Upon the principle of representation in the successive series of the

faunae of each zoological zone, it should be about Borneo that we

may expect to dig up fossil analogues of Orangs and Dyaks ; about

Guinea and Loango those of Troglodytes niger and of Gorilla-gina, no

less than of some human precursors of present negro races. And
yet, up to this day, ten years after their discovery, not a living

specimen™ far less a fossil sample, owing to inaccessibility of their

habitats, has been procurable, even of the Crorilla, through French

or other colonists at the Gaboon !

Here, I may be allowed a digression,— not altogether irrelevant,

because it aids to clear up doubts as to the earliest contact of the

Saracenic Arabs, after their conquest of Barbary in the 7th century

of our era, vnth Negro nations ; whom Arabian camels, then intro-

duced on a large scale into northern Africa, first enabled the

ff»8 Petermann, MUlheilungen am Justus Perthes' Geographischer Anstall, &o., Gotha, 4to,

1856; pp. 13-32; and his "Skizze einer Karte * * * des See's von Uniamesi;"—vhich later

explorers seem to doubt.

'" Is. Geoffkot St. Hilaiee and Doreau de la Malle, in Annales dea Science Naturelles,

Piiris, 111= s^rie, XVI, pp^ 154-217.
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Prophet's victorious " goum-^" [Arabic for "levies"— literally get

M«s] to reach athwart the Sahara-deserts. It will also show how

invaluable to ethnography are French translations of long-disre-

garded Semitic historians, not merely those of the chosen Israelitish

stock. Besides, the work is little known to the " reading public."

Ebn KhIledoon (or Khaldun)'^—th& most erudite, philosophic,

and unfortunate,38i Arabian writer in Barbary during the 4th and

5th century— tells us how, "the Molhthemeen [wearers of the

"lith^m," muffler, for the double object of keeping off sun and dust

in the desert, and of hiding the face from enemies— Zatc of the

BahUyT],^ a people of Sanhadjian [Berber] race, inhabited the

sterile region that stretches away into the midst of the sandy desert

[Sahara]. From immemorial time—from very many centuries prior

to Islamism—they had continued to traverse that region where they

found everything that sufficed for their wants. Keeping themselves

thus far removed from the 'Tell' [Arabice hill, i.e., Mount Atlas],

and from the cultivated country, they replaced its productions by

the milk and flesh of their camels. Avoiding civilized countries,

they had habituated themselves to isolation ; and, brave as ferocious,

they had never bent beneath the yoke of foreign dominion." In

short, these Sanhadjians are the perfect types of old Eoman Numi-

dians, and modern Touariks,— except, in religion, the adoption of

Isl^m for Africanized-Punic fetishism— in language, a great many

Arabic words of civilization absorbed into their Berber speech— in

zoology, the camel for the horse— in arms, the match-lock for the

bow. Such, too, were a cognate tribe, the Lemtouna.

"When the Lemtouna had subjugated the desert-regions, they

carried war amidst negro nations, in order to constrain these to

become Mussulmans [just as we, now-a-days, through missionaries,

are trying to make Christians of all peoples who are not— in most

cases, amongst inferior types of man, only hastening their ultimate

obliteration]. A large portion of the Blacks then embraced IsUm

;

S80 Eisloire des Berbires et des Dynasties Musulmanes de I'Afrique Septentrionale, translated

from the Arabic by the Babon be Slane, for account of the "Ministfere de la Guerre;"

vol. I, Algiers, 1847 ; vol. II, 1851. My excerpta are taken chiefly from I, pp. 36-7, 53,

184-5;—II, pp. 64-70, 104-5, 106. The history commences with the Arab conquest of

Barbary in the 7th century, and ends during the 14th.

381 ZfeTD-AsD-ER-EAHMXN Ebn Khaledoon was born at Tunis in 1332. After greatly

distinguishing himself at the courts of Barbaresque princes, be became Grand Qidee

(Judge) of Cairo under Ud-Ddher-Bargoog in 1884; when the vessel, in which his family

had embarked on their way to him, sunk,— "Thus, one single blow deprived me for ever

of riches, happiness, and children." He died in 1406.

'82 Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, 2d Exped., 1853, p. 317:— Fkesnel (Arabes avant

VIslamisme, Paris, 1836, p. 36), shows how it was only at the ancient Arabian fair of

Oukash, abolished in first century Hedjra, that hostile tribes could meet unmuffled.
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but the remainder dispensed with it, by paying the capitation-tax
[equally satisfactory to the Saracenic missionary, who good naturedly
permitted those anti-Mohammedan back-sliders, or recusants, to

'compound (always in cash) for sins they were inclined to, by
damning those they had no mind to']."

Telagaguin, their king, was grandsire of Aboo-Bekr-ebn-Omar,
who commanded the Elmoravidian empire. His successor Tiloutan
conquered the Soudan, "marching surrounded by 100,000 dromedary-
riders mounted upon Maharis of pure blood ;" and died in Hedjra
222= A. D. 837. Another historian says that, in the 4th centuiy

Hedjra, Obeyd-AlHh had 100,000 camels, and subdued 23 negro
kings. The Lemtouna even reached the Senegal. ""We know,"
comments Be Slane, " that this river continued, for a long time, to

separate the Berber from the negro race.^^ In the year 1446, when
the Portuguese were making their first explorations of the western

coast of Africa, the tribes of the Assanhagi ^Zanaga, Sanhadja]
inhabited the northern bank of the Senegal ; and the Yalof, or Wolof,

that is to say, the Blacks, occupied the other. We must observe

that ' Senegal ' is an alteration of the [Berber] word Asnaguen, or

Zenaguen, plural of Zanag ; that is to say, the Sanhaja "—one of the

great branches of the quinquegentani Berberi.^

Ebn Khaledoon continues—" As for those who remained in the

desert, nothing has changed their manner of being, and, even to-day,

they remain divided and disunited [as they continue now, 1000 years

later]. * * * They [the Berber tribes] form a species of cordon along

the frontier of the land of the Blacks,— a cordon which stretches

itself parallely to that which the Arabs form upon the frontier of the

two Moghrebs and of Ifrikia" :^—thus demarcating in his time, with

'^ See Raffenel ( Voyages dans VAfrique occidmtale, comprmant Vexploration du Senegal,

ho., 1843-4, Paris, 1846), for the best description of these Senegalian nations.

^ Otia, "Berber Tribes," p. 146:—%ie«, pp. 510-26.

^^ Says Ebn Khaledoon—"Because it must not be thought that the Arab nomades had

inhabited this country in ancient times. It was only towards the middle of the 5th cen-

tury of the Hedjra that Africa was invaded by bands of the tribes of Hillah and that of So-

Ihjm,"—and then not further west than the Cyrenaica. No Arab settlers were [aside from

the Saracen soldiery] in Barbary prior to this immigration,— except in the confused Ye-

menite legends of " Tobba, an Arabian king, who gave his name to Ifrikta ,-**** And
the reason was because the Berber race then ofccupied the country, and prevented the other

peoples to fix themselves in it."

Now, this name IfriMa, borrowed from the "Africa" of the Latins, possessed, like

" Libya," a more restricted geographical extension formerly than in modern days. Indeed,

among the Arabs even now, Ifrikta does not mean " Africa," but only the tract of country

from Cape Barca to Tunis, not even so far west as Algeria. Owing to ignorance of this

fact, and Frenchmen's poor acquaintance then with Arabic, the General who concluded the

" Treaty of Tafna " with el-Hadj Abd-el-Qadeb, committed more diplomatic mistakes, in

me line (the cause of all the troubles France had with this gallant chieftain till she cap-

84
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the greatest perspicacity, tte same relative topograpHcal positions

in which the indigenous Atlantic Berbers, the exotic Arabs, and the

negro races, stand towards each other at this day.

Perfectly clear also were this learned Arab's ethnic views about

the distinctness of negro nations from either Berbers or Arabs.. His

"History of the kings of the negro peoples \_8oodcin, i. e. the

BlachsY begins thus: "This portion of the human species that is

composed of negro populations has, for dwelling-place, the countries

of the second climate and of the first [His geography being that of

Edkebsee, who, like the Greeks, imagined that the African conti-

nent prolonged itself towards the east ; in order to form the southern

limit of the Indian and China Seas]. * * * They occupy these terri-

tories in all their widtlj, from the Occident to the orient. * * * The

negro species subdivides itself into several races, tribes, and ramifi-

cations; of which the best known, in the last, are the Zendj (natives of

Zanzibar and Mozambique), the Rabasha (Abyseinians), and the Nouha

(N'ubians)." He describes some nineteen peoples of the black race;

and relates two curious facts showing the danger of arming negroes

as soldiers :—1st, how in Hedjra 252 = A. d. 866, the Zendj " slaves
"

revolted at Basra {Bassora, on the Euphrat;es) :—2nd, how in Hedjra

468, the corps of Turkish Memlooks, in the service of El-Mostanser,

had many sanguinary engagements, at Cairo, with the negro "slave"

troops belonging to the same Khdlif. The Ketamians (i. e. Berber,,

or Moghrabee, mercenaries) ranged themselves on the side of the

Memlooks; and, in one of their conflicts, 40,000 of their black adver-

saries were slaughtered. The same troubles recurred during my
own time in Egypt, when Mohammed Ali imagined that he could

form a regular army of negro soldiers, imported^ as slaves from the

BeMd-es-Sood^n along the Upper Mle. Out of some 12,000 who

tured Mm, and in time sent him to Brusaa, and afterwards, where he resides now, to Da-

mascus) than any Plenipotentiary ever perpetrated hefore ! Without the Arabic text it

cannot be made very clear, but here it is from Pascal Dcpkat {Op. cil., pp. 291-2). The

words run:

—

"el .4meer Abd-el-Qadeb yi&ref hukm Soolt&nni Fransa fi Afriheeya"—sup-

posed by the French protocol-maker to mean, "le Prince Abd-el-Kad^r reconnait le gou-

vernement du Boi des Franjais en Afrique." Nothing of the kind ! The astute Shemite

OTerreached the Dragoman (interpreter) in the two main points,—1st, by getting himself

recognized as an Ameer, prince, when he was previously but a mere hadjee, pilgrim to

Mecca ; and 2nd, by recognizing French sovereignty, not in Algeria at all, but away to

the eastward (where neither party had any rights) in Tunis, Tripoli, &c. ! This is the

literal sense—"the prince Abd-el-QMer knows the government of a king of France in

Afrikeeya .'"

Russia for a century, France fOr twenty-five years, England for some twenty-five months,

ond the United States Executive not even yet—have comprehended that diplomatists ought

to be at least acquainted with the vernacular of those countries to which, at enormous cost,

and frequent inutility, they are commissioned^
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were drilled in Upper Egypt, 1823-5, all those who did not die of

consumption before the expeditions *« sailed to the Morea (1824-5),

386 " Haud obliTiscendum " by his first-born is all that need here accompany reference to my
Father,—who unostentatiously manumitted, at Alexandria, every one of our slaves, between

the years 1821 and 1827. This is a fact I desire to speak upon.

John Gliddon—born at Exeter, Devonshire, 28th February, 1784—left England in 1811,

was a known Mediterranean merchant at Malta for seven years ; and thence settling in

Egypt with his family (August, 1818), became not unknown for influential position and

generous deeds during the apogee of Mohammed All's career; especially whilst holding,

fyom 1832 to 1844, the honorary incumbency of the U. S. Consulship, first at Alexandria

and subsequently at Cairo. He died at M&\ia.-hdnneena— 3d July, 1844.

[I say "honorary" TJ. S. Consul, for the especial purpose of contradicting, once and for-

ever, one of many other falsehoods printed last summer, viz : " Our first Consvi- General in

Egypt was a Yorkshireman, who owed the station to missionary patronage. He received

$2000 a year, and was free to continue his own vocation as a merchant."

The anonymous, though by myself unmistakeable, signature of a "Traveler " more noto-

rious for ubiquity than for veraciousness or discretion,— taken in conjunction with the

coincidence that his lies found utterance in a "daily" whose head manager and editorial

principles are too vile for durable advertisement from my own pen—render it merely neces-

sary here to record that, in the North American (Philadelphia, February 10, 1847), may be

found a "Letter" of mine, setting forth, then as now, all relations of GiAimoii-prenomina

with the various administrations of the United States during my lifetime, so far. Speaking

merely as an ethnologist, I myself have only read or heard of, and never cared about, what

executive may ha^e happened to strut, quadrennially, over the Washingtonian platforms.

Each of us felt proud to serve the United Slates; none of us being ever minions of a faction.

The pending Congressional committee of investigation into '
' Lobby " membership (amply

commented on in the New York Herald, Deo. 1856-Feb. 1857), absolves me from adding

my experiences of political probity in " Uncle Sam's " domain. I will, therefore, merely

challenge contradiction, at the United States' State Department, of these facts, viz : that

my Father for 12, myself for 8, my brother William for 2, my brother-in-laW Alexander Tod for

6, and all of us during. 17 years that we upheld gratuitously the honor of the flag in Egypt,

ever received compensation, personally, in a single United States' "red cent." We have

severally been the mere channels of payment (less than $500 a year at Alexandria, during

perhaps 17,—and far less than another $500 per annum at Cairo during 3 years), to native

employes whom the State Department's "printed regulations" compelled us to maintain

and stipend for the United States' service in that Pashalic. On the contrary, there hang on

file, at the State Department (as mentioned in the North American aforesaid), documents to

prove that, were equity in Congress not notoriously measured by the ratio of discounts to

intermedia, " Uncle Sam " really owes, and ought to pay, my Father's estate something over

$2000 at this moment, interests for 20 years exclusive, — which claim, now as formerly, I

hereby abandon to the fate of "Amy Darden's horse."]

We landed in Egypt before the "Emancipation Act," which has ruined the British West

Indies, was passed ; wherefore my Father then considered it no sin to purchase, for domes-

tication, such slaves as suited our family requirements. The first was, 1819, F&lima—nurse

to my lamented brother Charles (died suddenly of cholera at Dacca, Bengal, 27th Nov.

1840)—a reddish-black Galla-girl, rivalling tBe Venus de Medicis in form and strikingly in

face,— but with long, soft, wavy hair, small mouth; in short, no negress. She was

freed and married out in 1821, dying shortly after of the plague. The next were, 1822,

FSltima and Sepda, D^r-foor negresses, and a fine negro boy named Murffi&n (i. e. Maryaritus,

coral). The former two were emancipated, dowried and married out in 1823, owing to the

departure of my mother to place three of us at school in England. The latter, after being

taught reading and writing, baptized and vaccinated, underwent, at the age of puberty,
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none came back (1828), except a few miserable sukkat Mies (iuvalided

veterans) who, for a few years, lingered as household guards about

the hareem-door of Ibraheem Pasha at Kasr-ed-Doob^ra, until the

plague of 1835 ("quseque ipse miserima vidi") swept them off.

together with almost all the negro slaves and Nubians {Barhbera),

then in Lower Egypt.^ During five months that (1828-9) I so-

journed at Navarino and Modon, skeletons of some of these unfor-

tunates, recognizable by tatters of their uniforms, frequently fell (in

continual rides and shooting excursions) in my way, while graves

of the remainder lay alongside the Modon road for miles.

K the opinions of those alone qualified to decide be taken, all

the families of Atalantic, or Gastulian, stock are terrce-geniti.^

" The Berbers," says De Slane, " autochthonous people ofnorthern

Africa, are the same race that is now designated by the name of

KaUles. This word, which signifies 'clan' [in Arabic, plural

that constitutional change from intelligence and gentleness to stnpid ferocity which, in

Egypt, prevents everybody, but Turkish officials who possess soldiery, from keeping adult

negro male slaves in households. Murgi&n abjured Christ and turned Muslim, became too res-

tive for mild control,—and finally (1824), becoming infatuated with a Nizdm-je2eid regiment

of negroes about to embark for the war in the Morea, my father gave him his liberty. He
sailed and, like his comrades, never came back. Four more negro girls were purchased on

my mother's return to Alexandria (1825) ; but, being absent in England myself at that

time, I do not recollect the names of 3, and they were already free and married off on my
return in June, 1827,— as was the fourth, Barbtra, in July of the same year. Her place

was re-filled by a Christian white slave, bought out of compassion from the Turkish soldiery,

in the basaar, when hundreds of Greek captives were ravished from the Morea, to become,

in portion, rescued, through Count de St. Leger and Captain Coddrington, 1828; as, indeed,

two others were by myself at Cairo in 1832, and sent home. Our lady's maid, Pasguala,

free from the hour she touched my father's threshhold, married out in 1828; and thus in

that year ended our family connection with slavery ; although a silly tourist (Db. Holt
Yates), hospitably entertained by my father at Alexandria in 1828-9, has fabricated for

his book an affecting tale about the influence of an "Abyssinian slave girl" over one of my
sisters

!

In justice to my parents' memory I ought to state that, in common vrith others at that

emancipation-period, they then renounced the further possession of slaves "for conscience'

sake;"— sentiments in which I never have participated; because I consider it a far more
philanthropic act (whatever "Exeter-hall" may think of it), to rescue by purchase any
human being— especially semi-wild negroes, when their humanization is the natural conse-
quence— from the brutal clutches of the gell&h (slave-fetcher), than either to abandon him
or her amid the horrors of an Oriental slave-mart, or to let him or her run the risk of not
iibtalning a better master.

" So then," as St. Paul (Ep. to the Romans, XIV, 12,—Shaepe'sN. T., p. 303) has clearly
expressed it, " each of us shall give account of himself to God ;" nor is the Father account-
able, in this case, for a difference of ethical opinions in his son.

381 There is a note of mine on this subject in my friend Db. Babtok's Report of the Sani-
tary Commission of New Orleans, 1854. See also Nott's Chap. IV, p. 393, ante.
^ For all former authorities, see Guddon, Otia Mgypiiaca, 1849, " Excursus on the

origin of some of the Berber tribes of Nubia and Libya," pp. 116-46: — and Types of
Mankind, 1854, pp. 180-1, 204-10, 510 "Ludim," to 526.
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KabaiT], has not been employed to designate the Berbers earlier

than about three centuries. The introduction of this distorted

meaning must probably be attributed to the Turks, "^^'—who entered

Algiers under Barbarossa at the beginning of the 16th century.

Inasmuch as great confusion prevails yet in the minds of other-

wise well-informed ethnographers upon Berber subjects, and my
object being now to separate these races of the Hamitic type of

mankind, entirely from any affinity with more austral negro nations,

unknown to the Berbers before the introduction of camels ^^"—

a

few extracts from the French "Exploration scientifique de I'Alge-

rie"^' are here introduced.

The uplands and the aborigines of Berheria (true name for

Barbary) are likened by Carette, in their geological phenomena and

their human vicissitudes, to an Archipelago subject to rising and

falling tides:— "the scarped islands are the mountainous masses;

the flat islands are the Oases ;^^^ the secular tides are the invasions.

All these islands represent diifei'ent groups of the same nation;

whereas the wave that bathes them is by turns Phcenician, Roman,
Vandal, Greek, Arab, Turkish,"— and, at this moment, French.

All these have carried away some Berber, and left some foreign

words, l^evertheless, the old lingua Atlantiea is still recoverable

;

at the same time (as I have elsewhere indicated) all its words of

moral and intellectual civilization, altogether wanting in Berber,

have been absorbed from the Arabic,— from which the Berber

vocabulary and grammatical construction, by monogenists supposed

to be " Syro-Arabian," is now proved to be absolutely distinct.

Undei: the head of "Distinctive characteristics of the Berber

tongue," our Author points out that the strongest difference between

the Arabs and the KahKil of Mt. Atlas lies in their languages—
"c'est Id surtout qui en fait deux nations distinctes." Arabic words,

when adopted by Berbers, undergo great changes, and these people

understand as little of an Arabic discourse as a French one ; at the

same time that it is easier for an Arab to acquire French than

'^ Op. cit., preface, p. 1.

"<• Amply confirmed, from the latest sources, by Vivien de St. Maktin, " L'Exploration

scientifique de I'Afrique centrale," Revue Oontemporaine, Paris, ISth Sept. 1855, pp. 435-6.

^ "Pendant les Annies 1840, 1841, 1842, publi^e par ordre du Gouvernement, et aveo

le ooncours d'un Commission Aoad^mique," 4to, many vols., 1848-53, Paris, Imprim&ie

nationale (now imp^riale). My selections are made chiefly from Cakette, :^tudes sur la

Kabilie proprement dtie (I, pp. 13, 20-33)— Precis historique (pp. 447-62)— and Seeherches

sur VOrigine et les migrations des Principales Tribus de I'Afrique Septentrionale, et partimliire-

ment de VAlgSrie (III, pp. 13-25, 27-55, 801-6, 441, 476).

'92 Lucidly explained from the accounts of Richardson, Barth, Overweo, and Voobl,

as regards the Tripolitan route over the Sahara, by St. Martin, op. cit., pp. 430-6, 440-6.
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Kabaylee : whilst the Kabyle mountaineer, in bringing his produce

to market, has much more need of Arabic than an Algerian Arab

has of Berber.^^^

" Albeit, there exist whole tribes who present the bilingual char

racter. But, among such septs the principal localities almost always

bear names of Berber origin ; which seems to announce that, upon

these different points, the Kabail had originally possessed the soil.

The existence of these double -languaged populations expresses,

therefore, nothing else than the transition between the primitive

stratum, formed out of the Kahyle element, and the alluvial stratum,

formed out of the Arabic element. * * *

" Two incontestable facts are the following, viz : prior even to the

most ancient of invasions [the Punico-Canaanitish ?], there existed,

along this part of the African coast, a people and an idiom differing

from all those peoples, and from all those idioms, which were to

succeed each other during 2000 years; and that, now-a-days, the

last [French] invasion finds again, in this country, a people and an

idiom different from all those which preceded it."

The well-known "monument of Dugga" contained 7 lines in

Phoenician, and 7 others in an unknown writing. After the Prench

occupation (1830), abundant bilingual inscriptions were found,

—

sometimes Latin, at others Punic; but ever accompanied by the

same unintelligible characters. The Berber alphabet, observed by

OuDNBY in 1822, advanced by Db Saulcy in 1844, and recovered by
Brissonnbt in 1845, has aided to unfold a great fact, viz: "the

examination of these documents leaves no doubt as to the close

relationship that exists between the idiom of these antique inscrip-

tions and that other idiom now being spoken from the Egyptian
Oasis of Seewah (westwards) to the shore of the Ocean, and (south-

wards) from the Mediterranean to the confines of the Sood§,n

(negro-lands). Hence the secular filiation of the Libyan tongue has

revealed itself,— a tongue poor and simple, of which the type has

perpetuated itself in the present idiom of the Kabdtil, athwart the

course of ages and the vicissitudes of revolutions; without any
other parchment than the surface of desert-rocks, without any other

means of conservation than the vis inertise of tradition ;—now known
by the several names of Berber, Ghaweeya, or Kabyle; which
becomes a dialect called Lar'oua in parts of the Sahara, and 8hil-

Meya on the Atlas range.

S93 For the topographical distribution of these clans, see the excellent " Carte de
I'Algtee diTis^e par Tribus," by Carette s^nd Warnieb, Paris, 1846:— also, Wiihelm
Obeb MiJLLEK, Atlas ethno-gSographique, " Les pays et les peuples * * * de la Berberie
dans lenr ^tat actuel," Paris and Leipzig (Brockhaus and Avernarius).
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" The different names under which this idiom presents itself are

recognized in a common appellative, as if forming branches of one

and the same trunk. The word Berber comprises equally the Kabail

of the littoral, the Chaweeya of the south-east, the Shilheeya of Mo-
rocco, the Beni-M'zab, and the Tou^riks : and, in the same manner

that, all these dialects offer but slight differences among themselves,

leaving no doubt whatever as to their community of origin, so the

peoples that make use of them must be regarded as the scattered

members of one and the same family." On the Jurjura plateaux

there is a tribe still called (Jewi, Arabic for "sons") Beni-KShtla;

another on the Aures is {owlad, == " children ") Oued-Shelih, or Shil-

Meya; and a third, Bern-Berber : and thus, without break in the chain

of nomenclature, we can now ascend,—in the same language, race,

and country—from the T-Amazirg, or Amazirg-T, or "^ree-men,"

name given by this people to themselves,^ through the Mazee-eh of

Arab authors, to the (rentes Maziese of the Romans,— and thence,

finally to the Maguss of Herodotus, in whose day they were /3apj8apo(

;

that is to say, not barbarians etymologically, but these same old Ber-

beroi, our " Berbers."

From the earliest times, when they were the "bow-country " and

the " nine-bow-oountriea " of Egyptian hieroglyphics of the XTTth

dynasty, 22 centuries b. c, through the period when they had become

the Misulani, Saboubares, and quinquegentani of Latin writers, these

Berbers have ever been the same " unconquerable Moors {Mauri) ;"

to such degree, that their highland fastnesses amid the Atlas were

designated as " mons ferratus " by the Roman legions, and " el-

ado6wa" {the inimical) by the later Saracenic lancers

—

" (Gens) torva, ferox, procax, verbosa, rebellis.''^'^

My above allusion to the familiar hieroglyphics for Libyan nations

prompts reference to new inquiries that have just arisen as to the

question—How far did the pharaonic Egyptians push their conquests

into Western Africa ? Manetho^*^ says that Menes (1st dynasty, b. c.

40 centuries) gained glory from his foreign wars ; and that under Ne-

CHEROCHis (Hid dynasty), not very long after, the "Libyans were

defeated by the Egyptians :" but, until recently, no corroborative tes-

timonies had been suspected, even, in Barbary itself. The first dis-

covery of such monumental analogy was made by the daring travel-

»" HoDasoN (of Sayannab, Ga.), cited in Gliddon, Otia JEgyptiaca, pp. 117-29.

^'^ As Gibbon somewhere says of the Armoricans : or, in the more explicit Castilian of

a wrathy old Spanish writer, not partial to Mussulmans, H.sdo, — "Moros, Alarbes, Ca-

bayles, y algunos Turoos, todos gente puerca, suzia, torpe, indomita, inhavil, inhumana,

bestial
; y por tanto, tuvo por eierto razon el que da pocos aHus aca acustumbro Ilamar a

esta tierra Barbaria" (Pascal Dupbat, Afrique SeplmtrionaU, 1845, p. 65, note).

^ Text in Bonsen, Egyptt Place, i pp. 611, 615.
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lers, Kichardson, Bartli, and Overweg,^^ in 1850 ; at a mountain-pass

called Wadee Taldja, about nine days' journey after leaving Mour-

zook, the capital of Eezzdn. Here is the account, in the words of

M. Vivien de Sain1>Martin :

—

"A little before reaching the descent we have just described, at

the bottom of the valley through which one arrives at it, our travel-

lers made a singular discovery. They found some figures engraved

in deep cuttings upon the face of the rock [a very Egyptian method

of recording conquests, as at "Wadee Mag^ra, near Mt. Sinai, by

steles]. The ancient people of the East loved thus to sculpture, upon

the granite, warlike or religious scenes : there exist tableaux of this

nature in Assyria and in Media, in Phcenicia and Asia Minor.

Those which our explorers have discovered at the entrance of the

[Sahara] desert have a peculiar character. They form several dis-

tinct tableaux, of which two are above all remarkable. One offers

an allegorical scene, the other represents a scene of pastoral life.

In the first, one beholds two personages, one with the head of a bird,

and the other with a bull's, both armed with buckler and bow, and

seemingly combating for the possession of a bull : the other shows a

group of bulls that appear descending towards a spring to slake their

thirst. The first of these two tablets has a character altogether Egyp-

tian ; and the ensemble of these sculptures is very superior to what

the nomad inhabitants of the north of Africa could now execute [See

Pulszky's Chap. II., pp. 188-192, on " Tnartistical Races"]. The

men of the neighborhood, moreover, attribute them to an unknown

people who, they say, possessed the country long before them.

Barth copied with care the two principal tablets, and he sent his

drawings, accompanied with a detailed notice, to the learned Egyp-

tologist of London, Mr. Birch ; who will doubtless make them the

object of a serious study. According to the very competent judg-

ment of the traveller, the sculptures of "Wadee Telissareh [name of

the place where they are found] bear in themselves- the stamp of

incontestable antiquity. One is struck, furthermore, by a character-

istic circumstance, viz : the absence of the camel, which always holds

nowadays the first pljice in the clumsy sketches [as at Mt. Sinai]

traced, here and there, by present tribes upon other rocks in divers

parts of the desert. It is now recognized that the camel was intro-

duced into Africa by the first Arab conquerors of the Khalifate [this

is not exact—say rather about the 1st century b. c], during the Vllth
century of our era : more anciently the only caravan beasts of bur-

then, between the maritime zone and Nigritia, were the ox and the

'S' GuMPRECHT, Barlh und Overu-egs Vnlermchungs-Reise nach dem Tschad-See, Berlin,

1852;—as cited by Saint-Martin, (supra, note 390) pp. 434-5.
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liorse. Strabo relates {Jib. xvii.) how the Maurusians [only a dialec-

tic mutation of Fharusians, the PT^iESIM^^^ of Xth Genesis], in

order to traverse the desert, suspended water-skins under the bellies

of their horses. Among several tribes of the Sahara, the ox is still

used as a beast of transportation and carriage. Richardson saw a
great number of them in a caravan that had just crossed a part of
the SoodAn."

A sight of Earth's copy would suffice to establish whether a breath
of Egyptian art passed over the sculpture; but this narration is all I

can now learn about it. Isolate in itself, this fact scarcely attracted

my attention before ; but here come some fresher coincidences of real

Egyptian monuments, still further west in Barbary, that shed some
plausibility upon these (by myself unseen) petroglyphs. An Egyp-
tian black-granite royal statue, broken, 'tis true, bearing inscriptions

with the name of Thotmbs I (XVIIth dynasty, 16th century b. c),

has turned up at Cherchel, in Algeria;*^ and a PhcBnico-Egyptian

scarabseus, brought from the same locality, is now in Paris.*"" Ifow,

as the cited scholars both coincide, those monuments may have been
carried thither either by Phoenician traders, or by later Roman dilet-

tanti. l^Teither of them proves anything for pharaonie conquests in

Afiica ; but we have lived to see, in the case of Egyptian conquests

in Assyria, such positive evidence grow out of the smallest, and, at

first, most dubious indication, that I feel tempted to add another,

inedited, fact (long unthought of in my portfolio) to the chain of

posts— epoohas left aside— now existing between ancient Egypt and

old Mauritania.

On the 26th Dec, 1842, my revered friend, the late Hon. John
Pickering— a most scientific philologist— of Boston, gave me an

impression*"' of a fragment of true Egyptian greenish-basalt stone,

inscribed with some sixteen or eighteen pure hieroglyphical charac-

ters (without cartouche, but broken from a statue, part of an arm

being on its reverse, in good relievo). ' This was said to have been

picked up on the ruins of Carthage, by an officer of the U. S. I^avy,

during the Tripolitan war; and brought directly to this country,

S98 7)/pes of Mankind, pp. 618-20.

829 Gkeene, Bulletin ArchMogigue de VAthenceum Fran^ais, May, 1858, pp. 38-9.

*«<' Francois Lenormant, op. cit, Jane, pp. 46-7.

"i Mislaid among old papers, I have no leisure now to search for it; but, from an entry

made at the time in my " Analecta .SIgyptiaca," I can state that its dimensions were about,

length 7 inches, breadth 4J, and thickness 2. The hieroglyphics, intaglio, style Saitio, are

cut on a sort ofjamb or plinth. Until production of my copy, let me terminate with a note

made on its reception:— '' If it does not go in support of the conquests of the Pharaohs in

Barbary, it proves intercourse, at least, with Carthage" — that is, if found at Carthage, for

which I fear all proofs are now, after so many years, obliterated.
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where, when I saw it, the relic was in the possession of Mr. George

Folsom, at Boston.

From this archaeological digression, let us return to Barbaresque

ethnography.

In the words of Ebn Khaledoon, M. Oarette observes— " That

which is beyond doubt is, that, many centuries before Islamism, the

Berbers were known in the countries they inhabit; and that they

have always formed, with their numerous ramifications, a nation

entirely distinct from every other." Adopting for himself the only

natural theory, that the Berbers were created for Berberia, Carette

continues:— "Thus, it is an Arab writer, and the most judicious of

the whole of them, that has himself done justice to all the tattle

invented by his co-religionists,^'*' and who reduces all the system of

Berber genealogy to two facts, viz. : the biblical datum, which his

quality of Mussulman obliged him to admit ; and the local tradition

that he had been able to collect himself." The following tables

specify the state of Berber actualities.

Tongues and Dialects.

" The KABjJtt, lie at the north,".- - KdxaUia,

" The SonxouHS and the Berbers

stand at the south— the first--

named west, the latter east.

Shillouhs, ShUlu^a,

Berbers i^'^"^Berbers, |^„^j^_

"TheCHAWBtTA
tre."

are at the cen-
j

Shaweiya,..

LBerbers,

f Inhabit "the northern region of

( the Barbaresque continent."

fshillouhs
/I'^^^^i*' "the southern portion

'
1. of the empire of Morocco."

Inhabit the south part ofAlgeria,

Tunis, Tripoli, and Saharan

deserts.

Inhabit the ocean coast in Cen-

tral Morocco, the northerly

section of the Atlas chain,

and, in Algeria, the zones of

"landes" and the mountain-

ous interior.

Morocco'

Algeria

' Tunis

Tripoli

Populations.

Arab origin. Berber origin. Total.

4,800,000 7,500,000 12,300,000.

In 3 centuries the true AriA population has scarcely changed.

Population.

XVIth century 4,650,000

XlXth " 4,800,000

To render more perspicuous these ethnic subdivisions of a group

of races hitherto very imperfectly discussed by Anglo-Saxon ethno-

logists, I append, from another good authority, long resident profes-

sionally in military Algerian service,*"® a curious specification of their

several characteristics.

«B Types of Mankind, p. 512.

*" Beethekand, MSdidne et Hygiine des Arahes, Paris, 1855, p. 173. The same observer

adds, when describing hair in the physical characteristics of these three types (p. 181)

:

"Les Arabes sont g^n^ralment bruus, les Saharaouis blonds ou mieux ch^tain-clair, les

Kabyles chatain : quelques-unes de leurs tribus comptent des families entiferement blondes."

Equally good specifications are in Pascal Dvpkat (op. cit.) passim.
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BERTHERAND'S division of the present native inhabitants of ALGERIA.

Th£ Arab,

(Originally Asiatic,)

Inhabits the "Tell," hillocks, and
marflby plains.

IdTes on cereals, melons, ctniscotM

(flour-pellets), and little meat.

The "Kabtle,"

(Correctly, Berbery)

Inhabits the mountains (Atl^).

The " Saharawi,"

(Man of the Sahara.)

Inhabits the Oases, and the

sandy lands of the south.

Eats many oily cakes, and finiits. Dates and milk.

Tends to numeroas markets; pos- Owns no fondooqs; comes above
eeasBB fondodqs (farms); cultivates all to the Arab's marts, having few

cereals himself; works at mining;

makes honey ; traffics in fruits.

the cereals; has varied merchan-

dize,— coffee, sugar, soap, Ac

Bobbery abundant.

Occupies a country little wooded.

Filthy; often in need of water.

Has horses, herds of cattle, cows;
flocks of sheep and goats. '

Dwells in tents.

Bilioso-lymphatic ; large-bellied

women.

Agriculturist; laboring on the
land winter and summer.

Intelligence—very ordinaiy.

Crimes abundant.

Country full of forests.

Has always water.

Possesses chiefly mules.

Resides in goorbi (mud hovels);

hands ever in splash.

Bilioso-sanguineous ; women tall

and well made.

Arboriculturist ; works during

the fruit-harvest.

InteUigenc&—applied to arts and

industry.

Always in motion about the

" Tell ;" has no fondooqs ; sells his

dates ; is generally poor.

Above all, a plundtrer.

Has no wood except in the Oases.

Tolerably dirty; often in want
of water, even for legal (Muslim)

ablutions.

Owns camels and horses.

Tjlves in camel-hair tabernacles;

earth-houses in the Oases.

Bilioso-nervous; pretty women.

Horticulturist ; gathers dates

;

passes life in caravans.

Great facility of conception—very

lively imagination.

"It is to be remarkedj that the KooloogUes^^ [now fast running
out], product of unions between indigenous females and the Turks

[no longer encroaching colonists in Algeria since the Gallic occupa-

tion], are the strongest, the most intelligent [naturally so, because,

under the name "Turk" is included what little now remains there

of European captives, Circassian memlooks, &c.J : an important

question as regards the fusion,— on which certainly depends the

implantation of the French nation in Algeria."

Inasmuch, however, as my purpose is merely to direct ethnological

attention towards analysis of the several primitive stocks, out of

which the present Algerian population is compounded, I need now
only interpose a "caveat" in respect to the opinions of Dr. Berthe-

rand, and before him of Dr. Bodichon,^^^ as to the ulterior benefits,

by both of these skilful authors supposed likely to become the

*>* In their Frenchified cognomen, philologists will be inclined to recognize the Osmanlee-

Turkish radical "oGLu," that is to say "son,"— as in the LS.z-oglus of Nubia. Pascal

DuPRAT (Afrique Septentrionale, 1845, pp. 238-9), while showing that it is as often pro-

nounced Courogli as Couloffli, derives it from the Turkish kooleh-oglu, " son of a slave:" to

which may be added from Rozet {RSgence d'Alger, 1833, II, pp. 272-92), that these Kool-

ooglees, nevertheless, are not half-breeds between Turks and Christian white female cap-

tives, "but children born from native Mauresque women married to Turks."

«5 Types of Mankind, pp. 106-7, 110, 374.
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future sequences of amalgamation between "types" so often repug-

nant, and amid "races" not less (in zoological, geographical, and

historical, phenomena) diverse.

Thus then, Ebn Khalbdoon recognized the same three distinct

types of man we find about North-western Africa now, viz., the

Berbers, the Arabs, and the negroes south of the Sahara. He demar-

cates the Berbers as follows

:

" Now the real fact whjch dispenses with all hypotheses, is this

:

the Berbers are the children of Canaan, son of Ham, son of Noah

;

as we have already enunciated it, when speaking of the grand

divisions of the human species. Their grandfather was named

Mazyh [the Masici of the Latins, and the MazuSs of the Greeks]

;

their brothers were the Gergesians (Aghrtkeeh); the Philistines,

children of Casluhim [here he likewise takes the Hebrew plural for

the Shillouhs to be a man !], son of Misraim, son of Cham, were

their relations. * * * One must admit [he adds peremptorily] no

other opinion than ours."

Wiser than some modern ethnographers, our Arab author wholly

rejects Berber "pretensions to Arabian origin: pretensions that I

regard as ill-founded ; because the situation of the places which

these tribes inhabit, and an examination of the language spoken by

them, establish suflELciently that they have nothing in common
with the Arabs. I except only the Sanhadja and the Ketama (but

God knows if this be true !), who, as thie Arab genealogists say

themselves, appertain to this nation,—an opinion that accords with

my own." The Berbers apostatized from Islim twelve times: nor

was this religion implanted among them before Tarec (a Berber

chief, who crossed over to Gibraltar, gehel-Tarec, "hill of Tarec," A. d.

711) went to Spain. " These chiefs bore with them a great number
of Berber sheykhs and warriors, in order to combat the infidels.

After the conquest of Spain, these auxiliaries fixed themselves there

;

and, since then, the Berbers of the Moghreb have remained faithful

to Islamism, a;nd have lost their old habit of apostasy." A portion

of the Berbers, previously to that, had embraced Judaism ; but

"Idrees the First, descendant of El-Hassan, son of El-Hassan

(grandson of Mohammed), having come into the Moghreb, caused

to disappear from this country the very last vestige of these religions

[Christian, Jewish, and pagan], and put an end to the independence

of these tribes.

" "We believe that we have cited a series of facts which prove that

the Berbers have always been a people, powerful, redoubtable, brave,

and numerous : a true people, like so many others in this world,

such as the Arabs, the Persians, the Greeks, and the Eomans. Such
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was, in fact, the Berber race. * * * From the Moghreb-el-aksa
[extremest west] as far as Tripoli ; or, to speak more exactly, as far

as Alexandria ; and from the Roman sea [Mediterranean] as far as

the country of the blacks, the whole of this region has been inha-
bited by the Berber race ; and this from an epoch of which neither
the anterior events nor even the beginning are known,"—wrote Ebn
Ehalbdoon, five centuries before the science of Ethnology even
possessed a name.

So much being settled, I proceed to indicate points of geogra-
phical contact between the Berber and the true negro races; ob-
serving only, that the possession of dromedaries and camels has

—

since the 1st century b. c. as the earliest, and since the Yllth a. d. as the

best historical date for any large scale—spread the Berber tribes in a
semi-circle over all the northern confines of the Beldd-es-Sooddn,

countries of the blacks.^"*

It is from the name of the tribe Aourika that Carette, very reason-

ably, derives the name of "Africa;" and it is also at the oases

Ouaregla, Temacin, and Tuggurt,— grouped into one appellative,

Ouad-Bir' (Moghrabee for Owldd-Bigh)— that mixture of Atlantic

races and tongues with Arabian chiefly takes place. '^Righ" mean-
ing "separation;" '' Ouad-Eigh" signifies "the sons of the Bigh," or

of separation.

" The Arabs come from the tribes [Bedawees] ; the Berbers pass

as originating from the soil. It is, on the other hand, easy to recog-

nize them ; because the Arabs have the shin tanned like men of the

white race who have sojourned long in southern countries; whereas
the Buar'a, properly so called, or autochthonous inhabitants, have

the shin nearly as blaoh as the negroes, and some few the traits of the

black race. Albeit, they differ still essentially from the Mgritian

peoples ; and, in the country itself, they can never be confounded.

I have seen many Rouar'a [new French spelling for Boudgha']

Berbers very much resembling the negro, and yet who would have

considered it an insult to be confounded with the race of slaves.

[Amalgamation with negresses explains these exceptional cases.]

They characterize their color by no other epithet than Khamri,

which signifies 'brown' [or reddish, always the Egyptian color for

the Hamitic stock]."*"

" The autochthonous population of the ' children of Bigh' (sepa-

ration) mark, therefore, the transition of the color and the features

best boots on this subject; but, having lost my copy, I am unable to quote an enterprising

traveller who knows those regions so well.

*" D'EscATBAO DE Lauthrb (Le Disert et le Soudin, Paris, 1854) has written one of the

est boots on this subject ; but, having lost my copy, I am
aveller who knows those regions so well.

«" l)/pes of Mankind, pp. 533 :— Otia Mgyftiaca, p. 134.
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between the white race and the black race. It ia not the tint, more

or less bronzed, of the white populations of the south of Europe : it

is a color altogether different, and which belongs to them,—much

nearer to black than to white. N'evertheless, they have, of the' black

race, neither the flat nose nor the thick lips, any more than the

woolly hair; although, however, these traits are not those of the

white race.

"It is an intermediary race, half-vray between ; attached, at one and

the same time, to the two extreme races to which it approximates

and which it separates." Such, finally, is a prScis of Berber ques-

tions at the present hour; which cuts them loose, as another type of

man, from all other races of humanity,—excepting as concerns their

Eamitic source and their linguistic affinities, on which M. Maury

(supra, p. 142-3) has sufficiently cleared up obscurities. In common
with the Hebrews, the Egyptians, the Chinese, the American abo-

rigines, and some others whose earliest locum teneng has not yet been

quite so sharply trenched in ethnology, the Berbers represent an

especial and independent group of proximate races ; being the real

human component of what Agassiz '"^ has so conclusively determined,

in zoological distribution, as the "ll^orth African fauna" of the

"European realm,"— populations to whom the appellative Atalan-

tidse [the I'oot of which is certainly Berber—a name for part of Mt.

Atlas*"'] would, etymologically, geographically, and historically, be

appropriate for convenience of ethnic classification.

The next step ought to take us to the basin of the Senegal, where^

this river constitutes the. dividing line between these Atalantidse

with their Arab companions, and those true negro races whostf

habitat has never voluntarily lain to the north of it. Of course,

before the camel reached Barbary, neither the Berbers nor the Arabs
could have traversed the Saharran wastes to hunt the negroes; nor

the latter have come across it northwards for the- mere satisfaction'

of becoming enslaved by those superior types of man.
To do so properly, one should begin vdth the first discovery of

this river by Europeans, about the XlVth century, and trace through"

the works of Kochbfoet (1643), Gaby (1689), Labat (1728), Adan-
soN (1757), GoLBBRRY (1787), La Barthb (1785), Durand (1802),
MoLLiBN (1818), Matthews (1787), and Laing (1825), the progress
of knowledge as regards its now varied inhabitants. Only in three

of the above travels have I been able. to do it; but deficiencies are-

•OS Types of Mankind, p. IxxTili, and " Map."
*» See, on the probable derivation of "Antilia" (Antilles) ft-om Atlantis, the charming'

and erudite 'disquisition of D'Avezao, Les ties Faniastiquea de VOcian Occidental au Mbven-
Age, Paris, 1845, p. 27.
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tolerably well made up in the excellent work of Eafjenel.*^" Under
tlie specific designations,— each people being also subdivided into

tribes, of Maures (Arabs), Foulahs, Sarracolets, Bambaras, Mandingos,

and Yoloffs—this accurate observer manifests their distinctions of

type and character; proving, moreover, that the white man's intel-

ligence merges into Mgritian brutality in the same ratio that, step

by step, one travels south from the Sahara into negro-land ; and that

the color of the human skin is darkened by race-character, not by

imaginary "climate;" because, the Semitic Arab, who has been

there about six centuries, is no blacker than his ancestors or contem-

poraries were, or are now, in Arabia itself"' Luke Burke's argu-

ment*'^ bears out my assertion; and I have since beheld, in the

G-alerie Anthropologique at Paris, the beautifully colored portraits of

all the races alluded to.

" Let us now pass on to Africa. Here we find the negro races

occupying some of the most torrid regions, but not exclusively.

Arab races have been living in the midst of them for thousands of

years, and yet they are only brown. Some of them, indeed, are

nearly fair ; for their blood has been repeatedly mixed with that of

northern tribes ; and, where such is the case, we find that the climate

does no more than simply tan or freckle such parts as are generally

exposed to the light. Still farther to the south,— farther even than

the true region of the negroes—extend the tribes of the Galla, who

have of late years conquered a large portion of Abyssinia. These

have for ages occupied the plains of Central Africa, almost under

the equator; an I yet they are, at the utmost, brown, and many of

them comparatively fair. But, more than this, there are nomadic

families of the Tawrick race, who have wandered from an unknown

period among the bm-ning sands of the great desert itself, and still

retain their fair complexions. They are, indeed, no more affected'

by this torrid region than most Europeans would be after a residence

there of a few months.

"We have already spoken, in a former chapter, of the Kabyles of

the Auress mountains in Algiers,— one tribe of whom have not

merely a fair and ruddy complexion, but also hair of a deep yellow.

«o Op cit , Atlas, colored likeness of "Maure de Sfin^gal;"— who might be well con-

trasted with 'another good portrait from the Abyssinian side of Africa, "Djelldb marchand

d'esclaves du Cordofand," in the Sevue de F Orient, Paris, 1854, PI. 31.

«i Mploration du SSnSgal, depuis St. Louis Jusg"'^^ '" ^'''^"'^' «« *'^ '^' ^<'^'^' * '"

FaUme, depui, >on embouchure Jusqu'd Samandig ; des mine, d'or de Klnilha, dans U Bam-

bouk; des pays de Galam, Bondou, et Woolli; et de &ambie, depuis Baracounda jusquH

rOrfa«, during 1843-4; Paris, 1846, 8to, with folio atlas.
, . . .^

^^^ Ethnological Journal, London, No. 2, July, 1848,-" Varieties of Complexion in the

Human Race," p. 76-7.
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Dr. Shaw, the traveller from whom we quoted, gives a still more

decided testimony against the theory of climate, in speaking of the

Moorish women. His words are :
' The greatest part of the Moorish

women would be reckoned beauties even in Great Britain, as their

children certainly have the fairest complexion of any nation whatever.

The boys, indeed, by wearing only the tiara, are exposed so much to

the sun that they soon acquire the swarthiness of the Arab ; but the

girls, keeping more at home, preserve their beauty till they are

thirty, at which time they are usually past child-bearing.'— (Travels

in Barbary and the Levant, fol. 1738, p. 120.) Here we perceive the

true effects of climate on the fair races : a temporary darkening of

the parts exposed to the sun, the children of people so darkened

born perfectly fair! Who can tell the number of ages that the

Moors have inhabited the north of Africa ? Who can say that their

present region is not their original country ? And yet here they are

still, a perfectly fair race.

" Southern Africa also presents us with many striking illustrations

of the fallacy of the theory of climate. We shall content ourselves

with citing two of the most remarkable, viz., those presented by the

physical peculiarities of the Hottentots and Bosjesmans. These two

races have been considered as one ; but only by those who believe

in the great modifying power of circumstances. They are evidently

distinct. The Bosjesmans are pigmies; the Hottentots, where pure,

tall and large. Persons of intermediate stature are, of course, met
with; because two races so much alike in most respects, residing

near each other, must necessarily have intermarried in the course of

ages; but there is no conceivable reason why, except as distinct

races, the one should be active, restless, comparatively brave, and
of a stature seldom exceeding four feet nine inches, while the other

is tall, large, timid, and exceedingly sluggish. In most other respects

their organization is similar ; and they differ from all other portions

of mankind in the nature of the hair and in two remarkable pecu-

liarities in the female structure. They are in the midst of races

vridely differing from them,—negroes on the one hand- and Caffres

on the other; both black, while the Hottentots and Bosjesmans are

simply of a light yellowish brown. How can these facts be accounted

for except as differences of race ?"

A view of some curious analogies, h propog of the Gaboon river-

land, may here be given.

The chart (further on), illustrative of the distribution of the simiadse

in their relation to that of some inferior types of man, with the text

accompanying, suggests a few hints to ethnographers. Among them
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13 the fact, tliat the highest living species of Monkeys occupy pre-
cisely those zoological provinces where flourish the lowest races of
mankind.

It is well known, that all negroes found in Algeria (where their

lives are also curtailed, as in Egypt, by :ain uncongenial climate), are
brought over the Sahara, byi4he. inland caravan-trade, chiefly from
the neighborhood of the Niger- and Senegal rivers. This shall be
made evident in elucidating the Saharran fauna of the African realm
on our Tableau. From the Senegal, Gambian, Joliba, and other
streams, as well as from around Lake Tchad and its affluents, there

is, and has been, ever since the Arabian camel was introduced, about
the 1st century b. c.,^" a ceaseless flow of nigritian captives to the

"3 Desmodlins, op. cit., Mimoire sur la Patrie du Chameau d, une Basse, et sur Vepoque de

son introduction en Afrique; pp. 359-88: — I am acquainted with the objections raised by
Quatremfere (Memoires de VAcad. Roy. des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, XV., Paris, 1845

; pp.
393-5.—) ; but Egyptological reasons, by him disregarded, lead me to deem them incon-

clusive.

A word here about "Camels." Mention was made {Types of Mankind, p. 729, note 610),

of a MS. memoir of my own, entitled "Remarks on the introduction of Camels and Drome-
daries, for Army-Transportation, Carriage of Mails, and Military Field-serTioe, into the

States and Territories lying south and west of the Mississippi, between the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts—presented to the War-Department, Washington, Oct. 1851 :"—and dedicated

to the Hon. Jeff. Davis, then U. S. Senator,—who had previously, at my instigation (Nat.

Intelligencer, Wash., D. C, 27 March, 1851), introduced a camel-bill into Congress.

It is known to everybody in this country that the United States Transport " Supply " has

already made two trips, one to Alexandria, and the other to Smyrna, and brought over to

Texas some 80 of these animals, in good condition. The undertaking could not fail to be
successful,—1st, because the ship was commanded by my old friend (welcomed "chez moi"
at Cairo as far back as 1835), Lieut. David Poetbb, U. S. N. ;— and 2d, because the War
Department has merely carried out (with but one solitary exception) every detail down to the

most minute—of my " Remarks" aforesaid, in regard to the importation of these animals.

Following the maxim—"je reprends ma propri6t6 oil je la trouve"—I claim here the credit

of chalking out the lines upon which these Camels reached America ; confident that if (and

I hardly think such contingency possible after the instruction the party in charge had from

myself), there should be any failure in developing the unbounded utility of these quadrupeds

after their landing, such eventuality can proceed solely through United States' official mis-

management.

Meanwhile, I presume my above-mentioned MS. has become mislaid at the War Depart-

ment; because I see that Mb. Maesh, in his very nice little work (Boston, 1856), on the

" Camel," whilst gratefully acknowledging the various documents on the subject lent him

by the War Department, with honorable mention of the Authors of each paper, has nowhere

alluded, either to myself (who planned the whole affair for them in writing, 1851-6), or to

my said "Remarks."

Now, whether my MS. (bound in red morocco, too) be or be not in existence at the War
Department, it so happens that, knowing perfectly well the sort of principles current at

Washington— District Columbia,— I had taken 3 precautions to ensure preservation of my
ideas therein ; 1st, by having a fac-simile copy made by the hands of a third party before

transmitting the original from Pittsburg, Pa., to the Department; 2d, by securing sufficient

;:ol1ateral evidence of my connection with that Institution from first to last ; and 3d, by

preserving, in a patent Salamander safe, my MS. copy, with every scrap of correspondence

35
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slave-marts of Timboctoo, Mourzook, and other oases ; whence they

become distributed, by Tou^rik and Arab gelMs, throughout Maroc-

chine, Algerian, Tunisian and Tripolitan, territories. IS'ow, the

various negro populations of the above-named rivers are by no means

the mostaustral nations represented in these cities' local slave-markets

:

because such distinct stations are, in their turn, re-filled by caravans

from the interior; whose "exploitation " of nigritian prisoners stretches

backwards to Ashantee, Benin, Dahomey, Adamoua, &e. : whither

again converge endless radiations of still more inland slaves, whose

hunted-grounds reach southwards to an unknown extent, but cer-

tainly as far as Congo. The consequence is, that in Algeria, as at

Cairo, numberless varieties of negroes, from many countries, are

represented, in human slave-basaars.

Among these, a peculiar type is frequently seen even now, but was

far more abundapt prior to the abolition of that piratical Deyship, by

the French in 1830. Of this race I clearly remember two huge and

ferocious specimens working about Mohammed All's arsenal at

Alexandria for a long time, between 1827 and 1835; when I think

they must have succumbed to the great plague of the latter year. They
had been landed from the crews of an Algerine frigate and a corvette

that, sent as quota to the Pasha's squadrons against the Greeks,

rotted their hulks out in our western harbor, after the fall of their

quondam owner at Algiers. Witness for years, and once assistant

retributor, of the brutality of these two Algerine negroes, their phy-

siognomies are ineifaceable from my memory ; being besides totally

distinct from any negro race brought down the Nile to Cairo.

It was, therefore, with satisfaction that I lately recognized the fea-

tures of my old acquaintances, in two plates, wholly distinct in ori-

gin, representing the same type abiding in French Algeria : with the

only difference that the men I knew were almost black in color.

The profile of one is fac-simile-ed in No. 26 of our Tableau under
the name of " Saharran-negro ;" partly because this individual, or his

parents, must have been brought across the great desert, and partly

between myself and others,—from Deo. 1850, at Philadelphia, down to June 1856, at Paris-
relative to this grand experiment of naturalizing the Arabian camel, amidst its homogeneous
climatic and other conditions, in the south-western States and Territories of the United
States on this continent.

I hope soon to have a little more leisure than just at this moment; when it will afford me
great pleasure, the public much entertainment, and the Honorable Mk. Marsh peculiar
gratification, to show how easy it was to " see through a millstone, after somebody had made
a hole in it," as concerns the successful importation of these Camels— no less than this

gentleman's astounding mesmeric clairvoyance in guessing at every fact and idea contained
in that fac-simile copy of my "Remarks" aforesaid, during the period that it lay locked
up in a patent Salamander safe. Philadelphia, 10th February, 1857. G. R. Q., "(for-
merly) United States Consul at Cairo."
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because numerous historical analogies lead me to infer, that it is

towards Senegal that his typical family should he sought for. Its

original colored drawing, much larger in size, being one of about

forty beautifully-executed portraits taken on the spot by the Commis-

sion scientifique d'Algerie, is now suspended in the Gralerie AnUiropo-

logique of the Parisian Museum. Published by the Chief of that ex-

pedition, the late Bory de Saint-Vincent,*" my copy has been traced

upon stone directly from Bory de St. Vincent's plate, in my posses-

sion. He thus briefly describes this head's history :

—

";N"o. in., finally, is the Ethiopian type. This head was that of

a bandit native of the Sooddn [negro-land], killed in the Sahel [At-

lantic slopes towards the Sahara], where one of the sabre-cuts with

which he was smitten shows, over the left parietal, how much more
considerable the thickness of the bones of the cranium is in negroes

than in other men. * * *

"In disposing," proceeds our author, "the bony cases [skulls] that

I present to the Academy, upon the same plane one after another,

we are first struck by the manner in which, on starting from the At-

lantic type [or Berber, see a semplar gradation in our Tableau, 'So.

22], wherein the facial angle is almost a right one, the gradual pro-

minence of the upper jaw becomes considerable. This elongation is

such in the Ethiopian, that the resemblance of his skeleton to that

of the large monkeys becomes striking [ubi supra] : at the base of a

sufficiently-high, but laterally compressed frontal region, the supra-

orbital ridges project almost as considerably as those of a middle-

aged Orang. Other bony prominences, not less marked, crown the

temporal region at the attachments of the temporal muscles ; a very

pronounced depression exists at the root of the nose, of which the

bones proper are also the shortest, and so disposed forwards that

their situation becomes nearly horizontal. Certain airs of animality

result from this osteological ensemble ; and, the facial traits not being

less strange, the breadth of the nose with its widely-open wings, and

the prodigious thickness of the lips, whose lower one seems to be

quasi-pendent, impress upon this Ethiopian's profile the aspect of a

sort of muzzle."

Following this famed anthropologist's suggestion, I now submit,

to the reader's inspection, four wood-cuts (A, B, C, D, on next page).

Few remarks suffice to establish authenticity. The palpable ana-

** SuT VAnthropologic de VAfriqite Franfaise (read at the Acad^mie des Sciences, 30

June, 1845) extract from the Magasin de ZoologU, d'Anatomie comparie et de Paleonlologie

;

Paris, Oct. 1845; pp. 13-4; and Plate Mammifferes, PI. 61, figs. "No. HI. Type Eihio-

pien." BoET db St. Vincent is the well-known polygenist ; author ot L'Homme (Homo).

Uami zoologique sur U Oenre Eumain ; of which I am only acquainted with the 2d edition

;

Paris, 2 Tols. 18mo., 1827.
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logies and dissimilitudes, between an inferior type of mankind and a

superior type of monkey, require no comment.

A.

Three-quarter view of another Algenne negro— Front view of our Saharran-negro. Com-

" Biskree." *'^ pare his tinted profile in No. 26 of our

" Ethnographic Tableau,"—from B. de

St. V.'s plate.

Oorilla-Oina, Is. Geoff. Troglodytes-Tshego,—
Duv. (Three-quarter view.)"*

Same animal.

(Front yiew.

)

*!' Galerie Royale de Costumes, folio, colored, Paris (Aubert & C''., Place de la Bourse,

No. 29) ; " Porteur k Alger," PI. 15.

*^^ Annalet des Sciences Naturelles, Z""^ sSrie, Zoologie, Paris, 1851; xvi. PI. VII., figs. 1,

3; and pp. 154-92.— Of. also, Dcvernot, Comptes rendus de PAcad. des Sciences, 1853;

xxxvi. pp. 924^36.
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Fig. B—as above stated, is tlie front view of the " Saharran ITegro
"

of whom our Tableau, No. 26, gives the profile. The color of the
original is a livid tawny black, chiefly due to drainage of blood after

decapitation ; for it was drawn on the field of the skirmish. By com-
parison with the profile, its Simian expression will be the better per-
ceived.

Pig. A—has no history, beyond the reference that his name was
"Biskry," and that he happened to be a "Porter at Algiers:" but
nomenclature identifies the route by which he, or his progenitors,
reached Algeria, in the Oasis of Biskra."" I infer that this was his

nick-name (soubriquet); because, in Arabic as in Hebrew,^'' the

suffix Y% ee (iod), to a geographical appellative indicates the " being
of," or, "belonging to" a locality ; so that our Biskreb, fi-om Biskrd,

means in English the BisJcr-ian.

Hence we learn the road of his transit over the Sahara. In the

original plate the color of his skin is a blackish-red brown ; and we
know that almost every shade, from a dirty yellow to a full ebony, is

to be met with among aborigines of Africa—on which hereinafter.

I have purposely chosen this sample, which is wholly independent
of Bory de St. Vincent's, to substantiate the existence of such par-

ticular types in North-western Africa. Thirty-three years have
passed since, as a boy, I saw the bronze " Mori " (Moors) in the Ar-
senal of Leghorn. I stand corrected if this man is not one of the

same types.

Figs. C and D—are front and profile heads of the specimen, as yet

unique, of a perfect adult Gorilla ; which, preserved in spirits, was
sent to the Parisian MusSum d'Histoire Naturelle, in 1852, from the

Gaboon Elver, by Dr. Franquet.

If hypercriticism *" should object to renewed selection oi extreme^'^

"'' Pbisse d'Avennes's Reoue Orimtale et Algirimne, Paris, 8to., 1852; i.

—

Prax, "Com-
munications entre I'AlgSrie et le S^n^gal," pp. 275-95, and Map:—also Campmas, "Oasis

de Biskra ;" pp. 296-303.

«8 Typos ofManKnd, pp. 531-2.

*^ The London Athmcewm (June 17, 1854), in reviewing our last work, did cot like the

contrasts afforded by placing the Apollo Belvidere,. an African negro, and a Chimpanzee,

on the same plate. It was shown in the next number (AtheruEum, June 24), that they were

copied from the accurate designs of an English artist—" William Harvey, the pupil of Be-

wick."

"" Luke Burke {Ethnological Journal, London, New Series, No. 1, Jan. 1854 ; p. 88)

happily says—" The best means of treating man properly is to treat him as we do the most

clearly-defined portions of general zoology. Should we not, for instance, better promote

our knowledge of the dog, by carefully noting the most aberrant of his forms, than by any

selection of average skulls ? And why should it not be so with man also ? We would,

therefore, take the liberty of suggesting to all engaged in pursuits of this kind, that the

best mode of consulting the interests of science is to think less of averages and more of

individualities."
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samples for proper illustration of a zoological subject; and perad-

venture exclaim that a decollated negro, upon whose features are

stamped the last agonies of violent death, is not a fit exponent of the

type I call " Saharran-negro " until its natural province be made

known, my rejoinder would be simply this:— our Bislcreean, irom

the same regions and in " species " identical, seems to have been in

full blossom when his portrait was taken at Algiers ; and, on the

other hand, I claim that some allowance of similar kind ought, in

fairness, to be made in behalf of a poor homicided Q-orilla, whose

facial expression alcohol has doubtless distorted and contracted.

Surgeons and physicians, when elaborating facts in their medical

publications, habitually leave aside "sentiment" as merely obstruc-

tive to knowledge. It is time, I think, that ethnographers should

imitate such example.

The disquisition accompanying our Monkey-chart explains some

geographical coincidences between species of the simiadse and some

races of mankind ; but, by way of anticipation, it is remarkable that

this type of anthropomorphous apes actually dwells in Africa not a

thousand miles from the region inhabited by the above type of negro.

But there are still lower forms of the negro type precisely in those

regions around the Bight of Benin where the two highest species of

African authropoidse, viz., the G-orilla and the Chimpanzee, overlap

each other in geographical distribution. The best of authorities on

the latter subject, Prof. Jeffries Wyman, of Harvard University,*^'

wrote long ago

:

"Whilst it is thus easy to demonstrate the wide separation be-

tween the anthropoid and the human races, to assign a true position

to the former among themselves is a more difficult task. Mr. Owen,

in his earlier memoir, regarded the T. niger as making the nearest

approach to man ; but the more recently discovered T. gorilla, he is

now induced to believe, approaches still nearer; and regards it as

'the most anthropoid of the known brutes.' This inference is derived

from the study of the crania alone, without any reference to the rest

of the skeleton.

"After a careful examination of the memoir just referred to, I am
forced to the conclusion that the preponderance of evidence is un-

equivocally opposed to the opinion there recorded ; and, after placing

side by side the different anatomical peculiarities of the two species,

there seems to be no alternative but to regard the chimpanzee as

holding the highest place in the brute creation."

«i Crania of the Eug(-ma (Troglodytes gorilla, Savage) from Gaboon, Africa, read before

the Boston Society of Natural History, Oct. 3, 1849;—from the American Journal of Science

and Arts, 2d series, vol. ix
; p. 9.
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Oit the other hand, Prof. Agassiz remarked, in our former work ;
"'^

"The chimpanzee and gorilla do not differ more one from the other

than the Mandingo and the Guinea negro: they together do not

differ more from the orang than the Malay or white man differs from
the negro:"— and again, in the present [" see Pref. Rem."] : "A
comparison of the full and beautifully illustrated descriptions which
Owen has published, of the skeleton and especially of the skulls of

these species of orangs, with the descriptions and illustrations of

the different races of man, to be found in almost every work on this

subject, shows that the orangs differ from one another in the same
manner as the races of men do ; so much so that, if these orangs are

different species, the different races of men which inhabit the same
countries, the Malays and the Negrillos, must be considered also as

distinct species."

For evidence that^ in the same west-African localities, there exist

inferior grades of negroes, lower than anywhere else known, there

is an unexceptionable and recent authority, in a good ethnologist,

the missionary "Wilson,'^ who describes these "degenerate branches"

— a sort of negro-gypsies—with great unction and precision.

But we possess still later information, and from a daring and

reliable naturalist, M. Duchaillu,—deservedly lauded in Dr. Meigs's

chapter [supra, p. 324, note 243]. I was present at that meeting of

our Academy, and fortunate enough to hear Mr. Cassin read Du-

chaillu's long and very matter-of-fact report. An interesting discus-

sion then arose, opened by some critical comments of Mr. Parker

Poulke, among the members present ; whence two facts were elicited

:

1st, that, near Cape Lopez, Duchaillu had shot both G-orilla and

Cfhimpanzee, the skins, &c., of which are on their way to the Aca-

demy ; and, 2d, that he had just visited (his letter bears date Oct.,

1856), up the Muni river, north of the Gaboon, two extraordinary

negro-tribes, viz., the Pauein (whom Wilson calls the "Pangwee"

—

different from the M'pongwee) and the OsJiebo, whose habitats are

divided by that stream. As Mr. Foulke observed, they are the first

historical instance of cannibalism elevated into marketing traffic

;

for the Pauein do not eat their own dead, but exchange them, across

this river, for the carcases of the Osheho! M. Duchaillu quietly

observes that he could n't eat meat in that country.

*^ Types of Mankind, p. Ixxv.

*™ Anonymout, "Ethnographic View of Western Africa," a pamphlet of 34 pages, New

York, 1856 ; p. 23. It is from Dr. Meigs's chapter (supra, p. 326) that I learn the name

of this clever writer; who inadvertently quotes, as if he had found, in the excellent works

of Mr. W. B. HoDOsON, what he can find nowhere else than in my Otia ^gvptiaca, and in

our Types of Mankind.
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Now, whilst these lowest tribes of negro man-eaters dwell'in the

same zoological province as the black Gorillas and Chimpanzees, is it,

[ would ask, through fortuitous accident that, where the red orangs

of the East Indian Archipelago roam the jungle, there should exist

a cannibalism almost parallel, although not mercantile,— as shown

in the reddish B'hattas, &c., who, some years ago, devoured two

English missionaries, amongst other instances ?

It is to be remarked, however, that, as voyagers observe, can-

nibalism in Polynesia, and also in New Zealand,*^ does not seem so

much to have been an instinctive craving among Maori nations, as

to have gradually grown into a habit of luxurious feeding among

nautical wanderers who, in their vicissitudes of navigation, from

island to island, were often compelled to eat each other.*^

It is time to arrest the course of these remarks; the object of

which chiefly is, to eliminate from further discussion some objections

that the unavoidable brevity of the ensuing sections will compel me
to pass by unnoticed. Confined within some 200 pages, my contri-

bution to the present volume must fall very far short of the materials

collected for its elaboration. I apprehend, nevertheless, that readers

of the preceding commentary are now prepared for the assertion

that a current phrase, "the unity of the human species," if it possess

any real meaning, leaves us in utter darkness as to the scientific

question of mankind's lineal derivation from a single pair; or as to

its counter theory, the plurality of origin from many pairs, situate

in different geographical centres, and possibly formed at different

epochas of creation or of evolution. Chronology we have found to

be a "broken reed" for any event anterior, say, to the 16th century

B. c. : so that there exists no positive limit, determinable by ciphers,

to human antiquity upon earth, save such as palaeontology—a science

commenced by Lister in England, Blumenbach in Germany, and

founded on true principles by Cuvier in France—may in the fature

discover. To talk of years, or hundreds of them, in the actual state

'" " Ces abominable coquins !"— as, the gallant Capitainb Laplace ( Voyage aulour du

Monde, &c., sur la corvette la "Favorite," 1830-2, Paris, 8to, text, 1835, IV, pp. 8-51)

indignantly exclaims, after witnessing the morality of their women and the human repasts

of the men. The same pages give an excellent idea, too, of the missionaries in that remote

island.

425 "It will probably be found, on further examination, hojreTer, that, with the exception

of the disgusting practice of cannibalism, the black color, with crisped hair, common to all,

there are as many points of difference between the [N'effrillos'] different islanders of the

group, as between any two races in the Pacific," says Erskine (Journal of a Cruise, &c., in

B. M. S. " Havannah," London, 8to, 1853, p. 16). He confirms also Lapiaob on mission-

aries; as does Dtt Petit Thuars (Voy. autour du Monde, &c., frigate la "Venus," 1836-9,

Paris, 8to, text, 1843; I, pp 317-36; II, p. 373; IV, pp. 70-88); not to mention M(eren-
HOUT {Isles du Grand OcSan, Paris, 8vo, 1837; I, pp. 216-357; 11, pp. 283-322, 515).
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of thre science, is simply absurd,—a mere illustration of what Greg*^
properly stigmatizes as "the humiliating subterfuges resorted to,

by men of science, to show that their discoveries are not at variance

with any text of Scripture." Other conclusions the reader will draw
for himself.

On the majority of these problems my own opinions assumed
definite shape between 1845 and 1850 ; but, inasmuch as it is custo-

mary for authors to utter, at some time or other, their individual

"profession of faith," I may here be permitted to recall, as mine,

some passages of the third lecture on "Egyptian Archseology," de-

livered*^ in my last course at this city, more than six years ago.

They have since remained inedited ; and the only value I attach to

them accrues from the circumstance that, written at the suggestion

of my honored friend the late Samuel George Morton, they have

become to me a memento' oi past interchanges of thought with one

of the noblest of men.
" Creative Power has veiled, equally, from human ken the origin

" of man and his end. If any argument were required to impress

"upon my mind the beneficence of the Creator towards his crea-

" tures*^—any fact, that in the brain of a human being of cultivated

" intelligence, and which, whispered to each of us in the ' still, small

" voice ' of conscience, proves the goodness of Deity, not merely to

" mankind, but to all animate substances created by his will,— it is,

"that, like every other animal, Man knows not the hour of his birth

" or of his death ; can discover, by no process of retrospective ratio-

" cination, the moment when he entered this life ; nor ascertain, by

" anticipation, the precise instant when he is to depart from it.

" An example will illustrate my meaning

:

" Leaving aside, in this question, those traditionary legends of our

"respective infancies, which, in themselves, may be true— although

"received, as inevitably they must be, on the "ipse dixit" of others,

" to us these accounts of the cradle and nursery are not certain,'^'^—
" each individual's memory can carry his personal history back to the

«6 Creed of Christendom, pp. 2, 45-51.

^' PhUadelphia, Chinese Museum, 6th January, 1851:—"North American and Gazette,"

Jan. 7.

*28 Beyond all works, that of my venerable friend, M. Heectoe SiKAUs-DtrHCKHEiM

(ThSoloffie de la Nature, Paris, 3 vols. 8yo, 1852) contains the ablest demonstration of Crea-

tive wisdom and benevolence through the science of comparative physiology, in which the

author of " Anatomie descriptive and comparative du Chat," is known by naturalists to be

an unsurpassed adept.

«» yico,'Seienza Nuova (translated by "TAuteur de I'Essai sur la formation du Dogme

Catholique," VMs, 12mo, 1844; pp. 41-4)— Axioms IX-XVI; on the distinction between

the " true," and the "certain."
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" period when logical inductions, from facts aquired by himself in

" maturity, can determine that he must have been about four or five

" years old. Some persons' memories can recede farther, and recol-

" lect events coetaneous with their second year of infancy. Beyond

" that, all is blank to personal reminiscence. ISTow, it is from this

"fact—a commonplace one, if you please—that Creative benevolence

" resiles as a sequence : because, human science might possibly attain

" to such perfection (arguing her future triumphs from her present

" conquests over the past), that, could an individual determine the

" precise instant when his body had been quickened by the spark of

" life, he might, as a chance-like possibility, be able to deduce from

" it also, beforehand, the moment ef his decease. Hope of life in this

" world, beyond such given point, being thereby extinguished in his

"breast, every stimulus to exertion, moral or intellectual, would

" vanish with it ; and such man would rapidly sink, through mere
" physical indulgences, to the level of the brute. That misshapen

"precursor of astronomical science. Astrology,— which, originating

" at least 2500 years ago*^" in Chaldaic Magianism, sat, for centuries,

" like a nightmare upon the torpid intelligence of our own ' middle

"ages'— really dared, with Promethean boldness, to cast man's

" horoscope, and to determine the instants of his nativity and death,

"through deceptive manipulations of an astrolabe: but this hoary

"imposture, with its Egyptian sister. Alchemy, and their cousin

" Vaticination, deludes now-a-days no educated and sane mind.^^'

" "Why do I weary your intelligence with such truisms ? Simply,

" in order to posite before it one syllogistic deduction, as an incontro-

" vertible point of departure in strictly-archseological inquiries into

" human origines, viz : that, inasmuch as the beneficent Creator has

" shrouded, from each individual man, knowledge of his personal

" beginning and his end ; and, as all Ifations are but aggregations of

" individuals, it is, ergo, absolutely impossible to fix, chronologically

"speaking, the eras at which primeval Nations, whose existence, is

" antecedent to the human art of writing, severally were born.

" Geology, offspring of the XlXth century, can define on the

"rocky calendar of the earth's revolutions, the particular stratum

" when humanity was not : but, the intervals of solar time existing

" between such stratification and our erroneous year^'^ Anno Domini

*^ Tie Rouq£, "Noms ^gyptiennes des Planfetes," Bulletin ArchMogique de VAihenteum

Frangais, Mars, 1856— shows how the system was developed in DSmotic times.

*3i " The science of the Aruspices was so eminently absurd, that Cato, the Censor, used

to say he wondered how one Aruspex could look at another without laughing out:"—
McCtiLLOH, Impartial Exposition of the Evidences and Doctrines of the Christian Religion,

Baltimore, 8to, 1836; p. 65.

«2 Types of Mankind, pp. 665-7 ; and supra, p. 479.
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" 1851, cannot be expressed by arithmetic ; is attainable through no
"known rule of geometry; and, to the time-measurer, presents no
" element beyond incalculable and incomprehensible cycles of gloom
"—the depths of which, like those of the ocean, his plummet can-
" not fathom.

" What ultimate goal remains, then, for our aspirations in pursuit
"of knowledge about 'the beginning of all things,' when the initial
" point—modern, in contrast with invertebrata, or more inform ves-
"tiges of Nature's incipient handicraft, discerned in the 'old red
"sandstone'— of mankind's first appearance on this planet lies
" beyond the reach of our contemporaries' solution ; and, according
"to my view, of human mental capability, past, present, or to come?
"What can the Historian hope to achieve through disinterment,
"from the sepulchre of by-gone centuries, of such fragments of hu-
"manifry's infantine life as, preserved fortuitously down to our time,
" archaeology now collects for his examination ?

" In the minds of many colleagues in Egyptology, whose philoso-
" phieal results it becomes my province to lay before you ; if we will
" consent to figure to imagination's eye the aggregate histories of the
" earth's nations as if these were embodied pictorially into one man
"—^that is, were we to personify humanity in general by one indivi-

"dual in particular,—the world's history, like the lifetime of a per-
" son, will classify itself naturally into something like the following
" order : presupposing always that we symbolize our idea of the pend-
" ing XlXth century, by the figure of a man in the prime of life, fast

" approaching the acme of physical, mental, and moral, perfection

—

" say, with the old physicians, that we take him at his ' grand cli-

"macterie '^' of five times seven years, the thirty-fifth of his age.

" Inquiring next of our symbolic man his individual history, we
" find that, without efibrt, his memory will tabulate backwards the
" events of his manhood, twelvemonth by twelvemonth, for fourteen

"years, to his traditionary twenty-first birthday; when he attained
" legal rights among his fellows. He will equally well narrate the

"incidents of the preceding seven years, during which he had served
" apprenticeship, finished a collegiate education, or otherwise deve-
" loped, in this interval of adolescence, the faculties allotted to his

" share : but he will candidly acknowledge how little he then knew
" of the great world he was preparing for, and how completely sub-

" sequent initiation into the higher mysteries of manly life had altered

' the preconceptions of his noviciate. Seven years still farther back,

" from the fourteenth of his age, his recollections will carry him ; and

^'s FiouEENS, Long(vit4 (vide supra, note 162):

—

Lucas, HSrSdM, I, pp. 254-84.
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" schoolboy-daj's are vividly stamped upon the leaflets of memory.

" Youth, however, merges insensibly into childhood ; but beyond his

" seventh year even the child's remembrance fades away into infancy.

" Here and there some circumstance, more or less important in his

" awakening history, flashes like a meteor, or flits like an ignis fatuus,

" across his mind. Of its positive occurrence he is morally sure ; of

" its date in relation to his own age at the time, onwards perhaps

" from his third birthday, he knows nothing ; except what he may
" attain through inductive reasoning guided by the reports of others

"—his own self-accredited reminiscence of the event being more fre-

" quently than not, but the reflex of what may have been told him,

"in after life, by witnesses or logopceists.** His cradle-hours ante-

" date his own memory : their incidents he has gathered from domes-

" tic traditions, or infers them by later observation of nursery-eco-

" nomy with other babies. Ask him now—' "When were you born V

" Our man Tcnows not. He accepts his first birthday upon faith, ' the

" evidence. of things unseen ;"^ its epoch he receives upon hearsay.

" The accounts he has heard of his infantile life, from nativity to his

" second or third year, may be true enough ; but, to himself, they are

" anything rather than certainties.

" Now, ' the life of nations is long, and their traditions are liable

" to alteration ; but that which memory is to individual man, history

"is to mankind in general.'*^ Viewing our Cosmic man, then, as

" the symbol of the history of all humanity ; and sweeping our tele-

" scopes over the world's monumental and documentary chronicles

"extant at this day; at what age of humanity's life do the petro-

" glyplis of the oldest historical nation, the Egyptians, first present

"themselves to the archaeologist?—that is, was the earliest known
" civilization of the Mle's denizens, as now attested by the most
" ancient stone-records at Memphis, infantile, puerile, adolescent, or

"adult? At which of the five stages of seven years, mystically

" assumed by the old philosophers to be preliminaries of their ' great

" climacteric,' do we encounter the first Egyptian, at the Hid Mem-
" phite dynasty, taken vdth Lepsius about the 35th century b. c,

"or some 5300 years backward from our present hour?
" You will find, after examination of the plates'"' before you, which

«» Maubt, LSffendSs Pieuses du Moym-lge, Paris, 8to., 1843; pp. 239, 252-8, 261-77.

435 <i A conviction of things unseen ;" Paul, EpisiU to the Hebrews, xi. 1 :

—

Shahpe's New
Testament, p. 406.

*5S De Bbotonne, Filiations et Migrations des Peuples.

^' LEPSitrs, Denkmdler am JEgypten, Abth. I, B. 1-40 ; or thereabouts, which, with other

tableaux, were suspended in front of the audience. Cf., also, some deductions from their

study, deTeloped in the same lecture, in Types of Mankind, pp. 412-4: and add now endless

confirmations resulting through Maeiette's later discoveries (supra, p. 489-94).
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" are authentic copies of the oldest sculptures of man now known
" upon earth, that neither infancy nor childhood is represented by
" these most ancient of records, hardly even adolescence ; but that the
" first Egyptian beheld on these archaic hieroglyphs, leaps at a bound
" from out of the night of unnumbered generations antecedent to his

"day, a full-grown, if a young, man— endowed with a civilization

" already so advanced 5300 years ago, that it requires an eye most
"experienced in Miotic art to detect differences- of style between
"these primordial sculptures of the Illd, IVth, and Vth dynasties,

" and those of the more florid Diospolitan, or Augustan, period of
" the XVnth and XVIIIth dynasties, carved twenty centuries later,

" and during Mosaic times in Egypt !"

Such a practised eye is the gift of our erudite collaborator M.
Pulszky ; and to his paper {ante, Chapter 11), I beg leave to refer the

reader for accurate details ; closing, for myself, further definitions of

chronology with the philosophical comment of A. "W". von Schlegel :
**

" Time has conveyed to us many kinds of chronology : it is the

business of historical criticism to distinguish between them and to

estimate their value. The astronomical chronology changes purely

theoretic cycles into historical periods ; the mythical makes its way
supported by obscure genealogical tables ; the hypothetic is an inven-

tion of either ancient or modern chronographers ; and, lastly, the

documentary rests upon the parallel uninterrupted demarcation of

events, according to a settled reckoning of years. The last alone

deserves to be called ' chronology' in the strictest sense ; it begins, however,

much later than is commonly supposed. Had this been duly consi-

dered, we might have dispensed with many an air-built system."

Egypt, oldest of historical lands, representing, therefore, but the

" middl* ages" of mankind's development upon earth, typified by our

cosmic man, arrived at one-third of the "three-score and ten years,"

imagined by Hebrew writers to be the average of post-Mosaic*^

human longevity, it follows that, at the Hid dynasty, say 5300 years

ago, the Egyptians at least, among, very likely, other oriental nations

whose annals are lost, had long before passed through their periods

of adolescence, childhood, and infancy. If we reflect that, since the

tall of Grecian culture— itself built upon thousands of years of ex-

perience acquired by preceding Eastern nationalities already, during

the palmy day of Hellas, in their superannuation or decrepitude—
it has required some 2000 years of knowledge accumulated upon

knowledge, of inventions heaped upon discoveries, for our civiliza-

«8 Daraidlung der JEgypiiachen My(hologie * * * und Chronohgie (Prichard's) Vorrede,

Bonn, 1837 ; pp. xliv-1.

439 %)« of Mankind, pp. 706-12.
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tion to reach the noon of this X I X"th century ; what longer extent

of time must, I ask, be allowed for the Egyptians to have attained to

that souial development attested by the kingly pyramids, princely and

aristocratic tombs of the IVth Memphite dynasty,"" when,— unlike

ourselves, who have improved the patrimony, by them, their contem-

poraries, and successors, bequeathed to us—they seem to have begun

life without precedents: and, consequently, having had to grope

through their anterior stages of adolescence, childhood, and infancy,

before reaching the manhood of their first monumental recognition

by us, must have found each civilizing acquirement the more arduous,

exactly in the ratio as, retroceding in antiquity, their national hfe

approximated to its nursery.

Yet the Egyptians dwelt upon purely alluvial land, bounded on

either side by rocky deserts ; and the river itself betokens, at every

period of its flow into the Mediterranean, the ever-tranquil operation

of the same laws that constitute its organism at the present day.

" Linked, through its perennial rise at the summer solstice, with

the astronomical revolutions of the divine Orb of day at the acme of

his ardent power, and most glorious effulgence,— marked, in the

sky's cerulean blue, during the period of its increase, by the heliacal

ascent of Sirius,—each monthly phenomenon of the deified river was

consecrated by sempiternal correspondencies in the heavens ; at the

same time that, to the mind of the devout Egyptian, Hapimoou, the

numerous waters, "Father of the Gods in Senem,"*" appeared to be

the most ancient of divinities, in his capacity of progenitor of the

celestial Amun, himself " a great God, king of the Gods ;" who,

through a mythical association with Nouf, was the " Father of the

Fathers of the Gods, period of periods of years." In fact, as the

benign inundations of the river necessarily preceded, in point of

date, the formation of the alluvium, the Nile seemed, to the first

human wanderers on its sedgy banks, to be the physical parent of all

things good and beneficent.

"Exalted, in the sacred papyrus Booh of the Dead, to the heavenly

abodes of Elysian beatitude, the Celestial ISTilb was supposed to re-

generate, by lustration, the souls of the departed Egyptians, and to

fertilize, by irrigation, the gardens of happiness tilled by their im-
mortal spirits, in Amenthi; during the same time that, on earth, the

Terrestrial ISTilb, by its depositions of alluvion created, while its

waters inundated, a country so famed among Eastern Nations for its

boundless fecundity, as to be compared (in Gen. xiii, 10,) to the

**» It is taken for granted that Lepsius's Denkmdkr, the only compendium of documents
coetaneous with these primitive times, is known, at least, to the doubting critic.

•" BmOH, Gallery of Antiquiiiea, part 11, pp. 25, 10, 2 ; and PI. XIII.
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" Garden of leHOwaH, like the land of Mitzraim:"— ^ that is, tho
two Muss'r-s, the two Egypts, upper and lower ; or else, Mitzrites, the
Egyptians; over' which the androgynous Hapimoou crowned with
the Lotus and Papyrus tiaras, in his duplex character of the Southern
and the Northern ISTilbs, annually spread out the proHfic mould and
the nourishing liquid, through which he was at once the Creator and
the Nurse of Egypt.

"Thus, renowned from immemorial ages as the gift of the ISTile,

Egypt issues from the womh of primordial time armed cap-a-pie, like

Minerva, with a civilization already perfected at the very earliest

epoch of her history, hieroglyphed on the monuments of the md and
rVth dynasties, prior to the 35th century before the Christian era.

But, the Biver itself,— origin, vital principle, and motive cause of

that wondrous civilization, has flowed on unceasingly at the foot of

the Pyramids; its Sources a marvel, an enigma, an unfathomable

mystery, to above one-hundred-and-sixty consecutive human genera-

tions, which have 'lived, moved, and had a being' since the lime-

stone cliffs of Memphis were first quarried into tombs.""^

Hence it is legitimately to be inferred, that those geological cata-

clysms and volcanic dislocations which, in Europe, filled caverns

and ossuaries with bones of extinct genera mingled with those of

man, and rolled silex-implements of human industry into French

diluvial drift [supra), occurred at an age anterior to the settled quiet-

ness of Miotic economy ; because, a few decades of feet, caused by

such convulsions, added to the historical level of Mediterranean

waters, would have left abundant marks around the Memphite pyra-

mids ; whereas, nothing of the kind is to be seen there, or elsewhere,

throughout monumental Egypt.*"

It becomes, therefore, next to positive, as a corollary to the pre-

ceding chain of facts, that man's presence, also (judging from the

rudeness of his silex-arts) then in his childhood's phase, must, in

Europe, antedate even human infancy on the Mle's alluvium. What
vistas of antiquity ! Archaeology, having herein sufficiently blown

away the historical fogs and scud that, in nautical phrase, obstructed

his vision, now cheerfully resigns a clean spyglass into the hands of

the palaeontologist.

**2 Nash, "On the origin and derivation of the term Oopt, and the name of Egypt;"

Bukke's Ethnological Journal, April, 1849; pp. 490-496:

—

Types of Mankind, pp. 493-6.

*^ Gliddon, Sandbook to the Nile, London, 8to, Madden, 1849 ; pp. 34-5.

*" See Lepsius, Chranologie, I, p. 24

—

how Herodotus and Plato say the Egyptians had

never beard of the Hebrew ^o</.
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PART V.

" Adam, ante mortem ejus, convocavit omnesJUiot tuot, qui erant in numero XV
milia virorum absque mulieribus.'' '-

'

(Vita Ade et Uve, Anon., A. D. 1460).«6

According to the Hebrew and the Samaritan Texts/^' Adam was

only 130 years old at the birth of Seth, his third son ; according to

the Septuagint Version, and to Josephus, his age was then 230.*"

In either case, the precise year is fixed by Archbishop Usher at b. c.

3874/48 «^i3(i the days of Adam after he had begotten Seth were

^& Philomneste, p. 37.

*" Rev. E. B. Elliott, A. M., HorcB Apocalyplicce, London, 8vo, 1846 ; IV, p. 254:

—

Hat-
wood's Von Bohlen, Introduction to Genesis, II, pp. 97-9.

"' King James's version, Genesis, V, 3, 4, 5.

*^ We have seen (supra, note 263) that Tubal-Cain is the God- Vulcan,- and now in Seth

it is easy to recognize, through Josephus {Antiq. Jud,, I, 2, &o.), and the dialectic mutation

of S into T aspirated, the God TeT of the Egyptians, "author of letters" (Bunsen, Egypt's

Place, I, pp. 393-5), otherwise Tautus, or Thoth; not to be any longer confounded, as he
has been by some, with SET or Typhon. See the argument of Alfred Mauet ("Personage

de la Mort," Revue ArchSohgique, 15 Aout, 1847, pp. 325-6). It had been formerly indicated

(Types ofMankind, p. 562) that the mother of Seth, before she was named Eve (i. c. " KAiUaH,
because she was the mother of all living," KAala ; Gen. Ill, 20) had been called AiSAaH,
ISE, or Isis, who was famed as " the universal mother." It has been likewise shown pre-

viously [Types of Mankind, p. 544), why the patriarch Enos is only the "God of the vulgar."

If etymologies are to be sanctioned in the explanation of primitive myths, the above four

examples of Vulcan, Thoth, Isis, and Enos, now identified among the antediluvian progenitors
of mankind, will be found more susceptible of historic and palaeographical justification than
the learned Mr. Osburn's unique discoveries (Monumental Bistory of Egypt, London, 1854
I, pp. 239-40, 245, 339-44) of Adam, Noah, Ham, and Mizraim, in Egyptian hieroglyphics

!

Not merely (p. 222) are "Scripture Patriarchs identified with Egyptian Deities," but, in

his ingenious and pious book, the very " names of Goddesses recorded upon the monuments,"
are declared to be " those of the wives of the patriarchs ;" although this excellent critic

allows that "they are not preserved in the Bible."

To the same class, engendered by a similar monomania for " confirmations," in defiance

of reason and historical truth, belongs the alleged discovery of the name and exploits of
Moses in contemporaneous hieratic scrolls (Rev. D. J. Heath, M. A., The Exodus Papyri,
London, 1855),—as if the English translation itself, utterly foreign to ancient or modern
Egyptian ideas, did not sufficiently betray an Englishman's imposition during the present
century! As for the Rev. C. Fobster's last (A Harmony of Primmval Alphabets), wherein
there is not a single hieroglyphic drawn with even childish correctness, nor a solitary pho-
netic value exact, they fall (together with his Bimyaritic, Sinaic, and Assyrian interpretations,

&c.) into a simpler category,— that of downright imposture. The self-deceptions, or per-

haps "canards," of M. Barrois (Dactylogie et Language Primitif reslituie d'apris les Monu-
ments, Paris, 4to, 1850), have hoaxed even His Holiness the Pontifl' (Lecture litterale da
Hi^roglyphes et des CunSiformes, Paris, 4to, 1853; p. 36): but being harmless pasquinades
of a gentleman who pays liberally for the publication of his own books, as well as for any
clever cheat (Pulszky's paper, supra, note 17, Chap. II) that "Chevaliers d'industrie" may
foist upon his credulity, they really become sublime, viewed in comparison with some of the
instances of fraud or hallucination above cited.
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eight hundred [LXX, 700] years ; and he begat sons and daughters

;

—and all the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty

years; and he died:" leaving a rather large family, if we credit the
biography, above cited, that his children numbered 15000 men besides

the women. From what sources his second biographer gathered these

statistics does not appear, any more than whence the so-called Mosaic
compiler obtained the other Adamic particulars recorded in Genesis.

The earlier biography, assuming Archbishop Usher's dates to be in-

contestable, must have been written (Deuter. XXXI, 9, 26,) about b. c.

1451; or some 1623 years after Adam's decease,— an event which,

taking place 930 years after the Creation, ascertained to be b. c.

4004, occurred in B. c. 3074. The author of the " Life of Adam and
Eve" lived, it is true, in a. d. 1460, or 4534 years after Adam's death;

but any one who believes that anecdotes of the protopatriarch's long

life could have been preserved, for incorporation into the Pentateuch,

during 1623 years, cannot reasonably deny extension of the same
possibility (145H-1460) for 2911 years longer.'*'

We need not be astonished either at the number of Adam and
Eve's children during 800 years ; because, while, on the one hand.

Cardinal Wiseman*^ and the Kev. J. Pye Smith ^^^ teach how physical

causes were in more vehement operation before the " Flood" than

after; on the other, the multiplication of the Jews in Egypt, during the

430, or 400, or 215, years of their sojourn, when post-diluvial physical

causes were precisely the same as at present, is equally formidable,

and possesses equal claims upon credence. Jacob and his family, in

number 70,"°' or 75, persons, settle ih the land of Goshen ; and their

descendants issue forth " about 600,000 men on foot, without the

children, and a mixed multitude""^—or GouM-AaEaB, Arab levy or

horde. Commentators vary in their estimates of the number of souls,

from 1,800,000 to 3,000,000 ; nor is the duration of the sojourn itself

at all settled;*^ but the latter point is unimportant to my present

argument. So is also the disproportionate area in Eastern lower

In making these assertions upon my own responsibility, there are two courses left open

to the reader who cares about verification ; 1st, to inquire of the hierologists in charge of

the Paris, Berlin, London, or Turin Museums, whether they do not support these repudia-

tions ; or 2d, to defray the printing expenses of a thorough analysis of each work by myself,

although I think "le jeu ne vaut pas la chandelle."

"s I am merely following, with a little more minuteness, the orthodox example of De. Hail^

Analytical Synopsis, London ed. of Piokebinq's Races, 1851, p. xxxv.

^ Connection between Science and Bevealed Religion.

•51 Relation between the Holy Scriptures and Geological Science, 3d. ed., London, 12mo, 1843;

pp. 185, 243, 301, 340.

«2 Genesis, XLVI, 27 :—Cahen, La Bible, trad, nouv, I, pp. 162-4, notes.

«» Modus, XII, 37, 38:—Op. cit., II, p. 50, note 37.

*" LEPSirs, Chron. der JEgypter, I, pp. 315-17.

36
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Egypt where this vast population of bondsmen is supposed to have

dwelt. Now, simultaneously with the Israelitish bondage, then-

Egyptian masters embraced at least 5,000,000 of population ;**' the

latter were the oppressors ; the former oppressed,—to such an abject

and inconceivable degree, that they allowed even their first-born to

be butchered without armed revolt. Nevertheless, they " multiplied

exceedingly;" in consequence, as Father Kircher states,"** of the

fecundative properties of the Mle. A simple rule of three will test

the relative ratio of increase.

If 75 Jews, in a given number of years, notwithstanding the most

atrocious and attenuating despotism, multiply so as to leave Egypt

in number (say the lowest figure) 1,800,000 souls ; what, during the

same period, in the same climate, and favored by their comfortable

position as slaveholders, instead of being slaves, was the statistical

augmentation of 5,000,000 of Egyptians ?

There is no reason, therefore, to be appalled at the Rabbinical es-

timate of the number of Adam's children by the "universal mother."

Whatever the numerical amount may have been, their antediluvian

descendants were drowned in the Flood. Noah, Shem, Ham, and

Japhet, with their wives, in all but eight individuals, being the only

persons who landed— B.C. 2348—from the Ark upon Mount Ararat,

to become the second progenitors of Mankind.

From these four couples, after a considerable lapse of time down

to the middle of this XlXth century, have proceeded, according to-

(population op the world.)

Balbi ;.. 739 millions.

Malte-Brun '.. 800 «

- D'Halloy 750 "

Eeynolds's Chart 852 «

Eavenstein's Chart 1,216 "

Inasmuch, however, as we are yet ignorant of the interior topo^

graphy of at least one-third of the earth's surface, whilst we abso-

lutely know little or nothing about myriads of human beings in-

habiting such portions, it is probable that Dr. Gustaf Kombst's

beautiful sheets"" contain all attainable information, and to these I

*55 Gliddon, Otia jEgypliaca, p. 73.

*5« " Unde foeminoe nou uno, duobus, aut tribus contentse, sed sex, septem aut octo foetus

unico partu
;
quod et Hebrai in Exodum commentatores memorajit, subinde effundebant.

Nemini igetur mirum esse debet, filiorum Israel spatio duoentorum prope aunorum, quo

^gyptum incolebant, immensam foisse propagationem :"— (Edipus ^gyptixicus. Borne, fol.,

7652; Tom. I, p. 52.

<5' "Ethnology, or the different nations and tribes of Man, traced according to Race,

Language, Religion, and Form of Government"—^revised and extended to 18S4 ;

—

Johnston,

Physical Atlas, new ed., Edinburgh, 1855 : PI. 81, with six pages of description.
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beg leave to refer the reader for collateral statistics bearing upon our

"Ethnographic Tableau."

The difficulties expeiienced for many years, both in the capacities

of lecturer and author, to popularize «ome branches of archseological

and ethnographic discoveries, had convinced me of the inadequacy

of oral or written explanations compared with the rapid and convin-

cing manner in which audiences, or readers, appreciate knowledge
when accompanied by pictorial illustrations. It was my intention,

therefore, upon undertaking, in 1854, to collect in Europe matei-ials

for my contribution to the present volume, to furnish an Ethnological

Map, through which the differences and similarities, the divergencies

and gradations, of the bes1>known races of men could be seized by the

eye at a glance. Taught also by travel, comparison, and study, that

systems and classifications, hitherto advanced under the sanction of

eminent names, are open to the grave objection of being premature in

the present stage of knowledge, most of them having been conceived

by anticipation of the facts, my purpose was to avoid them all : and

neither to take the word " Caucasian"*^ as comprehending number-

less distinct types of mauj stretched out geographically from Scan-

dinavia to the Dekhan ; nor the still more misapplicable term " Tou-

ranian," ^ through which a modern linguistic school agglomerates,

into one unaccountable mass, the 1001 different languages that happen

to be neither Semitic nor Indo-Grermanic. It is through the misuse

of well-defined specific appellatives, and their transposition into

generic senses, coupled with a sort of philological "thimble-rig,"

which strives to conceal individual ignorance,—when, in reality, this

ignorance is universal—that the "public mind," uncritical and spell-

bound by authority, as it necessarily must be, consoles itself with the

notion that the " unity of the human species" is demonstrated, partly

because Cuvier arbitrarily grouped all humanity into three grand

classes, Caucasian, Mongolian, and Ethiopian;'"^ and partly because

the excellent Sanscrit scholar. Prof. Max-Miiller, chooses to divide

*58 First nsed by Blumenbach, for convenience' sake, in cranioscopic subdivisions.

«9 Invented first and applied to ethnology by Prichard, I believe (Researches) ;
it is time

that this unlucky term should be brought back to its primitive historical meaning.

«o Caucasian, from Kau^-Asos, means only the "mountain of the Asi," or " Asi of the

mountain;" refe^ng to a special nation (As, Os, Ossetes) on the Caucasian range. Mongol

meant " brave, haughty," and was the peculiar honorific title of the golden horde of Ginghis-

khan Ethiopian, from Ailhiops, signified only a " sun-burnt face," and, in Hqmeric times,

indicated merely all nations darker than Greeks; to the exclusion of negro races, at that

period unknown to the fair-skinned Hellenes. To classify Egyptians, Dravidians, and

Basques, as if they had ever been one family, instead of three distinct types, under the name

" Caucasian," which in no respect suits any of them ;-to include Lapps and Siamese withm

the designation " Mongolian," foreign and remote alike from both
;
- or to embrace under

the appellation of "sun-burnt faces" (that is, only tanned or swarthy) African Negroes,
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languages in general "into three families, which have been calleJ

the Semitic, the Avian, and the Turanian." *^^

In order to explain the grounds of objection, one must digress

for a moment upon these three terms. With the reservations of

Eenan,*''^ and as the synonym of Syro-Arabian in its application to

languages alone, the name " Semitic" is probably the best discover-

able ; but, when applied physiologically^^ to pure Mgritian families

on the Mozambique no less than on the Guinea coasts, its adoption

is delusive, because it extends the area of true Shemite amalgama-

tions with African tribes far beyond legitimate induction; and

suggests intermixture as the cause of really -insignificant facial

resemblances between some races of negroes and the Arabians,

without taking incompatibilities of color, form, hair, and endless

dissimilar facts, into account. The law of gradation sufficiently

explains these very questionable analogies,^^ upon which mono-

genists alone lay stress,—more frequently from sentiment than from

evidence.

With the word "Arian," as employed by Prof. Max-Miiller, it

would ill-become me to dissent when selected by so great a master

in Sanscritic lore. On the contrary, science is unanimous in its

adoption, which his learned note^^^ amply justifies ; but it is with

the wide extension given to "Turanian" that my quarrel lies. What
is its origin ? What its meaning ? What its antiquity ?

In the trilinguar inscriptions of the (a. d. 223-636) Sassanian

dynasty,^'^ the Persian monarchs assume in Greek the titles " Kings
Apiavwv xai Avapiavwv"— i.e., of Iranians and non- Iranians ; equivalent

Oceanic Papuas, and American Indians,—such nomenclature leads to nothing hut mystifica-

tion in the study of Man. I might likewise note the vagueness of Negro, Papuan and Indian,

in ethnography.

«i Languages of the Seat of War, 1855, p. 23, 86-95:—and in Bunsen's Outlines, 1854, I,

pp. 238, 342-486. In the former work, our erudite linguist actually speaks of the " descend-

ants of Tur (p. 87)"
! In the latter, the biblico-Kur'anic harmonizings of Aboo '1-Gh§,zee

ahout " Tur and Japheth" are accepted as historical ! Compare Types of Mankind, p. 476.
*^ Langue Semitigues, 1855, p. 2.

«3 NoKRis, in Prichard's Nat. ffist., 1855, pp. 420-7. Serees, Races nigres de I'Afrigue

Orientale, Comptes Rendus de I'Acad. des Sciences, XXX, June, 1850, pp. 7-8, 18. I have
seen some of M. de Froberville's casts, and must protest against M. Serres's Report that
they are of a type "mgtis sgmitiques:" nor, in view of my twenty-years' familiarity with
Semitic races and their hybrids in Africa and Asia, — and fifteen years of observation of
mulattoes in America— am I disposed to accept the " ipse dixit" of an Academician, who
never had opportunity of seeing a dozen living specimens of " m^tis sgmitiques" in all hia
life, against my own experience amongst thousands.

<" Types of Mankind, pp. 180, 186, 191, 209-10.

«5 Op. cit, pp. 27-9
:— Compare Bergmann, Peuples Primitifs de la Race de Jaflte

Colmar, 8vo, 1853, pp. 10-20.
'

«» De Saot, MSmoire sur diverses Antiquit4s de la Perse, et snr les MidaiUes des Rois de la
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to Persians and those who were not Persians, limine centuries pre-

viously, in the cuneiform inscriptions of Persepolis/^' Darius speaks
of Hwrvoa, Aria,— calling Persia, Parsa; but at neither period does
the word "Tur" yet figure as the equivalent for wow-Iranian : nor
does it occur in earlier writings than Firdoozee's Shah-Nameh,
"Book of Kings" composed in the lOth-llth century. Conceding
that the immortal bard was versed in traditions that survived the

wreck of Persic literature after the fall of Yezdegerd, it will hardly

be claimed that " Tur" is an historical personage instead of a mythic
personification of Scythic, i.e., non-Persian, nations.^'* Oriental

writers understand, by Avians, or "people of Ir§,n," the inhabitants

of lands enclosed by the Euphrates, Persian Gulf, Indus, and Gihon

;

and by 2'oMmm'aws, barbariaas,— "Mjem" or foreigners, like the

G-olm, gentiles, of the Hebrews : so that Airdn and AniroLn, or Ird,n

and Touran, signify only Persia contrasted with Turkest§,n. " Moul-
lah Piroze, a learned Parsee of Bombay, explains the name of Airan

to be derived from that of Believer ; and that of Anairan, meaning
Unbelievers."''^ The same senses may be gathered from the Zend-

Avesta and the Boun-dehesch-Pehlvi,'"'' wherein praises and vic-

tories are the appanage of EerienS Veedjo, the "Pure Ir^n ;" curses

and defeats that of Touran. But these Parsee codes themselves are

not of high antiquity.

If Firdoozee's grand epic be consulted, which purports to define

the history of Persia from the tauro-kephalic Kaiumurts during 3600

years down to the Saracenic invasion, a poem itself also replete with

alterations by copyists,*^^ one perceives at once how the mythical Pe-

ridoon divided the empire among his three sons,— "To Selim he

gave Rum and Khdwer; to Tiir, TurA.n; and to Irij, Ir^n or Per-

dynaslies des Sassanides, Paris, 4to, 1 793 ; pp. 12, 31, 64, PI. Inscrip. A. 3 ; and pp. 47, 55-60,

183. "Irsln we Tar3,n" does occur among Persian inscriptions at TcheMl-minar ; but

tiieir date is Hedjra 826, a. d. 1423,— or long subsequently to Firdoozee.

*" Rawmnson, BehUtiln, 1846, pp. i-xxxix.

*** "Iran ant llan est Persia culturi zoroastrico addicta, orthodoxa; Aniran a. Anilda

sunt provinciae extraneaa, Sassanidarum imperio subjeotse, quae quoque nomine Touran, i. e.

Transoxana, a scriptoribus orientalibua appellantur, quarum incolse ab ignioolis vel hae-

retici, vel irreligiosi habiti sunt:" (Tychsen, De Ouneatis Inacriptionibus Fersej>oUianii

lucubratio, Rostock, 1798, p^Jtl, note).

** Ker Portek, Travels in Georgia, Persia, &c., London, 4to, 1821; IX, p. 189:—
compare Riohardsok, Dictionary, Persian, Arabic, and English, London, 1806, I, p. 313,

voce " Tura,n."

*™ Anqcetii, Dti Perron, Zend-Avesta, Paris, 4to, 1771 ; I. Part 1, pp. 16, 20, 26 ; IL

preface, p. 348 seq. : — compare, for significations of " Airsln," St. Martin, Mimoires hitto-

riques sur VArm(nie, Paris, 1818; I. pp. 271-8.

*" OusELET, Travels, ^c. in Persia, London, 4to, 1819 ; I. Preface, p. vili., and note 5

—

"upon an average thirty different readings in every page."
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sia.""™ Hence it becomes obvious that the Persian poet, like the

Chaldsean chorographer of Xth Genesis, in all his ethnic personifica-

tions, anthropomorphosized a country currently known as "Turkn "

into an ideal king Tnr. His translator observes that, ancient Scythia

embraced the whole of Tur^n, which appellative was but an early

synonym for Turkestan ; in this, coinciding with Dubeux."' The
same legend, slightly varied, reaches us through Mirkavend,*'* who
died about Hedjra 903=a. d. 1498, viz : that Tur received Turkestan

as his patrimony from Teridoon, and then conspired with Seleem to

murder their brother IrMj, king of Ir^n-Shehr: alluding doubtless,

through an Oriental allegory of three men, to simultaneous attacks

of Semitic and Scythic invaders upon the lion-standard of Persia.

Being Persian designations, "Irj^n and Tour^n" must receive

solution through Arian etymologies ;
"* and these are furnished in

one paragraph by Bekgmann,"^ who as a favored pupil of Eugene
Burnouf inspires every confidence.

" Thus, in the same manner that the Hindoos, particularly at the

sacerdotal point of view of the Brahmans, called their country by the

name of ArySi (Honorable), or of Arydvartta (Honorable country), in

opposition to the heretical countries named Turyd (Persian Utt-&ry&,

«2 The Shah-Nameh of Firdausi, Transl. Atkinson, London, 1832; pp. 50, 161-2, and p.

519, note:—cf. Klapkoth " Histoire de I'Ancienne Perse, d'apr&s Firdoussi," in which the

age of the 2d (Kaianian) dynasty is taken at b. c. 803, and the 1st (Pishdadian) as com-
mencing 3342 years previously ! Tableaux, pp. 3-4, 6-22.

«' Perse, Univ. Piitor., p. 225.

*'* MiEKHOND, Bistory of the Early Kings of Persia, transl. Shea, London, 8to, 1832,

pp. 138-86.

«5 I incline to think, notwithstanding, that the enigma of the well-known andro-leontine

and andro-taurine sphinxes of Persepolis, and possibly also those of earlier Assyria, can be,

in part, explained through Irdn and Tourcln, as understood in three languages, Arian, Se-
mitic, and Scythic ; corresponding to the three forms of Achsemenian cuneatics, and to the

triple medley of three types of man, Arabian, Persian, and Turkish, in the same countries

at this day. Thus, in the first class of tongues, IR-an, as Kon-land " par excellence " (always
the heraldic symbol of Persia, and blended into her monarch's names in the form of " sheer"^
contrasts with TOUR-iin, Bull-\a,nA ; which, on the one side, is found in A-TTTB, Ashour, As-
syria,—and on the other applies to the ancient zoological conditions of Mawaranuhar, &c.
where wild cattle were enormously abundant, whence Tour became the figurative emblem
of barbarous Tur-'kish races ? But, with an indication that, in Scythic tongues, IR means
also man, a curious inquiry, that could be justified only through many pages of elucidation,
is submitted to the consideration of fellow-students of archaeology.

"f Les Peuples Primitifs de la Race de laphite: Esquisse Elhnogingalogique et historigue;

Colmar, 8vo., 1853; p. 17:—Cf. Max Mtjllek's note in Bunsen, Three Linguistic Disserta-
tions, 1848, p. 296.

De Saulct, I find, read "Irin, de I'Iran" upon the inscriptions copied by the unfortu-
nate Schulz, at Lake Van, 10 years ago (Recherches sur VScriture Guneiforme Assyrienne,
Paris, 1848, p. 26): whilst a writer in the London Literary Gazette (1852, p. 610) said that
he deciphered "Lordship of Irak and Iran" as well as "Lordship of Turan," on bricks in
the British Museum. I have heard of no confirmation of the latter statement.
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Outside of Aria, or Tu-aryS,, Separated from Aria), and that they

termed themselves Aryds as opposed to MUtchas (Feebles, Barbarians,

Heretics; cp. Heb. Q-oyim, Peoples, Strangers, Arabic el-aadjlm,

Wretches, Barbarous), so like^vise the Persians [Pahlavas—Sanscrit

paragus, 6rT. pelekus, hatchet; PaA^an^w= hatchet-bearers] designated

themselves Aries or Artaes (Gentiles, Herodot. VII. 61) : and, in

imitation of the Zend names Airy&o, and~of Tu-irya or An-airyao-

danghdvo (Country not-honorable), they also gave the name Ariana

(Gr. Ariane), and later that of Irdn, to all countries situate between

the Tigris and the Indus, and between the Oxus and the Indian

Ocean, because they were inhabited by orthodox Arians, worship-

pers of Ormuzd (Zeud. Ahuro mazddo^ Great genius of the sun)

;

whereas the misbelieving lands to the north and east, which were

held to be the abode of Ahriman (Zend. Agra-mainyus), were called

Ariirdn (Ifon-Irttn) or Turdn (Ultra-Ir^n)."

* The antiquity of the word Touran being thus brought down to

recent post-Christian times in all books wherein it occurs,—its signi-

fication being imbued with the theological xenolasia of Mazdseans

and Brahmans, and naturally restricted in application to Scythic

hordes immediately contiguous to Aria, or Ariana—modern ethno-

logy has no more right to extend its area all over the world, than to

classify the xanthous Gaul of Caesar's time with the melanic Tamou-

lian of the present Dekhan, together with red-headed Highlanders

and raven-locked Wahabees, under the other false term " Cauca-

sian." Indeed, before agreeing with Prof. Max Miiller (whose autho-

rity is unquestionably the highest for its use), in tolerating the cor-

rupted myths of Sheeite Persia as historical ; or talk of the " de-

scendants of Tilr" as if such metaphorical personage had really been

father of those "Turanian tribes" which—since spread broadcast over

the earth through this hypothesis—are now said to speak only " Tu-

ranian languages," I should feel warranted in accepting, as a legiti-

mate basis for ethnic nomenclature, that exquisite travesty of a lost

book of Diodorus ; wherein the Greek text makes it evident, " How
Britain, son of Jupiter and Paint, peopled the island [of England]

;

but some say that Briton was indigenous, and Paint (aioj xai Xpuiitjs)

his daughter:—how Briton received Eoman as his guest," &c. ;*" or

else, in considering Hiawatha a true portraiture of the thoughts and

feelings of an American savage, instead of seeing in it merely the

rotnantic ideal of a great Anglo-Saxon poet.

*" Prof. Henry Maldkn, "On pragmatized legends in History— Fragments from the

Vlllth book of Diodorus, concerning Britain and her colonies"

—

Trans. Philol. Soc, Lon-

don, Nov. 1854; pp. 217-28. For pious forgeries in quoting and rendering Diodorus'S text,

compare Miot's expose in Bibliolkeque Hislorique, Paris, 1834 ; pp. 189-90, 429.
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Tourdn possesses no historical sense but that of non-Persian {Ani-

ranian) ethnologically : none but that of Turkestan geographically.

It were as reasonable to divide Asiatic and European humanity into

Semitic, British (for Arian), and non-British (for everybody else not

compressible into such Procrustean bed), as to classify all these mul-

tiform nations into Semitic, Arian (i. e. Persian) and Turanian;

when this last adjective *suits, strictly speaking, no human group of

families but the Turkish.

JSTevertheless, like Shakspeare's "word 'occupy,' which was an

excellent good word before it was ill-sorted," *™ " Touranian" may still

do some effective service in specifying, whenever their ethnic rela-

tions become sufficiently cleared up,"' the ancient inhabitants of

countries now termed Turkest§,n : but, because " agglutination"

happens to be their linguistic attribute, in common even with

Hebrew (Semitic), and Sanscrit (Arian), and all human speech in its

earlier formations: or because "in them the conjugation and the

declension can still be taken to pieces," preserving all the while the

radical syllable of the discourse,^*'— it does seem to me, that to

classify, on such grounds alone, the transplanted and now prodi-

giously-intermixed descendants of Hioung-nou, Sian-pi, San-miao

or Miao-tse, Tata, Yue-tcM, Ting-lings, Q-eou-gen, Thiu-hiu, and other

indigenous races (every one according to physiological descriptions

distinct from the rest) known in ancient Asia to the Chinese,^"' under

such a misnomer as " Turanian ;" to forget that primitive and
indefinable Scythia has vomited forth upon Europe men of absolutely

different stocks and unfixed derivations— Huns, white and nearly

black, Khazars, Awars, Comans, Alains, &c.— or finally, to connect,

through one omnific name, Samoyeds with Athapascans (if not also

with Toltecs and Botocudos !), hybrid Osmanlees with pure Ainos,

Madjars with Telingas,^^—these are aberrations from common sense

*'* Henry IV, 2d part, Act II, scene 4.

*'" For the real difficulties, slurred over by English ethnographers, see Klapeoth and
Dbsmotjlins.

«o Incomparably well indicated by the Turkish verb "sev-mek;" Max-Mijllbe, op. «'«.,

pp. 111-4.

«i The most copious account of these nations, compiled from the best sources, is in

JABBOT, Revolutions des Peuples de I'Asie Moyenne, Paris, 2 Tols. 8vo, 1839. The Arabs, let

me here mention, did not reach Chinese vicinities, through navigation, before the 9th
century (Maury, "Examen de la route que suivaient, au IX' sifecle de notre fere, les

Arabes et les Persans pour aller en Chine"

—

Bulletin de la Soc. de OSographie, Avril, 1846).
«2 Physical amalgamation with higher types, than any branch of the Turkish family was

in the days of Alp Arsl5,n, has transmuted his mongrel descendants residing around the
Mediterranean, Archipelago, and Black Sea, to such an amazing extent that it is difScult

to describe what a real Turk (and I have lived where thousands of all grades reside) should
be. That the present Caucasianized Osmanlee is not the same animal now that his fore-

fathers were only in the 12th century, is easily proved. Benjamin de Tudela speaking
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into which Bunsen's endorsement of Prichard's "Touranian" has
led au amazing number of worthy monogenists on this side of the

water; but which Prof. Max-Miiller himself never contemplated in

adopting this unlucky term: for the very learned philologist ex-

cludes the Chinese,*^ and doubtless withholds other An-Arian types

of mankind from his Turanian aiTangement.

It appears to be the unavoidable fate of every human science to

pass through a phase of empiricism. Each one, at some time or

other, is regarded as a sort of universal panacea competent to heal

all controversial sores. Such, at this moment, throughout Anglo-

Saxondom, is the pepular opinion concerning "Philology:" last

refage for alarmed protestant monogenism,— at the very time that

Continental scholarship has stepped into a higher sphere of linguistic

philosophy, which already recognizes the total inadequacy of philo-

logy (or other science) to solve the dilemma whether humanity

originates in one human pair, or has emanated from a plurality of

zoological centres. Philology, instead of being ethnology, is only

one instrument, if even a most precious one, out of many other tools

indispensable in ethnological researches. The powers of the science

termed "la linguistique" are not infinite, even supposing that

correct knowledge had as yet been obtained of even one-half the

tongues spoken over the earth ; or that it were within the capacity

of one man to become sufficiently acquainted with the grammatical

characteristics of the remainder. "We do not even possess a complete

catalogue of the names of all tongues !^ Yet, "What studious man
is there," inquires Le Clerc, "whose imagination has not been caught

straying from conjecture to conjecture, from century to century, in

search of the debris of a forgotten tongue ; of those relics of words

that are but the fragments of the history of N"ations ?" '^= EichhofF

eloquently continues the idea— "The sciences of Philology and

History ever march in concert, and the one lends its support to the

other ; because the life of Nations manifests itself in their language,

the faithful representative of their vicissitudes. Where national

chronology stops short, where the thread of tradition is broken, the

antique genealogy of words that have survived the reign of empires

of Tartar flat-noses—narrates, "The king of Persia being enraged at the Turks, who have

two holes in the midst of their face instead of a nose, for having plundered his kingdom,

resolved to pursue them." (Basnage, ffist. of the Jews, p. 473).

«3 Op. cil., pp. 86, 95-6. I refer to this admirable work in preference to " Phonology"

in Bunsen's Outlines, because the latter has been disposed of by Kenan (supra, note 16).

«• Adblunq (Catalogue, St. Petersburg, 1820, p. 185) counted 8,064 languages: Balbi

enumerated 860 languages and 6000 dialects. The greatest Unguist on record. Cardinal

Mczzofanti, was acquainted, it is said, with but 52.

<85 Olia ^gyptiaca, p. 12.
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comes in to shed light upon the very cradle of humanity, and to

consecrate the memory of generations long since engulphed in the

quicksands of time." Thus much is certainly within the competency

of " philology;" and we may concede to it also the faculty, where the

historic elements for comparison exist— as in the range of Indo-ger-

manic, Semitic, and some few other well-studied groups of tongues

—

of ascertaining relationships of intercourse between widely-separate

families of man ; but not always, as it is fashionable now to claim,

and which I will presently show to be absurd, of a community of

origin between two given races physiologically and geographically

distinct. Again, no tongue is permanent. More than 150 years ago,

Eichard Bentley, perhaps the greatest critic of his age,^^ exemplified

this axiom while unmasking the Greek forgeries of Alexandrian

sophists. " Every living language, like the perspiring bodies of living

creatures, is in perpetual motion and alteration ; some words go ofl^

and become obsolete ; others are taken in, and by degrees grow into

common use ; or the same word is inverted in a new sense and notion,

which in tract of time makes as observable a change in the air and
features of a language, as age makes in the lines and mien of a face.

All are sensible of this in their own native tongues, where continual

use makes a man a critic." But, at the same time that this is the

law deduced from the historical evidences of written languages, its

action is enormously accelerated among petty barbarous tribes, such
as a few Asiatic, many African, several American, and still more
frequently among the Malayan, and Oceanico-Australian races.

Here, mere linguistic land-marks are as often completely effaced as

re-established ; while the typical characteristics of the race endure,

and therefore can alone serve as bases for ethnic classification. Tet
we read every day in some shape or other

:

" The decision of the Academy (of St Petersburg, 40 years ago)
was, however, quite unreserved upon this point ; for it maintains its

conviction, after a long research, that all languages are to he considered

as dialects (of one) now losU'"^ This enunciation of an eminent
Cardinal, although dating some 20 years back, is still quoted and
re-quoted by thankful imbecility which, on any other point of doc-
trine, would shudder at Romanist authority. And it excites Homeric
smiles among those who happen to know the estimation in which
Egyptologists now hold M. de Goulianoff's ArcUologie egyptienne and
Acrologie, to see his report to the Eussian Academy used as a dog-
matical finality to further linguistic advancement! In England he

«6 Dissertations upon the Epistles of Phalaris, Themisiocles, Socrates, Euripides, and upon thi
Fables of JEsop (1699); Dyce's ed., London, 8to, 1836; II, p. 1.

«8' Wiseman, Connection, &c., 2d ed., 8vo, London, 1842; pp. 68-9.
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lias been succeeded by a school wbicb discards the term "race" alto-
gether; because its Oracle, after an amazing number of contradict-
ory propositions, has latterly stated ^^^ ^^^ u-^^ believes that all the
varieties of man are referable to a single species," as per catalogue,
Luke Burke judiciously comments, of barbarian vocabularies.

One recipe, for attaining expeditiously a conclusion so devoutly
wished, is simple enough. It is the following:— 1st, to start with
king James's version of Genesis, Chapter IV, verse 25 :—2d, to jump
over 4730 years that an Archbishop says have elapsed from that day
to this, and take the population descended from "Adam and Eve" to
be now exactly 1,216,670,000 :^89_3d, to invent a sort of frame-work
(say "escritoire") containing precisely 9 pigeon-holes :— 4th, to label

them Monosyllabic, Turanian, Caucasian (alias Diosourian, said to be
the same thing), Persian, Indian, Oceanic, American, African, and
European:— 5th, disregarding such trifles as history, anatomy, or
physiological distinctions, to squeeze all humanity, " as per vocabu-
lary," into these 9 compartments:—6th, to chant "te Deum" over the
whole performance;—and lastly, 7th, to baptize as infidels those who
disbelieve the "unity of the human species" to be proved by any
such hocus-pocus, or arbitrary methods of establishing that of which
Science, at the present day, owing to insufficiency of materials,

humbly confesses herself to be ignorant ; whilst she indignantly re-

pudiates, as impertinent and mendacious, the suppression of all facts

that are too three-cornered to bejammed into the 9 pigeon-holes afore-

said. Such, in sober sadness, is the effect produced upon the minds
of unbiassed anthropologists, by this unscientific system. They can-

not, for the life of them, as concerns real ethnology, where the theo-

loger sees in each of these 9 pigeon-holes a wondrous "confirmation,"

perceive in the whole arrangement anything more than a reflex of

the mind of their ingenious inventor. What true philological science

has achieved, in the 6th year after the middle of our XlXth century,

may be studied in M. Alfred Maury's Chapter I of this volume. Its

results do not appear to favor monogenistic theories of human lan-

guage.

It is with the express object of avoiding this, or any other unnatural

system, that my "Ethnographic Tableau" has been prepared. Typo-

graphical exigencies compel an appearance, I must allow, of arbitrary

classification: but no definitive bar to progress is intended by its

arrangement ; and I shall be proud to follow any better that impartial

inquiries into Nature's laws may in the future elicit. Such as this

**• London Athenaeum, June 17, 1854.

**» Bayenstein, Deacriplive Notes, and Ethnographical Map of the World, London, 1854

;

pp. 2-4.
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"Tableau" may be, it is the result of years of labor and comparison

;

and the ingenuous critic, in view of the mechanical difficulties of its

execution, together with those of condensing so many different sub-

jects into limited spaces, may peradventure look upon it favorably,

under these circumstances.

We resume. It seems reconcilable with the theory,—now univer-

sally accepted by naturalists as demonstrated through botany, herpe-

tology, entomology, zoology, &c., of the original distribution of
animate creatures in centres, zones, or provinces of Creation— that

each one of the various primitive forms of human speech arose within
that geographical centre where the particular group of men inheriting

its time-developed, or now-corrupted dialects, was created. One can
furthermore perceive that the law oigradation—in physical characteris-

tics from one group ofmankind to another, when restored to their ear-

liest historical sites—^to some extent holds good upon surveying their

languages : that is to say, abstraction made of known migrations and
intermixtures among races, each grand type of humanity with its

typical idioms of speech, can be carried back, more or less approxi-
mately, to the cradle of its traditionary origin. Thus, for instance,
when, in America, we behold an Israelite, it requires no effort of
imagination to trace his ethnic pedigree backwards across the At-
lantic to Europe, and thence to Palestine ; whence history, combined
with the analogies of his race-character, and formerly special tongue,
accompanies him to Arpha-kasd, Chaldsean Orfa,**" in the neighbor-
hood of which lay the birth-place of the Abrahamidse. Beyond that
ultimatum, positive science hazards no opinion. The theologer alone
knows how or why Abraham's ancestry got among those hills instead
of beginning amid the Himalayan, Cordilleran, Pyrenean, or other
mountain ranges.

In this connection, however differing from many uncritical sur-
mises of their learned author, I must do Chesnbt the justice to say,
that his inquiries into the geographical site of the fabled "garden of
Ae\igh.t,"—Eden of the Chaldees, Hadenhche of Zoroaster, and Paradise
of the Persians—have cleared up, beyond any other writer, the diffi-
culties of identifying what, in king James's version,"' is a river
which, after " it was parted, (and) became into four heads."
The eminent chief of the "Euphrates Expedition" possessed, more

than any preceding traveller over the same localities, the scientific
requirements for their study; and his careful observations have re-
stored to rational geography,—not indeed a mythos, which even

«« Types of Mankind, pp. 536-7; and " Genealogical Tableau of Xth Genesis "
'SI Omesis, II, 10;— compare Eenan, Op. cit, pp. 449-56.
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Origen^^'' considered it "idiotic" to take in other than an allegorical
sense, but a tract of country satisfying all the topographical exigenda
of the brief poetic legend. « At the head of the fertile valleys of the
Halys, Aras, Tigris, and Euphrates," as Chesney demonstrates through
a beautiful map,"' » ^^ £^^^ ^g ^^j^j^^ ^^ expected, the highest moun-
tains which were known for a great many centuries after the Flood

;

and in this lofty region are the sources of the four great streams
above mentioned, which flow through Eden in directions tending
towards the four cardinal points." Hence all mystery vanishes
through the identification of a lovely province in Armenia, whence
the adjacent sources of four rivers stream forth— viz.: the Halys
(Phison) northwards to the Black Sea ; the Araxes (Gihon) eastwards
to the Caspian ; the Tigris {Eiddehel, as our translators foolishly spell

Har-DiKLe, the-DigU; ed-DidjU, of the present Mesopotamians) flow-

Lag southwards, and the Euphrates (Phr§,t) westwards, until, bending
towards each other, these two rivers unite and fall into the Persian
Gulf through the 8hut-el-Srab.

Being almost the only people whose geographical origin can now
be determined within a few leagues of space, it may be well to

strengthen this assertion from other quarters; after remarking that the
starting-place ofthe Abrahamidse (or high-landers), before they became
Hebrews

(
Yonderers, subsequently to journeying westward beyond the

Euphrates), falls naturally within the zoological province allotted by
Agassiz** to the Syro-Iranian fauna of the European realm.

Mackay ^^ has thrown together some of the best German authorities

on the " mythical geography of Paradise," which substantiate these

and my former remarks on Arpha-kasd.

"Among the places locally distinguished by the name' of Eden
was a hill district of northern Assyria or Media, called Eden in

Thelasar (2 Kings xix, 12; Ezek. xxvii, 23— Gesen. Lex. p. 60,

1117 ; WiNEK, B. W. B., I, 380 ; IT, 704). This Thelasar or Ellasar

{Cren. xiv) is conterminous with Ptolemy's 'Arrapachitis (meaning
either 'Chaldsean fortress,' Ewald, Geschichte, I, 333; or, 'Aryapaks-

chata,' bordering upon Arya or Iran, Von Bohlbn, Q-enesis, 137), and
with the plain of the ancient city Rages or Ragau [Judith, I, 6, 15),

where the Assyrian monarch overcame the Median king Arphaxad.
Rai, in several Asiatic tongues, was a name for Paradise (Von Bohlen,

*'2 Peri-Archon, lib. IV, o. 2 ; Huet, Origeniana, p. 167.

^ T'he Expedition for the survey of the Bivers Euphrates and Tigris (1835-7) ; London, 1850,

I, pp. 266-80; 11, 1-60; and "Map of the countries situate between the rivers Nile and

[ndus."

tM "ProTinees of the Animal World"— Types of Mankind, pp. Ixvii-iii, Ixxviii, and map;

afee, pp. 112-15, 116-17.

^ Progress of the Ihtellect, London, 8to, 1850; I, pp. 39-44.
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GeneBiB, 27), and both Bai and Arphaxad, or Arrapaehitis, occur in

the personal genealogy of Heber (Ken is Ragan in the Septnagint).

It has been ingeniously surmised that the genealogy from Shem to

Abraham is in part significant of geographical localities, or successive

stations occupied by the Hebrews in the progress of migration from

Bome point in the north-east of Asia, from which tradition extended

In a divergent circle as from the mythical Eerieya of the Zend-avesta

(EWALD, aeschi^hte Israel, 316, 333, 336). In Hebrew tradition, as m
that of the Indians and Persians, this region was immemorially

sacred." No scholar at all acquainted with the bibhcal exegesis

pretends any longer to recognize, in the misspelled name Arphaxad

(copied by the English translators from the Greek vereionl, an mdi-

vidual personage, but merely a geographical name AEPAa-KaSD'.

Thus Bunsen : «« "Arpakhshad (the men of Arrapakhitis), after having

gone in the person of Eber into Mesopotamia, pass in the person of

Abraham into Palestine (Canaan). * * * I^ow, as to Arpakshad or

Arrapakhitis, we know from Ptolemy that their country was situated

between Armenia and Assyria, on the southern slopes of the Gordy-

gean mountains, overhanging Assyria. This, therefore, we may con-

sider as one starting-point. * * * Why should such a geographical

origin not be expressed geographically, and why should it be mis-

interpreted ?"

But, although it may be still impossible to fix the earliest cradles

of other races with the same precision, and within an equally-small

area, as the Jewish, history enables us to eliminate a great many

others from consideration when we treat of the zoological province

they have latterly occupied as aliens through transplantation. Thusj

for example, every German in America is immediately restored to

northern Europe ; every negro to Africa ; and if a Chinese, a Malay,

or other type of man, be encountered anywhere outside of the geo-

graphic9,l boundary of his race, he is instantly placed back in it by

educated reason. Hence, through this natural, almost instinctive

process, in which history, philology and physiology,must co-operate,

each type of mankind can be restored to its original centre, if not

perhaps strictly of creation, at least to that of its earliest historical

occupancy; beyond which point human knowledge stands at fault:

but none of these sciences, by any possibility, carries back a negro

to the Caucasus, traces a Kelt to the Andes, refers a Jew to the Altai,

transfers a Pawnee to the Alps, a Yukagir to the mountains of the

Moon, or an Australian to Mount Ararat, as the respective birth-

's' Ohristianity and Mankind, their beginning and prospects, London, 8vo, 1854: HI, p. 179,

180, 191. Cf. also Gesenii Thesaurus, Lipaise, 1829 ; I, p. 153 ; toob ti-^x-
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places of these persons. Thauraaturgy alone claims to perform such
miracles ; ethnology ignores them altogether.

.

When each type of man is thus replaced in the natural province
of his origin, we can, by taking a map of the earth, indicate in colors
several centres, within and around each of which the group of
humanity traced to it seems—the theological point of view being, in
this discussion, left aside as obsolete—aboriginally to have clustered.
Their number I do not pretend to guess at; there may be 3, 5, 7, or

8, though less, I think, than a dozen primitive centres ; but, under
such aspects, which limited space now precludes my justifying by
argument or examples, it will probably be found (by those who for
their own instruction may choose to test the problem as patiently as

curiosity has led me to do for mine), that history, comparative physi-
ology and philology, will harmonize completely with the zoological

theory of several centres, and prove Prof. Agassiz's view to be irre-

fragable, viz : that mankind and certain mammalia were originally

subject to the same laws of distribution.

To apply this doctrine to languages : A given number of such
natural provinces being experimentally determined through induc-

tion, and then marked off by colored spots, each representing a

typical group of homogeneous languages, upon a Mercator's chart;**'

if each one of these groups be taken separately as a point of departure

in the eccentrical radiations of its own master-tongue, it will then be

recognized, with the ingenious traveller "Waldeck,"'*' that languages

may he compared to circles ; the primitive, or aboriginal, speech forming

in each the centre. The farther such tongue advances towards the

circumference, the more it loses, in originality ; the tangent, that is to

say, the point at which it encounters another language (radiating

likewise from its own circle) is the place where it begins to undergo

alterations, and commences the formation of a mixed idiom. By and

by, a third language, also in process of spiral giration outwards upon

its own axis, intersects either one of the two preceding or the point

ofunion betwixt both. Under such circumstances, it will be seen (and

inight be represented on the Map in shades of color) that the "copia

verborum" always, and the grammatical construction frequently, of

*" Among attempts made at an " Ethnographical Map of the World," according to reli-

^ous belief, occupations, &c., I would particularly commend Ratbnsiein's large sheet

(Reynolds, Strand, London) ; but all these represent the distribution of mankind at the

present day ; whereas my conception refers to that of different human types at the earliest

historical point of -view (parallel with Egyptian pyramids 5000 years ago). Such a map
has not been published yet; owing, chiefly, I think, to a preyalent dogma, that, inasmuch an

all humanity commenced upon Mount Ararat, any other system would be tc orofane for

remunerative sales.

*98 Voyage PiltoT, et Archiol. in Tacatan, Paris, folio, 1837; p. 24.
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three distinct languages, thereby become more or less interblended.

Again, in course of time, some elements of a fourth, a fifth, or even

of more, languages, originating in other centres, may be infiltrated

into, or superimposed upon, this tripartite basis at certain points. Now,

to analyze the component parts of this mass, and to carry back each

organically-diverse tongue to its pristine centre, is the true office of

antiquarian philology ; and herein consists the most glorious applica-

tion of this science, regarded as the handmaiden, not the mistress,

of "Ethnology," which term ought to represent the judicious union

of all sciences bearing upon the study of Man.

By way of exemplifying that such fusions have really taken place

among languages, I would instance the Constantinopolitan Turkish,

or present Osmanlee dialect. Originally Altaic in geographical deri-

vation, the Turkish type, barred by the Himalayan range from much
influence over Hindost^n, and (save in the desperate alternative of

flight or extermination undergone by what remains of Turkish among
the hybrid TakuU) shrinking from that Siberian cold which consti-

tutes the mundane happiness of the Arctic-men (Samoyeds, Tchut-

chis, Eskimaux, &c.), radiated towards China on the east and Media
on the west. Driven away from the flowery empire after prolonged

onslaughts, the Turkish hordes—bringing with them, as their only

trophies, a few Chinese words in their vocabulary, and some Chinese

women in their harems— struggled for many ages in efforts to cross

the Arian, or Persian, barrier, which arrested their march towards

Europe. At such epochs was it that, in Persic history, the Turks
were first called Aniranians, and latterly Turanians; during all these

periods of encampment, never failing to add Mongolian, Scythic, and
Arian, females to the Chinese that already garnished their tented

seraglios. They absorbed abundant Persian vocables into their

speech in the interim; and, through amalgamation with higher types
(essentially Caucasian), their homely features began to acquire Eu-
ropean proportion. Finally, as Osmanlees, we find them making
Istambool their terrestrial paradise—the fairest of Arabia's, Circas-

sia's, and Hellas's daughters becoming their "spolia opima" for four
centuries ; thereby polishing the Turkish form to such degree, that
even the Bostanjees (gardeners), and Qayihjees (boatmen), of modern
Byzantium now frequently rival Alcibiades in personal beauty. By
way, however, of polygamic re-vindication, the politics of 1854-6
guarantee, at least for the next generation, further improvements at
Galata and Scutari ; only, this time, the manly cohorts of Britain,
Prance, and Sardinia, by reversing the gender, have secured Ottoman
melioration through the female line ; and sculpture looks forward
hopefully to a liberal supply from Turkey of torsi for Apollos.
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" Pari passu " with Turkish improvements in the physique, owing
to amalgamation with higher races, has run the history of their lan-

guage. Of yore in Asia as barbarous and limited in vocabulary as

an Eskimo's, the Osmanlee speech has become in euphony laost

beautiful ; and through its inherent capacity of expansion, aided by
absorption of foreign roots, unbounded ; because upon a given mono-
syllable, stolen no matter whence, the Turkish verb can agglutinate

just what sense it pleases. Thus, supposing that recent contact with

English hospitals should have impressed upon the Ottoman ear the

syllable "sick," as relic of the valetudinarian's phrase "I am sick,"

the Turk can immediately, through the form sick-mek, by adding ish,

obtain a reciprocal verb sick-ish-mek, "to be sick with one another;"

or extend it even to sick-ish-dir-il-mek, " to be brought to be sick

with one another ;" and so on through thirty-six forms of conjuga-

tion ;^* "in which the alien monosyllable " sick " will henceforward

continue to play as great a part, while Turks endure, as if it had
been native Turanian.

The Ottomans, therefore, exhibit in their present speech all the

historical radiations from their Altaic centre. At first exclusively

Turanian, their language contracted some Sinic peculiarities ; and
then so many Arian (Persian) vocables and inflexions,—followed,

after their conversion to Islamism, by such an abundance of Semitic

(Arabic) roots—^that the more a polite speaker introduces Persian and

Arabic into his discourse, the higher is an Osmanlee diplomatist's

estimation of such person's culture.™ The modern Persian language

presents a similar superposition of Turanian and Semitic forms upon

an Arian tongue.

This principle of primitive centres of speech has been victoriously

proved for Semitic languages by Renan, and for Malayan by Craw-

furd; and it is even exemplified in our bastard English tongue,

although its chief absorptions are Indo-Grermanic, except in foreign

substantives imported by commercial intercourse from other centres

all over the world; as may be seen in De Vere's^^ capital book.

Another method, not altogether new and somewhat defective in

technical illustration, has just been proposed by Dr. David F. Wein-

land (before the American Association for the advancement of Sei-

*^ Max MiJLLEK, op. cit.. pp. 111-4; and Holdermann's Grammaire Turque, Constanti-

nople, 1730, pp. 25-8.

^ Recollection of Baron de Tott's work, read when I began a slight study of Turkish at

Cairo, 1832-4, suggests reference to some very happy illustrations of this mixture of three

tongues given by ^im; but I no longer possess, nor know where to find, his book for

citation.

Ml Outlines of Compar itive Philology, New York, 1853.

37
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encej^"^ "on the names of Animals with reference to Ethnology"), for

tracking back the name of a given animal to its primitive zoological

province, and hence deducing the nation that first occupied such

centre. There is not the slightest doubt of its logical correctness, and

I lament that space is now lacking to corroborate it by other exam-

ples ; but my brief philological digression, save on one point, must

be closed ; and with the less regret because our able collaborator, M.

Alfred Maury, has covered the philological ground of ethnology in

Chapter I. of this volume.

The facts most obnoxious to the modern evangelical hypothesis of

the unity of all languages, and which philological monogenism, with

conspiring unanimity, either slurs over, or suppresses, lie in those

numerous cases where the type of man, now found speaking a given

language, bears no relation physically, or through its geographical

origin, to the speech which, derived from a totally-distinct Centre, it

employed as its vernacular. Thus, as a ready instance, negroes

transported to America from Africa (their own African idioms being

wholly lost within two generations) have spoken Dutch in I^ew

York State, German in Pennsylvania, Swedish in Delaware, English

from Maine to Louisiana; where, in a single city. New Orleans,

they still converse in French, Spanish, or English, according to the

domestic language of their proprietors. Continuing through the

Antilles, among which, on different islands, Erench, Danish, Span-

ish, English dialects, and even Irish with the brogue,^^ are tortured

by negro voices in the absence of any colloquial African tongue, we
find them speaking Caribsean dialects along the Mosquito shores,

Portuguese in Brazilian cities, and the lingoa geral,^ or current

Indian idioms of the country, throughout South America. In
parallel manner, all along Barbary, Egypt, and Syria, imported
negroes talk only in Arabic; while in Asia Minor, and in the Morea,
I have met with many wholly ignorant of any language but Turkish
in the former case, and Greek in the latter. Here, then, are familiar

instances where human faunse of the African realm would, by the

mere philologer reasoning upon a few vocabularies, be assigned to

the Indogermanic, the Semitic, or the Turanian groups of known
Asiatic origin! Against such "petitiones principii," Desmoulins

«« Reported in New York Herald, Aug. 26th, 1856 ; and perhaps as regards foreign pro-
per names incorrectly.

«» Types of Mankind, p. 723.

^ Aug. be St. Hilaibe, Voyages dans let provinces de Rio de Janeiro et de Minas Gerats,
Paris, 8to, 1830; I, pp. 424-6; II, 49-57 :—Rugeijdas, Voy. Pitlor. dans le BrStil, Paris,
1883 ; II, pp. 3, 27-34.
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was the first to raise his voice ;«>= followed by Morton,'^'» D'Avezac,=°'
Pickering,«« and others ; but inasmuch as some ethnographers do
not appear to have laid sufficient stress on the multitude of these
contradictions inherent in the mere philological school, I will enu-
merate a few of the more striking instances, beginning with the
oldest historical nation, that of Egypt.
The Felldh of* the present day has recovered the type of his

primitive ancestry {vide supra, pi. I and 11, and p. 109) ;
yet his

language has become Arabic instead of the ancient Hamitic, which,
in the ratio of its antiquity, frees itself from Shemite influence.™^

The Jews, spread over the world, their primitive Aramasen tongue
and its successor the Hebrew being colloquially forgotten, adopt as

their own the language of every race among whom they happen to

sojourn
; yet, owing to intermarriage exclusively among their own

race, their true type has been preserved independently of such
transplantations—^I allude to that of more or less sallow complexion,
black hair and eyes, aquiline nose, and high but receding forehead.

Nevertheless, it would be an illusion to suppose that, even since the

cessation of intermixture with Canaanites, Persians, and Greeks,

down to their expulsion from Palestine after the fall of Jerusalem,

the Israelites have been able to avoid mingling their blood with that

of other races, to the extent which rabbinical superstition may claim

or that Christians habitually concede. This is accounted for in the

vicissitudes of their history during our middle ages ; and is mainly

owing to the proselyting furor of the Inquisition. On the one

hand, forced conversions, in Spain and Portugal especially, often

compelled Hebrews to dissimulate their repugnance to Gentile

unions, as well as to disguise their secret adherence to Judaism;

and this, sometimes, with such consummate skill that, in 1665, the

Christian Patriarch of Jerusalem was discovered to have been a Jew
all his life !

*'" On the other, polygamy was ever free to the Israel-

ite,"' until abandoned throughout Europe in submission to Catholic

laws. The historical instances are so numerous of modern Jewish

alliances with Gentiles, that it would require many pages to illus-

"*>» Racet Surnames, pp. 366-50.

«» " Inedited MSS.," IPj/pet of Mankind, pp. 311, 822-3 :— Gliddoh, Olia ^gyptiaca,

pp. 78-9.

5W BullUin de la Soe. de aSographie, XIV, 1840; p. 228.

MS Bates, pp. 277-8.

M9 Birch, Orystal Palace Hand-book, 1856; pp. 249-52.

"0 BashAGE, Hist, and Rdig. of the Jews, fol. London, 1708 ; p. 705. To Basnage, who

may justly be termed the continuer of Josephus, I must refer the reader for proofs of Ml

my assertions.

6" Op. ciu, pp. 469-70.
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trate them fully ; but their result is, that the votaries of Judaism

may be divided into two broadly-marked and distinct types, viz.

the one above mentioned, and another distinguished by lank and

tall frame, clear blue eye, very white and freckled skin, and yellow-

reddish hair.

Not merely in Barbary, Arabia, JBokhara, Hindost^n and China,

have numberless converts to Judaism mingled their blood with the

pure Abrahamic stock ; but, at several periods of temporary pros-

perity, and in various parts of Europe also, during the middle ages,

Indo-germanic and Sclavonian families, adopting Mosaic institutes,

freely intermixed with Israelites; and hence, through amalgamation,

arise all noticeable divergencies from the well-known standard type.

Poland seems to be the focus of this fusion of Jews with the German

and Sarmatian races ;
'^^^ but some descendants of these multifarious

unions, exiled from Spain, form at this day large classes in Algeria

;

and, whilst they are rare in Egypt and Syria, I can attest their fi-e-

quency at Rhodes, Smyrna, and Constantinople. But, as a special

instance of the false deductions that would be drawn from them

(were philology not to be controlled by physiological criteria combined

with history), while at Rhodes and Smyrna the outdoor language of

these Israelites is Greek, and at Constantinople Turkish,— their

domestic speech is Spanish, and their literature in the same tongue

printed with Hebrew letters ! The rationale is, they descend from

the Jews driven out of Spain during the XVIth century, where they

must have absorbed a goodly portion of Gothic, or perhaps Vandal,

blood prior to their exode. Indeed, upon surveying the infinitude

of diverse languages, habits, dresses, and contradictory institutions,

contracted by the Jewish type in every country of the earth, and the

consequent clashings of each national synagogue upon points of reli-

gious doctrine among Khahhamhrn educated in different countries,

should wealth ever enable Europeanized Jews to re-purchase Jerusa-

lem, and to collect their brethren there from all regions of the earth,

I much fear the result would be but a repetition of the " confusion

of Babel." Apart from identity of physical conformation, subject to

the exceptions above noticed, there could be but one test (and that

latterly made doubtful)*" through which such incongruous elements

could fraternize ; and like a Council at Ephesus, this Sanhedrim

512 BoEY PE St. Vmoent, Anthropologie de VAfrique Fran^aise, 1845, pp. 12, 15, 17-8:

—

RozET, Voyage dans la Eegmced'Alger, Paris 4to, 1833; II, pp. 210-35. The learned author

of Genesis of the Earth and of Man (1856, pp. 69, 123) supposes that the frequency of these

fair-skinned yellow-haired Jews In the East " has not been mentioned hy any writer." Here

are two witnesses in the meanwhile.

51' Bebtherand [MSdecine et Hygiine des Arabes, Paris, 1855 ; p. 313, note), oil changes

in Circumcision.
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would soon dissolve in uproar, affording to Gentiles a spectacle

similar to, and edifying as, that of the Conventicle of Dordrecht

:

" Dordrachi Synodus nodus.

Chorus integer seger.

Conventus ventus,

Sessio stramen, Amen."

Very singular is it, nevertheless, that the people whose xenolasia,

or hatred to foreigners, has been so instinctive since their post-Baby-

lonian history, should have become in language the most cosmopo-

litan. Thus Josephus says, that they who learned many tongues

were not esteemed in Judea ; and Origen testifies that, in his time,

the Jews did not trouble themselves about Grecians or their tenets.

In the Mishna, Jewish children are forbidden to acquire Greek.*-*

" The pastille, annexed to the text of the Misnah, contains a maledic-

tion, pronounced against him who keeps a hog, or teaches his son

Cheek; as if it was equally impure to feed an unclean beast, and to

give men a good education :" but exile forced the Rabbis to relax

such inhibitions, during the 11th century, after E. Solomon of Bar-

celona ; and now it would be difficult to define Israelitish character-

istics more aptly than by " Judaismus polyglottus," did not the ori-

ginal Abrahamic type,—owing to a recognized law in breeding, that

the many, effacing by degrees the few, invariably return to their

normal physique—vindicate its right to be called the purest, cceteris

paribus, of all nations upon earth.

Again, among Shemitish examples, there are multitudes of pure-

blooded Arabs in Affghanist^n and Bokh§,ra, few of whom except

their Moolahs preserve their Arabian dialect;*'" but have adopted

the alien idioms of the country, whilst preserving their Arabic phy-

sique during about 1000 years. In Asia, these metamorphoses of

tongue coupled with preservation of type are innumerable. There

are white Kalmjiks (Telenggout) in Siberia, whose physiognomy is

wholly Mongol : but speaking Turkish, they are evidently a Mongo-

lian family which, losing its own tongue, has adopted a Turkish dia-

lect.^'^ K one were to attempt a specification of the hybrid grada-

H* Basnage, pp. 405, 608-9. A very singular question,^bearing upon cranioscopy, is

asked in the old Talmud (Schabbas), viz. : "Quare sunt capita Babyloniorum rotunda

TMeGeLGiLOTt] ?" Joh. Buxtobpi p., Lexicon Chaldakum Talm. el Rabbin., 1629, p. 1435.

The &ct is (mpra, Chap. II,. figs. 39, 40), they are round.

515 Khanikoff, Bokhara, its Amir and People, transl. De Bode, London, 8vo., 1845 ; pp.

67_80: Malcolm, Siflory of Persia, London, 4to., 1815; p. 277:

—

Moeieb, Second Jour-

ney through Persia, London, 4to., 1818; i. pp. 47-8. On the absurdity of Jews being the

ancestors of the Tadjiks of Bokhara, or the Pushtaneh of Cabul, read Kennbdt, Question

of the supposed Lost Tribes of Israel, London, 8to, 1855, p. 51.

516 Klapkoth, Magazin Asiatique, No. L :—See all kinds of similar transpositions between

race and tongue in Desmodliks, passim.
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tions in blood and languages that exist around the circumferences

of Arctic, Ouralian, Altaic, Thibetan, Daourian, and other stocks,

wherein one race has exchanged its language, whilst more or less

perpetuating its own race-character, a volume of citations would

barely cover the contradictory instances ; but the exactitude of a

competent authority's,*" Count John Potocki's, experience would be

thoroughly confirmed :— "but I also encounter [at Astrakan] new

difficulties. I behold men with flat faces, who seem to belong to

the same people ; but these men speak different languages. On the

other hand, men with dissimilar features express themselves in the

same idiom ; and all pretend to be the veritable Tatars of Tchinghiz-

kh^n !" The same phenomena, upon contrasting ancient and

modern times especially, meet the eye everywhere in Europe. "For
example," says Potocki,"^ whilst laying down an admirable series of

rules for unravelling these complex meshes wherein the tongue con-

tradicts the race, or vice versa, "the Tatars of Lithuania have pre-

served their little eyes and their religion ; but they have lost their

language, and no longer speak anything but Polish : at the same

time that Latham,*" in whose excellent compilation other instances

occur, establishes that— "a. There is a considerable amount of

Ugrian blood amongst certain populations whose speech is Sclavonic.

h. There is a considerable amount of Sclavonic blood among certain

populations whose speech is German," Haartman*^ has shown that

the Carelians, hitherto classed as Finns, belonged to a totally dis-

tinct family, whose lost language " has been superseded by the Fin-

nic:" Mebuhr™ proves that the Epirots "changed their language,

without conquest or colonization, into Greek:" Maury indicates the

diversities of races and tongues now becoming absorbed into French,

whilst still preserving distinctive marks of separate race-charac-

ters:*^ Keith Johnston's exquisite "Ethnographic Map of Great Bri-

tain and Ireland," with its letter-press,*^ exhibits how pre-Keltic,

Celtic, and Teutonic differences of blood and languages are gradu-

ally merging themselves into a common vernacular, the English;

although the original distinctions of race still survive countless inter-

S" Voyage dans les Steps de VAstrakan et du Caucase. Bistoire Primilif des Peuples qui ont

habits aneiennement ees ContrSes : Nouveau Piriple du Pont Euxin— with notes by Klaproth •

Paris, 8to., 1829; ii. p. 52:—See Reckbekg (Les Peuples de la Russii, Paris, fol. ; Discours

prSliminaire, pp. 3, 6-13) for the rarions families occupying the Russian Empire= ninety-

nine nations.

618 Op. cit., i. p. 12.

619 Native Races of the Russian Empire, London, 12mo., 1864; p. 23.
6M Transactions of the R. Soc. of Stockholm, 1847. }

»2i History of Rome, i. p. 37. f " Morton's inedited MSS."
622 Ethnologic Anciinne de la France, Paris, 18mo., 1853, pp. 22-32.
623 Physical Atlas, fol. 1855, PI. 33.
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marriages
: and Pickering,^^ struck with linguistic anomalies beheld

in the eleven races discerned by him in his voyage round the world,
at the same time that he furnishes other illustrations, judiciously ob-
serves— "Although languages indicate national affiliation, theii

actual distribution is, to a certain extent, independent of physical

race. Confusion has sometimes arisen, from not giving due atten-

tion to this circumstance ; and indeed, the extension, or the impart-

ing of languages, is a subject which has received very little attention.

Writers sometimes reason as if nations went about in masses, the

strong overcoming the weak, and imposing at once their customs,

religion, and languages on the vanquished ;" when the contrary has

been more frequently exemplified : and he shows that in the cases of

Africans transplanted involuntarily to the United States, Hayti, and
St. Vincent, " we have three examples, where one physical race of

. men has succeeded to the languages and institutions of another."

In general, the fusion between languages originating from different

centres, is parallel with amalgamations between races of distinct

stocks brought together from widely separated countries. Among
familiar examples, wherein English thus struggles for mastery (apart

from Malta against Italian-Arabic, and in the Ionian Islands against

Venitianized Greek), may be mentioned Pitcairng Islanders (by

this time probably moved on to Van Diemen's Land), whither the

"Bounty's" mutineers, carrying oflf Polynesian females, formed a

race of half-castes : the small, if prolitic, family at Tristan d'Acunha,

compounded between nigritian women from St. Helena and British

marines;— and the amalgamizing tendency of colonists at S'ew

Zealand,*^ which introduces a third element of hybridity amid a

people that, at the time of their earliest relations with Europeans,

were already (strange to say) composed of two different stocks ; the

one fair, and unquestionably Polynesian ; the other black, either

Harfoorian or Papuan ; whose union had produced various shades of

mulattoes,— to the astonishment of Crozet,™ when he saw "trois

especes d'hommes, des blancs, des noirs, et des basanes ou jaunes,"

at Cook's Port of Islands. Some day, perhaps, a philologer, who

disregards history and race-character, will establish perfect unity

among Piteairn, Tristan d'Acunha, and New Zealand, humanity, on

the ground of their natives speaking English

!

Thus, one might travel onward, by the aid of literary sources, from

'» United Slates Explor. Exped., 1848, fol., IX, pp. 277-9.

'25 Angas, New Zealand illustrated, London, foL, 1846.

626 Nouveau Voyage d la Mer du Sud, -with Capt. Marlon in the " Mascarin" and " Cash-ies,"

Paris, 8vo, 1783; pp. 51-2, 137-8:—confirmed by Chamisso, in Kotzebce's Voi/. of Disco-

very into the South Sea, &c. ; tranl. Lloyd, London, 8vo, 1821 ; III, p. 290. The Tonga

Islanders afford a parallel illustration.
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country to country, all over the world (as indeed my notes can show

that I have done) to prove that there is scarcely any spot remaining

now where amalgamation between different races has not taken

place; and, consequently, where pMlologi/, if applied without know-

ledge of these physical facts, must often lead to egregious error. I

must content myself, however, with succinct references, under each

of the 54 heads of our "Ethnographic Tableau," to authorities,

through which an inquirer can satisfy himself upon the truth of this

assertion. The converse of our proposition will, moreover, substan-

tiate its correctness, viz. : that, wherever there has been no amalga^

mation of races, a type will perpetuate its language and its blood,

irrespectively of climatic influences. Many islands and peninsulas

would furnish illustrations in different regions of the earth, but none

more fortified with such historical guarantees, and for so long a period

as thirty generations, as hyperborean Iceland.

Sixty-five years, that is about A. d. 795, before its re-discovery by

the Norwegian Floke in 861, Iceland had been occasionally visited by

Irish anchorites from the Feroe Isles ;^" the latter being known to the

learned monks of Ireland prior to 725. Colonization of the former

island by Scandinavians commenced as early as 862;™ and thither

flocked the E"orthmen in such numbers from Halogaland, Drontheim,

Nordenfield, IsTommedalen, &c., together with some cognate families

from Sweden, Scotland, the Hebrides, and Ireland, that, by 920, the

„ country was already populous ; and the first historical census of 1100

showed about " 3860 principal heads of families." Unspeakable

disasters from plagues, volcanoes, famines, and diminutions of tem-

perature, have been their lot ; especially when cut off from their last

Greenland offshoots''^'' by the ice, during 1406-8. During nearly

1000 years pure-blooded iTorthmen have withstood, remote from the

rest of the world, Iceland's inhospitable climate, and, free from

amalgamation with any other race, as a consequence, still speak

the old Norse as purely as Ingolfr, the first actual settler in 862.^

Nevertheless, imbued, since their forcible conversion, 981-1000, with

biblical traditions, even these Icelanders have hitched their genealo-

gies on to the Semitic chart called Xth Genesis ! Jon Arason, bishop

'2T Letkonne, Recherches geoffraphiques el critiques sur le Livre "de Mensura orbis Terrae,"

compose en Irelande, au commencement du 9"" siicle par Dicuil; Paris, 1814; pp. 131—46.
S'* Xavieb Marmibb, " Histoire de I'lslande," Voyage de la Commission Scientifique du Nord,

Corvette "Eeoherche," en Islande et au Greenland (1835-6); Paris, 8vo, 1840; pp. 12-191.
'™ ScoBESBT, Journal of Northern Whale Fishery and West Greenland, Edinburgh, 8vo, 1823

;

and Gaimabd, "Histoire du Voyage de la Recherche," Paris, 1838; I, p. 3.

630 Mabmiee, "Litt^rature Islandaise," op. cit., p. 7:— Bunsen, Discourse on Ethnology,

British Assoc, for the Adv. of Science, in "Tliree linguistic Dissertations," London, 1848; pp.
278-9.
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of Iceland towards the end of tlie 15th century, although the son of
a peasant, '' caused his genealogy to mount up in a straight line to
the first kings of Denmark, and even to Adam. * * * it comes
down from Adam to Ifoah, from Noah to Japhet, to Jafre, Jothum,
Cyprus, Crete, Saturn, Jupiter, to Darius. At the 23d degree, we
find Priam

; at the 25th, Throar, whom we call Thor, says the chroni-
cler ; at the 42d, Voden or Odin ; then come the first kings of Den-
mark; and, at the 85th, appears the name of this bishop !"^i In such
a desolate country, amid wintry darkness extending to 21 hours per
diem, time must have been wearisome. Sympathy bids us respect
the fables of a school-loving people, who, "simplex munditiis,"
composed the Udda, besides a multitude of Sagas,— generally about
as historical as good Bishop Arason's pedigree.^

Icelanders, however, may challenge the rest of mankind to exhibit
another nation upon which a thousand years have entailed neither
change of race nor alteration of speech. Their high-caste Scandi-
navian features, abundantly figured in portraits by Gaimard,-"^

equally attest the purity of their blood and permanence of type,

despite their long position on the Arctic circle,—where, according
to alleged climatic action upon the human frame, and Bishop Ara-
son's genealogical tables aforesaid, they ought to have become either

Lapps or lEshimo!

Let it not be said, in behalf of the monogenistic view, that, in

proportion as one recedes into antiquity, fewer languages and fewer
races are encountered. At the age of the writer of Xth Genesis,

within the very limited superficies embraced within his geography,™

the 79 nations, tribes, cities, and countries, enumerated by him, were
already divided "after their tongues." The existence of no others

was known to him, else more would have been recorded. Even in

a fractional part of the world, just at the edge of the above map's

circumference, Herodotus tells us that, in the twelve cities of Ionia

alone, four distinct tongues were spoken ; and how Grecian traders,

between the Volga and the Uralian range, carried with them no

less than seven interpreters ; whilst Polybius narrates that Carthagi-

nian mercenaries in Spain, during a mutiny, vociferated their demands

in ten different languages. Yet, to all these chroniclers, three fourths

s>i Marmiek, "Histoire," p. 323:— Compare some of the Arab genealogies collected by

Chesney;— Op. eil., I, appendices, Tables 1-4.

532 ElLESMERE, Gutde to Northern Archceology, by the R. Soc. of Northern Antiquaries of

Copenhagen, London, 8vo, 1848, pp. 83-91.

633 Makmieb, Op. at. From it I have selected the simple fisherman, Petur Olafsen ; No. 14

of our Tableau : but the work contains larger likenesses of men more illustrious, perhaps,

though not more typical.

63* Types of Mankind, pp. 549-50, Ethnol. Tableau, and Map.
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of the earth's surface were utterly unknown! A glance ove>* the

annals, or monuments, of these three fourths, will prove that the

major portion of their human inhabitants, like other genera of their

mammalia, must have existed contemporaneously. Our last volume,

combined with the great enhancement of authentic examples con-

tributed by our erudite coadjutor Mr. Pulszky to this, ought to

satisfy unbiassed doubters that it is not through the mere love of

opposition that polygenists claim a right to demand some things

more reasonable than dogmatic denial, before "the unity of the

human speoies" can be accepted by science.

There occurs yet another contingency that, in various countries,

has had a certain influence in disturbing the natural order of some

tongues, and which philologists should not altogether ignore. It is

where, as in the French " argots," in the English " slangs," or in the

Arabic dialect of the Awalem, a new idioin is invented. Of such,

Oriental history presents us with many curious examples, and Euro-

pean even to the forgery of a pretended language. Thus, in Ohin'a,

as mentioned in our former work, the Mandchou Tartar dynasty

coined five thousand new words which they forced upon their sub-

jects, as Champollion-Figeac says, "d'emblee et par ordonnance."

Again, at Owyhee, about 1800, His Majesty Tamaahmaah invented

a new language, in commemoration of the birth of a son ; but, accord-

ing to Kotzebue, this prince happening to die, the people resumed

their old one. There are many English colonies where, at this day,

judicial proceedings in court, as at Malta and Corfu, can only be

carried on in English ; and the strongest bulwark of the Ottoman
rule,—now extinguishing itself in the exact ratio that, through amal-

gamation, the pure Turanian blood ebbs away—was that uncom-
promising instinct which forbade Turks to respect any language but

the Turkish. 'Sow, I do not mean to aver that, in any of these cases,

counterfeits cannot be detected ; or that true philology is unable to

discover the genuine stock from which such invention may have
issued, so to say, by the ring of the metal. I am merely calling

attention to very common circumstances through which the tongue
spoken frequently contradicts the type of its speaker.

But, to close this argument : It may be advanced by transcendental

philology, that all these distinct tongues are comprehended within its

laws ; that is to say, whether a transplanted negro in America speaks

Cherokee, a Jew expatriated to Singapore adopts Malay, or a Chi-

nese brought up at Berlin converses in German, that, nevertheless,

these languages— American, Malayan, and Teutonic— that each
individual has acquired; together with those idioms— African,
Hebrew, and Sinic— which every individual has forgotten, are all
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comprised vsathin the classification " Arian, Semitic, and Turanian,"
as understood by the Bunsen-scliool ; and furthermore that, like
unity in trinity, these three classes are reducible into one primeval
speech.

Denying the competency of any man living, in the actual state
of science, to be considered a "philologist" if he enunciate such a
doctrine, I must again refer to M. Maury's Chapter I. in the present
volume for proofs that the truth lies in the contrary statement.

Although the subject of " chronology" may be here a little out of
place, still, in support of preceding remarks [supra, pp. 466, 469], the
reader will not object to my intercalating the substance of Chevalier
Bunsen's latest publication [JEgyptens Stelle, Y'"^ Buches, 5'= Ab-
theilung, pp. 342-59), in the only space of this volume where such
new and interesting matter can be introduced. I am not aware that
the woris: itself has yet reached this country, but owe what follows to

the considerate kindness of our collaborator Mr. Pulszky, through a
private letter received here whilst finally correcting " revises."

CHEVALIEB BUNSEK'S CHBONOIOGY.
Tears before Christ.

Oeigik op Mankind. 20,000
Flood in Northern Asia— Emigration of the Arians from the valley of the

Oxus and Jaxartes, and of the Shemites from the valley of the Tigris and

Euphrates— between , 10,000 and 11,000

Egyptian nomea (provinces) under republican form 10,000

But, the use of hieroglyphical writing already probable at about 12,000

End of the republican phase in Egypt 9,086

Bttis the Theban, 1st Priest-king 9,085

End of the Priest-kings 7,231

[About this time Nimrod, and a Turanian empire in Mesopotamia, &c.]

Elective kings in Egypt, from 7,230 to 5,414

Hereditary Kings in Upper and Lower Egypt,—a double empire from 5,413

to 3,624

Menes, king of united Egypt B.C. 3623

Great Chaldsean empire begins in Babylonia " 8784

ZoROASTEB, between 3500 and " 3000

Foundation of Babylon " 3250

Tyrian chronology begins " 2760

Exodus of the Israelites , " 1320

Semieamis 1273 to " 1200

Solomon's era " 1017

&c. &c.
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CONCLUSIONS.

PROTESTANT.

Acts xvii, 26.

' i<K(iiii<s£v TS i^ kvos irav Idws avipmifuv

it

Textus revisua, A. d. 1857.

"fecitque ex uno omne (homine)

genus hominum inhabitare

supra universam faciem ter-

ras.

CATHOLIC.

" J*o/i)(riv <re Ig kvbs -orav yiwg dvifiiiiuv " Fecitque ex uno omne genus
xaTmxih i«i ravTis irpoffwirou T5jg hominum inhabitare supra

yvS'" universam faciem terrse."^'^

"Effonitfs T£ s| (wg irax s^vog avSpuiHuv.

TEXTUS RECEPTUS GREEK.^

nSv eBvQi avBfKin:(i»i KaTOiKcXv itrt

vdv Td np6aiiijrov I ttJs yfjs."

TEXTUS RECEPTUS—LATIN.^
"fecitque ex uno omne genus hominam

inhabitare supra universam faciem terrsa."

French Catholic.^"' French Protestant.'^

"Da fait naitre d'un seul toute la race des "Et il a fait d'un seul sang tout le genre

hommes, el il leur a donne pour demeure

toute I'^tendue de la terre."

humain pour habiter sur toute I'^tendue

de la terre."

English Catholic.

"And hath made of one, all mankind,

to dwell upon the whole face of the earth." "»

1.B43

"And [Ae] hath made of one

Blood [of Adam] all Na-

tions of Men to dwell on

all the Face of the

Earth."

Variantes lectiones.

2.6"

"and has made every Na-
tion of Men of the same

Blood," &o.

3.6»

'and hath made of one

blood all nations of men
to dwell on all the face

of the earth."
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English Versions of Acts xvii, 26.6«

Wyolip, 1380. Ttnbalb, 1534.

''andmade ofoon

alle kynde of

men to enha*

bite on al the

face of the

erthe."

{From, the Zatin

Vutgaie.)

"and hath made
of one blond

all nacions of

men, for to

dwell on all

the face of the

erthe."

(From tlie Greek

printed Text.)

CBAHUliB, 1639.

"and hath made
of one bloud

all nacions of

men, for to

dwell on all

the face of the

earth."

(From, the Greek

printed Text.)

Geneva, 1557.

"and hath made

of one bloud

all mankynde,

for to dwel on

all the face of

the earth."

(From the Greek

printed Text.)

Xheims, 1682. "Authorized," 1611.

" and he hath "and hath made

made of one al of one blood

mankinde to all nations ol

inhabite upon men, for to

the whole face dwell on all

of the earth." the &ce of the

earth."

(From the Latin (From, the Greek

Vvlgate.) printed Text.)

^^ Novum Testament. Greece ei Latine— Oakolus Laohmannus reoonsuit. Philippos

BOTMANNUS Ph. F. Grsecse Lectionis Auotoritatis apposuit. Berolini, 1850, tomus alter,

p. 126. [Readings:

—

his alone in Cod. Alex, and Vat. Cantab. Laud., and Cantab. Laud.,

Elzivir ed. 1624, and lREN.ffins, add the word "blood."]

536 H KAINH AIAeHKH. Novum Testamentum Ora:ce et Latine. In Antiguis Testibus

Textum Versionis Vulgatce Latince indagavit Leciionesgue varianies Stephani et Oriesbacchii

notavil V. S. Venerabili Jager in consilium adhibiio Constanxinus Tisohehdorp (Editio DD.

Affi-e Archiepiscopo Parisiensi dioata) :—Paris, 1842, p. 225. [Readings:

—

"St. [Stephen]

Gb, [Grreisbach], ivd^ aXfiaros irav sdvos et tm Tzav np6a(tinov."'\

63' Harwood's New Testament (without points), London, 12mo, 1776, I, p. 342.

^^ ScHOLz, Novum Testamentum Orcecce, Lipsise, 1836, II, p. 67.

539 Bibliorum Sacrorum VulgatcB Versionis editio, Paris, 4to (Bidot), 1785, p. 405.

"» La Sainte Bible, traduite sur la Vulgate, par Le Maistee de Saoy, Paris ed., 1849,

Nouv. Test. p. 148.

5*1 io Sainte Bible,— reTue sur les originaux et retouch^ dans le langage, par David

Martin, Ministre du Saint-Evangile, 5, Utrecht; Paris (Didot), 1839—Nout. Test., p. 178.

5*2 "The Holy Bible, translated from the Latin Vulgate"— Old Testament, Doway, 1609;

New Testament, Rheims, 1582 (approved by the most reverend Dootoe Trot, R. C. A. D.),

— Dublin, 4to, 1816, p. 193.

5*3 Whitby, Paraphrase arid Commentary on the New Testament, London, 4to, 6th ed., 1744;

1, p. 694.

54*PiiRVEE, New and Literal Translation, &c., with notes, London, 8vo, 1764, II, p. 171.

5*5 Sharpe, The New Testament translated from Griesbach's Text, London, 12mo, 2d ed.,

p. 267.

W6 " The English Hexapla, exhibiting the six important English Translations of the New

Testament Scriptures," London, 4to, 1841, voce "Acts xvii, 26."

[Have been collated for Texts and Versions ; and examined for Variants, Commentaries,

and Notes—
Le Jay's Polyglolie, Paris, fol., 1645, " Acta Apostolorum," V, part 2d, p. 120 :—Walton's

Biblia Polyglotta, Oxford, fol., 1657, V, pp. 588-9 :
— Greisbachii Novum Testamentum,

Cantabrigise, 8vo, 1809, p. 329: — Id., Pari?, 18mo, p. 338:— Wetstein and Griesbach's

N. Test., London, 12mo, 1808, sub voce:—Abam Ciaeke's Bible, N. Test, London, 1836, I,

p. 855:— Albeet Barnes's "Notes, explanatory and practical, on the New Testament"

(cobUn's reprint), London, 4to, 1848, p. 485:-Soott's Bihle, III, p. 335:—Henry's Bible,

III, p. 618 :— " Society for promoting Christian Knowledge's" Bible, "cum privilegio,"

Oxford, 4to, 1817, II, sub ooce :— Bloompibld, "Greek Testament, with English notes,"

London, 4to', 1843, 5th ed., p. 639 : — Amord, "The Greek Testament: with u, critically

revised Text," &c., Cambridge, 8vo, 1854, H, pp. 180-1:— &c., &o., &c.]
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Whatever maj- be, out of England, the general estimation in

which her Universities are held for Hebraical scholarship, none will

dare say that the country, which gave birth to a Bbntlby and a

PoRTEUS, has, in solid Greek learning, ever lacked a man to stand,

like Jonadab the son of Eechab, "before (leHOuaH) for ever.'

The difference between the last century and the present, in English

Hellenic studies, seems chiefly to lie in the fact that, having ex-

hausted extant literary sources in Grecian drama and philosophy,

the critical apparatus derived from those honored pursuits is now

becoming intensely directed towards the verbal restoration of the

original books composing the New Testament ; and the names of

Davidson, Alford, Shakpb, and Tbegbllbs, are the well-known

representatives of this new school, in different phases of its ten-

dency.

The first-mentioned, speaking of the Palestinic period some 1800

years ago, allows : " The age was one of illiterate simplicity. The

apostles themselves were from the humblest ranks of society. Their

abilities and education were tolerably alike. * * * The age was

illiterate. They belonged, for the most part, to a class of society

unpractised in the art of writing.""'' The second frankly avows: "I

do not hesitate to say that [verbal inspiration] being thus applied,

its effect will be to destroy altogether the credibility of our Evange-

lists.'"^'^ The third published, last year, that most useful little book,

IT'otes introductory to the New Testament. And the fourth uses the

following language: "It is a cause for thankfulness that the common
Greek text [of the N'ew Testament] is no worse than it is ; but it is

a cause for humiliation (and with sober sadness do I write the word)

that Christian translators have not acted with a more large-souled

and intelligent honesty." ^^

The foregoing remarks arise from the imperative necessity of

5" Introduction to the New Testament, &c., London, 1848, I, pp. 408, 417- Jo. Lamtos

{De eruditione Apostohrum. Liher singularii in quo multa quce ad primitivoTum Christianorum

literas, doctrinas, scripla, placita, itudia, conditionem, censum, mores, el ritus attinent, exponun-

tur el illmtrantur : editio altera, 4to, Florentias, anno MDCCLXVI, "Censoribus permitten-

tibus," pp. 477-991),— publishing in Italy when the Italian Catholic mind had not yet

endured a "Francesco," a "MafiFei," or a "Bomba,"—had long previously established

apostolic incapacity in the republic of letters. As one among the "workies"— and I say

it with pride— to tread down, and keep down, what embers of intolerance may yet smoke

in my adopted country, I can join in gratulation with citizens of our republic of America

—

mais (ici) nous avons change tout cela."

MS Greek Testament: with a critically revised Text, &o., London, 1854; I, Prolegomena, p.

20. Aleokd (II, p. 181) expressly cautions us to read Acts xvii, 26—"Not, 'hath made
of one blood,' &c., as E. V. but 'caused eveky nation op men (spkung) of one blood,'

fee. See Matt, v, 32, Mark vii, 37."

"3 Account of the Printed Text of the Oreek New Testament, London, 1855, p. 267.
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vindicating, once for all, in ethnological discussion, the accuracy of
my colleague's and my own observations in the joint volume which
preceded the present."'^

Those assertions having been flatly contradicted, Dr. Ifottj^^^

when resuming the subject, stated, " The word blood is an interpola-
tion, and not to be found in the original texts. The word blood has
been rejected by the Catholic Church, from the time of St. Jerome
to the present hour. The text of Tischendorf is regarded, I believe,
generally as the most accurate Greek text known, and in this the
word 'blood' does not appear. I have at hand a long list of authoi-i-

ties to the same effect ; but as it is presumed no competent authority
will call our assertion in question, it is needless to cite them. The
verse above alluded to in Acts should, therefore, read :

—

" 'And hath made of one all races (genus) of men,' &c.

" The word blood is a gloss ; and we have just as much right to
interpolate one form, one substance, one nature, one responsibility, or
anything else, as blood."

Many incompetent authorities, nevertheless, still continuing to
question my collaborator's correctness, I feel it incumbent upon my-
self to prove that he was perfectly right. I hope the foregoing array
of texts and references, among which is Tischbndorf's much-prized
authority, will obviate future discussion of others amongst them-
selves. It will forever with myself.

But, so swiftly does archaeological criticism advance on the Euro-
pean continent, that even Tischendorf 's Text no-rt* falls—although in

this particular verse, by leaving out "blood," the highest Catholic

Hellenism (as it generally does) coincides with that employed in the

"rational method"— behind the age of Lachmann's ; whose Text
heads the list, justly eulogized by Tkegblles^* in these words :—" The
first Grreek Testament, since the invention of printing, edited wholly on
ancient authority, irrespective of modern traditions, is due to Chakles
Lachmann."

It becomes, in consequence, evident to the reader that scientific

arguments (in England at last, as they have ever been on the conti-

nent), in which texts of the Greek Scriptures are involved, are neither

carried on, at the present day, upon the obsolete English Version of

MO Types of Mankind, Chap. XV, "Biblical Ethnography:

—

Section E.—Terms, TTniTersal

and Specific'"— pp. 558-9.

561 The Moral and Intellectual Divertittf of Races, Ac.

—

from the French of Count A. de Gobi-

neau— by H. HoTZ ; Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co., 12mo, 1856 ; appendix C, p. 612.

^' Op. cit., p. 113: See also the same author's admirable "Lecture on the Historic evi-

dence of the authorship and transmission of the Books of the New Testament," London,

12mo, 1852, passim.
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king James, nor upon the antiquated "textus receptus" of the ola

printed Greek exemplar ;—but are henceforward to be made exclu-

sively upon a TexUis revisus that pending researches are combmmg

to establish— some of the slighter difficulties in regard to which are

manifested above in the various readings of one line of the Greek

"Good Tidings." And, in order to substantiate what I have just

said, that Romanist learning frequently agrees with the mosf rigidly

exegetical, a quotation from the commentary of Bishop Kbneick^^

will, in these United States, not fail to be respected:—
Text, Acts XVn, 26—"And He hath made of one all mankind."

mte, on MS8. and traditions, " 5. G. P. 'of one blood.' The Vulgate

reading is conformable to the Alexan-

drian and three other Manuscripts, as

also to that used by Clement of Alex-

andria. The Coptic version agrees

with it."

Those who desire to pursue speculative guesses as to how, why,

when, and by whom, the word ai'jiaToj (Mood) crept into the Text, will

readily find, amid the works cited {supra, note 546), some very learned

and ingenious explanations, and more commentaries inexpressibly

silly. None, however, can be discovered that satisfy, at one and the

same time, the exigenda of archaeological, palseographical, and eth-

nological criticism.

As to the first requirement: It was shown firom Hbnnbl==* that

the passage in qijestion ' was not autographed by St. Paul himself,

but proceeds from his secretary—the writer of Acts—probably author

of the nid Gospel, supposed to be "St. Luke." The learned and

Reverend Lord Arthur Hervbt judiciously remarks :— "There is

also a peculiar difficulty in dealing with the Scriptures in such mat-

ters, from our ignorance of the precise limits of inspiration, and of

the degree of control exercised by the Holy Spirit over the writers,

compilers, and editors of the sacred books, in such matters as history,

science, and the like. * * * It certainly does not seem to have been

the purpose of inspiration to teach miraculously any arts or sciences,

and therefore it should not be deemed more derogatory to the inspi-

ration of St. Paul or St. Luke, that they were not beyond the most

learned of their contemporaries in the science of chronology, than it

would be were we to discover that St. Paul came short of modern

skill in the art of tent-making, or that St. Luke had not all the phy-

siological knowledge attained by the most eminent physicians of our

K3 Acts of the Apostles, New York, 8vo, 1851, p. 111.

"• Types of Mankind, p. 559.
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time."=== When, therefore, as in four out of the five new-school com-
mentators just cited, we behold really learned and strictly orthodox
Churchmen, our contemporaries, making such honest admissions, a
"Protestant dissenter" like myself,—whose education has been derived
from totally different pursuits, in lands altogether foreign to their

insular associations—may legitimately re-examine Pauline subjects

from the archseological stand-point alone. Hence, the only really

historical fact deducible from all the above quotations is, that the
Greek word "blood," not being in the MS. used by Clemens Alex-
andrinus (a. d. 192-217), but occurring in that studied by Ikbn^us
(a. d. 140-202), the intercalation was already made within say 150
years after the unknown year of the demise of St. Luke.

lifow, any one who has inspected ancient Greek manuscripts and
epigraphy (I myself have only seen a few decades), knows very well

that, in the most archaic, the words run on, without divisions, in the

same line " continue serie." Of the ancient Apostolic books extant

we possess none written earlier that the 5th-6th centuries of our
era,^—that is, about 200 years later than Clemens and Irenseus, or

some 350 posterior to St. Luke ; and in the two most antique codices,

LXX Alexandrinus and Vatioanus, the word ai'fjiaTos does not recur.

No one either will pretend that St. Luke took down St. Paul's speech

at the time; or that the Evangelist used stenographic processes,—any
more than claim that the "reporter" at Athens adopted Morse's

magnetic telegraph. Hence, neither the credibility of St. Paul, nor

that of St. Luke, is involved in our debate.

The simplest and most rational method of explainingwhy this word
"blood" crept into the later Greek Texts,—into the Latin it never did
—^is seen upon reflecting how, some early Christian anchorite, devoutly

poring over his MS. of Acts, had his attention arrested, whilst reading

"and hath made of one," by a natural and impulsive query—"owe.'

one what?" As a memento, he noted " ai^aTos " on the margin of his

exemplar ; but unaccompanied by a note ofinterrogation " ? "—because

such interjectional signs were not then invented. Within a generation

or two afterwards, but before Irenseus, some amanuensis, transcribing

our anchorite's much-worn codex into less archaic calligraphy and

orthography, meeting with ai'aaTos on the margin, fancied that the

word had been accidentally omitted, out ofthe Text, by the antecedent

scribe. So the latter, with no fraudulent intent, any more than our

aforesaid anchorite, inserted the Greek for "blood" in his own tran-

script; to the gladdening of the hearts of some pious readers of English,

"^ The Genealogies of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, ascertained in the Gospels of Si.

Uatlhew and St. Luke, &c., London, 8vo, 1863; pp. 249, 256.

^ Types of Mankind, pp. 612, 714.

38
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and the bewilderment of the minds of others, 1600 years later, as

well in Old England as in 'New.

Thirdly. However learned, however venerable, may be the scholars

whose words I have cited with no disrespect, none of them will lay

claim to proficiency in Ethnology, nor have any of them spent half a

lifetime in the Levant. If they had, they would have known that

there, at this very hour, the same old repugnance (which their classi-

cal scholarship makes them perfectly well cognizant of, in ancient

Alexandria particularly) is still rife now with evils to human welfare

that have always rendered Jews and the G-reeks antagonistic to each

other. I remember (and have I not shuddered over its blackened

ruins ?) how, at Tripolitza, on the first flash of Greek independence,

when, capitulating on the faith of the "honors of war," the Turkish

garrison and Ottoman community were massacred, that, whilst the

Maiuiot palikaries spared a few of the Muslim girls and boys, they

did not leave a man, woman, or child, of the Israelites alive. Eye-

witnesses afterwards confirmed to me such atrocity during 10 months

(1829) that, "for my sins," I waited at IsTapoli di Romania in the

vain hope of obtaining, from Capodistrias, a tribunal whence to

obtain back, in part, the value (only $800,000) of 36 cargoes in which

my father was concerned, robbed by Greek pirates between 1824 and

1828. I remember too, that it was this soul-harrowing outrage

—

first of hundreds perpetrated by Moreot Christian serfs—that caused

Mussulman reverberation at the butcheries of Smyrna, Scio, and

Haivali; and, although Mohammed All's iron firmness joined to a

numerous and tolerably armed European population alone spared us

(1822) from witnessing similar abominations in Egypt, I recollect

that, wherever, at Smyrna especially, some hapless Greek fugitive

dodged the tophaik or yatagan, his hiding-place was invariably

betrayed ifknown to any Jew; who, after Tripolitza and Missolonghi,

naturally felt

—

" And if ye wrong us, shall we not revenue ?"

So true is this, that the Hebrew serrdfs (money-changers— not

seraphs) evacuated Greece exactly in the ratio that the Ottoman
lords of the manor were forced to strike their tents and flee. No
Hebrew lives willingly where Greeks rule; any more than (and

partly for the same reason) he likes residence in Scotland or in Cout
necticut: and, even in their commercial relations everywhere,

Grecian and Israelitish instincts are invariably in antagonism,

Now, classical history on the one hand, the New Testament and the

Talmudic books on the other, demonstrate precisely the same hostile

and repulsive feelings, between the Shemites of Hierosolyma and
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tlie " Aidres Athenaioi," much farther back than the day when St.

Paul and St. Luke were jibed by Indo-European mobility at the

Areopagus, I need not dwell on the context of Acts XVII, to

establish the non-success of two Jews—one a "Hebrew of Hebrews"
— who in cacophonious Hellenistic-idiom^^' addressed the orthoepic

and satirical men of Athens; but, I maintain, and if necessary

hereafter will historically prove, that the speaker (whether St. Paul
himself, or St. Luke, or the "reporter") in making use,— amidst the

knot of hard-hearted, if not soft-headed, Athenian "gamins" col-

lected on Mars' Hill—of the phrase "hath made of one" all mankind,
intended thereby to deprecate that (by the Jewish speaker strongly

felt) Hellenic instinctive xenolasia toward Hebrews, which led the

former (boasters that themselves were Autochthones) to repudiate the

notion that a particle of Jewish " blood " flowed in their own veins.

If this fact be disagreeable, I cannot help it. In anthropology the

maxim must be—
"Tros Tyrusque mihi nullo discrimine agetur."

The question, of the existence of AIMATOi; in the onginal manu-

script of St. Luke, " me parait," as Mariette says of that of the

Apis-cycle {supra, p. 404), " definitivement enterree." With it,

also, its imagined corollary, that St. Paul ever meant that all the

races of mankind, within the Roman limit of geography in hia

time, were "made of one blood." Polygenists, therefore,— so far as

Acts xvii, 26, be concerned— are henceforward exempt from suspi-

65' 'EXXijuiTTits, SiaXcKTOi ftm, Hdlenismus, Lingua Hellmistica, &c. — Consult Samuel David

LuzzATO (Professor in the Rabbinical College of Padua), Prolegomeni ad una Grammalica

Ragionata delta Lingua Ebraica; Padova, 8vo, 1836, pp. 11, 67, 78—95:— Giambeenardo

DE Kossi {Ddla Lingua propria di Christo e degli Ebrei nazionali delta Palestina da' tempi

de' Maccabei dissertazione, Parma, 8vo, 1772, pp. 7, 16, 37-9, 85-129, 145-8). From the

latter I present merely a few abstracts. The Palestinic Jews always repudiated Greek

translations. So particular were their lineal descendants in Spain, that Rabbi Immanuel

Aboab says (in his rare homology, or Legal Discourse), "una sola letra, que tenga de mas

de menos (ann que no varie el sentido) queda siendo profano, y no nos es lecito leer en

el. * * * En la biblias griegas intitoladas de los Sententa Interpretes, hallo una variedad y
difFerencia tan grande en les estampas que no ay passo conforme." The Talmud (tract

Sabbat) gives the injunction of Raeban Gamaliel, how translations should be thrown into

"luoghi cenosi e sporchi, acciocchfe eglino imputridiscano da loro medesimi." In another

of his prodigious labors on the Text (Compendio di Critica Sacra, Parma, 8to, 1.811, p. 88),

De Rossi victoriously exonerates the Council of Trent from accusations of tolerating no

Sible but the Vulgate. Here is his Italian version of the text of their decree,— the Latin

of which is in his other work (Fr<Bcipuis Caussis, Turin, 4to, 1769, pp. 79-80).

" Considerando che non piccol vantaggio ne verrebbe la Chiesa, qualora si conosce, di

tntte le latine edizioni che girano de' sacri libri, quale s'abbia a tenere per autentica, [the

Council] stabilisce e dichiara, che questa stessa edizione antica e volgata, la quale da un

lungo use di tanti secoli h stata nella Chiesa medesima approvata, sia tenuta per autentica."
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cion of heresy. But, before quitting so dry a subject, I must gratify

the reader with a pair of extracts from two different works,—parallel

in critical calibre, and similar through an accident, that each of their

authors boasts of an Allemanic surname—^which will exemplify into

what helpless vagaries this apochryphal noun "blood" has lifted up

two most talented monogenists above the multitude.

Sample A is chosen from the pages of Sir Eobert H. Schom-

burgk,^^ writing for the English public.

A.— " Many' scoffers have attempted to establish the hypothesis,

that the first germs of the development of the human race in America,

can be sought for nowhere but in that quarter of the globe ; but

unless it can be proved that the laws of nature are in direct viola-

tion with Mosaic [^sioUQ records, which expressly say that ' God has

made of one blood all the nations of men to dwell on all the face

of the earth,' we must still appeal to that Holy Book for interpreta-

tion [that is, ' we must' hunt through the Pentateuch for Acts XVII,

26 !]."

Sample B is taken from some pages in the Oharleston Medical

Journal,^ composed by an author^ writing for the American public.

"With the exception of the figures appended, our compositors have

been so good as to set it up in fac-simile.

B.—" We are advocating the doctrine of the Unity of the Human Race simply on soien- 1

tifio principles. We care not to make issues on points that have no legitimate hearing 2

on the subject to which we are restricted in this discussion. Those with whom we intend 3

to have no controversy have nothing to apprehend from our criticisms. We may, how- 4

ever, here observe that the figures of dogs and of men (the latter only are of any scien- 5

tifio value,) on the eastern monuments, have been carefully studied and delineated by 6

master-minds— men, at whose feet Mr. GJiddon has set as an humble copyist. They 7

have commenced giving to the world the result of their scientific researches. Both 8

Lepsius and Bunsen have already proclaimed their belief in the doctrine of the Unity of 9

the Human Race, and the former, as we are informed, is now engaged in a work, in 10

which he will ofi'er reasons for the faith that is in him. Thus these monumental records, 1

1

which caused Gliddon to pronounce in the language of scorn and obloquy a, tirade 12

against the scriptures, convinced the minds of Lepsius and Bunsen of their truth, and 13

fiUed them with humility, reverence, and awe. Their scientific researches satisfied 14

them of the doctrines proclaimed by Moses, and confirmed by Paul. 15
" 'And (God) hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on the face of 16

the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their 17

habitation.' Acts 17 ch. 26 v. 18

668 Twelve Views in British Guiana, &c., London, folio, 1841, p. 29. ^

559 Charleston, S. C, 1 854— republished as » Monograph, "An Examination of the

characteristics of Genera and Species as applicable to the Doctrine of the Unity of the

Human Race," pp. 22-3. Its author rides, or is bestridden by, two hobbies,— the one

•heological, and the other mammalogical. His duplex equitation litavia mrav—(See Strattss,

Vie de JSsus, transl. Littr6, Paris, 1839, II, 1^ partie, pp. 302-13)—always puts me in mind
of an "old, and musty" Greek proverb, how— "Leucon carried one thing, and his ass

another."

'»' 7)/pes of Mankind, p. 628, foot-note 210 ; and " Memoir of Morton,'' pp. liii-yi.
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"Inese distinguished naturalists botli arrired at the conclusion, from these very 19
monuments, that the negro races had only been developed in the course of ages within 20
the African tropics and were derived from Egypt. The minds of men are diiferently 21
constituted, and we here perceive what opposite impressions are made on different 22
minds in visiting the same locaUties, and in investigating the same subjects." 23

Now, in reprinting this specimen of the style adopted by a
"Dutch-Reformed" theologer in this country, my only regrets lie in
the unavQidable mention of two world-renowned, and by myself
much-honored, names— Chevaliers Bunsbn and Lepsius: at the feet
of whom (like St. Paul " at the feet of Gamaliel "f I have always
felt proud to sit for instruction,—received, as not a slight portion of
what little I know has been, oftentimes with mine own feet under
their respective mahoganies.

What concerns the reader, however, is the logical deduction, on
comparing lines 14-15 with line 19 of the above extract— that
"Moses" and "Paul" were " distinguished naturalists both" !

]!fobody, who reads, writes, and ciphers, can be such an ignoramus
as not to know, that Chevaliers Bunsen and Lepsius— occupied in

other equally-elevated branches ofhuman science, such as archteology,

history, philosophy, and linguistics—would disdain (whatever, as

educated gentlemen, they may read about Natural History) to accept
an attribution to themselves severally of any scientific spSeialite not
within the circumference of their respective studies. The pages of
this volume will be the first intimation either of these Savans receives

that both of them are suspected to be "naturalists,"—and that, too,

by a fractious sciolist who actually wrote a book to demonstrate the

Unity of Mankind without having read the first syllable of Pki-

CHARD.^ "Potete frenarvi dalle risa ? O miei valenti aitiici
!"

Where did either Chev. Lepsius or Chev. Bunsen ever say, that

"negro races * * * were derived from Egypt" [?] {supra, lines 20-1).

The last three lines, 21-3, prove how the same writer—utterly des-

titute of any Egyptological works— fancies that the great Prussian

Ambassador to Rome and England has visited Egypt. Everybody else

knows that Chevalier Bunsen's travels never extended beyond Europe.

Finally, the only expression, known to the world, of Chev. Lep-

sius's impressions, in regard to human monogenism or polygenism,

is derived from a casual remark made by him in a friendly letter to

my respected colleague Dr. J. C. Nott : and by the latter inserted in

our first joint publication, for the very object of not involving the

honored Egyptologist of Berlin in any blame that might accrue to

5" Were it obligatory upon me to digress upon Pauline themes in general, their analysis

would cost no more trouble than reference to an octavo (London, 1818), attributed to the

capacious brain of a great jurist

—

Jeremy Bentham—entitled, "not Paul, but Jesus;" and

published under the pseudonym of GamalieIi Smith, Esq.

w Typea of Mankind, p. liv.
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the Doctor and myself for open statement of our common ethnologi-

cal opinions: and it is, truly, in perfect harmony with the literary pro-

bity manifested—by every theologer who may have experienced some

cutis anserina whilst perusing "Types of Mankind "—which has not

merely prevented any one of them from honestly mentioning where he

learned that Chev. Lepsius^®' "proclaimed " his now very unbiassed

sentiments on "the doctrine of the Unity of the Human Eace,"—
but which has been unable to impede Dr. Nott and myself from

responding to the wide and loud calls [see Alphabetical List of Suh-

serihers, infra] for another and a stronger book, through the same

Publishers, announced as the Earth's "Indigenous Eaceet."

The subjoined remarks, by our ever-valued colleague Mb. Luke

BuEKE,^'^ have already put a direct question to any man who volun-

tarily adventures into the ethnological arena after this year of our

XlXth century: whilst "old, and musty" Tbrenoe^^ supplies me

with all I need repeat in the premises •

—

"Si miU pergit quae vult dicere, ea quse non yult audiet."

There still remains, in order to group together all the preceding

arguments .into a "corps de doctrine," the very subject which sug-

gested my epigraph to this chapter, viz., " the monogenists and the

polygenists." What deduction will either school draw from the

present accumulation of facts ? Time only can show. For my own

part, I have met with no reason to emend, or change, the position

taken in the last course of lectures delivered in New Orleans,'^ as

regards my individual opinions on the unitj/ or diversity of human
origin. It was the following

:

6«3 Types of Manhind, p. 233. Whilst these pages are being stereotyped, I have again a

fresh and welcome proof of the Chevalier's kind reminiscence, through the reception of hia

most recent work

—

Uber die Gotler der Vier Elemente bei den Agypiern, Berlin, 4to., 1856.

sst "Does he speak as a theologian, or does he speak as a man of science? If as a theo-

logian, he may argue in peace to the end of the chapter, we shall not care to disturb him

;

but if he claims to reason as a scientific man, then we expect that he shall submit to the

laws of science ; then we consider ourselves privileged to judge him by the rules of common
sense. Then he must be reminded that those who live in glass houses ought not to throw

stones, and that those who use theology to pinion scientific men within hopeless dilemmas,

may find in the end that it is less difficult than they supposed to turn the tables upon them-
selves ; for assuredly, if scientific men were only to rouse themselves to the same zeal and
love of conquest which animate theologians, there would soon rain down upon theology

such a pitiless storm, as would require stronger brains to weather than any we have at the

present day to contend with."— CAarieaton Medical Journal and Review, Charleston, S. C,
July, 1856, X, No. 4, Art. 1, " Strictures," p. 444.

665 Tbb., Andr., V. iv., 17.

«« On " Ethnology—Egypt's testimony"—9th lecture (of 15) delivered before the Lyceuio
of the Second Municipality ,_ Feb. 20, 1852:— New Orleans "Daily Crescent," Feb. 2).
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" Some years of association with Dr. Morton [since 1852 confirmed
" by almost-constant investigation of the problem for myself] have
" gradually led me to the conviction :

—

" 1st, that every argument hitherto brought forward on the unity-
" side is either refuted or refutable ; but that,

" 2d, whilst the reasonings in favor of the diversity-view prepond6-
" rate greatly over those against it, I do not, nevertheless, hold the
" latter to be, as yet, absolutely proven.

" Lest such assertion should appear paradoxical, I would explain,
"—that the proofs of diversity are chiefly of a negative character;

" and, on the other hand, these questions being still- ' sub judice,'

" some discovery in science, now unforeseen, may hereafter establish

" unity upon a certain basis."

It is not, however [as the reader of our last work can well under-

stand], from any submissiveness towards dictates emanating from
the theocratical point of view, that I consider the dogmatic argument
to stand, down to the present moment and in all the works known
to me, among those propositions hitherto unrefuted. Want of space

alone^ prevented farther publication, of MSS. which covered bibli-

cal ethnology, on that occasion ; and the arrangement of the several

chapters of this volume has equally precluded (save in respect to

Acts) continuance of scriptural branches of inquiry on the present.

In the interim, during more recent studies in Europe, I have been

enabled to collect former desiderata that, some day, may find utter-

ance in matured shape ; when asseverations in support of monoge-

nism, grounded upon the Textus receptus whether of Old or New
Testaments, shall be critically examined.

Persevering consistently to the end in that method of quotation

previously announced \supra, p. 403], it is with three extracts from

works of our living contemporaries that I submit, to others, the

thoughts and ideas in which I participate, couched in language far

superior to that through which I might have endeavored to express

them. They are emanations of the French mind in our pending

age; each differing from the two others as concerns the subject

whence it takes its point of departure, but all uniting in grandeur

of sentiment, eloquence of diction, and truthfulness of utterance.

" Strange destiny that of theology ! That of being condemned

never to attach herself except to systems which are already crumbling

down : that of being, through her essence, the enemy of every new

science and to all progress. Yes,—she foresaw that a day would come

to dethrone her,—^this theology, this sacerdotal science—^when, during

667 Types of Mankind, pp. 626-7.
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paganism, she sought to frighten humanity by the myth of Prome

theus. She struggled to depict, with the colors ofimpiety, the man who

was going to demand of Nature its secrets and its laws; and she

manacled him beforehand to a rock: but time, far from riveting the

chain, has been unceasingly detaching it. The spread of man's

discoveries, the importance of his victories, compel evermore the

public conscience to admire, as a noble independence, as a courage-

ous effort, that which theology wished not to regard but as a haughty

attempt that the All-Powerful had punished by ill-fortunes and

chastisements. We willingly approach, now-a-days, the tree of

knowledge; and we no more believe that it is Satan who presents ua

with its poisoned fruits."
^^

" 16. It is said that the telescope of Herschell [that of Lord Eosse

has since performed mightier wonders], which has unveiled to us

nebulse before unknown, magnified twelve thousand times. If a

glass were made of suflicient power to magnify a million times, the

milky-ways would be multiplied prodigiously ; and would seem to

us so crowded together, that they would form but one spherical vault

of suns shining in those unknown regions. And yet all these suns

are separated from each other by profound deserts of darkness!

Here, before this wide circle of bright bodies, the power of hximan

view must stop : here must be the barrier which shuts from our vision

the rest of the creation. But this is not the limit of the universe.

" 17. Here thought and language fail to express the grandeur of

the reality. "We can scarcely imagine it by the assistance of time

and space. To overload the mind with accumulations of time and

space, is still to prescribe limits to that which has none,— in adding

duration to duration and extent to extent. Let us suppose as many
suns and worlds as we have enumerated : in our transports of enthu-

siasm, let us bound beyond myriads of spaces a thousand and a

thousand times more vast : let us unite all those heavens, and exag-

gerate the number of them as far as the imagination can reach,

—

still, beyond this immeasurable portion of the creation in which

the dazzled thought is lost, the universe continues without bounds

and without measure.

" 18. Overwhelmed by the majesty of the universe, human intel-

ligence sinks into a state of insensibility before its unfathomable

6*8 Alfred Mackt, Sssai sur les Legendes Pieuaes du Moyen-Age ; ou Examen de ce qu'dles

Tenferment de merveilleux, d'apris lea connaiasanee» que foumiaaent de hos jours I'archSologie,

la tMologie, la philoaophie et la phyaiologie m^dicale : Paiis, 8vo, 1843, " Introduction," pp.

zix-xx.
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depths. Those vast and inscrutable abysses, which man sees but

imperfectly, are only a point in that infinity of space where the

most solid thoughts, the most profound meditations, and the science

of all ages, are lost.

" 19. In presence of this grand spectacle, man finds within him-

self an instructive sentiment, which manifests to him an Almighty

and Creative Power, as surely as his eyes show him the light. Then

creation is explained, its object is understood. To feel the existence

of infinity is to have a revelation of eternity,— to contemplate

Nature is to take pleasure in what is best,— to study it is to seek

the truth,— it' is to take the path which leads to GOD,—to recog-

nize the workman in his work. And why should it not be so, when

His glory is written in the heavens ? Each sun is a letter of His

name, and His name is infinite ! What more striking evidence of

the Divine thought than that of the work which received and

reflected it ? The universe is then to the human race what it has

been, is, and always will be : the daily and eternal instructions of

a Master who wishes to show Himself in the harmonies which He

has placed in it: a magnificent expression of the inaccessible in-

telligence which embraces, possesses, and holds dominion over all:

a sublime act of the Divine understanding, which, in the eloquent

simplicity of its art, made use only of a single substance to produce,

at a single cast, the grain of sand which the wave rolls on our

shores, and the spacious continents which rise from our globe : an

infinite substance, the first and only one of all things, and, at the

same time, the universal and immediate means appointed for the

government of space, matter, movement, and life : the element and

vehicle of the phenomena perceived by our organs, susceptible of

exercising the most delicate functions— those even which are imper-

ceptible to our senses, imponderable to our instruments, and yet

able to break in pieces worlds, with a violence incalculable, in the

unbounded employment of its strength: which is itself its own

generating and preserving principle : which never creates nor anni-

hilates, but organizes and develops life, regulates the superabundance

of it by death, and thus continues the untroubled course of Ifature:

which is continually bringing to perfection, and remains itself

without change : which produces the most varied contrasts, and acts

without any variation : which has scattered in the wide plains of

infinity thousands of millions of centres of movement appropriated

to each of them, and reduces them to one: which draws from unity

its inexhaustible resources, and contains them in unity: m fine,

whose effects are s6 many innumerable combinations, and whose

cause is unique and profoundly simple. For one single matter,
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spread throughout the universfe, is its origin, its preservation, ana

its law."^'

" There seems to be accordance upon one point. It is, that,

alongside of theology, a new science is rising up, viz., ^tJie science of

religions.' * * * The world is positive, because it grows old : but it

had been credulous, insane ; intoxicated with poetry and supersti-

tion ; in love with that Nature which we now-a-days cause to pass

through the crucible."*™

G. R. G.

Philadelphia, February, 1857.

M9 Tbastock, Caloric.— Origin, Matter, and Law of the Universe, New Orleans, 8to, 1847,

pp. 7-8. " Elfeve de I'Eoole polytecnique" himself, and a mining-Engineer of high positioii

in Mexican and Central American localities, my friend M. Trastonr understands, as well as

the reader, that, absolutely unacquainted with Physics, I have no opinion whatever upon

an imponderable termed " Caloric."

"" VlNET, Lea Paradia Profanes de T Occident, Paris, 8to, 1856, p. 1,
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CHAPTER VI.

SECTION I.

COMMENTARY UPON THE PRINCIPAL DISTINCTIONS OBSERVABLE
AMONG THE VARIOUS GROUPS OF HUMANITY.

( With an Ethnographic Tableau.')

BY GEO. R. GLIDDON.

"Cndek the above heading, I had elaborated a more diffase argu-
ment, than in the remaining few pages of this volume can now be
submitted to the reader. But, in the first place, the preceding chap-
ters, by Messrs. Mauiy, Pulszky, Meigs, and Nott,— independently
of a good deal of matter latterly transferred, for the sake of giving it

a more appropriate place, back into my own Chapter (V.)—have
already covered a vast range of ethnological inquiry ; and, in the

second, our Publishers especially enjoin upon me not to let this book
exceed in bulk much "above 600 pages," in order that its artistic

appearance, in view of the extra-thickness caused by our lithographic

plates, should not vary greatly from that of Types qf Mankind.
It being taken for granted, therefore, that the reader of the pre-

sent work— should -he be interested in ethnology— is acquainted

with the contents of our former one, I feel persuaded that, with the

facts and the bibliographical references comprised in the two, if to

both he may be pleased to add N'orris's tasteful edition (1855) of

Prichaed's Natural History of Man, together with the latter's Six

Ethnographical Maps, such reader is fiiUy competent to make his own
" Commentary" on the distinctive characteristics of the various fifty-

four races of mankind presented to his eye in the annexed Ethno-
graphic Tableau.
Hence my part may properly limit itself to the continuation of a

few more extracts, that generalize, in some degree, thoughts sug-

gested by its inspection.
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"Were it possible," wrote the vigorous expunger^'i of a dogmatical work which of erst

tried to uphold, categorically, the "unity of the human species"—"Were it possible for an

individual to gain access to a situation sufficiently commanding, and to be indued with

optics sufficiently powerful, to take, at once, a clear and discriminating survey of the whole

earth—could he thus obtain an accurate and distinct view of the appearance and sensible

character of everything existing on its surface—diversities of colour, form, dimension, and

motion, with all other external properties of matter— were such an event possible, one of

the most curious and interesting objects that would attract our spectator's attention, would

be, the variety discoverable in the complexion and feature, the figure and stature of the human

race. In one section of the globe, he would behold a people lofty and well-proportioned,

elegant, and graceful ; and in another, not far remote, a description of men diminutive,

deformed, unsightly, and awkward. Here would rise to view a nation with flowing locks,

a weU-arched forehead, straight and finely-modelled limbs, and a complexion composed of

the carnation and the lily ; there, a race with frizzled hair, clumsy and gibbous extremi-

ties, a retreating forehead, and a skin of ebony. In one region he would be charmed with

a general prominence and boldness of feature, an attractive symmetry, a liveliness of air,

and a vigor of expression, in the human countenance ; while in another, he would be dis-

gusted by its flatness, vacancy and dulness, off'ended with its irregularity, or shocked at its

fierceness. Between these several extremes would appear a multiplicity of intermediate

gradations, constituting collectively an unbroken chain, and, manifesting at once the sim-

plicity yet diversity of the operations of the Deity, in peopling the earth with human inha-

bitants."

After refuting, point by point, every postulate advanced by bis

scbolastic but unscientific author, and exposing the sophisms through

which each is supported, Dr. Caldwell remarks on the doctrine itself:

"Its principles, if admitted to their full extent, would lead to results which our author

would be himself the first to deprecate. They would prove unfriendly in their operation to

morality and religion, and even subversive of the dignity of man and the order and-har-

mony of the physical world. They are calculated to favor a system of levelling and con-

solidation which would reduce to the same species many animals that appertain, in reality,

to different genera. By their seductive and pernicious influence we might be gradually led

to a belief in the original identity of even the white man himself, the golok \hylobates Hoo-
look .*] or wild man of the woods, and the large Orang-outang ; so apparently inconsiderable

are the shades of difi'ereuce between them, when their systems are analyzed, and their

individual features and limbs attentively compared with each other. When examined,
however, and compared in their general result, their dissimilarities are so numerous and
striking, as to constitute insuperable objections to such a monstrous hypothesis. We become
at once convinced by the evidence before us, that diflferences so wide and radical, could
never have been produced by the agency of any common causes now in operation on our
globe

;
but that the beings marked by them belong to races originally and immutably dis-

tinct. Such precisely is the case in relation to the different races of men."
"It now remains to be said," continues the profound physiologist Desmoulins,s« " whether,

in each of these races, of these species, men were children of the earth whereupon history
perceives them from times the most obscure ; or, if, coming in similar likeness from one

61 Criticism— For the Portfolio (Philadelphia, 3d series, vol. iv., 1814; articles 1 and 4,

pp. 8-9, 363-4)—of "An Essay on the causes of the Variety of Complexion and Figure, in
the Human Species, &c., &c. By Samuel Stanhope Smith, D. D. LL. D., &o., &c." I owe
acquaintance with this most powerful argument to the favor of Mr. George Ord, President ofthe
Acad, of Nat. Sciences

; who informs me that it was written in early life by one since eminent
in medical and ethnological questions—the late Dr. Charles Caldwell. These papers are
an enlargement of a previous critique published in the mrth American Review, July, 1811.

5« Races Eumaines, 1826; pp. 155, 158.
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and the same native country, they became diversified according to the novelty of each

climate ; of which the influence, singly, or united with that of a supposed sidereal revolu-

tion, would thus have transformed children of one and the same father,—creating there some

negroes, here some Kourilians, yonder some Finns, hither some Mongols, &c. * * * Eaces

and species, everywhere that they remain pure and without mixture, preserve invariable all

the traits, all the physical characters which the first observers saw in them, and that they

indubitably possessed from the very beginning. Their alteration is everywhere the product

of intermixture, the fusion between heterogeneous populations. Climate and all the influ-

ences engendered by it have alone no hold, whether upon the form of the body and face, or

on the color of the skin, or upon that of the hair and its natiire. These causes possess only

a slight power, as will be seen in the following book, on the color of the sMn in certain

races. In all these mixtures there does not either result indifferently a mean of expression

of traits of each race. Ordinarily, one dominates the other."

Denying, therefore, with Dr. Caldwell, that climatic changes of

latitude or longitude have had smj permanent influence upon the

race-character of the human skin ; and recognizing, with Desmoulins

and Morton, no known causes subsequent in action to the Creator's

coloring of each race, hut direct amalgamation,—otherwise intermix-

ture between different types—as explanatory of the endless gradations

of color now beheld in humanity throughout the world ; it follows

that, according to my conception of the primitive state of mankind

in each zoological province of creation, the shades in coloration of

the skin, eyes and hair, must have been less numerous than appear

at the present day after so many thousand years of interminglings

and migrations. What may have been the exact primordial, or ab-

original, cuticular color of each type ; into how many or how few

distinct national tints they might be resolved, there seems to be (out-

side of the comparatively small area covered by the earth's historical

nations), no means now of ascertaining; although some plausible con-

clusions are attainable through induction. In any case, the historical

permanence of many colors being determined through monumental

and written evidence for 3000 to 4000 years', we may fairly challenge

objectors to produce evidence that other unrecorded shades did not

exist contemporaneously. Egyptian monuments, Hebrew ethnology,

Assyrian sculptures, Greek and Eoman iconography, Chinese annals,

Mexican and Peruvian antiquities, with many ancient descriptions

of personages or nations,'" combine to establish, in each geographical

centre, that the peoples within and around it presented the same

coloration as their descendants at this day,—all later variations being

satisfactorily accounted for through phenomena produced by physical

amalgamation between subsequent intruders and the primitive stocks.

Thus, for instance, there are now two very distinct colors seen among

^he iraelites; one exceedingly dark, sallow, with black eyes and

hair; the other, fair even to pallor, with light blue or hazel eyes, and

6" All these positions are now proved, I take it, in the present volume.
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yellow or reddish hair; notwithstanding that, of all races, the Jews,

especially in modern times, have striven beyond any types to pre-

serve their blood pure from all admixture. And one may reduce the

counter-argument of some monogenists who, with Prichard, have

thrown overboard Usher's b. c. 4004 for " Creation," viz., that, who can

tell what the action of unnumbered chiliads of i^re-historic ages may

have done in changing one type into another?—to a simple rule of

three: If 5000 years, as proved by every possible testimony, have

done nothing, how much will any time do ?

"Nothing," wrote Quoy and Gaimard,6M the accurate obserrers who sailed round the

world with Dumont d'UrviUe (1826-9), "better proves the difficulty that zoology presents,

when one's object is to well characterize a species, or a variety of species, than the diversity

of human races, admitted by naturalists. How, indeed, can distinctions, oftentimes so

fugacious, become settled upon solid bases! When, in correct zoology, one would determine

a species, it is by uniting the greatest possible number of individuals that some certainty

may be attained. How, then, catch all those delicate hues constituting that which is called

fadet, through notes, drawings, and recollections weakened by the distances one has tra-

versed, and by the absence of the individuals one has to compare ? In order to obtain posi-

tive results, it would be, therefore, necessary to do that which is, so to say, impossible ;
viz.

:

unite a great number of individuals of these varieties, for the purpose of comparing them

together ; and to cause oil-portraits to be made as perfect likenesses, in order to indicate the

precise shade of the physiognomy. This has not as yet been done in a satisfactory manner,

and any attetipt to do it would encounter considerable difficulties during the rapidity of a

nautical voyage.''

Many of the obstacles, deplored thirty years ago by such qualified

judges, to collecting an adequate series of ethnological likenesses,

continue in force at the present day ; but the photographic meliora-

tions which Daguferre's wonderful discovery has latterly received,

combined with the dexterous application of colored plaster-casts to

the human bust, have already removed the more serious impediments

to future mechanical exactitude. To Dumoutier^™ unquestionably

belongs the merit of first practising, on a large scale, this method of

permanently securing faithful copies of Oceanic and Australian types.

Blanchard's comments on this superb collection are worthy of carefal

perusal.

" The physiognomies, of the inhabitants of localities visited by explorers; have been often

represented, through the aid of dravring, in accounts of voyages ; but, in all, one may affirm

it, these representations are imperfect. K there be, now and then, any which approximate

to the truth, it is, so to say, always impossible to verify them. The anthropologist can,

574 Voyage de la Corvette VAstrolabe ; ^oo/o^ie, Paris, 8vo, 1830; I, chap.. 1, " De I'Homme ;"

p. 15.

5'5 Voyage de I'Astrolabe ei de la ZeUe; Atlas, Anthropologic, Paris, fol., 1845-50; Text in

8vo, 1854, by Blanohard. Cf. Bulletin de la Soc. Ethnol. de Paris, 1847, I, pp. 284-5,

289-90. The original casts, exactly colored, but representing chiefly Melanian and Poly-

nesian races, now adorn the Galerie Anthropologique at the Jardin des Plantes. My wife

had only time to copy the tints given to each bust.
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therefore, have no confidence in them. He must renounce their employment in determining

the characteristics of races ; in a word, he cannot utilize them.

"Artists habituated to draw unceasingly the European type,™ are unskilful, in the greater

number of cases, in tracing the portrait and the true physiognomy of an American savage,

or of a Polynesian Islander. They tend irresistibly to give him, more or less, the expression

of those European faces which they are accustomed to reproduce through the art of design.

Hence proceed all those likenesses of native races, from different parts of the world, that

ordinarily resemble Europeans accoutred in a queer costume, and besmeared [barbouilUs)

with yellow, brown, black. M. Dumoutier has better understood what was necessary to be

done in order to give an exact knowledge of the facial traits, and of the general form of

the head, amongst those tribes he has observed.

" In each locality, he was at great pains to persuade some individuals to allow themselves

to be moulded [in plaster], and we must believe that he well knew how to come about it.

He has succeeded in bringing back a great number of casts taken upon inhabitants of the

majority of places touched at by the corvettes Astrolabe and ZSMe. M. Dumoutier has thus

gathered a collection of busts of the highest interest, the greater portion of which are now
placed in the ' galerie anthropologique du Museum d'histoire natureUe de Paris.'

"

After showing, nevertlieless, that material difficulties in the execu-

tion of casts render even them somewhat faulty, by closing the eyes

and distorting features,— and recommending that a daguerreotype

should always accompany each head— Blanchard again remarks

:

" Hitherto, anthropological museums being very inconsiderable, one has been obliged to

resign one's self to comparisons too restricted for their results to be seriously generalized.

These comparisons, fiirthermore, reduce themselves to very small affairs. At the scientific

point, it is not allowable to dwell upon such variable impressions of tourists ; and yet, this,

flven iintil now, is the principal stock of anthropology." 6"

s™ Strolling one day (April, 1849), with my friend Dr. Boudin, through the Jardin des

TkaUeries, he drew my attention to a marble statue, " all standing naked in the open air,''

of Apollo (I think) ; "doat," as he observed, "les cuisses ont du nfegre,"—at the same time

that the upper part of the body is magnificent. This incongruity, however, received expla-

nation through an odd circumstance ; viz. : that the Parisian statuary commissioned to exe-

cute the work,—wishing to save his own pocket, and not being able to procure, at the price,

a white man suffieiently well made-up to stand for a "torso" in his studio— hired a fine-

looking negro-valet, then at Paris, as the cheaper alternative. Upon the latter's splendid

bust he set, indeed, Phoebus's sublime head, but he forgot the legs ! In the same manner,

subsequently (Oct., 1855), at the picture-gallery of the Exposition Universale, my well-be-

loved cousin, Miss C. J. Gliddon, pointed out to me a. couple of paintings, by an English

artist, of scenes in Spain,—for richness of coloring and accuracy of costume unsurpassable

;

but, spite of beards or coquettish veils, each male or female face betrayed an English

country-bumpkin. Again, I have seen Chinese colored sketches, of English officers and ladies

walking about Macao during the war of 1841-2, exquisitely done ; save that their eyes were

all oblique, while their "Caucasian" features were lost in the Sinico-Mongol. But for

possession of my old comrade M. Prisse's "Oriental Album" I should have been unable

to indicate to the reader, — through any works known to me about the very peoples I

know best— a faithful likeness of an Arab; and even this falls short of the most beautiful

of all, viz., the portrait of the glorious and ill-starred Ibdailah-ebn-Souhood, Prince of the

heroic Wa'h'abees (Mbngin, vlSffypte sous le Gouv. de Mohammed Aly, Paris, 1823, II, p. 142).

The octavo text I happen to have ; but the folio Atlas lies still with my Ubrary— and other

things—somewhere in Egypt. So much in confirmation of M. Pulszky's four propositions

[supra, pp. 96-97].

6" Op. dt., pp. 7-«, 47.
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If such are the lamentations of an ethnologist in the centre of

science, at Paris, how unreasonable it would be to expect ampler

collections of iconographic materials, illustrative of human types,

elsewhere ?

The iconoplastie inspiration of Dumoutier has been since applied,

by M. DB Frobervillb,*'^ with increased accuracy as regards colora-

tion, to African races at Bourbon and Mauritius. Of sixty beautifal

casts, representing an astonishing variety of Mozambique negroes, I

was favored by this learned ethnologist with a sight of several; and

I am free to state that they opened a new world of light to me as

regards African populations on the eastern coast. Unfortunately

these fac-similes are still inedited. On the other hand, plaster-

moulding inevitably eflaces the expression of the eye;*™ but this

defect can now be counterbalanced through photography ; nowhere

employed with such thorough appreciation of anthropological exi-

genda as by MM. Deveria, Eousseau, and Jacquart, at the Mu-

seum d'Histoire Naturelle. Compared to this Gallery,—save only the

department of craniology, in which it is surpassed by the Mortonian

collection at Philadelphia™— all other collections known to my per-

sonal observation, or through report, sink into insignificance. Ske-

letons, skulls, anatomical preparations ; casts of entire figures, busts,

and heads, colored and uncolored, of an immense number of nations

;

oil and water-colored portraits, daguerreotypes, photographs, of indi-

viduals from all parts of the world ; not forgetting those exquisite

colored models of Russian races, presented by Prince Demidoff,—all

these, and other items by far too various for enumeration, already

render the G-alerie Anthropologique (as might have been inferred

where French science directs) one of the glories of Paris, no less

than foremost in the world's ethnology. In fact, such an admirable

system has there been laid down, susceptible of indefinite expansion,

that with very trifling aid from the imperial government, Paris might

contain, amidst her thousand attractions to the student, as well as to

618 "Kapport sur les raeea nfegres de I'Afrique orientale au sud de I'^quateur, obserr^es

par M. DE Feoberville— Oompies rendus des seances de I'Acad^mie des Sciences, xxx, 3 Juin,

1850— "tirage a part" 14 pages:— and Bulletin de la Soc. Ethnol. de Paris, 1846; i. pp.

89-90; and elsewhere in the Bulletins de la Soc. de OSographie.

This gentleman told me that the method he had employed was, to gum square bits of paper

on the skin of each individual whose cast he had previously taken, and then to cause his

artist to color them until the hue disappeared in that of the " torso" himself. Transferring

thence this colored paper to the plaster-oast, the same process yielded a perfect copy of such

person's outicular coloration.

"» See an example in M. D'Avezac's "T^bou," exquisitely moulded though it was by the

oare of De Blainville, in our "Ethnographic Tableau," No. 27.

6*> There are, however, admirable materials, forming the nucleus of what might become a

great anthropological museum, in the London Royal College of Surgeons.
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persons of education and leisure, every desideratum in anthropology.
An appropriation of not more than 100,000 francs to the aderie
Anthropohgique, coupled with official instructions to her consuls,

chiefs of expeditions, governors, and naval commanders, . scattered

over the world, to collect— at national expense

—

colored photographs

(front, back, and profile) of all types of man, male and female, within
their several reach,—and executed upon an uniform scale, according

to rules for measurements, &c., such as none but French administrative

experiences know so well how to give—these two ordinances, "pure
and- simple," are, now, all that is required to make France, within

five or ten years, as supreme in ethnology as she is in every other

science. 'No other government in the world will perform this service

towards the study of man ; because the two or three others (that may
have the power) do not possess, amid the personnel of their Execu-

tives, men of education sufficiently refined to appreciate "ethno-

logy"—its true political value, or its eventual humanitarian influences.

To such Cabinets, of cast-iron mould, appeal is useless, owing to their

intellectual conditions ; to others, like cultivated Sardinia for instance,

its achievement would be almost impossible. If imperial centraliza-

tion in France does not accomplish for Mankind that which has been

done everywhere in behalf of beetles, snakes, bats, and tadpoles, gene-

rations must yet pass away before, through any amount of private

enterprise, those materials can be collected, in one spot, that might

afford a comprehensive insight into this planet's human occupants.

Such are the disheartening convictions which general experience,

gathered eastward and westward during former years, followed by

some five exclusively devoted to ethnological inquiries, have forced

upon me involuntarily. Mortifying to my aspirations as the acknow-

ledgment may be, a brief sketch of the precursory steps taken to

accomplish our "Ethnographic Tableau," such as it is, will be the

best comment upon its difficulties of realization.

It was my conception, when setting out for Europe, with the

object of gathering materials for the present volume, to prepare a

Map of the world, colored somewhat upon the plan of Prof. Agas-

siz's suggestion,^^^ in size of about four folio sheets ; containing the

most exact colored portraits of races procurable, drawn to an uniform

scale, and each placed geographically in situ. Copiously supplied,

beyond any others in this country, as is our Academy of ITatural

Sciences with works upon every department of Natural History,

and among them many containing excellent human iconographic

specimens, they were wholly inadequate to the execution of my

681 Types of Mankind, p. Ixxviii, and Map.

39
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plan; but I supposed that European libraries miglit easily make up

tjie deficiency. Procuring- a large skeleton charts and coloring it

into zoological realms and faunae, I made a preliminary list of about

150 human families whose liken.esse& were' desirable. Their names,

written on differently^colored pieces of paper, an inch square, were

then pasted upon this map, each one in its geographical locality, ta

stand as mnemonics for the portraits to be afterwards inserted.

Through the politeness of the late M. Ducos, Minister for ISTaval

Affairs, the choice library of the Ministere de la Marine, together

with the vast repository of the Depot de la Marine, were freely

opened to my visits ; and here, Bajot^ in hand, my bibliographical

explorations commenced;. The BibliotMques ImpSriale, de VInstitut,

and du Jardin de% Plantes, were equally accessible iJirough the kind-

ness of friends, during eight momths' stay at Paris ; and, for eight

months subsequently, I resumed my old seat in that paradise of a

bibliophilos, owing to the incomparable facilities^ readers obtain

there, the British Museum Library. Altogether I worked in the

midst of such resources for about twelve mont;hs of time,— always

aided, when necessary,, by my "Wife's enthudastic help— guided

throughout by considerate indices from distinguished savans ; during

which period thousands of volumes were subjected to scrutiny, hun-

dreds yielding materials either for my wife's pencil or my own note-

books. In fact, no literary means were lacking for the attainment

of my object; no efforts spared towards realizing it. Having, in

consequence, acquired practical knowledge of the probable range of

ethnographic materials accumulated at the present day, I can now
speak of their deficiencies with more confidence. Alas ! they are

great indeed

!

It was not long,, however, before my casting- about, at Paris, ended
in the renunciation of an ethnographic map of the nature above
sketched ; owing to the frequency of laeunae, impossible to be filled

up, in the pictorial gradations of humanity spread over the earth.

Inaccurate designs of many races, false colorations of most, nn-

authentic exceptions to exactness throughout the remainder, reduced
the number of reliable portraits to a very small number in published
works. To the ethnographer some, otherwise valuable books, perfect

as to costumes of nations, are wholly unavailable^ as regards facial

682 Catalogue particulier des Livres de Giographie et de Voyagtt qui se trouvent dam let.

Bibtiothigues du Department de la Marine et des Colonies; Paris, Imprimgrie Royale, 8to,

1«40 ; TOl. Ill;

W»Such, forr instanee, m Geergi'sz BetekreSnmg allir Nationum^dea Rutmchen: Biichs, 8fe

Petersburg, 1776; also republished in smallei^edition- at Leipzig, 1783; and in four vols.

London, without plates, 1.78Qs—Eeokbbeeo, Lei Feuplea de> lit Maaie, &c., with 94 plates
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iconography,,-^ the Artists, naturally ignorant of physiognomieai
diversity beyond the small circle of races within their personal

cognizances, having given European features to every variety of

man ; so that, according to each designer's country, all nations are

made to assume French, JSngliak, or Crerman faces; often with as

little regard to foreign human nature as we find in Tailors' or

Modistes' show-plates of the newest fashions ! Some of the best

descriptive works contain plates too small for reliance ; in general

uncolored, or else tinted without regard to exactness ; at the same
time that of whole families of mankind there are no representations

whatever. It is, in fact, rare to meet with colored plates of races

worthy of confidence, before the beginning of this century : not that

I would disparage the eflbrts made by Cook, La Perouse, Krusenstern,

and other voyagers, to furnish good copper-plates of several distant

tribes of men met with in their daring circumnavigations.

But the man essentially imbued with a sort of instinctive presenti-

ment of the importance of human iconography, and to whose single

pencil we still owe more varied representations of mankind over the

earth than to any individual before or since, without question was
Choris.'^ Chosen artist to the second Russian voyage round the

world under Ottoe von Kotzebue in the "Ruriek"^^— 1815-18

—

fevored by a liberal and scientific commander, and aided by a skilfal

naturalist, Adelbert de Chamisso, Choris really availed himself of glo-

rious opportunities (so frequently deemed unimportant in later mari-

time expeditions,— compared to the triumphant collection of "new
species " among oysters, butterflies, or parsleys),, and may be right-

fully styled . the father of those ethnological portrait-painters who,

like Lesueur, have so skilfully illustrated the voyages of P6ron (under

Baudin) Duperrey,. De Freycinetj D'Urville, Gaimard, and others.

It is to Choris's, more than to any other man's labors, that the works

of Prichard, and Cuvier, as the learned copyists frequently point out,

owe their iconographic interest : and here it may be conveniently

stated that, in our Tableau, I have endeavored, as far as possible, to

of costumes. Many other works, equally defective ethnographioally, if excellent for na-

tional costumes, are in the "King's Library," British Museum. Even some works of the

great French Navigators—^such as D'Entreoastkapx, 1800; De Bougainville, 1837;

Laplace, 1835; Du Petit Thdabs, 1841— are almost valueless to human iconography,

however meritorions and important in descriptions, and precious in other branches of

natural history.

58* Voifage Pittoretqut autour du Monde, avee det PoTtraiU de Sauvagea d'Amirique, d'Aaie,

d'Afrique, et des lien du Grand Ocean; Paris, Didot, folio, 1822. Of this work I have used

four copies at different libraries, two of them uncolored; and, as regards the coloration of

the other two, one varied materially from the other in tints.

»» Voifag& of discovery into the South Sea, &e., trMisl. Lloyd, London,-* vols. Syt ..1821.
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avoid repeating likenesses published by either authority, except when

none so good were accessible elsewhere. Even then, in most cases,

my copies are taken from, or have been compared with the original

engravings, as the reference under each head indicates.

Compelled to relinquish, ovring to absence of sufficient, materials,

my first idea of an ethnographic map, the next best substitute was

suggested by J. Achille Oompte's folio sheet ;^ which, considering

that it is now twenty-five years old, was the ablest condensation of

its day. Its errors have been indicated by Jacquinot; and, besides it

gives undue preponderance to Oceanic types when other parts of the

world possess equal claims for representation. " One sees a black

of Vanikoro drawn as the type of the Polynesian brown race ; below

it, another native of Vanikoro represents the Malay branch. ^Natives

of New-Ireland serve at one and the same time for the type of the

Polynesian race and for the black Oceanic race !"^ Without copy-

ing any of the heads published by so good an authority, I have in

part availed myself of Compte's columnar arrangement and nomen-

clature, in the third letter-press column of our Tableau.

Among the various desiderata towards exactness in ethnic icono-

graphy, rank two necessities:— 1st, that the same portrait should at

least be photographed both in front view and profile; 2d, that these

photographs should not be restricted to the male sex, but that their

females should always accompany them ; inasmuch as, from the rape

of the Sabines down to Captain Bligh's mutineers,— among Turks

universally, as well as in instances of American nations cited by Mc-

CuUoh^'*—^the women of a given nation often differ totally in type

from their masculine possessors. Of this last contingency there exist

countless instances, met with even in our own every-day experiences.

The advantage of adding a haeh view of each individual has been

shown by Debret ;
^' and it is the rule followed, where possible, by

M. Rousseau.'*' One universal savant,'^' and one equally-universal

comparative anatomist,™ feel the importance of the first requirement.

586 Races Humaines, distribuees en un Tableau Mithodique, ' ' adopts par le Conseil royal de

rinstruction Publique ;" Paris, 1840:—being PI. I. of his Eigne Animal, 1832.

58' Jacqtjinot, Eludes sur VHutoire Naturelle de VHomme; Thfese pour le Dootorat en Me-
dicine, Paris, 4to., 1848; p. 117.

6*8 Researches, Philosophical and Antiquarian, concerning the Aboriginal History of America,

Baltimore, 8vo., 1829; pp. 34-5, &o. See a spirited sketch of the rape of a white woman,
by " Pehuenohes," in Pceppiq's Reise in Chili, &o., Atlas fol., 1835, PI. 7.

68» Voyage Piltoresque au Bresil, ii. pp. 114-5, PI. xii.

«» At the Jardin des Plantes ; as in several photographs of Hottentots, &c., I owe to his

oomplaisanee.

s" Alfked Matjet, Questions relatives & VEthnologic ancienne de la France—Extrait de I'An-

nmaire de la Soc. Imp. dea Antiquaires de France Jiour 1852—Paris, 18mo., 1853
; pp. 9-10.-

592 Straus-Ditrckheim, ThSologie de la Nature, Paris, 8to., 1852; III, note xxx, Races
humaines; pp. 318-9, 324.
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The former presses French antiquaries with the following language
—" In the portraits that we demand from our correspondents, they

should adhere both to giving front views, so as to enable the physi-

ognomy to be judged ; and profile, in order to show the direction of

the lines of the face, the disposal of the forehead, the facial angle,

the degree of hoUowness of the eye in relation to the ' arcade souci-

lifere,' the prominence of the chin. It is certain that these details of

the countenance, in appearance insignificant, exert a great influence

upon the ensemble of the features. By way of example, we would

instigate remark that the cavity at the root of the nose, in relation to

the slope of the forehead, is of itself a characteristic that distinguishes

certain races from others. The Greeks, to judge by the statues they

have left us, did not represent this cavity ; so pronounced, on the

contrary, in sundry of our own provinces. Some physiologists have

attributed this character to mixture with the Grermanic race, in which

it is observed in considerably high degree. There are lines, even

some simple wrinkles, that stamp a given physiognomy vidth its

national impress. The Shlavic race notably distinguishes itself, ordi-

narily, among men more than thirty years old, by a furrow which

cuts the whole cheek in a quasi-vertical sense."

The subjoined authority stands so high among comparative anato-

mists, that its weight, in support of the polygenistic view, deserves

attention. Straus-Durckheim says: " In treating this subject [Human

Baces\, as it ought to be, simply as a question of pure zoology, and

upon applying to it the same principles as to the determination of

other species of animals belonging to one genus, one arrives, in fact,

at really recognizing many very distinct human species, of which

the number cannot yet be fixed ; on one account, because the interior

of the continents of Africa, Australia, and even of America, is not

sufficiently known; and on another, that we do not possess even

sufficient data about the distinctive characters of a large number

already known

"We are acquainted indeed with a few races, such as the Caucasian and the Negro; but

many others are very poorly indicated, even by Ethnographers, to such a degree that every-

thing remains still to be done.

" The greater number of travellers who, until now, have gone over distant countries iu

which exist races of men more or less distinct, have indeed brought back some drawings

;

and, in these later times, even busts moulded upon nature ; but more frequently they have

confined themselves to giving the portraits of the Chiefs about whom they spoke in relating

their voyages ; or else, they have represented a few common individuals, some taken at

random, and the others on account of whatever may have been extraordinary in their phy-

siognomy; whereas it is precisely the portraits of those who present the most vulgar [or

normal] faces and forms among each people which it is essential to make known; their

features offering, through this very circumstance, the true characteristics of their races,

inasmuch as best resembUng the greater number of individuals. * * * " Now, these various
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directions of the divers jparts of the head, which it would be so important 4o know well in

order to determine the differences that exist between human species, cannot be thoroughly

indicated except in portraits done exactly in profile ; in the same manner that the exact

proportions of width cannot be properly given save through portraits in full front view

;

and this is precisely that which one does not find but very exceptionally in ethnograpMo

works, in which heads are generally Represented at three-quarter view ; with the iwtentipn

of making known at one and the same time the proportions of all parts, where^as through

such arrangement they satisfy nothing ; the three-quarters not permitting any proportion

to be exactly caught, every feature becoming foreshortened to the beholder."

With full consciousness of these requiremente, I had hoped that,

through the multitude of works consulted, some kind of uniformity,

as regards front and profile views of the same head, might have been

achieved for a certain number of races. Here again disappointment

was the issue. Aside from Dumoutier's Antkropologie wherein ohiefly

Oceanic busts are thus figured, there are not a dozen instances^

where pains have been taken to supply this radical necessity in eth-

nology. There are not, out of thesCj more than half the number

colored; nor, finally, as illustrative of the poverty of ethnographical

resources, out of a collection of some 400 heads of races procured,

was it possible, on reducing the number even to 64 specimens, to

avoid including some faces (such as If6s. 11, 13, 20, 30, 34, &c.) drawn

at three-quarters, under the penalty of either a blank in the series or

,of filling the place with a less characteristic sample. And yet, with

an intrepidity which ignorance of these simple facts may explain, but

can never justify, whole volumes have been written to prove " the

unity of the human speoies/'—^wlaen science does not possess half the

requisite materials for ethnographic comparisons, and at the very

day that the best naturalists will frankly and honestly tell you how,

th,e historical evidences (only scientific criteria) of 'permaneney of type

being excluded, they feel rather uncertain where "species" is to be

fpund in any department of zoology. Polygenism no less than

monogenism, as regards humanity's origination, depends, therefore,

like all similar zoological questions, upon history— itself a science

essentially human. The whole controversy concerning the unity or

the diversity of mankind's "species" is conseqijently bounded by a
circle, of which, after all, human history can but Vaguely indicate the

circumference; and the only ultimate result obtained from the an-

alysis of such arguments resolves itself, as in all circular argumentSj
into a question of probabilities. The brothers Humboldt (ubi supra)
reject, as ante-historical, all myths, fiction, and tradition, that pretend
to explain the origin of mankind. Perfectly coinciding with these

I™ My portfolio embraces them all, I believe, from the publications of Cuvier, P^ron,
D'Orbigny, D'Avezac, De Middendorf, Siebold, and two or three others.
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luminaries of our XlXth century in. such repudiation of the only
criterion of "species" wliicli real history is powerless to elucidate,

belief and unbelief, as to polygenism or monogenism, seem to me
eq-ually speculative, equally abortive, in a matter utterly beyond
tbe research of human history,— as this term is understood during
the present solar revolution, ecclesiastically styled a. d. 1857.

I roughly estimate the amount of iconograpHc stock, available to

ethnology and contained in published works, at about 600 portraits.

Of these not more than half are colored, many of them not reliably

;

whilst a lai'ge proportion of those uncolored are more or less defec-

tive. In this estimate, European nations of the three types,—Teutonic,

Celtic and Sclavonic—are of course excluded ; because biographical,

historical and other publications, aside from portrait-galleries, fiimish

abundance to illustrate these the most civilized races of the world.

Some American, portions of African, perhaps all the Australian, the

greater number of Polynesian, certain Malayan, Indo-Chinese,

Chinese, Japanese, &c., are well represented ; but vast iconographic

blanks in the varied nationalities of Asia and Africa still remain

among "terree incognitse," ethnologically speaking far more than

even geographically. For instance, where has there been published

a reliable colored portrait of a Yuhag'ir f where that of a true Berber ?^*

Central Arabian tribes have no authentic representative, save in the

likeness of Abd-Allah ebn Souhood, the Wah'abee ;^ and so on of whole

nations in other regions. Indeed, by way of testing the accuracy of

this statement, let the reader take the third column of our " Tableau,"

wherein an attempt has been made, chiefly through descriptions, to

group mankind physiologically. Sixty-five distinguishable families,

out of perhaps hundreds unmentioned, are there enumerated. Let

him only try to find for each of these a reliable colored portrait, suit-

able to ethnology (Hamilton Smith, Priehard and Latham, inclusive),

—^his fijst difficulty will be to settle the difference iconographically

between a "Lapp" and a "Finn." I have failed in my efforts to

obtain one of the former ; of the latter (No. 7) I am by no means

certain.^

According to modern statisticians, the population of the world is

calculated to exceed 1200 millions. About 600, more or less available,

ethnological portraits are the limit of my estimate of public icono-

5" Those (about 40, I think) procured by the Exploration edmtifique en Alg^rie are inedited.

Very beautiful they are, in the Parisian Galerie Anthropologique. It will be noted that I

use the terms "reliably colored poriraits" accessible through publications. The treasures

contained in prirate portfolios do not, of course, enter into this category, being inaccessible.

693 Mengin, Op. at. (supra, note 576).

696 See what Dr. Meigs says (Chap. Ill, pp. 267-70, ante).
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graphical property, bearing upon types of man—Europeans hardly

included—now in existence. This enables ethnography at the

• present advanced day to boast, that she possesses about half an indi-

vidual per million to represent all Mankind ! whereas, out of 216

known species of Monkeys, there are not a dozen of which naturalists

do not possess exact and elegant delineations. And yet, steeped in

the slough of our common ignorance, it is pretended to give us

si/stems vindicating the "unity of the human species."

Tinder all these lamentable deficiencies, my attempt reduces itself

to an exhibition of 54 of the best characterized ethnographic portraits

condensible into a " Tableau." Their number (fifty-four) is purely

accidental. No cabalistic enigma underlies its selection, which was
superinduced merely by the mechanical eligibilities considered requi-

site by our publishers. What may have been the labor incurred to

present even so small a number at one view, may be inferred through
the Table of References. Such as it is, the reader will find nothing
yet published comparable to it for attempted accuracy ; at the same
time that none can be more alive than myself to its defects, nor will

be more happy to hail the publication of something better within the
limited price of this present volume. Had not this last inexorable
condition been part of our publishing arrangements, my own port-

folio and note-books could have supplied for every row (except for

the Australian realm, which seems tolerably complete in 6 specimens)
18 different heads, each typical of a race, in lieu of only 6 ; and
then, through 132 colored portraits, a commencement might have
been made to portray, at one view, the earth's known inhabitants

;

leaving to future collectors the task of adding other types, in the
ratio either of their discovery or of their acquisition, to ethnic icono-
graphy. With these remarks, the "Tableau" is submitted to liberal
criticism; which will perceive the reason why so many essential and
well-known types are unavoidably excluded, in the fact that 132
distinct things cannot be compressed into a space adapted to 54.

A FEW CIOSINa OBSERVATIONS.

Notwithstanding that perfectly-traced fac-similes, and sometimes
the ongmal plates and photographs themselves, were placed in
the hands of the best lithographic establishment in this city rigid
comparison with a few of the originals referred to in the explanatory
text, will prove what has been previously deplored regarding ethno-
logical portraits generally, viz., that a merely artistic eye, untrained
in this new "specialite" of art, is unable even to copy with absolute
correctness. A draughtsman, accustomed to draw solely European
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faces, cannot, without long practice and a peculiar instinct for race-

iconograpliy, seize, on so small a scale as such drawings must be
made, the delicate distinctions between ethnic lineaments perceived

by the eye of an anthropologist. In consequence, it has happened
in our Tableau, that, through infinitesimal touches of his pencil,

there are few heads (in the eyes especially) which have not been more
or less JEuropeanized by the artist. These defects are herein irre-

mediable ; nor would I call attention to them, but to meet a possible

(nay, very probable) charge, that these portraits have been tampered
with in order to favor Dr. Nott's and my common polygenistic

views: whereas, on the contrary, the truth is, that artistic execution,

by softening down diversities of feature, palpable in the originals,

seems unconsciously to have labored rather to gratify the yearnings

and bonhomie of philanthropists and monogenists.

In respect to the coloring, also, although to each face I have ap-

pended authority for its hue, much allowance should be made for a

book the price of which, to the American subscriber, must not

exceed $5. The colorist (who has performed her part extremely

well) had to give 53 distinct tints to 54 (the Tasmanians, Nos. 53, 54,

being one color) different faces,— each, too, restricted to one stroke

of her brush. To have attempted the coloration of eyes, hair, or

dress, would have made this volume cost half as much again. I>fever-

theless, I have deposited with our publishers one standard and

completely-colored copy, critically executed by my wife, and they

tell me that any one desirous of possessing our "Ethnographic

Tableau," perfectly colored, varnished, and mounted upon rollers, can

obtain such copy on application to them, and paying the expense

thereof.

As for the wood-cuts,—in our present, no less than in our former

volume— I am free to say, that the only extenuation, for often-

stupid deviations from perfectly-drawn originals, lies simply in the

fact, that where (owing to bibliothecal deficiencies in a given spot

of our yet new and youthful American republic) the plates them-

selves could not be furnished to the engraver, my wife's pencil-marks

on the box-wood "blocks" having been rubbed more or less in our

travels,— or, by carelessness, after their delivery to the wood-cutter

"pencils," under such circumstances, are treacherous and slip-

pery. Hence our collaborators, Messrs. Pulszky and Meigs, I am
sure, will be charitable enough to overlook any accidental drawbacks

to the attainment of that correctness, which was equally desired by

Mrs. Gliddon, Dr. ^STott, and myself The reader will also, I trust,

be so considerate as to overlook such blemishes in the artistic,

cranioscopic, and typograpical exactitude of our book.
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Oil THE

ETHITOGRAPHIC TABLEAU,

EXHIBITING

SPECIMENS OF VARIOUS RACES OF MANKIND.

Adopting entirely, for my own part, Prof. Agaesiz's zoological dis-

tribution of animals into REALMS,—subdivided into Faunoe—^I had

prepared prefatory observations on each of the former, vs^hich lack of

space now obliges me to reduce to a minimum consistent with per-

spicacity.

So many have been the mistakes committed (even by good scholars),

as regards the honored Professor's meaning, in the terms " Realms"

and " Faunae," °^ that the reader's attention is again especially invited

to the " Sketch of the Natural Provinces of the Animal "World, and

their relation to the different Types of Man ;" which, with its tableau

and map, forms a prominent feature in ISTott's and my Types of Man-
kind.

It is upon such inferred knowledge, on the reader's part, that our

"Ethnographic Tableau" has been projected. The first column of

letter-press contains Prof. Agassiz's "Geographical distribution:"

—

the second De. Meigs's " Cranioscopic examples:"— the third my
'" 1. A. D'Abbadie {Observations sur VOumage intituU: Types of Mankind, par MM. Noil

and Oliddon— Bulletin de la Soc. de G(ographie, No. 55, Juillet, Paris, 1855, p. 41)— "M.
Agasaiz admet huit types humoins primitife." Kefuted by M. A. Matibt, in the same Jour-

nal (pp. 46-51). 2. Hetwood (translation of VoH Bohleh's Introd. to the Book of Genesis,

London, 8vo, 1855; II, appendix 2, p. 278)—"Hottentot realm;" instead ot fauna. 8. A
writer (Charleston Medical Journal, 1855—" An Examination of Prof. Agassiz's Sketch," &c.)

confounds realms with faunce in a manner that shows he does not even comprehend termino-

logy [e.g., "Mongolian realm" (p. 36)— "Prof. A. has formed two realms in Africa;"

" Hottentot realm" (p. 37] : but inasmuch as this would-be naturalist duly received a quietus

at the hands of Luke BmHE (Charleston Med. Journ., July, 1856, Art. I), he may remain

dropped where he was long ago, by Morton and by myself
(
Types of Mankind, pp. Ivi and

628, note 210). 4. Cull (Address to the Ethnological Society of London, 1864, p. 8)— " 5.

The Negro realm. 6. The Hottentot realm." No such classes occur in Prof. Agassiz's paper.

6. Anon. (Westminster Review, No. XVIII, April, 1856; Art. IIL p. 364)

—

"eight realms,

* * * Hottentot," as one of them, in lieu offauna. 6. Anon. (London AthmcBum, June 17,

1854, Review)— [Prof. Agassiz] " divides mankind into eight types, each of which has its

realm, with its peculiar animal inhabitants. They are as follows :—1. Arctic ;—2. Mongol;
—8. European;—4. American;—5. African;—6. Hottentot;— 7. Malayan;— 8. Austra-

lian," &o.
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individual conception of "ManMnd, grouped physiologically :"—and

the fourth a synopsis, by myself^ of the "Linguistic distinctions"

deducible from M. Alfred Maury's Chapter I, in the present volume.

I proceed to succinct remarks on the " Realms" themselves ; fol-

lowing each by specification of the sources whence each human por-

trait has been derived. Precision is the only goal attempted to be

reached by this tinted-Tableau's compiler : and the primary fact that

will be acquired by its inspector, at first glance, will be the destruc-

tion of any hypotheses he may have formed concerning the alleged

action of solar influence (as per Latitude and Longitude) upon Na^

ture's aboriginal coloration of the human skin [any greater than upon

that of the »imioe-^&&e Monkey-chart] among her "types" and "races"

of the genus Homo.

I.

ARCTIC BEALM.

(Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6.)

The newest and by tax the best—definitions known to me of the seyeral characteristics

of the human inhabitants of the Hyperborean 2one, being already supplied by our collabo-

rator Dr. MtflgB {tvpra. Chapter III, pp. 156, 168), I will not detract from the merit of this

first utterance of special studies on the Polar region, which he has been prosecuting for some

time by doing more than inviting re-perusal of his remarks ; coupled with reference to that

excellent little compendium—"Productions of 'Zones,' illustrated and described" (10 Plates

md 10 pamphlets, 18mo— pubUshed by Myers & Co., London, 1854).

BBPBRBNCBS AND EXPLANATIONS-

9o. 1.—ESEIUO.

I" laMcaMUuda,
EsWmaux of Igloolik ^'-Paeet, 2d Vayas', " Tury and HecUj" London, 1824,

p. 891.]

ColoTtd from Ross, Voy. Baffin'> Say^" Aietic Highlander— .BW-icA;, Native

of prince Regent's Bay.''

Compare Mabmn, Nat. But. ofMan and Xonkej/t, London, 1841, p.278, fig. 213.

Bo. ?,^TCHTrrKTCHI.

fInedUed -from my friend Mb. Edwaed M. Kzbn, artist in the recent Voyage of the U. S. Correlte

« Vincennefl," Capt. Bodgera, to the North P,riflc, 1863-6. See the remarks of Br. Meigs (mpra,

Chapter m) on Fig. 12.]

Compaw Dbshouhns, Baca Sumaint,, 1826; Pl. I, from Chobis :- Hoopeb

(Tents of the TuM, London, Svo, 1853) gives plates too small for reliance; but

observes, "Tchouski, Tchuktche, Tchutski, Tchekto, and similar appellations,

I beUeve to have arisen from the word Tuski, meaning a confederation or bro-

therhood " He divides them into "the Reindeer Tuski," and "the fishmg,

or alien Tuski" -"two distinct races, or, at least, branches, * * * differing

in language, appearance, a<nd many details of dress and occupation (p. 84)."
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No. 3.— KOEIAK.

[" Inhabitants of Kotzebue Sound :"—De Kotzebhe, Toy. of JHscmery, N. E. Flutage, in RuEsian

S. "Rurick," 1816-18; transl. Lloyd, London, 1821; I, PI. 1.]

Compare Bebchey ( Voyage to the Northern Ocean and Beering'a Strait, Lon-

don, 4to, 1831, 1, p. 250 seq., II, pp. 567-76), who, in describing the Esquimaux,

eastern and western, says, " both people being descended from the same stock."

No. 4.— AliOUTIAN.

[" Habitant des lies AWoutiennes :"—CaomB,Vo!/age PiUoresque auiour du JUonde (1815-18) ; Faria,

fol., 1822, P1..III, 6ni» livraison.]

Compare " a man of Kadiak" (PI. VI, in Maktin Saukr's Account of a Oeog.

and Astronom. Exped. to the Northern Parts of Russia, by Comm: J. BiUings,

1785-94; London, 4to, 1802.)

No. 6.—AINO.
[" Nature! de la c5te septentrionale de Jeaso :"

—

De Krdsenstern, Voyage autour du Monde, 1803-6,

in tbe Russian S. " Nadiejeda and Neva"— transl. Eyries, Paris, 1821 ; Atlas 4to, PI. XV, 1 : col-

lated with PI. LXXIX, of the Russian folio original, St. Petersburg, 1813.]

Colored, " teint brun verdS,tre fonc£," according to Desmoulins (op. cit., pp.

165, 286). De Kkcsenstekn (II, pp. 89-90, 98-9) considers the hairiness of

these Atnos to have been exaggerated, and says their color is " teint brunfond et

presgue noir." Upon showing our colored head. No. 5, to my friend Lieut.

Habersham, he tells me that it does very well. Already (vide supra, " Prefatory

Remarks"), I have been enabled, through his kindness and zeal for science, to

present a wood-cut exhibiting the true characteristics of a race so little known
as these Ainos. Here is Lieut. Habersham's description : —

" The hairy endowments of these people are by no means so extensive as some

early writers lead one to suppose. As a general rule, they shave the front of

the head d la Japanese, and though the remaining hair is undoubtedly very

thick and coarse, yet it is also very straight, and owes its bushy appearance to

the simple fact of constant scratching and seldom combing. This remaining

hair they part in the middle, and allow to grow within an inch of the shoulder.

The prevailing hue is black, but it often possesses a brownish cast, and these

exceptions cannot be owing to the sun, as it is but reasonable to suppose that

they suffer a like exposure from infancy up. Like the hair, their beard is bushy,

and from the same causes. It is generally black, but often brownish, and seldom

exceeds five or six inches in length. I only saw one case where it reached more
than half-way to the waist ; and here the owner was evidently proud of its great

length, as he had it twisted into innumerable small ringlets, well greased, and
kept in something like order. His hair, however, was as bushy as that of any
other. As this individual was evidently the most " hairy Kurile" of the party,

we selected him as the one most likely to substantiate the assertion of Broughton
in regard to "their bodies being almost universally covered with long, black
hair." He readily bared his arms and shoulders for inspection, and (if I except

a tuft of hair on each shoulder-blade, of the size of one's hand) we found his

body to be no more hairy than that of several of our own men. The existence

of those two tufts of hair caused us to examine several others, which examina-
tions established his as an isolated case.

" Their beard, which grows well up under the rather retreating eye, their bushy
brows, and generally wild appearance and expression of countenance, give them
a most savage look, singularly at variance with their mild, almost cringing,

manners. When drinking, they have a habit of lifting the hanging mustaoha
over the nose, and it was this practice, I suppose, which caused an early writer
to say, "their beards are so long as to require lifting up." Though undoubt-
edly below the middle height as a general rule, I still saw several who would be
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called quite large men in any country ; and, though the average height he nox

more than "five feet two or four inches," they make up the difference in an

abundance of muscle. They are a well-formed race, with the usual powers of

endurance accorded to sayages, indicated in their expansiye chests and swelling

muscles. Their features partake more of the European cast than any other.

They are generally regular, some even noble, while all are devoid of that expres-

sion of treacherous cunning which stands out in such bold relief from the faces

of their masters—the Japanese and Northern Chinese. I cannot but agree with

La Perouse as to their superiority over those nations. * * *

"The Ajiuos are unpleasantly remarkable as a people in two respects,—viz.

:

the primitive nature of their costume, and their extreme filthiness of person.

I doubt if an Ainu ever washes ; hence the existence of vermin in everything

that pertains to them, as well as a great variety of cutaneous diseases, for which

they appear to have few or no remedies. There is another side to the picture,

however, and it is a bright one. Their moral and social qualities, as exhibited

both in their intercourse with each other and with strangers, are beautiful to

behold. * * *

"I cannot account for Broughton's assertion in regard to their being of "a
light copper-color," unless he referred to a few isolated cases. As I have pre-

viously remarked, we saw several hundred men, women, and children, and these

were all of a dark brownish-black, with one exception ; which exception was a

male adult, strongly suspected of being a half-breed." (Op. cii., pp. 311-14.)

Ko. 6.— SAMOYEDE.
[« emorUa, K&nln-Samojeaen :"—De Midbekdoef, IHe SimDJedm in St. Feterslmrg, PI. XIV. (Tide

BulUtm delaSoc EOmologigM de Paris, 1847, 1, pp. 259, 295-7, 300-7 ; and St. Petersburg Zettung,

1847, Nos. 77, 78.]

Colored from Prince Demidoff's collection in the Galerie Anthropologique, Jar-

din des Plantes, Paris, 1855.

Compare Desmoulins, op. cit, pp. 261-6 :

—

Latham, Native Races of the Rus-

tian Empire, London, 1854, pp. 112-21:— Max-Mtjllek, Languages of the Seat

of War, London, 1855; 2d ed., pp. 118-23.

II.

ASIATIC EEAIM.

(Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.)

"Asia Polyglotta" (Kiapeoth, Sprach Atlas, Paris, fol., 1823; and Atlas of his Tableaux

hittorigues de FAsie, Paris, fol., 1826;— vrith their perspicuous maps of Asia at different

periods, for aU sources—)" seems likely to become " Asia Polygenea," whenever anthropo-

logy shLu possess, about her multiform human occupants, either the accurate data now

acquired for elucidating the Egypiians,i'he Arabs, the Hebrews, the Berbers, and the Chinese,

— or the precise knowledge gained in her inferior departments of zoology. Almost every-

thing known about Asiatic ethnography is contained within the present and our former

work, taking in view the references accompanying any statement in both.

REFERENCES AND EXPLANATIONS.

Ho 7.—KAMTSCHADALE.
[PBICHAED, Natural Bist. of Man, London, 1865; ed. Norris; i. p. 224, PI. ix.-ftom Choeib.]

On these I have nothing to add to Dr. Meigs's remarks in Chapter HI.
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No. &— St. lArEENT-ISIANDEB.

[Choeis, op. at., livi 7'., PI. XTl.jftom Beiuing'a Straits; American- side;

J

Von LAirasDOKPr {Vay^ and IPraveU, London, 4to. 1815, II, pp. 81, 111-12)

Doctor to Kotzebue,. saya of the Oon^askang; "a^sort of middle race between,

the Mongol-Tartars and the North Americans "—and »f the- KoIusOhians, "they

do not appear to have the least affinity -with the Mongol race:"— skin, when

clean, nearly fair.

Ko. 9.— TABTAB.
[" Chef Tartare :"

—

De Retjsenstern, op. cii., PI. xvii. ;—corrected by Bnssian original, Tab. lxxxii,J

Colored by descriptions of the ancient "Ou-Sionn," "Ting-Lings," &c.,

according to Chinese historians cited by Elaproth (Tableaux hist, de VAsie, pp.

123-.5, 162, &c.)

Compare Desmohlins, op. eU., pp. 74-5, 80, 87, 163 ;—and other authorities

in Jaedoi (^Revolutions des Peuples de I'Asie Moyenne, Pams, 1839 ; ii.), " Tab-

leau ayuoptique, chronologique et par Race.'' De Khusenstern (transl. Ey-

rifes, 1821, ii. pp, 208-11, 222-6), at the peninsula of Sakhalin (Map, PL 28),

coast of Tartary— narrates how the Tartars, of whom the-above is a chief, had

driven out and extirpated the. " aborigines, or Amos," and were a totally dis-

tinct race.

For Tartar ethnography around the Black Sea, consult Hommaire de Hell
(Lea 'Sf^pes de la mer Oaspienne, Paris, S vols., 1845) paetitU.

No.lO,— CHINESE.

["Un Cbinois"

—

Barrow, Vot/age en Chine (with Macartney), transl. Gastera, Paris, 1806; Atlaa,

4to., PI. iv.i and i. pp. 77-82.]

There are many forms of Chinamen, on which I have no space to enlarge

;

but this is a good normal type;

No. U.—KAIKTTK.
[Derivation uncertain.]

Colored from Hamiiton Smith, Nat. Sist. of the Human Speciee, Edinburgh,

1848; "Swarthy Kalmucks, Eleuth," PI. 28, p. 462.

Compare Martin, op. cit., pp. 271-3, fig. 207 ::—Cuvibr, Atlas, Mammiflref.

The best descriptions are in a work by an anonymous but very correct com-
piler

(
Voyages chez le Peuples KaUnoucks et les Tartares, avec 23 figures et 2

cartes g^ographiques, Berne, 1792, 8vo., — p. 169 in particular). After indi-

cating the clear distinctions^ in types and tongues, between the various races

of Caspian Asia, he quotes La Motrate's surprise, " d'avoir trouv^, presque sous

le meme olimat, et dans le mgme air, les Gircassiens, le plus beau peuple du
monde, au milieu des Noghaiens et des Kalmoucks, qui sent de vrais monstres
de laideur."

No.l2.— TTJDA.

[" A man of the Tuda race ;" Nilagirlfinis;.^Masenm Royal Asiatic Society: PJticHARB, Sesiarc?tef

into the Physical BUiory. of Munhmd.-^imdL NM. Hist, ofHan, 1865, PI. ri. p. 363-4.]

On all these Dravidian tribes, see Maury-'s Chap. I., pp. fi2-5 ; and my Chap-
ter v., pp. 612-13. The best descriptions are in Sketch of Assam (supra, note 346

514) ; but the colored portraits are too small.
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III.

EUROFEAX REALM.

(Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,-19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.)

The profound author of " CiTil Liberty and Self GoTemment "—ablest exponent of human
rights as understood in.our XLS.th. century by Anglo-Saxons»-haB expressed the embarrass-
ments of nomendatnze in. the following nota:

—

" I ask permission to draw the attention of the scholar to a subject which appears to me
important. 1 have used the term Western History, yet it is so indistinct that I must ex-

plain what is meant by it It. ought not to be so. I mean by western history, the history

of all historically active, non-Asiatic nations and tribes— the history of the Europeans and

their descendants in other parts of the world. In the grouping and division of comprehen-

sive subjects, clearness depends in a great measure upon the distinctness of well-chosen

terms. Many students of civilization have probably felt with me the (desirableness of a con-

eise term, which should comprehend within the bounds of one word,, capable of furnishing

us with an acceptable adjective, the whole of the western Caucasian portion of mankind

—

the Europeans and all their descendants in whatever part of the world, in America, Austra-

lia, Africa, India, the Indian Archipelago and the Bacific Islands. It is an idea which con-

stantly recurs, and makes the necessity of a proper and brief term daily felt. Bacon said-

that "the wise question is half the science," and' may we not add that a wise division and

apt terminology is its completion ? In my private papers I use the term Occidental, in a

sufficiently natural contradistinction to Oriental. But Occidental, like Western, indicates

geographical position ; nor did I feel otherwise authorized to use it here. Europides, would

not be readily accepted either. Japhethian would comprehend more tribes than we wish

to designate. That some term or other must soon be adopted seems to me clear, and I am

ready to accept any expressive name formed in the spirit and according to the taste of our

language. The chemist and natural historian are not the only ones that stand in need of

distinct names for their subjects, but tiiey are less exacting than scholars."— Oj>. cit., Phi-

ladelphia, 8vo., 1853, i. pp. 80-1.

Soon after the issue of "Types of Mankind," a pleasant rencontre here with Prof. Fran-

cis Lieber led to conversation between us, wherein it was remarked, that the name of a

mythic daughter of an ante-historic king of Phoenicia (Agenor);—transported by Jupiter in

the form of a natatory milk-white bull to the Isle of Candia—which, as Eukopa, had not

yet become applied geographically to "Europe" in the times of Homer, should have given

birth to an adjective—"European"—that (like Caucasian, Turanian, &c., supra, note 460)

now designates, as if they were an ethnic unit, types of man historically originating in three

distinct Realms (Arctic, Aaatic, and European properly so-called), and races as essentially

diverse from each other as the Faunae of these Realms themselves: at the same time that,

as Bochart (Phaleg, IV. 33) long ago perceived, such nations differ entirely from the men

olafourth Realm—" quia ^uropiea Afrioanos candore. faciei mnltum superant."

Prof. Lieber was so good as to leave with me (13th July, 1854) a memorandum embody-

ing the result of our conference :

—

" P. S. I may add that I have thought of the foUovring names, aU of which seem poor

ttxme

—

Japheiiam (includes too much)

;

Dyti-Caucatiam (Bad);

ffupero- Caucasians (poor)

;

Europa- Caucasians (poorer).
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" I really think Europidians is the least objectionable, although I own it would induce

people, at first glance, to suppose that it includes the descendants of Europeans only,

whereas the name ought to include Muropeans and all their descendants. F. L."

Such are the difficulties. I do not propose to resolve them : but would inquire of fellow-

ethnologists— inasmuch as we now know that, in primordial Europe, there once existed

(prior to the tripartite Celtic, Indo-German, and Shlavic, immigrations), men whose silex-

instruments lie entombed in French diluvial drift, men whose humatile vestiges are found

in ossuaries and bone-caverns, men who in Anglia and in Scandinavia preceded the Kelt

;

just as there are still living, in modern Europe, their Basque and Albanian, amid other,

successors—whether it might not be convenient to adopt Prof. Lieber's term '
' Europidians "

(or, Europid(B), by way of distinguishing such primary human stratifications from the

secondary, now comprised in the current word " Europeans " ?

REFERENCES AND EXPLANATIONS.
ITo. 13.—FINN.

[" Jannes Holm," Norway Laplander:

—

Hamiiton Smtth, op. cit., PI. XXX, p. 463 j "The diminu-
tive Lap^nder of Norway, similarly marked with Finnic in(erMnton "—compare pp. 318-20.

J

'"Dan and Anqitl, says the venerable historian Saxo-Grammaticus, wen
brothers:'"— that is to say, the Danes and the English descend from one ances-

try. Angelm, whence the Angles came to Anglia, lies in Denmark proper;
and the Jutes, Jutlanders, came over to England with the Saxons." (Elles-

MERE, op. cit. (supra, note 532) p. 1 :—Also, for " Norman names," consult M(-
moires de la Soc. R. des Antiquaries du Nord, Copenhagen, 8vo., 1862.) [See

p. 434, ante-l

"With regard to externals," says the translator of Geoeqi (Russia, or a com-
plete Sistorical account of all the Nations which compose that empire, London, 8vo.,

1780, i. p. 37, 45), "the Finns differ nothing from the Laplanders" being
flat against the observations of Capell Brooks! But the separation of the
Finns from the Laplanders is supposed to have taken place in the 18th cen-
tury, after the forcible conversion of the former to Christianity. However,
the very best work on all the Russian peoples is Count Charles de Reoh-
behq's {LesPeuples de la Russie, &o.—with 94 figures, Paris, 2 vols, fol., with-
out date, but during the reign of Nicholas). He says (i. p. 6), "How many
nations, how many religions, how many tongues, what varied customs in this
immense State! Let its diverse habitants be compared, and what distances
between their forms, their manner of living, 4heir costumes, their tongues, their
opinions

!
What a difference, for instance, betwixt the Livonian and the Kal-

mouk, betwixt the Russ and the Samoiede, betwixt the Finn and the Caucasian,
betwixt the Aleutian and the Cossack! What divers degrees of civilization,
from the Samoiede, who merely, so to say, vegetates in his smoky hut, to the
affluent inhabitant of St. Petersburg or of Moscow, who expresses himself in the
language of Voltaire ahnost equally to a Parisian !" He enumerates 99 races,
grouped into five types. It must be from this work's suggestions that Prince
Demidoff created that beautiful series of colored casts of Russian races now
in the Oalerie Anthropologique.

No. 14.— ICELANDER.

[•• Pftur Olaffsen Kcheur de E6kiavlk : -GimARi,, Toy. en I,lande et «, CWtentamfc, Corvette
" Keohercho " (1835-6), Paris, 1840 ; fol. Atlas List., I.]

Colored by descriptions. Tide supra. Chap. V., pp. 584^5.

No. 16.—BARON CUVIEB.

fFiom lithograph of his portrait by Maubdj.]
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"Geokqe Cuvier, the first of all descriptive anatomists, and the scientific

man who first, after Aristotle, applied the art of anatomy to general science,

was born on the 23d of August, 1769, at Moutbeliard, a small and originally

a German town, but long since incorporated within the French territories. He
was a native of Wirtemberg, a German in fact, and not a Frenchman in any sense

Of the term, saving a political one. The family came originally from a village

of the Jura, bearing the same name, of Swiss origin therefore, and a native

of the country which gave birth to Agassiz. In personal appearance he

much resembled a Dane, or North German, to which race he really belonged.

Cuvier then was a German, a man of the German race, an adopted son of France,

but not a Celtic man [nor a Kelt}, not a Frenchman. In character he was in

fact the antithesis of their race, and how he assorted and consorted with them

it is difficult to say. Calm, systematic, a lover of the most perfect order,

methodical beyond all men I have ever seen, collective and accumulative in a sci-

entific point of view, his destinies called him to play a grand part in the midst

of a non-accumulative race, a race with whom order is the exception, disorder

the rule. But his place was in the Academy, into which neither dema-

gogues nor priests can enter. Around him sat La Place, Arago, Gay-Lussac,

Humboldt, Ampfere, Lamarck, Geoffrey. This was his security, these his coad-

jutors, this the audience which Cuvier, the Saxon, and therefore the Protestant,

habitually addressed. It was whilst conversing with him one day in his library,

which opened into the Museum of Comparative Anatomy, a museum which he

- formed, that the full value of his position forced itself upon me. This was, I

think, during the winter of 1821 or '22. A memoir had been discussed a day

or two before at the Academy : I remarked to him that the views advocated in

that memoir could not fail to be adopted by all unprejudiced men [hommes mns

pTijugli) in France. ' And how many men sans prijugis may there be in

France ?' was his reply.

" ' There must,' I said, 'be many, there must be thousands.'

" ' Reduce the number to forty, and you will be nearer the truth,' was the

remarkable observation of my illustrious friend.

I mused and thought."—(R. Knox, M. D., F. E. S. E., Great Artists and Oreat

Anatomists, London, 12mo. 1852, pp. 18-19.

TRo. 16.—BTTLGABIAN.

["Famille Balgare :"— Gaimaed (Commission Scientifique da Nord), Toy. au SpUisburg, Lapmit,

&c, (1838-40) ; AOas PiUor., 66»". liv.]

See excellent " Portraits-types Turcs et Grecs de la Roumflie," with others

of Circassians, Kurds, &c., in Hommaike de Hell
(
Voyage en Turquie et en

Perse, Paris, 1854, Atlas fol., PU. viii., liii., xlviii. : and, for everything else

here needful, D'Ohsson Tableau ggnSral de VEmpire Ottoman, Paris, fol., 1790-

1820; n, pp. 136-7; Plates 63-74.)

Ho. 17.—GEEEK.
[« Palicar [guerilla], lies de I'Archipel. Gnee-.—GdUrU RoyaU de Costumes, Aubert & Ci"., Paris,

fol, PI. 8.]

On this face, M. Pulszky comments, in a private letter to me, that this man

is a Sclavonian. I agree with him ; but such is the normal type of Moreots at

the present day.

So. 18.—CATJCASIAIT.

["Prince KaabeS (OssStie) :"—GAOABnre, Coaumesdu Chucase, Paris, fol. 1852.]

I mean, as the highest type of the "Men of Mt. Caucasus" (supra, Chap. V,

note 460). I have no space to enlarge upon this mountain's multiform inha-

bitants.

40
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Ko. 19.— SYRIAN.

[" Habitant de BethMem (Palestine) :"—GWera XoyaU de Costumes, PI. 2.]

A most characteristical type of people I know well.

So. 20.—ARAB.
[" Azemi Arab, near CosB^yr:"—by Pbisbe D'ATiifNM, in Maddm's Oriental Mbum, London, Ibl.,

1846, Pl. 8.]

" Voiia les Arabes-Bedouim. * * * * We have enlarged somewhat in detail

on this race, because, in the midst of this hybrid population of Syria,— of this

confused mixture of Greeks, Jews, Turks, Barbaresques, Armenians, Franks,

[i. e. Europeans], Maronites, Druzes, and Moghrabees— it is the only people

that offers a special and homogeneous character, the only one whose ethno-

graphy can be attached to primitive traditions, and to the history of the first

ages " (Tatlob & Reybaud, La Syrie, Vj^gyple, la Palealine, et la Judie, Paris,

fol. 1839, i. p. 125.)

Ko. 21.— FELLAH.

[Inedited—modem Egyptian peasant :—PM83E d*Avinne8*s portfolio, Paris, 1855.]

Compare the ancient and the modem type, as before exhibited (supra. Plates

I, II) ; and commented on by Pulszky (Chapter II), and by myself in " Prefa-

tory Remarks.''

Ko. 22.- BERBER.
[" Troupes d'Abd^el-Kkder ?"

—

Galerie Roydk ie (hstumes, PI. 1.]

Compare Cuvier, Atlas, Mammifires:— BoRT DB Ss. Vincent, Anthropologic

de PAfrique Franfaise (Mag. de Zool., Paris, 1845), PI. 60, No. II. See, also,

my Chapter V, pp. 527-43.

Ko. 23.— rZBEK-TATAR.
[" ^'ah mierza, geweezen Cancellier in Golconda :"— from M. Pulszky's collection of forty-seven

Eaat-Indian portraits, by native artists ; with Butch MS. catalogue, " Namen der Perzoonen

wien Conterfytsels in dit boekje Staan met aannyz'ing htinnen qualiteyteh," No. 35.]

No. 24.— AFFGHAK.
[" A de Cabul :»— GiiZerie Soyale cU OoOumes, PI. 6.]

Types of Mankind, pp. 118-24 ; and against the latest Affghano-Jewish

theories of Rose and of Fobstek,—besides noting the colored portraits of

Douraunees in Mountstuart Elphinstone's Cabul— set the following affirma-

tions from Kennedy. The Affgh^ns, "originally a Turkish or Moghul nation,

but that at present they are a mixed race, consisting of the inhabitants of

Ghaur, the Turkish tribe of Khilji [swords?], and the Perso-Indian tribes

dwelling between the eastern branches of the Hindu Kush and the upper parts

of the Indus." [Op. cil., p. 6,— supra, V, note 515; citing Leech, in Proceed.

Geog. Soc. of Bombay, 1838.)

IV.

AFRICAN BEALU.

(Nos. 19, 20, 21, 23, 24.)

If "polyglotta" was so felicitously applied to the Asiatic world by Klaproth, and
equally-well since [supra, Chapter I, p. 61.] to the African by Koelle, in regard to the
languages spoken over more than half the terrestrial superficies of ou» globe, another
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designation,—that of "multicolor"— might, with propriety, be given to the human abori-

gines of that African continent, wherein, betwixt the Tropic of Cancer and that of Capri-

corn, the human skin possesses more shades and hues—totally independent of any imagined

climatologic influences— than in any given area within the rest of this earth. To the evi-

dences of this fact (new to general readers, who fancy that a woolly-headed "negro" must

necessarily be black) accumulated, for southern Africa in Prichard's last volume, and for

western in a pamphlet before cited (supra, Chap. Ill, p. 224; Chap.V,p.551),—whilst in the

Parisian galerie anthropologique abundant colored casts, paintings, and photographs, illus-

trate all three regions—the magnificent plastic collection of M. de Froberville {supra p. 608)

will, when published, furnish for eastern Africa singularly unanticipated corroborations.

On the Mozambique coasts alone, amid the nations grouped together, by this minutely-

accurate observer, under the designation " Ostro-Negro"— amid whom the M'kuas are the

most polychrome—nature's palette has supplied pigments of such innumerable tints that,

only sixty colored casts have yielded 4 distinct nigritian types, subdivided into about 31

"vari^t^s." In our Ethnographic Tableau, Nos. 27 and 28 represent two of these tints;

and in our Monkey-chart, figs. F, C, and D, indicate three more.

REFERENCES AND EXPLANATIONS.
Ko. 25.— ABABSEE.

[".46d-e^.4m^d ^Abbadi— 40 ans .— des montagnes & 3 lieaes de CosflByr :" Lefebvre, Voyage en

AbyssiuK (1839-40), Paris, Atlas &1., 3.]

Knowing these people through long years of observation, I chose this as an

admirable representation of their normal type ; which the reader can contrast

with an equally good Bisharree— as the next austral gradation along the Nile,

eastern desert {Types of Mankind, p. 203, fig. 120). See Valentia {Voy.

and Travels, India, &c., London, 4to, 1802-6, II, p. 289) for another good

profile of a Bisharree—drawn by my boyhood's friend and manhood's admi-

ration, the late Consul-General Hbney Salt.

ITo. 26.— SAHABA-NE6B0.
[" Type Ethiopian (Nfegre) :"—Boar de St. Vincent, AntlvropolAigiA de VAJrique Franfoise, Mogasin

de Zoologie, &c., Oct. 1846 ; MammirereB, PI. 6, No. Ill ; p. 13.]

Compare {supra. Chapter V, wood-cut B), front-view of the same head; to-

gether with the profile of the Gorilla, same page, wood-cut C.

Ko. 27.—TEBOO-NEGBO.

["OcM-Fekoui-De, natif de YSbou (lg6 d'environ 42 ans) :"— D'Avhbao, Notice sur k Pays et U

PeupU des Yibous (MSmoires de la SooiStS Ethnologique) ; Paris, 8to, 1839 ; Plate, and pp. 21-

4, 46-6.]

Colored to represent an ordinary negro ; but the true hue is said to be "un

noir brun."

See De Feobeeviilb, "sur la persistanco des charactferes typiques do

n&gre" (Bulletin de Soc. de Ethnol. de Paris, 1847, pp. 256-7).

No. 28.—MOZAMBiaTJE-NEGEO.

[" N^e de la C8te de Mozambique :"—copied in Brazil by Chokis, op. eU., 1" liv., PI. HI.]

Colored to represent one of the various shades of the M'koua nation, in the

inedited collection of 60 plaster casts of Africans brought from Bourbon and

Mauritius by M. de Fbobebvillb (Paris, 1855). Vide " Kapport sur les races

nfegres de I'Afrique Orientale au sud de I'^quateur, observ^es par M. de Fro-

berville;" Comptes rendus des seances de VAcad^mie des Sciences, XXX, 3 jnin,

1850; ti'rage a part, pp. 11-14:— also, "Analyse d'unM^moire de M. Eugfene

de Froberville," in Bulletin de la SodaS Ethnologique de Paris, ann^e 1846, I,

pp. 89-99 :—and Bulletins de la SociSti de GSographie,
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No. 29. — CAPFB.

[" Vmbamhu (yonng Zulu in dancing costume) f'—Q. Fkehch Akgas, Kafirs lUastraied, London

foU 1849.]

For good descriptions— less tinctured with "Exeter Hall" philanthropy

than current English reports— see Delgoeqtib [Voyage dana VAfrique Australe

— "Cafres Amazoulous et Makatisses," Paris, 1847, 2 vols. 8vo) ; who has

Kkewiae exhibited these nations in their true light, in "Note sur les Cafres"

{Bulletin Soc. de Ethnohgique de Paris, 1847, pp. 132-48).

Contrast Louis Alberti [Description physique et historigue des Cafres, Am-

sterdam, 8to, 1811, p. 29), and Le Vaillant, (2(i Yoy. dans VIntSrieur de

VAfrique, Paris, 1783-5, II, PI. XXI, III, pp. 33-189), with Liohtbnstein

(Travels in South Africa, London, 4to, 1812), who overthrows Barrow's Sinico-

Hottentot predilections, whilst substantiating, ad pugnandum, this last natu-

ralist's deductions. Patterson's Narrative (London, 1789), Sparrman's Cap

de Bonne Esperance (Paris, 1787), and Salt's Abyssinia (Loudon, 1814) furnish

ample materials for Polygenists.

Ho. 30,— HOTTEHTOT.
[Portrait of a Hottentot, aged "52 ana— costume naturel—& en 10 enfans''-..exllibited at Paris,

1854-5
; photographed by M. L. Rousseau — Gdlerie Anthropologique du Mus&um d?HistCfCre

NaluritU:—Tida infra, pp. 608J.

My friend, Mr. J. Barnard Davis, having shown me the two full-size colored

casts of " Bushmen," male and female, in the Koyal College of Surgeons, I am
free to say that they differ as much from anything human I ever saw, as a pure

Laconian greyhound does from a "pug."

Colored from PI. 24 of PSkon, Voy. et Dicouv. aux Terres Auslraks

(Baudin's).

Excellent drawings, showing the gradations of feature in Hottentots, Kaffrs,

Bosjesmans, Booshwanas, &c. in Daniell (Sketches representing the Native Tribes,

Animals and Scenery of Southern Africa, London, 4to, 1 820) ; who, speaking of

the female Hottentot, adds (p. 29) that, when young she is symmetrical, but

"gradually degenerates into those deformities which are too well known to

require a particular mention."

No. I assert that these peculiarities—which incontestably prove the Hotten-

tots to be a distinct " species"— are not only little known, but that the facts

have been suppressed—and by CnviER himself—in order not to alarm Monoge-
nists ! The subject (see Types of Mankind, p. 431, wood-cut 276) is not fitted

for elucidation in a popular work like the present ; but the President of our

Academy of Nat. Sciences, Mr. Ord, possesses the suppressed plates (which he
has kindly shown me), and knows where the original colored drawings made at

the Cape by Pekon and Lestteub are preserved. [See Ord, "Memoir of

Charles Alex. Lesueur,"

—

Silliman's Journal, 2d series, 1849, VIII, pp. 204-5,
210:—and take note that, of the plates beautifully engraved for the "Voyage
aux Terres Australes," 4 (exhibiting the "Tablier" with amazing minuteness,
and at all ages,) were suppressed, by Cuvier's order, in the 1st ed. 1816, and in

the 2d, 1831 ; because the livt' of Mr. Ord's unique copy has 28 (1 with 2
figures); whereas that published by Arthus Bertrand contains only 26
plates.] A more disgraceful case of unscientific pandering to the "Unity of
the human species" can nowhere be found. Polygenists will, notwithstanding,
get at these truths some day ; and, in the interim, can gather an osteological
difference between Hottentots and other "species" from Knox (Races, Philad.
ed., 1850, pp. 152, 157) ; as well as read the comments of Viket (Hist. Nat.
du Oenre Humain, Paris, 1824, I, pp. 224, 244-53).

It is to the injudicious observations of John Bakrow (French translation by
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Cast^ra, Voyage en Chine, Paris, 1805, I, pp. 77-82, PI. IV, Atias,)—and to his

alone— that a notion has got abroad that the Chinese and the Holteniota re-

semble each other ! Pickerinq {Races, 4to, p. 219), forty ytars later, frankly

states, " I am not sure that I have seen Hottentots of pure race."

V.

AMERICAN REALU.

(Xos. 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42.)

To ourselves in America this being naturally the most interesting, we may devote to its

consideration a few more paragraphs than space admitted for the others.

"In fine, our own conclusion, long ago deduced from a patient examination of the facts

thus briefly and inadequately stated, is, that the A merican race is essentially/ separate and

peculiar, whether we regard it in its physical, its moral, or its intellectual relations. To us

there are no direct or obvious links between the people of the old world and the new ; for, even

admitting the seeming analogies to which we have alluded, these are so few in number and

evidently so casual as not to invalidate the main position ; and even should it be hereafter

shown, that the arts, sciences, and rehgion of America can be traced to an exotic source, I

maintain that the organic characters of the people themselves, through all their endless

ramifications of tribes and nations, prove them to belong to one and the same race, and

that this race is distinct from all others" (Mokton, Distinctive Characteristics of the Aboriginal

Race of America, Philadelphia, 8vo, 2d ed., 1844, pp. 35-6).

The Spanish Conquistadores had long ago remarked that "he who has seen one tribe of

Indians, has seen all:" but, it must be also remembered that ULLOA,'who first uses this

sentence, was speaking of Central and South American aborigines ; and not of the Northern,

or Barbarous (as distinguished from Toltecan), races,— with whom he was wholly un-

acquainted.

" The half-clad Fuegian, shrinking from his dreary winter, has the same characteristic

lineaments, though in an exaggerated degree, as the Indians of the tropical plains ; and

these, again, resemble the tribes which inhabit the region west of the Bocky Mountains—
those of the great Valley of the Mississippi, and those, again, which skirt the Eskimanx on

the North. All possess alike the long, lank, black hair, the brown or cinnamon-colored

skin, the heavy brow, the duU and sleepy eye, the full and compressed lips, and the salient,

but dilated nose. . . . The same conformity of organization is not less obvious in the osteo-

logical structure of these people, as seen in the square or rounded head, the flattened or

vertical occiput, the large quadrangular orbits, and the low, receding forehead. . . . Mere

exceptions to a general rule do not alter the peculiar physiognomy of the Indian, which is

as undeviatingly characteristic as that of the Negro ; for whether we see him in the athletic

Charib or the stunted Chayma, in the dark Californian or the fair Borroa, he is an Indian

still, and cannot be mistaken for a being of any other race" (Morton, Op. ral, pp. i-B:^Typet

of Mankind, p. 439).

While lately at Paris, my friend M. Maury favored me with the loan of a book, then

just issued from the press of (Cherbuliez) Geneva,— by M. F. de Rougemont (Lepeuple

primitif, sa religion, son histoire et sa civilisation, 2 vols. 8vo, 1855). As learned as the works

of Count de Gibelin, Db Pacw, Be Gcignes, Ds Fockmont, Baillt, Waebcrton, ot

DoPCis, it far surpasses that of Fabbr {Origin of Pagan Idolatry) in the immensity of its

geographical range and the variety of its literary sources. Having been, in due course of

time reviewed by M. M.iury himself (Aihenceum Frangais, 6 Octobre 1855), some passages

of his article, bearing upon the literary character of our earliest post-Columbian authori-

ties for American history, are here introduced.
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"M. ir^d^rio de Rougemont accepts without hesitation the contents of the Old Testa-

ment ; avoiding to distinguish between the moral and religious part, and the purely his-

torical and geographical part,—between the divine part and the human part. In his eyes,

one and th« same character of inspiration consecrates all the pages of the holy book; and

the Tdle of the critic reduces itself to that of a commentator. * * *

"I shall not undertake to discuss the principles upon which M. de Rougemont scaffolds

his edifice. I will restrict myself to consigning here one observation, viz : that, although

Protestantism is the school of free inquiry, there exist in its bosom some persons who, in

matters of biblical exegesis and criticism, show themselves much less liberal and less bold

than the Catholics are themselves. Inasmuch as the Protestants feel the lack of an

authority, and as that of a traditional dogmatic tuition is wanting to them, they cling with

earnestness to a book which is the only authority to them remaining, and they will not

issue from a literal and narrow interpretation. This system greatly injures the advance-

ment of a multitude of sciences,— such as ethnology, chronology, geology, &c.—that have

need of liberty and independence.

" In order to proceed in a method truly scientific, it is necessary to clear the table (faire

table rase) of everything which has no scientific value, and consequently of everything that

is not conformable to reason. Sufficient is it to say, that the domain of faith and the

domain of science are altogether distinct: nor can they be confounded without compro-

mising the dignity and the role as well of the one as of the other. But, on the opposite

hand, science, when she stands upon her own ground, cannot, without self-abnegation,

admit that to be demonstrated and certain which is only so in respect to sentiment. The

fault of M. de Rougemont is, to have constantly mingled the two methods ; no less than to

have believed that he could, at one and the same time, satisfy purely-scientific opinions

and religious convictions.

" It has happened to the author of this book what had occurred to the first missionaries

who went forth to preach the gospel among savages. Pre-occupied with the thought of

re-finding, in the fales and gross imaginations of such septs, some remembrances of the

pristine fatherland whence these believed themselves to have issued, the missionaries have

modified, often unknowingly, often intentionally likewise, the recitals they had heard, in

order to invest them with a more biblical color. They have transformed into serious and

connected traditions that which was but the instantaneous and capricious creation of a

savage poet inspired through their ovm discourses; and it is such stuff which they have

presented to us as the seculary reminiscences of the savages whom they were evangelizing.

Indeed, these infantile stories did not often ascend to an epoch more ancient than the

missionaries from whom we receive them,—and already the influence of the ideas preached

by them, of the facts by themselves taught to their catechumens, made itself felt within

the very narrow circle of the conceptions of these tribes. In this manner, the apostles

of Christ only retook, under another form, that which they themselves had sown ; and they

registered, as ancient traditions, that which was naught but the fantastic envelope given to

their own teaching. This is what has incontestably occurred,— notably on the discovery

of America, and more recently in the islands of the Indian Archipelago and of Polynesia.

It suffices to cast one's eye upon the first accounts that the Spaniards composed about the

rehgion and the usages of the Indians, in order to convince oneself that the former con-

stantly mixed up their own beliefs with the fables which they gathered here and there

amongst the savages."

After proving his positions— for Mexico, through D. Andbes Gonzales Barcia, Fban-
01800 Lopez de Gomara, Juan de Torquemada, Father Lawtau, Garcilasso de la
Veoa, and D. Febhando d'Alva-Ixtitxochitl— for New Zealand, through Sir George
Gret, [DnNMORE Lang], J. C. Polaok, Diefenbach, and M<ebenhout— and for Peru,

through the Jesuit Pedro Jos£ de Abiaoa, subjected to the recent scalpel of T. G. Mttlleb
{Oeschiehte der Amerikanischen Urreligionen)— M. Maury glances over the ultra-biblical

notions of ancient Egypt, Greece, and Hindostin ; and lastly touches upon the traditions

of the Hebrews:
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"That which comes against the suppositions of our author is,— the very trifling

development which the dogma of a future state, and of demons, had taken among the

Israelites ; whereas we see it serving as a basis to the great polytheistic religions of

antiquity. If the biblical tradition had been the foundation of pagan beliefs, how comes

it that that which was to itself the most foreign should have played amid them the prin-

cipal part? And, on the other hand, one would be compelled to recognize that these

heathen nations have been more faithful depositaries of the primitive gospel than the

elect-people itself,— because Christianity has adopted those dogmatical data which the

Greeks and the Egyptians knew a great deal better than the Hebrews. Our author really

feels the dif5oulty.; and it is in vain that he tries to parry the objection accruing from

it against his system.

"There is, however, one point upon which I will not combat M. de Eougemont, and

which will give me an occasion to conclude this polemic— perhaps a little too prolonged

—^with a treaty of peace. The Swiss writer respects in all religions their dignity, and

that which may be called, up to a certain point, their truth. They are, indeed, the ones

as weU as the others, the expression of the gratitude of man towards his Creator, towards

Nature, whose benefits sustain his existence. They constitute the more or less naive

shape which thought puts on whilst meditating upon our destinies; and, as such, they

have the right to be seriousl/ studied ; as such, they must find place in the history of that

which is the noblest of our being. Beneath those errors,— natural fruits of credulity and

fear—that encircle human belief, there lives a profound and instinctive sentiment which is

bound up with all our good instincts, whensoever it be suitably directed and restrained

:

— this sentiment is that of the soul feeling its weakness, which has need of the support

of the mysterious Being whence it proceeds. This sentiment consoles and strengthens

:

it is the refuge of the honest man, and the motive-power of the most sublime sacrifices.

Science, far from combating it, bows before it. She accepts it as a fact as evident as the

most evident of physical and historical facts. M. de Rougemont feels these truths vrith

more force than any man, because it is the excess of this sentiment that leads him astray.

He wishes, like the ancient Gnostics, to behold but the rays of which the luminous portion

becomes enfeebled in the ratio that they remove themselves farther from the Divine focus ,

whence they emanate ; but, whatever may be said about it, matter hat also had its part to

play in these creeds and these superstitions,—and the majority were bom upon a soil that had

not been warmed by the gentle light with which he is illumined."

Finally, those who may care about knowing what is now, in France and Germany, the

scientific stand-point as concerns such words as "Creation," "Deluge," "Ark," and other

Semitico-Christian traditions, have merely to turn over the leaves, for about 80 instances,

«a6 vocibus, of Diroi's EneydopSdie Moderne, last edition.

BBFEKBKCBS AND EXPLANATIONS.

Ko. 31.— KOTCHIN-INDIAir.

I" Kvtcha-KulcMn warrior (loucheux-IndianB of Mackenzie) :"

—

Biohasdson, Arctic Searching

Ei^edUion (1848-BO), London, 1851 ; I, p. 381.]

For instinctive hatreds between the indigenous Indian races and the Arctic

Eskimo, compare Heaenk (Northern Ocean, London, 1769-72, Chap. VI),

HooPBB (Tuski, pp. 272-5), and Riohaedson (Op. cit., I, pp. 377-402).

Ho. 82.— STOHE-INDIAU.

[Stme-lndian (near Cumberland House:"— Fkasklis, Vm/. to Fblar Sea, London, 1823, p. 104.]

"The 'TVnne" [as the Eskimos term the Indians], or Chippewyan3= Indians,

stretch across the continent of America, meeting the Eskimos on the east, and

the Kutchin on the west of the Rocky mountains (Richabdson, op. at., II, pp.

1-59). No two types are more distinct than American Indians and the Arctic

men.
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No. 33. — OTTOE-INDIAN.

["Wah-ro-nee-sah, the Surrounder, an Otto«!hief:"— Pbiohabd, iftrf. Bisl. of Man, 1865; II, p.

647 (from Catlin), PI. LIII.

No. 34.— YUCATAN-INDIAN.
[" Indien Contrebandier de I'lnMrienr:"—Waldeck, Voyage PUiar. ei ArchM. dans la Province

de Yucatan (Amiriqm OmiraU), 1834-6; Paris, fol. 1837; PI. V.]

Unfortunately, the plates in Riohakd Schombueqk (Eeisen in Briliah Guiana,

Leipzig, fol. 1835; I, p. 429; II, p. 42) are imcolored; whilst "Essetamaissu

Wapisiana" is Europeanized. There are, however, excellent descriptions of

the colors, &c., in Robt. H. Schombcrgk's beautiful work {Twelve Views in

British Guiana, fol., 1841, pp. 30-1).

No. 3S. — BOBOUA-INBIAN.

fDnEEET, Voi/age Piilor. au BrisU, Paris„fol., 1835; PI. 29, flg. 8.]

Colored from descriptions in De Castelnau— (Exp4dition dans let parties

centrales de VAmSrique du Sud, Paris, 1843-51, " Vues et Scenes," pp. 6-14),

compared with a tint obtained at the Galerie Anthropologique. Morton called

them "the fair Borroa."

Von Schwege (Brasilien die Neue Welt, Brunswick, 8vo, 1830, pp. 215-44),

D'Okbignt (Amerigue mMdionale, Paris, 1846; Atlas, Plates 1-13), Psincb

Max. op Wied-Netjwied (Travels in Brazil, London, fol. 1820, pp. 311-12, pi.

xvii, on " Botoeudos"), Debret {BrSsil, Paris, fol., 1835, II, pp. 2 seqq.),

Aro. de St. Hilaire (Rio de Janeiro et de Minas Geraes, Paris, 8vo, 1830, I,

pp. 424-6; II, pp. 48-231)— not to mention my friend M. Ferdinand de St.

Denis, Librarian of the " Bibliothfeque de St. G^neyifeve," who has critically

summed up the whole of these authorities in his various publications— may,
perhaps, arrest the attention of some reader, before he voluntarily concedes

that monogenistic views on human "species" are things yet scientifically esta-

blished.

No. 36.— FUEGIAN.

I'Tapoo M:eenKM— Pecheray-man:"— FrrzBOT, Surveying Toy. of " Adventure" and "Beagle"
(1826-39); London, 1829, n, p. 141.

Colored from descriptions in Idem; and in D'Orbignt's "L'Homme Amiri-
cain."

VI.

POLYNESIAN REALM.

(Nos. 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42.)

"Oc^anie," in Bumont d'Crville's ethnic map {Voyage dela Corvette I'Astrolabe, 1826-9;
Paris, foUo Atlas, 1833:_8vo Text, II, pp. 610-30), is luminously depicted in four colors,
viz: Malaisie in blue, Microngsie, in green, MelanSsie in yoUow, and Polynisie in pink.

Only the three last named subdivisions comprehend the human /aun<E of our "Polynesian"
Bealm.

What their respective contrasts are, is, in our Tableau, inadequately illustrated in one
line of portraits. What the greatest of modern circumnavigator's - opinions were, on the
typf« of mankind so thoroughly studied by himself, may be gathered from three paragraphs.

"It is now-a-days almost averred that the Alfourous of Timor, of Ceram and Bourou-
th. Negritos del monte, or Aetas, of Mindanao; the Indios of the Philippines; the Tgolotes
^ Luzon; the Negrillos of Borneo; the blacks of Formosa, of the Andamans, of Sumatra,
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of Malacca, and those of Cochin-China, called Mays or Kemoys, — appertain to this same

primitive race of Melanesians [black-islanders] who must have been the first occupiers of

Oceania.

" We do not hesitate to believe that the Polynesians arrived from the west and even

from Asia [an ' opinion '] ; but we do not at all believe that they are the descendants of the

present Hindoos. They had probably a common origin with them ; but the two nations

had been already separated for a long time, when one of them went to people Oceania.

" The same holds good as regards the consequences which different voyagers have drawn

from the relations observed between the Polynesians and the Malays. Without any doubt,

these two nations had of yore some intercourse. Lengthened studies have caused us to

discover about 60 words which are evidently common between the two tongues ; and that

is sufficient to attest some ancient communications. But, there is too much difference in

the physiological 'rapports' for one to be able to suppose that Polynesians could be

merely a Malayan colony."

REFERENCES AND EXPLANATIONS.

No. 37.—NEW ZEALANDER.
[" Touri, chef de la Nouyelle Z^lande :"—Ddpberei, Yoy. avtour du Mmde, " CoguiUe " (1822-5)

.

Paris, 1826, folio Atlas, No. 47.]

It should be remembered that the contracted skin, in tatooed New Zealand

faces, proceeds from the cicatrices accruing from such process.

Ko. 38.—SAHOA^ISLANSER.

[« Man of the Samoan Islands :"— Pmchaed, op. cii., 11, PI. XXVItt, p. 461.]

Ebskine (Cruise, B, M. S. Eavannah, London, 8vo, 1853) gives the most

recent and the best accounts of the commingling of different blood in the west-

ern Pacific ; since those of QuoT and Gaimakd (Zoologie, " Astrolabe," 1830, I,

pp. 15-57), and of Lesson and Gaenot (^Zoologie, " Coquille," Paris, 1826, I,

pp. 8-116).

Ko. 39.— IIKOFIA-ISLANSEB.

["Natural de Tlcopla:"— D'Urtixle, Voy. "Astrolabe," PI. 17T; V, pp. 109-14].

Colored from Idem, PL 185.

See Nott's Chapter IV {supra, note 29) for the fact that these fair Islanders

of the true Maori race cannot acclimate themselves on an adjacent island of

the same Archipelago, whereon the aboriginal Blacks flourish.

No. 40.— VANIXOBO-ISLANDES.

[« Maingho de Man§y6 :"— lyURVlLLK, pp. cU., PL 176, V, p. 155].

On this island, in 1788, were wrecked two French frigates, and, amidst these

people, with all the gallant Frenchmen, perished La PfiaousE—whose immortal

name ennobles this archipelago. The accounts of Captain Dillon, and of

Dumont d'Urville—who himself, after braving unharmed the perils of the sea in

three voyages round the world, was burnt up in a rail-car at Meudon, together

with his wife and son— furnish all particulars.

No. 41.— TANA-ISLANDEE.

["Man of Tana, New Hebridea:"— Eeskine, Crime, dc. in Wettem Picifio a849), H. M. S. "Har

vannah;" London, 1863; PI. in, p. 326.]

For an admirable " Tableau synoptique des principales variations de taille

dans les races humaines," which includes all these islanders .as well as other

types of man, consult Isid. Geoff. St. Hilaieb (Anomalies de Vorganisation,

Paris, 8vo, 1832, I, p. 235).
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BTo. 42.— Ttn-ISLANDEB.
[" Habitant de HaTre^Carteret, avec sa peinture de c^r^mouie :"—^lyURVniE, op, cii., PI. 99, IT, p.

446.]

Colored from Idem, PI. 100. All these islanders bedaub their faces, and

stain their hair with red and yellow ochres.

VII.

MALAYAN [otherwise "East-Indian"] KEALM.

(Nos. 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48.)

RAirLES, Marsden, Ckawfurd, Logan : — these four names constitute, among the latest,

our most reliable authorities.

The most advanced ground of their researches has been already covered by M. Maury's

Chapter I.

Not having yet received Mr. Crawfurd's last work (1856), I must present the reader with

this gentleman's views (in History of the Indian Archipelago, Edinburgh, 8vo, 1820; I, pp.

13-28) ; after remarking, that European first acquaintance with the Malay race commenced

simultaneously with that of the American, viz : only at the close of the XVth century.

"The first of these [facts] refers to an original and innate distinction of the habitants

mto two separate races. In the Indian Archipelago there are—an aboriginal /air or brown

complesioned race,—and an aboriginal negro race ; and, the southern promontory of Africa

excepted, it is the only country of the globe which exhibits this singular phenomenon. * * *

" No country has produced a great or civilized race, but a covmtry which, by its fertility,

is capable of yielding a supply of farinaceout grain of the first quality. * * * Their boats

and canoes are, to the Indian Islanders, what the camel, the horse, and the ox, are to the

wandering Arab and the Tartar ; and the sea is to them what the steppes and the deserts are

to the latter. * * *

" The savages of New Guinea, surrounded at this day by the most splendid, beautiful,

and rare objects of animal and vegetable nature, live naked and uncultivated. Civilization

originated in the west, where are situated the countries capable of producing corn. Man
there is most improved ; and his improvement decreases, in a geographical ratio, as we go
eastward, until, at New Guinea, we find the whole inhabitants an undistinguished race of

" There are two aboriginal races of human beings inhabiting the Indian Islands, as dif-

ferent from each other as both are from all the rest of their species. * * * One of these
races may be generally described as a brown-complexioned people, with lank hair ; and the
other as a black, or rather sooty-coloured race, with wooUy or frizzled hair. * * * The brown
and the negro races of the Archipelago may be considered to present, in their physical and
moral character, a complete parallel with the White and the Negro races of the western
world. The first have always displayed as eminent a relative superiority over the second,
as the race of white men has done over the negroes of the west. All the indigenous civili-

zation of the Archipelago has sprung from them ; and the negro race is constantly found in
the savage state. * * * In some of the Spice islands their extirpation is matter of his-
tory. * * * The brown colored tribes agree so remarkably in appearance themselves, that
one general description will suffice for all. * * » The standard of perfection in color ia

virgin-gold; and as the European lover compares the bosom of his mistress to the whiteness
of snow, the East-Insular lover compares that of his to the yellowness of the precious
metal. * * * The complexion is scarcely ever clear, and » blush is hardly at any time
discernible. * * *

" The Papua, or woolly-haired race, of the Indian islands is a dwarf African negro. A
full-grown male brought from the mountains of Queda * * * proved to be no more than
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4 feet 9 inches high. * * * The skin, instead of being jet black, as in the African, is of a

sooty colour. * * * The East-Insular negro is a distinct variety of the human species, and

evidently a very inferior one. * * * They have in no instance risen above the most abject

condition. Whenever they are encountered by the fairer races, they are hunted down like

the frild animals of the forest, and driven to the mountains or fastnesses, incapable of

resistance. * * *

"The question of the first origin of both the negro and brown-complexioned races,

appears to me to be one i^r beyond the compass of human reason. By very superficial

observers, the one has been supposed a colony from Africa, and the other an emigration

from Tartary. Either hypothesis is too absurd to bear the slightest examination. Not to

say that each race is radically distinct from the stock from which it is imagined to have

proceeded ; the physical state of the globe, the nature of man, all we know of his history,

must be overturned to render these violent suppositions possible."

EEFEBBNCES AKD EXPLANATIONS.
Ho. 43.—UALAY.

["Native of Solor:"— Gmftith's CfuvUr, Anitndl Kingdom, London, 1827; I, Plate, p. 186.]

See original, with some variation of hue, in Pekon, Voy. au% Terres Australes,

(1800-4); 2d ed. ; corrected by De Freycinet, Atlas Hist., PI. V, "sold at

d'lnfant^rie Malaise."

My brother William, who (with my brother Henry) has transferred his resi-

dence from the vicinity of Memphis on the Nile, to Memphis on the Mississippi,

resided four years in the Indian Archipelago, where his knowledge of Arabic,

familiarity vrith Mussulmans, and clear ethnological perceptions, enabled him

readily to acquire Malay. He writes me the following on these portraits:

"Tour Malay I consider to be the offspring of a Kling (low-caste man of Madras)

and a Malay woman. The Mintird (No. 46) looks more like a Malay. Inter-

course between a Kling and a Malayan woman is not uncommon."

Ko. 44.— JAVANESE.

["Singo-Sekar:"— Tab Pees, OosUndischt Typm; Holland, folio, 1864! 6 aflering.J

See Baffles {Hist of Java, London, 4to, 1817,— Plates, frontispiece & 1, p.

92— also, p. 59) for the fact that, inasmuch as high-caste Malayo-Javanese

complexion is "a virgin-gold color," this " Singo-Sekar " must be low-caste.

So. 45.—MABIANHE-ISLANDER.
[" Claudw-tajo (Indjen de race pure)," atGuam :-Be RiEToraEi, Vca/. " TOranie ;" Paris, 1825, PI.

61, No. 2.]

Uo. 46— HINDOO.
("OhcurnrChanna, Veldheen van Vid;qapoar --portrait by native artist (uU mpra. Chap, n, figs.

9S-6), in the PULSZKY collection, Dutch catalogue, No. 21 :- enlarged, Uke the preceding one,

to match the other heads in this Tableau.]

Compare for characteristic Hindoos the Hon. Miss Eden's PoriraU, of the

Prince, and FeopU of India, London, fol., 1844. Although uncolored, there are

none so good.

iTo. 47.— MnrrrEi. „ ^.^^

["Man of the Mintiri tribe" (from Gugong Bermnn, who lately settled at Kumb.tt near

M»rac«^--L0OAS "Physical characteristics of the Mintiri"-.r»nwr of iM IndmnArdv.

XTi; NO T. Nov.fl8«; pp. 294-5; and ^^^«, Dec. 1847; pp. 328.^5, Plate p. 307,

2d fig.] . , ,

Coloredhy descriptions in No. V, pp. 247-8, 251; but no specml reference,

strange to say, being made to individual coloration in these critical papers, it is

a3 to compare Vol. II, May, 1848, pp. 245-8, &c.
;
with H--on Smith

Z k pp. 224-8. As a memento of the changes which some of these islanders
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are now undergoing, I may quote from Logan: "Unlike the Mantawe and

Niha [described elsewhere], the Maruwi—at least those of Banlak—have lost

most of the proper Niha-Polynesian habits, and adopted those of the Aohinese

and Malays" (Journal of the Indian Archipelago, Singapore, I, new series, No.

1, 1856, pp. 8-10).

No. 48.— NEGBILLO.

["A Papuan or negro of the Indian Islands:"— Chatoded, BM. of the Indian ArchipeUigo,

Edinb., 1820; I, PI. 1.]

Compare Pickbbino {Racet, 4to, pp. 17(M, and PI. VIII) for good descriptiona

of these varied and most inferior races.

Leaving aside the romance of P. de la GiRONifeEE
(
Vingt annees aux Philip-

pines, Paris, 12mo, 1853), the best accounts of these "Negritos, Indiens, Tagales,

Bisayas, Igorotes, Bnriks, Itapanes, Tinguianes, Guinaanes, Yfugaos, Gaddanes,

Calauas, Apayaos, Ibilaos, Hongotes, Isinayes," are in Mallat (_Les Philippines,

Paris, Svo, & Atlas fol., 1846) ; who, moreover, furnishes abundant examples

of hybridity in its most extraordinary combinations. Above a million of the abo-

riginal Negritos are extant at the islands of Luzon and Mindanao alone.

VIII.

AUSTRALIAN REALM.
(Nos. 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56.)

Among the more recent authorities consulted— aside from the voyages of Cook, followed

by the whole series of French circumnavigators— such as Flinders, Angas, Montgomery

Martin, De Strzelecki, Leichhardt, Mitchell, Beete Jukes, &c. ; it is from Macqillivrat,

nevertheless
(
Voyage of H. M. S. Rattleimake, London, Svo. 1852, II, pp. 1-S), that one

derives a fact really important enough,— always supposing the reader to possess some

knowledge of the zoological amid other anomalies of that unaccountable continent— to be

here recalled. This fact, observed by a very competent witness, is, that "The junction

between the two races, the Papuan from the north, and the Australian from the south, is

effected at Cape York by the Kowraregas, whom I believe to be a Papuan colony of Austra-

lians." Here the fusion of these two distinct types, through amalgamation and at their

only point of contact, is complete. Five distinct native tribes are blended, in the neighbor-

hood of this Cape, more or less into a race of hybrids,—those further back on the mainland

being pure Australians, and those across Torres Strait on the islands being pure Papauas

;

the characteristics of both types becoming contrasted by comparing Nos. 41, 42, with Nos.

49, 50, 51. No accounts pretending to identify the now perhaps extinct Tasmanians-iJSoB. 53,

54) with cither; or to suppose communication ever existed between the helpless savages of

New South Wales and those of Van Diemen's Land; we thus discern at a glance that

Papuans, Australians, and Tasmanians, are animals as distinct as the various "species" of

kangaroos found upon the same continent and island.

RBFBRBNOES AND EXPLANATIONS.
No. 49.— NOBTH AT7STBALIAN.

[" iVCTJtare (Sauvage des enyirons de la riviSre Ncpean), Nouvelle Hollande:"—Di FRKonffiT,

Vay. a Dtcouv. aux Terres AustraUa, "I'Uranle" (1800-4); PI. 100, flg. 3.J

No. 80.—WEST ATJSTBALIAN.

[" Ourau Mari, Habitant de la Nouvelle HoUande :"— CnviER, lUgne Animal, Mammifires, PI. 8,

fig- 1 :— the original (also uncolored) is in PfctoB, op. cit.

Colored from Piokeeiko, Races, V. S. Explor. Exped., IX, 1848 ; PI. V, pp
187-8. Compare Hamilton Smith, op. cit., PI. 17, & p. 460.
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No. 61.— SOUTH AUSTRALIAN.
[" DHaitie, a man of the Battara tribe beyond Port Lbicoln :"— Q. r. Anoas, Smith Australia lUm-

trcUed, London, fol., 184; PI. XVni.]

No. 62.— TASUANIAN.

I"Jemmy, Native of the Hamplin Hills :"— Sibzeleoei, Phys, Descr. ofNm &nd}iW(des and Van

J>iemen's Land, London, 8to, 1845, p. S33.]

Colored by descriptions.

No. 53.— TASKANIANS, Man and Woman.

["Indigenes des deux sexes (Tan Diemen):"—lyURTnUB, op. dt. "Astrolabe," PL 1S3; V, p. 191

J

Colored from original in Peron, op. cit. Compare CrviEB, Mammifires,

and the Atlas du Voy. d la recherche de la Pirouse, Nos. 7, 8. See other

examples in Captain Cook's Voyages, equally disagreeable.

In the parallel line of our Tableau is a skull from the Mortonian collection

upon which Dr. Meigs has enlarged {Chapter III, Fig. 78). I was with the late

Dr. MoBTON when he received this specimen, and saw him note in his MS.

Catalogue (Illd ed., 1849, No. 1327), that this "skull is the nearest approach

to the orang type that I have seen."

More than 20 years previously, Dumont d'UEViLLB ("Astrolabe," 1826-9,

— I, p. 403) thus describes, on the spot, the hideousness of these, now all but

extinct, types of mankind :—" Plusieurs ont les m§,choire3 trfes-pro^minentes,

et I'un d'eux, nomm^ le vieux Wirang, e<it fort bien pu passer pour un Orang-

outang."

I believe that our ETHNOGRAPHIC TABLEAU establishes what

Baron de Humboldt has so eloquently deprecated— and Count de

Gobineau so strongly insists upon— viz.: the existence of superior

and inferior races.

In these last two specimens of ISTature's handicraft upon Prof.

Owen's "sole representative of his [man's] order," we have reached

the lowest.

But, inasmuch as within the "Australian Kealm," amidst other

zoological anomalies, the Orang-v,tan has never existed, I proceed,

in my final section, to examine where some of the highest simise

and some inferior types of the "genus homo" may happen to find

themselves in geographical contact.
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SECTION n.

ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE SIMI^ VS RELATION TO

THAT OF SOME INFERIOR TYPES OF MEN.

[With a Map containing 54 Monkeys, and 6 human portraits.)

" The monkeys are entirely tropical. But here again we notice a very

intimate adaptation of their types to the particular continents ; as the mon-

keys of tropical America constitute a family altogether distinct from the

monkeys of the old world, there being not one species of any of the genera

of Quadrumana, so numerous on this continent, found either in Asia or Africa.

The monkeys of the Old World, again, constitute a natural family by them-

selves, extending equally over Africa and Asia; and there is even a close

representative analogy between those of different parts of these two conti-

nents— the orangs of Africa, the Chimpanzee and Gorilla, corresponding to

the red orang of Sumatra and Borneo, and the smaller long-armed species of

continental Asia. And what is not a little remarkable, is the fact that the

black orang occurs upon that continent which is inhabited by the black

human race, while the brown orang inhabits those parts of Asia over which

the chocolate-colored Malays have been developed." (Agassiz.) ^98

I first read the above paragraph at Portland, Maine,— where

chance threw me in the way of Prof. Agassiz, within a week or two

after its publication.

Time passed away. I was then occupied with other pursuits;

until, in March 1853, another, to myself most welcome, chance

again cast us together as fellow-travellers by car and steam-boat from

Atlanta, Ga., to Mobile, Ala.;— the Professor to deliver a course

of Lectures at the latter city,—myself to continue, at our^^ "ritiro"

over that bay, those studies which resulted in the issue, one year

afterwards, of the precursory volume to the present.

Distance, and my own avocations, precluded my enjoying the

advantage of listening to more than three of those six discourses

which will, for a long time, render the Professor's name a " house-

hold word" among Mobilians ; but, I made it a point to attend the

last; inasmuch as Prof. Agassiz had kindly forewarned Dr. N^ott

and myself, that this lecture was to be " for you." Pencil and note-

book in hand, I went prepared to take down some memoranda for

individual reminiscence : but, very few minutes elapsing before, en-

tranced, so to say, by his easy flow of language and swiftness of

black-board demonstration, whilst uncoiling a chain of facts, in

Natural History, such as no other man can link together through an

599 Christian Examiner, Boston, July, 1850:

—

Types of Mankind, p. 75.

599 Capt. Howard's— Daphne, Mobile Bay— where Mrs. Gliddon, our little boy and my-

self, enjoyed for many months a most delightful residence.
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equal number of English word8,-what I heard became photographedupon the leaves of memory instead of being scribbled simultaneouslyupon paper; and, next day, I re-crossed the bay, .... to museThis was on the 13th April, 1853.
On the 14th idem, some gifted penman (unknown to me even byname,_ although known to Dr. Nott) published "The Lecture ofAgassiz ™ m a form, -as to mere verbal utterance condensed, but

as to accuracy of fact so extraordinary (even to a « lecturer" blasd like
myself)-that I feel it to be no injustice to Prof. Agassiz to subjoin
a citation, just as if the "reporter's" phraseology had been literallyms own :— -^

" My own views on this subject differ widely from those of others, who hare before main-

of mankind as the fiye races, so called, have a distinct origin,-bnt each distinct «;.o„„T

to rir-T* T ;rr*°*
'"* ^"^ '*=*°^^' "^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^'^ -s-- ^^ -- eretTdm nattons.<«i * * * if there was such a community of origin among men, why had eachre^on peculiar animals,-why did they not transmit the same domestic animals which theyhad already subdued ? On the contrary, these animals are as distinct as the races amongwhom they were found. * * * If then we compare the physical facts in respect to the

different races -giymg each its proper value_if we consider that in the earliest times,
different languages were in simultaneous use-as unlike as the notes of different species of
ammals; if we regard the subject of hybridity in all its bearings, allowing the dissimi-
larity of species in animals in different localities its proper weight, we shall be drawn
inevitably towards the conclusion of a diversity of origin and separate centres of creation
* * * Diversity has marks and evidence of plan and gradation among races as among
ammals. We find an original physical type distinguishing the races, at the same time
showing a community from the lowest to the highest.

" There is no such resemblance between the ape and man. Animality and humanity are
entirely distinct. While, then, there are traits of resemblance between the colored races
and these animals, they never could have arisen from apes. But we see in the races a
gradation parallel to the gradations of animals up to man. ret the colored races, though
separated from animals entirely, in many traits resemble them more than they do the
highest types of man. The inferior races, by successive gradations, are linked to a higher
humanity. How could climatic influences produce these results ? How could all physical
causes combined ? It would be to make an accident produce a logical result ; in short an
absurdity.

" in the whole world of life we find this gradation. It is not alone in the animal kingdom
as it now exists, but in the antecedent ages, as far back as the oldest fossils, we see the same
distinct order and gradation ; and we find evidence that, in those early ages, a plan was
already laid out : we find the first expression of the same thought developed in the succes-

sive structures of all animals and plants."

The next enlargement (known to me) of this fundamental idea

occurs in Prof. Agassiz's "Provinces of the Animal "World."^

" The East Indian realm is now very well known zoologically, thanks to the efforts of

English and Dutch naturalists ; and may be subdivided into three faunse, that of Dukhun,

«» Mobik Daily Triune, April 14, 1853.

«» Types of Mankind, pp. 74, 82.

^^ Op. eit., p. Ixxi-ii.
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that of the lado-Chinese peninsula, and that of the Sunda Islands, Borneo, and the Philip-

pines. Its oharaeteriftic animals, represented in the seventh column of our Tableau, may

be readily contrasted with those of Africa. There is, however, one feature in this realm

which requires particular attention, and has a high importance with reference to the study

of the races of men. We find here upon Borneo (an island not so extensive as Spain) one

of the best known of those anthropoid monkeys, the orang-outan ; and with him as well as

upon the adjacent islands of Java and Sumatra, and along the coasts of the two East Indian

peninsula, not less than ten other different species of Hylobates, the long-armed monkeys,

— a genus which, next to the orang and chimpanzee, ranks nearest to man. One of these

species is circumscribed within the island of Java, two along the coast of Coromandel, three

upon that of Malacca, and four upon Borneo. Also, eleven of the highest organized beings

which have performed their part in the plan of the creation within tracts of land inferior

in extent to the range of any of the historical nations of men ! In accordance with this

fact, we find three distinct races within the boundaries of the East Indian realm: the

Telingan race in anterior India, the Malays in posterior India and upon the islands, upon

which the Negrillos occur with them. Such combinations justify fully a comparison of the

geographical range covered by distinct European nations with the narrow limits occupied

upon earth by the orangs, the chimpanzees, and the gorillas ; and though I still hesitate to

assign to each an independent origin (perhaps rather from the difBculty of divesting myself

of the opinions universally received, than from any intrinsic evidence), I must, in presence

of these facts, insist at least upon the probability of such an independence of origin of all

nations ; or, at least, of the independent origin of a primitive stock for each, with which

at some future period migrating or conquering tribes have more or less completely amal-

gamated, as in the case of mixed nationalities."

It may well be supposed that repeated assertions like the above,

proceeding from such an authority, stimulated the curiosity, to say

the least, of an archeologue towards their verification.

As in the discovery of Lake Moeris by my old friend and colleague

Linant-Bet,*^ this leading idea continued to float in my mind—" sans

pouvoir m'arrSter k une conception satisfaisante, lorsqu'enfin une
circonstance presque fortuite determina en moi avec precision une
pensee qui s'y agitait depuis long-temps d'une maniere confuse."

This circumstance was my departure hence for Europe, in October,

1854, with the view of collecting materials for the present volume.
I reasoned with myself that, if such be the facts in zoological organ-
ism, the "proper study of mankind" will have to be commenced da
capo. With no hostile intent, but with a sort of constitutional

impulse to eradicate error,—as Bacon says, "the traveller cuts down
a bramble in passing"— I have subjected Prof. Agassiz's theoiy to
an archaeologist's experimentum crueis.

He will be the first to acknowledge that the earliest notice he had
of any such intention on my part, was the reception, at Cambridge,
last October (1856), of a lithographic and uncolored proof of the
annexed "Monkey-chart,"—which, together with those of some

^

«» MSmoire mr le Lac Maris, prSsenU et lu d la Soci4lS Mgyptienne [founded at Cairo, 1836,
by himself, Alfred S. Walne, James Trail, Peter Taylor, and myself] ; Alexandrie, 4to'
1843, p. 18 ^ J

. ,
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EXPLANATIONS OF MON KE Y-C H AE T. 641

Others of our plates, and a prospectus of this volume, I had the
pleasure of enclosing to him.

^

On the 15th of the same month, during a brief interview in his
library. Prof. Agassiz pointed out to me two errors in this chart, viz.

:

first (since corrected), that I had placed the habitat of the chimpanzee
(Ifo. 3) too far to the south in Africa; and second (which I have not
altered), that, in America, the Uaeh line of oircumvallation inclosing
all the species "simise" is carried too much towards the north.

Notwithstanding the enormous pressure of his engagements,—
increased as they are by the production of a work, as honorable to
his science as unexampled in the annals of our common republic for
the popular support it so deservedly receives—Prof Agassiz was so
complaisant as to say: ''Ifl have time, I will send you a letter upon
this subject." Well,— time or no time— that letter came, to the
extreme gratification of Dr. Nott and myself; and the reader has
already found it in our " Prefatory Remarks" {mpra, pp. 13-15),
Everything that follows hereinafter rests exclusively,upon my indi-

vidual responsibility.

DESCRIPTION OF MONKEY-OHART—NOTES AND REFERENCES.

The map itself has been drawn to the convenient scale of my friend Dk. Boudin's admi-
rahle Carte physique et mel^orologique du Globe ferrestre.^ The black line, surrounding
all those regions where monkeys are found, has been traced chiefly in accordance with the

geographical distribution of SohmakdAj^b—compared with that of Beeohaus,«i« of Keith
Johnston,*' of Petebmann,608 of Humboldt,so* and of another anonymous geographer.^lo

Of the 54 figures of the monkeys themselves, 41 have been borrowed from the plate of

J. AcHiLLB CoMPTE ;
6" and the remaining 13 copied, at our Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, by my wife,— to whom the tinted original given as pattern to the colorist

is also due. The reference to each figure indicates the source whence such colors were de-

rived. Independently of these works, and those cited previously (supra, Chap.V,pp.459-65),

'"* S'"' edition, chez Andriveau-Goujon, Paris, 1855.

^5 tibersichtskarte der geographischen Verbrdtung der Thiere, Wien, 8vo, 1853, vol. iii.

^ Physikatiicher Atlas, "GeograpMe der Thiere," Band II, PI. 1; Text, pp. 137-8;

Ootha, 1848.

w Physical Atlas, "Geographical division and distribution of the Simiie and Prosimia;"

and D 8, pp. 2-8, Edinburgh, fol., 1848.

W8 J,tlas of Physical Geography, " Zoological map, Mammifers," PI. 11, London, 4to,

1852.

*" Beomme's "Atlas zn A. . Humboldt's Eosmos,"

—

Geographischen Verbreitung der

vorzUglicheren Sdugthiere auf der Erde, Stuttgart, 1861, PI. 32.

'1' Zoological map showing the distribution of Animals over the World, London, Beynolds,

1854.

™ Mgne animal de M. le Baron Cuvier dispose en Tableaux mSthodiques, Paris, fol., 1832.

41
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642 EXPLANATIONS OF MONKEY-CHART.

D'0rbignt,«'2 HnoHES,'" and especially Sohinz.*" have been consulted. And here I may
remark that, while all these invaluable books adorn the library of our Academy, I have

gratefully enjoyed, in common with others, the benefit of Dr. Thos. B. Wilson's munificence

towards this home of the Natural Sciences.

I proceed to catalogue the series exhibited on our " Monkey-chart;" after indicating to

the reader that, as each figure is accompanied by its number, all that is necessary, in order

to find its centre of creation in geographical distribution, is to look at the corresponding

number on the map itself.

SIMI.S OBBIS AKTIQUI, CAIASBHIIT2:.

No. 1.— Troglodytes Gorilla.

[R0D8SEAU ET Dev£ria, Photographie ZodlagiquA,

Paris, Mu8. d'Hist. Nat, 1864, PL YTTT—
" individu adulte envoye du Gabon par M. le

Dr. Franquet, 1852 :"—colored by directions

in Qervais, I, p. 28.]

2.— Troglodytes niger.

[Lesson, JUustrations de Zodlogie, PI. 32.]

3.— Simla Satyrus.

[CHi;pn, PI. 4, "pose naturelle:" colored by
Waoker, pi. I.]

4.— Eyiobates syndactylus,

[F. Cdtiee, Udmmiftres, Pl. m.]

6.— Hylobates albimanns.

[Am>EB£ET, Singes, I, PI. 2.]

6.— Hylobates Hoolock.

[Chenu, Fig. 62, pp. 63-4:—Jaedd™, mi.-Ub.
PI. 3.]

7.— Hylobates Lencisens.

[SoHEEBBE, SaugtTiiere, Tab. HI, B.]

8.— Hylobates fanerens.

[Waoneb, p. 18 :

—

JrcMv. du Mta^ V, p. 632,

Tab. 26.]

9.— Hylobates agUis.

[aEBVAiB, p. 64:— Jarbihe, pp. 109-14, PI. 6.]

10.— Colobns Gnereza.

[RBppel, WerUihiere, II, Tab. 1.]

11.— Colobns polycomos.

[SCHSEBEB, X, D.]

12.— Semnopithecus Entellus.

[Aotebeet, Singes, PI. IV.]

No. 13.— Cercopithecns ruber.

[SCHKEBEB, XVI, B.]

14.— Cercopithecns Pannns.

[SOHKEBEB, Xn.]

15.— Cercopithecns pygrerythrus.

[Cdttee, Mammifires, "Vervet."]

16.— Cercopithecns Mona.

[AODEBEKT, IV, 2, flg. 7.]

17.— Cercopithecns cephns.

[AlIDEBEET, IV, 2, flg. 12.]

18. — Cercopithecns nictitans.

[Atoebert, IV, 1, fig. 2.]

19-— Senmopithecns comatos-

[SCHBEBEB, XXIV, A.]

20.—Uacacns anrens.

[Zoologie de la "Bonite," PI. 2.]

21.— Macacus silenns.

[AUXEBEBI, n, 1, fig. 3.]

22.—Uacacns nemestiinos.

fF. Cdvieb, Mam., Xin.]

23.— Uacacns Bhesus.

[Atoebeet, n, 1, fig. ]J

24— Uacacns Uaimon.
[F. Cdvkb, Mam.]

25.— Uacacus ecandatus.

[Addebeet, I, 3, fig. 1.]

26.— Cynocephalns sphinx.
[SOHKEBEB, VI, or XIU, B.]

'^^ Dktionnaire universelk d'Histoire Naturelle PhtU ts^t «n j •

pZT " ^''""'"''' '"•' ""' '"^''" ^--«-. Soloth'urn, 8vo. 1844, vol i.
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Uo. 27.— Cynocephalus Hamadryas.

[SOHBEBEE, X :—Gertais, V :—CHiMn, flg. 143

:

—FiBOHm, pp. 3S-6 :— Waoneb, p. 62 :

—

Db
BuumLLE, OiUographie, p. 23.]

Ko. 28.

—

Cynocephaliis Uoimon.
[JiBBDtB, PI. 17.]

29.— Cynocephalus leucophsus.
[CuviEB, Ann. du Mm., IX, Tab. 37.]

SIVLIM OEBIB KOVa:, PEATTEHIira!.

Ko. SO.— MyceteB ursinoB.

[Addxbbbt, V, 1, fig. 1.]

31.— Cebns lobustas.

[Spix and Maetiks, PI. " Thlerformen des Trop-
iachen America," flg. 13:—JiBDnra, PI. 21.]

32.— Uycetas barbatns.

[Smx, ibid., 17:—WiaNSB, Supplement, I,

XXV, D.]

33.— Ateles arachnoides.

[Geofp., Ann. du Mus., XHI, PI. 9.]

34.— Ateles Belzebnth.

[SCHKEBEB, XXTI, B.]

35.— Ateles Fanisous.

[Jassine, PL XX.]

36.— Cebns Azara.

[AuSEBEBTjT, 2, fig. 1.]

37.— Chrysotbriz scinrens.

[lyOBBiaHT, Foy., Mammif., PL 4]

38.— Fithecia rafiventer.

[AVDEBERT, VI, 1, flg. 1.]

39.— Fithecia melanccephala.

[Spdc, Sim., PL VEH:— Geofp., Ann., XIX, p.

117.]

40. — Callithriz personatns.

[SOHBEBEB, XXX a.]

41. — Nyctipithecus trivirgatns.

[Jasdike, PL XXIV.]

42.— Hapale Jacohns.

[AOBEBEBT, VI, 2, flg. 4.]

43.— Hapale penicillata.

[WaOHER, SuppL, YYVTTT a.]

44.— Callithriz Ingens.

[jABDDfK, XXm.]

45.— Hapale (Edipos.

[AOBEBEBT, VI, 2, flg. l.J

46.— Chrysothrix nigrivittata.

[Waoseb, XI.]

47.— Hapale rosalia.

[Jabbihe, XXVILL]

48.— Lemor catta.

[Aitoebebt, Maki, fig. 4.]

49.— Lichanotas Indri.

[Acbebebt, Indri, flg. 1.]

60.— Stenops tardigradns.

[Acsebebt, Loris, flg. 1.]

61. — Galago senegalensis.

[SOHBEBEB, XXXVm, B.]

52. — Tarsins spectrnm.

[Ain>£BEBT, flg. 1.]

63.,— InnuB speciosns.

[Waoneb, PL V.]

54.— Cercocebns sabeens.

[Jabsine, PL XTTT.]

But, that the above 54 specimens comprehend but a very small

portion of the varied "species" of Monkeys already known, is made
evident through the following table from "Wagner:— ^'^

"' Die Saugthiere in Abbildungen nach der Natwr mil Beachreibungen von Dr. Johann Chris-

tian D. von Schreber, Leipzig, 4to, 1853, p. 3.
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6

7

8
9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Name of Order.

Simia
Hylobates , .-.

Semnopithecus
Colobti3

Cercopithecus

Inuas
Cynocephalns
Mycetes
Lagothrix
Ateles

Cebns
Pithecia

Nyctipithecus

Callithrix

Chrysothrix
Hapale
Lichanotus
Habrocebus
Lemur
Qaleocebus
Chirogalens

Stenops
Microcebus
Perodicticns

Otolicnus

Tarsius

Sum

Nnmber of the kinds.

Known
m

1840.

2
7

14
7

16
11

7
2
2
8
2
6
1

6
1

16
1

2
8

1

2
1

1

4
1

128 210

Classi-

fied in
1852.

8
26
5

82
10
10
7
2
9
10
7

3
11

3

26
1

2
14
1

5

3

2
1

6
1

Classi-

^edeincei
1840. '

11

2
1

1

1

3

2
1

2
1

7

53

Hence, then, including additions since 1852, we possess already

more than 216 distinct animals of the monkey-tribe. These are

thus classified,— after a lament regarding the difficulties of systems

— by Gebvais:— "°

"This first tribe of the Mammifers will be partitioned, as follows, into five secondary

groups :

—

1st. — The ANTHROPOMORPHS {Anthropomorpha), comprising the genera Tboglodttb,
Gorilla, Obano, and Gibbon.

2d.— The SEMNOPITHECI (Semnopithecians), diyide themselves into Nasic, Semnopi-
THECi properly so called, Peesbtte, and CoLOBrs.

3d. — The GUENONS (Cercopiihecians), or the genera Miomthecus, 8nd Ceroopitheous.
4th.— The MACACS (Maeaeians), who partition themselves into Magot, Manoabbi,
Maimon, and Macac.

6th. — CYNOCEPHALI {Cynoeephaliani}, or the Cthopitheci, Mandmils, Papioss, and
Thebopithboi.

Of these five groups, the third alone is exclusively African: the four otiiers, on the con-
trary, have each particular genera in America and India."

The reader's eye, following the black line of circumvallation on
our " Chart," will perceive that, except at Gibraltar (whither De
Blainville*" considers the magot to be an importation), there are no

«16 Troia Rignes de la Nature, Mammifires, 1" partie, Paris, 4to., 1854, p. 12.
6" Ottiographie, p. 21. But see Gertais, pp. 95-9.
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monkeys in Agassiz's European realm,—none in the Polynesian, nor
any in the Australian. In the American, the Professor told me that

no simiae are to be found northward of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
Prof. Spencer P. Baird, however, obligingly pointed out to me two
passages which seem to leave the exact degree of latitude an open
question. ®'*

But the strangest puzzle of all is, how to explain the sharp line of

demarcation beheld between island and island, in the Malayan
realm ; which a great naturalist has forcibly embodied in the follow-

ing language :— ®"

" The [East-Indian] Archipelago forms, as it were, a world apart, as much by its geo-

graphical position, as by its relation to ethnography and natural history. Situate betwixt

the Indian continent and Australia, the natural productions of this maritime world resemble,

for the greater part, those of the limitrophic lands ; and it is there only where the transition

pronounces itself the most distinctly, where one observes a small number of peculiar beings.

This line of transition is marked by the islands of Celebes, Flores, Timor, and Boeroe. It

finds itself, consequently, between the 135th and 145th of east longitude of the meridian of

Ferro. At the Moluccas, all nature already wears an Australasiatic (Papou) character

;

because, beyond some chiroptera which stretch as far as New Guinea, and the genus of

hogs, all the mammifera originating in that country belong to the order of the marsupials

[every other animal having been imported']. * * * * In general, the botanical and zoolo-

gical character of Australia commences at Celebes and at Timor ; so that these two islands

may be considered as the limits of two Faunas altogether distinct. * * * * The Indian

Archipelago divides itself, therefore, in the direction of west to east, as concerns geography

and natural history, into two parts of unequal extension. The occidental part, which is

the largest, contains the islands of Borneo, Sumbawa, Java, Sumatra, and the peninsula of

Malacca ; whereas the oriental portion contains but the islands of an inferior order,—those

of Celebes, Flores, Timor, Gilolo, and, to take the widest range, perhaps even to Mindanao."

MiJLLBR then goes on to explain how those larger portions that are

nearest to the Hindostanic continent resemble, in their Faunae, the

southern parts of India,—just as Maury {supra, Chapter I.) has shown

it to be the case with mankind. He counts about 175 mammifera

throughout the entire archipelago, Malacca and New Guinea inclu-

sive ; of which scarcely thirty belong exclusively to the eastern side,

where, chiroptera inclusive, there are but fifty species in all.

In this singular arrangement of nature within so small an area,

and amid islands so very proximate, the Orangs, the Gibbons, indeed

all true Simise, appertain solely to the western side ; and are totally

«i8 " The Monkeys which enter into the southern provinces of Mexico belong to the genera

myceies and hapale" (Richardson, "Report on N. Amer. Zool."-^n<. Assoc, adv. Science,

V. 1837, p. 138) : and " apes in the southern provinces of Mexico" (Wagkek, Bayenschen

AkadSmie, Miinchen, 1846, p. 51.)
, „ c- 1. ,j, w : j t j

619 Salomon MiiLLER, " Cosmographie, Zoologie eomv^r6e,"-S,ebold<s Momteur des Indes-

Onentales et Occidentales, Batavia, 4to., 1846-7, pp. 129-36. M MiiUer, as member of the

Commission of Physical Researches, spent in the Indian Archipelago " onze amines des plus

belles de ma vie."
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absent in the eastern : Celebes and Timor being the most easterly

isles producing monkeys, and these only Maccuios and Cynocephali.

Hence, the anthropoid apes, highest of the series, are met with only

where Telingan, Malay, and Negrillo races dwell : neither those, nor

even the lower monkey-forms, being encountered amid the homes of

Papouas, Harfoorians,—far less of Australians. E"ow, what is essen-

tially noteworthy, if depressions of temperature may explain why the

natural limit of the monkey-range does not extend itself outside of

our black line of circumvallation elsewhere, such explanation has no

force here. Its cause is inherent in some other law of nature.

HUMAN HEADS IN MONEET CHABT.

(Figs. A, B, C, D, E, P.)

Having sketched, in the preceding pages, the relative positions of 54 "species" of the

nmiadai, out of some 216 known, amid the zone appointed for them by Nature; I pass

onward in the endeavor to indicate to the reader, through six human heads, the sort of types

co-resident with monkeys within the same geographical area. These six heads, however,

can merely serve as mnemonics ; because, had space permitted, and did we possess the por-

traits of numberless races with which wo are acquainted solely through descriptions, it

would not have been a difficult matter to draw, on the same spot occupied by each quadru-

mane, a bimane illustrative of singular correspondences ; and then the eye could have per-

ceived that the colorations of the human skin, within this self-same zone, are almost as

varied, and as diverse from each other, as the forms and colors of the monkey tribes are

now therein seen to be different. This experiment may, in the future, be tried by others.

In the meanwhile, the letters placed beneath serve to indicate the habitat of each of these

six individuals, whose likenesses are very roughly traced.

REFERENCES AND EXPLANATIONS.
A. — AMERICAN. ' ' PurH-Purv!' nation.

[Spjx and MiBiros, Seiae in Braalien

:

— colored by De Casielhau, AmM^pte du iSud, "PI. XIX.
Chiatay, fameiix chef de Cherentes qui a long temps d6sol§ la province de Goyaz. * * * n 6tait

antbropophage."]

To convince oneself of the untold varieties of these South American races,—
see De Castelnau (passim) ; AroT. St. Hilaire (Sio de Janeiro, I, pp. 424-7

;

n, pp. 49-57, 137-231); D'Okbiqnt {Voy., Atlas); Debeet {Voy. Pittor. au
Br(sil,to\.,Vana, 1834, U, and plates) ;—especially Ruqendas {Voy. PiUor. au
Brisil, transl. Golberry, Paris, fol., 1833, H, "portraits et costumes," pp. 2-34)

;

and Dakwin, Wilson, and Fitzkot {Surveying Voyages of H. M. S. "Adventure"
and "Beagle"— London, 8vo, 1829— 11, pp. 129-82; appendix, pp. 135-49;
m, pp. 51^33).

B.—WEST AFRICAN. " Nigre de la cSie d' Or"— in Brazil.

[Choris, op. ctf
.,

llT. 7»«, PI. VI :- colored by deBcriptions in RuGHniAS.,

See Chapter V, supra, pp. 545-6.
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C. — EAST AFBICAN. '
' Mozambique" negro, in Brazil.

CDZBEET qp.ct«.,n,P1.37-"diff«rentc8 nations nSgres," Sg. 8: -colored from hiB descriptions
(pp. 114-15); as compared with some of Db Frobebtole's casts, and with Chokib's accounts, Ut
1", pi. Ill, &c] '

Salt {Voyage to Abyssinia, London, 4to, 1814, pp. 33-41) spoke about the
Monjou negroes on that coast as " of the ugliest description, having high cheek-
bones, thick Kps, smaU knots of woolly hair like peppercorns on their heads,
and skins of a deep, shining black:" and again, that the Makooa, Makooana,
who are negroes, and not Kaffra (an Arabic term, only meaning '.' infidel"), whilst
possessing excessive deformity, and ferocity of visage and characters, did not
possess any name for "God" except wkerimb, meaning the "sky,"— any more
than did the Monjous themselves, among whom "molungo" signified both God
and tky. Compare Types of Mankind, pp. 609-10.

D.—SOUTH AFBICAir. "ffotleniot Venus."

[ftom a photograph by M. ^nesenn—ecHerieAnthropologiqiK, Paris-of her colored foil-size cast
in that Museum.]

_ Compare her portraits in Cuvier'b fol. Mammiflres; and my remarks sunra
pp. 628-9.

' '

E.— HALATAir. " Serebis Dyak."

[MiSKTAiT, Borneo and the Indian Archipelago, London 8to, 1848, PI. 79 :—tinted " copper-colored "

op. ctf, pp. 5, 78.]
'

My brother William, long stationed at Sarawak {supra, p. 635), tells me that
it is an excellent sample.

F.— "BISATA sauvage, ou des montagnes."

[Mallat, Philippines, Atlas.*"]

Compare the observations of Chamisso (in Von Kotzebue's Voy. " Kurick,"
n, pp. 351-98) ; and of Lesson and Gaknot (in Dupekket, Voy. " CoquiUe,"
Paris, 8vo., 1826 ; " Zoologie," I, pp. 8-106).

'"' The homines caudali have been already treated upon {supra, Chap. V, pp. 458-9 notes

183-4). Mallat (Les Philippines, p. 129) neither believes in them, nor in the reported

unions between human and anthropoid genera; on which Blumenbach {Be Generis Bumani
varietate, p. 16) indignantly wrote " Hybrida humana negantur," while Viret {Hist. Naturelle

du Oenre Humain, 1824, III, p. 491, &c. &c.) denies that such experiment has been fairly

tried.

Had not an account of the " Oraug-JEuiu,'' and of the "Orang-Ga^ur," been read before

the American Geographical and Statistical Society of New York, and received the Society's

" imprimatur " in pamphlet form {Report " on the East Indian Archipelago ; and a descrip-

tion of the Wild Races of men," New York, 1854), I should have as little dared to refer to

Capt. Walter M. Gibson's most enchanting adventures (TAe iViaon of Welteverden; and a

glance at the East Indian Archipelago, New York, 1855, pp. 120-3, 180-2), as to have cited,

on African questions, my friend Mr. Brantz Mayer's entertaining "Captain Canot." As

it is, the responsibility of publication, in the former case, reposes entirely upon la critique

of the honorable historians, divines, lawyers, doctors, and merchant-princes, who in council

assembled to hear the Captain's eloquent address, on the 24th March, 1855, at the New
York University. As I receive it, so I pass it on; with the mere remark that, the authentic

descriptions science possesses of real men—the Orang-benua, to wit— in Malayana, have,

quite sufficiently for my anthropoid analogies, brought down humanity, in that Archipelago,

to a grade not many removes from the rubescent Orang-utans ; so that, should Mr. P. T.

Bamum ever be so lucky as to import for his Museum a live specimen of the genus " Orang"

(Malayicfe man), like that one figured by Capt. Gibson in wood-cut on page 180, I shall

thankfully accept,—just as I should be equally glad to see one of M. d'ABBADiE's " Dokkos "

(Pbichaed, N'at. Eist., p. 306)— such a wonderful "confirmation" (not to mention also

sundry dwarf " Aztec children ") par dessua le marchi.
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FINAL OBSERVATIONS.

Thus, I think, we have ascertained that, in Continental Asia, Africa

and America,— leaving aside Madagascar—no less than amidst the

thousand islands of the Indian Archipelago, there are scattered

immense numbers, and many varieties, of Monkeys ; that, in some

places, different "species" occupy contiguous habitats, whilst their

specific analogues are only met with at very remote distances ; that,

no two tracts of mountain or valley, hardly two islands, possess the

same " species " of Monkey ; in short, no spot within the Tropical

zones, however circumscribed in area, which does not, if it has any

at all, possess its own simia or aimiae; and, finally, that such " species."

is rarely to be found anywhere else. This (if recollection serves) is

the substance of what I learned from Prof. Agassiz's memorable 6th

lecture, delivered at Mobile.

Now, does any naturalist claim that each " species " of monkey
was not created within the particular province, zone, focus, or centre,

where we find it? Will any naturalist hazard a denial that such

monkeys were therein created, not in single pair, but in "nations" ?

On ascending to Man, viewed as the " sole representative of his

order," after taking the preceding survey of his more or less anthropo-

morphous precursors,—whether in relative palseontological epochas,

or in respective station at a given link of the spiral chain of beings

—

is it, I would inquire, by accident that the highest approximations to

the human form dwell closely along the Equinoxial line, almost in

antipodean juxtaposition,—viz., the red orang-utans, with black and
brown gibbons, in Malayana, and the black gorillas and chimpanzees
in Africa ?

And, is it again through accident, I ask, that the converse of this
proposition is true, viz : that the lowest forms of mankind in Africa
as well as the lowest forms of mankind in Malayana, vegetatp
this day, precisely where the highest, most anthropoid, types of l

monkey "species" respectively reside?
Others may believe in "accident." I do not,—where nature mani-

fests to my reason such harmonies in the action of Creative Power.
Still, notwithstanding my own belief in a CREATOE, there are

such things— things which the brothers Humboldt suspected and
rejected— as " myths, fiction, and pretended tradition:' All animals,
Man inclusive, are said to have spread themselves over this planet's
Puperficies, during the last (2348-1857) 4205 years, dating from the
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p&riod when Noah's Ark grounded upon Mount Ararat, in Armenia,
whose geographical position and altitude are well known.^'
By way of archaeological experiment, under the generally accepted

hypothesis that the parents of all these gimiae descended, peripateti-
cally along that mountain, and genealogically from that " single pair,"
what species of monkey now extant is the one which is most likely
to satisfy the conditions required ?

Premising that such an unique couple*® must have travelled down
that mountain with amazing celerity,*^ in order to attain warmer
latitudes, and in quest of food and a home,— it is only the Cyno-
cephalus Eamadryas^ that fulfils every necessary requirement. His
present habitat—Arabia, and perhaps Persia— is the nearest in geo-
graphical approximation to Mount Ararat; and we know that he
lived thereabouts, near Mesopotamia, as far back as b. c. 885; because
his effigy is sculptured on the Obelisk of JSTimrood,^ assigned by
Rawlinson to that date, under the reign of Jehu.^ I propose, there-
fore, that a male and female "parr" of the "species" Cynoeephalus
Eamadryas [No. 27] be henceforward recognized as the anthropoid
analogues of "Noah, Shem, Ham and Japheth;" and that it must be
from these two individuals that, owing to transplantation, together
with the combined action of aliment and climate, the 54 monkeys
represented on our chart have originated. It is, notwithstanding,

sufficiently strange, that, under such circumstances, this " primordial
organic type" of monkey should have so highly improved in Gruinea

and in Malayana as to become Q-orillas and Chimpanzees, Orangs and
(ribbons; whereas, on the contrary, the descendants of "Adam and
Eve" have, in the same localities, actually deteriorated into the most
degraded and abject forms of humanity.

621 See above, Chapter V, pp. 572-3.

622 The KophIm, apes [supra, V, note 341], are not mentioned in Hebrew writings until

the recent manipulation of Kings and Chronicles by the Esdraic school. Being always "un-
clean " to the IsraeUtes and Mussulmans, however dear to the Brahmans, monkeys must

have been taken into the Ark "two and two" (Genesis, VII, 9); and not "by sevens"

(ibid., verse 2).

623 They are celebrated for their agility, and are the only " species " trained in the Levant

for gymnastic and dancing exhibitions.

62* Supra sub voce :— Ainswobth (Researches in Assyria, Babylonia and Chaldcea, London,

8vo, 1838, p. 37) observes, " The monkey, whose country begins about 38° N. lat., is un-

known in Assyria and Babylonia ; but it is not certain if it is not an extinct animal, for an

able Hebrew scholar has stated to me, that the doleful creatures which are prophetically

announced as tenanting fallen Babylon, ought to be read as monkeys or baboons."

625 Latard's folio Monuments, 1849 ; and his Nineveh and its Remains, 1848 ; contain

accurate copies of this monument. For the archaeology of various monkeys, see Db Blain-

VILLE (Ostiographie, pp. 28-49), and Gervais {op. eiU, pp. 107-8).

626 Types of Mankind, pp. 701-2
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In bidding farewell to the reader, I would invite his attention to

one more singularity, and to one now established fact, suggested by

inspection of this Monkey-chart, viz :

—

1. That, within the black circumvallating line which surrounds the

zone occupied hj the simise, no "civilization"— except possibly in

Central America and Peru— has ever been spontaneously developed

since historical times.

Europe, since the ages of fossil remains [supra, Chapter V, pp. 523

-4), has not contained any monkeys, save a few apes imported from

the African side to skip about Gibraltar rock. The line runs south

of Carthage, Cyrene, Egypt-proper, Palestine, Mesopotamia, Ariana,

and China. "We know that Hindostanic "civilization" was due
exclusively to immigrant Aryas ; and that of Malayana, primarily to

the migratory sequences of the latter, and secondarily to the Muslim
Arabs.

2. That the most superior types of Monkeys are found to be
indigenous exactly where we encounter races of some of the most
inferior types of Men.

G. R. G.
Philadelpbia, February, 1857.
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D. S. Greenhougii, Esq., Boston, Mass.
W. W. Greenhough, Esq., «

John Greenwood, Jr., Esq., New Yorfe.

John Grigg, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa,

Geo. Grote, Esq., London.

J. H, Gumey, Esq., M.P., London.

Lieut. A. "W. Habersham, U. S. N., Nary Yard, Phila.

Clamor Fred. Hagedorn, Esq., Consul Gen'l, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

R. K. Haight, Esq., New York (10 copies).

Prof. S. S. Haldeman, A. M., Delaware College.

Salmon C. Hall, Esq., Washington, D. C.

John Halsey, Esq., New York.{3 copies).

R. W. Hamilton, Esq., New Orleans, La.

Reuben Hamilton, Esq., Liberty Hill, S. 0.

G. Hamlin, M.D., Natchitoches, La.

Hon. J. H. Hammond, Charleston, S. C.

Geo. S. Harding, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Col. Jesse Hargrave, Sussex Co., Va.

James Harran, Esq., Bladen Springs, Ala.

Joseph Harrison, Esq., Philadelphia.

R. H. Harrison, M. D., HoUy Springs, Miss.

W. H. Harrison, Esq., New Orleans, La.

Alexander Hart, M. D., New Orleans, La.

Charles Hart, Esq., Providence, R. I.

Thos. W. Hartley. Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

W. H. Haxall, Esq., Richmond, Va.

Hayes & Zell, Booksellers, Philadelphia, Fa. (5 o.)

Geo. Hayward, M. D^ Boston, Mass.

£. H. Hazard, Esq., Providence, R. I.

Geo. G. Hazard, Esq., Warren, R. I.

Rowland G. Hazard, Esq., Peacedale, R. I.

Willis P. Hazard, Bookseller, Philadelphia, Pa. (6 o.)

J. T. Heald, Bookseller, Wilmington, Del. (3 copies.)

Charles H. Heath, Esq., Morristown, Lamoille Co., Yt.

Julius Heissee, Esq., Mobile, Ala. (2 copies.)

J. H. Helm, M. D.. Eaton, Preble Co., Ohio.

Thomas Helm, Esq., Philadelphia.

A. Henderson, Esq., Frederick, Md.

C. G. Henderson & Co., Booksellers, Philada., Pa. (2.)

Bernard Henry, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wm. C. Henszey, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Joseph H.'Herron, Bookseller, Newville, Pa. (3 c.)

Alexander Herzen, Esq., London.

John C. Heylman, Esq., Harrisburg, Pa.

Sir Benjamin Heywood, Bart., Manchester, Eng,

Benjamin Higgins, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

G. S. Hillard, Esq., Boston, Mass.

Wm. B. Hodgson, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Professor van der Hoeven, Leyden, Holland.

Pro£ Jno. Edw. Holbrook, M. D., Charleston, S. C.

Charles Holland, Esq., Pres't Liverpool Chamber of

Commerce, Liverpool.

J. F. Holland, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

F. Hollick, M.D., New York.

O. W. Holmes, M. D., Boston, Mass.

PhiletuB H. Holt, Esq., New York.

Sidney Homer, Esq., Boston, Mass.

J. J. Hooks, M.D., Memphis, Tenn.

Hopkins, Bridgman & Co., Booksellers, Northampton,

Mass.

Thos. F. Hoppin, Esq., Providence, B. I, (2 copies.)

Henry Horlbeck, Esq., Charleston, S. C.

Leonard Horner, Esq., F. R. S-, London.

Mrs. Lavinia E. A. Howard, Daphne, Mobile Bay (2.)

S. S. Howell, Esq., Charleston, S. C.

Leon Huchez, Esq., New Orleans, La.
J. A. Huger, Esq., Charleston, S. C.
R. W. Hughes, Esq., Richmond, Va.
Samuel I. Hull,4Esq., Charleston, S. 0.
Thomas Hun, M. D., Albany, N. Y.
Leigh Hunt, Esq., London.
Prof. Thos. Hunt, M. D., Univ. of La., New Orleans, La.
T. C. Hunt, Esq., Natchitoches, La.

Ariel Hunton, Esq., Hyde Park, Lamoille Co., Vt
A. H. Hutchinson, Esq., Bladen Springs, Ala.

W. M. Hutton, Esq., Memphis, Tenn.

W. Ivory, Esq., Edinburgh.

Samuel Jackson, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

Henry Jacobs, Esq., Providence, R. I.

N. R. Jennings, Esq., New Orleans, La.

Edward Johnson, Bookseller, Alexandria, La. (6 c.)

F. Johnson, M.D., Natchitoches, La.

Alexander Johnston, Esq., Baltimore, Md.
Monsieur Jomard, Pr&. de la Soc. de G6og., Paris.

George Jones, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Geo. N. Jones, M. D., Savannah, Ga.

G. R. Jones, M. D., Memphis, Tenn.

Prof. James Jones, M.D., Univ. of La., New Orleans

W. Jones, Esq., Riceboro, Ga.

Henry K. Ealussowski, M. D., Washington, D. G.

Robt. E. Kelly, Esq., Versailles, France (2 copies).

L. C. Kennedy, Esq., Spartanburgh, S. 0.

James Kennedy, A.M., M.D., New York.

Edward M. Kern, Esq., U. S. N. Pacific Explor. Exped.,

Washington, D, C.

M. M. C. King, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Hon. Judge Mitchell King, Charleston, S. G.

Wm. P. Kintzing,.EBq., Philadelphia.

Stephen D. Kirk, Esq., Charleston, S. C.

F. Klincksieck, Esq., Paris (2 copies).

Charles Kochersperger, Esq., Philadelphia.

P. M. KoUock, M. D., Savannah, Ga.

Louis Kossuth, London.

Miss Lace, Beaconsfield, Liverpool, Eng.

Mrs. Laing, Edinburgh.

Abbate Michelangelo Lanci, Prof. LL, 00., Rome.

W. G.Langdon. Esq., Glasgow.

F. Lanneau, Esq., Charleston, S. 0.

The B.H. the Marquis of Lansdowne, K. O., F. R. S.,

Eng. (2 copies.)

H. A. Lantz, Bookseller, Reading, Pa. (3 copies.)

Henry Laurence, Esq., Yazoo City, Miss.

Samuel Laurence. Esq., New York.

Leavitt & Allen, Booksellers, New York (4 copies).

Robt. Lebby, M, D., Charleston, S. C.

Charles Le Cesne, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

Victor Le Cesne, Esq.,.Mobile, Ala.

John L. Le Conte, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

The R. Rev. the Lord Bishop of Manchester (Di, Lee),

Eng.

Prof. Joseph Leidy, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.

^Monsieur Lemercier, Biblioth. Mus. d'Hist. Nat.,

Paris.

Chevalier R. Lepsius, Berlin.

J. P. Lesley, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Geo. H. Levis, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

J. C. Levy, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

S. Yates Levy, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Elisha H. Lewis, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa,

Saunders Lewis, Esq., Montgomery Co, Pa.
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Library of the Colonial Department, London.

Library Company of Philadelphia.

Library of the Society of Writers to H. M. Signet,

Edinburgh.

Lord Lindsay and Balcarres, Colinsbnrgh, Fifeshire,

Scotland.

AdolphuB Lippe, M.D., Philadelphia,

tivermore & Rudd, Booksellers, New York (8 copies).

Kobt. S. Livingston, Esq., New York.

Edward Lloyd, Jr., Esq., Manchester, Bng.

Charles A. Locke, Esq., Boston, Mass.

Lord Londesborough, K. C. H., F. R. S., Bng.

Andrew Low, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Henry A. Lowe, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

Hermann E. Ludewig, Esq., New York.

John Luff, Esq., New Orleans.

J. L. Brown Lundin, M. D., Camp, Crimea.

H. M. Lusher, Esq., Memphis, Tenn.

Mrs. Lushington, London.

Lt..Col. Lyell, Hon. E. Ind. 0. S., London.

Sir Charles Lyell, P. R. S., London.

Wm. Mackay, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

*K. R. H. Mackenzie, Esq., P. S. A., M. B. A. S, Lond.

Charles Maclaren, Esq., Edinburgh.

Charles Magarge, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

James Magee, Esq., New Orleans, La.

W. G. Malin, Esq., for Library of Penn Hosp., Fhilar

delphia. Pa.

Mrs. Mallet, Belmont, Hampstead, Eng.

J. a Mansel, Esq., Blandford, Dorset, Eng.

Wm. B. Mardre, Esq., Windsor, N. C.

*Monsieur A. Mariette, Conserv. Mus^e du Louvre,

Palis.

J. H. Markland, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Francis Markoe, Esq., State Department, Washington,

D.C.

Wm. T. Marshall, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

F. Marx, M. D., Richmond, Va.

Prof. L. Q. Mathews, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg,

Va.

G. M. B. Maughs, M. D., Fulton, Mo.

James Maury, Esq., New Orleans, La.

B. F. May, M.D., McKinley, Ala.

H. R. May, Esq., Memphis, Tenn.

Joseph Mayer, Esq., F. S. A., Liverpool, Eng.

A. H. Mazyck, Jr., Esq., Charleston, S. C.

Alex. McAudrew, Esq., New York.

Wm. McCabe, Esq., Whitby, C. W.
Hon. Judge Theo. H. McCaleb, New Orleans, La.

J. H. B. McClellan, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.

J. H. McCuUoh, M.D., Baltimore, Md.

B. R. McDonald, Esq., Memphis, Tenn.

R. S. MoDow, Esq., Liberty Hill, S. C.

Thos. F. McDow, Esq., "

McDowell & Co., Booksellers, Steubenville, (2 c.)

A. M. Molver, Esq., Riceboro, Ga.

John McKee, Sr., Esq., Chester C. H., S. C.

John McEee, Jr., Bookseller, Chester C. H.. 8. C. (6)

P. B. McKelvey, M. D., New Orleans, La.

F. E. McKenzie, Esq., Charleston, S. 0.

M. C. McKing, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Hon. Lewis McLane, Baltimore, Md.

Middleton & McMaster, Booksellers, Mobile, Ala. (26)

Sir John McNeil, G. C. B., F. R. S., Edinburgh.

Colin McRea, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

JamoB McSherry, Esq , Frederick, Md.

Mercantile Library, Baltimore Hd.

A. P. Merrill, M.D., Memphis, Tenn.

Minor Merriwether, C. E., Memphis, Tenn.

Prof. John Millington, Memphis, Tenn.

Charles S. Mills, M. D., Richmond, Ta.

Clark Mills, Esq., Washington, D. C.

Chas. Millspaugh, Esq., St. Louis, Mo.

The Dean of St. Paul's (Dr. H. H. Milman), Bng.

J. B. Mi«£heU, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa. '

M. Monro, Esq., London.

Jno. W. Moore, Bookseller, Philadelphia (2 copies).

Thos. Moore, Esq., Schuylkill Falls, Pa.

Thos. H. Morris, Esq., Baltimore, Md.

Prof. W. B. Morrow, M.D., Memphis, Tenn.

P. A. Morse, Esq., New Orleans.

Robt. P. Morton, Esq., Germantown, Fa.

Mrs. Samuel George Morton, Germantown, Pa.

Thos. Geo, Morton, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.

Alex. Moseley, Esq., Richmond, Ta.

J. M. Moss & Bro., Booksellers, Philadelphia, Pa. (5)

Prof. James Moultrie, M. D., Charleston, S. C.

Wm. Mure, Esq., H.B.M. Consul, New Orleans.

Dr. Max MUller, Taylorian Professor, Oxford, Eng.

Jennings Murphy, Esq., Mobile, Ala. (2 copies.)

The H. Lord Murray, Edinburgh.

G. A. Myers, Esq., Richmond, Ta.

W. H. Myers, Esq., Loudonville> O.

W. Nelson, Esq., Edinburgh.

Alexander Nesbitt, Esq., London,

J. West Nevins, Esq., New York,

New Orleans Club, per R. H. Chilton, Esq., New Oi^

leans.

J. P. Niohol, Esq., Prof, of Astronomy, Glasgow (2),

Miss Nightingale, Embley, Hants, Eng.

B. M. Norman, Bookseller, New Orleans, La. (10 c.)

Edwin Norris, Esq., F. R. S., F. B. A. S., London.

Prof Gustavus A. Nott, M. D., Univ. of La., New Or-

leans.

Robert W. Ogden, Esq., New Orleans, La.

Samuel Ogdin, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jno. W. O'Neill, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward Padelford, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

W. B. Page, M. D., Philadelphia.

1. H. & John Parker, Booksellers, Oxford, Bng. (3 c)
Parry & M'Millan, Booksellers, Philadelphia, Pa. (10)

Edward Patterson, Esq., Baltimore, Md.
Robert Patterson, Esq., U. S. Mint, Philadelphia.

Geo. Pattison & Co., Booksellers, Memphis, Tenn. (5)

Monsieur G. Pauthier, Paris.

Abraham Payne, Esq., Providence, R. I.

St. George Peachy, Esq., Richmond, Ta.

Miss Mary Pearsall, Germantown, Pa.

Jno. Penington & Son, Booksellers, Philadelphia (6).

Hanson Penn, M.D., Bladensburg, Md.
Penn Mutual Insurance Co., Philadelphia.

J. Pennington, Esq., Baltimore, Md.
Hon. John Perkins, Jr., Ashwood, La.

E. W. Perry, Esq., Richmond, Ta.

Thomas M. Peters, Esq., Moulton, Ala.

R. E. Peterson, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

T. B. Peterson, Bookseller, Philadelphia, Pa. (10 e.)

Gen. Robles Pezuela, Mexican Minister,Washington,

D.C.

J. G. Phillimore, Esq., M. P., London.

Hon. Henry M. Phillips, Philadelphia, Pa.

James Phillips, Esq., Washington, D. 0.

Wm. W. L. Phillips, Esq., Trenton, N. J.
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Phinney & Co., Booksellers, Buffalo, N. T. (10 copies.)

Martin Pickett, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

Hon. Albert Pike, Little Rock, Ark.
James Filians, Esq., Prof, of HumaDity, Ediubuxgh.

John Pitman, M. D., Memphis, Teun,

J. N. Piatt, Esq., New York.

George Poe, Esq., Georgetown, D.O.

Geo. F. Pollard, M.D., Montgomery, Ala.

M. Polock, Bookseller, Philadelphia, Pa. (2 copies.)

William 0. Pond, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

James Potter, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Philip Poullain, Esq., SaTanqah, Geo.

Thomas H. Powers, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa-

William S. Pnce, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

ProTidence Athen^um, Providence, B. L
Public Library, Boston, Mass.

Isaac Pugh, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

G. P. Putman & Co., Publishers, New York (20 c)

John Baig, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. Howard Rand, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

Randall & Williams, Booksellers, Mobile, Ala. (10 c.)

Rev. Wm. Porter Ray, Lafayette, Ind.

James B. Read, M.B,, Savannah, Ga.

J. Rehu, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

John E. Reid, Esq., New Orleans, La.

A. R. Reinagle, Esq., Oxford, England.

'Monsieur Ernest Renan, Biblioth. Imp., Paris.

Wm. Rhett, Esq., Charleston, S, C.

A. Henry Rhind, Esq., Sibster, near Wick, N. B.

R. C. Richardson, M. D., Natchitoches, La.

Prof. John Leonard Riddell, M. D., Univ. of La., New
Orleans.

G«o. W. Riggs, Esq., Washington, D. G.

Rising Star Groupe, Greenville, 0.

W. Lea Roberts, Esq., New York.

F. M. Robertson, M. D., Charleston, S. C.

Hon. Judge Jno. B. Robertson, New Orleans, La. (2)

T. G. Robertson, Bookseller, Hagerstown, Md. (3 o.)

H. Robinson, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

C. M. Robison, Esq., London.

Thomas W. Robison, Esq., Kingston, C. W.
Cou W. S. Rockwell, Milledgeville, Ga.

Wm. B. Rodman, Esq., Washington, N. C.

John Rodgers, Esq., TJ. S. N., Washington, D. 0.

George Rogers, Esq., M. D., Clifton, Bristol, Bog.

Prof. Henry D. Rogers, Boston, Mass.

Edward Romilly, Esq., Audit. Office, London.

Howell Rose, Esq., Wetumpka, Ala.

Andrew M. Ross, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Dr. R. Roth, Prof, of Sanscrit, Canterbury, Eng.

James Rush, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

Abs. James Rush, Philadelphia, Pa.

Russell & Jones, Booksellers, Charleston, S. C. (25 c.)

J. Rutherford Rnssell, Esq., M.D., Leamington, Eng.

(2 topies.)

Charles Ryan, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

The R. H. Sir Edward Ryan, Kensington, Eng. (2 c.)

Jose Salazar, Esq., Mexico.

*Monsieur Aug. Salzmann, Paris.

W. S. Sargenson, Esq., Pall Mall, London.

B. F. Shaw, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Philip T. Schley, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Howard Schott, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Rudolph Schramm, Esq., London.

Mrs. Sails Schwabe, Manchester, Eng. (2 copies.)

H. W. Schwartz, Esq., New Orleans, La.

Charles Scott, Esq., Trenton, N. J.

Thomas J. Scott, Esq., Montgomery, Ala.

W. E. Screven, Esq., Rjceboro, Ga.

Alexander S. Semmes, M. D., Washington, D. C.

Prof. George Sexton, M. B., Lambeth, Eng.

Lemuel Sbattuck, Esq., Boston, Mass.

J. W. Shepherd, Esq., Montgomery, Ala.

Charles Sherry, Jr., Esq., Bristol, R. I.

Miss Lydia Shore, Meersbrook, near Sheffield} Eng.

Natbl. B. ShuTtleff, M. P., Boston, Mass.

E. H. Sievelling, Esq., M. D., London.

Franc. Simenez, Esq., Mexico.

W. Gilmore Simms, Esq., Woodlands, S. 0.

0. U. Slater, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

John Slavens, Esq., Portland Mills, Ind.

L. SlUBSer, M. D., Canal Fulton, 0.

J. C. Small, Esq., Toronto, C. W.
J. S. Small, Esq., Charleston, S. C.

D. S. Smalley, Esq., West Roxbury, Mass.

A. A. Smets, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

Smith, English & Co., Booksellers, Philadelphia (6X

David C. Smith, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Howard Smith, M. D., New Orleans, La.

J. B. Smith, Esq., M. P., London.

J. Gay Smith, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

John Smith, Esq., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Joseph P. Smith, Esq., Philadelphia, Fa.

Lloyd P. Smith, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Stark. B. Smith, M. D., Windsor, N. 0.

Madame Smyth, London.

Jas. Solly, Esq., Toll End, Tipton, Eng.

Mrs. Speir, London.

Osborn Springfield, Esq., Catton, near Norwich, Eng
Hon. E. Geo. Squier, Fonseca, Honduras.

Thomas Jefferson Staley, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

T. 0. Stark, Esq, New Orleans, La.

Holmes Steele, M. D., Savannah, Ga.

Albert Stein, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

Lewis H. Steiner, M. B., Baltimore, Md.

John Stoddard, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

*M. le Dr. Here. Straus•Durckheim, Jardin dea

Plantes, Paris.

Stringer & Townsend, Booksellers, New York (10 o.)

T. W. Strong, Esq., New York.

George Sutton, M. D., Aurora, Ind.

Samuel Swan, Esq., Montgomery, Ala.

J. A. Symonds, Esq., M. D., Clifton, Bristol, Eng.

Rev. Edward Taggart, Wildwood, Hampstead, Eng.

Benjamin Tanner, Esq., Baltimore, Md.

Rev. John James Tayler, London.

A. K. Taylor, Esq., Memphis, Tenn.

Franck Taylor, Bookseller, Washington, D. C. (10 c.)

Henry Taylor, Bookseller, Baltimore,'Md. (25 copies.)

J. K. Tefft, Esq., Savannah, Ga.

W. H. Tegarden, Esq., New Orleans, La.

J. C. Thompson, Esq., Mobile, Ala.

Samuel Thompson, M. D., Albion, HI.

John Thorn, M. D., Baltimore, Md.

Ticknor & Co., Booksellers, Boston, Mass. (12 copies.)

Alexander Tod, Esq., Egypt,

Hon. R. Toombs, U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C.

D. Torrey, Esq., Davenport, Iowa.

H. R. Troup, M. D., Darien, Ga.

D. H. Tucker, M. D., Richmond, Ta.

J. C. Turner, Dr. D. S., Mobile, Ala.

T. I. Turner, M. D., U. S. N., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prof Wm- W. Turner, Washington, D. C.
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J. Knight Uhler, M. D., Schuylkill Falls, Ps.

Wm. M. Uhler, M. D., Philadelphia, Fs.

J. E. Ulhorn, EscL-, New Orleans, La.

Wilkins Updike, Esci., Kingston, B. L

Prof. Gilb. S. Tance, M. D, Univ. of La., New Orleans.

Heni7 Yanderlinder, Esq., New Orleans, La.

WiUiam S. Tanx, Bsci., Philadelphia, Pa.

F. F. Walgamutb, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sir Joshua Walmslej, M. P., London.

J. MasoQ Warren, M. D., Boston, Mass.

James S. Waters, Bookseller, Baltimore, Md. (10 o.)

A. L Watson, Esq., V. S. N., Washington, D. 0,

Hewett O.Watson, Esq., Thames Ditton, Surrey, Eng.

John Q. Wayt, M. D., Richmond, Va.

Thomas H. Webb, M. D., Boston, Mass.

Prof. J. C. P. Wederstrandt, M.D., Univ. of La., New
Orleans.

Wm. Weightman, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

J. B. Welsh, Esq., Philadelphia, Fa.

Mis. 0. B. Weyman, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wm. W. White, Esq., Concrete, Texas.

James S. Whitney, Esq., Philadelphia, Fa.

Jacob B. Whittemore, M. B., Chester, N. H.

Morris S. Wickersham, Esq., Philadelphia, Fa.

Prof George D. Wilher, M.D., Mineral Pointj Wis.

W. 0. Wilde, Esq., New Orleans, La.

Wiley & Halsted, Booksellers, New York (12 copies/.

Wm. Wilkins, Esq., Charleston, S. C.

Kobt. D. Wilkinson, Esq., Philadelphia, Fa.

W. A. Wilkinson, Esq., M. P., London.

Mark Willcoz, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

G. Clinton Williams, Esq., Washington, D. 0.

W. Thorne Williams, Bookseller, Savannah, Ga. (26)

Prof. Danl. Wilson, LL.D., Uniy. Coll., Toronto, 0. W.
Thos. B. Wilson, M.D., Philadelphia, Fa. (2 copies.)

Wm. Winthrop, Esq., London.

Hon. W. H. Witte, Philadelphia, Fa. (2 copies.)

Francis Wood, Esq., New Orleans.

Prof. Geo. B. Wood, M. S., Philadelphia.

H. D. Woodfall, Esq., London.

James Woodhouse & Co., Booksellers, Richmond, Va
(10 copies.)

S. W. Woodhouse, M.D.,Port Delaware, Del.

J. J. Woodward, Esq., West Philadelphia, Fa.

S. M. Woolston, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ibos. H. Wynne, Esq., Bichmond, Ya.

J. A. Yates, Esq., London.

James Yates, Esq., M. A., F. B. S., Hlghgate, Eng.

The Misses Yates, Liverpool, Eng.

Bichard T. Yates, Esq., Liverpool, Eng.

Easton Yonge, M.D., Savannah, Ga.

W. B. Zeiber, Bookseller, Philadelphia, Fa. (6 coplei.)

ADDITIONAL NAMES.
Andrew H. Armour & Co., Booksellers, Toronto, 0. W. (4 copies.)

Charles A. Brown, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Thomas Hartley, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa.

Henry Steegman, Esq., New York.

B. M. Smith, M. J>^ Athens, Ga. (2 copies.)

THK END.
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